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THE BOOK OF JUDGES.

INTRODUCTION.

This Book of Judges, called in Hebrew D^toStU^.^ in the Septuagint ^vkitai, and

in the Vulgate Liber Judicum, or Judices, takes its name, like the other his-

torical books,—the five Books of Moses, the Book of Joshua, the Book of Rutli,

the Books of Samuel and of the Kings, the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah, and the

Book of Esther,—from its contents, viz., the history of certain transactions which

took place in Israel under the judges. The judges were those extraordinary civil

and military rulers who governed Israel in the interval between the death of

Joshua and the foundation of the kingdom of Israel ; except only that the judge-

ship of Samuel was a kind of connecting link between the two—Samuel himscilf

being a judge, though of a different character from those that preceded him, and

his government merging in the latter part of it into the kingdom of Saul ; so

that the times of Samuel occupy a middle place between the Judges and the

Kings, belonging partly to both, but wholly to neither.

The age of the world in which the transactions recorded in the Book of Judges

occurred was somewhere between the years B.C. 1500 and 1000. It was one

marked by the same peculiar features in different parts of the earth It was the

dim twilight of history ; but, as far as we can judge from those mythological

accounts which precede the existence of true history, it was a time of much

movement, of the birth of heroic characters, and of the incipient formation of

those nations who were destined to be foremost among the nations of the earth.

The mythologies of Greece tell of exploits of heroes which imply unsettled and

disturbed times, the clashing of race with race, fierce struggles for the possession

of lands, terrible conflicts for dominion or existence. And as far as such mytho-

logies contain, as they doubtless do, some shreds of historical truth, and reflect

something of the character of the men of the period, they are in accordance with

the lecture contained in the Book of Judges of the times wliich were more or less

contemporary. Instead of a comparison of the Greek mythologies leading to the

* Thifl is the same word as the Carthaginian Suffetes, as their chief magistrates are called

(Liv., Hist., xxvii. 37). The Tyrians had a similar oama for their magistrates, translated bj

/otephus (App., i. SI) iiKaarai.
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conclusion that the history in the Book of Judges ia mythological also, it rather

lend* a raluable confirmation of that historical character which the internal

evidence of the book so abundantly claims for it The features -which are

common to the Greek mythologies and the Hebrew history, the wars of new

ettlere with the old inhabitants, the recklessness of human life, the fierce cruelty

under excitement, the heroic deeds and wild adventures of a few great leaders,

the taste for riddles, the habit of making vows, the interference of gods and

angels in human affairs, the frequent consultations of oracles, and so on, are the

products of the same general condition of human society at the same epoch of the

world. The difference between the two is, that the Greek traditions have passed

through the hands of countless poeta and story-tellers, who in the course of

generations altered, added, embellished, confused, distorted, and invented, accord-

ing to their own fertile fancy and their own creative imaginations; while the

Hebrew records, by the special providence of God, have been preserved some

3000 yean and upward* uncorrupted and unchanged.

Chbonoloot.

The first thing one looks for in a scientific history is ft careful and accurate

chronology. But such is entirely wanting in the Book of Judges, for the reason

that it is not a scientific history, but a collection of narratives having a moral and

religious purpose ; illustrative, that is, of the evil of idolatry, of God's provi-

dential government of the world, and uf his special rule over the chosen race of

Israel We are obliged, therefore, to construct our chronology out of the indications

which every true history contains in itself of the sequence and connection of

events. But these are necessarily inexact, and cannot always be made to deter-

mine the time within a century or more, especially when there is no accurate

contemporary hlstqry. There are also special circumstances which increase the

difficulty in the case of the Judges. The date of Joshua's death, which is the

termintu a quo of the book, is uncertain by about 200 years. Then the time

occupied by the elders who outlived Joshua, which intervened before the action of

the book commences, is indefinite ; it may mean ten years, or it may mean thirty or

forty years. Again, the point of junction of the close of the book with 1 Samuel

which follows it is uncertain ; we do not know certainly how far the latest events

in the judgeship of Samson ran into the judgeships of Eli and Samuel. But

there is another element of uncertainty which largely affects the chronology of

the Book of Judges. The history is not the history of one kingdom or common-
wealth, but of several almo.st separate and independent tribes. Except on great

occaaioDs, such as the national gathering at Mizpch (and that was very soon after

the death of Joshua), Gilead, t. «. the tribes to the east of Jordan, had little com-
munication with Western Israel ; and even on the west of Jordan, Ephraim and
the northern tribes were divided from Judah and Simeon and Dan on the south,

The great tribe of Judah is not so much as mentioned in the enumeration of the

trib«s which fought under Barak, nor in the victories of Gideon. Hence it ii
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apparent that it is at least very possible that some of the events narrated may be

not consecutive, but synchronous ; that wars may have been going on in one part

of Israel while another part was at rest ; and that we may possibly be led into as

great a chronological blunder by adding together all the different servitudes and

rests, as a reader of English history would be if he made the reigns of the Anglo-

Saxon kings of the heptarchy consecutive instead of simultaneous.

And there is yet another cause of uncertainty as to the chronology. Long

periods of eighty and forty years are named without a single event being recorded

in them. Now it is notorious that numbers are peculiarly liable to bo corrupted

in Hebrew manuscripts, as, e.g.,ia the familiar example of 1 Sam. vi 19; so that

those numbers are very uncertain, and not to be depended npon.

On all these accounts an accurate and certain chronology is, in oar present state

of knowledge, impossible. There is, however, one source, though not in the Book
of Judges itself, from which we may fairly look for some more certain help, and

that is from those genealogies which span the time occupied by this history.

The chief of these is the genealogy of David appended to the Book of Ruth,

repeated in the First Book of Chronicles, and again reproduced in the Gospels of

St. Matthew and St. Luke. This genealogy gives three generations between

Salmon, who was a young man at the time of the occupation of Canaan, and

David. These three are, however, about equivalent to five, when we take into

account the age of Boaz at his marriage with Ruth, and the probable age of Jesse

at the birth of David. They may also admit of some further extension, if

Salmon, whose exact age at the entrance into Canaan we do not know, did not

beget Boaz till ten or more years afterwards, and if Jesse was a younger son of

Obed. Reckoning, however, the generations as five, and allowing thirty-three

rears for a generation, we get 5 X 33 = 165 as the approximate length of the

j)eriod from the entrance into (Janaan to the birth of David ; and, deducting

thirty years for the time of Joshua and the elders, 135 years from the beginning

of the times of the judges to the birth of David. But this is probably rather

too short, because, if we turn to other genealogies covering the same period, wo

find that the generations between those who were grown men at the entrance into

Cana#n and those who were David's contemporaries were six or seven, as in the

genealogy of the high priests given in 1 Chron. vi., where there are seven gener-

ations between Phinehas and Zadok the son of Ahitub. Again, the list of

Edomitisft kings in Gen. xxxvi. and 1 Chron. L 43, <fec,, gives eight kings as

having reined before Saul was king of Israel, the last of them being Saul's

contemporary, and one of them being king at the time of the exodus. If he was

the first king^ that would give six between the entrance into Canaan and David.

The genealogy of Zabad (1 Chron. IL 36, &c.) gives six or seven between the

entrance into Cixiaan and David.

And it may hi said on the whole, that of ntne^ genealogies, eight agrM ia

* The nine geneakgies are those of Zadok, Heman, Ahimoth, Asaph, Ethan, AbiatiMr,

Sanl, Zabad, and the EdomitiBh kings.
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requiring the addition of one or two generations to the Jive indicated by David's,

wliile not one requires a larger number. The genealogy of Saul is of the same

leugth as David's. If mr is the true number, we have a period of 198 years

between the entrance into Canaan and the birth of David. If seven ia the true

number, we get 221 years. Deducting thirty years for Joshua and the elders, and

(say) ten years for the interval between the close of the times of the judges and

the birth of David, we get in the first case 158 years as the time of the judges

(198—40), and in the second 191 (231— 40). But the consent of all the genealogies

Beems to preclude the possibility of such long periods as 400, 500, 600, and even

700 yean, which some chronologists assign to the interval between the entrance

into Canaan and the building of Solomon's temple.*

As regards the age in the world's history to which the events of the Book of

Judges belong, we get at it by reckoning backwards from the birth of David.

This may be assiprned with some confidence to about the year b.c. 1083. If then

we assume ten years to have elapsed between the close of the period of the

judges and the birth of David, we get the year B.C. 1093 as the date of the end of

the period of the judges ; and if we then assume 168 years as the duration of the

times of the judges, we get 1093 + 158 = 1251 as the date of the commencement

of the times of the judges ; and if we then add thirty years for Joshua and tho

elders, and forty years for the sojourning in the wilderness, we get (1251 + 30

+ 40) 1321 for the date of the exodus, which is within eight years of the Jewish

traditional date B.C. 1313, and brings us to the reign of Menephthah, or

Menephthes, who is the most probable Pharaoh of the exodus who has been

proposed. This ia a considerable support to the system of chronology here

advocated.

BTBrcmjBB AND Contents of the Book.

It has already been remarked that the history is not that of one united people,

but of several separate tribes. The truth of this remark will appear if we con-

sidtT the great length and detail of some of the narratives, quite out of proportion

t^) their importance relatively to the whole Israelitish nation, but quite natural

when we look upon them as parts of the annals of particular tribes. The preserv-

ation of Deborah's magnificent ode, the full details of the history of Gideon, the

long story of Abimelech's reign, the highly interesting narrative of the birth and

adventures of Samson, the detached accounts of the expedition of the Danites,

and of the fall of the tribe of Benjamin, which close the book, are probably all

due to the fact of their being taken from existing records of the several tribes.

These were all brought into harmony and unity of purpose by the compiler, who
selected (under the guidance of the Holy Spirit) those portions which bore upon

his main purpose, which was to denoimce idolatry, to confirm the Israelites in the

service of the Lord the (Jod of their fathers, and to illustrate the faithfulness, the

* Keil ECAkea 533 jetin from the entrance into Canaan to the building of Solomon'i

UmpU, MramiBf; the SOO ycare of Judges xi. 26 to be a real date.
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mercj, and the power of their covenant QodL And certainly if anything could

confirm a fickle people in their faith and obedience to the living and true God, the

exhibition of such deliverances as those from the Canaanite and Midianite and

Ammonite invasions, and of such examples of faith and constancy aa those of

Bsurak, Gideon, smd Jephthah, were well calculated to do so.

And this leads us to observe a very important feature which the Book of Judges

has in common with the later historical books, viz., the union of contemporary

narratives and documents with late editorship. The method of the Hebrew
historical writers seems to have been to incorporate into their work large portions

of the ancient materials without altering them, only adding occasional remarks of

their own. The method of modem historians has usually been to read for them-

selves all the ancient authorities, and then to give the result in their own words.

The information got from a variety of authors is all welded together, the unim-

portant details are omitted, and a harmonious whole, reflecting the author's mind
perhaps quite as much as that of the original authorities, is presented to the

reader. But the Hebrew method was different. The ancient records, the Book of

the wars of the Lord, the Book of Jasher, the Chronicles of the kingdom, the

visions of Iddo the Seer, the Book of the Acts of Solomon, the Chronicles of the

kings of Judah, and so on, were searched, and whatever was required for the

author's purpose was inserted bodily in his work. Hence in the Book of Kings

the lengthened episodes concerning Elijah and Elisha, the great length at which

the reign of David is given in the Books of Samuel, and so on. This same method
is very apparent in the Book of Judges. It seems scarcely open to doubt that the

mass of the book consists of the original contemporary annals of the diff'erent

tribes. The minute and graphic details of the narratives, Deborah's song, Jotham's

fable, Jephthah' 8 message to the king of Ammon, the exact description of the

great Parliament at Mizpeh, and many other like portions of the book, must be

contemporary documents. Then, again, the history of Samson the Danite, and

that of the Danite expedition to Laish, indicate strongly the annals of the tribe of

Dan as their common source ; while the importance attached to Gilead in chs.

X, XL, and xii points to annals of Gilead. But at the same time the presence of a

compiler and editor of these various documents is distinctly visible in those pre-

fatory remarks contained in ch. ii 10—19 ; iii 1—7, which review, as it were,

the whole subsequent narrative, as well as in casual observations thrown in from

time to time, as at ch. xviL 6; xviiL 1; zix. 1; zz. 27, 28; ^yj 25, and in the

general arrangement of the materials.

This sketch of the structure and contents of the Book of Judges must not bo

concluded without mentioning the light thrown upon the condition of the neigh-

bouilng nations, the Canaanite tribes, Mesopotamia, the Philistines, the Moabites

and Ammonites, the Amalekites, the Midianites, and the Sidonians. Nor must a

brief reference be omitted to the repeated angelophanies, as in ch. iL 1 ; vi 11—

83 ; xiii. 3, &c Again, we find the great institution of prophecy existing, aa in ch.

iv. 4 ; vi 8, and, in a certain sense, wherever the Spirit of the Lord cama upoo a
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judge, M ch. iiL 10; vi S4 ; xi. 29, <fec. In other passages where the word of God

comes to men it is not clear whether it is through prophets, through an ephod, at

by direct operation of the Holy Ghost (see cL ii 20 ; vi. 25 ; x. 11 ;
&c.).

It is also worthy of observation that there are in this book many direct refer-

ences to the law and the books of Mosea The inquiry of the Lord (ck L 1 ; xx.

27) • the mention of the commandments " which God gave by the hand of Moses''

(ch. iii. 4) ; the allusion to the exodus, and to the very words of Exod xx. 2 (cL vi

8, 13) ; the dismissal by Gideon of all that were fearful according to Deut xx. 8

(ch. vii. 3) ; the lengthened reference to the historyin Numb, and Deut. (ch. xL 16—

26) ; the institution of Nazarites (ch. xiii. 5 ; xvi 17); the mention of the tabernacle

and the ark (ch. xviii. 31 ; xx. 27, 28) ; the reference to the high priest and to the

Levites as the ministers of God (ch. xviL 13 ; xix. 18 ; xx. 28), are among the

many proofs that the law of Moses was known to the writer or compiler of the

Book of Judges.

We must look, therefore, to some other cause for the singular silence in thia

history concerning the services of the tabernacle, and the high priests after

Phinehas, and that change in the line of the high priests which must have taken

place in the time of the judges between Phinehas of the line of Eleazar and Eli of

the line of Ithamar. There must have been in all probability two or three high

priests between Phinehas and Eli, wliose names are not recorded, at least not as

high priests, Josephua, however, says that Abishua (whose name is corrupted

by him into Josepus) was high priest after Phinehas, and that Eli succeeded

Joeepus, being the first high priest of the house of Ithamar, and that the other

descendants of Phinehas named in the genealogy of the high priests (1 Chron. vi.

4—8) remained in private life till Zadok was made high priest by David. How-

ever this may be, it is certainly strange that not a single allusion to a high priest

ocean in the whole book except that one in ch. xx, 28, while Phinehas was still

alive. Perhaps the explanation is, that in the de-centralisation of Israel above

poken of the central worship at Shiloh lost its influence (as Jerusalem did after

the ten tribes had revolted from the house of David) ; that in the troubled times

that followed each tribe or cluster of tribes set up its own worship, and had its own

priest and ephod ; and that the descendants of Phinehas were weak men who

could not make the priesthood respected, or even retain it in their own families.

Add to these considerations that the narratives are all taken from tribal annals
;

that apparently not one is taken from the annals of the tribe of Ephraim (in which

Shiloh was), seeing that in them all the great tribe of Ephraim appears to dis-

advantage ; and, lastly, that we have in this book not a regular history of Israel,

but a collection of narratives selected on account of their bearing on the author's

main design, and we have perhaps a sufficient explanation of what at first appears

strange, viz., the absence of all mention of the high priests in the body of the book-

The book consists of three parts : the preface, cL L to ch. iii 6 ; the maia

Ixxly of the narrdtive, from cL iii. 7 to the end of cL xvi ; the appendix, containing

the separate and isolated narratives oonceming the settlement of the Dacites and
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the civil war with Benjamin, and belonging chronologically to the very beginning

of the narrative, very shortly after Joshua's deatL The preface dovetails in an

extraordinary manner into the Buok of Joshua,—which, or the materials from

which it was composed, the compiler must have had before him,—^and probably also

into 1 SamueL
Datb of Compilation.

There is nothing peculiar in the language (except some strange architectural

terms in ch. iii. in the part relating to Ehud, and some rare words in Deborah's

song, in ch. v.) from which to gather the date of compilation. But from the phrase

in cL xviii. 31, " all the time that the house of God was in Shiloh," and that in

ch. XX. 27, *' the ark of the covenant of God was there in those days," and from

the description of the situation of Shiloh (cL xxi. 19), it is quite certain that it

was made after the removal of the ark from Shiloh. From the repeated phrase

(ch. xvlL 6 ; xviiL 1 ; zix. 1 ; xxi. 25) that " in those days there was no king in

Israel," it seems equally certain that it was made after the foundation of the

kingdom by Saul ; while the mention of the Jebusites in cL i 21 as dwelling

in Jerusalem " unto this day " points to a time prior to David. On the other

hand, the phrase (ch. xviii 30) " until the day of the captivity of the land " would

make it probable that it was written after the deportation of the ten tribes, when

it is likely the settlement at Dan was broken up by the Assyrian conqueror. This

might be in the reign of Jotham or Ahaz. There does not seem to be any other

special mark of time in the book itself.

But, on the other hand, the aHusions to the Book of Judges, or to events which

are recorded in it, in other books of the Old Testament must be taken into account.

In 1 Sam. xii. 9—11 there are not only allusions to the events which form the

subject of Judges iii, iv., vi., vii, viii. ; x. 7, 10 ; xi., but verbal quotations which

make it morally certain that the writer of 1 Sam. had before him the very words

which we now read in Judges iii. 7, 8; iv. 2 ; x. 10, 15, and probably the whole

narratives as they are now contained in Judges. It necessarily follows that either

the Book of Judges was already compiled when Samuel spake these words, or

that Samuel had access to the identical documents which the compiler of Judges

afterwards incorporated in his book. The same argument applies to 2 Sam. xi.

21, where the verbal quotation is exact. In Isa. ix. 4 ; x. 26, spoken in the

reign of Ahaz, the reference is more general, though in the last passage there is the

production of three words from Judges vii. 25—upon, or at (Heb. 3), the rock Oreh.

Again, in Ps. Ixxxiii 9—11 there is a distinct reference to the narrative in

Judges vii., viii. ; and in Ps. Ixxviii. 56, &c., and cvi. 34, 45, there is a general

reference to the times of the judges, as to one the history of which was well

kno^rn. Taking, however, into account the fact that aU the three psalms are of

uncertain date, no very distinct argument can be brought to bear from them on the

date of Judges. On the whole then it would meet all the requirements of the pas-

sages in the Book of Judges (except the reference to the captivity of the ten tribes),

•nd in the other books in which reference is made to Judges, if we were to aasi^
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the compilation to the reign of Saul, the separate contents of the book being

known even earlier ; but it must be confessed that this conclusion is uncertain, and

that there is much to be said in favour of a much later date.

The Book of Judges has always been contained in the canon. It is referred to

m Acts ziii. 20, and Heb. zL 32.

JfoU.—^The chronology indicated in Jndges xL 20 hu not been taken into accoant for tb;

reasons given in the note on that passage ; that in 1 Kings vl. 1 because it ia generally

given up by critics and commentators as an interpolation, and is imsnpported by the Book of

Chronicles and by Josephus ; and that of the A. V. of Acts xiiL 20 because the true read-

ing, " happily restored by Lachmann from the oldest MSS., A. B. C, and supported by the

Latin, Coptic, Armenian, and Sahidic Versions, and by Chrysostom " (Bp. Wordsworth in

It), gives quite a difiFerent sense i
" he divided their land to them by lot in abont 460 yeara

"

—from the tima, i. <., when he made the promise to Abraham.

LITERATURE OF THE BOOK.

COMMKITTARIBS OH THE BoOK OF JUDGBS, AND OTHEK NoTIOia.

BoflEKMeLLKBB ' Scholia,' in Latin (1835), are very useful both fur the Hebrew
K-lmlir, ;ind generally for exegesis, and historical and other illustrations. lie speaks

very hi<;hly of the Commentary of Sebastian Scliniidt. De Wette's ' Introductioa to

the Old Testament' (English translation, 1858) contains some valuable remarks, but

must be used with caution. He refers to the commentaries of Schnurrer, Bonfrere,

Le Clerc, Maurer, and others. Beethkau, in the ' Kurtzgefasstes Exegetisclies Hand-
buch ' (1845), is, as always, very able, very learned, and exhibits much critical acumen.

The commentary of Keil and Delitzsch (English translation, 1865) is useful, and

orthodox, but deficient in critical discernment. It frequently differs from Bertheau.

It has the advantage of acquaintance with the discoveries of the most recent travel-

lers. Hengstenbebq (' Dissertation on the Pentateuch ') may also be consulted. Poole's

Synopsis gives the views of the earlier commentators. Of English commentators it

may suflfiee to mention Bishop Patrick, Bisliop Wordsworth, and the' Speaker's Com-
mentary.' Bishop Wordsworth's list of the chief commentators among the Fathers

contains the names of Origen, Theodoret, Augustine, Procopius, Isidore, and Bede

;

and among the Jewish commentators those of Kimchi, Aben Ezra, and Jarchi. Of
other books most useful in helping to understand the scenes where the dramatic

action of the Judges took place, may be mentioned especially Stanley's ' Sinai and
pHlestine ;

' also Rnbinson's ' Biblical Researches,' and the geographical articles in the
* Dictionary of the Bible

;

' Van de Velde's map, and especially the new ' Great Map of

Western Palestine' by the Palestine Exploration Committee, from the recent survey,

on the scale of an inch to a mile. For historical purposes Josephus's ' Jewish Anti-

quities ' should be studied throughout, though he does not throw much additional

li^ht upon the narrative. Stanley's ' Lectures on the Jewish Church ' contribute much
vivid and picturesque description of the person.<« and scenes, and g^ve great reality

and fulness to the narrative. The historical articles in the ' Diotionary of the Bible
'

may also be consulted with advantage. Bishop Lowth, on Hebrew poetry, has some
striking remarks on the song of Deborah, and Milton's ' Samson Agonistes,' besides its

beauty as a poem, is a really good commentary on the history of Samson. For the

very difficult chronology of the times of the Judges the reader may consult, besides

the above-named commentaries, Jackson's ' Chronological Antiquities,' and Hale's
• Analysis of Chronology ;

' and, for the system adopted in this commentary, Lepsius's
' Letter* on Egypt anl Ethiopia,' Wilkinson's ' Maimers and Customs of the Egyp-
tians,' and the present writer s chapter on ' The Discordance between Ghnealogy and
Chronology of Jud|;es,' in ids work on the genealogies of our Lord Jesus Christ.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER I
T«. 1.—After the death of Joshua, The

events narrated in clis. i. and ii. 1—9 all

occurred before the death of Joshua, as ap-

pears by eh. ii 8, 9, and by a comparison
of Josh, xiv, 6—15 and xv. 13—20. The
words, and it came to pass after the death of
J>ihiM, must therefore be vmderstood (if

the text is incorrupt) as the heading of the
whole book, just as the Book of Joshua has
for its heading, "Now after the death of

iloses the servant of the Lord it came to

pass." Asked the Lord. The same phrase
as ch. xviii. 6 ; xx. 18, where it is rendered
asked counsel of. So also Numb, xxvii. 21,
where a special direction is given to Joshua
to make such inquiries as that mentioned in

this verse before Eleazar the priest, through
the judgment of Urim and Thummim (cf.

1 Sam. xxiii. 10, 12). A still more common
rendering of the Hebrew phrase in the A.V,
is " to inquire of God " (see, «. g. ch. xx. 27,

28 ; 1 Sam. rrii. 18, 15 , xxiii 2, 4 ; xxviii.

6, and many other places). Such inquiries

were made (1) by Urim and Thummim, (2)

by the word of the Lord through a prophet
(1 Sam. ix. 9), or (3) simply by prayer,
(Gen. XXV. 22), and impropeily of false gods

(2 Kings i 2, 16), of teraphim, and semi-
idolatrous priests (ch. xviii 5, 14).

Ver. 5.—Bezek. The site of it ia un-
known ; it is thought to be a different place
from the Bezek of 1 Sam. xi 8. Adoni-
bezek means fh€ lord of Bezek. He was the
conqueror of seventy petty kings.

Ver. 6.—Cut off his thumbs, && These
cruel mutilations, like the still more cruel

one of putting out the eyes (ch. xvi 21
;

Numb, xvi 14 ; 1 Sam. xi. 2 ; 2 Kings
XXV. 7), were intended to cripple the warrior
in his speed, and to incapacitate him from
the use of the bow, or sword, or spear, while
yet sparing his life, either in mercy, or for

the purpose of retaining hJB services for the
conqueror.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—7.

—

Inquiry of God. Three lessons stand out from the ab«v« §ection
which we shall do well to consider in the order in wliicli they present themselves.

I. The _;?rs< is, that before taking in hand any imiortant business we ought
TO seek (jODb direction. Distrust of our own wisdom, misgivings as to our motives,
and the feeling that the issues of all events are in the hands of God's unerring
providence, should always prompt us to look to God for guidance. Even when we
do 80 no little care is needed to be sure that our interpretations of God's will are not
biassed by our inclinations. We read in Jer. xlii. that the captains of the forces of
the remnant of the Jews went to Jeremiah after the deportation of their cotmtrymen
to Babylon, and said to him, " Pray for us unto the Lord thy God, that he may show
us the way wherein we may walk, and the thing tliat we may do," and even bound
themselves by a solemn oath to obf^y the voice of the Lord, and do whatsoever he
should command tliem by the mouth of Jeremiah. But when, after ten days, God's
answer came, bidding them abide in the land of Judah, and condemning in distinot

JDDtiEB. B
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terms the conre© on which their hearts were set, viz., to go down to Egypt, they

boldly accuppd Jeremiah of falsehood, and went down to Egypt in spite of his pro-

phetic message. And bo it too often is. Men ask God's direction, lioping that the

answer will be in accordance with their own inclinations, and do their best to twist it

into such accordance. But if this is impossible they act in bold defiance of it. Id

seeking God's guidance, therefore, especial care should be taken so to mortify oar

solf-will that we may be ready to act upon the answer of God, however contrary it

raav be to the dictates of our own hearts. This may be applied to cases where

pecuniary loss, or sacrifice of worldly advantages or pleasures, or self- humiliation

and self-denial, or mortification of enmities, resentment, jealousy, pride, vanity,

love of praise, and so on. are involved in an entire obedience to the dictates of the

word and Spirit of God given in answer to prayer. As regards the ways in which a

Christian now can " ask the Lord " concerning the course he ought to pursue on ary

1.articular occasion, we may say, follo\\'ing the analogy of the inquiries to which our

text refers, that—1. He may inquire or ask counsel of Holy Scripture. He may
seek light and truth from that word which is the expression of the mind and will of

God. There is no state of darkness, or perplexity as to the true path of duty, to

which Holy Scripture, wisely and prayerfully interrogated, will not bring satisfactory

I'ght ; no question of morality or conduct on which it will not shed the ray of truth.

The old superstition of the sortes Virgilianae applied to the Bible, so that the page

opened at random should supply the answer required, had this much of truth in it,

that the Bible has an answer for every question of an inquiring soul. But this answer

must be sought in intelligent, prayerful study, and not as a matter of blind chance,

or in the presumptuous expectation of a miraculous answer. The answer may be

(b(.lined either from the example of some eminent saint under similar circumstances,

a<» of Abraham giving up his right in order to avoid strife with Lot (Gen. xiii. 8, 9),

F^lisha refusing Naaman s gifts, Job blessing God in the extremity of his affliction,

and the numerous examples in Luke vi, 3; Heb. xi. ; James v. 17, &c. ; or by impreg-

nating the mind with the teaching of the word of God, such as Deut. vi. 5, or the

Sermon on the Mount, or the precepts in Rom. xii.,xiii. ; Gal. v. 22, 23 ; Ephes. iv. 22.

sqq., and 1 Pet. throughout. And either way the answer will be sure if it is sought

fiiithfnlly. 2. A Christian may inquire of the Lord by seeking the counsd of a wise

and hon^^st friend, who will give him impartial advice. The prophets were dis-

tinguished for their faithful boldness in speaking unwelcome truths as much as for

their inspired knowledge. Nathan speaking to David, Isaiah counselling Hezekiah,

Daniel reproving Nebuchadnezzar or Belsliazzar, Jeremiah advising Zedekiah, are

instances of such faithfulness. Let the Christian then who is in -ioubt or perplexity

as to the course which he ought to take seek the counsel of a wise and faithful frit-nd,

wliose mind will not be biassed by passion or prejudice, and let him act according to

it 8. Grodt ptidance map be sought by simple prayer. Just as Hezekiah in his

great perplexity and distress spread Sennacherib's letter before the Lord, and betook

himself to eaniest prayer, so may a Christian man spread out before God all the par-

ticular circumstances of his case, and all the doubts and difficulties by which he is

harassed, and in simple-minded earnestness ask God to direct and guide him aright.

And the answer will doubtless come, either by the Holy Spirit suggesting to his mind
tlie considerations which ought chiefly to influence him, or strengthening feeble con-

victions, and confirming uncertain opinions and hesitating reasonings, or clearing

away the clouds which obscured his path, or in some providential interference barrin?,

ah it were, the wrong course, and throwing open the gates of the right one for him
to pass through. "The opportune arrival of Rebekah at the well while Abraham's
servant was in the very act of prayer (Gen. xxiv. 15) ; the arrival of the messengers
of Cornelius while Peter was in doubt what the vision which he had seen might
mean (Acta x. 17) ; the dream which Gideon heard the Midianite tell to his fellow,

ju«t when he was hepitating whether he ought to attack the Midianite host, are

examples, to which many more might be added, how providential circumstances come
in to give to the servant of God the guidance which he asks. It is obvious to add
th;il thfKe tlirec modes of inquiry may be combined.

II. The «rot?rf lesson is THE advantage in ALL mrORTANT TJNPEBTAKINGS OF CO-

orKBATioa AND TBI MCTtiAL ASSISTANCE OF FBiENDB. The answer from God to th«
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inquiry, Who shall go up first? had come. " Judah shall go up: behold, I have
delivered the land into his hand." Yet none the less did Judah say to Simeon his

brother, " Come up with me, . . . and I likewise will go with thee into thy lot."

It is not enough then even to have the help of God : the laws under which humanity
is placed by God require that man have also the help of man. " As iron sharpeneth
iron, so a man's countenance his friend." Our Lord sent out the seventy '' two and
two before his face." "Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I

have called them," was the saying of the Holy Ghost. The strength of two is

greater than the strength of one. The wisdom of two is better than the wisdom of
one. In co-operation one can supply what the other lacks. One has courage,

another has prudence. One has knowledge, another knows how to use it. One ha»
wealth, the other has the wit to use wealth. One has wisdom, but is " slow of speech ;

"

the other *' can speak well," but is foolish in counsel (Exod. xxxii.). No man has all

the q^ualities which go to make up perfect action, and therefore no man should think to

do without the help of his fellow-man. It is a presumptuous state of mind which makes
a man seem sufficient to himself, and an uncharitable state of mind which prompts
him to withhold help from his fellow. A beautiful lesson may be learnt from the
co-operation of the blind with the deaf and dumb in institutions where they are

trained together. What the blind learn by the ear they communicate to the eye of
the deaf, and what the deaf learn by the eye they communicate to the ear of the

blind. And so it should be in everything. A man should seek help from his neigh-

bour, and should be equally ready to give help to him in return. " Come up with me
into my lot, . . . and I likewise will go with thee into thy lot," should be the law
of human fellowship running through all the transactions of human life. But yet not
so aa to weaken individual responsibility, or to destroy just independence of character

;

but so as to give to each the full help towards the performance of duty which God
has provided for him, and to nourish man's care for his neighbour by listening to his

neighbour's calls for help.

III. The third lesson may be briefly stated. Different parts are assigned to
DIFFERENT PERSONS: MORE SHOWY ONES TO BOMB, MORE HUMBLE ONES TO OTHERS.
But the humbler part may be as really useful and as acceptable to God as the more
showy one. To some the lot is assigned of merely helping others to rise to their

destined eminence, and then being forgotten. And yet they really have a share in

all that is well done by those whom they helped to raise, and who could not have
risen without their help. Thus Simeon helped Judali to take possession of his lot,

and Judah ever after took the foremost place among the tribes of Israel ; but Simeon
almost disappears from view. In like manner Andrew first brought his brother
Bimon to Jesus ; but it is Simon Peter to whom were g^ven the keys of the kingdom
of heaven, and who occupies the first place among the twelve. Barnabas took Saul

and brought him to the apostles, and again went to seek him at Tarsus, and brought
him to Antioch ; but the place filled by St. Paul in the Church of God as far tran-

scends that of Barnabas aa the place of Judah among the tribes transcends that of
Simeon. This should give encouragement to those whose work is humble and out of

sight. Let the servant of God do " what he can. ' Let him not envy the talents,

the brilliant gifts, the powers, the fame, the glory of others. But let him be content
if by the grace of God he can in any way help forward the work of God's Church on
earth, although his name be not mentioned till he receives his reward before th«
judgment-seat of Christ.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Transfer of authority. Periods when supreme power passes from
ialer%to their descendants are always of critical importance. It is then that the
greatest constitutional modifications take place. Partly from the diflEerences of dis-

position and view, partly from the force of new circumstances, partly from the
failure or creation of peculiar official sanctions and dignities, the legislative or
executive function seldom remains wholly unchanged in p issing from one holder to

another. In this case, as the dignity and authority of Moses did not entirely pass to

Joshua, so the ofiQ.ce the latter filled must have greatly altered with its occupancy by
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the numerous body, " the eons of lamel," or elders and tribesmen. More frec^uent

deliberation, the consultation of competing interests, &c., had to precede any national

action npainst the common enemy. The great Lawgiver had passed away, the

SoldUr-Dictator had also been gathered to his fathers, and now it devolved upon a

eimply appointed but sacredly authoritative constitutional assembly to carry into

effect the purposes of their predecessors. Compare with this the rise of parliamentary

influence in Europe, and especially in England.

L Thb modification of government. Sometimes this is sodden, sometime*

gradual. Here it does not affect the eneential principle of the theocracy. There is

something very pathetic in the spectacle of an orphaned nation appealing to the

"God of their fathers." It was not an extraordinary outburst of reverence and

religious humility, but the beginning of a habitual and necessary practice. The
voice of Jehovah thron.ixh his authorised representatives was the supreme law for

Israel. 1. It behoves all nations and individtials to ask Godfor wisdom and direc-

tion^ especially at such times of transition. The altered conditions of life ; the

transfer of legislative authority ; the attainment of mature years ; a youth's leaving

•home; the death of parents, guardians, rulers, &c., are reasons for a closer walk

with God, and a more attentive heed to his word. 2. Responsihility is inevitahly

transferred with authority. A sacred war is the legacy of the fathers of Israel to

the children. If they are disposed to lag in its carrying forward, untoward events

prick them on, and discomfort and disorder increase the necessity for action.

" Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown." The peasant envies the king, the child

the parent, only to be in turn regarded with a greater envy by those they assume to

be fortunate and happy. Authority tempers and chastens power. The assumption

of the latter without regard to its obligations is a profane and wicked thing, and

must in the end defeat itself. Responsibility is the moral and religious side of

authority; duty of right. In no case has a ruler or government lightly to regard

inhrritod responsibilities. Freedom'is not the result of violent changes, but " broadens

lowly down from precedent to precedent." That one has had no part or'choice in

the m.iking of an ac^reement or the inauguration of a policy is no reason by itself

for repudiation. What is wrong must be put right, and false steps retraced, but th«

practicable policy of the present is generally a modification of the former and
traditional one, rather than entire departure from it. The oneness of responsibility

in past and present ought to be carefully observed, and acknowledged even where
changes are introduced. None of us makes his own circumstances. Most of them
are inherited. Our duties are often bom before ourselves, awaiting us in the

appointed time. 3. The advantages and disadvantages of a plurality of rulers are
here illustrated. (1) Where there are several or many in power there is ^representor

tion of popular views and interests, (2) the advantage or collective and deliberative

tnsdom, and (3) mutual stimuhis and emulation. On the other hand, (1) they are

liable to jealousies and envies, (2) ii is dijjcult to preserve a good understanding.
(S) they are mare subject to popular panicSf and (4) are unlikely to take a hold

tnitiative.

II. Unchanoeableness OF THE SoPBEME AtJTHOHlTT. Under all Circumstances th«

ideal government for Israel must ever be the theocracy. Moses, Joshua, the elders,

the judges, the kings—these are but the human representatives of the absolute and
Divine; they are but the stewards of a heavenly mystery, holding authority from
the Supreme, and liable at his bidding to restore it again. Paul (Rom. xiii. 1—6)
sammariHes the general aspects of this principle :

—" Let every soul be subject unto
the higher powers. For there is no power but of God : the powers that he are

ordained of God. Whosoever therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance
of God : and they that resist shall receive to themselves damnation. . . For he is the

minister of God to thee for good. . . . Wherefore ye must needs be subject, not only
for wrath, but also for conscience sake." 1. This must be recognised by human
dehgates. The elders immediately and publicly "asked Jehovah." The force of

the original expression is that no time was lost. Only as he led them could they be
preserved from error. 2. To make men subject to the Supreme must ever be the

foal <if tlifir efforts. Their whole policy will be, therefore, in a wide sense evan-
felioal, viz., to bring men to God, to deepen their reverence for truth, righteousnesi^
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purity, and to encourage a personal attachment to Christ as the enilui.linion* of

these.—M.

Ver. 1.

—

Spiritual initiatives. The one stern fact facing every Israelite is Tm tl'f

commnnd to uproot the Canaaiiite. Tliere must be at least one land wholly cunxo-

crated to Jehovah and freed from idolatry. The warfare is an inheritance, even ;i3

the land is. There is a common obligation to fulfil this task ; but it is not to be done
severally, at haphazard. United action being difficult on account of the loss of the

great captain, representative action is the next best. Now upon one tribe, and now
upon another, will the honour devolve of carrying the war into the ranks of the

enemy. It is a kind of conscription of the tribes, the honour of the burden being
borne in turn bj' one for all. In this case no lot is cast. Jehovah is the disposer of

the forces of his kingdom.
I. The leadership is made known through prayer and inquiry. As yet no tribe

had premier rank amongst its fellows. God must decide who shall go up first. He
is the fountain of honour, and he must be approached by the wonted avenues.
Accordingly, the priest or the prophet is called upon to exercise his functions. Tliero

is something very beautiful and pathetic in this united asking of Jehovah by the

tribes. Where God is acknowledged a"* the Supreme Arbiter, harmony is certain to

prevail. It is well for Cliristians to submit all their anxieties to their Divine Father.

So we find the early disciples praying after their Master's ascension. And the

Church at Antioch observed a like rule ere it sent its missionaries forth to the region

beyond. Spiritual work must ever be prefaced by prayer; and although God may
not declare the leaders of it by a special utterance, tokens will be given which will

enable them to be discovered.

II. It is rendered obligatory by a "call." We are not informed as to the

precise manner in which the will of God was made known. Probably the Urim and
Thummim were consulted. Joshua is never mentioned as doing this ; like Moses, he
receives the word of God directly. The leaders of Israel receive the word of God
from the priest, and the response is not oracular, but clear and definite. A twofold
advantage pertained to this decision. It obtained for the chosen one the recognition

of his brethren, and confirmed his own faith. An articulate supernatural "call" is

not always required for undertaking God's work, but we have a right to demand of
those who assume the lead in spiritual things that they shall have clear and unmis-
takable proof of a vocation. And it stands to reason that one who feels a " neces-

sity laid upon him " to do certain spiritual work shall be more likely to succeed in it.

III. The Divine choice is justified by the character and past career of its

subject. This is not to say that these furnish a reason for it. Witli regard to all

Divine work it may well be asked, "Who is sufficient for these things?" But
frequently human ins'ght and experience justify Divine measures, so far as they go.

It was Judnh who delivered Joseph from the pit. He confessed his sins (Gen. xxxviii.

26). Jacob intrusted Benjamin to his care, and blessed him in the words—"Tliy
brethren praise thee ; the sceptre shall not depart from Judah." His tribe became
the most numerous and warlike (Numb, ii.) ; and of the commissioners appointed to

allot the land, the representative of Judah is first mentioned (Numb, xxxiv. 19). But
above all, it was Judah and Ephraim alone who furnished the spies that gave a faith-

ful account of the land—Caleb and Joshua. The former still lived, chief of the tribe

of Judali. Ephraim, the tribe of Joshua, being already settled, Judah's turn conies

next. We see therefore that although human merit cannot be said to determine
Divine appointments, the latter will often be found to run in the same line.— i!ii.

Ver. 8.

—

Alliances in the holy war. The lots of Judah and Simeon were closely

united.* The former's prerogative of leading off is therefore shared with the weaker
tribe, which in all things is carefully considered by its " brother." It was impossible
completely to separate the interests of these two; the understanding was honouraiile
^'>• both sides.

I. In SPIRITUAL undertakings the greater should ever CONPIOER the LES'8. It

is in this way that our Saviour's injunction, "Let him that would be cliifif amn- .j

you be as him that fierveth,' is often best interpreted. The onus of broth«rij»
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coneideration and charitable construction is with the stronger because of the advant.is:«

they already possess. It is also the more to be admired in them because of tlie

rarity of its exercise. On this occasion Judah lost nothing, and Simeon secund a

powerful ally, and an opportunity of distinction. Besides this, the kindliest sentiments
were enconraged on either side.

II. By oommencino in this spibit it is the more likely that moral elevation,
MAGNANranr, and brotherly affection will bk preserved all through. The
waiving of personal precedence is not only graceful, it has a tendency to perpetuate
itself. Our future work takes its character from the first step.

III. It is an example to odb brethren, and a witness before the world to thb
UNITY or God's people. Spiritual men above all others should not first ask, "What
is our right?" but, "What is our obligation, and how can we best illustrate the
pirit of the Master?" The tone was set to all the other tribes, and jealousy either

at Judah or one another checked ere it appeared. True unity was the strength and
Bafety of Israel. That the neighbouring nations were impressed with the spirit of
brotherhood and unity in Israel there is abundant proof. They felt they were dealing

not with a mere aggregate of numbers, but with a whole inspired by common senti-

ment and religious enthusiasm. It is this spirit which most perfectly realises the
aim of Christ's kingdom, and his prayer " that they all may be one

;
" " that they

may be made perfect in,one."—M.

Ver. 7.

—

Correspondence of cnme and requital. The crime of Adoni-bezek was
against rot any special national law, but humanity. It was one calculated to

create and foster the most cruel disposition, the moral sense being rendered callous

by hahituatijn to a spectacle of abjectness and suffering dishonouring to our
common nature. Frequent amongst the heathen nations of the East, it was all the
more necessary that it should be punished in an emphatic and exemplary manner.
*' Thumbs were cut off to incapacitate the hand from using the bow; great toes to

render the gait uncertain." The circumstance stands forth here as an ancient
"instance" of an eternal law, which may be thus expressed:

—

L There is a close connection between every sin and its punishment. This
may be taken as a conviction more universal in its influence than religion itself. Yet
it is not wholly reducible to experience. It is as truly rooted in faith as any other
axiom of the spiritual life. In order to reinforce it we have (1) what may be
termed pictorial illustrations of it. The traditions and histories of the world are

full of these. Neoptolemus murdered at the altar, and at the altar he was murdered
(' Pausanias,' iv. 17, 3) ; Phaleris roasted men in a brazen bull, and in like manner was
be himself punished ('Gesta Rom.,' xlviii.). Bajazet carried about by Tamerhme in

an iron cage, as he intended to have done Tamerlane. Cardinal Beaton, upon whom
Wishart's sufferings were avenged in a violent death, &c., &c. This affects the
popular imagination more powerfully than any direct proof; and hence the crowd
of real or fancied instances that have been recorded. It is in the light of this con-
ception probably that Exod. xviii. 11 is to be interpreted. (2) The principle reveah
itself m the history of nations and individuals. Ishmael is the grand type of this.

The story of the mutinoers of the Bounty is still fresh in memory. And how
many family records would show the family likeness of sins and their Nemesis, and
the natural ojnnection and development of the one from the other I In Judas the
betrayer it shines with tragic grandeur. (3) The confessions of sinners themslve*
atrengthen the belief.

II. The justice of God is faithful and exact. "When the Olympian," says
Hoiii'T, "does not speedily punish, he still docs it later" (' Iliad,' iv. IHO). "The
Alnii^-^hty may not punish this week or next, my Lord Cardinal," said Anne of Austria
to Richelieu, " but at the last he punishes." In the incidents of human life we seem
to see links of an almost invisible chain connecting sin with judgment, as cause with
effect.

^
And if in the few ca«os wp know the punishniont is so finely, even diamatic-

alW, adjusted, are we not JMslified in believing that beneath the surface there is pven
a finer and more inevitable equivalency ohsorved? It is here too we have another
•videnre of the superior moral influence of tiie doctrine of providence as compared
with fate. Both are inevirahle, but tlie former rationally and rectorially so.
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III. But by awaking reflection and repentance our punishment mat becomh
OUR salvation. There is a gleam of something more than fatahsin in Adoni-bezek's

confession. It is just possible that it betrays an unfeigned repentance. The higher

law of grace may step in to rescue us from the law of vengeance. Many a soul

has drawn back before the hideous vision of " sin when it bringeth forth."—M.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

The death of the great. The circumstances which accompanied and

followed the death of Joshua are suggestive of the common difficulties which arise

on the death of great men, and the conduct of Israel is an example of the right spirit

in which to face these difficulties.

I. The most useful men are often called away before their work is finished.

The measure of work which God requires of them may always be accomplished, for

he sets no task for which he does not supply all needful talents and opportunities.

But the work which a man aims at acconlpli^slling, which he sees needing to be done,

which men trust him to achieve for them, is commonly greater than his time and
powers allow of perfect performance. 1. This fact should teach the most active

workers (1) diligence, since at the best they can never overtake their work, and (2)

humility, in the thought of the little that the ablest can accomplish compared with

what he aims at. 2. This fact should lead all men (1) not to lean too much on any

one individual, (2) to be ready to welcome new men, (3) to train children to take

the places of their parents.

II. The death of great men should inspire us with a desire to continue their
UNFINISHED WORK. 1. It is foolish to be content with idle panegyrics, as though we
could Hve for ever on the glory of the past. Life must not be spent in a dreamy
contemplation of the sunset, however brilliant this may be. While we gaze the

radiance fades ; night will soon fall. We must be up and preparing for shelter under

the darkness, and for work in a new day. 2. It is weak to sink into mere regrets

and despondency. We do not honour the dead by wasting our lives in barren grief.

When the great and good are gone the future may look blank and hopeless ; but God
is still with us, and he will still provide for us. Therefore we should do as Israel

did. Not satisfied with the glory of Joshua's victories, nor stunned by the blow of his

death, the people look forward, seek for guidance for the future, and endeavour to

continue his unfinished work. The richest legacy we can receive from the great is

the unfinished task which drops from their dying hands. The noblest monument we
can erect to their memory will be the completion of that task ; the most honourable

epitaph we can write for them will be the story of the good works for which their

lives and examples have inspired their successors.

III. As posts of responsibility become vacant, it is wise to seek the quidancb
OF God in the choice of new men to occupy them. After the death of Joshua Israel

consulted " the Eternal." It is a blessing that the loss of our most trusted earthly

friends should drive us to the refuge of the great heavenly Friend. In the present

case new leaders do not now arise by selfish ambition, nor are they chosen by popular

election. The selection of them is referred to God. Israel thus recognises its

constitution as a theocracy. Every nation should consider itself under a supreme
theocracy. Political leaders should be chosen by a Christian nation only after

prayer for Divine guidance. Much more evident is it that the selection of men
for service in spiritual things, as ministers, as missionaries, &c., should not be left to

the mere inclination of the individual or the unaided human judgment of others, but

determined after the most earnest prayer for Divine light (Acts i. 24). Note—such

a method of election implies a willingness that the chosen leaders should be called

to do God's will, not merely to humour the popular caprice.

IV. JVhen great men are taken away it is often the case that no men of

EQUAL Ability are found to succeed them. Joshua was not equal to Moses, but he
was still well able to take the staff of leadership from his master's hand. But
Joshua left no successor. Nothing but anarchy faced the nation " after the death

of Joshua "—it seemed as though there could be no " after." There are advantages in

the absence of great men. The multitude may become indolent, trusting too much
to the work of the few. When these are removed men are thrown back on their own
reeonroM { thuR the courage and energy of the whole people is put on trial. Tet
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on tho wliole we must feel that it is better to hare the great among ns. The death

of .Tos'i'ia is the signal for the decadence of the nation from its ancient heioic glory.

Tlit^tffore let us pra\- that God will continue the race of good and great men. and
Bc< k to educate and discover such among the young. Let us be thankful that our
Joshua—Christ—will never be taken from his people (Matt, xxviii. 20).—A.

Ver. 3.—Mutual help. I. In the absence of unity op AtrrHOBiTT we should
SEEK FOB UNION OF SYMPATHY, After the death of Joshua the loss of leadership

endangers the national unity of Israel. In the test we see how two tribes, no longer

united by a conimoT' government, draw together for mutual help. The union of free

attraction is nobler than that of external compulsion. The highest unity of Chris-

tendom is to be found not in the Roman Catholic organisation of a central authority

and uniformity of creed and worship, but in the spiritual conception of common
BynipathicB and common aims.

II. BROTHEnLY KINDNESS IS A PECULIARLY CHRISTIAN GRACE. Love of the brethren

is a proof of regeneration (1 John iii. 14). The law of Christ as contracted with the

barren Lcvitical law of ordinances is characteristically summed up in the obligation

to "bear one another's burdens" (Gal. vi. 2). 1. This implies active help. Simeon
and Judah went to battle for an inheritance. Mere feelings of sympathy are wasted
FCTitinients uidess they lead to active and fruitful service. 2. This implies saa'ifice.

TliC Simeonites and men of Judah risked their lives for the benefit of one another.

Cheap charity is worthless charity. Our brotherly kindness is of little value till it

costs us something—involves pain, loss, sacrifice. Christ is the great example of
this. It is our mission to follow Christ here if we would be his true disciples (Phil,

ii. 4—8). 3. This implies mutual help. Judah helps Simeon ; Simeon in turn helps
Judah. Charity is often too one-sided. The poor and needy can often make more
return than appears possible if invention is quickened by gratitude. A miserable
penitent could wash the feet of Christ with her tears (Luke vii. 38).

III. The work of life is best done by union and co-opebation of wobkerb.
Judah and Simeon conquer their two possessions by union. Both might have failed

had they acted singly. " Union is strength." The advantage of mutual help is seen
in trade, in manufactures, in education, in the advance of civilisation generally. The
spiiit of Cain is fatal to all progress (Gen. iv. 9). The same applies to Chri»tian
work. Therefore Christ founded the Church. Though Christianity is based on
individualism, it works through social agencies. The society of Christians, the
Cliristian family, find means of useful effort which private Christians could never
attain, e. g. in the Sunday school, foreign and home missions, the work of Bible and
tract societies. Simeon and Judah united to conquer their several lots successively.
So it is sometimes wisest for us to unite and do together one work well at one time,
rather than to spread our divided energies over a wide field of weak agencies.
The river which runs out over a broad plain may be swallowed up in the sands of
the desert, while that which flows in a narrow channel is strong and deep.—A.

Vers. 6, 1.— Retribution. I. Thebe is a law of betbibutiok. 1. The desirefor
retribution is instinctive. It is one of the elementary ideas of justice. To those
who have no vision of a higher law, the execution of this is not a cruel crime of
vengeance, but a rif,yhteous exercise of justice. 2. Tlie fitness of retribution is not
aJTecttd by the motive of those who accomplish it. It is possible that the Israelites

were igriorant of the old crimes of Adoni-bezek, and may have been guilty of wanton
crueUy in treating him as they did. If so, his wickedness was no excuse for their
barbarity. But then their harsh intentions did not affect the justice of the king's
sufferings. God often uses the crime of one man as a means of punishing the crime
of another. He does not originate or sanction the retributive crime, but he over-
rules it, and so turns the wrath of man to the praise of his righteous government.
I'hus Nebuchadnezzar was no better than an ambitious tyrant in his conquest of
Jenisalem

;
yet he was the tmconscious agent of a Divine decree of justice. 3,

Sin will sureli/ bring retribution. (1) No rank will secure us against this. The
(ufferer in this case was a king. (2) No time will wear out guilt. It is likely that
Adoni-bezek had comniitted his crimes in bygone years, as he referred to them in a
way which suggesta that the memory of them was suddenly aroused by his owi
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experience. 4. Retrilmtinn often hears a resemhiance to the crimes it follows. Tha
lex talionis seems to be inysteiioiisly embeddc d in llio very constitution of natiira

The intemperate slave of bodily pleasures brings on bimself bodily disease ; cruelty

provokes cruelty; suspicion arouses distrust. As a man sows so will lie reap (Gal.

Ti. 7, 8). 6. One of the most fearful elements offuture relrihution will be found in

an evil memory . Men bury their old sins out of sight. They will be exluuned in

all their corruption. The justice of the retribution will then increase the sting of

it (Luke xvi. 25).

II. The higher Christian law of iovb. Christianity does not abolish the terrible

natural laws of retributive justice, but it reveals higher principles which can counter-

act the disastrous effects of those stern laws, and a more excellent way than that of

zealously advocating the execution of them. 1. The Christian is hound not to

desire vengeance. He is called to forgive his enemies (Matt. v. 3ft, 39). If retribu-

tion must fall, let us leave it to the supreme Judge (Rom. xii. 19). 2. The highest

pitrjwse of prmishment is seen to consist in the preservation and the restoration of
righteousness—not in the mere balancing of sin with pain. Punishment is not an
end in itself. The vengeance which seeks satisfaction to outraged honour in the
humiliation of its victim is as unworthy of the character of God as it is foreign to

the principles of Christian duty. Punishment is a means to an end, and that end is

not mere revenge, but the deterring of others from evil, and, where possible, the

restoration of the fallen (Heb. xii. 5, 6, 11). 3. In the gospel forgiveness is offered

for all sin. The law is not evaded ; it is honoured in the sacrifice of Christ. Now
ne has borne the sin of the world he can also release the world from its fatal effects.

Therefore, though the thunder-cloud of retribution may seem as dark as ever, if we
only look high enough we shall see the rainbow of God's mercy above it promising
peace and forgiveness to all who repent and trust in his grace (Acts xiiL38, 39).—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 8.—Eead Fought against Jerusalem,
and took it, and smote it. It is the continu-

ation of the narrative of the exploits of

Judah and Simeon in conquering their re-

spective lots.

Ver. 9.—The valley, i.e, the Shephclah, or

lowlands, between the mountains and the

coast of the Mediterranean, occupied by the

Philistines.

Ver. 10.— Hebron. See Numb. xiii. 22;
Josh. xiv. 13— 15 ; xv. 13—19. Hebron
was the burial-place of Abraham and Sarah
(Gen. xxiii. 2, &c. ; xxv. 9), of Isaac and
Rebekah, and of Jacob and Leah (Gen.

XXXV. 27—29 ; xlix. 31 ; L 13), and the

mosque, within whose massive walls the
tombs of Abraham and the other four above
mentioned are still preserved with the ut-

most reverence, is the most remarkable
object in the modem city, which is called

El-KJialil (the friend), after Abraham, the

friend of God. A very interesting account
of the Prince of "Wales's visit to the Mosque
of Hebroi^ in 1862 is given in Dean Stanley's

'Sermons in the East' David reigned in

Hebron seven years and six months before

he transferred the seat of power to Jeru-
alem (see 2 Sam. ii. 1, &c. ; v. 1—5).

Ver. 13.—Caleb's younger brother. See
note on oh. iii. 9.

V«r. 14.—She moved him, &c. There is

some obscurity in this verse, which seems to

tell us that Achsah, on her wedding-day,
when she was going to her husband's hcu.se,

persuaded him to ask of her father the field,

viz. that in which the springs of water were,

and which were not included in her original

dower ; and then goes on to tell us tliat

Jichsah herself made the request. The
Septuagint reads, " Othniel urged her to

ask the field of her father," and the Vulgate
has, " Her husband told her to ask her

father," and then it follows naturally, " and
she lighted from off her ass," &c. But the

Hebrew reading may be right, and it may
be that when her husband, biavo in storm-

ing a city, but timid in asking a favour,

hung back, she, with the tenacious will of

a woman, sprang off the ass herself, and
successfully preferred her request. Dean
Stanley identifies (though not with absolute

certainty) the "field" thus obtained by
Achsah with an unusually green valley

amidst the dry, barren hills of the south
country, lying south or west of Hebron,
called Wady Nunkur, through which Calub

and Achsah must have n'dden on their way
from Hebron to Debir or Kirjath-sepher.

This valley breaks into a preripitous and
still greener ravine, and both the upper and
lower pastures are watered by a clear, bub.

bling rivulet, whicli rises in the upj)eF
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meadow, and flows to the bottom of the

ravine below, Tlie name of a villnt,'e, Devoir,

•ecins to represent the ancient Dcbir.

Ver. 16.—The children of the Kenite, &c.

It appears from this veree that the invitation

given by Moses to his "father-in-law," or

rather "broth»r-in-]aw," Hobab, to accom-

pany him and the Israelites to the land of

promise, though at first rejected (Numb. x.

29, 30), was eventually accepted. Ilobab

and his tribe, a branch of the llidianites,

called Kenites, from an unknown ancestor,

Kain, at first aettled in the city of palm
trees, i. e. Jericho (Deut. xxxiv. 3) |

but it

seems that when Judah started on his expe-

dition with Simeon to conquer the south

land, the Kenites went with him. A subse-

qnent migration of a portion of this nomadic
tribe is mentioned (ch . iv . 1 1 ). Dwelt among
the people, i. e. the people of Judah. For
Arcul see Numb. xxL 1.

Ver. 17.—Judah went with Simeon. In

ver. 3 Simeon went with Jmhih, because the

{tlaces which follow were all in Judah's lot

;

lut now we read, Judah went with Simeon,

because ZephMh or Eormah was in Simeon's

lot (Josh. xiT 4). For Hormah, identilied

by Robinson (ii. 181) with Essufch, see

Numb.xxi. 3. The Hebrew veil) for " they

utterly destroyeil " is the root of the name
Hormah, L e. xUtcr destruction.

Ver. 18 —Oaza, &c. Gaza, Askelon, and
Ekron, were all cities of the Philistines.

But though Judah took these cities, it seems

he was not able permanently to expel the

inhabitants.

Ver. 19.— Chariots of iron. Tlie chariots

of the Canaanites were very formidable to

the Israelites, who had no means of coping

with them. Thus we are told of Jabin, king

of Canaan, who reigned in Hazor, that he
had 900 chariots of iron, and mightily

oppressed the children of Israel. They were
later an important part of King Solomon's
ai-my (1 Kings x. 26). See too Josh, xvii . 16.

Ver. 20.—They gave Hebron, &c Caleb,

the son of Jephunueh, the Kenezite, an
Edomitish tribe, was one of the spies sent

up to spy the land, and in doing so he came
to Hebron, and there saw the giants, the

sons of Anak (Numb. xiii. 22). When aU
the spies brovight up an evil report of the

land, and by doing so raised a rebellion

against Moses and Aaron, Caleb the Kenezite,

alone with Joshua, stood firm, and, as a

reward of his faithfulness, received the

promise that he and his seed should possess

the land on which his feet had trodden.

Accordingly Hebron became the inheritance

of Caleb the Kenezite (see Numb, xiii.,

xiv. ; Deut L 86 ; Josh. ziT. 6—16 ; xv.

13, 14).

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 8—20.

—

Faith. The prinripal incident in this section ia the conquest of

Hebron by Caleb f»?ee note, ver. 20), and in it we have a most strikins; illiistratiun (I ^

of the nature of faith, (2) of the triumph of faith, (3) of the faithfulness of Goil'd

Eroiiiises, and (4) of the extension of God's covenant to men of every nation and
indred.

I. The nature of faith. When the Israelites were in Kadesh Bamea, rear the

borders of Canaan, in the second year of the exodus, it was determined on their own
Bug^estion, with the full approval of Moses, to send spies to search out the land, and
to bring back word what road they ought to take, and into wliat cities tliey would
come. Thus far there had been only a due exercise of human wl.'^doin and caution.

But when the spies returned after forty days they brought back a mixed report. On
the one hand they reported that it was indeed a goodly land. Its fertile soil, its

genial climate, its beauty and its richness, were attested by its abundant produce.

As they held up the iieavy bunch of the grapes of Eslicol, a burden for two men to

carry upon a staff, as they showed them the luscious figs and the juicy poniegninates,
who could doubt that it was a land worth possessing? It was rich too in its pastures
and in its cattle, and its wild-flowers were as good as the thyme of Hymettus for the
bees that swarmed amongst them. It was a land flowing with milk and honey. But
here their good report flopped. This good land was guarded, they said, by a mighty
people. It was a gigantic race that possessed it, and they dwelt in fenced cities with
Cyclopean walls rising up to heaven. How could the children of Israel hope to

wrest tlieir land from tlieni? It would be a vain enterprise, and could only end in

their own disconililure and death. Tlio.se men of great stature would crush them
like grasHhoppers under their feet. At these unbelieving words the hearts of the
whole congregation melted witliin them, and anger against Moses filled every breast.

The HUgg'stiun ran from mouth to mouth to choose a captain and return to Egypt.
The promises of God were all forjrotten. Tlie mighty wonders at the Red Sea. at
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Sinai, in the wilderness, were lost sight of, and their hearts sunk through unhe'.ief.

Then Caleb's faitli shone out, and spoke out before the people. " Let us go up at
once and possess the land, for we are well able to overcome it." "Fear not the
people of the land ; for they are bread for us: their defence is departed from them,
and the Lord is with us : fear them not," " If the Lord delight in us, then he will
bring us into this land and give it us." That was faith, laying hold of Qod's pro-
mises and God's almighty power, and making no account of apparent difficulties, or
of human weakness. Just such was Abraham's faith, who " staggered not at the
promise of God through unbelief, but was strong in faith, giving glory to God, and
fully persuaded that what he had promised he was able also to perform " (Rom. iv.

20, 21). Such has been the faith of saints at all times, piercing through the mists
and clouds of the present, and seeing the bright sun of the future; despising the
visible because, like Elisha in Dothan, it sees the invisible (2 Kings vi. 13—17) ; cal-

culating truly, because it takes into account the power and faithfulness of God which
are left out of the calculations of the unbelieving.

II. The triumph of faith. And we see here the triumph of faith. The whole
congregation of the unbelieving, of those who in their hearts turned back to Egypt,
and dared not face the sons of Anak, had all perished in the wilderness. They died

• and were buried, and never saw the land of promise. But Caleb was alive, and in the
full vigour of his strength he marched against the stronghold of the Anakim, and
took it, and slew the sons of Anak in spite of their great stature, and took possession
of their city in spite of its lofty walls, and it became his possession for ever. That
was the triumph of faith, that faith which disappoints not, and maketh not ashamed.

III. The faithful promises. We have here too an eminent illustration of the
faithfulness of God's promises. Caleb's triumphant possession of Hebron chimes in

in exact harmony with all the records of God's performances as compared with his

promises. " He hath holpen his servant Israel as he promised to our forefathers "

(Luke i. 54). " He hath remembered his mercy and truth toward the house of Israel
"

(Ps. xcviii. 3). " He hath visited and redeemed his people, as he spake by the mouth
of his holy prophets, ... to perform the mercy promised to our fathers, and to

remember his holy covenant ; to perform the oath which he sware to our forefather

Abraham" (Luke i. 68—73, Pr. B. Version). "He is faithful that promised'
(Heb. X. 23). "Blessed is she that believed: for there shall be a performance of

those things which were told her from the Lord" (Luke i. 45). " There failed not
aught of any good thing which the Lord had spoken unto the house of Israel ; all

came to pass " (Josh, xxl 45). A thorough appreciation of faithfulness to his Word
as one of the prominent attributes of God is the inevitable result of a full knowledge
of the Scriptures, as it is most conducive to the stability of the Christian character.
" For ever, Lord, thy word is settled in heaven ; thy faithfulness is unto all genera-

tions " (Ps. cxix. 89, 90).

IV. A GLIMPSE OF THE MTSTERT. But we must also notice the illustration here
given of God's purpose to extend his covenant to men of all nations. Caleb was not

an Israelite by birth. He was a Kenezite, ». e. a descendant of Kenaz, whose name
is a clear proof of Edomite origin (Gen. xxxvi. 15, 42). And accordingly we are

told, " Unto Caleb the son of Jephunneh \v gave a part among the children of
Judah"" (Josh. xv. 13); and again, "Hebron became the inheritance of Caleb the

son of Jephunneh the Kenezite, because that he wholly followed the Lord God of
Igrael" (Josh. xiv. 14), language clearly pointing to Caleb's foreign origin. We
have here then the breadth of God's grace and love breaking out in the narrowness

of the Jewish dispensation ; we have a glimpse of the mystery, which St. Paul spoke

of so rapturously, that it was God's good pleasure in the dispensation of the fulness

of times to gather together into one all things in Christ, and that the Gentiles should

be. fellow-heirs, and of the same body, and partakers of his promise in Christ by the

gospel (Ephes. i. 9, 10; iii. 6). Caleb, possessing his inheritance in the midst of

Judah because he wholly followed the Lord the God of Israel, was the forerunner

of that great multitude of all nations and kindreds and peoples and tongues who
hall stand before the Lamb clothed in white robes and palms in their hands, and

•hall sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in tli« kingdom of God.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 11—15.

—

The vMic spirit of Caleb. He offered Iiis daughterto the soldier

who shonld be successful in destroying the inhabitants of Dehir. It was of supreme

importance that this stronghold should be taken, if the rest of the disLiict was to be

peaceably held. But sorae reward was required in order to stimulate the heroism of

his followers to face the hazard and danger of the enterprise. We have here then

—

L An idektification of himself with the interesis of his 'i ribe. Caleb was an

Edomite, and might have enjo3'ed his own lot without such special effort or sacrifice.

He is evidently deeply interested in the welfare and honour of his adopted tribe. This

might he callf^d a Rignal illustration of public spirit. And yet it is probable that Caleb

himself wa* quite unconscious that there was anything sins;iilarin his action. As the

greatest blessings to a nation arise from the public spirit of its citizens, so the greatest

curses are frequently entailed by the want of it. As in warfare every soldier, however
insignificant, is an influence that tells upon the success or failure of the campaign,

so in a government, with representative institutions whose action binds the nation and

measures its progress, it is requisite that every citizen should actively interest himself

in electing and supporting the legislative authority. The free play of an intelligent,

generous, and enthusiastic public criticism will tend to the health of the whole body
politic, and vice versa. Even more cogent is the need for public spirit in the church.

Its honour and dishonour are ours, its success or failure. And it represents interests

of the most tremendous importance. " England expects every man to do his duty"
is a sentence of historic importance. Although not called upun to preach, or even

to pray in public, the private member of the church ought to regard the affairs of

Clirist 8 kingdom with enthusiasm, and be prepared to make great sacrifices for its

advancement

:

II. His PBOof o» this im bestowing one of his most precious possessions. We do
not know much about Achsah, but probably she was very beautiful. Her forethought

and carefulness are described in the fourteenth and fifteenth verses. She was his only

daughter, bom to him in later life (1 Chron. ii. 49). That she was dear to her father

we may take for granted. How much a daughter may be to a father history has

frequently and strikingly shown. The g^ef of Jephthah for the consequences of

his rash vow is recorded in this very book. Apart from the personal attractions of

Achsah, the influence which might be obtained by intermarriage with the family of

Caleb is not to be ignored.

III. It was a sacrifice which had ih it the secdrity fob its own reward.
An offer like this was an appeal to the chivalry of the tribe. It suggested vividly

that on account of wliich the bravery of the warrior is so necessary. The soldier

who stormed such a fortress was sure to possess the noble and manly qualities and
tiie religious zeal calculated to make a good husband. So in political and spiritual

matters, generous offers and challenges appeal to what is noblest in the nature of men,
and secure a loftier and more heroic response.—M.

Vers. 14, 16.

—

Comj^ensatumt. Of the wisdom and carefulness of Achsah we
have here abundant proof. They were nobly and honourably exercised. She is the
daughter of a rich man, and becomes the bride of a brave soldier who had evidently
little but his sword and his reputation to boast of. She is jealous lest he should be
rewarded with a mere titular distinction. He has been nobly oblivious of material
rewards, $tu shall be proportionably watchful over his interests. She therefore
urges her husband as he passes in triinnph to Hebron to ask for the field through
which they march. The thoughts of the hero are not to be directed into any such
sordid channel. But she, taking advantage of the occasion as she lights from off
her ass, asks her father in symbolic language to compensate her for the poverty to
which he had consigned her. " Thou hast given me a southland (t. e. married me to
• poor youtiger son)

; give me also springs of water." To this reasonable reouest
Caleb makes generous response. " She slides from her ass, suddenly, as if she fell, so
that her father asks, ' What is the matter with tliee ? ' Her answer has a doubl«
itenee, • Thou gavest me away into a dry land

;
give me also springe ' " (Cassel).
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I. A BLESSING WITH A DRAWBACK. Of the bravery of Othniel there could b* no
question ; of hie poverty there could be as little. It might be honourable for her to be
his wife, but she would have to suffer many eacrificee in leaving the wealthy home
of her father, and her husband would have an additional burden to sustain. Are
not the dispensatione of providence, even when we judge them on the whole to be
best for us, frequently as mysteriously qualified and limited ? No man would probably

care to exchange his life for another's, but " there's a crook in every lot." Material

blessings generally contain within them elements of discipline, and sometimes even
of punishment. But they are alike the gift of a loving father, and are to be accepted

in the spirit of trust and affection.

II. Compensations. Is the gift of Achsah's father open to grave drawbacks V It

is not therefore unalterable. Something maybe done to lessen its inconveniences, if

not entirely to remove them. Her father is reasonable, and she at once makes appeal

to his sense of what is fit and proper. Her request is granted. So with ourselves.

Onr heavenly Father who apportioned our lot is surely as reasonable and affectionate

as any earthly one. It is for us to exercise the same wisdom as Achsah, and request

that God will give us such alleviations to our portion in life, or reveal to us those

that already exist. Sometimes there are compensations latent in the very circum-
stances of which we complain: springs of water to moisten a sun-parched soil. In
any case God is able to bestow upon us exceeding abundantly above all that we can
ask or think.—M.

Ver. 19.—Divine help yersMB material obstacles. The statement of this verse is

perplexing ; hardly softened if we render " there was no driving out," &c. On the

one hand, apparently, infinite power is on the side of Judah ; on the other, there are

Bharpl3'-defined limits to his success, and singular reasons for his failure. (Describe

inhabitants of mountain and valley.) One would suppose that if God had really

been with Judah, the chariots of iron would be neither here nor there in the question.
" If God be for us, who can be against us ? " But the difiBculty arises from looking

at the problem wholly from the Divine side. The same difficulty faces us to-ilay.

'* But this temptation was so great I
" " But was not the Lord with you ? " Infinite

power may he on our side, but we may be debarred byfailure offaithfrom making
full use of it.

I. Unrealised snniTrAL power. Many of the brutes have power greater than
man, but they cannot bring it to bear. Is man never similarly unfortunate? In

what sense can the power of God in the saint be unrealised ? It is not ^o-w^ir wasted
or lying idle, but simply like a cheque unused. Our spiritual nature is not developed

enough.
II. Insufficient reasons for failure or success. These arise from the same

cause as the preceding. The tool in hands of tyro and master. The true panoply of

a Church is spiritual ; and its material advantages may sometimes be as Goliath's

armour to David ; and so may the spiritual advantages, if we do not realise them,

keep ourselves in continual communion with them, and test their virtue by continual

exercises of faith.

III. Ways in which man limits God. By failure of faith. By neglect of the

means of grace. By personal unholiness. " God's arm is not shortened," &0., " but

ye are straitened in your own selves."—M.

Vers. 19—21.

—

A title to be mxide good. Each of these—Judah, Caleb (of the

same tribe), and Benjamin—had received their portion at the hands of the Lord ; but
tliey bad to conquer it. Judah partially succeeded, Caleb wholly succeeded, and
Benjamin had a grievous drawback to his success. This is suggestive of the blessed-

ness to be attained by Christians.

I. Trife promise is complete and absolute to every Christian. " This is the

victory that overcometh the world, even your faith." The least Christian is assured

of this splendid triumph.

II. Its realisation will depend upon the measure of his faith, &c. The estate

with a mortgage. Judah had already " fought agninst Jerusalem " and subdued it,

fit least the southern portion abutting upon, or included in, their boundary. But they
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6\(i not snbdue the citadel, which wag in Benjamin's lot. The latter, on the other

hand, are too careless, unwarlike, or indisposed to make good their possesion.—Al

Ver. 19.

—

The presence of God in the baffle of life. The most remarkabl* circum-
Btance connected with the wars of ancient Israel is the religious faith which guided
and inspired the people for battle. In this respect the conduct of those wars is

typical of the Christian method of spiritual warfare.

I. God is with his people in the battle of life. God is not only the Refuge in

distress and the Father of peaceful mercies ; he is the Source of strength and of

courage, and the Inppirer of the masculine virtues of the Church militant— he is

with us in battle. God does not grant his aid from a distance, through messengers,
&c. ; he is present in the active exercise of his power. 1. When God calls people

to any task, he tvUlfollow arid help them in it. God had chosen Judnh for the work
of conquering the Canaariites. He also followed Judah to battle. Divine election

was followed by Divine power. God never expects us to undertake any work in

which he will not aid us. If he calls us to any diflicult task, he will go finit, and
prepare the way for us. and then will accompany us in it. as our Guide and Protector.

2. They who are united in the service of God have peculiar reason for expecting the

presence of God. Judah and Simeon were uiiited, and God aided them in their com-
mon task. God does not desert the solitary : c g. Ilagar (Gen. xvi. 13), Jacob (Gen.
xxviii. 16), Elijah (1 Kings xix. 9). But we have a special right to expect hia

presence wlien we co-operate in brotherly sympathy. Christ is present where two or

three are met together in his name. The Holy Ghost came on the day of Pentecost,

when the whole Church was assembled together (Acts ii. 1).

II. The presence of God is the chief source of success in the batixb of life.

God was with Judah, therefore he obtained possession of the mountains. If God is

with his people in their time of toil and difficulty, his presence is a security of active

aid. He is with us not merely to approve, but to help. The victory comes from
him. It is not all who have faith and spiritual insight to discern this truth. God
does not come with a visible host and with " chariots of iron ;

" but his presence and
aid are felt in the providential control of events ; in the inspiration of strength and
courage ; in the enlightenment of Divine wisdom. The best human securities for

success will not justify us in neglecting the help of God. Simeon and Judah were
united, and were the stronger for their union

; yet it was not the human strength

thus obtained, but God's presence, which brought victory. There is a danger lest we
should trust too much to imposing human arrangements, large societies, elaborate

orgnTiisations, Ac. The most splendid Christian army will be miserably defeated

if it ventures to enter the field without the leadership of the " Captain of

salvation."

III. The pbesence of God will not alone secure perfect and immediate success.

Though God was with Judah, still Judah could not drive out the inhabitants of the

Talley. 1. God's presence and aid do not dispense vrith human effort. It is Judali,

not (jod, who fails. We may fail on our side of the work v/hile God is not wanting
on his. 2. God8 presence does not make us entirely iiidependent of earthly circum-
ttances. God did not annihilate the chariots of iron. We must not expect God to

work such violent miracles as shall liberate us from all the inconveniences of life.

8. Human weakness may still linger ahovi us after we have been blessed with the aid

of Gods presence. The Israelites were too weak to overcome the inhabitants of the

valley. PossiMy they feared to face the chariots of iron. The measure of help we
have from God is not limited in itself, but it is limited by our faith. If we had
perfect faith we should have perfect success. But when we look away from God to

the iron chariots of our foes, or, like Peter, from Christ to the threatening waves, we
may fail from fear and human weakness, and God's almighty power will not tbon
•ave uB from defeat.—A.
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EXPOSITION.

Ver. 21.—^This verse ia identical with

Josh. XV. 63, except that there we read

"the children of Judah" instead of "the
children of Benjamin," as in this verse.

The boundary line between Judah and
Jerusalem passed through Jebu.s or Jebusi,

as Jerusalem was anciently called (see Josh.

XV. 8 ; xviii. 28 ; Judges xix. 10, 11 ; 1 Chron.

xi. 4, 5). Jebus was not finally held by the

Israelites till the time of David (see ch. xix.

10, note.)

Ver. 22.— The house of Joseph, i. e.

Ephraim, but probably here spoken of as

"the house of Joseph" because in the

original document, from which both this

chapter and Josh. xv. 63, and xvi, xvii. are

taken, the mention of " the lot of the

children of Joseph " occurs, embracing both
Ephraim and Manasseh. See Josh, xvi 1

and XV. 23, with which the twenty-first and
twenty -second verses of this chapter are

manifestly identical.

Ver. 23.—Bethel, now Beitin. The name
(house of God) had been given by Jacob
(Gen. xxviiL 19), but obviously would not
he likely to be adopted by the Canaanitish
inhabitants, by whom it was called Luz. As
.soon, however, as the Ephraimites conquered
it, they reimposed the name, in memory of

their father Jacob. The Saxon charters
exhibit an analogous change in such tran-

sitions of name, as that from Bedericksworth
to Bury St. Edmunds, which took place
after the transfer of St Edmund's body to
the church there, the old name continuing
for a time along with the new one, but at

last disappearing.

Ver. 24.—We will show thee mercy.
Compare the saving of Rahab alive, with
all her house, at the taking of Jericho

(Josh. vi. 23). This history is not preseirvd
in the parallel place in Josh. xvi.

Ver. 28.— Put the Canaanites to tribute,

or made them tributaries, as in vers. 30, 33,
i.e. imposed forced labour upon tlium, as the
Gibeonites were made hewers of wood and
drawers of water (Josh. ix. 21, 27 ; see 1

Kings ix. 21).

Ver. 32.—The Asherites dwelt among th»
Canaanites. In verses 29 and 30 it was
said that the Canaanites dwelt among the
Israelites ; but here we read that the Asher-
ites, and in ver. 33 that Naphtali, dwelt
among the Canaanites, which seems to imply
that the Canaanites were the more numerous
people of the two, yet the Israelites were
able to keep them in subjection.

Ver. 36.—The going up to Akrabbim. See
Josh. XV. 3, Maaleh-acrabhim. In Numb.
xxxiv. 4 " the ascent of Akrabbim." The
whole name, put into English, is "the
ascent, or going up, of Scorpions," a moun-
tain pass so called from the abundance of

scorpions found in the whole region. The
exact locality is uncertain, but it is thought
to be the pass El-Safeh, immediately to the
south of the Dead Sea. The neighbourhood
to Mount Hor and Petra is indicated by its

connection here with " the rock," in Hebrew
has-selah, which is the distinctive name of

the rocks or cliffs on which Petra is bui?t,

and the name of Petra (the rock) itseli.

Speaking roughly, a line drawn westward
from El-Safeh to the Mediterranean Sea,
near the "river of Egypt," formed the
southern boundary of Judah, and of the
Amorites whom they displaced. The battle

with the Amorites (Deut. i. 44), in which
the Israelites were discomfited and pursued,
is thought to have been at El-Safeh.

HOMILETICS.

Verg. 21—36.— Weakfaith producing weak action. This section, contrasted with
the preceding, gives us an instructive picture of a weak faith—not of absolute unbe-
lief forfeiting the whole promise of God, but of a weak faith—coming short of the
fulness of the blessing of the gospel of Christ. Caleb's faith, we have seen, was
strong, and so his success was full. The faith of the tribes here enumerated was
weak, and BO their success was only partial. In the career of those who are of weak
or little faith we may notice the following features which usually belong to them :

I. The want of a high aim. These tribes did not rise to the full purpose of God
to give them the land for their possession. They were content with a partial posses-
sion. So many Christians do not aim at perfect obedience to the law of Gud, or a
perfect conformity to the mind of Christ, but are content with a conventional
*ta«dard of Christian morality, very far below the measure of the stature of the
fulness of Christ They do not aim high enough in knowledge, or in character, or
in works, or in godliness, or in the victory over sin, or in self-control, or in heavenlj-
mindedness.
IL The ovkb-bstimaih of DiFKictTLTUts. These tribes thought the iron chariots
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invincible, shrunk from encountering them in the valleys, and slunk aw.-iy into tha
hills and fastnesses out of their way. So to those of little faith the difBculties in

the way of a thorou-rhly godly life seem insuperable. The fash'ons and customs of
the World, the adverse opinions of men. the possible losses in trade or worldly
advantage, or in useful friendships, the sacrifice of inclinations or interests, cannot
be got over. Their hearts quail before difficulties and obstacles, and they are ever
of a fearful and doubtful mind.

III. The disposition to compromise. These tribes could not or would not drive
the Canaanites out, but they would make them tributaries. That was something done,
if not all that ought to be done. So the weak in faith compromise in respect to their

Christian duties. They do not yield a bold, whole-hearted obedience at any cost,

but they will go half-way, and stop. They will curb the flesh, but not crucify it

;

they will check, but not destroy, the body of sin ; they will follow Christ's directions

up to a certain point, and then, like the young ruler, go away sorrowful. Atid this

want of thoroughness is as fatal to the peace and comfort of a Christian's walk with
God as was the compromise of the Israelites to their enjoyment of the promised
land. In their case the enemies whom they failed to destroy were constant thorns
in their sides—rising against them whenever they were weak, always ready to join

their enemies, taking advantage of every opp urtunity to harass and distress them.
And so in the case of these Christians of little faith : the sins which they spare, the
afEections with which they compromise, the habits which they ^vill not utterly break
off, and the unfinished victories at which they step .short are continually marring
their peace, and even threatening their hold on the kingdom of God. And the result

is seen in the general condition of the Church of God : one of compromise instead of
mastery, of hollow truce instead of decisive victory.

IV. An ukderratino of the power and grace op God. This is the cause
of all the evil, and is of the very essence of a weak faith. When God's power and
goodness and grace are underrated, all goes wrong. Low aims, fear of difficulties,

base compromises are sure to prev.iil. But with the due sense of all-sufficient grace
all goes well. "My grace is sufficient for thee," saith the Lord to his believing
servant. " I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me " is the servant's

answer. Let u8 m?.ke a due estimate of the glorious grace of God in Christ Jesus our
Lord ; so shall we be " strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 22—26.

—

An unwilling helper of the cause of God. Into the motives that
actuated hira we need not pry. Chief of all was tlie great one of self-preservation.

Was it honourable ? Was it right for the soldiers of God to make use of such an
instrument? There may have been other considerations that had weight with him.
It might have been virtuous to resist the offer: was it necessarily vicious to yield

to it?

I. There are many who help the tritth from lower motives who might do
so from higher. Expediency

; public benefits of religion ; ties of relationship
;

reputation. How great the blessing to Christ's cause if the same things were done
from higher motives 1

IL They are blessed, but not as they might otherwise have been. A better

service would have secured a higher reward.

III. They cannot be relied upun, and therefore may not become part of God's
people. The conquering host could not trust the traitor whose help had won them the
city. He must go forth with his reproach. Many churches contain the elements
of weakness and ruin because they have failed to exercise a wise censors] ip over
those admitted to their communion. The true Church is composed of those who serve
God from the purest motives.—M.

Ver. 28.

—

Human \tisdom versus Divine. No option was left to the Israelites M
to the mode in wliidi they were to deal with the Canaanites. Even if they wer«
un.ible to subdue the Canaanites because of their own weakness, it would not be with-
out fault ; for had they not to sustain and direct them ? But the sin of Israel was
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the greater that, when they were able to obey God's direction, they set it aside in

favour of a policy of their own. This was direct disobedience, however it might be

disguised by the name of prudence or expediency. In the end they had to rue

their own folly.

L People in pbospebotts ciRCtrMSTANCES abe fkeqttently tempted to follow a

WORLDLY INSTEAD OF A HEAVENLY LINE OF CONDUCT, AND TO QUALIFY THE DICTATES

OF OBVIOUS DUTY BY CONSIDERATIONS THAT ARE PURELY SELFISH AND PRESUMPTUOUS IN

THEIR NATURE.
II. When men thus shirk obvious duty, they do it from a twofold misconcep-

tion—(1) of their own power and wisdom, and (2) of the true character of that with

which they tamper.

III. In thb end theib follt will manifest itself in disaster and ruin.—M.

Vers. 34, 35.

—

Thefailure of duty of one an occasion of inconvenience to another.

Joseph, strong enough to have destroyed the Amorites, made them tributaries. The
same people a little further away were thereby enabled to afflict and annoy a com-

panion tribe. " The Amoritea forced the children of Dan into the mountain," <fec.

The cause of Dan ought to have been the cause of Joseph. The latter was therefore

guilty of intense selfishness.

I. It is a sin for Christians to reap advantage at the expense of loss or

INCONVENIENCE TO THEIR BRETHREN.

II. God OF! EN MAKES THB UNWORTHINBSS OB FAULT OF ONE OF HIS CHILDREN A

DISrirLINE TO ANOTHER.
III. But this does not free the latter from the responsibility of doing his

BEST. Dan might be annoyed, and justly, at the indirect help given to his oppressors,

but all the same he ought to have invoked the aid of Jehovah and gone forth to do
battle against them. He might have delivered himself from the inconvenience to

which he was subject. And so with all the indirectly produced ills of life ; a heroic

faith IB certain to overcome them, or render them comparatively innoxious.—M.

EXPOSITION

CHAPTER XL

It is often extremely difficult to mak« out

the sequence of a Hebrew narrative, the nar-

rator going back and travelling over the

same ground in respect of time which he had

abeady traversed, in order to introduce,

some circumstances which had been omitted.

(see ch. vii. 25, note, and "iii. 4, note). This

appears to be the case with this section.

The mention of Gilgal in ver. 1 seems to

point distinctly to the early time of the

entrance into Canaan under Joshua, be-

cause it was quite in the beginning of the

Israelite occupation that the camp was at

Gilgal, and it was there that the angel of

the Lord spake to Joshua (Josh. v. 9, 10,

13—15). We find the camp still at Gilgal

in Josh. X. 9, 43, and it was from the camp

kt Nilgai that Caleb went forth to his con-

quest (ch. xiv. 6), and also that Ephraim

and Manasseh went forth to take their in-

heritance (chs. xvi , xviL ) ; but in ch. xviiL

1, 9, 10 we find Shiloh, in the hill country

JUDGES.

of Ephraim, the place of the national

gathering of " the host," and the tabernacle

pitched there ; and the same in ch. xix. 51 ;

xxL 2 ; xxii. 9, 12. Josephus tells us that

Joshua moved his camp from Gilgal to

Shiloh in the hill country at the close of

the fifth year (• J. A.' v. i. 19). This ascent

of the angel from Gilgal in the plains of

Jericho to Bochim in the hill country

would seem, therefore, to have been about

the beginning of the sixth year of the

occupation of Canaan, and the rebuke in it

to apply chiefly to Ephraim and Manasseh,

though in part to Judah also. The place of

this section chronologically would be be-

tween ver. 29 and ver. 30 of ch, i. It

should be noticed also that this section is

very closely connected with Josh. xxiv.

;

for, first, Judges ii. 6 is identical with Josh,

xxiv. 28, and the verses that follow Judges

ii. 6 are also identical with those that follow

'osh xxiv. 28. It is likely, therefore, that

what immediately precedes Judges ii 6 should

be very closely connected with what immedi*
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ately precedes Joeh. niv. 28, and should

relate to the same time. Now the discourse

of Joshua (xxiv. 1—16) is only an expan-

sion of the brief address of the angel in

Judges iL 1—8. The expostulation about the

strange gods in Josh. xxiv. 14, 23, is in exact

accordance with the complaint of the angel

in Judges ii. 2; and the warm protestation

of the people, "We will serve the Lord," in

Josh. xxiv. 18, 21, 24, is in full accordance

with what is said Judges ii. 4 :
" The people

lifted up their voice, and wept" Again, the

mention in Josh. xxiv. 1 of the people pre-

senting themselves "before God," and of

" the sanctuary of the Lord " (ver. 26),

agrees with what is said Judges ii. 5 :
" They

sacrificed there unto the Lord." And lastly,

the somewhat mysterious words in Josh.

xxiv. 27, " This stone . . . hath heard all

the words of the Lord which he hath spoken

to us," would have an easy solution if the

message of the angel (Judges ii 1—3) had

been spoken before it. The inference is that

Joshua's address in Josh. xxiv. was delivered

immediately after the transaction recorded

in thia Motion.

Ver. 1.—An angel of the Lord. Rather,

the angel of the Lord, i. e. the angel of hia

presence, whose message consequently \*

delivered as if the Lord himself were speak-

ing (see Gen. xvi 7, 9, 11, &c.). A good
example of the difference between » message
delivered by a prophet and one delivered by
the angel of the Lord may be seen by com-
paring ch. vi. 8 with ch. vi 11 — 16.

Bochim, i.e. weepers (vers. 4, 5). The site ia

unknown, but it was probably near Shiloh.

The phrase " came up ' denotes that it was
in the hill country.

Ver. 3.—I said, t. «. I now declare to yon
my resolve. It was this that made the

people weep. Thorns in your sides. This

IS not a translation of the Hebrew text,

which only has " for sides," but a partial

adaptation of Josh, xxiii. 13, where the

phrase ia " scourges in your sides and thorns

in your eyes." Either the words for

"scourges in" have fallen out of the text,

or the word here rendered " sides " should
be rendered, as some think, "enemies." A
snare. See ch. viii, 27, note.

Ver. 5.—They sacrificed. A clear intinia<

tion that they were near Shiloh, where the
tabernacle was.

Ver. 6.—And when Joshua, &a The
same words as Josh. zxii. 6, marking the

identity of time.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—6.

—

The expostulation. We have here an extraordinary messenger, the

angel of the Lord, but the message is one which in its spirit might be addressed to

men at any time, and at any place. For it speaks of Gud's flowing mercy arrested

by man's stubbornness. " I made you to go up out of Egypt—I have brought you
into the promised land. I have faithfully kept my covenant, but you have altogether

failed to do your part. Ye have not obeyed my voice." The one requirement of

God that, when they took possession of the land, they should make no league with

its inhabitants, but should throw do^vn their abominable altars, they had neglectfd to

fulfil. They had thought of their own interest and convenience, and not of tlie

honour of God. They had taken God's earthly gifts, but had rejected his word.

They had shown themselves to be self-seekers, greedy, carnal, and forgetful of him
from whom they had all It was the old story of self slipping into tlie place of God
—self as the supposed giver, and self as the person for whose glory the g^ft was to

be used. " My power and the might of mine hand hath gotten me this wealth," and
therefore I will use it to my own ends. " Is not this great Babylon that I have
built for the house of the kingdom, by the might of my powers and for the honour of

my majesty f " This is the spirit that is constantly slipping in, in a greater or less

degree, even in the Church of God. and frustrating the purposes of his unbounded
grace. For it is just as in the case of Israel. When they used the gift of Canaan
not for God'a purposes but for their own, which were quite contrary to God's—for

God's purpose was the extirpation of idolatry ; their purpose was tlie enjoyment of

vineyards which they had not planted, and wells which they had not digged—they at

once closed up the fountain of God's grace. " I will not drive them out from befora

you ; they shall be as thorns in your side, and their gods shall be a snare unto you."
And their future history was the history of the fulfilment of this threat. So it was in the

history of the Church. The grace of God bestowed in «uch rich abundance upon the

early Church at Pentecost and afterwards, that those who named the name ox Chnsf
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mig^t be patterns to an evil world of love and pnrity and unsplfish service, was soon
stayed and checked by strife and discord, by worldly ambitions, by compromises with

sin, and by fellowsliip with the corruptions of heathenism. So too it is with individual

Christians. We check God's grace by not using it to the full ; we hinder his mercy
by not appropriating it, and not valuing it ; we stop the flow of his good-will to us

by setting up the objects of our own carnal desires and pursuing them, while we
neglect the things which make for the glory of God. And just as the entire conquest

of the Can aanites was not stopped by any deficiency of power in Almighty God, nor

by any failure in love or faithfulness on his part, but simply by the sin of Israel, so

now we may be quite sure that there is an infinite fulness of grace in Christ Jesus

for all the Church's needs, and all the spiritual wants of each individual disciple,

if only the hindrances of man's selfish disobedience are taken away, and an open
channel is kept for God's free mercy to flow unimpeded in its gracious course. But,

be it ever remembered, the disobedience to God's word, whatever it be, must be

taken away. It is not enough to lift up the voice and weep over the consequences

of sin past ; it is not enough to sacrifice unto the Lord in hopes of averting Lis

threatened punishments ; there must be an entire return to the path of obedience, to

walk with a whole heart in the way of God's commandments, and to obey his voice.

For that is the end for which God bestows his grace '• Elect unto obedience and
sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ." Let the Church, let the individual disciple,

throw themselves unreservedly into this path of obedience, and God will fulfil in

them all the good pleasure of his goodness, and their peace shall flow like a river,

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOEa
Vers. 1—5.

—

BocMm. Who this "angel of the Lord" was we do not, probably
were not meant to, know. He might have been Phinehas, the same who, according
to Rabbinical interpreters, was the mouth-piece of Jehovah after the death of Joshua
(ver. 1). But the probabilities are decidedly against such a supposition. It is "an
angel," or messenger. At any rate the personality of the messenger (surely no
celestial visitant, else why the journey and apparently public discourse ?) is kept in

the background. He is nothing, a mere " voice," but a voice giving utterance to

Israel's consciousness of offending, and addressing and rousing it. The mere cir-

cumstance that he came from Gilgal, the first spot touched by Israel in Canaan,
gave significance to his message. Bochim was probably at Sliiloh, the appointed
meeting-place of the tribes.

I. A PLACE OF SOLEMN BECOLLECTION AND BE-STATEMENT. Shiloh, the place of
Israel's worship and sacrifice, is also the place of Israel's repentance. A name,
Bochim, is given to it. "They named the place from their tears." So the house of
God becomes the monument and memorial of our deepest religious experiences. No
new revelation is here made. The simple facts of the Divine deliverance of the
people, their perfidy and faithlessness, are recited ; in contrast with which God'a
steadfastness is mentioned. The foundation article of the covenant is rehearsed,
and the question asked, " Why have ye done this ? " And then the connection of
their punishment with their sin is set forth,

II. A PLACE OF INQUIBT, BEMONSTBANCE, AND BOBBOWFUL APPEAL. The tone of this

address is sympathetic and yet severe. The question, " Why have ye done this?"
suggests to the people how foolish and profitless their conduct has been. How
fitting would such a question be to many sinners of to-day. We too have broken
plain precepts and sinned against the light of truth. What reason has there been
in the conduct of God, in the nature of the duties neglected, or in the advantages we
supposed we should secure ? An appeal to conscience like this is of infinitely more
Talue than a speculative disquisition. He is a true angel who bears such a message.

III.^A PLACE OF BEPENTANCE. Israel is invited to change its mind. God is solicit-

ous for its repentance. He has sent " an angel" to produce this result. The tears
that flow so freely are precious in his sight, and may avail, if followed up, to recover
his favour and to reinstate them in their lost possessions. How great a privilege
was this ; not that it was a place of tears only, but that it might become a place
of repentance, a turning-point in Israel's history. This Esau found i»ot, though he

02
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sought it careftiHy with tears. Let it therefore be seized as a blissful augury that

God wills not the death of a sinner, but that all men may turn to him and live.

Such experiences are not to be artificially produced. A faitliful recalling of God's

real dealings with us in the past ought to make tears flow from the most hardened
of sinners. But let the nest step be taken, and bej'ond the tears, even beyond the

ostentatious sacrifice, let reformation commence at once with his help and blessing.

Then shall we have reason to recall our tears with gratitude when we discover that

our repentance is not to be repented of.—Mt

Vers. 1—5.

—

The preaching of repentance. I. The mission. 1. A special mfs-

tenger is sent to preach repentance. There are men whose peculiar gifts and position

mark them out as called to this difficult work, e. g. Elijah, John the Baptist,

Savonarola, John Knox. 2. This man was sent by God. It needs a Divine call and
inspiration to spoik rightly to men of their sins as well as to preach the gospel of

peace. He who is thus called must not shrink from fear or false kindness to men.
3. The preacher is simply commissioned to convey a messagefrom God. The voice

is a man's, but the words are God's. The true preacher must alwaj-s regard himself

as the messenger of God, not nt liberty to indulge in his own speculations, or to

claim authority for his own judgment, but simply to declare, and interpret, and
apjily, the truth which God has entrusted to him (1 Tim. i. 11). 4. The preacher

carries the message to the people. He does not wait for an audience to assemble

about him ; he does not wait for a spontaneous repentance. He journeys from Gilgal

to Bochim. They who most need the preacher are least likely to come to hear him.

Therefore he must go after them. The visitor, the city missionary, Ac, have here

a special work to reach those who will never enter the church, but all preachers of

repentance must learn to seek their hearers.

II. The MESSAGE. 1. Thh commences wWh ATevievr of God's goodness andfaitk-
ful7iess. If we have been sinful he has still been merciful to us. He has kept his

side of the great covenant, so that if we miss the good fruits of it this must be
because we fail on our side. It is well to call attention to these facta before pointing

out the sin of men, (1) that this may be felt more deeply in contrast with the good-
ness of God, (2) that tlie purpose of God in calling to repentance may be recognised

as gracious, not vindictive (Kom. ii. 4). 2. The message contains a dejinite charge

of sin. This must be definite to be effective. All admit they are imperfect, lie
difficult and delicate task of rebuking consists in making men see their special guilt

in regard to particular sins. (1) In the present case the sin consists in guilty toler-

ance of evil. Religion should be aggressive. The Church is called to separate her-

self from the world (1 Cor. v. 11). (2) The root of the sin is disobedience. All sin

is disobedience to the written law, or the law in our hearts ; it is the setting up of

our will against God's will. 3. The message closes with a wai^ning of punnhnient.
This punishment was to be a direct consequence of their tolerance of evil Punish-
ment is a natural fruit of sin.

III. The besdlts. We see the preaching of repentance producing the most varied

results. Some turn a deaf ear ; some hear and resent it ; some hear and approve,

but apply the message to others ; some hear and admit the truth of the rebuke, but
have no feeling of the sting of it ; some feel sorrow under the rebuke, but do not

rise to the active repentance of toill. In the present instance the people heard
meekly, humbly, and penitentl}', and the word bore fruit in genuine repentance and
reformation. 1. They wejjt. Sorrow for past sin is natural and helpful towards
future amendment, though if left to itself it will be a barren sentiment. 2. They
tacrificed. Thus they acknowledged guilt, sought forgiveness in the mercy of God,
and reconsecrated themselves to his service. It is not repentance, but faith in Christ,

the sacrifice for sin, following this, that secures to us God's forgiving mercy. 3.

They served the Lord. This is the final outcome, and certain proof of genuine
repentance. The depth of our repentance must he measured not by the number of

tears we sh«»d, but by the thoroughness of our amendment of life, and tlie faithful*

ftess of our subsequent service of God (Luke iii. 11),—A.
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EXPOSITION.

Ver. 7.—And the people served, &c. This
verse is the epitome of the religious history

of Israel from tlie time of the expostulation

of the angel till the tlying off of all those

who had been elders in the time of Joshua.

It probably includes some forty or fifty

years from the entrance into Canaan, viz.,

about thirty years of Joshua's lifetime, and
ten, fifteen, or twenty 3;ears after Joshua's

death. The record of the people's continu-

ance in the service of the Lord connects

itself with the promise made by them in

Josh. xxiv. 21, 2i. All the great works,
&c Scarcely those prior to the crossing of

the Jordan, though some might remember
some of the events in the wilderness when
they were mere children (Numb. xiv. 81),

but the victories in Canaan.

Vers. 7—9.—These three verses are identi-

cal with Josh. xxiv. 29—31, except that the

order is slightly varied.

Ver, 8.—An hundred and ten years old.

Caleb was eiglity-five years old, he tells us
(Josh. xiv. 10), when he went to take pos-

session of Hebron, forty-five years after the
spies had searched Canaan from Kadesh-
Barnea, and consequently some time in the
seventh year of the entrance into Canaan.
Joshua was probably within a year or two
his contemporary.

Ver. 9.—Timnath-herea. Probably, though
not certainly, the modem Tibneh, six miles

from Jifna. It is called in Josh. xix. 50
and xxiv. 80 Timnaih-serah, the letters of

which are identical, but the order is in-

verted. Timnath -Jieres is probably the
right form. It means " The portion of

the Sun." We have Mount Hcres in oh.

i. 35, near Ajalon. Ir-shcmesh (city of

the sun) and Beth-sheinesh (house of the
sun) are other instances of places called

from the sun. Some have supposed some
connection between the name Timnath'
Jieres, as Joshua's inheritance, and the
miracle of the sun standing still upon

Gibeon at the word of Joshua (Josh, x 12,
13). The neighbourhood of Timnath-heret
to Ajalon (ch. i. 35) may give some counten-
ance to this. The hill Gaash is only else-

where mentioned as the birthplace of Hiddai
or Hurai (2 Sam. xxiii. 30 ; 1 Chron. xL 32),
but the exact site is unknown.

Ver. 10.—^Which knew not the lord, &c.
The memory of God's gi-eat works gradually
faded away, and with this memory their

influence upon the hearts of the people.

The seductions of idolatry and the influence

of heathen example were ever fresh and
powerful Had the people obeyed the voice

of the Lord, the idolatry and the idolaters

would have been out of the way. We may
notice by the way the value to the Church of

the sacrament of the Lord's Supper in keep-
ing alive a perpetual memory of Christ's

precious death until his coming again.

Ver. 12.—They forsook the Lord, &o
Here again there is a manifest allusion t«

Josh. xxiv. 16, 17.

Ver. 13.—Baal and Ashtaroth. Ashtarofh
is the plural of Ashtoreth, the goddess of

the Zidonians (1 Kings xi. 5, 83), just as

Baalim (ver. 11) is the plural of Baal. The
many images of Baal and Ashtoreth are, in

the opinion of some, indicated by the plural

;

but others think that different modifications

or impersonations of the god and goddess

are indicated. Thus we read of Baal-heriOi,

the god who presides over covenants ; Baal-
zebid, or Zebub, the god who presides over
flies, who could either send or remove s
plague of flies, and so on. "Baal (lord or

master) was the supreme male divinity of

the PhcEnician and Canaanitish nations, as

Ashtoreth (perhaps the star, the planet

Venus) was their supreme female divinity.

Baal and Ashtoreth are frequently coupled

together. Many Phcenician names—Hanni-
bal, Asdrubal, Adherbal, Belus, &c—are

derived from Baal."

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 7—13.

—

Influence. Joshua holds a distinguishecl place among the worthies

of tlie Old Testatnont. As the faithful miniater of Mosea, as the servant of God, i\h

the bold and believing spy, as the successor of Moses, as the captain of the hosts of

Israel, as the conqueror of Canaan, as the type of the Lord Jesus, whose name he

©ore, he stands in at least the second rank of the great men of the sacred history. But
in noihj^ig is he more conspicuously great than in the influence which he exercised

upon others by his authority and example. We learn in this section tliat his weight

and influence with the Israelitish nation was such that for a period of not much less

than half a century it sufficed to keep the fickle people steadfast in their allegiance

to the God of their fathers. By his own influence while he lived, and after his death

by the influence of those whom he had trained during Lis lifetime, the contagion of
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idolatr)' was checked, and the service of God maintained. It is not all great men
who liave this faculty of influencing others, but it is a most invaluable one.

I. TnE QUALITIES WHICH SEEM NECESSARY TO GIVE IT ARE—(1) Force of character.

There must be a firm and steadj' will, moving always in the orbit of duty, and pro-

pelled by inflexible principle, in those who are to influence others. (2) There must
be also a quick discernment, a sound judgment which makes few or no mistakes, and
a high range of morals and of intellect. (3) There must be a loftj' courage to cope
with difficulties without flinching, to inspire confidence, and to break down obstacles

(4) There must be unselfishness, and a noble, generous purpose soaring high above
petty worldly objects, so as to provoke no rivalries and to excite no suspicions. (5)
There must be the qualities wliich attach men—kindness, geniality of disposition,

fairness, considerateness, love ; and the qualities which excite admiration, and make
it a pleasure and an honour to follow him that has them. (6) There must be an
absence of vanity and self-conceit and love of praise, and a genuine simplicity of
aim. (7) And above all, to make a man's influence strong and lasting, there must
be in him the true fear and love of God, and the conscious endeavour to promote
his glory in everything. Joshua seems to have possessed all these in a high degree,

and his influence was in proportion. That he not only possessed but actively exerted

this influence for good we see by his address to the people recorded in Josh. xxiv.

And this perhaps should make nsadd,(8) as one more quality necessary in those who
•re to influence others largely, that moral courage which makes a man speak oat

boldly what he knows to be true for the express purpose of persuading and guiding
others.

II. "WTiile, however, influenee on the scale in which Joshua exercised it can be
possessed by few, every Christian man or woman, whatever may be their station,

CAN AND OUGHT TO BE EXERCISING A HEALTHY INFLUENCE IN THEIR OWN IMMEDIATB
CIRCLE. The light of a genuine Christian life is a light which will make itself seen

wherever it shines. In the home, be it palace or cottage, in the village street, in

the town court, in the shop, in the factory, in the camp, in the ship, in the social

circle, be it humble or be it exalted, be it rude or be it refined, be it unlettered or be

it literary and scientific, the influence of a pure, humble, vigorous, devout Christian

life must be felt. It must be a power wherever it is. The object of these remarke

is to stimulate the reader to desire and to endeavour to exercise such an influence for

good, and to 6up]>ly a motive for checking any action, or course of action, which

may weaken or impede such influence. An outbreak of temper, a single grasping or

unscrupulous action, a single step in the path of selfishness, or uncharitable dis-

regard of another's feelings or interests, may undo the efEect of many good words
and good works. A conscientious desire to influence others for their good and for

God's glory will supply a strong motive for watchful care to give offence in nothing.

III. But this section supplies an important caution to those who are influenced.

When Joshua and the elders were dead, the children of Israel did evil in the

eight of the Lord. They had no selhstdndigleit, no independent strength, no
POWEB to stand FIRM BY THEMSELVES. Their religion, their good conduct, depended

upon another. He was the buttress that Bupi)ortcd them ; when the buttress waa
taken away they fell. Hence the caution not to trust in mere influence, but to look

well to the foundations of our own faith. The influence of another man is no sub-

stitute for a converted heart, and for soundness in faith and love. St. Paul well

knew the difference in some of his followers when he was present and when he

was absent, and so would have their faith stand not in the wisdom of men, but in the

power of God. It behoves us all to take care of our real principles of action, to

examine ourselves, to prove our own selves, whether we be in the faith, whether

Christ be really formed in us, whether we are seeking only to please those who have

influence over us, or to please God. Else that may happen to us which happened to

the Israelites, our upright Christian walk will last as long as we have the support

of the good and strong, and no longer. We shall serve the Lord for a while only,

and end by servmg Baalim and Ashtaroth. Tiie sober Christian life will be exchanged

for folly and dissipation, and the pure creed degenerate into superstition or unbelief.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers, ft—13.

—

The force of personal testimony and influence. These verseB ar«

•n explanation of how the evils came about which Israel deplored at Bocliim. They
explain, too, the fact that idolatry had not yet made much way amongst the people.
" They described the whole period in which the people were submissive to the word
of God, although removed from under the direct guidance of Joshua, The people

were faithful when left to themselves by Joshua, faitliful after his death, faitliful still

in the days of the elders who outlived Joshua. That whole generation wliich had seen

the mighty deeds which attended the conquest of Canaan stood firm. Our passage

says, 'for they had seeny whereas Josh. xxiv. 31 says, 'they had knovni.^ ' To see*

is more definite than ' to know.' The facts of history may be known as the acts of

God without being witnessed and experienced. But this generation had stood in the

midst of events ; the movements of the conflict and its results were still present in

their memories " (Cassel). A new generation arises which " knows not Jehovah, nor
yet the works which he had done." The " elders "—Joshua and his contemporaries

—

did this service ; not only were they themselves faithful to God, but they kept alive

the recollection of his mighty deeds and the national piety of Israel.

I. Testimony is of greatest effect when it is that of those who have
SEEN and known. St. John makes this claim for himself and his fellow apostles (1

John i. 1), and even St. Paul declares that Christ was manifested to him also as unto

one that was born out of due time. It is a law of our nature upon which this pro-

ceeds. The nearer we are to our own personal experience, other things being equal,

the more are we impressed with the reality of events. It was as if the people

themselves had seen the miracles of the exodus when they had still amongst th.em

Joshua and the elders. This advantage may be realised by Christians to-day. The
gospel facts must become a real experience in the heart of him who would seek to

influence others. By faith it may be so. We too may see our Saviour face to face.

• The preacher's vivid realisation of the supernatural and the Divine often exercises

an overwhelming effect upon the hearer; whereas, on the other hand, to speak of our

Saviour and his works as if we were telling an idle tale is to expose ourselves to

certain failure. A Church that could relive the heroisms of the cross would be

irresistible.

II. It receives fresh confirmation in the behaviour of the witnesses. They
were holy men. They lived in the constant remembrance of those awe-inspiring

scenes. This was the most effective way of conveying to others their own iiiipres-

aion and enthusiasm. Witness like this is within reach of all, and does not require

scholarship to make it possible.

III. Death and time are the great impairers of this influence. With each

good man who dies a witness disappears. The further we get in years from the

actual scenes of miraculous power, the less effect are they calculated to produce. But

the word of God liveth and endureth for ever, and God repeats spiritually the signs

and mighty acts of his salvation in the experience of every true believer.—M.

Vera. 11—13.

—

Israel's apostasy. The repeated apostasy of Israel and the conse-

quences of it furnish the ever-recurring theme of the darker pages of the Book of

Judges. It may be well, therefore, to look at the subject generally, apart from
special instances.

I. The nature of the apostasy. 1, It consisted in forsaldnq God. All sin

begins here, because while we live near to him it is impossible for us to love and

follow evil. If we cannot serve God and niannnon, so long as we are faithful to

God we shall be safe from the idolatry of worldliness. The guilt of forsaking God
is great ,|because it involves (1) disobedience to our Father, (2) ingratitude to our

Benefactor, (3) the f;ill from devotion to the Highest to lower pursuits. 2. This

apostasy consisted in tlie worship of other gods. The shrine of the lieart cannot long

be empty. Man is a religious being, and lie will have some religion ; if not the

highest and purest, then some lower form of worship. We must have a master, a

God. 3. There was nothing inventive in the apostasy of Israel. The people only
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worshipped the oM deities of the native population. They who give up Cliristianity

for supposed novel fonus of religion generally find themselves landed in sorae old-

world superstition, 4. The guilt of tlie apostasy was aggravated by the character ot

the worship into which the people felL Tliis was (1) false—the worship of euj^posed

gods which possessed no Divine power; (2) materialistic—the worship of idols in

place of the unseen spiritual God ; and (3) immoral—the worship of impure deities

with impure rites.

II. The CAtJSES of the AfoSTASY. 1. Defective education. So long as Joshua
and his contemporary elders lived the people remained faithful. Apostasy arose in

a new " generation which knew not the Lord, nor yet the works which he had done
for Israel." But if the former generation had trained its children aright they would
rot have been thus ignorant. The Church should feel the supreme importance of the

religious education of the voung. Her continued existence depends on this. Children

do not inherit their father s religion hy natural succession. They must be trained in

it. 2. Circnmstances of ease. While the people were surrounded with the perils

of the wilderness they disjilayed a moral heroism which melted beneath the sun of

ppaceful prosperity. Worldly comfort brings a great inducement to religious negli-

gence. 3. Tolerance of evil. The earlier generation had failed to extirpate the

idolatry of Canaan, and now this becomes a snare to the later generation. Indifference

and indolence in regard to the wickedness which is around us is certain to open the
door of temptation to our children, if not to ourselves. 4. The worldly attractions

of the lower life. The service of God involves high spiritual efEorts, purity of
life, self-sacrifice, and difiBcult tasks (Josh. xxiv. 19). Tlie service of the world is

more agreeable to the pleasures of sense and selfishness. Regarded from the low
ground of sense and with the short sight of worldly wisdom, it is easier to worship
Baal than to worship the Eternal.—A.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 14, 15.—The anger of the lord, c.

These verses contain an awful view of the

wnith of God exciteil by wilful sin, and are

a practical illustration of Exod. xx. 5 :
" J

am a jealous God." Compare Ps. Ixxix. 5,

which shows how closely allied the notions
of anger and jealousy are in Hebrew. He
sold them. A forcible expression, implying
the handing over of the people into the
hands of their enemies, as if God had no
more any property in them or concern about
them ; as if he said, " Ye are not my jieople,

and I am not your God;" aa if he saia to

the heathen, " Take them, and do as yon
will with them ; they are yours, not mine

"

(«ee Levit. xxvi. and Deut. xxviii.). As the
Lord had sworn, &c, showing that God
fulfilled his threatenings as well as his
promises.

Ver. 16.—Baised np judges. Hence the
name of this book, which recites the names
and exploits of those whom God raised up
to deliver them out of the hand of their

•neniies. The title Judges (Hebrew, shophe-

titn) is, as is well known, identical with the
C'artliagenian .mffetes. ilark the riches of

God's mercy.
Ver. 22.—To walk therein. The Hebrew

has in them. Probably for u-ay we should
read ways, as Deut. viii. 6 ; x. 1'2, &a This
verse does not seem to he part of what the

Lord said, but to be the comment of the
writer. The A. V.—that through them I

may prove—inserts au / which is not in the
original. Ver. 22 depends upon ver. 23.

The literal rendeiing is, For the sal-e of
proving Israel, &c, . . . the Lord left Ihoss

nations. The writer, after rehearsing the
Lord's reason for not completing the extir-

pation of the nations after the death of

Joshua, adds the further information why
they had not been delivered into Joshua'a

hand in his lifcfime (cf. ch. iiL 1, 4). In
Exod. xxiiL 29, 30 ; Deut vii 22, an ad-

ditional reason is given for the gradual

extirpation of the Canaanites—" Ust th*

beasts of the field increase upon thee."

HOMILETICai

Vera. 14—2.S.

—

77ie goodness and severity of God. To know God as lie is relatively

to man—not as the absolute, which is impossible to be known, but such as he is

relativi ly to man—is the highest of all knowledge which man can attain, and the
aaost important for him to possess. Accordingly, one main purpose of revelation ia
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to give U9 such knowledge. And this is given in two ways. One is by descriptions

of God's character, as, e.g.^ that in Exod. xxxiv. 6, 7: "The Lord God, merciful and
gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for

thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, and that will by no means
clear the guilty; visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children," &c. The
other is by the authentic record of God's acts, specially in the gift of his only be-

gotten Son to be the Saviour of the world, and in the Saviour's work as related in

the Gospels, and also generally in his providential dealings with his people Israel,

lis set forth in the Old Testament. Of the latter method the Book of Judges, of
which this section is an epitome, is a striking and instructive specimen. In it we
have represented to us in vivid colours two characteristic features of the mind of
God.

I. God's hatbed of sin. With the usual anthropomorphism of Holy Scripture,

we are told that when the children of Israel did evil in the sight of the Lord, tliey
" provoked the Lord to anger." "The anger of the Lord was hot against them," it

is twice repeated, and "his hand was against them for evil." Here, then, we see

God's hatred of sin. And if God is infinitely good and holy, and if he knows the
full misery that sin has brought into his creation, with what other sentiment can he
regard sin but with that of hatred and indignation ? Sin excites a holy anger in his

mind, and his hand must be stretched out to punish and to check. If we reflect

calmly, we must see that both of these are inevitable. God must look upon sin with
displeasure, and he must act upon that displeasure. Evil must excite displeasure in

one that is perfectly good ; and in the moral Governor of the universe such displeasure

cannot be quiescent and impotent, it must be active and effective. Reason teaches

us so, and revelation sanctions, enlarges, and enforces the lesson.

II. God's exceeding and tender mercy. To use the same anthropomorphism as

before, we see God ever relenting, ever yearning over the miseries of his people, ever
repenting of the evil that he had brought upon them, when he heard their groaiiiugs,

ever forgetting their provocations and offences, and stepping forward to deliver them.
It is impossible to have mercy, forgiveness, benevolence, and love, depicted in more
vivid colours. Anything more remote from the idea of a vindictive, hard, unfor-

giving nature it is impossible to conceive. And when we go on to inquire what are

the conditions in man which, so to speak, draw out these not opposite, but different

sides of the Divine character, we find that it is against persistent sin that the wrath
of God burns, and upon which his heavy hand falls to smite ; and that it is to the

contrite and penitent who forsake their sins that his quick and willing mercy is

extended. And ihen a little further reilection seems to show that just as in nature
different forces are found ultimately to resolve themselves into one common force,

so these two attributes of God, hatred of sin, and mercy, may really be expressed by
one term—goodness, or love. Goodness or love relatively to persistent sin is right-

eous punishment ; relatively to penitent sorrow it is mercy and foigiveness. And
the reason of this is plain. Sin involves the misery of all who are subject to it, and
of all God's creation, if it is suffered to continue and grow in it. It must therefore
be the part of a good and loving God to extirpate sin, and that doubtless is the
purpose of punishment, which is only another way of saying that punishment is

remedial : remedial, if possible, to the being punished, that is, if it brings him to

repentance ; but anyhow remedial to creation, which in the continued punishment
of the impenitent sees the evil of sin, and avoids.it. The further doctrine of the
atonement does not arise here, but it may just be observed how entirely it agrees
with what we see here of God's character, since in it, as made by the death of the
only begotten Son upon the cross, the two attributes of hatred of sin, and ineff;il)l9

mercy; stand out with marvellous force and briglitness. We conclude then thac
while mercy is goodness acting towards those who are not beyond the reach of
goodness, severity is goodness acting with a view as far as possible to the happiness
of tlie whole creation. And we see in the atonement a provision of infinite wisdom,
by which the risk of injury to the many by mercy to the few is removed and done
away with, and by which the severity and the mercy infinitely enhance and magnify
each other. Sin when it is finished bringeth forth death. Other important lessons

of the deadlt fruit of sin, and of the inveterate perverseness or man, recurring
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to Bin again and again, in spite of bitter experience, like a moth fl3'ing into th«

candle, and of the parriers which man's stubborn disobedience sets up against the

coming in of all the good things which God's love had prepared for him, flow spon-

tanoously from the narrative in this section. So also does the lesson of the use of

trouble as THE TRIAL OF FAITH (1 Pet. i. 7) and the test of obedience. In fact ii

opens a large and comprehensive chapter on the providential government of th<>

Church and of the world.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 14—18.

—

iferq/ in the midst of judgment. As the sin of Israel continue*

and multiplies, the anger of the Lord waxes hot. As the misery of his people
deepens, his compassions fail not. There is no contradiction in this. The mercy of

Gud is not a weakness, it is the minister and honourer of his law. The judges, who
represented the mercy of God, by whom they were raised up in faithless times, were
also witnesses of his righteousness, and living embodiments of his kingdom amongst
men.

I. The mercy of God does not consist in altering the laws of his kingdom,

EOT IN leading MEN TO CONFORM MORE PERFECTLY TO THEM. The covenant is still

felt as a hving power even when it is ignored. The evils foretold come to pass, and

in ever-increasing force. But God pursues a plan of restoration. This plan is never

one of destruction or reversal. Not one jot or tittle of the law has to pass in order

that the gospel may have effect. God seeks to change the hearts of his erring chil-

dren, and by the punitive operation of the laws of his kingdom to make them loyal

subjects. The law that curses will also, when obeyed, be found to bless. "The

judges were a continuous witness to righteousness and protest against sin, and by
the prestige of their mighty acts and the constant influence of their lives they led

men back again to God and goodness. They were the embodiments of his mercy.

II. The victories of sin are never considered by him as irreversible. It

was said in praise of English soldiersthat they did not know when they were beaten.

How much truer is this of God and his people ! The most appalling apostasy has

not daunted our Heavenly Father, or dnven him utterly away from his world.
" Where sin abounded, there did grace much more abound." Some of the best of

men and most comforting of doctrines were born in ages of spiritual darkness.

He has never left himself without a witness. The course of revelation is never

stopped. The succession of prophets, apostles, and martyrs is never interrupted.

The servants of God in Old Testament times might be driven away or destroyed, but

they, being dead, yet speak, and in the fulness of time he sends his Son ; he, too. may
be crucified, but nevertheless the Father will send the Comforter in his name. And
80 in the individual life this law will be found to operate. The darkest conscience

has not been without its light.

IIL On THE WHOLE THK bFIRITDAL GAINS OVEB THE CARNAL IN THE PBOGRESS OF THB
kingdom of God amongst men. One judge passes away and another rises. The
apostasies which they have to correct may become darker and more terrible ; but

greater deeds are forthcoming. The testimony is more and more emphatic. The
principles of God's kingdom arc illustrated and honoured, and Israel gradually eman-

cipated from its ignorance and inexperience.—M.

Vers. 21, 22.—Tested by temptation. The pagan nations of Canaan were a con-

stant source of temptation to idolatry and immorality. If they were left in the land,

the fidelity of Israel would be tried by the way in which this temptation was met.

I. Temitation is not immkdiately sent by God. Israel had been commanded to

expel the Canaanites; it was owing to the indolence and weakness of the invaders

that their work was not completed. Having failed on their side, they now find that

God will no longer secure them victory over their enemies. The temptation which

thus resulted from the presence of the heathen in their midst grew out of their own
conduct. God never tempts us (James i. 1.3). Temptation often arises out of

negl'gence, indolence, needless pleasure, wilful presumption. It is vain *'> praji

" Lead us not into temptation," while we are creating temptations for ourselveo.
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II. Temptation must often be regarded in the light of a punishment. 1, It
frequently comes as the consequence of former sin. The memory of sin the con-
tracted habit of sin, the associations of sin, and the weakness resulting from sin are
all sources of new temptation. 2. Temptation is one of the most painful conse-
quences of sin. If we have any love for goodness, one of the saddest results of
our sin must be the consciousness of new temptations to which it renders us liable
For a good m.an to suffer temptation is to suffer pain. 3. We must therefore con-
clude that all the temptations we meet with are not unavoidable and necessary. We
bring them ou ourselves ; we might have escaped them ; they are dangerous calami-
ties which we must deplore. We need not wish to be tried. If temptation is often
a punishment, it is better to rest humbly ignorant of our own weakness than to court
trial which will reveal the extent of it.

III. Temptation is used by God as a test of fidelity. The people of Israel
would be proved by the temptation arising out of the presence of immoral idolaters
in the midst of them. 1. Fidelity consists (1) in care and firmness,—" to keep the
way of the Lord,"—and (2) in diligence and progressive activity—" to t<;a^/(; therein."
2. This fidelity is tested by the attractions ofevil ways. We cannot be said to keep the
way simply because we are found in it. But when the way is contested, or a more
pleasing path opens out near to it, the strength of our fidelity will be put to the test.
Some men need the test of temptation more than others. If they have already
shown weakness, the punishment which comes in the form of a temptation may be a
useful means of self-revelation. This need of proof, however, is a humiliation. It
is better to be so clearly true as neither to invoke the punishment of temptation nor
require the test it affords.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER lit

Ver. 1.—Now these are the nations, &c.
We are now told in detail what was stated

in general in ch. iL 22, 23, after the common
method of Hebrew narrative. To prove
Israel. This word to prove is used here in a
somewhat different sense from that which it

bears in ver. 4 and in ch. ii. 22. In those
passages it is used of their moral probation,
of proving or testing their faith and obedi-

ence; but here it is rather in the sense of " to

exercise," or " to accustom them," to train

them to war. A considerable period of rest

had followed Joshua's conquest, during
which the younger Israelites had no experi-

ence of war ; but if they were to keep their

hold of Canaan, it was needful that the
warlike spirit should be kept up in their

breasts.

Ver. 3.—The five lords, &c. The title

seren, here rendered "lord," is one exclusively
applied to the lords of the five Philistine

cities enumerated in Josh. xiii. 3 ; 1 Sam.
vi. 17, 18, viz., Gaza, Ashdod, Ashkclon,
Gath, and Ekron. It occurs repeatedly in
ch. xvL ; 1 Sam. v., vL, xxix., &c. The
word mgans an axle-tree. The entering in
of Saniath. There are two theories in

regard to Hamath. Some, as Professor
Rawlinson in the 'Dictionary of the Bible,'

identify it with Hamah, a large and im-
portant city on the Oroutes hi Upper Syria,

and consider that the kingdom of Hamath,

which was overthrown by the king of Assyria
(2 Kings xviii. 84 ; xix. 13), and of which
Hamath was the capital, was for the most
part an independent Hamitic or Canaanite
kingdom (Gen. x. 18), but occasionally, as
in the days of Solomon and Jeroboam
(1 Kings viii. 65 ; 2 Kings xiv. 28 ; 2 Chron,
viii. 4), subject to Israel. Others, however,
justly considering the great improbability
of the Israelite dominion having ever ex-
tended so far north as the valley of the
Orontes, and observing how it is spoken of
as an integral part of Israel (1 Kings viiL

65), look for Hamath much further south, in
the neighbourhood of Beth-rehob (see ch.
xviii. 28, note). As regards the phrase
" the entering in of Hamath," the identical
Hebrew words occur seven times, viz.,

Numb. xiii. 21 ; xxxiv. 8 ; Josh. xiiL 6 ; in
this passage ; 1 Kings viii. 65 ; 2 Kings xiv.

25 ; 2 Chron. vii. 8, and are variously
rendered in the A. V. : "as men come to Ha-
math;" "unto the entrance of Hamath;"
" the entering into Hamath ;" "the entering
in of Hamath" (three times); and "the
entering of Hamath." The exact meaning of

the phrase seems to* be "the approach to
Hamath," some particular spot in the valley
from whence the direct road to Hamath be-

gins ; very much like the railway term for

certain stations which are the nearest to,

though at some little distance from, thi
place from which they are named, as, «. g.

Shapwick Road, Mildenhall Road, kc "Sh*
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latter words of the verse describe the terri-

tory of the Hivites, wliich reached from

Mount Baal-hernion in the Lebanon range as

far as the point where the road leads to

Hamath.
Ver. 5.—The Canaanites, fee. The same

enumeration of the tribes of the Canaanites

ts in Exod. xxxiv. 11.

Ver. 6.—They took their daughters, &c.

Here is a further downward step in the dis-

obedience of the Israeliteai Intermarriage

with the Canaanite nations had been ex-
pressly forbidden (Exod. xxxiv. 15, 16 ; Deut.
vii. 3 ; Josh, xxiii. 12), and the reason of

the prohibition clearly stated, and for some
time after Joshua's death no surh marriages
ai>pear to have been contracted. But now
the fatal step was taken, and the predicted
consequence immediately ensued: "tliey
served their gods; . . . the}' forgat the Lord
their God, and served the Baalim and the
Asheroth."

HOMILETICa

Vers. 1—6.

—

Ungodly marriages. The distinctive lesson of thh section neems to

be the fatal influence of an ungodly marriag:e. And this lesson is one of such daily

importance to Christians in every station in life, that we shall do well to concentrate

our attention upon it. On entering upon the history of that troublous and calamitous

time for the tribes of Israel which intervened between the triumphant governments

of Moses and Joshua and the glorious reigns of David and Solomon,—the time of

the Judges,—we find it initiated by the intermarriage of the Israelites with the idol-

atrous Canaanites. No sooner was that shameful alliance contracted than the national

apostasy followed instantly. "They forgat the Lord their God, and served Baalim

and Ashtaroth." And the connection between this religious apostasy and the first

servitude by which they lost their national independence was no less close. " The
children of Israel served Chushan-rishathaim." K then we read Scripture with a

view to our own admonition, our attention must be arrested by this striking example

of the danger of ungodly unions. And the example does not stand alone. The
marriage of Esau with the daughters of Hetli, in connection with the loss of his

birthright and his blessing ; the degradation and death of Samson in spite of las

splendid gifts and powers ; the tarnished fame of Sulomon's old age, and the break-up

of his kingdom after his death ; the dynastic ruin and destruction of Ahab and all his

house from his marriage with Jezebel,—these and many other examples in Holy
Scripture convey a solemn warning against the peril of ungodly marriages. And it

must be bo in the nature of things. The marriage union is so close and intimate, it

gives the opportunity for such constant influence, it makes continual resistance to that

influence so irksome and tedious, it gives such advantage to the working of influence

through the afEections, tnai no man with a due regard for his own soul's salvation

would expose himself to such peril. Moreover, the true notiun of the partnership of

tiarriage is a fellowship in heart, in thought^ in aifection, in interest ; an identity of

aim and purpose in life, each helping the otlier, each contributing a portion (o tiio

common aim ; a joint action in all that relates to God and man ; united counsels in

fidfiUing the various duties of the home, of the human society, of the Chnrcli of God.

How could the Israelite, seeking the glory of Jehovah, wrapped up in the triumphs

of his own favoured race and pure creed, and hating the detestable abominations of

heathenism, so insulting to God, and so injurious to man, have such fellowship with

the daughter of an Amorite or Canaanite ? And how can any true servant of the Lord

Jesus Christ have such fellowship with one whose heart is wholly given up to the

world, and has no concern for the kingdom of heaven. " Marriage is not to be taken

in hand unadvisedly, lightly, or wantonly by any Christian man or woman, but

reverently, discreetly, advisedly, soberly, and in the fear of God." And it is the

object of these remarks to induce young men and young women, in deciding upon
marriage, to take into consideration the probable influence of their partner upon their

moral and religious life, and the aid or the hindrance they are likely to have in the

fulfilment of their Christian duties. The life-long loss of domestic happiness, the

blighting of affections, and a heavy crop of trouble and vexation, the sure fruit of

an ill-assorted union, is a heavy price to pav for the momentary gratification of «

hiere fancy ; but the permanent loss of moral tone, and forfeiture of one's place in

the kingdom of God, is an unspeakably heavier one.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

I.—The 2)roving of Israel. The general lesson of the Book of Judges is

d. There is shown to have been a Divine providence prevailing through
Vera. 1—4.

here repeated.

and above the defections of Israel. God uses the consequences of their neglect as

a means of grace. The nations that had not been rooted out became in turn their

tempters and their tyrants ; and thus they outlive their minority, and aro prepared

for the great place they have to take in the history of the kingdom of God.

I. It was a result of parental neglect. The fathers had left much of their

task undone. A determined attitude on their part, and vigorous measures, would
have rid the land of the nuisance. One generation may do much good or evil to its

successors. We never reap all the results of our own misdoing ; a great portion is

left for the children of after generations. The neglect of the laws of health, of the

canons of a moral life, of educational institutions, social and political progress, may
entail grievous disadvantage upon those who come after us ; as much that conies in

this way, comes in this way alone, and cannot be produced suddenly. And so it is

with the growth of theological trutli, and the habits and usages of the spiritual life.

II. But the children too were to blame. The oracle of God at Shiloh could

have been consulted still. God's will could easily have been ascertained. Thorough
and absolute trust in Jehovah, and devotion to his service, would have rid them of their

enemies. They were therefore the children of their fathers in this also, viz., that they

•were not wholly given to God's service and the desire after righteousness. How much
of human guilt consists in mere letting alone, or in supinely submitting to evils as if

they were inevitable or incurable I

III. It was an instance of evil divinely utilised, a probation. To call forth

the courage and faith of the new generation. To prevent them accepting the situation

as a final one, or calmly submitting to and acquiescing in the wicked customs and

idolatries of their neighbours. Some natures find the way of transgression harder than

others. They are finer, more susceptible, have more deeply-set longings after good-

ness. They feel the inherent contradictions of evil more acutely ; its penalties press

more heavily upon them. Tliis is not an injustice on the part of their Maker ; it is

a mark of bis goodness and mercy. He would have them fenced in by the sanctions

of righteousness ; driven back into his fold. He has meant them for a better life.

80 it was with his elect people then. They and their heathen neighbours were upon
a different footing. It was the destiny of Israel not to be let alone. A later experi-

ence in order to the comprehension of an earlier experience. One of the most valuable

uses of experience—to throw light backward. It reveals the true value of an inherit-

ance, and renders precious things more precious. Otherwise the younger Israelites

who entered into the conquests of the first warriors would not have known the severity

of their toils, or the mighty hand of God which wrought their deliverance. There

are some lessons every man must learn for himself. A true appreciation of God's

saving grace is a personal and, for the most part, an incommunicable thing. " To
teach them war," i. 0. to inure them to it as a necessary discipline, and as the pre-

liminary work that had to be done ere the kingdom of God could be brought in ; and,

as above, to show them how much spiritual privileges cost, and how diflBcultand yet

how honourable it was to defend and secure them. Still it was

—

IV. An instance of a provisional allowance of comparative immorality. The
world was not ripe for the morality of Jesus. The self-contradiction of a continual

state of warfare was to be their schoolmaster to bring them to Christ. The state of

peace is not of itself more moral than that of war. It is " the things that make for

peace," the spirit of brotherhood and Christian charity, that are the aim of the righteous

mind. The world must first be righteous ere it can be peaceful.—M.

Vera. 6—7.

—

Theforbidden covenant. When Israel entered the land it was on t:.e

express condition that no terms of marriage or intercommunion should be entcied

into with the aboriginal tribes of Canaan (Deut. vii. 1—3). This seems either to have

been forgotten or deliberately ignored. The consequences predicted came to pass,

and the hearts of the people were led away from the worship of the true God.

L Thk limits of communion between the children of God and the wouLa
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The law of extermination prescribed to Israel made the path of duty very clear. M
was God's purpose to disentangle the national and individual life of his people from
the perversions, corruptions, and self-contradictions of idolatrous worship. He
desired to separate them entirely to himself. Severe and uncharitable as this rule

might at first appear, it was true mercy to the world as yet unborn, and to the future

that was to be redeemed to God. Some comforts and conveniences, a few really

valuable fruits of pseudo-civilisation and the contact with the currents of thought
and life in the great world of men, had to be sacrificed, but the advantage was more
than worth them all. The same problem presents itself to-day to the Christian.

How far is it allowable for the life of a child of God and a child of this world to

intermingle? What relations of this life are to be kept apart from the world, and
to subsist only between Christians, and what relations may be shared with the world ?

The letter of the ancient prescript ie of course obsolete, but the spirit must still be
binding. Evidently, however, the relations of what are strictly religious communions
can only be sustained between true Christiana. And many of the higher relations of

our natural life, as, for instance, marriage, can only be worthily sustained by Christians.

The spirit of the old law was, immediately, severe, but, ultimately and more largely,

merciful. So ought the disposition of the Christian to be. Of course the extent and
direction in which we observe this law of heavenly prudence must be left to every

man's conscience in the sight of God. It ought to be remembered that often when it

seems to act against others it is really for their good.

II. How INTIMATE ASSOCIATION WITH THE WORLD AFFECTS THE TONE AND QUALITY
OF THE SPIHITUAL LIFE. 1. Habit blunts the conscience to unlawful customs. 2.

Personal attachments and fi-iendships lend attraction to social and religious observ-

ances which are really unrighteous. 3. The relations of civil life create entanglement

and perplexity. 4. The peculiar, intimate, and profound relations of marriage add to

the force of all influences that affect the religious nature and the spiritual life.—^M.

EXPOSITION.

This section introduces us into the actual

narrative of the Book of Judges, the prefatory

matter being now conclmled. The whole

book proceeds on the same model as this

section does. The apostasy of Israel ; their

servitude imder the oppressor sent to chastise

them ; their cry of distress and penitence
;

their deliverance by the ju<lge raised up to

gave them ; the rest which follows their

deliverance. There is infinite variety in the

details of the successive narratives, but they

are all formed on the same plui.

Ver. 7.—The groves. Thie Asheroth, here

and elsewhere (ch. vi. 25, 26 ; Deut xvL

21, A:C. ) wronj^ly remlered groves, were large

wooden images or pillarp in honour of Ash-

toreth, and so are properly coupled with

Baalim. This verse is in fact identical in

meaning with ch. ii. 13, of which it is a repe-

tition (see cote to ch. ii. 13, and ch. viii. 23).

Ver. 8. — Chushan-rishathaim, t. e., as

usually explained, Cliushan the victorious,

or the wicked. His name, Chushan^ or

Cushan, points to Cush, the father of Nim-
rod iGlii. X. 6—8), and the seat of liis king-

dom in Aram-naharaim, or Mesopotamia,

i;ree8 with Nimrod's kingdom in " Babel

... in the land of Shinar " (tMA ver. 10)i

An earlier invasion of Palestine by con-

querors from Mesopotamia is mentioned Gen.

xiv. 2, where Amraphel, king of Shinar, ia

one of the five kings who invaded Sodom.
Bela, son of Beor, king of Edom, seems by
his name to have been clearly from Mesopo-

tamia, as Balaam the son of Beor was (Numb.
xxiL 5 ; xxiii. 7) ; and in the time of Job we
read of bands of Chaldeans looting in the

land of Uz (Job i. 17). Chusluxn, as the

name of a peojile, is coupled with Midian in

Hub iii. 7 ; hut we have no accoimts of

the state of Mesopotamia at the time of

Chushan-rishathaim.
Ver. 9.—A deliverer. Hebrew, Sainour, a*

ver. 15 (see Neh. ix. 27). Othniel, &c.

Mentioned ch. i. 13; Josh. xv. 17, and 1

Chron. iv. 13, where he is placed under "the
sons of Kenaz," and seems to be the father

of Hathath and MeonothaL According to

Judith vi. 15, he had a descendant, Chabris,

living in the time of Holofernes. The He-
brew, though grammatically it favours the

view that Othniel was the brother of Caleb,

does not absolutely exclude the rendering

that Kenaz was his brother, and so Othniel

his nephew. Compare Jer. xxxii. 7, whers

the Words " thine uncle " apply to Shalluni,

not to Hanameel, as is clear from ver. &
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And as the chronology seems to make it

impossible that Othniel should be Caleb's

brother, since Caleb was eighty-five years

old at the time of Othniel's marriage, and
Othniel therefore could not be less than fifty-

five, an improbable age for his marriage ;

and since, again, Othniel could not well

have been less than eighty at Joshua's death,

which, allowing only ten years for the elders,

and reckoning the eight years for Chushan's
dominion, would make him ninety-eight

when he was raised up to deliver Israel, it

is a lesser difficulty to take Othniel as the

nephew of Caleb, by understanding the words,

Caleb's younger brother, to apply to Kenaz.

But perhaps the least objectionable escape

from the difficulty is to take the phrase in its

most natural grammatical sense, but to un-
derstand the word brother in its wider and
very common sense of kinsman or fellow-

tribesman. They were both sons of Kenaz,

or Kenizzites. Caleb was the head of the

tribe, and Othniel was next to him in trib.il

dignity, and his junior in age, but probably
succeeded to the chieftainship on Caleb'*
death. This would leave the exact relation-

ship between Caleb and Othniel uncertain.

Ver. 10.—And the Spirit, &c. This marks
Othniel as one of the extraordinary Shoplie-

tim, or judges, Divinely commissioned to
save Israel (see ch. ri. Sl ; zL 29 ; xiii. 25

;

xiv. 6, 19).

Ver. 11.—And Othniel, &c. The arrange-
ment of this verse suggests that Othniel
lived through the whole forty years of rest,

but this is highly improbable. The first

part of the verse only belongs to the pre-

ceding section, which it closes quite natur-
ally. The result of Othniel's victories was
a rest of forty years (cf. ver. 30 ; v. 31

;

viii. 28, &c.). The latter half of the verse—
And Othniel the son of Kenaz died—begins
a new section, and is introductory to the first

apostasy, which followed after his death.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 7—11,

—

GocP$ scmirge. In a remarkable passage (Deut. xxxn. 8) Mosea
tells us that when the Most High divided to the nations their inlieritaTice, he set

the bounds of the people according to the number of the children of Israel. In like

manner the sacred history teaches us how the movements of the nations and the
restless invasions and conquests of heathen kings and warriors had a special relation

to the chosen race. They indeed did not mean so. Tliej' were actuated merely by
ambition, by the lust of conquest, by the appetite for plunder and dominion. But
in the wonderful providence of God they were made instruments for chastening and
correcting, or for saving and delivering, his people, as the case might be. Here we
find the unsettled state of the Mesopotamian tribes, which led them beyond the
borders of their own land, bringing them to Palestine at the very time when the
Israelites in the wantonness of their fickle hearts had fallen away from the service

of the living and true God to that of the idols of Canaan. There they were living

at ease, having partly extirpated the Canaanites, and partly entered into league and
amity with them. Seduced by their vices, captivated by their sensuous religion, they
had forgotten all the works of God, and no longer trembled at his word, and did not
feel their need of his favour. Yet a little while and their apostasy would have
been complete, and the very end of their election would have failed. But this was not
to be. So Chushan-rishathaim, who had perhaps never heard of their names, and knew
nothing of their religion or of their apostasy, mustered his hosts, marched his army,
and at the critical moment fell like a rod upon the peccant people. We are left to

imagine the misery of those eight years of servitude under a heathen tyrant : the
injuries and indignities, the terror and unrest, the grinding servitude, the hard bondage,
the bitterness of soul, the wasting and oppression of spirit. The crops for which
they toiled eaten by another; their goodly houses tenanted by their foes, and them-
Belves turned into the street; their wives and daughters bondwomen, and their sons
made slaves ; their national glory turned to shame, their cherished hopes withered
into despair. And we are left to imagine how that misery bent the iron sinew of their

neck, and brought them back to God. No doubt their self-confidence was broken
ddwif. Their illusive dreams of pleasure had ended in an awakening to their self-

inflicted pain ; sin appeared in its true colours as an enemy and betrayer ; the false

gods were found to be no helpers. Why not turn to God ? He had been very good
to them. Why had they ever forsaken him ? He and he alone- could save them, as he
had saved their fathers from the hands of Pharaoh. But would he ? They would
try. They would turn to him in penitence and prayer ; they would confess theii
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tins ; they would humble themselves in his sight ; they would call upon his blessed

name; thpy would plead his covenant, his promises, the glory of his own great

name. And they did so. Kor did they call in vain, Tlieir cry of distress entered

into the ears of the Lord of hosts. His wrath turned to pity ; he who chastened

when they sinned, now comforted when they prayed. He had sent a scourge • ha
now sends a df^liverer. Chushan was invincible when his mission was to strike ; but
when his mission was ended his arm fell broken at his side. Othniel the deliverer

went forth in the might of God's Spirit, and Cliushan's power was gone. The watera

of the Euphrates which had overflowed their banks were dried up again, and the land

of Israel had rest for forty years. ATid so has it ever been. Tlie obscurer movements
of Philistines, and Ammonites, and Midianites, as well as the grand historic drama of

Assyria, and Egypt, and Babylon, and Pensia, and Greece, and Rome, have always

had one special design in the correction or deliverance of God's people. And though

we have no inspired interjireter to expound to us the later movements of the peop'es,

yet may we be sure that the great events of modem history have been appointed to

wtirk out the purposes of God Avith reference to his Church, either for correction or

deliverance, and that the rise and fall of empires, the ambition of kings and states-

men, the conquests of warriors, and the revolutions of peoples, will in the end bo

found to have been overruled for the glory of God, and for the extension of the

kingdom of Jesus our Lord. And in this confidence the Church may rest and be at

ease in her integrity, while she is careful not to provoke God's anger by turning

•side from his truth, or growing weary of his blessed service.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 8.

—

Idolatrii audits Nemesit- The efEects of this communion with idolatronB

peoples speedily appear. It was no accident that Israel became the f^ubject of a
heathen power, nor are we to suppose it an arbitrary exercise of the right of Divine

providence.

I. As FAITH BTBENQTHENS, StTPERSTITION DE8TB0Y8, MORAL POWER. In all theSO

punishments the external and physical disadvantage appears to be the first perceived.

But the real loss was sustained beforehand, when faith in the one God was lost. The
whole moral life which this dogma encouraged and sustained was thereby under-

mined. Monotheism was the foundation of the moral life, correcting and purifying

it ; idolatry pandered to the worst passions, and chained the spirit of man to the

outward and sensuous.

II. Moral enthusiasm is the essence and inspiratiok of heroism and the bul-

IHG qualities. The reverence of Israel in the worship of Jehovah was called forth

towards qualities that were truly noble and admirable. The sustaining force of an

Israelite's piety was absolutely righteous and super-sensuous ; and it had appeared

Buperior to all that the arm of flesh could bring against it. The Israelite was taught,

therefore, to despise the material, the outward, and the merely human. His faith,

therefore, became heroic. And as the influence of the Divine Being repressed the

passions and developed the spiritual power, it enabled him to restrain himself, to

pursue after distant and vast aims ; and, in making him heedless of the attractions

of sense and penalties which only affected the outward man, it made him influential

OTer others. Hence the religion of Israel marked it out for political superiority and
power.

III. The "service" that n wasted on worthless objects is avenged bt a
*' SERVICE " that is SEVERE AND INVOLUNTARY. Tliis was the result of a special ap-

pointment, and also of a Divine law. The people that had become effeminate by
idolatrous indulgence were an easy prey to any military and ambitious power; and

BO that which had been a weak yielding, or a choice, became binding and imperative.

National liberty was lost ; the purest and noblest traits of national character were

repressed. What a special political power did in this instance evil habit itself may do

;

and there are other influences whose yoke waita upon the loss of moral power.—M.

Vers. 9, 10

—

True deliverance must ever comefrom God. It is a curious fact in

ttie history of Israel that it is never until they have acknowledged God as the soarc*
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of salvation that they achieve any permanent succeaa. It isas if this people were to

learn that only by supernatural means is it ever to fulfil its destiny.

I. Hb inspires true heroism. Of Othniel we have already heard ; he stnnds as

a representative of early Israelitish chivalry. But on the occasion on which lie dis-

tinguished himself formerly, the inspiration was hardly so lofty as to mark him out

as especially the servant of God. He is, however, on the threshold of the great life

of self-denial and generous self-sacrifice which characterised the judge of Israel.

He is a vessel chosen of God for better service. Of the particular influences which
marked him out for the high office to which he was called we are not informed. All

that we know is, that the Spirit of the Lord came upon him. That he was well

qualitied otherwise for warlike exploits we know ; but the merely human traits of
character which he has displayed are nothing without this distinctive inspiration.

God finds the man for the hour.

II. The mobal adthobitt is Divinely created, Israel gravitates towards
Othniel as its moral centre. By a kind of moral necessity he becomes its judge, and
there is no one to dispute his ascendancy. The prestige which he gains in his

magistracy is not injured by military failures. We are to look upon all this as

proof that God was with him, preserving and increasing his reputation, and develop-

ing the powers which he possessed. When it is said (ch. ii. 18), "And when the

Loid raised them up judges, then the Lord was with the judge, and delivered them
out of the hand of their enemies all the days of the judgp," we are invited to behold
no series of merely human successes, but that which is directly due to his presence

and help. And so with all whom he inspires for special service ; he will make
their moral influence his cave, sustain their strength and secure uninterrupted suc-

cess if they put their trust in him.—M.

Natural advantages and endowments perfected and crowned by consecration. I.

The best channel for Othniel's abilities was that indicated by thb Divinb
CALL.

II. In obedience of God's Spirit he secured the most commanding infldencb.

III. As servant of Jehovah he attained enduring renown.—M.

Vers. 10, 11.

—

The secret of individual and national greatness. It was as a judge
of Israel that Othniel first attained influence. This necessitated a righteous life and
a consistent character. In this way he obtained command over his people, and was
able to transfer their attachment and respect to the battle-field. So it was, as Israel

learned to obey the servant of Jehovah in civil affairs, and learned to respect the

law of righteousness, that it was able to face its enemies with an irresistible front.

It is 1 ighteousness that exalteth a nation and a man.
I. To maintain and advance a righteous cause we must begin at home.
II. The victory over our enemies consists more than half in the victory oveb

OUKS^X^ KS.

III. IIabi'i UAL bectitudb and a good oonsoibncb pbsfabb fob suddbn and abidinq
•UCCESS.—M.

Ver. W. —'^ And the land had rest''—the true peace. I. It M A reward of
CONSKLUATED EFFORT AND SELF-DENIAL.

II. A PREPARAIION FOR HIGHER CONCEPTIONS AND REALISATIONS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS.

III. A SABBATH OP CONSECRATED TIME AND SERVICE TO THE HIGHEST.—M.

Vers. 9, 10.

—

Great men. The Book of Judges brings before us the heroic age of

Israel. The multitude of the people are in a condition of moral and political degra-

dation, but great men appear from time to time whose individual heroism secures the

salv^ion of their nation. Othniel, the first of the judges, may serve as a type of

the rest. The characters and mission of these men may throw some light upon
the function of great men in the economy of Providence.

I. Great men owe their greatness to God. Many of the judges sprang from
obscure families : they were not hereditary' rulers, but men sent of God with in-

dividual vocations. Othniel belonged to the honourable family of Caleb, and shared

juoOKa o
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in tlie fame of that family, perhaps, partly in .virtue of hereditary qualities. But
even he is described as owing liis greatness to God. 1. Great men are se7it by God.
When the people " cried unto the Lord, the Lord raised up a deliverer." There aro
men who are born heroes—men whose great qualities are owing to their nature, not
to their culture or their conduct. He who believes in providence will recognise that
such men are " raised up " by God. 2. Great men derive their highest powers
directly i^Tom God. "The Spirit of the Lord came upon Othniel.'*' The military

and political ability of Othniel as warrior and judge are ascribed to a Divine inspira-

tion. All truly great men are inspired by God. Not only are they originally formed
and sent by God, but they owe their powers to the constant influence of God within
them. Bad men of genius receive their genius from God, and are therefore guilty of
prostituting the noblest Divine gift to evil purposes. Such men attain to no more
than an earthly greatness. In the sight of God their low aims destroy the character

of heroism which their abilities rendered possible. On the other hand, all Christians

may attain to a measure of greatness in proportion as they receive the Spirit of God

;

yet we must distinguish between the graces of the Spirit, which are for all Christians,

and the gifts of the Spirit, which are special, and bestowed on individual men.
II. Great men have a mission to their fellow-me^. 1. Great men areintrnsted

with great talentsfor the benefit of others. To devote these to selfish ends of ambi-
tion or pleasure is a mark of gross unfaithfulness. We are members one of another;
and that member which has the highest capacities will produce the largest amount
of harm if it refuses to perform its functions in promoting the welfare of the whole
body. 2. Great men are needed by the world. The heroic age has passed, and there

is now more power in the general thought and life of men than in primitive times.

The work of individual men has often been overrated when compared with the deep,

silent strength of public opinion, and the slow, steady movement of national progress.

Yet it is real and large. Christianity would have lived if Paul had never been con-
verted ; the Reformation would have come without Luther. But these movements
would have taken a different form, and probably would have made much slower
progress without the help of their leading spirits. Great inventors, legislators,

reformers have left a distinct individual stamp on the history of our race. Chris-

tianity is not a product of the spirit of its age ; it owes its origin to the life of the
greatest of men.

IIL The mission of great men varies accordino to the needs of their age.

In the heroic age of Israel the great men are warriors who deliver the people from
the yoke of invaders ; later they appear as kings who lay tlie foundations of coTistitu-

tional government, «.gr. David and Solomon; later as prophets, &c. Perhaps the
gifts for all varieties of excellence exist in every ago, but a natural selection brings to

light only those which are suitable for each particular age. But possibly there is a
providential economy which shapes the great man according to the needs of his age.

In either case it is clear that there is a breadth and variety of Divine inspiration, so
that we cannot limit it to any one form of manifestation, nor deny that it may be
found in some novel and startling shape as the requirements of the world assume new
features.—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 18.—The children of Ammon. The
technical name of the Ammonite j)cople (see

Gen. xix. 88 ; Deut. ii. 19, 37 ; Judges x.

6, 11, 17, &c.). Sometimes, however, they
are called Ammon, or Ammonites (see Deut.
xxiii. 3 ; 1 Sam.xi. 11, &c.). Amalek, or the
Amahkites, were the hereditary enemies of
Israel (see Exod. xvii. 8—16 ; Judges v. 14

;

vi. 3, 33 ; vii. 12 ; 1 Sam. xv. 2, &c.). The
Amalckitea appear, from Gen. xxxvi. 12, to

have been a branch of the Edomites, and the
latest mention of them in the Bible finds a

remnant of them in the neiglihonrhood of

Mount Seir in the days of Hezckiah '1

Chron. iv. 41— 43). The city of palm trees,

i. e. Jericho, as Deut. xxxiv. 3 ; Jml^^rs i. 16.

Jericho was the first city in Canaan wliicli any
one crossing the fords of the Jordan would
come to (see Josh. ii. 1 ; vi. 1, kc). Though
no longer a fenced city, it was important from
t/ic fertility of the plain, and from its com-
raaiuling the fords.

Ver. 15.—Left-handed. It was a pecu-

liarity of the warriors of the tribe of Benjamil
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to be left-handed (see ch. xx. 16 ; 1 Chron.
xii. 2). A loft-handed man wearing no sword
or dagger on his left side, and using his right
hand for other purposes, would naturally
throw a man off his guard. Thus Joab took
Aniasa by the beard vdih his right hand to

kiss him, and then smote him with the
sword in his left hand (2 Sam. xx. 10). A
deliverer. Hebrew, a saviour (ver. 9). A
present, i. e. their tribute.

Ver. 19.—The quarries. It is uncertain
whether this is the meaning of the Hebrew
word. Its common meaning is linages, as
Dent. vii. 25, and elsewhere.

Ver. 20.—For himself alone. It seems to

have been Eglon's habit to sit quite alone

In this summer parlour for coolness sake, his

attendants waiting in the adjoining ante-

chamber. On this occasion he appears to

have dismissed them from the antechamber,
for greater privacy, while Ehud spake to

him.
Ver. 22.—The haft, &c. Ehud, feeling

the necessity of killing Eglon at one blow,
plunged the dagger into his body with such
force that the handle went in with the blade,

and he was unable to draw it out. Leaving
it, therefore, buried in his fat, he went out
at once into the parshedon, or antechamber,
for so it is best to render the last words of

the verse, and thence into the misederon, the
outer porch, having first locked the door of

the summer chamber. The words parshedon
and misederon occur only here, and the former
is very variously rendered.

Ver. 24. — Covereth his feet, i. e. is asleep

(see 1 Sam. xxiv. 3). The servants, finding

the door locked, and all quiet within, con-

cluded that he was taking his siesta in th«
heat of the day.

Ver. 26.—The quarries. See above, ver.

19. Sdrath, or rather Jias-seirah, is not
known as the name of a place. It seems to
mean the rough or woody district, the forest

in the hill country of Ephraim, where there
was good shelter to hide in.

Ver. 27.—He blew a trumpet. Like
Alfred in the marshes of Somerset, lie gatlior-

ed a- host around him in the shelter of the
forest , and then, full of faith in his Divine
mission, "'strong in the Lord, and in the
power of his might," dashed down boldly
into the plain, and, seizing the fords, cut
off all communication between the Moabites
at Jericho and their countrymen east of the
Jordan. They could neither escape into
Moab nor get help from Moab. Thrown
into confusion by the death of their king
and the suddenness of the attack, the Moab-
ites fell to the number of 10,000 men ; and
so ended the second servitude, to be followed
by a rest (if the numeral in the text is

sound) of eighty years.

Ver. 31.—Of the Philistines. This is an
isolated movement of the Philistines, alluded
to in ch. X. 11, but of which we have no
further details. In ch. x. 6 we read of

Israel worshipping the gods of the Philis-

tines, and of an alliance between the Am-
monites and Philistines to vex Israel ; but
the precise connection between the events of

the two chapters, or the exact time when
either occurred, cannot be determined with
certainty. Nothing more is known of Sham-
gar, except the mention of him in Deboi-ah's

song (ch. V. 6),

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 12—31.

—

Miscellaneous Thoughts. Sin and punishment, repentance and
ready mercy, prayer and answer to prayer, and the providential government of God,
ordering all tilings after the counsel of his own will, are the general subject« wliich
the course of the narrative still sets before us. But other questions of considerable
diflBculty arise from the history of Ehud to which we sluill do well to direct our
attention. To avoid repetition the analogous case of Jael recorded in ch. iv. may
be considered at the same time.

I. Moral problems. Elmd and Jael are both represented to us aa signal
deliverers raised up by God to save Israel from his oppressors. Ehud holds a con-
spicuous place among the judges, and Jael is declared in the song of Deborah to be
" blessed among women." But if we try this hero and this heroine by the standard
of morality set up by Christianity and by modern Christian civilisation, we find that
they were both guilty of acts of assassination coupled with deceit and treachery.
Ehud deceived Eglon into his confidence by pretending to have a message to deliver
to him from God, and then stabbed him ; and Jael enticed Sisera into her tent with
the ofl^r of hoflpitality that she might murder him in his sleep. Some commentators
on tliis history have justified both these actions on the dangerous ground that they
were done by God's special command, and that what would in themselves have been
crimes became virtues under the dispensing power of God's sovereign will. But such
an explanation is neither warranted by Scripture nor satisfactory in itself. The true
explanation is to be found in deeper views of God's providential government of tha

d2
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world, by which man's free will is reconciled with the sovereignty of God. It is mani-
f"'«5t that, given the existence of evil in the world, and given the truth that the Most
High doeth according to his will in the army of heaven and iimong the inhabitants of

the earth, it must be that bad actions as well as good ones subserve and bring about

the purposes of God. That Jacob's deceit obtained his father's blessing, or that the

malice of the Jews brought about the great sacrifice of the death of Christ, are no
proofs that God approves either deceit or malice, but are merely instances how man's
free-will, whetlier choosing good or evil, brings about the will of God—a truth

which, however unfathomable to our reason, we can see to be necessary to the exist-

ence of the government of the world. This view, too, while it does not disturb our

trust in the perfect ri^;! tronsness of God, confirms our trust in the absolute sovereignty

of his power. It leaves to the righteous a sense of perfect security amidst the

perplexing spectacles of 'vrong and wickedness triumphing for a time.

II. Good and evil in ihe same human will. But are we then to set down
Ehud and Jael among the wicked of the earth ? By no means. But we must turn

to another difficult problem, the co-existence of good and evil in the same human
will. It is a simple fact, borne witness to by profane as well as sacred history, that

in individuals the main bent of whose character is towards good, a great amount of

evil may remain, when such evil is countenanced by the public opinion of their day,

and by the practice of their contemporaries. Just as even wise men retain many
gross popular errors in science till they are refuted and exploded by the light of new
discoveries, so even good men remain unconsciously under the dominion of special

•vils till some new light has shined upon them and exposed their real nature. The
cruelty of our penal laws down to the present century, the existence of the slave-

trade and of slavery within our own memory, persecution unto cruel deaths for

religious opinions, the severities of arbitrary governments till exploded 1' the light

of freedom, are familiar examples how things evil in themselves may be approved by
good and humane men when they are sanctioned by prevalent custom and by public

opinion. And the observation of these and numerous analogous facts teaches us the

folly as well as the injustice of judging men of one age by the standard of another.

Turning then to Ehud and Jael, we know that in their days human life was not more
valued than it is in Afghanistan to the present hour. We know that the life of an

enemy was looked ujion as a lawful and desirable prey to be seized whenever possible.

We know that, in times when the wrak have no protection from the strong by the

action of law, the only weapon of defence that remains to them, that of cunning

and deceit, becomes sharpeiied by constant use, and is habitually worn at their side.

Guile in communities where there is no justice is not the exception but the rule, and

feigned blandishments have a tendency to increase the fierceness which they were

intended to conceal, when the time for concealment is past. When, therefore, Ehud
and Jael in their respective times saw the people of God whom they loved trampled

underfoot by cruel tyrants and oppressors ; when they saw the glory of God in whom
they believed profaned by the triumphs of idolatry ; when they heard the cries and

groans of those who were reduced to bondage and were plundered of their lands

;

when indignation burnt in their hearts, and the blush of shame rose to their cheek,

for the indignities which the people soffered at heathen hands—can we wonder that

their get erous hearts planned vengeance and deliverance, an;! that they accomplished

their purpose by such weapons as came to hand. Violence was no crime, deceit was

no sin in their eyes. They had not, it is true, the grace to wait in jfltient faith, and

to say, " How long, Lord ? " but they had the fervent zeal and the heroic courage

to take their lives in their hands and risk it freely for their country and their God.

They had the noble spirit of self-sacrifice, seeking nothing for themselves, ready to

give all they had on tlie altar of religion and patriotism. They had the faith in God
which marks the saTnt, and the disdain of danger which marks the hero. And eo he

who in his compassionate estimate of human conduct accepts a man according to

what he hath and not according to what he hath not, accepted their virtues and

covered their sin, even as we hope he will accept us when we act up to the light

iveii to us, even though our best deeds are mixed up with sin, and our holiest works

all iniinoasurably short of the purity and holiness of God.
III. The 0OMCLU8ION WHICH WE THUS ARRIVE AT IS, THAT GoD's PDBP06B OF BEUVBBf

r;
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ANOE TO HIS Church mat be accomplished by bad men as well as by good, and
by bad as well as good actions; that the degree in whicli good men fall short of the

glory of God varies widely according to their opportunities ; and that God graciously
accepts the thoughts and intents of loving and faithful hearts in spite of sin cotn-

milted in ignorance of his will, dealing with men's souls through the infinite nieriti

of the death of his dear Son, and with respect to the full satisfaction of his atoning
blood—to whom be glory and praise for ever and ever ! We learn also to take a

juster view of the great figures wliich are set before us in Holy Scripture. Tliey are

not ideal figures or perfect characters. They are faithful delineations of the real

lives of men and women who lived two or three thousand years ago ; who stood up
head and shoulders above their contemporaries in certain great gifts and qualities,

but who necessarily partook of the character of the age they lived in. While we try

to emulate their faith, we must judge of their actions by the light oi the perfect law
of Ood.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 12—14.

—

Continued and repeated offence entails more signal punishment.
Jehovah is spoken of here as if he had become the God of heathen nations. Ho
takes the side of the enemies of Israel, and strengthens them for the subjugation of

his own people.

I. The instrument of chastisement is specially prepared by God.
II. A visible sign of disgrace existed in the conquest op Jericho.

III. The period of oppression was more than doubled.—M.

Vers. 15—26.

—

Ehud. There is no grandeur of character about Ehud, nor can he
boast of an illustrious descent

;
yet he is sufficient for the purpose of delivering

Israel. The defectiveness of the instrument makes the Divine agent the more con-

Bpicuous. We see here :

—

' I. God's use of obscure agents and instrumentalities. He was of the less

important tribe
;
personally obscure

;
physically defective. So God uses the weak

things of this world to confound the mighty, &c., that the praise may be given to the

true source of power and wisdom. On the present occasion the choice was sin-

gularly felicitous, as it emphasised both subjection and deliverance as Divine. The
left-hnndedness of Ehud also becomes curiously and instructively prominent. His

very defect proved his fitness for the special task he had to accomplish. Is his

power but a one-sided one, and hardly available for regular service? If he be in

earnest an opportunity will be givqn for its effective use. It is exacted by God's

servants that they do what they can ; the rest is to be left with himself.

II. Defective powkrs and character restricted to their proper sphere. We
can see from the history that the moral character of Ehud is not high. His success,

humanly speaking, depended on duplicity, boldness, sleight of hand. He has

decision enough to improve upon the advantage which he has thus obtained, and to

weaken the enemy by a terrible blow. But there is no sign of the judicial faculty,

nor even of great military skill. He rendered a signal service, and then apparently

retired into obscurity. He held no high oflBce, or great public responsibility.—M.

Ver. 31.

—

Shamgar. A long interval has elapsed. The moral effect of Ehud't

feat is beginning tu lessen. Another warning is required. It is given from the

opposite side of Israel in the incursion of six hundred Philistines. These are not

roany, but they may be spies, pickets, the vanguard of great armies. If any effect

is to be produced upon tho.se who are behind them it must be by a sudden and

decisive blow. The example of Ehud is a precedent. Another hero rises to deliver

Israel -atm stroke. And by a rude and apparently ill-adapted weapon. Shaibgar

illustrates:

—

I. The influence of example. " After him"—an Ehud inspires a Shamgar.

II. Of toe great effects which may be produced by imperfect means when
IEALOUSLY and seasonably used. The slaying of the six hundred deterred perhapd

a whole series of invasions. It lent itself easily to poetic treatment, and appealed
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to popular imagination. The inspiration of the deed was nnmistal^able. A com-
Baon man, a rude implement used by Jehovah at a set time for the deliverance of hia

people.

III. Of the significancb anh value of a single gbeat deed. We hear nothing
of Shamgar before or after. 1. Its greatness lay in the agent rather than the

means. Previous preparation of character was required. 2. The moral effect tvas

tudden, vnde-spread, and decisive. God used it for a greater purpose than was
immediately contemplated, 3. But it did not qualify for permanent official useful-
ness. It was followed up by no spiritual witness, or succession of services. It

might be that Shamgar outlived his fame, or obscured it by unworthy life, &c. The
constant service ought to supplement the individual exploit—M.

Ver. 16.

—

A man left-handed. The left-handed man may be regarded as a type
of the abnormal, the eccentric The existence and position of such people deserves
notice.

I. The providential goodness of God permits peculiar variations from thb
HORMAL TYPE OF HUMANITY. God does not form all men according to one exact
pattern. There is great variety in the nature, capacity, position, and vocation of
men. While most are more or less near to the central type, some are far removed
from it.

^
1. Such people should be treated with delicacy and consideration. In the

present instance the variation is too slight to be an affliction, but in more severe
cases the sufferers are likely to be painfully conscious of their peculiarity. Christian
courtesy will devise means of making this as little apparent as possible. 2. The
common human lilceness which belongs to all men should be recognised beneath the
few discrepancies which strike us forcibly just because they contrast with the multi-
tudinous points of agreement The peculiarities are superficial. The deeper nature
is true to the normal type of the great human family. The left-handed man has the
same heart as the right-handed man. If we had more breadth of sympathy, more
care for real and deep human qualities, and less regard for superficial and trivial

points, we should recognise more genuine humanity in the most eccentric people.

3. Peculiarities of constitution should be borne with calm faith in the wisdom and
goodness of God. Tliey may be severe enough to constitute a heavy cross. Yet
they come from the hand of our Father who will not \villiiigly afflict It is well
therefore to proceed to see how they may be turned to good account, or how the
evil of them may be ameliorated.

II. Direct advantages may bb derived from the peculiarities of abnormal
CONSTITUTIONS. Eliud is able to effect his terrible purpose the more securely through
the surprise occasioned by his unexpected action (ver. 21). It is foolish to aim at

eccentricity, because such an aim would result in abnormal habits without abnormal
capacities. But where the peculiarity is natural it must be regarded as providential,

and we should then cast about to see if it may not be turned to some advantage, so
that the thing which appears at first as notliing but a hindrance may be found a
source of some special aptitude. If the peculiarity be a positive affliction, it may
enable those who suffer from it to sympathise with and help their companions in

similar affliction. Thus the blind may have a mission to the blind. If the peculiarity

compel an unusual manner of acting it may be the means of accomplishing some
special but much-needed work.

III. Peculiar disadvantages ih one direction are often compensated fob bt
peculiar ADVANTAGES IN ANOTHER. The man who is weak in the right hand, is left-

handed, i. e. he has special strength and skill with his left hand. The blind often
have a rare skill in miisic. Muscular weakness is often accompanied by intellectual

strength, deficient health by fine spiritual powers. Therefore instead of complaining
of the peculiarity with which he is tried it would he well if the person who suffired
under it were to be thankful for the special advantages with which he may be
favoured. No peculiarity which may seem to exclude frum the advantages of human
•ociety will sever from the love of God or from the sympathy of Christ the Good
PhysiciAti.—A.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IV.

Ver. 2.— Sold them. See ch. ii. 14, note.

Jabin king of Hazor. The exact site of

Mazor has not been identified with certainty,

but it is conjectured by Robinson, with

great probability, to have stood on the Tell

now called Khuraibeh, overlooking the

waters of Merom (now called Lake Huleh),

where are remains of a sepulchre, Cyclopean

walls, and other buildings. In Josh. xi.

1—14 we read of the total destruction by

fire of Hazor, and of the slaughter of Jabin,

the king thereof, with all the inhabitants of

the city, and of the slaughter of all the

confederate kings, and the capture of their

cities ; Hazor, however, " the head of all

those kingdoms," being the only one which

was "burnt with fire." It is a little sur-

prising, therefore, to read here of another

Jabin reigning in Hazor, with confederate

kings under him (ch. v. 19), having, like

his predecessor, a vast number of chariots

(of. ch. iv. 3, 13 with Josh. xi. 4, 9), and
attacking Israel at the head of a gi'eat force

(cf. ch. iv. 7, 13, 16 with Josh. xi. 4). It

is impossible not to suspect that these are

two accounts of the same event. If, how-
ever, the two events are distinct, we must
suppose that the Canaanite kingdoms had
been revived under a descendant of the

former king, that Hazor had been rebuilt,

and that Jabin was the hereditary name of

its king. Gentiles, or nations, or Goiw, as

Josh. xii. 23, and Gen. xiv. 1. Whether
Goim was the proper name of a particular

people, or denoted a collection of difTcrent

tribes, their seat was in Galilee, called in

Isa. ix. 1 ; JIatt. iv. 15, Galilee, of the

nations, or Gentiles, in Hebrew Goim.
Ver. 5.—The palm tree of Deborah. The

tree, which was probalily stiU standing in

the writer's time, was known as " the palm
tree of Deborah," just as a certain oak tree

in the forest of Hoxne, in Suffolk, was known
for many hundred yeara as King Edmund's
oak.

Ver. 6.— Kedesh-naphtali, i. e. Kedesh
in the tribe of Naphtali (Josh. xix. 37), as

distinguished from Kedesh in the south of

Judah (Josh. xv. 23), and others. It still

keeps the name of Kades, and lies four miles

north-west of Lake Huleh. There are

numerous ancient remains. Hath not the

Lord, &c. She speaks as "a prophetess,"
announcing God's commands, not her own
opinion*; declaring God's promises, not
merely her o^vn hoj'cs or wishes.

Ver. 10.— Called, or rather gathered to-

gether, as the same word is rendered in ver.

13. Went up, viz. I to Mount Tabor, as in

vers. 6 and 12. Translate the verse. Thert
went up ten thottsand men at his feet, i. e,

following him.
Ver. 11.—Translate, Now Heber th^ Ken-

ite had severed himself from the Keniles,

viz., from the sons of Hohab, &c. The
Kenites, as we read in ch. i, 16, had
settled in the wilderness of Judah, south of

Arad, in the time cf Joshua. Heber, with
a portion of the tribe, had migrated later to

Naphtali, probably at the time when the

Philistines were pressing hard upon Jndah,
in the days of Shamgar and Jael (ch. iii. 31
and V. 5).

Ver. 13.—Tinto the river (or brook) of

Zishon, now the Nahr Mukutta. In the
plain of Esdraelon, through which the
Kishon flowed into the Mediterranean, there

would be room for all his chariots to come
into action.

Ver. 14.—And Deborah, &c. Observe
how throughout Deborah takes the lead as

the insj^ired prophetess.

Ver. 15. — The Lord discomfited, &c.

Deborah had announced that the Lord was
gone out before the host of Barak, and so

the victoiy was not man's, but the Lord's,

"Not by might nnr by power, but by my
Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts." " Tlie

Lord is a man of war, the Lord of hosts is

his name." Sisera lighted down off his

chariot, &c., and

—

Ver. 16. — Barak pursued after the

chariots. Barak, supposing Sisera still to

be with the chariots, pursued after tlipin,

and seems to have overtaken them, as tlu v

were embarrassed in the rotten, boggy ground
which had been suddenly overflowed by tlie

swollen waters of Kishon. Many were swejit

away by the flood and drowned, the rest put

to the sword while their horses were flounder-

ing in the bog (ch. v. 21, 22). But Sisera

had meanwhile escaped on foot unnoticed,

and fled to the tents of the friendly Kenites.

Ver. 18.
—

"With a mantle. Eather, "ivi/h

the coverlet," such as was always at hand in

the nomad tent.

Ver. 19.—A little water. • Faint and
thirsty as he was, he did not ask for strong

drink, but only water.

Ver. 21.—Then Jael, &c. Sisera, having
taken every prefnition, had lain him down
to rest ; not, like David, trusting to the Lord
to make him dwell in safety, but confiding

in Jael's friendship and his own crafty

directions. But no sooner had he fallen

into a deep sleep, than the crafty and
courageous woman, into whose hands Sisera

was to be sold, took a tent pin and tbe heavy
hammer with which they drove the pia

into the ground, and with a desperate blow
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forced it throngh his temples, and pinned

him to the ground. Without a struggle, he

Bwooned and died. Instead of and fastened

it into the ground, it is better to translate,

that it (the pin) came down to the groimd.

It is the same word as is translated lighted

Josh. XV. 18. In the last clause put the

fiill-stop after asleep, and read, So he swooned

and died. It is impossible for us to view
Jael'e act in the same light as her contempo-
raries did, on account of its treachery and
cruelty ; but we can admire her faith in the
God of Israel, her love for the people of

God, and her marvellous courage and strength
of mind in carrying out her purpose, and
make allowance for the age in which she lived.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 1—22.

—

Tlie variety of God's instruments. Hie weahiess of God's instrur

merits. Notliing is more remarkable in the history of God's providential dealings

with his people, whether under the Old or New Testament dispensations, than the

gpreat variety of instruments by which he carries out his designs. And amidst this

variety a marked feature often is the weakness in themselves of those instruments

by which the greatest results are accomplished. "God," says St. Paul to the

Corinthians, "hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise, and
God hath chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things which are

"I'olity, . . . that no flesh should glory in his presence" (1 Cor. L 27—29). "We
have this treasure," he says again, "in earthen vessels, that the excellency of the

power may be of God, and not of us" (2 Cor. iv. 7). These two features or
VARIETY IN THE CHOICE OF INSTRDMENIS, AND OF THE WEAKNESS OFTTIMES OF THE
INS1 RUMENTS THEMPELVKS, BUN THROUGH THE BiBLE. To look only at the deliverances

in the Book of Judges,—Othniel the Kenite, a stranger and a foreigner; Ehud, the

left-handed Beiijamite ; Shamgar, the son of Anath, armed with an ox-goad ; Barak,

the timid, hesitating Naphtalite ; Gideon, one of the least of a poor family of Manasseh,
threshing his wheat secretly for fear of the Midianites, and then rushing upon the

Midianite camp with his 300 followers, anned with lamps and pitchers and trumpets:
Jephthah, the wild outcast Gileadite ; and Samson, the man of supernatural

Btrength, with his impulsive actions and his unrestrained passions,—what an infinite

variety do they display of character, of circumstance, and of resource. And
so the manna in the wilderness, the drying up of the waters of the Eed Sea, the

flight of quails, the falling of the walls of Jericho at the blast of the trumpet, the

ministry of Samuel, the character and kingdom of David, the grand episode of Elijah

the Tishbite, the deliverance of Hezekiah from the army of Sennacherib, the suc-

cession of the prophets, the great figure of Daniel, and the countless other incidents

and personages which stand out in the pages of Holy Scripture, how largely do they
exenijilify the maTiifold resources of the power of God, working out his ends with
unerring wisdom and unfailing certainty. The present chapter supplies another
striking example. Here we see the Israelites in extreme distress : their indepejidence

gone; a great heathen power overshadowing and oppressing them by military violence;

all means of resistance at an end ; their princes slaves ; their warriors cowed

;

tlieir leaders dispersed. But their time of deliverance was come. And who were
they that should break that iron yoke, and let the oppressed go free? who were
they before whose might the heathen hosts should melt away, the iron chariots be
burnt with ^fire, and the invincible chieftain be laid low in death? Two women I

One known only for her prophetic speech and her skill in civil jiulgment; the other

an alien, belongingto a weak and broken tribe of foreigners. The one, filled with the

spirit of God, awakens the sleeping spirit of a captain and 10.000 of her countrymen,
and urges them to battle and to victory ; the other, alone and unaided, with her single

hand slays the leader of unnumbered hosts. The people are set free from their

oppressors, and liave rest for forty years. Tlie lesson then which this chapter im-
presses upon us, in addition to tliose which it teaches in common with the preceding,
is the variety and the strangeness of the methods of God's deliverances, and especially

THAT god's STRENGTH 18 MADE PERFECT IN HUMAN WEAKNESS. He OrdaitiS strength in

the hands of weak women, as well as out of the months of babes and sucklings.

"Fear not, thou worm Jacob; I will help thee, sailh the Lord," is an cxhortatioa
which under every possible circumstance is made easy to comply with by the
recollection of these wonderful acts of God.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOliS.

Vers. 1—11.

—

Temporary influences and a permanent tendency. In this section

»re presented several influences, such as affect the life of man in every age—the

personal influence of Ehud, the material or physical influence of Sisera, and the

spiritual influence of Deborah. In judging of conduct we must take into account

all the circumstances that are brought to bear upon a person or u nation. The
penalties inflicted will then appear reasonable or otherwise.

I. The permanent tendency to evil. " When Ehud was dead " ehould be ^'for

Ehud was dead." The eighty years of " rest" which the land enjoyed, and during the

whole or most of which Ehud had ruled, now came to an end. But not causelessly.

The "children of Israel again did (continued to do) evil in the sight of the Lord."

The interval of comparative piety is over, and the under-current of distrust and
idolatry again resumes its influence. The spiritual fidelity of Israel is an occasional

thing; the apostasy is the result of a permanent tendency, often checked, but ever
recovering its sway. " The imagination of man's heart is evil from his youth " (Gen.
viii. 21). "And God saw that . • . every imagination of the thoughts of his heart

was only evil continually" {ihid. vi. 5). Israel is described as " a people that pro-

voketh me to aiiger continually " (Isa. Ixv. 3), &c. The best of men have been the first

to confess their inherent depravity. At a religious meeting held in Florence, when
the lowest and vilest of the city were present, the question was asked, " Is there one
here who is not a sinner? " Only one man dared to say in bravado, " I am not I

"

but he was speedily silenced by the jeers and condemnation of the audience. Tlie

duty and wisdom of all is, therefore, not to question the existence of this tendency,

but to guard against it. Unbelief is " the sin that doth so easily beset us " (Hi-b. xii.

1). Nor are we only the passive subjects of improving influences in the providence

of God and the order of the world. We are to be " fellow-workers with God," " to

work out our own salvation with fear and trembling, for (or because) it is God that

worketh in us," &c. (Phil. ii. 12). In dealing with our fellow-men or ourselves we
must ever reckon upon this, the force of inborn corruption.

II. Temporaey moral influences. That these have such weight at one time or

another is a strong proof that salvation is not from within, neither, on the other hand,
can it be wholly from without. We see here—1. How much is involved sometimes

in a personal influence. Ehud, by the moral ascendancy he bad acquired, is for the

time the bulwark of his people's faith. Such power is a precious gift. In measure
like this it is the possession of the few. But every one has some moral influence,

either for good or evil. "None of us liveth to himself, and no man dieth to him-
self " (Rom. xiv. 7). It ought to be our care so to behave that our influence shall be
increasingly for righteousness. But there are limits and imperfections in this.

Although " the memory of the just smells sweet, and blossoms in the dust," it ia

present influence with most of us that is most vividly impressive and practically

effective. Still we can never gauge the extent of our influence. In God's hands it

may be multiplied indefinitely. In Christ we see the most glorious instance of per-

sonal, spiritual ascendancy. And his power shall never fail. 2. The moral effect of
a m,aterial advantage. The presence of Sisera in " Harosheth of the Gentiles "—

-

'probably Harethieh, a hill or mound at the south-eastern corner of the plain of Acca,
close beiiind the hills that divide this plain from that of Jezreel, on the north side of

the Kishon, ye; so near the foot of Carmel as only to leave a passage for the river'

(Thomson, 'The Land and the Book,' ch. xxix.)—with "nine hundred chariots of

iron " overawed the Israelites (cf. ch. i. 19) ; and "twenty years he mightily oppressed
"

them. This force powerfully affected their imagination, and rendered them all but
helpless. They forgot that God is able to break the chariots in pieces, and to make
all their massive strength a disadvantage and a diOiculty, as when the Egyptians
laboured heavily in the Red Sea sand and waves ; that the spirit that animates an
•rmy is greater than weapons or fortifications. But this cowardice of Israel just

corresponds with the fear that so often unmans Christians of to-day, when confronted
with great names, popular prejudices, and the shows and forces of the world. Nothing
ia easier than to over-eetimate opposition of this sort. Wo haye to learn in etrenuou*
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contest that " greater is he that is in us than he that is in the world " (1 John iv, 4).

8. Spiritual power vindicating itself amid external weahness. Amidst the universal
dec.'i}' of religion there are ever a few who "have not bowed the knee unto Baal."
God never entirely deserts even his unfaithful ones. Some are left from whom the
new era may take a beginning. (1) Jehovah does not leave his peoj^le without a
witness. As at other times of national misfortune a judge is raised up, " Deborah, a
prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth, she judged Israel at that time." Her authority is

recognised, for " the children of Israel came up to her for judgment." A certain

negative and secular respect is accorded to her. Divine ith as have no active power
over the lives of the people; but Divine officials and institutions are still acknow-
ledged in the general government and social life of Israel. She herself, however, is

evidently full of the Spirit of Jehovah, and magnifies her office. The singularity of

a woman exercising judicial functions has a powerful effect upon the national mind.
Even the leading men and mighty soldiers obey her. (2) This witness is an instance

of strength in weakness. The witness is only a woman. A sign this of the decay
of the heroic spirit. But she initiates a bold and warlike policy. Evidently rising

above the weakness of her sex, like Joan of Arc, she is determined to break the

spell of the " nine hundred chariots of iron." The moral power she has obtained is

seen in the obedience of Barak to her call and her instructions, the general answer of

the nation to her summons, and the refusal of Barak to go against the enemy unless

she accompanied them. So in the Messenian war (' Paus.' iv. 16) " the soldiers

fought bravely because their seers were present." We are not to understand Barak's

insistency as cowardliness or perversity, but as a further tribute to the presence of

God in his servant. The Ironsides fought bravely when they went into battle from
praise and prayer. As the exigency is great so the instrument of restoration is most
insignificant and humiliating.—M.

Vers. 12— 17.

—

The battle cf the brook Kishon, or material force versus spi,itual.

Tlie armies are a contrast in respect of resources, numbers, strategic position, pres*

tige, and skilled leadership. In all these respects the army of Sisera had the advan-

tage of that of Israel. But the Canaanite force was a mercenary one, probably of

mixed nationality (hence term "Gentiles"), and enervated with luxury and domin-
ance ; whereas Israel was represented by men desperate through long suffering,

familiar with the strategic possibilities of their country, and fired with new-found
repentance, patriotism, and Divine inspiration. Instances of the impotence of

inequalities like these when so compensated for on the spiritual side, to decide results,

have been frequent in the history of the world, especially so in that of Israel Here
we see that—

•

I. He who drpends upon material resources will BR SUBJECT—1. To sudden
alarms. It reads like a surprise. Thoy were at ease, relying upon military strength

and prestige, when the news of Barak's march upon Mount Tabor came to their

ears. But how disproportionate tiie force Sisera so suddenly summons to arms I It

is ignorance trying to cope with experience and skill ; scanty equipment confrnnting

all that a great and powerful nation could invent and provide for military defence

aTid offence. Yet already it was a point in favour of Israel that it had aroused such

apprehension for so slight a cause. The conscience of the wicked is never easy.

The least sign of danger is sufficient to rouse it, and to occasion the most disprof)or-

tionate exertions. 2. l^o rash exposure of his resources. " All the chariots of iron,"

tlie military power and glory of the oppressor, are at once called into exercise. This

was unwise. A little more consideration would have suggested a better and more
prudent disposal of his forces. It is evidently feeling, and not far-seeing military

prescience, that dictates the pompous demonstration. How often do the oppressors

of God's ''little ones" drive their tyranny too far, and defeat their own end by over-

eagerness and domineering imperiousness I The heart that God has inspired will

look upon such things—the threats, &c.—as i-f little moment. 3. To utter collapse.

The suddenness of the levy was adverse to its efliciency. Subject as Eastern troops

are to panics, and dillieult as it must have been for such cumbrous vehicles to deploy

upon such varying levels, it was oidy neeessary for the handful of Israelites to be

led by a skilful general for them to produce confusion and dismay in the uitwieldy
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host. And when once the huge aniiy began to yield, its own size and bulk would
make its defeat the more disastrous. And all was risked at once. There was nothing

more upon which, quickly enough, to fall back. So in the hour of the Church's peril

and extremity God has found his opportunity. The Pope's bull is burnt, and the

Reformation commences boldly and decidedly. " Fear not, I am with thee," haa

been the voice that has made the turning-point in many a career. All the pomp and
show of the world is brought to bear upon the saint ; he sees through it ; a step, •
stroke, and it melts like the " airy vision of a dream," and he is free I

II. He who depends upon God will—1. See opportunity and hope against over-

whelming odds. " Up, for this is the day in which the Lord hath delivered Sisera

into thine hand. ' So David—"The Lord that delivered me out of the paw of the

lion, and out of the paw of the bear, he will deliver me out of the hand cf this

Philistine " (1 Sara. xvii. 37). So Gideon. This is the insight of faith. 2. Make
careful preparation. "Trust in God, and keep your powder dry." The means,
however inadequate, the best means at our disposal, must be employed. " God
doesn't require my knowledge." " No more does he require your ignorance," It is

a sign of respect to God, and a mark of thorough-going faith in him, that we make
scrupulous use of the means he dictates. Often the " means of grace " are despised,

to a Church's loss, to a Christian's loss, and sometimes destruction. " They that wait

upon the Lord shall renew their strength," &c. 3. Confide in the Divine presence and
promises. Abraham is sure that " God will provide himself a lamb ;

" David sings,
'* Though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, yet will I fear no evil ;

"

and the Hebrew children were contident that the " God whom they served was able

to deliver them." Faith as a grain of mustard seed " will remove mountains."—M.

Vers. 11—22.— Vide ch. v. 24—27.—M.

Vers. 8, 9.

—

Dehoi-ah andBarah I. They who dndebtakb to advocate DiFFicifLT

TASKS SHOUIiD BE WILLING TO SHARE THE EESPONSIEILITY OF THE EXECUTION OF THEM.
• Deborah urges Barak to fight ; Barak will raise the standard only on condition that

the prophetess will accompany him. There are prophets who sit with Deborah under
the palm tree and advise noble deeds while they excuse themselves from facing the

danger of achieving them. In the spiritual warfare of the Church we find critics who
can see the defects of the work others are doing, and advise great improvements,
yet who will never encounter the perils of the mission-field or the drudgery of more
homely work. It is well to devise good measures, but it is better, like Deborah, to

help in the execution of them.
• II. In THE BATTLE OF LIFE A GREAT VARIETY OF SERVICE IS REQUISITE FOB FINAL
SUCCESS. Deborah cannot lead the army, but she can inspire it. Barak cannot
prophesy, but he can fight. Thus Deborah cannot secure victory without Barak,

nor Barak without Deborah. We are members one of another, and all the members
have not the same office. There is work for the seer and work for the warrior. The
world always needs its prophets and its heroes. The worker without the thinker will

blunder into confusion ; the thinker without the worker will fail for want of power to

execute his designs. Brain work is at least as important as mechanical work. It ia

therefore foolish for practical men to despise the men of thought as mere theorists,

and foolish for the thinkers to treat the active men of business with philosophical

contempt. It is peculiarly woman's work to cheer and encourage those who are

called to the dangerous tasks of life. Wives and mothers who dissuade their hus-

bands and sons from their duty because it appears to be dangerous are indulging in

a weak and foolish affection. The highest love will seek to encourage those who are

loved in all that is great and noble.

III. In THE SERVICE OF GOD THE FIRST REQUISITE FOR SUCCESS IS THE INSPIRING AID
OF THE ^Spirit of God. Deborah is a prophetess. She is gifted with the wisdom and
enthusiasm of direct inspiration, and thus becomes the inspirer of Barak and his

troops. Barak feels that if Deborah goes with him God's counsel and encouragement
will be given him. Do we not trust too much to the mere machinery of our Church
organisations in the execution of our work? One prophet in our midst is worth a

thousand dull, earthly-minded men The great need of the Church in her battle with
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the evil of the world is the presence of the Spirit of God in light and power, to guid«
«nd to energise her dark and weak efforts. It is foolish to go up to our spiritual war-
fare \vithout seeking the presence of God to accompany us (Exod. xxxiii. 15). If

God go with us we shall need no special order of prophets, for then every soldier of

Christ will be a prophet (Joel ii. 28).—A,

Ver. 21.

—

Patriotic treachery. I. Oppression rouses the darkest passions of thb
OPPRESSED. Jael's treacherous murder of Sisera did not occur in an age of peace and
comfort, but after her nation had been terribly crushed by the CanaaTiite power. Tiie

worst evil of tyranny is not found in the mere distress which it brings on those

who suffer from it, but in the bad passions whicii it provokes. The oppressed are

degraded morally ; they grow revengeful; unequal to open resistance, they become
treacherous; misery blinds them to the claims of humanity Slaves are too often

cruel and troicherous. This fact, instead of excusing slavery, is its heaviest

condemnation.
U. Cruelty may expect to be rewarded with treachery, Sisera was no innocent

soldier falling in the discharge of loyal service to his country. He had " mightily

oppressed the children of Israel." Harshness may appear to silence all opposition,

but it really provokes the most dangerous enmity—secret and treacherous enmity.

Sisera meets with a just doom. There/is something cowardly in brutal oppression;

it is fitting that the man who descended to practise it should not fall in honourable

warfare, but meet his miserable fate at the hands of a deceitful woman.
III. The quilt of a crime must be measured by the motive which instigated it.

A cold-blooded crime committed for low ends of personal profit is far more wicked
than the same deed done in the heat of provoked passion. The act which is com-
mitted for the good of others is less wicked than that which is entirely selfish in its

motives. The motive of Jael was patriotic. She anticipated no danger to herself

from Sisera, but she thought to rid her country of a great and cruel enemy. So far she

was brave and noble.

IV. The utility of the end will nbveb excusb the wickedness of the means
EMPLOYED to SECURE IT. Jael was no vulgar murderess. Her patriotic motive
mitigated the guilt of her crime, but it did not destroy that guilt. She was guilty

of a breach of the sacred rights of hospitality. Did she meditate murder when she

welcomed Sisera into her tent ? Possibly not. It may be that the sight of the sleeping

man suggested the temptation to an easy way of delivering her nation from a great

enemy. If so, her treachery was so much the less guilty. But the very warmth of

her ostentatious hospitality offered to such a man as Sisera suggests only too forcibly

that she-meant treachery from the first. That grim scene—the weary soldier trusting

himself in the hands of the murderous woman, while she lavishes her hospitality on
him with fearful schemes working in her brain—is surely no picture of womanly
flory, in whatever age we set it, with whatever provocations we mitigate its dark

horror. Jael is plainly guilty of a gross breach of trust. We must not shut our eyes

to her criminality because she did a deed on the side of the Jews which we should

have condemned with loathing if it had been committed by a less enlightened, heathen,

Canaanite woman. Reverence for the teaching of Scripture does not require us to

excuse the faults of the Jews.—(Jael the Kenite was practically a Jewess.) It is

most degrading to the conscience to read the dark pages of Hebrew histor with

the understanding that we must condemn nutliintc done by an Israelite. It is

also false to the intentions of Scripture. In the Bible we see the failings of good

men and the personal wickedness of some who took their stand on the right side.

The merit of their cause does not destroy tlie guilt of their individual conducL

Deceit and cruelty have sometimes been practised in the interests of Christianity, o|

liberty, of humanity ; but the only Mrvice God will accept must be fair, and truai

•nd pure.—A.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER V.

Ver. 1.—Then sang Deborah, &c. 'fhe

ode which follows was doubtless the com-
position of Deborah the prophetess, and was

sung by her (as the gender of the Hebrew
verb indicates), assisted by Barak, who per-

haps sang the antistrophe (of. Exod. xv.

1, 21). It is a song of wonderful beauty

and lyric power, somewhat difficult, as all

Hebrew poetry is.

Ver. 2.—Her first feeling was one of patri-

otic joy that her countrymen had been roused

to the venture of war, and of gratitude to

God that it was so. " For the bold leading

of the leaders of Israel, for the willing fol-

lowing of the people, praise ye the Lord."

Ver. 3. —Her song was worthy to be

listened to by kings and princes. She calls

their attention to the tale she had to tell of

the great acts of the Lord.

Vers. 4, 5.—The recent victory recalled

the glories of those days when God brought
up Israel from Egj'pt into Canaan. She
specifies the march from SeirorHor, and the

day when Mount Sinai was altogether on a

smoke, and the whole mount quaked greatly.

Ver. 6.—From what misery God had saved

the people ! In the daj'^s of her predecessor

Shamgar, when the Philistines overran the

countrj', when Heber the Kenite still dwelt

in the south of Judah, all traffic ceased in

the land. The caravans were stopped, and
travellers slunk into the by-ways.

Ver. 7.—Instead of The inhabitants of the

illages ceased, some render the leaders

ceased. Till Deborah arose and stii'red up
Barak, there was no one to put himself at

the head of the people.

Ver. 8.—The cause of this misery was not

far to seek ; it was the idolatry of the peojile

which provoked God to anger. Then their

enemies were let loose upon them, and they
dared make no resistance.

Ver. 9.—What a contrast with that faint-

hearted submission was the recenttriumphant
rising I Exultation and thanksgiving for

the devotion of the people break out again,

»8 in ver. 2.

Ver. 10.—She appeals to the nobles who
ride on white (or roan) asses, and sit on rich

saddle-cloths (not sit in judgment), and to

the people who walk by the way, alike to

speak of the gieat deliverance.

Ver. 11.—A very difficult verse, and very
arioftsly rendered. For archers some give
theintelpretationrf^^•w?ers, i.e. MEN sharing
THE BOOTY THEY HAVE TAKEN ; or, SINUINQ
IN ALTERNATE VERSES. FoF they that are
delivered from, some render /ar away from.

Others again take the preposition from in

the not uncommon sense of more than, mean
ing here louder than. The chief difierent
senses which emerge are—(1) that of the
A. V. : "Those that can now draw water
from the wells without being molested by
the hostile archers shall sing praises to God
in the very spots where they were wont to
be attacked." (2) "Far from the noise
and tumult of those that divide the spoil
among the water-troughs, there shall they
sing," &c. (3) "With a louder voice than
that of the shejfherds who sing among the
water-troughs (while they are watering their
flocks), there shall they rehearse," &c. Or, (4)
combining (2) and (3), " With a voice louder
(and more exultant) than that of those who
divide the spoil, there shall they rehearse,"

&c. The inhabitants of his villages. Ren-
der his leaders, as in ver. 7. Then shall
the people . . go down to the gates of the
cities for judgment, or to the bazaars, as in
old times, without fear of their enemies.

Ver. 12.—Awake, &c. She seems to go
back in thought to the moment when she
received the Divine call to her mission of

deliverance, and executed it by the voice of

her stirring prophecies. Then she lashed
her soul into action, and roused Barak from
his lethargy by the promise of spoil and
victory.

Ver. 13.—Then he gave dominion to a
mere remnant of Israel over the powerful
among the people of Canaan, the Lord gave
me dominion over the mighty men of Jabin.

Ver. 14.—They who spring (whose root is)

from Ephraim went against Amalek, follow-

ing thee, Benjamin, with thy people
;

from Manasseh (Machir, son of JIanasseh,

Gen. 1. 23) came down governors (literally,

lawgivers: cf. ver. 9), and out of Zebulun
they that handle the baton of the com-
mander, i. e. the military chiefs.

Ver. 15.—He was sent on foot into th«
valley. It was a mark of extraordinary
valour that he rushed down from Mount
Tabor on foot against the 900 iron chariots

in the plain (ch. iv. 14). For the divisions,

&c. Or, among the water-hrooks, i. e. the

Reubenites, dwelling amidst their flocks

among the water-brooks, were much per-

plexed with doubts whetherthey should stay

still or join their countrymen.
Ver. 17.—In ships. The celebrated har-

bour of Joppa (Jonah i. 3), now Jaffa, was
in the tribe of Dan. His breaches. The
creeks and bays where they kept tlieir fishing-

boats.

Ver. 19.—The kings came and fougRt
(cf. Josh. xi. 1, 2, 5). They took no gain
of money. These words may mean, (1) tlu-y

did not stop to plunder, they were iuteni
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only upon slaughter ; or, (2) they took no
ransom for their enemies' lives ; or, (3) they
got nothing by tlieir lighting, for they were
all killed tlieraselves.

Ver. 20.—According to Josephns, a great

storm in the face of the Canaanites led to

their utter discomfiture, and also swelled the
Sishon to overflow its banks.

Ver. 21.—Ancient. The word so rendered
is only fouiul here. ' Tlie brook of ancient

days, or tilings, probably means the brook
celebrated from of old by the warlike deeds
done on its banks.

Ver. 22. — Their mighty ones. Applied
to bulls, Ps. xxiL 12, &c. ; and to horses

(A. v., his strong ones), Jer. viii. 16 ; his

strong horses, Jer. xlvlL 3.

Ver. 23.—Meroz, in the time of Jerome
Merms, a village otherwise unknown, twelve
miles from Samaria. The mighty. Not the

same word as that so rendered in ver. 22,

but that usually rendered a mighty man, or

a man of war.
Ver. 2-1. — Blessed above women, &c.

"U'ith the selfish indificrence of tlie men of

Meros she contiasts the valorous enthusiasm

of Jael the Kenite, and blesses her for it aa

emphatically as she curses the inhabitants ol

ileroz.

Ver. 25.—A lordly dish. A dish fit for

princes
;
perhaps one reserved for the most

illustrious guests.

Ver. 26.—With the hammer. Tliese words
are not in the Hebrew, and should be omitted.

SJie smote (not smote off), yea, slie u-ounded
(Psalm Ixviii. 21); sJie pierced through hit

temples.

Ver. 30.—Sped, i. e. come across some
booty. For the necks of them that take
the spoil. Literally, for the reel's of spoil. It

is a difficult and obscure expression. Tht
S]}oil may mean the camels, horses, or mules
taken from the enemy, and the articles de-

scribed may mean the housings and trap-

pings for their necks. Or the necks of spoil

might mean the necks of the beasts of burden
laden with spoil.

Ver. 31 .—A fine application of the whole
subject ! Each such victory was a foretaste

of the final victoiy over sin and death, and
of the glory of the redeemed Church.

HOMILETICS.

This splendid ode, so full of poetic tire and vivid dramatic effect, with its startling

contrasts, its picturesque descriptions, its glowing eulogiums, its burning patriotism,

its striking characters tlirown into high relief by the stroke or two of genius, its

passion and its pathos, is not deficient in ethos. We will single out two or three

ethical lessons from their surroundings.

I. Self-sacrifice for the good of others. The ninth verse is an awakening

call to voluntary sacrifice on the altar of the public good. While men in general are

hanging back from exertion and danger in sloth or timidity, unwilling to run any
risk, or to make any effort, there are those who, with liigh minded zeal for their

country's or their Churcli's weal, burst asunder the restraining bonds of selfishness,

and, with their life in their hands, offer themselves willingly for the common cause.

Deborah's burst of generous admiration toward those who did so in her time is a

stirring call to us to imitate their example. But let us not imagine that such self

sacrifice is confined to extraordinary occasions, or can be executed onlj' on the plat-

form of great emergencies. Unselfish efforts for the good of others find room for

their exercise in the common round of every-day life. He who works when he is

weary, who overcomes his natural shyness or timidity, who lays aside his own
gchemes or tastes and takes up work which ia distasteful to him, who risks losses in

money, in consideration, in convenience, in comfort, in ease, in leisure, that he may
do something which he believes will be useful to others, is treading in the steps of

these " willing governors," and deserves like them the warn approval of all generous

liearts.

II. Worldly hindrances. But we may see in the examples of Reuben and Gad
what are the liindiances to siu-li self-sacrificing work. Tliere is a counter-call to the

call of duty and of love, and that call is too a louder and a more persuasive one

—

the call of gain and worldly interest. When Deborah's message came to the

Rewbenites and Gileadites, and the blast of Barak's trumpet sounded in their ears,

calling them to the help of the I ord against the nn'glity, the bleatings of their flijcks

and the lowing of their herds among the rich pastures of Jazer and Gilead seemed

to tell them a diJferent tale (see Numb, xxxii.). Ilow could they leave those peace-

ful pastures, and exchange them for the battle-field? Jabin's iron chariots were

notliing to them. What would become of their flockd ind herds while they were fai
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away? As their eyes ran through the sheep-folds, and they reckoned up in thoughl
the wealth which they contained ; as they thought of the lambing, and the 8hee|>-

ehearipg. and the sheep-market, and told the increase which they might expect, they
Beemcd tied to those sheep-folds by bonds which could not be broken, and by a spell

which could not be loosed. After a few doubts and hesitations they abode among
the folds, and left their brothers across the Jordan to fight by themselves. And so it

was with Dan and Asher. The movements of Siseia had not interfered with the
trade of Joppa, or the fishing-boats of the sea-coast. The ships of Tarshish were
coming and going as of old, laden with merchandise from all parts of the world

;

some touching there on their way to Tyre, others supplying the markets of Palestine

with wrought iron, and cassia, and sweet calaYnus. Already perhaps the silver and
iron, the tin and the lead, brought by the ships of Tarshish from the Cassiterides,

found their way to the fairs of Joppa; and the wheat of Minnith, and the oil and
honey and pastry {Hebrew^jmnnag) of Judah, went out through its harbour to Tyre
and Sidon (Ezek. xxvii. 12, 17, 19). And the men of Dan were all busy by that
sea-side. Lading and unlading the ships, carrying the bales of merchandise on their

strong backs, giving and receiving orders, piloting the foreign ships into harbour,
plying to and fro as they handled the oar, stopping the leaks or mending the sails of
ships that had come out of rough waters—there was no end of business tp be done,
and of money to be made. Why leave these peaceful gains and rush inland to

perish by the sword ? Surely they might be excused if they remained in ships, and
continued on the sea-shore, enriching their country by their industry, while they left

it to others to jeopard their lives in the high places of the field. And they did so

;

and in doing so have left us an instructive warning as to the hindrances which the
world continually places in the way of high-minded action and generous self-

sacrifice. " Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world," if you
would be free to serve either God or man, is the precept that settles upon the

thoughts as we consider the gaps in the muster-roll of Israel at the battle by the

waters of Megiddo.
IIL The enmity of neutrality. But ver. 23 reads us a yet sterner lesson.

There are occasions when not to act for God is to act against God. There are

occasions when a man cannot be neutral. When the Lord calls for help against the

mighty, he that withholds that help is cursed. By so doing he is helping the
enemies of God, and among the enemies of God he will fall. Here was Meroz in

the very thick of the fight. Ephraim and Benjamin, Issachar and Manasseh,
Zebulun and Naphtali, were pouring out their thousands to defend their altars and
their homes. The honour of God, the freedom of God's people, the cause of truth

against heathen error, the kingdom of God against the tyranny of Satan, were
trembling in the balance. A few hundreds more or less might turn the scale. All

Israel was awake and alive to the noble task before them. There was music in the

tramp of the thousands of devoted men marching to the war which might have
aroused the dullest soul and kindled the faintest spirit. It did not move the men
of Meroz ; they hung back in sullen indifference ; they skulked behind their

walls. No zeal for the glory of God, no sympathy with their brethren, could pierce

through their heartless selfishness. As the angel of the Lord looked out from the

windows of heaven, he saw their cowardice, he marked their back-drawing, he
pronounced them cursed. There are times, our own times are such, when the enemies
of the cross of Christ are unusually active against the truth. At such times Satan

musters all his forces, and would fain overthrow the Church of God. Infidelity

stall* through the land. The leaders of sceptical opinion join hand in hand.

Science and literature, wit and intellect, the press and the platform, fashion and
numbers, are pressed into the service, to cast discredit upon the everlasting gospel

9f the grace of God. At such a time to be neutral and indifferent is to be a traitor

to t!ie Lord Jesus Christ. At such a time he calls to his help against the mighty all

who believe in him, who love him, and who hope in his salvation. " Who is on the

Lord's side, who ? " is his appeal to his redeemed. Let no believer hold back from
giving what help is in his power: the help of word and deed ; the help of bold con-

fession and oC unflinching countenance ; the help of tongue and pen ; the help, if

ne^ed be, of sufEering and of martyrdom ; the help of a devoted life, and of a holj
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Clirietian walk, in all humility, and purity, and faith, knowing whom he has believed,

and fully assured that faith will be crowned with victory.

IV. The end of the ungodly (ver. 31). All the enemies of the Lord will

Burely perish. The day is not far off which will mark the difference between the
righteous and the wicked, between him that serveth God and him that serveth ln"m

not. The Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven with his mighty angels, in

flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know not God, and that obey not the
gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ ; and then they that love him shall be as the sun
when he goeth forth in his might. The righteous will shine forth as the sun in the
kingdom of their Father, and they who confessed Christ before men will be con-
fessed of him before the angels of God. Such are the fuller prophecies of the New
Testament, confinning the obscurer prophecies of the Old, and encouraging us to
hold on our faith without wavering, in the certainty of the great reward.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 2.— Self-sacrifice and its Inspirer. There are two other renderings of this

verse, viz., " That in Israel wild'iy waved the hair in the people's self-devotion,

—

praise God" (Cassel) ; and, " For the leading of the leaders in Israel, for the free

eelf-offering of the people, praise Jehovah " (Stanley, after LXX. ). It is immaterial
which of these we prefer ; the chief thought is evidently that which appears in all.

It is the key-note of this heroic song, as it is the essence of heroism and true religion

always—self-sacrifice to God.
I. The BPiBiT IN WHICH GREAT DEEDS ABE WBOUGHT. The Outburst has its source

in Divine patriotism or religious enthusiasm. A consciousness of a representative
character and destiny animates the Israelites. Religious devotion binds them into

complete communion. Private aims and interests are forgotten. 1. It is this sjyirit

which rescues the war of deliverancefrom ohjectians to war simply as such. As an act

of self-devotion it was a truly devout, and therefore religiously legitimate, war. No
hope of personal gain animates the host of Israel. It is patriotism in its noblest form.
These soldiers are all volunteers ; they obey a Divine voice. How many wars would
cease were such feelings consulted I The saints' contest with evil should be con-
ducted from a like principle. We should know what " manner of spirit " we are of.

2. It was this spirit which made so effectual the struggle in which they were engaged.
They were desperate, devoted men. No half-measure would be tolerated. Having
counted the cost, they were willing to carry it on h outrance. God's battle with error
and wickedness has suffered because of the half-heartedness of those who wage it.

8. It was this spirit which conferred upon the deed its oesfhetic beauty and epic
grandeur. It is a fine question to determine what that is that gives the essential

character to tlie noble, chivalrous, and religious enthusiasms of men. A careful survey
of any considerable number of tliem will show that not only unselfishness, but self-

sa/^rijUce, is their fundamental principle. Selfish aimw, or the impulse of self-aggrandise
nient, vitiates the deed, however externally magn)iicent ; and vice versd, the luag
nanimous forgetfulness of self, the conscious foregoing of personal ends and aims,
will give nobility and piety even to works externally indifferent or apparently ignoble.

Tlie sentiment of a deed is its true character. Here it assumes a dignity and glory
that command the admiration of the poet and the artist. It is part of the excellence
of noble deeds to inspire. There is nothing so inspiring as self-devotion. But this

is the vital breath of all true religion. Religious enthusiasm is contagious. The
pious hero cannot long remain alone. True worship is the praise of the cross, where
the power of darkness sustained its signal, final defeat. " By the obedience of one
shall many be made righteous." If we are truly religious our lives also will blossom
forth in acts that poets might sing and orators extol.

II. The Inspibeb of great deeds. That they are not a spontaneous outgrowth
of our nature is the general confession of those who h ive wrought them. The object

of Israel's admiration and obedienre was Jehovah. It was in the inspiration derived
from him the deliverance was wrought. God in Christ, as embodying the highest
excellency in sympathetic relation with ourselves, is an even mure powerful stimuluB
to heroism and piety. " For Christ's sake " is a formula that covers a vast proportion
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of " whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things ara
juBt, and pure, and lovely, and of good report," in the world's history.—M.

Vera. 6, 7.

—

National ruin and the true deliverer. The mighty deed of Shamgar
did not avail to reduce the interior of Israel to a state of order and security. Who-
ever Jael (the Helper) may have been, whether Ehud, Shamgar, or some other hero,
even he was unable to restore confidence to the dwellers in the country, or to render
communication between the towns and villages easy and secure. The description her*
reminds one of Germany in the tenth century, or Sicily and Greece in our own times.
A strong hand and a central government are required in order to inspire confidence
and to render the conditions of life uniform and reliable. A country may be great
in military strength, and yet, socially and politically, at a standstill because of the
absence of due internal administration, of public institutions, and zeal for the public
welfare. We have here

—

I. A VIVID PICTURE OF NATIONAL DECAY. 1. The means of inter-communication
luere rendered vseless. " The highways were deserted." Main thoroughfares have
ever been requisite for the proper inter-communication of the different parts and
towns in a country. They are therefore one of the first means employed for opening
up internal resources and developing commerce and civilisation. AH really great
governments have distinguished themselves in road-making ; as, for instance, the
Incas of Peru, the Chinese, and the Romans. It was the boast of the Roman writer
that tlie circuit of the empire could be made through Europe, Asia, and Africa, with-
out risk to life or property, by a private traveller. The sight of deserted highwaya
suggests the collapse of commerce and social intercourse. It is more striking than
the complete absence of roads would be. And highways that continued in disuse
would soon get out of repair and be rendered impassable. In the present day a similar

state of things prevails over a large part of Palestine and Asia Minor. Travellers
make their journeys by night, and avoid the villages and public roads. The wandering
Arab brings the desert with him wherever he goes. 2. The country districts depopur
lated. This would rapidly reduce the country to barrenness, and render the support
of the nation more precarious. A mere tithe of the population could then be
supported, and the nation would be kept in a state of weakness.

II. The secret of national regeneration. Deborah was a mother in Israel.

The military hero played his part, but failed of highest success. It was for her, by
wise and statesmanlike measures, internal administration, and a strong central govern-
ment, to bring to the people's doors the fruits of military success. She fostered a

national spirit, encouraged a respect for law, and rendered it as safe to dwell in the

country as within the walled city. The continuous policy of Deborah achieved the

reoonstitution of the land and its freedom from internal lawlessneBS.—M.

Ver. 8.

—

The peril of national irreligion. The conscience of Israel is here
addressed. The coincidence of new idolatries with " war in the gates " was strikingly

suggestive It could not be accidental. There was nothing in which Israel had had
more continued experience than in the connection of idolatry with national weakness
and misery.

I. Decline commences with the first departure from the worship of Jehovah.
It was as they trusted in Jehovah and acquainted themselves with him that they
were able to drive out their enemies. The weakening of this religious principle

undermined the moral character and strengthened the force of sensuous influences.

It is only as the soul anchors itself on the Eternal that it is able rightly to regard the

outward and temporary affairs of life.

II. The adoption of other gods is punished as a culminating affront. In this

we see not so much the indirect results of idolatrous practice as the immediate
chastisement of Jehovah's own hand. The apostasy is deliberate

;
punishment nmst

be proportionately stern and extreme. Those who have known his character and
will, and yet deliberately despise them, deserve the more condign punishment. We
see this principle at work in many a life. There are sins which seem to invite a

terrible vengeance. Do uw provoke God's anger? Let us remembei that be can be

JUDGB8.
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a constiming fire. Deliberate rejection of God is a direct invitation and challenge t«

his wrath.

III. The final result of idolatry is effeminacy and abject helplessness.

This is proved by an appeal to history. The Israelites had an instance of it in their

own experience. There may have been weapons in Israel, but the idol worshipper

had lost the courage to wield them. Idolatry, as a degraded conception of God,

degrades its votaries. It has ever been linked with licentiousness and vice. The
conscience is gradually destroyed, and with it all moral strength disappears.—M.

Vers. 10, 1 1 .

—

Testimony and tkanhgiring the duty of the redeemed. The classes

here addressed are representative of the entire nation—nobles, judges or elders, and

common people. The deliverance affected all, and those specially benefited are

called out. The hand of God is to be publicly acknowledged and celebrated in

song; and this was seemly and right. So it is the duty of the redeemed of Christ

to rehearse his marvellous works and ways with them.

I. This ought to be done severally and in particular. In the case of each

there is some peculiarity. It will illustrate afresh God's manifold mercj'. "This

poor man cried, and the Lord heard him, and saved him out of all his troubles.
"_ _

II. It ought to be pone publicly and collectively. The national recognition

of God is a most impressive and instructive spectacle. It becomes the more so if

spontaneous, and not the result of legislative enactment or meaningless tradition.

III. The reasons fob this are manifold. 1. It is due to him. The work of

Christ is very great, involving vast effort and suffering. It is full nf love and wis-

dom, adapted to our special need. And in all the work of redemption no credit is to

be taken to ourselves ; the merit is wholly his. " By the grace of God I am what I

am." To withhold the praise is therefore worse than theft. 2. It is the highest and
most blessed exercise of the religioiis nature. Man was bom " to glorify God, and

to enjoy him for ever. In so doing his nature attains its highest end and complete

spiritual development. The harmony of praise and prayer has its reflex influence

upon the utterer,. and as God in Christ is the most glorious object of adoration, the

heart is expanded, uplifted, strengthened, and purified. There is nothing we are so

liable to as forgetting God's mercies, and our dependence upon them ; and therefore

it is well to rehearse them. 3. It is a benefit to others. The world is full of miscon-

ceptions and low thoughts of God, and indifference towards the Divine. By such

rehearsals the true character of God is vindicated. Men are taught to trace all

blessings to their real Author. Doubters, &c. are counselled and directed towards

clear, healthy, and health-giving ideas of God. Thus the gospel of the grace of

God is preached most effectively. Others catch the contagion. Are we nilent ?

What is the cause? Ingratitude ; or it may be we are strangers to the grace of God.

Let us yield ourselves to it now. Perhaps we too shall sing in a higher realm "unto

him that loved ua, and washed us from our sins in his own blood."—M.

Vers. 14—23.

—

Naiional defence a common responsibility. We have here an interest-

ing glimpse of the behaviour of the various tribes in the war of freedom. Not all

were summoned to battle ; but of these only two answered to the call.

I. Who are summoned to the great war? All the tribes whose interests were

threatened in the first place ; but the others might have come from a feeling of

brotherhood. Through Christ the solidarity of the race is revealed. We have

nearer and further claims, a more and a less imperative call, yet the interest of each

is involved in that of the whole. The debt we all owe to Christ binds us henceforth
" not to live to ourselves." "Am I my brother's keeper?"

II. Who respond? Two tribes and a friendly alien. This showed a lack of

public spirit, and of a true national conception. The Captain of our salvation calls.

Who are willing ? " Will ye also go away ? " A few, all over. In every Church one

or two have to bear the burden and heat of the day. Is this right?

III. The excuses and occupai i<>N8 of those who holp back. Very picturesqua

ifl the description—not a little satirical. How sorry the figure cut by those who
tarry at home when the battle rages 1 the excuses of those who were asked to

fellow Clirist 1
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IV. Strict account will be taken of the conduct of each, and the reward
Will be given accordingly. The sharp eye of the prophetess scanned the host she
•ccompanied. To each is apportioned the praise or blame. God sees the heart.—M.

Ver. 20.

—

The hopelessness of opjjosifton to God. This verse is variously inter-

preted as an astrological allusion—as descriptive of a thunder-storm, accompanied by
wind, hail, and floods, producing confusion (Josephus) ; or as suggestive of the delay
which lost Sisera the opportunity. The explanation of Berthau, referring it to the
Divine intervention, appears more reasonable and spiritually sufficient. All through
the mind of the prophetess dwells upon God as the Helper and Avenger. But there

is room for an intermediate idea. The stars are symbols of an unvarying law and
universal destiny. Generalise upon the great contest between right and wrong.
The combatants are not only men ; the whole universe is involved. Angels join in

the fray. God himself is against the sinner. The latter must be vanquished.
I. The ultimate character of the contest of the wicked with the righteous.

An accidental circumstance may excuse it; a temporary character may be assumed by
it We may not divine the whole scope and drift of the quarrel. Truth may not be
wholly on one side or the other. Sometimes a prophetic insight assures us that w«
are with God, or against him. Ultimately the question is one of right and wrong.

II. The combatants involved. Not human opponents merely ; the question too
large for this. The laws of the universe ; the angels of God ; destiny; God himself
—visibly contending in the person of his Son, invisibly in the councils of eternity.

III. The certainty of the issue.—M.

^
Ver. 23.

—

The curse of Meroz. The site of this city or district not verified. A
singularity about the people's conduct. Others had withheld as well as they ; but they
had either (1) special reasons for fidelity, or (2) aggravating circunistances con-

nected with their inaction. The consequence was that they inherited the primacy of

the curse. Was it that the ban destroyed the very name and memory oi the place

from the face of the earth ? It became a " locus classicus in Talmudic expositions

of the ban against persons and things" (Cassel).

I. There are circumstances in which indifference and inaction with respect

TO THE CAUSE OF GoD IN THE WORLD CONSTITUTE A FEARFUL CRIME. Tlie nation

they belonged to represented for them the kingdom of God. It was suffering from
grievous servitude. When the short, desperate struggle for freedom took place,

everything might depend upon the faithfulness of those situated as they were.

They bung back, or co-operated with the enemy. This was a sin against the Divine

brotherhood and the cause of God. Indifference at any time is wicked ; but the

habit may some time or other, suddenly reveal itself in tremendous heinousness.

Special efforts to promote the kingdom of Christ, to prevent the dying out of

religious institutions or movements, critical periods in individual lives, ought to call

forth our most generous and self-denying aid. It might just be our help that was
needed in order to success ; our indifference that sealed the fate of a soul turning

towards God, or a religious movement upon which depended important results.

II. Greater responsibilities and privileges entail a greater curse upon
UNFAITHFULNESS. Terrible vengeance was taken upon the erring city. Of how
much greater punishment shall Christian apostasy be thought worthy ? (Hob. x.

28—30). We sin against greater light. How great is our debt to.g^ace I What
issues depend upon our being found faithful I Remember Christ's warnings (Matt.

ri. 23 ; xviii. 6 ; xxiii. 37).—M.

Ver. IL—The conduct of Jael. A moral perplexity to modern times. This

•rises from the advance, amounting almost to a revolution, in the spiritual sentiment

of the world. It is from the higher platform of the New Testament that we see the

deed in its true relations and proportions.

I. Its JUSTIFICATION. There are several grounds, upon any or all oS. which the

deed may be defended. 1. That of a relative and imperfect morality Morality

in that age was not perfectly revealed or reahsed. With increasing light of revela-

tion ftnd ipiritual experience come new moral levels and tests. A thin^ "nay ba
x2
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comparatively or relatively right which is not absolutely so. The fact that we
condemn the action is not due to our superior natural light, but simply to the teach-

ings of Christianity, the outgrowth and perfecting of the crude morality of the Old

Testament. 2. On the jrrinciph that the obligation to tell the truth depends upon the

eonstence of a nm-mal and friendh/ relation between men; the pernwsion to hill

ean-'/ing with it that of dissimulation (Mozley). 3. Because Jael followed as a

mere instrument the impidse of the Absolute.^ Is it not credible that persons may be

moved by a superior reason to do things justifiable from the standpoint of that

superior reason, hut which, if they fully realised what they were doing, would be

utterly unlawful for them to do?
II. Its bearings upon iNspmATioN, &o. of Holy ScRiPTtmE. The inspiration

of Scrijiture cannot be affected by the inspired sanction of such a deed. Inspiration

does not necessarily involve a knowledge of the" whole counsel of God." It has its

degrees, and is reliable so far as it goes. A merely human production would have

avoided such apparent self-i^untradictions. That there are moral mysteries and

difficulties in the Bible, which are nevertheless seen to have possible solutions

beyond the immediate knowledge of man, is a strong presumption in favour of its

being Divine.

III. How FAB IS Jael an example to be imitated? In no wise. Tliis is an

exceptional case, all of whose circumstances must be taken into account. She la,

lilce many whom a special destiny seems to isolate from their fellows, almost to be

)itipd, save for the thought that she acted as the servant of God. The instincts

y whicli we condemn her deed are evidently of God, and most therefore be fol-

lowed.—M.
I

Ver. 31.—The tunlike life. Ot Prov. iv. 18. A beautiful simile. Many points

of resemhlince between the course and nature of the sun and the character and life

of the Christian.

I. Progress. Steady. By gradual, regularly increasing advance. The hours

and days and years can be measured by it. We can calculate upon \i. Continual.

Not by fits and starts. Ever forward, even when not seen. Culminating. Noon
Is splendour and strength ; sunset is fuUilment.

II. Illumination. In the Christian life nothing need be concealed. We are

"children of the light, and of the day." Openness, honesty, actions of simplicity

and good report. Knowledge is light, and it is by knowing the Eternal that we live.

The spiritual are the light of the world. Christ is so par excelletice ; but all Chris-

tians shine with his brightness, and exhibit his character. We are so to live as that

others can take knowledge of us that we have been with Jesus, and that they may
follow us as we follow liim. The figure also suggests that Christians may become

clear, and briglit, and free from darkness as light itself is. Sjiiritual illumination is

not ever a borrowing from without. We may have light and life in ourselves. The

Bun is independent of circumstances, and shines on even when half the world is

dark. It is also a figure for vindication and triumph. The day shall declare how
much ! The glory and beauty of the spiritual man shall then be revealed.—M.

Ver. 7.

—

A mother in Israel. The position and character of Deborah and her

mission to Israel are suggestive of the Scriptural teaching concerning women and

their work.

I. God rairkd up a woman for the delivkran'ce of his people. Deborah

appears in the line of deliverers. The others are all fighting men._ In the present

instance a warrior, Barak, is associated with the prophetess
;
yet it is not he, but the

woman, Deborah, who secured victory, for she tells us that the hamlets were deserted

until she arose. The Bible assigns great honour and high privileges to women. In

Jewish history tliey are oflen prominent and famous for noble services. Women
were among the mo.st honoured of the disciples of Christ. In spite of the narrow

views regarding the rightful position of women with which St. Paul is credit< d, that

great apostle was ready to recognise the valuable work of women in the Church

(I'liil. iv. 3). Women have peculiar powers for such work as requires 8ymi>atliy and

Ibe gentleness which is at the root of true greatness (Ps. xviii. 35). And manj
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women who nre not called to imitnte the heroic career of Deborah may take exaTnplfc

from the compassion of Pharaoh's daughter, the hospitality of Abigail, and the

charity of Dorcas.

II. The woman chosen for the deliverance of Israel was a mothbr. The
peculiar virtue of celibacy is a late invention which finds no basis in the Bible. There
marriaq-e is honourable (Heb. xiii. 4), and to niotliers a peculiar honour is given

(1 Tim. ii. 15). The joys and cares of maternity deepen the nature of women and
develop the noblest and most Divine of all affections—a mother's strong, tender,

devoted love. A true mother will not have the less affection for others because her

first duty ie to her own children. She is no perfect mother, even, whose whole
affection and care is confined to her family. With her maternal affection is little

more than a form of selfishness, the offspring being regarded as an enlargement of

the personality of the parent. The true mother is motherly in her nature, and shows
her motherliness in all relations of life ; so that to her friends, her nation, and the

needy, her thought and care partake of the mother's fond, self-sacrificing devotion.

Therefore patriotism is not antagonistic to maternal affection, but offers a field for its

noblest efforts.

III. Though a motheb is chosen for thb work of delivering Israel, shb
18 NOT called to SACRIFICE ANY WOMANLY GRACE IN PERFORMING THE TASK.

Deborah was no Amazon. Hers was not the fierce fighting of Barak. She was a

prophetess. 1. Her mission was to inspire and encourage. This is one of woman's
noblest works. Women are unfaithful when they check their sons or husbands in

the performance of dangerous duties. 2. Her mission was also to utter God's praises
after victory had been secured. Women, more sensitive than men, should be able to

arouse songs of thanksgiving, while men may be slower to awake to the full feeling

of gratitude. In leading the praises of the Church women have a truly womanly
mission.—A.

Ver. 9.

—

Self-dedication. Deborah's heart turns in motherly affection to those

rulers of Israel who have willingly offered themselves to the service of their God
and their country. It should be the aim of the Christian to emulate such self-devo-

tion in the cause of Christ and of humanity.
I. The OFFERING WAS TO GoD AND THE couNTBT. 1. It toa$ to God. Though

this fact is not expressly named here, as in the case of Jehoshaphat's captain, Amasiah
(2 Chron. xvii. 16), it is plainly implied, inasmuch as the people had been incited by
a Divine messenger and were living under a theocracy. God was the King, and
the soldier's fidelity to his king was fidelity to God. Men devote themselves to

business, pleasure, art, literature, science. The highest object of devotion is to live

to God. This may be pursued through the necessary earthly occupations, elevating

and consecrating them by making them part of God's service. 2. The devotion wo*
also to the country. Patriotism is a Christian duty. But the Christian is called to

care for the large human world. We are called upon to live for the good of others,

to aim at increasing their happiness and spiritual welfare. This aim is not divergent

from that of serving God. We render him service by working for the good of
others according to his will, and so as to render him honour.

II. The OFFERING OF THE GOVERNORS WAS OF THEMSELVES. God ib not Satisfied

with our gifts ; ho asks for our hearts (Prov. xxiii. 26). The true preachers of
God's will will say, " We seek not yours, but you " (2 Cor. xii. 14). No gifts will be
acceptable to God until we have first given our own selves to him (2 Cor. viii. 5).

The sacrifice of self-dedication, which was symbolised to the Jew in the whole burnt
offering, is a sacrifice still looked for under the Christian dispensation, not as a pro-

pitiation for sin, but as a thank offering. This, and no less, constitutes our reasonable
seivice (Rom. xii. 1). We offer ourselves to God Avhen wc render him the homage
of our hearts in love, when we sacrifice our wills to his will in submission and obedi-

encftj %v!ien we make it the object of our life to please and serve and honour him.
We cannot compensate for lack of personal devotion by payment, as in some countries

the conscript can do in regard to military service. Our gifts will not take the place

of our work. We cannot serve God by proxy. The work of the missionary or of

any professional agent of the Church must not bo regarded as a substitute for the

Work of the private Christian. God claims the personal service of all of as.
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Til. TnR OFFEBIN'G WAS VOLUNTARY. Deborah rejoices in the fact tliat the governors
offered *hemseives willins:!}'. 1. The only acceptable service of God must be willing
$ervice. God leaves us free to accept or reject his service, he uses no violent com-
pulsion to drive us into it. There is no conscription for recruiting the regiments of

the kingdom of heaven ; all soldiers in that glorious array are volunteers. This is

important, bec^'ise (1) only voluntary service can come from the heart,—God values
devotion of the heart more than work of the hands,—and (2) only voluntary service
will be vigorous and enthusiastic and inspired with the devotion which insures success.

2. We have everif motive to render this willing service. We are free from compulsion,
but we are not free from obligation. We are to blame if we do not freely offer our-

selves, and if we persist in refusing it will go ill with us at the last. (1) Duty
requires the service. The people were summoned by a Divine messenger. We are

summoned by the preaching of the kingdom- They were li\-ing under the rule of
God ; God is our King and Lord. They were bound to defend their country in its

need ; we are bound b}' nature and Christianity to help our fellow-men in their distress

and sin. (2) Gratitude makes the service one of love. The Jews had seen mighty
Divine deliverances ; we have the sacrifice of Christ for us and his love constraining
us (2 Cor. v. 15).

In application of these truths it may be noticed that some are waiting to be called

into the Church or for service. Such waiting is a mistake. Christ is waiting for us.

He has called us ; he expects our free self-dedication. Let us not wait to be sought
or asked, but freely offer ourselves to his service.—A.

Ver. 14.

—

Literary occupations. Whether these men of Zebulun were poets,

chroniclers, or only merchants' clerks, their occupation was distinctly different from
that of their brethren, and the peculiar duties attaching to it may serve to illustrate

those which belong to a corresponding class of men in our own day.

I. Literature is a field of honourable industry. It is a foolish misnomer which
characterises handicraftsmen as the only " working men." Men can and do work
at least as hard with their brains as with their hands ; and such work is not the most
unworthy of honourable effort. We cannot make a greater mistake than to confine

the epithet "manly" to the exercise of brute force, an exercise in which a Hercules
would be out-matched by a gorilla. True manliness is the right development of all

the noblest powers of a man, among which the intellet^tual must take a high place.

II. Literature may be made a source of the highest good to mankind. Writing
is a means of expressing, preserving, and disseminating ideas. This means has been
chosen by God for the promotion of religion, viz., in the Bible. Therefore it is foolish

to despise literature as unpractical ; it may be the most useful instrument for benefit-

ing mankind. This should be remembered by those who have literary power, and
should prevent them from wasting their talents on the selfish enjoyment of intelleitual

luxury. Literary ability is, like the gift of tongues, a Divine gift bestowed on men
for the good of the whole world.

III. In order that literature may effect the greatest good, it must 6B
ENLISTED IN THE SERVICE OF GoD. They who " handle the pen of the writer " must be
among those who " willingly offer themselves " to the service of the Lord. God claims

our best for his work. Men who have literary gifts should understand that they are

not at liberty to write simply for occupation, for amusement, for money, or for fame,

but for the honour of God and the good of men. Such considerations should secure

more conscientiousness in writing; the observance of the great literary duties of

truthfulness, fairness, purity, and charity; and the pursuit of elevating themes.

IV. They who are called to literary duties must not feel themselves ex-

onerated FROM more general OBLIGATIONS. The literary man must sometimes lay

down the pen and draw the sword. The danger of sedetitary and literary occupations

is that they should lead to indolence and an unpractical habit of life. It will not do

for any of us to live in the delicious seclusion of dream-land. There are stern taski

and serious burdens which all true n-.en will h ive to encounter if the terrible realities

of the world's wickedness and misery are to be faced as the claims of God and
humanity demand of us. While the trumpet sounds to war it is treason for the men
of Zebulun to linger behind in learned leisure ; and while God calls his people to do
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battle for him against the ignorance and sin of the world, there is no excuse for th«

most gifted, the most fastidious, or the most occupied to shirk their share of tha

dangers and toils of hard warfare.—A.

Ver. 16.

—

Indolent indecision. The men of Reuben who refused to obey the call

to arms appear to have indulged at once in questioning criticism and in selfish

inactivity, and thus they illustrate the close association of indolence and indecision.

Indolence encourages indecision by checking the energy requisite for choice, and
indecision encourages indolence by closing all doors of action. The situation of

indolent indecision may be considered from the point of view of indolence and from
that of indecision.

L The situation begarded on the side of indolence. 1. Private business was
one excuse for negligence of public duty. People often make their business an
excuse for not undertaking the work Christ calls them to (Matt. xxii. 5). But this

results either (1) from idleness, since more energy would make time for Christ's

service, or (2) from selfishness, inasmuch as we have no right to devote our whole
time to our private interests. 2. Love of ease led to negligence of public duty. It

was less arduous to tend the flocks than to assemble for war. 3. Love of. peace may
have had the same effect. The Reubenites may have been peculiarly men of peace,
while the Ephraimites were men of war. There are times, however, when the peace-
ful habit is sinful, and when we are only hiding our indolence under the cloak of
peace, and when it is our duty to take up the cross, which is involved in facing the
confusion and harshness of conflict. It is wrong to refuse to maintain the right

and to rebuke falsehood and wickedness out of the love of peace. 4. Pleasure may
have inclined to indolence. That was no time for dreaming pastoral idyls when the
nation was in jeopardy and a Deborah was sounding the war-trumpet. Music and
poetry, and the love of nature and art have their place among the innocent amenities
of life ; but when sestheticism becomes a religion, and the graces of life take the
places of its duties, the harmless pleasures which allure ufl from stem tasks become
positive sins. The wretchedness, the vice, the crime which darken the very atmo-
sphere of Christendom leave none of us free to luxuriate in soft dreams of imaginary
bliss, instead of doing our utmost to conquer these hideous monsters.

II. The situation regarded on the side of indecision. 1. Indecision is often
the effect of directing intellectual energy to negative criticism rsXh^T tYifm. to practical

contrivance. Criticism is most valuable in its place ; but when it is carried to the

Soint of fastidiousness it becomes nothing less than a fatal, paralysing influence,

leuben was divided in counsel, uncertain as to the best course to pursue, and there-

fore did nothing. So there are people who waste their energies in exposing the
defects of all plans of action, and yet have not the inventiveness and strength to

discover and pursue better plans. But it is better to work in an imperfect method
than not to work at all. 2. Indecision can only be conquered by cultivating strength

of vnll and convictions of duty It is the will that decides. When the intellect is

cultivated at the expense of the will, moral paralysis is the result. Strength of will

can be best attained in its right form by the exercise of what will we already have
under convictions of duty. We should remember that our chief mission in the world
is not criticism, but work. God calls us to action, and even if we work imperfectly
and often fail, he will be better pleased at our well-meant, though perhaps mistaken,
efforts to do what we believe to be right than at the inactivity which refuses to do
anything from fear of committing the smallest error.—A.

Ver. 23.

—

The curse of Meroz. I. The curse was fob inactivitt. Meroa had
committed no offence, but is solely to blame for failing in action. Innocence of
positive guilt is not enough to secure us from condemnation in the judgment of God.
We shdl be judged by what we have left undone as well as by what we have done.
In Christ's vision of judgment, those who are made to stand on the left of the throne
and are then condemned to outer darkness are not offenders against the moral law,
but simply persons who have neglected the active duties of charity (Matt. xxv. 45).
It is a very common error for people to suppose that they are blameless so ?ong as

they keep themselves unspotted from the world, forgetting that the first duty ol
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religion is the energetic exercise of charity (James i. 27). Better to have some fault*

and much useful service than to be faultless and useless. The soldier who letumt
from war with scarred face and stained garments is nobler than he who fears to entei

tlie battle lest he shall soil his raiment or mar his countenance.

II. The curse was fob inactivity in begaud to public duty. Meroz was un-

patriotic. Possibly the men on Avhora the curse fell were diligent farmers and kind

•nd careful parents. But they neglected their duty to their countrj'. We must
beware of the narrowness of the parochial mind. The congregation which studies

its own edification alone, and has no care for the evangelising of the nation and for

mission work among the heathen, brings itself under the curse of Meroz. In the

faithful payment of taxes, in the conscientious use of the franchise, in tlie right use

of influence in public matters men have a constant call to patriotic duty. But we
have all larger duties to men as men, and so long as misery, ignorance, and wicked-

ness prevail none of as can escape condemnation until we have done our part to

remove those evils.

III. The curse was fob inactivity in a time of war. 1. It was the time of

the nation's greatest need and danger when Meroz was discovered to be indolently

unpatriotic. Great emergencies reveal the evil which has existed unobserved in

quieter times. If we are not faithful in that which is least we shall be proved
unfaithful in that which is greatest. The evil which may be fatal to our nation in

times of dapgermay be lurking among us unseen in these more quiet times. There-

fore the sliameful failings of those who are held up to the reprobation of history

may be no worse than the mean selfishness which pervades the lives of multitudes

who meet with no blame, simply because the day of trial has not yet made their

character apparent to the world. 2. The danger in which the unfaithfulness of

Meroz was revealed brought a call to aggressive action. Meroz was found wanting

in a time of war. We are called to resist evil. If we permit others to be oppressed

by injustice and cruelty when we might deliver them by any sacrifice and toil of our

own, we bring ourselves under the curse of Meroz. Christianity is aggressive. It

is the duty of Christians not merely' to promote purity, and charity, and truth, &o.,

bat to expose and attack the vices and wrongs of the world.—A.

Ver. %\.—The triumph of the Church. The triumph of Israel after the overthrow

of the Canaanites is an illustration of the ultimate triumph of the Church.

I. The fact of this triumph. We have encouragements to think that the

Qiurch will not only be saved, but will be saved with honour—will triumph. 1. This

implies the destruction of her enemies. We need not look for that in violence, after

the manners of the Crusades or of the Inquisition. (1) Spiritual foes, such as sin,

temptation, death, will cease to exist. (2) Human foes will cease to be foes by the

turning of enmity into submission to Christ 2. It implies the bestowal of honour

on the Church. She shall shine like the sun, no longer despised.
_

3. It implies the

enjoyment of great happiness. Darkness represents sorrow ; sunlight represents joy.

4. It implies the gift of power. No influence on earth is so powerful as that of the

fiun. The people of God will have opportunity for noble service and for the exercise

of large faculties. 6. It implies the exercise of benevolence. The sun scatters light,

warmth, life. He brings new life out of the death of winter, and spreads beauty and

glory over the face of the earth. The triumph of the Church will not be like that of

old tyrannies, marked by bloodshed and misery, but a source of life and joy and glory

to all within its reach. There is healing in the wings of the Sun of righteousness.

II. The source of this triumph. 1. It is accorded by God. Deborah speak? of

it in prayer. It was not the courage of the warrior, but the unseen help of God that

secured the victory to Israel. We grow fearful as we see the raging might of eyil^

•nd compare this with the trembling weakness of our own hearts. But God is with

us ; he makes the cause of the Church his own. Christ has already conquered, and

now he calls us only to meet defeated foes. 2. It is secured through devotion to God.

The enemies of God perish. These are not men whom God treats as enemies, but

such as set themselves in enmity against him. They who triumph are tlie lovers of

God. The essence of religion is love to God, and this is here the ground of th«

assurance of victory given by him 3. It is attained by tUent and gradual means.
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The snn does not burst out si'ddenly, he makes no noise to announce the coming

day. So the triumph of the Church is gradual as the growing dsiwn, silent as the

spreading h'ght. Yet, like the light, it will be recognised by its visible presence and

its bountiful fruits.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER TL
Ver. 1.—Midian. In Numb. xxii. 7 we

read of the Miclianites as allied with the

Moabites in their hostility to the children

of Israel, and we find them willing agents of

Balaam's iniquitous counsels (Numb, xxv, 6,

17, 18 ; xxxi. 7, 8), and suffering a terrible

chastisement from the Israelites in conse-

quence. An abiding national feud was the

natural consequence ; and this, added to

their love of plunder, no doubt led to the

present invasion in company with the Amale-
kites (ch. iii. 13, note). Observe the contrast

between the victory described in Numb.
xxxi. and the defeat narrated in this

chapter.

Ver. 2.—The dens . . . and caves. In the

writer's time certain hiding-places called by
the above names were traditionally known
as the places where the Israelites took refuge

during the terrible Midianite invasion. The
limestone hills of Palestine abounded in

such caves.

Ver. 3.—Children of the east. "We first

find this term in Gen. xxix. 1, where it is

applied to the people of Haran. Comparing
the analogous phrases, "the east country
(Gen. xxv. 6), " the mountains of the east"

(Numb, ixiii 7), "the men of the east"

(Job L 8), "the east " (Isa. ii 8 ; Matt ii 1),

we gather that the country lying to the eas*

of Palestine as far as the river Enphrate.
was called the east country, and that th&
various tribes of Arabs and others who
peopled that desert were called "the chil-

dren of the east" (see ver. 33 and ch. vii.

12 ; viii. 10),

Ver. 4.—Left no sustenance, &c., <.«.

neither grass, nor corn, nor fruit. It ia

added, neither sheep, nor ox, nor ass.

These all either died for want of food or
were seized by the Midianites. The next
verse explains that the enormous multitudes
of their cattle and camels consumed the
whole produce of the ground.

Ver. 5.—As grasshoppers. See the strik-

ing description of the destraction caused by
locusts in Joel iii. I have heard travellers

in India describe the sudden darkening of

the sky by a flight of locusts.

Ver. 8.—A prophet. Literally, a man,
a prophet, just as Deborah was described as

a woman, a prophetess (ch. iv. 4). It ia

interesting to observe the flow of the spirit

of prophecy in those early days between
Moses and Samuel, before the dispensation

of the prophets had risen to its height. I
brought you up from Egypt. Note the

constant reference to the exodus as a fixed

point in their national and religious life

(see ver. 18 ; ch. ii. 1).

HOMILETICa.

Vers. 1—10.

—

Thefruit of ingratitude. What a condemnation of Israel there wag
in the simple statement of facts by the mouth of the prophet, without exaggeration
and without comment. God had brought them up from the land of Egypt with a
mighty hand and a stretched-out arm ; when they were in bondage he had broken their

yoke ; when they were oppressed he had set tliem free ; when the niultitiules of
Moabites, and Ammonites, and Midianites, and Canaanites, had opposed their entrance
into the land of promise, God had brushed tliem all away and given their land to the
Israelites. He had accompanied these acts of grace and power with a simple com-
mand not to worship the idols of Canaan, but to remember that Jehovah was their

God, but they had not obeyed his voice. They had forsaken God, to whom they owed
all they had, and they had turned to heathen vanities. What need to eay any more?
Thoy were now reaping what they had sown. They were helpless because they had
cast oflE him who had helped them so wondrously, and who would have been their

help in every time of need if they had not so wantonly forsaken him. And in like

mannef how often will a bare statement of facts be enough to overwhelm us with
guilt and shame I Let any man be his own prophet, and with unflinching truth
record the incidents of a year or a day of his own life. "God in his abounding grace
and love redeemed me by the blood of his dear Son ; he freely forgave me my tree-

passes and sins ; he received me into the adoption of children, by Jesus Christ, unto
himself ; he sealed me with the Holy Spirit of promise ; he crowned me with loving*
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kindness and tender mercy ; he showed me the kingdom of heaven, and bid me enter
into it ; he showed me tlie deadly evil of sin ; he showed me the beauty and loveli-

ness of goodness : he said to me, Abhor that which is evil, and cleave to that which
is good. But I nave not hearkened to his voice ; I have forgotten his love, and
des|ii.sed his grace ; I have disbeliered his word, and have believed the lying promises
of sin ; I have loved the world ; I have been the slave of my own lusts, and the
subject of my own passions ; I have turned aside with tlie multitude of evil-doers,

and I am now eating the fruit of my own doings ; I have forsaken God, and bo God
has forsaken me."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—6.

—

IsraeVs extremity. With repeated defection a severer punishment is

needed and inflicted. Midiati is not only a neighbour, but one who encircles Israel

on south, south-east, and east It was a name given to the great Arab tribes living

east of the Red Sea, and soutn and east of Canaan. Unlike a comparatively civilised

nation, they are not satisfied with receiving tribute ; they render husbandry and the

arts of civilised life impossible by lawless raids, ceaseless devastation, and wanton
destruction. It is a new terror. Israel may be overwhelmed and stamped out if this

curse of the wilderness be not restrained.

I. Israel's abandonment of Jehovah is punished by an apparent abandon-
ment OF Israel by Jehovah. It seems a light punishment ; really there could

scarcely be a harder one. Let the sinner and the backslider consider what their con-

dition would be were God j«.s< to treat them as they treat him. Even the mildest phase

of such discipline could not be long bearable. Simply to be left to oneself—let alone

— what tragic possibilities does that suggest 1 But when enemies of the most
ruthless description overrun our land, and have us at their mercy, how much does

abandonment mean 1 It is in such times we learn how much we owe to Divine inter-

position hour by hour. The moral consciousness of Israel was consequently lowered.

So of all in like cases.

II. The manner and extent of theib discipline are suggestive of the hein-

OUSNESS of their OFFENCE. Tilings had come to such a pass that only a full experi-

ence of the worst of their heathenish and idolatrous neighbours would avail. There

is little or no love of Gud left ; let the consequences of their unbelief teach them a

bitter hatred of evil ; in time it will drive them back to the doctrine and practice of

truth for very life. By and by they will learn to love it again. We have but to

think of God's loving nature and infinite tenderness to see how desperate such a

measure is. If forbearance failed, no other remedy would suffice but this. All

unbelief is this potentially. It was a glimpse of the horror of a godless world.

III. It was a salutary discipline, because it led them to repentance and
PRAYER. God had no pleasure in this long agony ; but neither, on the other hand,

would he shorten it until due cause appeared. The result justified the severity.

Saints often regard their calamities amongst their greatest mercies. How roughly

handled have been some of God's dearest ones I But the worst is not ours to bear,

since Christ died. There is no calamity we cannot take to him. He will distil sweet-

ness from wormwood itself, and give us help in time of sorest need. " Whom the

Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth." He may
be nearer to us in the affliction than in the prosperity.—M.

Vers. 7, 8, 11, 34.

—

Divine mercy: its adaptation and sufficiency. The cry of

distress is heard instantly by Jehovah, and the answer begins to come at once. But

only as is best for the sinning nation. As there was discipline in the misery to which

Israel was reduced, so there is still discipline in the succession and several instal-

ments of the mercy of God. The aim is not merely nor so much to deliver from (he

material evil to which they were subject, but to root out the unbeliel: and develop the

spiritual life and moral heroism of the peo|)le.

I. The IMMEDIACY of God's mercy. *' It came to pass, when the children of Israel

cried, . . . that tlie Lord sent a projthet." There appears to be no interval. Gt>d

begins to readjust bis relations with Israel at once. But the material boon is nol
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granted then. The sting must rankle until true repentance is forthcoming. Deliver-

ance would have been a very questionable blessing under the circumstances. Free-

dom and independence are responsibilities as well as birthrights. So God hears the

cry of the sinner always. "Not what we wish, but what we want," that in the end
what we wish may be rendered spiritually advisable and blessed. The measure of
comfort here was that God was not silent, prayer was not unavailing. There is hope
in the opening of mercy's door, even though it be in reproof.

II. The successions of God's mercy. First the cry of desperation and repentance,

tlien the outward reproof, then the direction, encouragement, and training of a
deliverer, then the recovery of national freedom, prosperity, and prestige. Flower-
like. So God adapts his blessings to the moral and spiritual capacitj' of his people.

The Divine view of our misery and its requirements is the reverse of the human ; we
think of the material suffering, God of the moral defect and sin. These mercies as

they come in train are manifestly education, that the work of grace may be effectual.
" Grace for grace " is a law of his kingdom. And the dignity of God is never lost.

III. Mercy in its culmination. God did not stop short of ultimate deliverance,

although it was not achieved at once. So " he crowneth us with his loving-kind-

ness and tender mercy." It is no mere secular and vulgar deliverance. It ia

national re-creation. The chivalry of Israel is called forth. It is even more a
religious than a military triumph. So +he salvation of the soul has its splendours

and glories. It is absolute, complete, and magnificent, crowning the life of the
faithful. " An abundant entrance will be ministered " into the kingdom of his Son.
" We are more than conquerors " through him.—M.

Vers. 7—10.

—

Meixiful reproof. The answer to prayer begins in reproof. An
anonymous messenger is sent, a prophet probably from amongst the Israelites them-
selves. In such a season of distress and seclusion they would become strangers even
to themselves. No biography is given of the prophet. He is raised for the occa-

sion. His message is simple. But it is the utterance of the people's own national

and individual conscience. He is a "voice crying in the wilderness," and saying,

•' Repent!"
I. There is encouragejien't even in God's chidinqs. For—1. They are letter

than absolute and final silence. 2. They are meant.to bring us back to him, and not

to drive ms away. 3. His severity is tojyrepare usfor his gentleness.

II. It is often as necessary and profitable to be impressed with what we
ALREADY KNOW AS TO RECEIVE NEW TRUTH. Revelation is not primarily intended to

satisfy intellectual cravings, but to stimulate and enrich the moral nature. A sermon
may be a mere exhortation, an impressive resume of acknowledged truth, and yet

more valuable than if it were full of theological discoveries. Knowledge of God
becomes relii^ious and living when it is realised and acted upon. In this connection

notice— 1. How impressive the personality of the prophet. 2. The heightening oj

ike conscience of sin by contrast with remembered, and recited mercies. 3. The
tone and style of the discourse. It was short, direct, spoken to the conscience. Its

chipf message and its sting is in the conclusion. No word of comfort is uttered.

The people are left with their consciousness of sin. But this in itself is a gracious

work, and preparatory for everything that is good. Thorough repentance is the

condition of deep and lasting piety.—M.

Vers. 7—10.

—

God sought andfound in times of trouble. I. Trouble drives men
TO God. The people forsook God in their prosperity, and neglected his service so

long as they enjoyed their comfortable homes in peace. But now they are miserable

fugitives hiding in wild mountain caves, they remember his goodness and cry to him
fonhejf). This is a common experience. It is to our shame that it must be confessed.

We ought to seek God for his own sake, to worship him in the beauty of holiness,

not merely to obtain blessings for ourselves. In prosperity we should recognise

tokens of his love, and so lift up our thoughts to him in grateful recognition of his

goodness. To turn to God only in the hour of our need is a sign of base selfishnes*.

Nevertheless it is better to seek him then than not at all. And if it is disgraceful in

OS that trouble should be needed to drive us to. God, it is merciful in him to send tlia
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trouble for that object. The calamity which leads to this result is the greatest U/psg-

ing. He.ein we may see the end of many of the most severe forms of adversity.

They are sent to us in our indifference to rouse us to our need of God, and lead us t<

eeek him. Hence we may conclude that if we sought God aright in happy circum-

Btanoes we migl^t be spared some of the troubles which our spiriti'al negligence

renders necessarj- to our soul's welfare (Hosea v. 15).

II. If God is truly sought in trouble he will ckrtainlt be >t)UND. As soon

as the people cried God heard them, and sent them first a prophet and then the

deliverer Gideon. If we forsook God in our prosperity it would be reasonable that

God should forsake us in our need. But he does not deal with us according to our

sins. Our claim does not lie in our merit, in our obedience and fidelity, in anything

of ours, but in his nature, and character, and conduct. Because God is our Father

he hears U8 not out of consideration for our rights, but out of pity for our distresses.

Therefore we need not fear that he will not respond to our call. To doubt is not to

show our humility, but our distrust in the mercy of God and influence of Christ'g

sacrifice and intercession (Jer. xxix. 11—13).

III. When .God is found in trouble he does not always bbinq immediatb

deliverance. Israel called for help in need. God did not send the help at once.

The people expected a deliverer, God sent a prophet. No word of promise is given

by the prophet that relief will be accorded to the temporal distress of the nation. He
speaks only of sin, and shows the ingratitude of the people, that they may feel how
richly they deserve the calamities which have fallen upon them. They think most

of their distresses, God of their sins. They cry for deliverance from the yoke o£

the Midianites, God wishes first to deliver them from the yoke of iniquity. There-

fore the prophet of repentance comes before Gideon the deliverer. So we must

expect that when God visits us in our sins he will deal with us so as to save us

from spiritual evil before relieving us of physical distress. Christ bore the sick-

nesses and infirmities of his people, but his great work was to save them from their

Bins (Matt. i. 21).

IV. The consciousness of sin which must precede deliverance is produced

BY A prophet's MESSAGE IN THE MIDST OF TROUBLE. The trouble is necessary to

Foften the hearts of the people, and make them willing to hsten to the prophet.

Yet the trouble does not produce repentance. For this a prophet is needed. The

prophet does not make any prediction, nor does he give any revelation of God

;

lie simply reveals his hearers to themselves. We need prophets to show to us our

own true character. Much of the Bible is a revelation of human nature which

would not have been possible without the aid of prophetic inspiration.
^
The call

to repentance consists (1) in recounting the ancient mercy of God, for it is in the

light of God's goodness that we see most clearly -our own wickedness ;
and {9.) in

directly charging Israel with ingratitude and apostasy. All sin includes the sin of

ingratitude. Till we feel this it is not well that God should show us more mercy.

Thorefore the stern John the Baptist must precede the saviour Christ ; but as Gideon

followed the prophet, full salvation will follow repentance and submission.—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 11. — An angel, &c. Rather, the

angel of the Lord, otlierwise called "the

anf^tl of his presence" (Isa. bciii. 9). In

Vers. 14, 16, 23, for the angel of the Lord

we have simply the Lord (see ch. ii. 1, note).

An oak. Rather the oak, or terebi'/Uh, as it

should be reudered. It was doubtless a

well-known tree still standing in the writer's

time (see ver. 19). Compare the mention of

the oak (terebinth) at Shechem (Gen. xxxv.

4) ; the great oak (terebinth) in which Alsa-

lom was caught (2 Sam. xviii. 9) ; Deborah's

palm tree (ch. iv. 6, where see note). Observe

the simple way in wliicb the ministration

of the angel is Introduced, as if it were a
matter of course in the eyes of him who is

the Lord of the millions of the heavenly

host, those ministers of his who do his ple»-

suro. Human scepticism, the twin sister of

human seltishness, would blot out all crea-

tion except itself. To hide it, &c. These
graphic touches give a lively picture of the

straits to which the Israelites were reduced

by the Midianite occupation.

Ver. 12.—Appeared. Angela were nol
a'ways visible when present (see Numb. zzii.

31 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 17 ; 2 Kings vi. 19, Ac).
Ver. 18.—If tlM Lord b« with ns, kn.
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The nttor dejection caused by the Midian-

ite oppression breathes in every word spoken

by Gideon. But how reassuring the angel's

words were. Which our fathers told us of.

This is a distinct reference to the national

traditions, which are elsewhere alluded to

(cf. Exod. xii. 26, 27 ; Ps. xliv. 1 ; IxxviiL

8—5 ; Jer. avi. 14).

Ver. 15.- -Wherewith shall I save Israeli

&c. Compare the unwillingness of Moses
(Exod. iii. 11 ; iv. 10, 13), of Saul (1 Sam.
X. 21, 22), of Jeremiah (Jer. i. 6), of Amos
(Amo9 vii. 14, 15), and of St. Peter (Luke
V. 8). Alfo in ecclesiastical history that of

Ambroie, Gregory the Great, and others.

The least fit are usually the most forward,

the most flt the most backward, to under-

take great oflBces (ch. ix. 8— 15). True
humility is the usual companion of true

greatness (see 2 Cor. ii. 16 ; iii. 5).

Ver. 17.—A sign that thou talkest with
me—that it is indeed thou thyself that

speakest to me, even God, and that there is

no illusion.

Ver. IS.^My present. Minchah means
sometimes a present made to man, as in ch.

iii. 18 ; but it more commonly means a
sacrificial offering (Gen. iv. 3— 5), which
seems to be its meaning here, as explained
vers. 19, 20. When coupled with zevach,

the anima-l sacrifice, mincJiah means the meat
and drink offering.

Ver. 19.—Unleavened cakes (Gen. xix.

3 ; 1 Sam. xxviii. 24). The necessary haste
gave no time for the use of leaven, which is

one explanation of the unleavened bread at
the passover (Exod. xii. 33, 34, 39). Pre-
sented it. A word specially nsed of sacri-

fices and offerings (Amos v. 25).

Ver. 20.—Lay them upon this rock, aa

upon an altar, and pour out the broth, as

a drink offering or a libation (see ch. xiiL

19).

Ver. 21.—There rose up fire, &c. The
consuming of the sacrifice by fire from heaven
was the token of its being accepted (cf. ch.

xiii. 20, 23 ; also 1 Kings xviii. 23, 33, 38

;

1 Chron. xxi. 26). The angel of the Lord
departed, &c. In the very similar case of
the angel who appeared to ilanoah (ch. xiii.

15—20), the angel ascended in the flame of

the altar. It is probable that he did so in
the present instance, though it is not ex-
pressly stated how he disappeared (of. Acts
viii. 39).

Ver. 22.—Gideon perceived, &c Gideon's
suspicions were now turned into a certainty.

It was indeed God that had spoken to him
by his angel (ver. 17). Alas, &c. Gideon
speaks thus in terror of the death which he
thought must be the penalty of seeing the
angel of the Lord (see ch. xiii. 22, and note).

Because. Rather, there/ore, or to this end,
viz., that I should die.

Ver. 23.—Peace, &c. Cf. Dan. x. 19, and
John XX. 21, 26; Luke xxiv. 36— 39.

Hence the name of the altar, Jehovah-
shalom—"The Lord is peace," is at peace
with me.

Ver. 24.—For naming altars built in.om-
memoration of particular evepits see Gen.
xxii. 14 ; xxxi. 47—49 ; xxxiii. 20 ; Josh,

xxii. 34, &c.

Ver. 25.—The grove. See ch. iii. 7. The
size of the asherah is indicated by the order
in ver. 26 to use it for the altar nra.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 11—24.

—

The preparation. God's agents, whether kings, or judges, or
prophets, or apostles, are reasonable agents. They are not inanimate machines or
blind instruments; they are living, thinking, feelitig, reasonable, men. When they
are called to great and heroic works tliey must be endued with great and heroic
thoughts. A high sense of justice (2 Sam. xxiii. 3), a noble contempt of gain (I

Sam. xiii. 3), wisdom with lofty courage (Ezek. ii. 6, 7), the enthusiasm of love
with the moderation of prudence (2 Cor. vi. 3—10), are the qualities that must bo
found in them respectively. The sword which is to pierce must first be sharpened;
the intelligence which is to guide must first be enlightened ; the arm which is to

prevail must be strengthened ; the spirit which is to triumph over difficulties and
obstacles must be awakened, and fed, and sustained. The work to which Gideon was
called was no common work. A nation to be upheaved from the lowest vassalage of
spiritless slaves and dejected helots into victojy and freedom ; another nation to be
dragged down from power, and possession, and supremacy, and dominion, with no
apparent instruments with which to effect it. And who was Gideon ? The least con-
Bldei^d member of a poor family, of a divided tribe, of whicli no name was famotis
in the annals of his country ; a man unknown and unheard of, whose occupation
was to thresh corn stealthily, lest the Midianites should take it ; a man thought notliing
of by his own countrymen, and contemptuously overlooked by his foreign masters.
But he was the chosen instrument for delivering Israel. He must thkn bb pre-
FAEED. And two things were necessary in tlie first place : one to awaJcen in him 9
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thorongh trust in God ; the other to inspire him with a 2>'>'^per trust in himself,
epiinging from liis trust in God. And so the angel began at oi ce with the startling

words, " The Lord is with thee." And the answer of doubt and despair from tlie lips

of Gideon was met by a look of God—a turning of God's face upon him, a lifting

up of the light of God's countenance upon him, with a power of unutterable grace,
and a word of further encouragement :

" Go in this thy might ; . . . have not I sent
thee?" and again he paid, " Surely I will be with thee!" And the scene that followed—
the tarrying of the angel till his return with the kid and the unleavened cakes ; the
Bolemn sacrifice on the altar of rock ; the outstretched staff in the angel's hand touch-
ing the flesh and the cakes ; the bursting forth of the fire from the rock ; the word of
comfort, Peace be unto thee 1 and the disappearance of the angel as mysteriously
as he came—was all directed to the same end, to work in Gideon's mind the deepest
possible conviction that God was with him, and that the whole love and power of the
Almighty was on his side.

But it was also necessary to inspire him with a proper trust in himself. As long
as he thought of hipiself only as the drudge of the family, a thresher of wheat, a
skulker by the wine-press ; as long as he felt himself one of a degraded caste, as long
as he had no hope, no spirit, no sense of having a mission, he would and could do
nothing great. The man, the warrior, the captain, the deliverer, the hero, the martyr,
must be aroused within him. And so the voice of God addresses him, "The Lord ia

with thee, thou mighty man of valour. Go in thy might, and thou shalt save Israel

from the hand of the Midianites. Surely I will be with thee, and thou shalt smite
Midian as one man." And if these words fell, as no doubt they did, upon a spirit

already chafed with a sense of his country's degradation ; if burning thoughts of
shame and humiliation were smouldering in his mind as he threshed his wheat in

secret, trembling at every sound, and casting suspicious glances on every aide, for
fear some Midianite should be near, how would these words of homage and respect
from the mysterious stranger awaken his soul to a new estimate of his place in the
world. It was no longer a time to hide, and despair, and complain, and whine, and
use the weapo<ns of the weak, guile and subtlety, it was a time to rise, and act, and
daie, and risk, and he was the man to be at the head of this new movement. This
was Gideon's preparation.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 11—15.

—

The call of Gideon. Unexpected by himself and undreamt of by
the nation. The whole land is given over to idolatry and wretchedness, but God is

at no loss to find his servant. A strong man—a hero, ignominiously concealed, h« is

a symbol of Israol's helplessness.

I. TnE PERSONALITY AND RELATIONS OF GiDEON ARE A REBUKE TO ISRAEL, A VINDI-

CATION OF THE SOVKRKIGN WILL OF GOD, AND A BEVELATION OF THE SOURCE OF ALL
TRUE POWER. He is the youngest scion of an insignificant family in a secondary
tribe. Not only has he had no special religious or political training, he is an
idolater, or at any rate belongs to an idolatrous family. And he is addressed whilst

acting in a manner of which he must have felt ashamed. Hidden, helpless, a sceptic

regarding Divine existence or intervention. The culture and religion of Israel are

ignored. So God always chooses whom he will to act, to preach, to suffer. There
was no danger that Gideon would be credited with the work of deliverance aa an
achievement of his own originality and innate power.

II. The OCCASION was significant of the hklp God intended to give. He
comes when things are at the worst. It was a sign that he would work out a
railii.al deliverance. Not partial help, but complete salvation would he due to him.

III. Gideon is an instance ok 'jhe powku of religious knowledge. He hag

heard in some way or another oF God's works in his nation's history. Evidently his

thoughts have been occupied with thcin. A rough interpretation has been anivcil

at, helping him to grasp the meaning of the situation. Ilis was not total ignorance,

but a knowledge preparing for higher revelations and corresponding achievcnicnis.

Truth smoulders in the mind until it bursts into flame. Inward impreBsiuua and
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realisations of sacred knowledge prepaie for the Divinely-arranged circumstances of

life, critical moments, and heavenly visitations.

IV. God's manner op dealing with the difficulties and objections or his

INTENDED SERVANT IS VERY INSTRUCTIVE. He accommodates himself to the thoughts
passing through Gideon's mind. By his words he drives the brooding mind into

distressful paradox. The past achievements of Gideon are remembered, and a
corresponding respect shown him. The revelation of himself is gradual. He 13

considerate, gracious, and painstaking with the heart he intends to make his own.
" Have not I sent thee " is suflBcient guarantee for God's servant. There ought to bp
no misgiving when that assurance has been given.—M.

Vers. 12, 13.

—

The paradox of the Divine presence. It has ever been the case that

spiritual blessing is hard to be realised in the absence of material prosperity. There
is something almost ironical in the contrast between the assertion " Jehovah is with
thee," and the actual condition of the person addressed. It was the more inconceiv-

able because of the external nature of the religious sanctions and rewards of the age.

Mosaicism abounds in material and temporal blessings. A natural question, then,

for Gideon was, " Where are these? " There are many who think very similarly to-

day. Are they right or are they wrong ? If God be with a man ought he not to
prosper ? Notice first

—

I. The DIFFICULTY OF Gideon. It wps to reconcile the assurance of God's presence
with the signs of actual weakness and distress all around him. There is something
very ingenuous in the identification of himself with his people. " Thee " is altered

by him to " us." It is full of promise for the future of the hero. He knows of no
blessing in which his country does not share. And that is the right temper in which
to face all such problems. The glorious past of Israel rose up before his mind's eye.

How diflEerent from the days in which his lot had fallen I Had God any favour to

his people ? Why, then, this utter inaction ? this absence of all miraculous interven-

tion ? If the old records were to be credited God had delivT^ered his people with a
" high hand and an outstretched arm ;

" now to all appearance the heavens had
"withdrawn, and become astronomical." And yet how great and immediate the
need for God's help I Day by day deeds were wrought under the sun that could
not be spoken of. So there are times in these days when crimes are committed,
nascent movements of religious and secular moment are withered, and the dial of
civilisation is set back. The great calamities of war, pestilence, earthquake, &c.,

seem to call to heaven, but it is silent. Is it indifEerent ? Has the hope of man
been a dream ?

II. How IT MAY BE ANSWERED, Other things being eqtial, the blessing of God
ought to make rich, and happy^ and prosperous. But that is not its chief end in

the present. It is first to make right. And God is in the seed as much as in the
plant. He has many ways of fulfilling his promises. The blessing of Gideon was a

potential one. It began even then in him, but it was to be communicated to others.

It was as really a blessing for Israel as if the oppressor had been driven from her
borders, &c. Spiritual influences begin deeply, secretly, and mysteriously ; but they
are ere long known by their fruits. God was with Israel repentant in the moment
of her repentance. And yet the external evils of her condition were as yet un-
checked. God can be with a man in fulness of blessing and help, even when he is

poor, and wretched, and helpless ; but he will not continue so if he be obedient to

the heavenly will. Spiritual blessing then should be expected to show ituelf, at least

first, spiritually and inwardly ; and an individual may be the holder of it vicariously

for a nation or the race.—M.

Ver. 14.

—

The assuring thought of GocPs servant. " Have not I sent thee ?

"

Thisjs one of those words by which the saint has often been "strengthened with all

might in the inner man." It lifted the heroes of Israel, the reformers, the men of

the commonwealth of England, above the common weaknesses of their ago and race.
" A man, a woman, with a mission "—why not? Some careers are wholly explained

by it ; some simple achievement critical in history ; and many unostentatious, secret

ervices rendered in the Master's name, under the influence of overpowering impulses,

more or less transient or permanent.
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I. The life is thereby consecrated and directed. A man is not at liberty to
follow his own private aims when the heavenly voice speaks thus within him. A
higher plane of life and action is thereby created. An unseen influence isolates and
consecrates him. This usually imparts greater definiteness to his conduct. H« doe«
not " beat the air."

II. The most difficult duties are in this faith rendered practicable. " If
God be for ns, who can be against us?" "All things are possible to them that
believe." The fatalists of history— Csesars and Napoleons—have left their mark and
proved the strens^th of a ruling idea. But this conviction is reasonable and of
infinite power. The greatest changes the world has seen have been wrought under
its influence—apostolic mission, reformation, missionary enterprise at home and
abroad, Sunday school origin and extension. And so in the tilings of the individual

life and private sphere.

III. Through its influence a present consolation and an eternal reward are
secured. Has God sent us? Then he will take note of our behaviour, and sustain

our flngging strength. Has God sent us ? our service cannot be for earthly gain.

He is our Master; and as he sends no man "a warfare at his own charges," so the
saint is sustained by the hope of the " crown of glory that fadeth not away."—M.

Ver. 17.

—

Askingfor a sign. The stranger said, Have not I sent thee? I will be
with thee. Gideon wanted a proof that he was one who had authority, «S:c., to use

such words. That he was a supernatural visitor he suspected ; he wanted to be
sure. But it was rather to ascertain the reality of his own heavenly calling, which at

first he could hardly believe. There was no other evidence open to him ; and he
asked the evidence peculiar to his epoch. He was altogether different therefore

from the Jews of Christ's time, who required a sign, but no sign would be given

them, save the sign of the prophet Jonas. They had signs enough already, but had
no spiritual perception.

I. This request arose not from want of faith, but from self-distrust. Might
not this all be a dream ? And who was he himself ? It is the doubt of a mind
suspicious of its own sanity, &c. All this argues a deep humility than which nothing

could fit him better for the work he has to do. God forgives a desire like this, and
answers it ; but doubts as to himself and his character, &c., are of another sort.

II. God encourages all true servants bt some token of his presence and help.

Moses at Horeb ; Paul in the temple in his trance—" Depart : for I will send thee

far hence unto the Gentiles " (Acts xxii. 21). Many lioly men have had such inward

urgings and impulses. And all earnest service is accompanied by tokens of the

Divine blessing. We are encouraged, therefore, to look for these signs. Their

absence ought to cause no concern. Theirnature will depend upon the kind of work
w© are doing.—M.

Vers. 18—21 .

—

The ngn—the present turned inU a Bocrifice. Tlie narrative speaks

for itself; it is a picture of Eastern hospitality. Gideon's sense of the extraordinary

nature of the visit expresses itself in his taking upon himself the duties of servant

as well as host, to keep it secret. As the angel said to Manoah, " I will not eat of

thy bread" (ch, xiii. 16), so the visitor betrays his true character as an angel of

Jehovah in abstaining from the food. Of the phrase "and they did eat" in Gen.

xviii. 8, the Targum gives the gloss, "they seemed to him to eat." Angels, not

having a corporeal nature, do not require mortal sustenance. But the most striking

incident in the narrative is the touching of the flesh and cakes with the angel's staff,

and their being consumed by fire from the rock. This circumstance betokened not

rejection of the gift, but its acceptance in a higher sense ; the present becomes •

acrifice.

I. All pest gifts are sacrificial. That which is given in order to a return;

from gratification of self-love, ostentation, vanity; from custom; or without any

real sense of loss, sacrifice, «&c., is not accounted great by generous minds, howeyar

intrinHieally precious it may be. As the eentimeiit enhimces the value of tlie gift,

even triflii g in oar eye«, lo that which has cost pain, effort, losn of loving hearts, i*
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•' above rubies." Personality often thwarts the purpose of a well-intended g^ft J

therefore it has often to be effaced ere the true end is attained.

II. How God oftensdeals thus with the gifts of his servants. It is not in a
few isolated miracles that this has taken place. The mode of procedure is a princij)la

of his kingdom, and is seen in every true life. 1. In carrying on a spiritual work to
unforeseen developments, and so that demands are made the agent did not at first

contemplate. Some kinds of spiritual effort are like sinking a shaft for a mine, the
ultimate expenditure of labour and means is not ascertainable. That which was
almost a pastime becomes a serious task. Consequences are evolved that call for
heroism and generous self-devotion. 2. Results which were aimed at in the first

instance are withheld, and the labourer has to continue steadfast amidst apparent
want of success. 3. The labour itself becomes dear, and enthusiiisra makes the
greatest efforts easy, and the heaviest burdens light. At first it is "our" work;
by-and-bye it is " God's " work. We lose ourselves in the presence of the " not
ourselves that maketh for righteousness," who accepts our feeble labours and turns
them towards infinite and inconceivable purposes.

III. What is subserved by this conversion. 1. It is educative. The subject of
it is being taught a nobler life. He is wooed gradually out of the narrow sliell of
self into the larger atmosphere and arena of Divine love. At first God provokes us
to the disinterested passion for himself, then he surprises us into litting expression of
it. The bridges of retreat are cut. 9.. Our vague intention is interpreted to our
spirits, and is set free. The alchemy of Divine love turns our dross into gold, our
water into wine. 3. The permanent utility of man's work is thereby secured. Like
the devotion of Christ, it receives an absolute worth in perfected sacrifice.—M,

Vers. 22—24.

—

Jehovah Shalom, or ^ritual forebodings stilled. The religious

experience of one is often of help to others. At all times has the commerce of man
with the unseen taken place ; it is a necessary element in his spiritual life. The test

of true religion is the sentiment thus awakened.
I. The natural fear of God, and its cause. The sentiment expressed by Gideon

a general one, but peculiar to Israelites. The Greek knew not this fear, because hia

conception of the nature of the gods was different. They were but as men, only
more glorious and powerful. To the Israelite God was the Supreme in holiness

and authority. Reverence for the character of God deepened into fear, because o|

the tradition that a visitation such as he now received meant death, either immediate
or near at hand, and because of the sense of sin. No man could see God and live.

We have the remnant and echoes of this belief still among us, in the fear of super-

natural appearances and intimations. It is the dread of the simple, absolute hoi inesi

and goodness of God, deepened by our sense of sinfulness. The culprit trembles in

presence of the judge. Had Israel rightly served God, this dread would have dis*

appeared. Were men's hearts right with him, they would welcome his presence and
prize his visitations.

II. The whisper of peace. It is a token of good-will. The terror which overcame
the strong man is allayed. Christ gives a deeper tranquillity. He fills the breast

with the sense of* spiritual reconciliation—" the peace of God which passeth all

understanding," And this is felt in the trial hours of life, and in the agony of dying.

It steadies and evens the spirit amidst the most affiicting circumstances. In conver-
sion the fear of the sinner under conviction is often intense. But who shall tell the
rapture when peace is found ?

, III. The memorial. How fitting that it should be commemorated, and by such a
symbol I The altar is the meeting-place of man and God. The monument. The
church. It told to others of an individual, secret transaction and experience. Here
was won a victory over self, a triumph of duty more signal than Maratlion, Baniiock-

biiri^ or Morgarten. It is well to tell men of God's mercies to us ; and this intimation

was an eloquent appeal to men to draw near and receive a like blessing.—M.

Vers. 11—14.

—

Diffidence. Gideon was a great and gifted man who distrusted hia

©wn powers, and was in danger of failing to follow his true vocation through modest
diflRdence. When the angel accosted him as a " mighty man of valour," tbe expre»-

judges. »
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Bion overwhelmed liim with astonishment. It came upon him as a new revelation.

While there are coTiceited persons who value themselves too_ highly, and aro over.

ready to undertake rash enterprises for which they are quite incompetent, there are

also good and able men like Gideon who are not aware of their own powers, and are

in danger of neglecting the high trusts God has committed to them from eelf-diBtrust

and modesty.
I. The grounds of diffidence. 1. Adversity. Gideon could not believe in the

presence of God and the possibility of relief for his country, because the troubles of

the time seemed to preclude all hope. We are tempted to distnist while the prospect

is dark. Yet God is often nearest to us when the distress is deepest. 2. The absence

of any sign of GocC s presence. Gideon saw no miracle, and he could not discern the

presence of God in less striking events. As sensationalism in religion is a dissipation

which unfits the soul for quiet, natural modes of worship, so the habit of depending

on marvels and prodigies for faith in Divine truth weakens the sense of the Divine

in the calm and orderly movements of nature and providence. 3. Lowly circum-

stances. Gideon considered himself the least important member of a poor and obscure

family (ver. 15). Possibly he was despised in the household for his retiring habits.

Men are often taken at their own estimate of themselves until their true character is

put to the test. A man's own relatives are sometimes the last to recognise his merits.

We are all more or less influenced by surrounding circumstances, and given too much
to judge b}' appearances.

II. The means for overcoming diffidence. 1. God knows his servants* true

nature and powers. He takes no note of outward appearances. Rank, richea or

poverty, family honour, count for little with him. He seeks out the right man
wherever he is to be found—at the threshing-floor, by the sheep-fold, in the fishing-

boat. God never calls any man to any task for which the man does not possess the

requisite talents. 2. God is with his servants when they are obeying his voice. He
never calls a man to a special task without giving him special grace to perform it.

If he commands his servant to undertake a difiicult mission, he is certain to go with

him and stand by him in the time of need. Difiidence comes from regarding self;

true confidence from looking away to God. So Moses was diffident as he thought of

his own weakness, but made brave to face Pharaoh by the assurance of God's presence

(Exod. iii. 11, 12); and Paul dared to stand alone before Caesar with confidence

because "the Lord stood with " him (2 Tim. iv. 17). 3. God sometimes uses special

means to confirm thefaith of his servants. Gideon asked for a sign, and it was given

him. To some no sign can be granted (Matt. xii. 39). If no special signs are granted

us now, we should remember (1 ) we are not called to Gideon's work, and (2) we are not

left in the religious obscurity of Gideon's age, but have the revelation of God in

Christ, the greatest of " signa."—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 26.—The same night, &a The iron

was hot ; it was time to strike. As regards

what follows, there are two ways of under-

standing the verse. One, that of the A.V.,
BU]iposes that only one bullock is spoken of,

and that " the young bullock " belonging to

Joash is further described as " even the

second bullock of seven years old ; " to

which it is objected that a bullock of seven
years old is not " a young bullock," " the

bullock of an ox," as tlie llebrcw ])lirase is,

and that there is no exj)lanation of the

meaning cf " the second bullock ;" and that

the Ibbryw manifestly describes two bul-

locks: (1) Joa.sh's young bullock, and (2) the

bullock of seven years old. The other

mippose^ two liullocks, and instead of even

kaa the more natural rendering and. The

only objection to this, by far the most
natural rendering, is that Gideon is not told

what to do with the first bullock. But it is

a simple explanation that the two bullocks
were used in the laborious work of demolish-
ing the altar of Baal, and removing the
earth and the stone to build the altar of the
Lord, and that when the work was finished

one of the bullocks—the seven-year-old

—

was sacrificed. For the grove see eh. iiL

7, note.

Ver. 26.—This rock. Rather, the keep oi

stroiigliiild of Ophrah, where also the liiRh

place was'; just as the temple was in the
stronghold of Zion, and the hold of the
housi' of Baal-Berith at Shechera was in

(he citadel of the jilace (ch. ix. 46). In tha
ordered place. The meaning of this phraM
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is unr^ertain. Tt may either be rendered rs

in the A. v., meaning on the levelled ^.ouud
ordered and prepared for the building of *^he

altar ; or it may more probal ^y be rer "ered

with the arranged material, L e. the stonea

which were laid in order at the bottom,

and the wood which was laid in order npon
the top of the altar (of. Gen. xxii. 9). T/ie

material may either refer to that taken from
the altar of Baal, v/hich had been thrown

down, and which was then ord'vcd to be

nsed in building the altar ^f the Lord, or

to its own arranged material or supers*, ue-

ture, the wood of the asherah.

Ver. 27.—Then, i. e. the next uirr'at. He
would have done it the next day ; but even
his father's household, as well as the men of

Ophvah generally, were so infected with the

idolatry of the times, that he was afraid of

being interrupted by violence.

Ver. 28.—The grove. See ver. 25. The
second bullock. There must be some special

meaning in this description, the second. Can
it refer to his place in the team, the young

bullock being the leader, th^ first, and the
seven-year-old the \s heeler, the second?

Ver. 29.—They said, Gideon hath, &c
No doubt one of the ten servants (ver. 27)
employed by him had spoken about it.

Ver. 31.—Stood against him. The words
describe their hostile, menacing, attitude,

clamouring to have Gideon brought out that

they might kill him. Will ye plead, &c.

T'->o emphasis is on the ye. Joash met and
silenced their pleading by threatening death

to any that should plead for Baal. Baal shall

plead for himself. Joash's courage was rising

under the influence of his son's brave deed.

Ver. 32.—Jerubbaal, L e. Jarov Baal, let

Bral plead. In ch. vii. 1 ; viii. 29, 35
;

ix. 1, &c., Jerubbaal is used as the synonym
of Gideon, just as in English history Cceur

dt Lion is used as a synonym for Eichard.

TL3 name /(SniWoaZ appears as Jeruhhesheth ;

besh'fh or boshcth, meaning shame, i. e. a

shameful idol, being substituted for Baal, as

in the name Ishbosheth, for Eskbaal (see

2 Sam. iL 8 ; 1 Chron. viiL 33).

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 25—32.

—

The action commenced. Idolatry was the evil which Israel hadi

done in the sight of the Lord. Idolatry was the sin which had brought upon Israel

the terrible Midianite servitude. The hour of deliverance had come, but it must be
the hour of repentance too. And repentance must be in deed, not in word. Baal must
be cast off before the Lord would go forth with their armies. The first blow in the

great contest that was coming on must be a blow struck against Baal-worship, and
then the Lord would strike a blow against Midian. And so we see the mighty man of

valour, who had been prepared for his work by his interview with the angel of the

Lord, and who was to sweep the Midianite locusts from off the soil of his beloved

country, commence his work as a bold religious reformer. How could he fight the

battles of Israel while the altar of Baal crowned the heights of his native city ? bow
could he call upon tlie Lord to help him while the shameful abomination stood up
to testify against his own flesh and blood? And so his action began with a deed as

bold as that of Luther when he burnt the Papal bull in the sight of all the people.

While men were asleep, little dreaming of what was about to happen, he rose from
his bed, called ten of his servants to him, and, marching straight up to the altar

of Baal, surrounded as it was with awe and superstition, he threw it down. He
cut down the statue or pillar of Ashtoreth, and before the morning light shone

upon Ophrah, the altar of Jeliovah was smoking with its whole burnt offering as

openly and as conspicuously as the altar of Baal had done. It was with amazement
that the men of the city saw the great altar of their god levelled to the ground, and

a new altar standing in the sacred inclosure. But Gideon nearly paid for his holy

boldness with his life, and his great work was well-nigh nipped in the bud ; for

when it transpired that he had thrown down the altar, tliere arose a cry for his blood.

The angry idolaters surrounded the house of Joash, and demanded that Gideon should

be brought out to them, that they might slay him and avenge the insult done to their

god. It Avas a critical moment, and Gideon's life hung upon a thread. But God had
a work for him to do, just as he had for Peter when Herod put him in prison and
Boiigh^to kill him. and so he was not suffered to fall into their hands. His father's

happy" word, Let Baal plead for himself, was caught up by the people, and all

thoughts of punishing Gideon seem to have gone out like a candle before a puff of

wind. He was now free to pursue his great enterprise. But here we may pause for

% moment to read some great lessons to ourselves. We dare not enter upon anif

t2
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wnrk for Gr>d vhih mii/ known sin is casting its deadly shade vpon its. Are yoa
Fft-kiMf,' lu do Kjiiieiliing for God ? begin by plucking out tlie riglit eye tliat offends,
by ilii owing down the altar of the false god within you. Lay the axe to tlie root of
the tree, and at any risk or cost clear yourself of complicity with sin. Then you
may begin your work. Again, be bold in a right cause; do not quail before risk
and danger, because no great work was ever done without it; and if our work is of
God, dangers will fade away before his Almighty help. God can brush away the
difticulties and hindrances that threaten us, like cobwebs. Again, remember" that
nothing creates enthusiasm and attracts companions so much as courage and dating.
The timid may work single-handed all their lives ; but a leader "bold and brave"
never lacks followers. There is excitement in bold action, and courage commnnda
confidence. Beyond a doubt "the boldness of Peter and John" (Actsiv. 13) was
one of the things that helped to build tip the Church in those days of danger and
persecution. St. Paul's unflinching courage in the face of Jews and Gentiles was a
great power in bis missionary work. The fearless attitude of Luther and of the
English Eeformerfl before all the power of Pope and priests and the civil sword
breathed a spirit of untameable resolution into the hearts of their followers. And so it

always has been, and always will be. Boldness of action si)ringing from deep con-
yiction of truth is the surest presage of success. Let us learn to be courageous
in ever}' good thing

; not flinching from dangers, or shirking consequences, or hang-
ing back in cowardly delay, when once our judgment is clear of what is right to be
done. Then may we hope to lead others and to stir up matiy to help in the good
cause of truth and righteousness. Enthusiasm, decision, and courage, coupled with
a sound mind, are among the great wants of our day.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa
Vers. 25—30.^

—

The first work. The training of Gideon has now fairly com-
menced, and it is not allowed to lag. There is no interval between command and
execution. The growth of Gideon's spiritual character is gradual, and there is a
beautiful fitness in each step ; but it is also rapid and decisive.

I. It 18 A RELIGIOUS WORK OF INDIVIDUAL AND NATIONAL- CONSEQUENCE. An idola-
trous altar to be razed, an altar to the true God to be reared. The plan of the altar

of Baal was different from that of the altar of Jehovah, and could not be mistaken
for it. The whole neighbourhood knew. How many such substitutions are taking
place every day—the symbol of wickedness and unbelief giving place to that of
faith.

^
Our works are our true words to men. Much of the Christian religion con-

eists in witnessing. There cannot be too marked a contrast, if it be real. A
religious revolution of the most radical description took place. The whole question
of religion was once more raised, and settled otherwise.

II. It was a complete work. Not only destruction, but construction ; negative
and positive. All true witnessing should be such. Negative criticism merely is

mischievous. It is not enough to declare ourselves by abstention and inaction, or
by rebuke and captious judgment ; we must do the works of God. We must build
as well as destroy.

III. It was a test of his sincerity. 1. It committed Gideon. There could
be no drawing back. It was a challenge to the whole peoi^le. The hill-top was
Been from afar. 2. It required energy. No slight task even as a manual labour.
Organisation, leadership, vigorous and timely ellort were necessary. 3. Courage
was demanded. A new beginning, a great reform, had to be made. Difficult to
take the initiative. Many reasons could have been found for conformity to estab-
litihed usages. The most rancorous hatred would be at once aroused. Only high
faith and clear, Heaven-informed purpose could have secured his success.

III. It was a personal, immediate, and domestic work. Joash, infirm as hiB
faith in Baal was, was responsible for the erection and maintenance of the altar of
Baal. The worHJiip was popular, and he patronised it. That had to be publicly
retracted. How near at hand was the field of Gideon's iirst work 1 His own life had to
be openly changed ; his home had to witness his zeal for God. There are many
who profess to be at a loss for something by which to testify theii love for God and
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riglitoousnes*'. Let them do righteonsly, love mercy, and walk humbly before God,
aTid there will soon be disturbance and persecution. Our own homes are to be the

scenes of our first obedience. What have we done there? And although, apparently,

a day intervened between the vision and the work of demolition, yet no time was lost.

The first fitting opportunity is sought and utilised, and the interval is occupied with
the necessary preparations. So God expects prompt obedience fiom all his children.

The smoke of that new altar—how much it signified I Are we yet his ? Let ns lose

no time in giving our hearts to him. What is our record ? Let our deeds speak for

ns. Time is short.—M.

Vers. 29, 30.— Who hath done this thing? A frequent inquiry. A natural

curiosity—to trace up to causes ; a religious rancour—to visit punishment upon th«
author.

I. The world takes note of the actions and lives of the righteous. The
effects of religion are ever an astonishment, a delight or a vexation. There is some-
thing in them that piques curiosity and rouses interest. Men tried to explain

Christ. Eeligious questions ever the most keenly discussed.

II. The reason of this is in the vital niPORTANXE OF THE QrESTTONS INVOLVED.
Temporal convenience and interests are compromised. The craftsmen of Ephesus.
Life and death eternal depend upon our conduct here. Christians are a reproof to

the unfruitful works of darkness.

III. It is WELL WHEN OUR DEEDS ARE INQUIRED ABOUT THAT THEY SHOULD BB
GOOD, AND NOT EVIL. The detective usually tracks the criminal. How much better

BO to act that we shall not fear when men discover our works. So act that when
revelation comes " they may be ashamed who falsely accuse our good conversation

in Christ." To our own Master we stand or fall. In that day we shall not heed
the judgments of men.—M.

Vers. 31, 32.

—

Jeruhhaal, or, Is an idol anything 1 How mighty the work was
Gideon had wrought at once appeared from its effects. His father is won over, and
80 argues for him that the Abi-ezrites are first silenced, and then converted. The
nickname of Gideon showed the process of the change.

I. The GRAND ARGUMENT AGAINST IDOLATRY. Isaiah (ch. xHv.) expresses the

contempt of the true Israelite for idols. But no one has formulated the argument
better than Joash. It is as forcible to-day in India and Africa as in the days of

Gideon. The same is true of the world-powers and principles idols represent.

II. The LIVING WITNESS TO THE FORCE OF THIS ARGUMENT. No monument COuld

equal himself. It w^as an instance of a man against a god—yea, against all the gods
of heathenism. A heathen convert is such a witness. And the heroes of faith are

the grand arguments against the evil principles and influences they overthrew and
survived. The gospel reveals an extended view of the same question, beyond death
and the grave ;

" Fear not them which kill the body," &c.—M.

Vers. 25, 26.

—

Gideon the iconoclast. I. Reformation must precede deliver-
ance. As the prophet of repentance appeared before Gideon the deliverer, so even
Gideon did not undertake the work of fighting the Midianites until he had first

effected a religious reformation among his own people. It is vain to treat symptoms
when the radical seat of a disease is untouched. Spiritual apostasy had brought on
Israel national humiliation. The distress could not be safely relieved till the sin waa
destroyed. God will not deliver us from the trouble into which sin has brought ua
before we begin to turn from the wicked course which made the trouble a necessary
fhastisement. It is true that under the gospel we are not made to wait for the
return of Divine favour until all sin is destroyed. On the contrary, it is one great
chaja(j^eristic of this new dispensation of mercy that restoration to the favour of
trod does not wait for, but precedes, and is the chief cause of, a perfect reformation
of life. Nevertheless, (1) this is only possible after repentance, which is the turn-

ing from sin in desire, and (2) when accompanied by faith in Christ a" both
llaeter and Saviour, which implies submission to his will, and carries the propheoj
of a new life inseparably connected with the spiritual fruita of faith (Acts iii. 26).
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II. REF0R>fATTON' BEGINS WITH THE DESTRrCTIOV OF EVIL. GideOTl's first work

is to destroy the altar ard idol of false worship. To wrench out the stones of the

massive altar of Baal and tear up the " Asherah" was no easy work; yet it woa

necessary. It is pleasant to prophesy smooth things, and we should prefer to trust

entirely to the power of light to dispel the darkness, of life to overcome death, of

the gospel of peace to supplant all forms of evil. But it is rot possible to succeed

by this means alone. Evil must be exposed, challenged, resisted, overthrown. Sip

must be rebuked ; wrong practices must be directly thwarted and frustrated. This

implies aggressive action on the part of the Church, and long, arduous, united efforts

to throw down the great structures of sinful institutions, and uproot inveterate

hp.hits of vice and crime. Intemperance, commercial dishonesty, religious hypocrisy,

&c., must be directly met and fought by practical agencies suited 'o cope with the

Btrength and size of great national sins.

III. Reformation is kot complete without thk successful e?i ablishment of

A NEW AND better ORDER. Gideon's reforming work is not complete when he has

thrown down the emblems and instruments of idolatry. This is but half his work.

He must next erect an altar to the true God and sacrifice thereon. The danger of

everj' attempted reformation is lest it should stay with the work of destruction—lest

the iconoclast should not be also a reformer. It is more easy to throw down than to

rebuild. The passions of the destroyer are not always joined to the patient, calm

wisdom and energy of the renovator. Yet it is vain to cast out the evil spirit unless

we fill the place of it with a better spirit (Matt, xil 43—45). Mere negative Protest-

antism, negative temperarce, negative anti-war movements are likely to lead to

abortive issues unless they nre supplemerted by iifluences which promote and

establish positive good. Coiiviction of sin must be followed by tlie creation of •

new heart if the future life is to be pure (Ps. li. 10).—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 83.—The Midianltea, kc. See ver. 3,

note. The valley of Jezreel. Tatlier, f/<<

plain, " the gieai piam of Esdiaelon," as the

Eook of Jumth styles it (Judith L 8 ; see

ch. iv. 13. note). The great plain of Jezreel,

or Esdraelon (which is the Greek form of the

name), through which the Kishon flows, ia

tight hours in length from east to west, and five

hours (twelve miles) in breadth from north

to south. It is described as " a very exten-

aive and fertile plain shut in between the

mountain ranges of Samaria and Mount
Carmel on the south, and of Galilee on the

north," uid extending from the Mediterra-

nean at the Gulf of Caij>ha, or Saipha, to the

valley of the Jordan. The access to it from

the fords of Jordan in the neighl-onrhood of

Bethshan (or Beishan, called by the Greeks

Sq/thopolis) made it the natural place for

invasion by the wild tril es east of Jordan,

as it is to this day. Particular parts of this

great plain are called "the valley of Me-
piddo' and " the plain of Samaria." For a

full account of the plain of Esdraelon see

Stanley, 'Sinai and Palestine,' ch. ix. Went
over, i. «. crossed the Jordan. It aj^pears

from vera. 3—5 that these invasions were
repeated at certain seasons. "When they had
plundered all they could get, and eaten up all

the produce of the land, tliey would go back

for a while to their own country east of Jor-

dan, and then return again. Bo they did

now, but they met with a different reception

this time.

Ver. 34.—The Spirit of the Lord, kc. See

ch. iii. 10 ; li. 29 ; siii. 25 ; xiv. 6, 19 ; d.

Isa. li. 2 ; Ixi. 1 ; John xx. 22 ; Acts xiii. 2 ;

XX. 28 ; and 1 Cor. xiL 4. Abi-ezer. Hie
own family (ver. 11 ; see Josh. xvii. 2).

In Is^umb. xxvi 30 the name appears SM

Jteztr, by a very defective transliteration—

Aiezer represents the Hebrew letters. The h

has probably fallen out by accident. Here we
have the immediate fruit of Gideon's darins

in the cause of God. The whole family (3

Abi-ezer. numbering probably thousands,

sprang to his side.

Ver. S5.—He sent messengers, kc. Ma«
nasseh, Asher, Zebulun, aud Kaphtali were

the adjacent tribes—Manasseh (t. «. the half

tribe of Manasseh, west of Jordan) on the

south, Asher on the west, and Zebulun and
^'aIhtali on the north. Three of these

wt-re the very tribes who had fought under
Barak, and it is pleasing to see Asher now
joined with them instead of abiding in his

breaches. This i-eady compliance with tlie

call was the consequence of the Sp'rit of the

Ix)rd Wng upon Gideon. Came ap. N«
doubt Gideon was encamped upon oi.e of the

Eoutheni hills that overlooked theiil."irn, pro
bably Gilboa, just as Barak was on Mount
Tabor (see ch. viii. 8—12). To meet tkMk
i. «. Gideon and the Abi-e<rit«a.
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Ver. 36.—If thon wilt save, &c. There
is something touching in Gideon's diffidence

of himself, even now that he found himself

at the head of a Large force. The thought
that he was " the least in his father's house "

seems still to possess him, and he can hardly
believe it possible that he is to save Israel.

In his humility he craves a sign that he la

indeed chosen and called.

Vers. 37—40.— It is difficult to guess what
led to this somewhat quaint sign which
Gideon asked. Possibly the dews were usually

heavy upon the hill of Gilead (ch. vii 8,

note) where Gideon was encamped, as they
seem to have been on Mount Gilboa (2 Sam.
i. 21) and on Hermon (Ps. czxxiii. 3), and
sheep-skins may have been a common pro-

tection against the cold nights, as in Afghan-
istan ; and he may have noticed how often

in the morning both the skin that covered
him, and the ground, around, was wet with
the heavy dew. And this may have sug-

gested the double test, by which his faith

was, through God's condescending mercy,
confirmed and established.

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 33—40.

—

The Divine tide of human history. This section reveals an
extraordinary change in the whole aspect of things in IsraeL At the beginning
of the chapter we see the people utterly cowed before their enemies, skulking in
caves and dens and hiding-places, while their insolent masters take possession
of their land, their food, their substance, and all that they had. For seven yean
had this state of things endured. It had become a matter of course that, when
the season came, the Midianites and their allies should swarm across the Jordan,
cover the land, devour everything, stay as long as they pleased, and then return
unresisted to their own country. But at the close of the chapter a change, like

the sudden melting of the snow in the spring, has taken place. There are

indeed the same Midianite hosts, " like grasshoppers for multitude, and their

camels without number, as the sand by the sea side for multitude" (ch. vii. 12);
there are the same kings in all their pride of power, and the same princes as greedy
as ravens for their prey, and as hungry as wolves in pursuit of the spoil (ch. vii. 25,
note). But when they have reached the well-known plain of Jezreel, instead of
tame submission, instead of the frightened people running like rabbits to their holes,

they find a naticffi in arms. Manasseh was up and in the field ; Naphtali and Zebulun
had flocked armed to the national standard ; Asher had answered the call of the

trumpet ; and 32,000 men were at the feet of their leader. Instead of running,

hiding, and yielding, there was arming, and combining, and defiance throughout the

land. Now what was the cause of this great change ? The respective numbers of

the Midianites and Israelites were the same, the respective qualities of the nations

were the same, the shape of the ground was the same, the resources of the two peoples

were the same ; whence the difference ? The difference lay in the motive power of

the will of God. Before, his will was to give Israel up into the hands of Midian to

punish their idolatry ; now, his will was to deliver them on their true repentance.

It is just the lesson taught by the prophet Isaiah in the sublime message which he
delivered to Sennacherib :

" Hast thou not heard long ago, how I have done it ; and of

ancient times, that I have formed it? now have I brought it to pass that tliou

shouldest be to lay waste fenced cities into ruinous heaps. Therefore their inhabit-

ants were of small power, they were dismayed and confounded: they were as the

grass of the field, and as the green herb, as the grass on the house-tops, and as com
blasted before it be grown up." What regulates the world is the motive power of

the will of God acting upon and through the wills and the capacities of men. There
are in the men virtue, courage, sagacity, ability, prudence, wisdom, counsel, on the

one hand ; or meanness, cowardice, blindness, weakness, rashness, folly, inconseqaence,

on the other ; and these qualities have each their own proper force and momentum

;

but it is the will of God which gives to them their direction and their results. It is

to fee ftoted too that God in his providence raises the instruments and gives the

qualities which are to accomplish his will. As was observed before, God's agents «ra

reasonable men, and it is by their great qualities that they accomplish the work
committed to them. But who gives them those great qualities ? How came Abraham,
»nd Joseph, and Moses, and Samuel, and David, and Judas Maccabeus to appear on
the world's stage just when they did? It is very true that Abraham's faith, an#
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Joseph's prudence, and the wisdom of Moses, and the integrity of Samuel, and thfl

heroism of David and Judas accomplished those great results at critical moments in

tlieir country's history which have made their names famous for ever. And if wa
are looking at events on tlieir human side, it is quite true to say that Abraham founded
the Hebrew race, and that David founded the Jewish monarchy, and Judas rescued

his country from destruction. But it is of supreme importance, if we would see God
in history, and in the history of our own times in particular, to recognise in the sages,

and heroes, and reformers, and also in the philosophers, and discoverers, and inventors,

whose several labours have changed the aspect of the world at particular epochs,

God's special instruments sent for that very thing ; and to recognise in the changes
brought about, not merely the action of those instruments, but the results of the will

of God. As long as God is pleased to preserve a nation in greatness and power, he
continues to raise up among them warriors, divines, men of genius, and statesmen.

When the set time of decadence is come there arise no great men among them ; their

mighty men become as women (Jer, li. 30), and counsel perishes from the wise

(ibid, xviii. 18). In applying these truths to our own Church and country it behoves

ns to remember that we owe all our own national prosperity, both in spiritual and
temporal things, to the undeserved mercy of God ; that the continuance of that pros-

perity depends upon the continuance of his favour ; and that the only way by which
to preserve that favour is to walk in righteousness and godliness. Unless God wills

to maintain our power and greatness among the nations, all the courage and policy

In the world will not suffice to do so ; and even courage and policy may cease to

grow among us. The example of Gideon further teaches us that boldness on God's
Bide is the prelude of triumph over foes, and that what makes leaders of the right

tamp is their investiture by the Holy Spirit of God,

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 33—40.

—

The crisis and the confirmcUion. Gideon's first task demanded
moral ratlier than physical courage. It was restricted in its sphere. It witnessed to

the principle that sin must be removed ere national or individual calamities can be
permanently cnred, or God's help vouchsafed. The stage now clears for the larger

life and wider influence.

I. The enemy presents himself in sudden, overwhelming fobcb. A remark-

able juncture. Esdraelon, the battle-field of Canaan. Here thrones and kingdoms
had been lost and won. To the heart of flesh it would have been the death-knell

of hope. There was no proportion between the extent of his possible preparation

and the magnitude of the crisis. Many would have advised a policy of temporizing'

inaction. To the sent of God the circumstances pointed all the other way. Elijah

at Horeb. Paul at Athens. The Son of man longing for his " hour." Are you in a

minority ; the only Christian in your office ; with everything to discourage and tempt

you? ''Let not your heart be troubled." Outward difficulties are balanced and
overpowered by spiritual reinforcements. " The Spirit of the Lord came upon him."

II. Gideon's summons to arms meets with unexpected success. " He blew a

trumpet," t. c he used the means. But probably he did not expect anything like the

result. He was touching chords that vibrated in unforeseen directions. He didn't

know the moral power he had acquired by his first work. We never can gaiige the

extent of our moral influence. Jenibbaal is the magnet. Strong in God. in himself,

at home, throughout the nation. We are all guilty herein; we think God's people

fewer and worse than they are. How much one steadfast, heroic soul can effect

;

how many others he can fire with entliusiasm and endue with courage by his example
and actions

!

III. SuDnEN SUCCESS occasions humit.ity and doubt. Clearly this man is not as

others. He becomos strong against odds and vast oppositions, weak and hesitating

when all goes well. Adversity and dilTicMlty are plainer in their problems to the

spiritual man than prosperity. But peihnps it was the quality of his soldiery he mis-

truHted. They did not seem of the right sf ufT for a duel d outrance. Perhaps ths

ery suddenness of his power terrified him.

IV. Hi SEEKS roB wisdom and confirmation or the heavbnlt oeaok. 1. Pnh
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hahly the very scene of his first vision. Association helps an imaginative spirit.

Spiritual associations are mightiest. 2. He proposes a sign that shall reveal his duty.

Under ordinary circumstances this is dangerous and misleading. But the whole

background of Gideon's career is miraculous, and he had a warrant to expect

miracles. We have a complete revelation and a Divine example. The dew abundant

in Canaan ; the wetting of the fleece a rustic idea. The doubt is then suggested,

What if all this be natural ? Therefore—3. The proof is reversed. As in experimental

Bcience the test of variations is employed, so here in spiritual divination. God ac-

commodates himself to our weakness that he may vanquish it. Henceforth the path is

clear and his mind is made up. Have we done all that conscience and revelatioa

have made plain and obligatory? Have we gone to the Divine footstool for the

wisdom and strength we required ?—M.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VII.

Ver. 1.—JembbaaL The mention of thia

name seems intended to keep before our

minds that it is emphatically the servant of

the Lord who is going forth to victory. The
well of Harod, L e. of trembling, so' called,

no doubt, from the incident recorded in ver.

3, that every one who was a/raid (Hebrew,
hared) departed from Mount Gilead. The
well of Harod is not mentioned elsewhere,

though two of David's mighty men are

called Harodites (2 Sam. xxiii. 25) ; but it is

thought to be identical with "the fountain

,
which is in Jezreel " (1 Sam. xxix. 1), on the

slope of Mount Gilboa, and now called Ain
Jdhlood, the spring of Goliah. On the north
side, &c, Gideon and his Abi-ezrites were
naturally on the south side of the plain, on
the hill, apparently Mount Gilboa, which
there shuts in the plain. The Midianite host
was encamped to the north of him (so it is

in the Hebrew), in the valley, t. e. the plain

of Jezreel (ch. vi. 33, note). By the hill of
Moreh. Nowhere else mentioned

; probably
only a hillock, of which there are many in

that part of the plain.

Ver. 2.—And the Lord said, &c. It must
be remembered that this whole movement
was essentially a religious one. It began
with prayer (ch. vi 6, 7), it was followed up
by repentance (ch. vi. 27, 28), and the great

purpose of it was to turn the hearts of the
nation back to the God of their fathers.

The Lord himself, therefore, graciously for-

warded this end by making it plain that the
deliverance from their oppression was his

woik, and his only. For the general senti-

ment compare Deut. viii. 10—18 ; Ps. xliv.

8—8 ; Zeeh. iii. 6, &c.
Ver. ^ — Depart early. The Hebrew

word so rendered only occurs here. Its

exact meaning is uncertain, but the old
versions generally give the meaning of " de-
part," " go back." Some, with much proba-
lihty, connect the word with the Hebrew
i»r a sparrow, and give the .sense of " fly«

ing," i. «. retnmins In haate. The sense ef
" early " expressed in the A. V. does not
seem to be any part of the meaning of the

word. See Deut. xx. 8 for the form of the

proclamation. From Mount Gilead. These
words cannot be explained with certainty.

The conjectures are—1. That there may have
been a Mount Gilead on the western side of

Jordan, on which Gideon's army was en-

camped, though it is not elsewhere men-
tioned. 2. That Gilead ia a transcriber's

error for Gilboa, which only differs by one
letter in Hebrew. It is pretty certaiu that

Gideon was encamped on Mount Gilboa.

3. That the phrase was the formula used by
the whole tribe of Manasseh, on the west aa

well as on the east of Jordan, although pro-

perly applying only to those on the east 4.

Some (reading inalier, in haste, for m^har,
from the mount) render " let him return in

haste to GUead," i. e. to his home.
Vers. 5, 6.— The water, viz., of the well or

spring of Harod. That lappeth, &c. It

showed a much more soldierly and self-

controlled spirit just to quench the thirst by
lapping the water out of the palm of the

hand, than to kneel do^vn and drink without
stint out of the spring itself. The Lord saw
the difference of character indicated by the

two actions, and chose his instruments ao-

cordingly.

Ver. 7. — By the three hundred, &c.

Compare the saying of Jonathan, " There is

no restraint to the Lord to save by many or

by few" (1 Sam. xiv. 6). The same principlet

which run through the choice of God's instiu-

ments on other occasions appear here. The
instruments are to be such in quality or in

quantity as to make it quite manifest that

the excellency of the power is God's, not
man's ; and yet the instruments themselves

are to be conspicuous for their rare excel-

lence. The shepherd boy who sat on the

throne of Israel was manifestly made to sit

on that throne by the appointment of God;
but what a ruler, what a noble character

David was I It has always been deem«d oa*
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9t the proofs of the Divine origin of Christi-

anity that its apostles were men of such

humble station, and yet were able to change
the whole religiou and morality of the world

;

and yet what noble stutf Peter and John and
Paul were made of I And so here the over-

throw of the hosts of Midian by three

hundred Israelites was manifestly the effect

of the power of God fighting on their behalf.

But yet what marvellous heroism was there

in those three hundred ! what strength of

purpose, what iron-firmness of nerve, to see

above thirty thousand of their comrades
leave them in the face of the myriads of

their foes ; to remain quietly at their post,

and, when the time came, to leave their camp
and pour down into the plain. Their self-

possession and self-restraint and absence of

self-indulgence in the matter of the watej
was a true index of the unequalled qualities

which they displayed in the sequel.

Ver 8.—So the people took, &c. It ia

almost certain that the passage ought to be
rendered, " And they took the victuals of th»
people in their hands, and their trumpets,"
I. e. the three hundred took or borrowed
what provisions they needed for a few days,
and the trumpets, which were to play an
important part in the stratagem, from the
people who were about to return to their

homes. And the host of Midian, &c. The
writer repeats this to give a perfect picture

of the situation. The whole army returned
to their homes ; the three hundred alone
with Gideon in the camp ; the Midianite hoet

in the plain beneath.

HOMILETIOS.

Vers. 1—8.

—

Tlie sifting. When we consider the extraordinary reduction of
Gideon's army from 32,000 to 300 by a process of winnowing, not merely as an
isolated fact, but as a portion of the instruction of God's word, we are at once struck
with its analogy, in principle, to other broad teachings of the same Scriptures. Let
ue first consider the case before us, and then compare with it the analogies to which
we allude.

I. In a great emergency, at the call of Gideon, 32,000 men with much apparent
devotion flocked to his standard. Leaving their homes and their families and their

substance, they came forward willingly to meet danger and to endure hardship. To
all outward appearance they were all animated by the same spirit, and might alike be
credited with a resolution to die for their country and for their faith. But by and
by a test was proposed :

" Whoever is fearful and afraid, let him return and depart
;

"

and forthwith more than two-thirds of that band shrank from the undertaking. Their
hearta failed them; they thought of their homes left unprotected, they thought of the
dreadful Midiaiiites and Ainalekites and children of the East, bo numerous, so fierce,

and so irresistible ; their faith in God was a dead letter ; the shame of deserting their

comrades was not sufficient to restrain them ; they left the camp and retufned, 22,000
in number, to their own homes. But 10,000 remained true to the cause. These faced
the danger and stood firm. Another test was then proposed, which should go much
deeper, and sift the very choicest spirits from those of more ordinary mould. Of
the 10,000 that remained, only 300 were found whose rigid self-denial, and stern self-

discipline, and self-possessed presence of mind, showed them to be of that stamp
which was necessary for a hazardous undertaking requiring boldness, endurance.
Watchfulness, and perseverance to insure success. And these 300 elect were accord-

ingly retained to do the work alone ; and they did it.

II. Now this is in accordance with the analogies both of nature and of Holy
Scripture. Take the creation of mankind viewed as intended to glorify God by the
proper exercise of the splendid gifts bestowed upon them. Sift them first through a
coarse sieve which will only separate the grossly wicked and ungodly, and yet
what a large number will thus be found lo come short of the purpose for which they
were created. If all the irreligious, all the evil livers, all the impure and violent and
unjust among mankind, stand separate, what a cumpnratively small number will remain
who seem true to the end of their being, even in outward api)earance and in the
rough ! But if we go on further to sift with a finer sieve, so as to srparate the careless,

and the selfish, and the worldly, and the hypocrites, and the hikewarn;, and so on,

and so as to isolate the true saints of God, the little flock, the faithful followers of

the L:inib, those wlio shall shine as the sun in the kingdom of their Father, and be
to him for a name and a praise, alas, how will the number bo reduced I Apply the
tame method to Israel. The seed of Ahrahara were separated from the rest of man-
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kind to be God's peculiar people, to fulfil a special purpose in the world as witnessei

for God's unity and truth. But, as St. Paul teaches us, " they are not all Israel, which
are of Israel : neither, because they are the seed of Abraham, are they all children :

but, In Isaac shall thy seed be called." There be many called but few chosen. There
were the multitude, a disobedient and gainsaying people ; and there was th*

remnant according to the election of grace, who believed the gospel, and who trusted

in the promised Messiah and obeyed his voice. Or take the parable of the sower.

One lot of seed falls by the wayside, and the fowls of the air devour it ; another lot

falls on the rock, and is soon burnt up by the scorching sun ; a third is choked by
the thorns, and brings no fruit to perfection ; it is only one quarter of the seed sown
that falls on good ground, and brings forth fruit with patience. Any one looking at

the whole sample would have thought it all destined to be fiuitful ; but lo 1 only one
fourth part comes to anything.

Now it is important to note this:—1. With a view to ourselves, that we may sift

ourselves before any winnotoing of God comes unatvares u2)on us. There are statea

of the world, or states of society, or conditions of outward circumstances, when the

grain and the chaff, the wheat and the tares, the good fish and the bad, all pass
muster, and there is no marked difference between them. Gideon's 32,000 all pass

for good men and true. There come changes of circumstances, there comes a win-
nowing of God, events and situations which try men, which test their character,

which put their faith, their integrity, their sincerity, their conscientiousness, their

principles, to the proof, and presently of the 32 000 only 300 stand firm. Now it is

a matter of infinite moment that we should examine our own selves and prove our

own selves before such a sifting takes place. Just as workmen try the strength of

the iron which is to support a certain weight, and do not leave it to chance whether

it shall be found strong enough or not, so ought we carefully to try our own religious

principles, whether they are of a kind that will stand the day of temptation, or of

the kind that will break down. It is not enough to come to the front like Gideon's

thousands for a moment ; are we prepared to stick to our post like Gideon's 300 in

the day of conflict and danger? It is not enough to be on the Christian side with

the world's multitude for a time ; we want that strength and perseverance which will

secure our standing with the few when the multitudes fall away. It is important

—

2. To notice this lesson of sifting with a view to forming a correct estimate of the

probable issues of events. Look at any number of men engaged in any work, secular

or religious, that requires steadfastness, tenacity of purpose, fixedness of principle,

fortitude to brave danger and meet dilficulties, and the probability is that only a

small proportion of them will go through with what they have begun. Faint-heart-

edness, weariness, fickleness, inconstancy, and clashing considerations, will stop the

many midway, and the work, if accomplished at all, will be the work of the few.

Especially in work done for our Lord Jesus Christ, for the advancement of his king-

dom and for the good of his Church, we must look to the few. The men of prayer,

the men of earnest faith, the cross-bearing men, the men whose conversation is in

heaven, and who are waiting for Christ, are the handful ; but they are the men who
will fight the real battle, and who, by grace, will win the real victory.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1—8.

—

Divinely-ordained tests. What a contrast the present position of

Gideon as Israel's leader, within a few hundred yards of the dreaded foe, from that

in which we first find him, threshing wheat in the wine-press secretly 1 Thus far

has the Lord brought him, but much has to be done ere the soldiery he has shall

be rendered efficient. Both leader and men nave to pass through an ordeal such as

must try them to the utmost. Not yet is the onset to be made that shall deiini-

tively* retrieve the fortunes of Israel. Truly God's thoughts are not as men's
thoughts. Everything is in apparent readiness, but delay is observed, and two
mysterious tests are enjoined.

I. The design of these tests. Although they must have seemed arbitrary, if

not capricious, to many concerned, there is evidently " method in the madness." A
partial explanation is given in the words, "The people tliat are with thee are too
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many for me to give the Midianites into their hands, lest Israel vaunt them sel vet

against me, saying, Mine ovm hand hath saved me." The tests are meant, there-

fore—1. To check the unbelief and self-conceit of men. The vast raultitiule ia

reduced to a few that men may give the praise to God, and his power be manilVst.

It is easy to siipjiose that such a tendency would show itself amongst the miscellaneoiia

crowd. God could do the work by " many or by few," and it was well for them all to

know it. 2. To secure efficiency. This would consist, first, in the tried courage and

discipline of those who reniainocl ; and, secondly, in their faith and inspiration.

II. Their adaptation to vhis design. By the adoption of the first expedient we
are liot to suppose that so many as left were lacking in ordinary courage. But they

were not all heroes, and it was the heroic spirit that was needed. The anxioub, irre-

solute, and timid were got rid of, and those who remained were men in earnest. The
second test revealed the presence or absence of rarer qualities. This seems to

be its rationale : the Israelites were close to the camp of the Midianites, who must

have been watching the singular manoeuvres of their foes. The water where they

drank must have been within easy reach for a demonstration, but they remained

inactive. This created carelessness, a spirit of bravado in most. When they came to

the water, therefore, they thought only of their thirst, and either forgot or despised

the enemy. Flinging themselves down, they abandoned themselves to the luxury of

quenching their thirst, and by tlieir attitude exposed themselves to surprise and panic.

But the three hundred stood up whilst drinking, and so had to lap. In this way
they kept themselves alert, and showed that duty, not self-indulgence, was upper-

most in their minds. It is the combination of prudence and self-denial with courage

which is the most valuable thing in a soldier. The soldiers so tried are kept for the

special effort, and the others who had not gone away are held in reserve to follow up

the first blow struck. But over and above the special aim of each test, there was a

discipline in the compulsory waiting and observing all that they involved—the loss of

time, the trial of temper by apparent folly and arbitrariness, and the insignificant

handful surviving the tests. So were Israel and its leader prepared. Is not all this like

the discipline of life ? God is so dealing with his children. The revelation and

guardiansliip of great truths are committed only to the tried few ; the signal move-

ments and heroic duties of his kingdom are the care of elect souls, who when tested

have been found true. The qualities requisite for a critical movement in a campaign

•re just those most valuable in life—faith in the leader, dauntless courage, superiority

to self-indulgence, and constant prudence. We are to endure hardness as good

Boldiers of Jesus Christ. We know not what faults have to be corrected, what high

service lies before ub.—M.

Ver. 2.—" Mine own hand hath saved me." Nothing more impressive than the

secrecy observed by God in bringing on his kingdom. He is not lavish of signs and

wonders. Sufficient for the occasion, and no more. Not always asserting himself.

So unobtrusive, that vain and empty minds are ready to conclude him non-existent

or inoperative. " Verily thou art a God that hidest thyself, God of Israel, the

Saviour." The place of God at the beginnings of things—the springs and roots

;

and the spiritu.'.l nature of God accounts for much of this. He loves to work by

despised instruments and obscure agencies. " Thy gentleness hath made me great."

L How PRONE THE NATURAL MIND IS TO THIS IMPRESSION. Israel, as here stated,

was constantly imagining it. The moral systems, ancient and modern, social and

political nostrums and panaceas, of men show this. The glorification of courage^

intfllff;tual gifts, material resources.

II. Its mischievous effects. Egotism ; materialism ; intellectual and moral pride.

" For they being ignorant of God's righteousness, and going about to establish their

own righteousness, have not submitted themselves unto the righteousness of God "

(Rum. X. 3). " Ye will not come to me, that ye might have life " (John v. 40).

III. Proofs that man cannot be his own saviour. 1. The miraculous deliver-

ances of Israel. The weakness of luxurious and materially enriched times. The

^providences of life. The suul's inner experiences. 2. The true conception of salvor

turn. A spiritual more than a material fact. Our relation to the law of God. " Not

by works of righteousnese which we have done," &c. (Titus iii. 5). " And be found
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in him, not having mine own righteousness," &c. (Phil. iii. 9). Inward witness

—

•* Bv the grace of God I am what I am " (1 Cor. xv. 10).—M.

Ver. 2.

—

Success not dependent on numbers. One of the first objects of a general'*

anxiety is to see that he has a sufficient number of men under his command. But

Gideon is made to understand that he has too many, and must reduce his hosts before

going to battle with the sanction and assistance of God. In Christian work the

tendency is to rely on >«temal appearances of strength manifested by a great array

of workers rather than on the inconspicuous spiritual sources of real power. While

remembering the need of more labourers of the right kind for God's field (Matt. ix.

37, 38), we must also understand that the work may be suffering through excess in

numbers of those labourers, whose character and method of work are not of the

highest order.

I. Thb power of God ib far more important than any human agency. In

all Divine work the real energy is centred in God. We are but the instruments in

his hands. The temptation is to forget that the true power and blessing come
wholly from him (Deut. viii. 17), and to think so much of our labour in planting

and watering as to ignore the one most important thing, God giving the increase (1

Cor. iii. 7). A gardener can only minister to the spontaneous life of nature ; and

if he becomes so infatuated with his skill as to attempt to manufacture a plant, his

total reliance on his own resources will, of course, only reveal folly. So anything

which leads us to magnify human agencies at the expense of Divine power will as

surely produce failure. 1. The imjjosin-g appearance of too great numbers may
lead us to neglect the aid of God. When we are few we feel our helplessness, and so

learn to turn to God for strength ; when we are many we imagine ourselves strong,

and thus while we are (apparently) strong in ourselves we are really most weak.

Presumption takes the place of faith, and human agency is relied on instead of

Divine energy. The numbers of the Church, the elaborate organisation of her

societies, the gifts and genius of individual men are all snares if they tempt us to

neglect the one supreme source of success. The danger of the Church in the present

day is to rely too much on the machinery of her institutions, instead of seeking the

vital power which can alone inspire the energy of spiritual work. 2. The character

of too great numbers may be such as to hinder the bestowal of the help of God. God
cannot bestow his spiritual gifts on a people who are not spiritually-minded. If we
gain numbers at the expense of spirituality, we do this also at the expense of Divine

aid. Better be few, and constituting such a worthy temple that the Holy Ghost can

dwell and work in us, than numerous, but possessed by a worldly spirit which
degrades the temple into a house of merchandise.

II. Thb quality of any human agency is more important than the size o»
IT. It has been well said that it would be better for the cause of Christianity in the

world "if there were fewer Christians and better ones." Xerxes found tho vast

numbers of his Asiatic hordes a hindrance to effective warfare with the disciplined

Greeks. The great want of the Church is not more labourers, but better ones—

•

better ministers, missionaries, teachers ; not more sermons, but more able preaching

;

not a more ponderous library of Christian literature to meet the attacks of unbelief,

but a few more powerful works (one book, ' Butler's Analogy,' was probably more
effective in counteracting the influence of Deism than all the rest of the voluminous
apologetic writing of the eighteenth century). It would be well if Church discipline

were a reality, and Christian workers selected with conscientious care. The workers
should be sifted by tests applied to their character and abilities. 1. Tests of courage
and zeal are useful ; so Gideon dismissed the timid, and only willing men were
retained. The only valuable soldiers in Christ's army are the volunteers who
delight in his service. 2. Slight incidents will often reveal character, and serve ••

teats of the quality of God's servants (ver. 7).—A.
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EXPOSITION.

Ver. 9.—Get thee down, &c., <. e. attack

the camp at once with thy 300 men. But
If thou art afraid to do so, go down first

alone with Phurah thy servant, and hear what
they are saying in the camp.

Ver. 11."—The armed men. The exact

meaning of the word here rendered armed
men {channcshim), and which occurs Exod.

xiii. 18 ; Josh. L 14 ; iv. 12, is a little un-

certain, but it is generally thought to be

synonymous with another word {(Jialutsim),

also rendered armed (Numb, xxxii 32 ; Deut
liL 18), and to mean literally girded, L e.

prepared to fight These fighting men, as

distinguished from the numbers of the no-

mads who were with their camels and cattle

scattered all along the plain, were all col-

lected in the camp, to the edge of which
Gideon and Phurah crept stealthily in the

dark.

Ver. 13.^A cake. The Hebrew word
occurs nowhere else. Of barley bread. The
commonest kind of bread, the food of only

the poorer classes, indicating, therefore, the

humble origin and station of Gideon. A
tent. Rather, i?ie tent ; what in a Roman camp
would be the pretorium, the general's tent.

The words at the end of the verse are heaped

np to indicate the total and entire upsetting

and overthrow of the tent, symbolic of the

rout and destruction of tlie Midianite host.

Ver. 14.—This is nothing else, &c. The
dream and the interpretation are striking

evidences of the terror which Gideon's name
had already inspired among the Midianites.

Because, although both the dream and the

interpretation were of God, for the encou-

ragement of Gideon in his great undertaking,

yet they followed the course of nature and
the laws of psychology. The presentiment

that God had delivered Midian into Gideon's

hand is exactly like the terror in the minds
of the Canaanites which preceded the arrival

of Joshua (E.xod. xxiii. 27; Deut ii. 25;

xL 25 ; Josh. ii. 9—11).
Ver. 15.—It was so, &c. The effect upon

Gideon was like magic. He not only learnt

the state of panic in which the Midianites

were, but he had a further certainty that

God was with him. His simple piety and
idoring gratitude threw him at once upon
his knees to thank God, and to cast him-
self anew upon his stiength with un-

doubting trust His hands were indeed

strengthened, and he lost not a moment in

retuniing to his 300, relating in a few words

the incident of tlie dream, and bidding tliem

follow bim. The Lord hath delivered, kc.

Cf 1 Sam. xiv. 20.

Ver.. 16.—Trumpets, which had been col-

Iscted from the whole anny (ver. 8, note).

Lamps. Rather, as in the margin, tmehea,
within the pitchers, so as not to be seen till

the pitchers were broken, when the torches
would flare with a sudden blaze. The pit-

chers were vessels for drawing water, as
appears from Gen. xxiv. 14, 16, 18, 20.

They were doubtless of earthenware, as they
were so easily broken.

Ver. 18.—The sword of the Lord, &c.
The word stoord is not in the original here,

though it is in ver. 20. It has either dropped
out of the text accidentallj', or what we have
here is the shorter form of the war-cry. It

is observable how careful Gideon is to put
the name of Jehovah first. It was his causa
against Baal, and the battle was to be fought
in his strength, and the glory of the victory

was to be his. The cry, "The sword of

Gideon," would be peculiarly terrible to the
many who had heard of the dream, of which
the fulfilment was come so quickly.

Ver. 19.—The middle watch. The ancient

Israelites divided the night into three watches
of four hours each, from sunset to sunrise,

t. e. from six p.m. to six a.m. The first

watch, from six to ten, is not mentioned in

the Old Testament ; but we have the middle
watch mentioned here (from ten to two), and
the momitig watch (from two till six) : Exod.
xiv. 24 and 1 Sam. xi. 11. According to

this, Gideon's attack would have taken place

soon after ten p.m., or towards eleven, the

time when the sleep would be the deepest,

the watchmen of the first watch having
lately fallen into their first sleep. The later

Israelites adopted the Roman division of the

night into four watches (Matt. xiv. 25

;

Markvi 48; cf. Lukexii. 38 ; Markxiii. 35).

Ver, 21.—They stood, &c Gideon's men
did not advance, but stood, each company
in the place assigned to them, at different

sides of the camp. This had the effect of

awakening the whole camp simultaneously,

and they started to their feet and ran hither

and thither in confusion, shouting as they
went. Undisciplined troops, especially ex-

citable Orientals, are very liable to be thus
thrown into a panic. Fled. The Cethib

has, caused to fly, i. e. either " put to

flight," or "carried away," as in ch. vL 9 ;

Exod. ix. 20. In the former case the

nominative must be the Israelites ; in the

latter, their tents, herds, stuff, &c., must be
undei-stood. Both are very awkward. The
Keri, fled, is probably right, unless cauMd
to fly has the sense of " bid tln-in fly," in

whirh case the preceding word, ciiid, might
be taken in its common sense of they sounds
an alarm. The whole clause would then

run thus : And all the camp ran; and thejf

Bounded a retreat, and bid themflM.
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Ver. 22.—Blew the trumpets, &c. Hear-
ing the confusion, the three companies blew
their trumpets, probably more londly tlian

before, to give the impression of a hot pur-

suit being at hand. The Midianites, think-

ing the enemy were upon them, and not
being able in the dark to distinguish friend

from foe, mistook their flying comrades for

pursuing Israelites, and fell upon and slew

one another. In like manner the Philis-

tines had done when attacked by Jonathan
and his armour-bearer (1 Sam. xiv. 20), and
the Ammonites, Moabites, and Edomites
when attacked by Jehoshaphat (2 Chron.

XX. 23). Beth-shittah. House of acacias.

The exact situation of it, and of Zererath

and Tabbath, is unknown. They must have
been villages lying on the route from the

plain of Esdraelon to the banks of Jordan,

probably between Little Hermon on the

north and Mount Gilboa on the south, where
there was a very ancient high road from
Jezreel to the Jordan by Beth-shan. Indeed

it is highly probable that Shutta, a village

mentioned by Robinson, marks the site, as

it retains the name of Beth-shittah. For
Zererath some read, with some of the old

versions and manuscripts, Zeredath (r and
d being scarcely distinguishable in Hebrew),
and identify it with Zarthan near Succoth,

mentioned Josh. iii. 16 and 1 Kings iv. 12
;

vii. 46. Ahel-meholah (the meadow of the

dance) was the birthplace of Elisha (1 Kings
xix.l6), and is mentioned in conjunction with
Beth-shan, Jezreel, and Zartana in 1 Kings
iv. 12. Eusebius tells us that in his time
Abel-meholah was called Beth-maiela, and
situated ten miles below Beth-shan, or Scy-
thopolis. There was also, he says, close by
•n Ahel-maiela.

Ver. 23.—The men of Israel, &c. Gideon's

disbanded army got together again very

quickly when they heard of the flight of tht
M idianites. Zebulun is not mentioned.

Ver. 24.—Mount Ephraim. Rather, th«

hill country of Ephraim. For some reason
Gideon had not invited the Ephraimites to

join in the war before (ch. viii. 1); but now,
seeing the extreme importance of seizing the

fords of Jordan, so as to stop the escape of

the Midianites, he sent messengers in all

haste to the men of Ephraim, who accord-

ingly " took the waters unto Beth-harah and
Jordan." The waters seem to mean a number
of streams running from the hill country of

Ephraim into the Jordan, and which had to

be crossed by the Midianites before they
could reach the Jordan fords. The site of

Beth-barah is unknown. It is not thought
to be the same as Bethabara beyond Jordan,
where John was baptising (John i, 28). Beth-
bardh must have been on the west of Jordan.

Ver. 25.—Oreb, a raven, and Zeeb, a wolf.

The rock known afterwards as the rock of Oreb
(Isa. X. 26), and the wme-press (see ch. vi,

11) known as the wine-press of Zeeb, were so

called from being the places where these two
princes were taken and slain by the Eph-
raimites. In like manner the well of Uarod
is called by the name it afterwards received

(ver. 1), and the palm tree of Deborah in

like manner (ch. ii. 5), and Lehi (ch. xv. 9).

These are valuable indications (to which
many more might be added) of a living tra-

dition older than the written history. The
capture of Oreb and Zeeb is celebrated in

Ps. Ixxxiii. 11 and Isa. x. 26. On the
other side Jordan, i. e. the east side of the

river, which Gideon had now crossed, as is

related in ch. viii. 4. The narrative runs on
here to complete the history of the doings of

the men of Ephraim, and goes back at ch.

viii. 4 to take up the thread of the history

of Gideon (see ch. ii. 1—6, note).

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 9—25.

—

Faith. The whole Book of Judges is so full of lessons of faith,

as the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews teaches us when he refers to " Gideon,
and Barak, and Samson, and Jephthah " (Heb. xi. 32), that we cannot help recurring

to the subject of faith if we would honestly draw the instruction which each portion

of Scripture is intended to convoy. But though the same general lessons of faith

—

its nature, its triumphs, its sure rewards—recur in the successive histories, yet

each has some proper lesson peculiar to itself. Referring then to the remarks on
ch. i. 8—21 for such general lessons, we will notice some peculiar trials to which the

faith of Gideon was subjected.

I. The sacrifices of faith. Let us put ourselves in Gideon's place. Suddenly
called out of insignificance and obscurity, he had played the part of a statesman, a
leader, and a general. As the result of his well-concerted measures, he found himself

'at tne head of 32,000 men. As he reviewed this great force, so unexpectedly got
togetner, how must his heart have swelled with pride and hope I No doubt that great

army was the instrument by which he was to deliver Israel, and he could but feel

some self-gratulation at the success of his plans. To a man of an eager spirit as he
miut have been, no greater disappointment could have occurred than to be told to
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dismiss that army witliout striking a blow. Just when he was about to acquire

immortal fame to himself, and to save his country, and establish the great reliyioua

reformation which he had begun, by their means, to see them, and all his own pros-

pects with them, melt away like a heap of snow before the sun, and that by his own
act, must have been a trial indeed. But Gideon's faith stood the trial. Before God's

viear command all his natural feelings and wishes gave way at once. He might have

said with St. Paul, " What things were Rain to me, those I couTited loss for Christ
;"

for he acted in that self-same spirit. His faith prompted liim to obey, at whatever

sacrilice of inclination and natural desire. That places him on a very high pedestal

among believers. But let us look again at the extraordinary suigleness of eye with

which Gideon's faith led him to act. The loss of the first 22,000 men was indeed a

heavy one, but still they went away of their o\vn free will. But the 10,000 who
remained had given proof of a brave and constant spirit, and how could he put upon

them the affront of sending them away, after a test of an arbitrary kind, as men unfit

to face the enemy? It was now not Gideon's ambition only, not his amour-propre,

which would rise in rebellion against a hard command, but his feelings as s soldier,

at a comrade, as one who desired to retain the good opinion of his countrymen, and who
wished to be popular amongst them. Dismiss the 9700 men who had left home, and

were come to share the danger with him, and who had refused to leave him when they

might have done so 1 Expose himself to the charge of fickleness and folly—to be

thought like a man who builds a house and then plucks it down with his own hands;

to be liable all his life to the hatred and resentment of those whom he had so

affronted 1 (See 2 Chron. xxv. 10.) How could he obey such a hard command ? But if

Gideon's natural man spake thus, the voice of his faith spake in contradiction to such

thoughts, and spake with authority. His faith still prompted him to obey, and he did

obey, because he looked with a single eye to the will of God, and took no count of

conse(iuences to himself or others. Here again then his faith was of a very high

quality.
.

II. The risks of faith. But we may look at Gideon's faith m a little different

light, and mark the immense risks that he ran, having all human probabilities against

him, and only the promise of God for him. Here was a vast host of 135,000 men

within less than an hour's march of him. His position was anyhow one of the utmost

danger. To weaken his force even by 1000 men must seem an act of great impru-

dence. To denude himself of his whole force except a handful of 300 men was like

courting destruction, like putting his head in the lion's mouth. Humanly speaking,

Gideon and his 300 would be crushed like insects under the feet of the Midianite

host. And yet he deliberately reduced his force to 300 men, and then marched down

froni his stronghold into the enemy's camp. He set the word and promise of God

on one side, and all the fearful risks and dangers on the other, and these last were m
his eyes as nothing in comparison with the former. He went down with his 300 in

full co)ifidence of tho victory which he won. In this too his faith was worthy of all

prai.se and imitation.

III. Verification OF THE WORD OF God. But here perhaps a caution is necessary,

lest we mistake what faith is. Faith is such an entire trust in the word of God that

it produces obedience to that word, whatever it requires of us. But we must not

mistiike our own fancy, or our own wishes, or our own opinion, for the word of God.

Had Gideon rushed down upon the Midianite host upon the impulse of Ji8 own

coura o e or in reliance on his own stratagem, or under an unfounded belief that God had

sent him, instead of admiring his faith, we should have had perhaps to blaiiie him for

foolhaidiness, or to accuse him of foolish vanity, or to pity him for his famiticism

It was because his course was founded upon the clear and distinct word ot bod that

it is held up to us as an object of admiration and imitation. And it is worth observing

in this connection v/hat abundant assurance was given to Gideon that the very word

of God war, his warrant for what he did, and how cautious Gideon was to obtain such

assurance. The distinct appearance and words of the angel at first, his tarrying by

the terebinth tree at Gideon's request, the fire which consumed the sacnfic* at the

touch of til*- angel'H staff, the vanishing of the angel out of his sight, his reappear-

ance-tlu't na-i.e nif^ht, the sign, twice repeated, of the fleece of wool, the reiterated

commum'-«tion« by the word of the Lord, and the dream that lie heard in the Midianit*
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camp are so mnny proofs ujion proofs, like our Lord's appearances after his resurreo
tion, givbii by God to make his revelation certain, and so many evidences of Gi I'^on's

wise caution in ascertaining beyond a doubt that it was the word of God which was
directing him in this terrible enterprise. In trying to take Gideon's faith as a niidnl

of our own, we must first imitate his care in ascertaining what the word of God really

does require of us. The sad mistakes that have been made by misguided men in ;ill

ages, confo'lnding the passions of their own hearts, or the hallucinations of their own
brains, with the requirements of the At^ritten word of God, and even in their heated

fanaticism imagining that special revelations were made to them by the Holy Ghost,
confirms the lesson, given us by Gideon, of not accepting anything as the word of

God upon light or insufiicient evidence. To accept as the word of God without
sufficient evidence any impression, or impulse, or vision, or dream, or interpretation

of Scripture, is not a proof of a stronj faith, but an evidence of a weak, and rash, and
credulous mind. We may place, therefore, as first in order of importance, as well as

the first that rises to the surface from the history of Gideon, the lesson of taking all

due care and caution in verifying the word of God. This implies, circumstanced aa

we are, diligent and prayerful study of Holy Scripture, so as to be imbued with its

true spirit, and to know thoroughly what it requires of us under the various circiim-

Btances of life. But when once the requirements and meaning of the word of God
are plain, then a true faith will obey it, in spite of any sacrifice of worldly interest or

self-pleasing which such obedience may incur, and in spite of any risks of worldly

evil which may ensue. And the reason is obvious. Faith rests upon the perfect

goodness and infinite power of God. If once, therefore, we know that God commands
tls to do such or such a thing, or to leave such a thing undone, we are certain that it

is really for our good to do it, however much appearances may be the other way.
We are certain too that the power of God is sufficient to bear us harmless through all

dangers, however insuperable they may seem to us. It is of the very essence of faith,

therefore, to give more weight to the unseen power and love of God than to the visible

losses and dangers which threaten to be the result of obedience to God's word, and
to make light of sacrifice of worldly advantages, or of selfish interests, in view of that

closer communion with God which comes of obedience to his commandments. So
Gideon acted, so Abraham acted, and so Moses acted, and thus must we act if we
would be reckoned with them. The sacrifices we are called to make and the risks

we are called to run by a conscientious obedience to the word of God in all its

breadth will probably be much smaller than theirs were
;
perhaps only the sacrifice

of some gratification to our vanity, or some addition to our self-esteem, the risk of

some loss to our gains, or some check to our haste to get rich ; but every such sacri-

fice made in the spirit of a true faith, and every such risk run in simple trust to the

promises of the word of God, will be accepted of God in his Fatherly love, and will

help to make us rich in faith, and to secure our place among the heirs of that kingdom
which God hath promised to them that love him.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 9—15.

—

The crowning sign. All through this drama the spirit of Gideon
was being trained for a decisive service. His faith had been tried to the utmost.

Alone of all that host had he borne the responsibility of reducing it to 300 men.
God's influence upon Gideon was from beginning to end moral and spiritual.

I. God justifies his ways to those who put their trust in him. It was •
grace that this additional sign should be given. The patience and faith of the servant

of God are recognised by a spiritual reward. The deep harmony, hitherto unsuspected,

of the steps he had taken at the Divine instance with the process going on and
assisted by God's influence in the minds of his enemies must have, when combined
with the circumstances,—the still night, the darkness, the vast host in whose dangerou*

' rifighbourhood he lay,—produced a profound impression upon his mind. In such a

revelation there is communion ard spiritual rapture. It was a reward for all he had
passed through. The wisdom of everything was plain. There are times like this in

every true life. They come unexpectedly, as a grace from our heavenly Fatlier. Ha
leads us into his counsels, and confirms us. Obedience leads on to knowledge.

•VUDOKS. 9
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II. ScGGESTioN 18 GIVEN HOW TO PERFECT OUR SERVICE. In every saint's Hffl

there is sometliing wanting—an indefinite incompleteness and crudity. Sucli revela-

tions and providences remove tliis. Their practical utility is evident. Here were
several matters made known to Gideon he had not probably dreamt of. 1. The
carelessness of the watch, arising probably from the notion that Israel had disagreed

and dispersed. 2. The liability of an army so composed, &c., to panic. 3. The
influence of his own name (the use he made of this we know by the cry). 4. The
secret fear in the hearts of his adversaries.

III. It is by the moral influence of God's people the world is overcome.
Cliristians are too much afraid of the world. Fear not, says the Master, /or / have

overcome the world. Vivid realisations of this are sometimes afforded us. The whole
stress of attention ought therefore to be laid upon character, obedience to God's will,

and submission to his leadership. Though few and weak, the "little flock" wili

receive the kingdom. It is Christ in us of whom the wicked and the demons are

tfraid. Of what consequence all their multitude and array? Secretly the world

respects and fears the self-denial and faith of Christians.

IV. A GRACIOUS revelation like this has to be recognised adoringly and by
immediate PBACi ical OBEDIENCE. Gideon " worshipped " Jehovah. It was a time

when every obstacle had been removed, and his way was clearly revealed. He could

now sympathise with God and admire his consummate wisdom. For himself too

lie must have felt grateful. God was better to him than he had hoped. Victory was
potentially his. No wonder that his heart poured itself forth in such unrestrained

and adoring emotion. But the lesson of the sign was not lost. Practical advantage

was at once taken of it. He " returned unto the host of Israel, and said, Arise," &c.

Do not allow God's gracious revelations in our lives to be a dead letter. Act upon

them, that our lives may be brought into subjection and harmony with his will.—M.

Vers. 15—9.2.—Inspired tactics. The strategy of Gideon is one of the military

marvels of antiquity. It seems simple and well adapted to its end ; but that did not

appear at first. In truth he was taught of God. insjaring his mind and illimiinating

h s common sense, liis experience, and his spiritual faculties. From the "lamps,

pitchers, and trumpets " we learn

—

I. How THE ENEMIES OF GoD ABE TO BE DEALT WITH. 1. Tlie means to he em-

ployed are of Divine appoiniment. Not what human wisdom would devise, nor as

ajipealing to material aid. " Gideon overcame Midian with unarmed soldiers, bearing

only trumpets, torches, and pitchers. So Christ overcame the world by unarmed

apostles, bearing the trumpet of preaching and the torch of miracles ]' (Theodoret).

2. Prompt and intelligent advantage is to be taken of the ojjport unities presented.

What served at this juncture would have been entirely useless at another time.

Knowledge of men is of immense advantage to the Christian worker; tact, and per-

ception of the capabilities of the several means of grace. The power of Christian

truth can never be overrated, but it may he misapplied. 3. Uiiity and co-operation

should be shown by God's servants. Nothing could he finer than the device, save the

manner in which it was carried out. Greater works than these shall be done when

all Christ's servants are of one heart and one mind.

II. In WHAT LIGHT THEIR POWER ;.' TO BE REGARDED. Gideon began his enter-

prise with the conviction, which he communicated to his followers, "The Lord hath

delivered into your hand the host of Midian." The victory is already potentially

ours if we use the right means in the right spirit. All the pomp and influence of

sin ought not to daunt us. It is a house divided against itself, and subject to a

thousand alarms. The least saint, in God's strength, may put an " army of aliens
'*

to flight.

III. Upon whom the soldier of the truth ought to depend. Gideon is filled

throughout witli a profound trust in Jehovah. It is that which gives the moral

character to his plans. Although he saw how potent his own name was amongst

tlie Midianites, lie did not contetit himself with the war-cry, " The sword of Gideon,"

but preferred "The sword of the Lord (Jehovah) and of Gideon.'' Christians can

rely implicitly upon spiritual means and methods, because they believe in God, who
informs and direct.a all earnest effort. The Israelites stood still and the Lord fought

£or them,—M,
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Ver. 22—ch. viii. 4, 10—13.—FoUowinrj np advantage. A model of diplomatic

skill, jiulicial sternness, and soldier-like liarfliliood and resolution. Far from home,
amid hardship in strange regions, he tracks the enemy even into the inaccessible

Hauran. There is a Syrian proverb, He Jled into the TTa'r of the Sd/a, i. e. into an

unassailable refuge.

I. The co-operation is sought op all Israelites who can be of help. He
had reasons for keeping the glory to his own trusty band. But there is no selfishness

in his disposition. The advantage of his nation and the glory of Jehovah is upper-

most in his mind. He finds work, therefore, for all. All are engaged, that it may be

a national victory. Some have to lay the foundations, begin the work, sow the seed
;

others can then carry out. The least Christian has sometliiTig he can do. It is a

duty of leaders to make and indicate fitting work for all. "The harvest truly is

great, but the labourers are few." Ephraim can do one part of the work best ; he
another. And having hitherto abstained, they were quite fresh now.

II. A SAGACIOUS AND KINDLY FORBEARANCE IS SHOWN TO THE JEALOUSIES Of

BRETHREN. No word of rebuke is spoken to the tribes that held back.
^
Persuasion

is used, opportunity for usefulness is presented, the patriotism of the tribes is relied

upon. It was no time for questions and wranglings. Well would it be for the

different branches of Christ's Church did they follow a similar policy. Would that

we were all so busy that we had no time for doctrinal disputes and questions of

precedence and apostolic aulhority I

III. No PAUSE OR REST IS OBSERVED UNTIL THE TASK IB COMPLETBD. The deserted

Midianite camp with all its nches does not tempt. Hunger and thirst and weariness

are endured rather than lose the advantage. Only a determination to follow up the

surprise with thorough and exemplary vengeance could have sustained him. So the

conflict with sin and the world is to be conducted. Better to wear out than to rust

out. Evil habits, unholy practices, false principles have to be tracked out to their

last refuges and finally disposed of. It is harder work to live out Christianity than

to be converted to it ; harder work to follow out in detail, and into the practice and

life of every day, the great doctrines of righteousness than to understand and explain

them intellectually. There is a loud call for vigour, thoroughness, patient continuance

in well-doing. The day is Christ's ; let us make it wholly his.—M.

Vers. IQ—18.— Gideon's rtise. I. The assurance of success is help towards
ATTAINING IT. Gideon had feared to attack the hosts of Midianites and Amalekitea

till he had discovered that they feared him ; then he took courage and energy to

devise the plan of victory. Too much diffidence is dangerous. Hope inspires with

ingenuity as well as with courage ; it is a brightness, an influence that enlivens

thought. Therefore hope has its place in the first rank of Christian graces (1 Cor.

xiii. 13). The promises of the Bible are not only comforting, they are inspiring.

Our great encouragement should be that the powers of evil fear Christ and his army.

II. Thought is sometimes more needful than fobce. Gideon's victory was a

triumph of thought, of contrivance. The right disposition of our energies is more im-

pcrtant than the mere sum of them. It would be well if Christians practised on behalf

of the cause of Christ the same wisdom which men of the world display in business,

in politics, &c., so far as this is not inconsistent with perfect honour (Luke xvi. 8).

Christ requires us to be wise and harmless (Matt. x. 16). Dulness is not holiness.

Intellectual gifts should be consecrated to God, not despised as unfit for his service.

The diplomatist and the tactitian may find work in the service of Christ In mission

work organisation, economy of strength, ingenious adaptation of means to ends
should be carefully studied, and the gift of wisdom sought in addition to that of zeal.

III. Moral influence is better than physical force. Gideon had conquered
before he had struck a blow. The dismay he created and the confusion this produced
in the hostile camp secured him victory. Though we cannot be justified in descend-
ing to deception, we may aim at influencing others by thought and feeling rather

than by direct physical means. Christianity is a triumph of ideas. It is a sign of

intellectual and spiritual failure when the Church desires to effect by the aid of the

law what she should have done by the influence of moral suasion, as in restraining

imtDorality, &c.

Of
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IV. Ignorance is weakness. The MidianiteB and Amfilpkites were ijrnorant of
the number of Gideon's army, or they would not have been deceived. Tliey were
too self-confident to inquire, as Gideon had done, concerning their condition. Ignor-
ance and superstition create imaginary foes. An evil conscience is quick to imngine
danger (Prov. xxviii. 1). The terrors which surround us are worse in imagination
than in reality. Darkness and ignorance make men their own worst enemies (ver.

22).—A-

EXPOSmON.

CHAPTER VIII.

Ver. 1.—The men of Ephraim. It is

possible that the transfer of the birthright

from Manasseh to Ephraim (Gen. xlviii,

13—19) may have produced some estrange-

ment between the tribes. It is also possible

that Ephraim, in view of their great tribal

power, and the distinction conferred upon
them by the judgeship of Joshua the son of

Nun (Kumb. xiii. 8), and the possession of
his grave (Josh. xxiv. 30), may have grown
haughty and domineering, and perhaps more
disposed to rest upon their former glories

than to embafk in fresh undertakings. Any-
how Gideon did not consult them, nor ask
their aid, in the first instance. Now that
the war had been so successful, the men of
Ephraim were much displeased at not having
been consulted.

Ver. 2.—What have I done, &c. Gideon'i
character comes out splendidly in this answer.
Humble and unassuming (ch. vi 1 6, 86, note),

and indisposed to glory, he was willing to
give the Epluaimites full credit for their

share in the great victory
; prudent, anil a

lover of his country, he saw the immense
importance of union among themselves, and
the danger of intestine divisions and discord,

and so at once met Ephraim's taunts by the
soft answer which turneth away wrath
(Prov. XV. 1). The grapes. The insertion
of the word grapes, which is not in the
Hebrew, rather spoils the proverb. It would
run better, The gleaning of Ephraim is better
than the vintnge of Abi-ezer. The word
vintage sufficiently shows that the gleaning
meant was a gleaning of grapes. Ejilnaim,
who came in at the end of the fight, like the
gleaner when the vintage is finished, had got
more glory by the capture of Oreb and Zeeb
than the Manassites, who had gone through
the whole campaign. The passage above re-

ferred to in Isaiah (ch. x. 25) implies that a
great slaughter of the Midianites took plac«

at the rock of Oreb.

EOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—9.

—

The blindness of self-love. Nobody admires pride, envy, jealousy, and
petulance, when they see them pictured in the cliaracter and conduct of other men.
Everybody, on the contrary, recognises the beauty of humility, gentleness, and for-

bearance, and admires self-control and patience under provocation, and the postpone-
ment of private feelings to the public good. How is it that we so often yield to the
passions which we condemn in others, and so seldom and so imperfectly practise those
graces of which we see the beauty and excellence ? Lord, help us to put off the
old man, which is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts, and to put on the new man,
which after thee is created in righteousness and true holiness. Help ua to be what
we approve, and to leave off in ourselves what we disapprove in others.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—9, 13—17.

—

Dealing with obstructives. Ephraim, Succoth, and Penuel.
I. TnET OUGHT KOT TO BE BUFFERED TO INTERFERE WITH 1 HE CHIEF ENDS AND

MESSING CLAIMS OF DiviNE RERVICE. Gideon hastens after the routed and retreating

foe. The sullen apathy of Ephraim, the refusal of Succoth and Peimel to meet the
demands of patriotism and humanity, do not turn him aside. \\'hen the \a.ht blow
has been struck and the power of Midian is laid low he will return and mete out to

each according to their deserts. Tliis is an illustration of how side issues maj of^en
arise, and of the manner in which tliey are to be dealt with. It is seldom thut the

difficulties and oppositions of life, however annoying and restraining they may he,

can utterly prevent the graver duties or excuse dilatoriness. Frequently the petty

nature of the oppositinn is revealed by steadfast continuance in the path of duty, <7id

olitary resolution. We mtut do what we can, leavinp with others the reeponri*^'' 't.t
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for their own conduct. The greatest workers in Christ's vineyard have had to labour

and live on amidst misunderstanding, obloquy, and hindrance ; but their work has

been achieved nevertheless, and its moral effect has been all the greater.

II. When the proper time arrives they must be dealt with according to the
HATDRE AND DEGREE OF THE OPPOSITION. A wise discrimination is needed. Where
gentleness will avail, harsh measures are to be avoided, Gideon knew the haughty
character of Ephraim, the wound their ambitious spirit had sustained when the

leadership was wrested from their hands, and so he exercised forbearance, and was
gentle and pacific. Civil war was averted when it might have involved national

ruin, and the generous side of Ephraim was appealed to. "A soft answer tumeth
away wrath." After all, Ephraim had atoned for past misbehaviour by the timely

and effective service rendered even in the face of an unexplained misunderstanding.

It is wise to credit our opponents with the best motives, and to speak gently and
reasonably, abstaining from self glorification. But where the hindrance had been a
national crime and a violation of the first principles of humanity a different course
was pursued. Here the functions of the judge were called into exercise. The pun-
ishment was stern and exemplary, but carefully meted out. Succothand Penuel are

visited with prompt and terrible recompense. But the princes and elders are punished,

ns being the chief culprits ; the common people, who were helpless, were spared. All

heresy and schism, uriholiness of life, spiritual opposition, &c., is not to be regarded
in the same liglit. Gentleness may win a brother. A little blame may rest with
ourselves. Allowance is to be made for the failings of human nature. But we are

to have no fellowship with the profane, the blasphemer, the unbeliever, &c. Differ-

ence of opinion ta&y co-exist with real co-operation and fellowship.—M.

EXPOSITION.

7«r. 4.—Came to Jordan. Tlie narrative

goes back ro eh. vii. 24, to follow up the
personal history of Gideon, from which the
writer had been diverted to relate the result

of Gideon's message to the Ephraimites,
which is told in vers. 24 and 25, and eh.

viii. 1—3 (see oh. vii. 25, note ; iL 1—6,
note).

Ver. 6. — Bnccoth. On the east side of
Jordan, as appears plainly from the narrative

in Gen. xxxiii. 17, 18; for we read there
that Jacob journeyed from Mount Gilead to

Mahanaim, thence to Penuel, and from Pe-
nuel to Succoth, so called from the booths or
tabernacles which he made for his cattle

;

and that after leaving Succoth he came to

the city of Shechem (called Shalem), " in the
land of Canaan," showing that Succoth was
not in the land of Canaan. In Josh. xiii.

27 we are also distinctly told that Succoth
was in the trans -Jordanic tribe of Gad
(which lay south of the Jabbok), in the
valley of the Jordan, where its proximity to

Mahanaim (vers. 26, 30) shows it to be the
same place as Jacob's Succoth, which was
»lso near the Jabbok (Gen. xxxii. 22). The
identification of Succoth with any modern
representative is very uncertain. Jerome
menfio§8 a trans -Jordanic place named Soc-

hoth, in the region of Beth-shan, or Scytho-
polie ; and Burkhardt also mentions a place
described by liim as "the ruins of Sukkot,"
two hours from Bysan (Beth-shan), and on
the eaat of Jordan. But this, as well as the

I Sdkut 01 rtobinson and Van de Velde. on
the west of Jordan, about ten miles soutli of

Beth-shan, is too far north for the Succoth
of Jacob, which is shown to be the same as

the Succoth of Gideon by the connection of
the latter with Penuel (ver. 8), and which,
as above noticed, is shown to be the same aa

the Succoth of Josh. xiii. by its proximity
to Mahanaim. We must await some further
light before we can decide the exact position

of Succoth,
Ver. 6.—And the princes of Snccoth, &c.

Nothing could be more selfish, cowardly,
and unpatriotic, than the conduct of the
chief men of Succoth. Instead of aiding
Gideon in his gallant enterprise for the
deliverance of his country, they refused even
food to his weary followers, for fear of the
possibility of incurring the anger of the
Midianites in case Gideon should fail. Their
conduct and that of the men of Penuel is

perhaps one among many indications how
little real union tliere was between the tribes

on the opposite sides of the Jordan (see ch.

V. 16, 17).

Ver. 7.—I will tear your flesh, &c These
words breathe a fierce and vindictive sjiirit ;

such, however, as cannot surprise us in the
age and country of which we are reading
(cf. vers. 9 and 21). The provocation, it

must be allowed, was very great, but still

the spirit was very different from that which
dictated the prayer under far greater j>rovo«

cation, " Father, forgive them, for they know
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not what they do." Thorns of the wilder-

ness. The nature of the punishment here

threatened, and the execution of which is

related in ver. 16, is uncertain. The word
here rendered tear means literally to thresh.

Hence some suppose that the punishment
here spoken of was a severe kind of capital

punishment inflicted by threshing instru-

ments with sharp iron points, called heve

"thorns of the wilderness," and "briers"
(though some again understand literally

thorns and briers) ; and they compare 2
Sam. xii. 31, where the word rendered
harrows means threshing instruments, as

also Isa. xxviii. 27 ; xli. 15. But others, as

Bertheau, Keil, and Delitzsch, do not think
it waa a capital punishment at all, and take

the word thresh figuratively in the sense of

punishing severely, and think that literal

thorns and thistles were the implements of

punishment.
Ver. 8.—He went up thence to Penuel.

When Jacob was returning from Padan-aram
to Canaan he reached Penuel first, and Suc-

coth afterwards (Gen. xxxii. 30; xxxiii. 17).

Gideon, travelling in the opposite diiection

from Canaan, naturally reaches Succoth first,

and Penuel afterwards. Going from Succoth
to Penuel too, he went up out of the Jordan
valley towards the mountains on the east.

Penuel appears to have been a place of im-

portance, since Jeroboam repaired its forti-

fications with a view of retaining his hold on
tran.s-Jordanic Israel (1 Kings xii 25). The
tmoer here mentioned shows it was a strong

place, but its exact situation is unknown.
Ver. 10.—Karkor. Or, rather, Vie Karkor.

We are still on unknown ground. The
ntnation a8.<dgne<l to it by Eosebius and

Jerome, as being the same as a castle called
Carcaria, near Petra, is quite out of the ques-
tion, as being greatly too far south. As an
appellative it suggests the idea of a walled-
in space {Mr z=z a wall ; kir-kir = a space
walled all round ; of. the Latin career, a
prison)

;
possibly an enclosed sheep or cattle

fold on a large scale (see Numb, xxxii. 36 :

"built . . . folds for sheep"), afl'ording

some protection to the Midianite soldiers.

Ver. 11.—Gideon went up. See ver. 8,

note. Implying that his direction was east-

ward away from the Jordan valley. Nobah
was in the half-tribe of Manasseh. Nobah,
who gave his name to the city, which was
before called Kenath, seems to have been of
the family of Machir (Numb, xxxii. 42).

Jopbehah was in the tribe of Gad (Numb.
:.xxii. 35). These two cities appear to have
been oi the eastern frontier of their respective

tribes, but the exact site of them is utterly

unknown. It is a conjecture that possibly

Kun iwat may be Nohah, retaining its ancient
name of Kenath. East of these cities waa
the desert, inhabited by nomads dwelling in

tents, where Karkor was, and where Zebah
and Zalmunna had encamped out of reach,

as they thought, of their pursuers. But
Gideon, falling suddenly upon them, routed

the host, and took the two kings prisoners

(see Ps. Ixxxiii. 11).

Ver. 12.—He discomfited. Rather, as in

the margin, he terrified. Those who were
not killed in the fii-st onslaught, when " he
smote the host," were so terrified that they
fled without further resistance, and many
probably escaped, as all Gideon's eflTorts were

directed to the capture of the two kings.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 4—12.

—

** Faint, yetpursuing." We do wrong in looking to the Scriptures only

for spiritual lessons ; tliey teach us also lessons of conduct in the affairs of this life.

And it is a matter of great moment that we should conduct ourselves well and wisely

in all the business of life. That lessons of worldly wisdom are not beneath the scope

of Holy Scripture the whole Book of Proverbs teaches us, as does Solomon's prayer

(2 Chron. i. 10) for wisdom to rule well and judge rightly, and the whole body of th«

law of Moses. The biographies of remarkable men given in the historical book'

teach us the same thing if we would use them rightly. But the exaggerated habit

of allegorising and spiritualising the Old Testament has somewhat interfered with

their usefulness in this respect.

I. The lesson whicli this portion of Gideon's history seems to teach us is the vALtm

OF PKESKVEBANCK ; of doing thoroughly whatever we take in hand, of going through

with it to the end, and not leaving off till it is completed. Joash king of Israel was

rebuked by Elisha the prophet on his death-bed because ho only smote upon the

ground thrice, and then stayed, satisfied with an imperfect result. The example of

Gideon shows us one who was not satisfied with imperfect results, who had formed

a complete conception of what he had to do, and did it. He was not stopped in his

career by either successes or difficulties. True, he had driven the children of the

east across the Jordan. There had been a great slaughter at the rock Oreb, the kings

were fugitives, the power of Midian was broken. Some miglit think enough had been
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done. But Gideon no doubt had the future as well as the present moment in view.
Tlie wrongs and misery of his country during the Midianite oppression, seven long
years of grinding, cruel servitude, were fresh in his memory. He would not have
the plain of Jezreel again the prey to those locusts from the east. And so Midian
must be crushed. But could his strength and the strength of his 300 hold out any
longer? The long and hurried march, the hand-to-hand fights, the heat, their hunger
and thirst, the weight of their arms, which they had doubtless taken in lieu of the
pitchers and trumpets, had nearly exhausted their powers ; even their own country-
men would not help them ; they were weary and faint ; might they not now stop and
rest? No, their work was not complete; so, though faint, they must still pursue.

Methinks that as we read this stirring tale of energy and perseverance we must feel

ashamed of our own faint-heartedness ; we must feel rebuked at our own readiness

to succumb to hindrances, or to be content with half successes ; we must resolve that

we will put a little more energy into our own daily work, or extraordinary tasks, and
that, in spite of weariness and discouragement, in the face of hindrances and oppo-
sition, we will persevere and carry through to the end whatever work we have in

hand, of which we are convinced that it is right to do it. This is the first lesson
given to us by Gideon—faint, yet pursuing.

II. But we may no doubt also spiritualise the lesson, and apply it to dub spiritual
WARFARE, AND TO THE STRUGGLES OF THE SOUL FOR THE MASTERY OVER SIN. Here the

importance of doing our work thoroughly, and persevering, in spite of successes and
hindrances alike, till our task is complete, is certainly not less than in the affairs of

this life. In resisting temptations, in resolutely subduing fleshly lusts and unruly
appetites which war against the soul, in determined self-conquests, in perfecting

holiness in the fear of God, in encountering the opposition of the world, and the

contradictions of sinners, and the wiles and assaults of the devil, we must expect to

be often faint. It is so easy to give up the struggle, to be content with imperfect
results, to seek for rest and ease in giving up the close pursuit which we had begun.

But this is not the spirit of Gideon. If we would be in our spiritual warfare such as

he was in his conflict against his earthly foes, even when we are faint and weary we
must be still pursuing ; we must persevere to the end, and never slack our hands nor

rest our feet till we have gained a complete and final victory throuo-h the grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ. To him be glory for ever.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 4.

—

** Faint, yet pursiiing." A splendid and real ly/orcsc? march. Humanly
speaking, it was the real battle. The grandest qualities were called forth, and the

greatest results secured. A picture of the Christian life.

I. God OFTEN SUFFERS HIS SERVANTS TO ENDURE HARDSHIP IN DOING HIS WILL.

II. Those who are doing important service under circumstances of hard-
ship OUGHT TO BE ENCOURAGED AND SUPPORTED.

III. Duty and the high calling of Christians ought to triumph over weak-
ness, hardship, and opposition.

IV. The greatest results often depend upon persistency bven amidst dis-

advantages.—M.

Ver, 4.— " Faint, yet vursiiing.''' The faintness of Gideon's troops may illustrate

the spiritual faintness ot Christians, and the influence of this on their conduct in life.

I. FAlNTKKr^S MAY OVKUTAKE US WHILE PURSUING THE CHRISTIAN COURSE. 1. Note
the characteristics of this faintness. It is (1) loss of strength, so that we are not

able to attain so much nor to progress so fast as we should otherwise do
; (2) a

sense of distress, making every movement a pain, and robbing the Christian life of

ils^bright hopefulness and cheerful enthusiasm. 2. Note the existence of this faint-

ness in the pursuit of tlie Christian course. Tliougli still pursuing the right way, we
may experience faintness. It is not the deviation to bye-path meadow alone which
brings distress. We may grow weary in well doing (Gal. vi. 9). Therefore (I) let

ne not be over confident because we are in the right, and (2) let us not be dismayed
al the experience of faintness, as though this were a sign of spiritual defection
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B. Note the causa of this faintnesa. (1) These may be observed in the drcumsfancet

of life:—in the length of the course ; the g^at difficulty being not to nerve ourselveg

for a few heroic actiong, but to continue pressing on through the long hot day,

llirough the lorg -vreary night:—in the speed of the pursuit ; life is a race s-nift and

stem, and the difficulty often is to overtake the duties which accumulate so fast that

those who, so to say, " take things easUy " must always find themselves behindhand :

—

in the impediments of the way, leading through tangled thickets of prejudice and

error, and np craggy heights of noble attainments. (2) The causes of faintness may
•Iso be traced to our own fiabit and condition: such as want of nourishment—the soul

which is alwaj-s working, and does not seek renewed strength in spiritual feeding

upon the bread of life, in prayer, in the reading of Scripture, in meditation, in

communion with Christ, will surely grow faint ; want of rest—there is a spiritual

hieomnia, a habit of restless activity, which invariably results in faintness. Christ

l»qi;ired rest, and called his disciples apart to rest (Mark vi. 31).

11. FAUmfE^S KEED NOT STAT US IN THE PIJEEtriT OF THE CHRISTIAN COtTBSB. Though
the troops of Gideon were faint, they still pursued. 1. Faintness is not death. If

our strer.gth is slight, this is a good reason for making the best use of it. If faintness

reduce our talents to one, we have no excuse to bury that one. 2. God expects our

aUainments to he no more than proportionate to our strength- He knows our weak-
ness (Ps. ciiL 14). He is no hard task-master, expecting us to make bricks without

straw ; so we need not despair of pleasing God because our faintness permits of but

slight service. 3. The real source of victory is not our strength, but Gods might.

"When we are most faint, God's strength made perfect in our weakness may be most
effective (2 Cor. xii. 9). The little one may chase a thousand, because God is with
hira. When we are most faint we are lea-st self-confident, and in our humility and
helplessness driven to the mighty for strength, so that our faintness may be the

means of leading ufl to the real strength which alone can accomplish great things.

4. Faintness can he overcome. Faintness is not necessarily the precursor of death.

It may be but temporary. We may find iri God a sure remedy for spiritual faintness,

because " they that wait on the Lord shall renew their strength " (Isa. xl. 31). 5. If

we are faithfully pressing on in spite of present faintness, we shall be rewarded with

future rest and triumph. Gideon's troops were well recompensed for their brave

pursuit. Tlje short race of life will end in a haven of rest, in a home of honour. Let

us then be brave and true, remembering that in proportion to the weariness of present

toil will be the sweetness of future rest (2 Cor. iv. 16—18).—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 18.—Before the ran was up. There

L" a wonderful fjiveisity in the renderings of

this verse. Some of the old versions and
JewL'h Fahbis interjtret it Icfore sunset.

Many of the best Jewish commentators,

however, understand the phrase as the A. V.

does—" Before the going ujj of the enn," i. e.

before snnrise ; rnpposing Gideon's attack

on the lli<]ianiti.'>h camp to have been a

D'ght attack, and Succoth to have been so

B«iar to Karkor that he was able to reach it

Yy snnrise. But others say that the word
here rendered tun (Irre^) is only used in

X-^f-Xry, and that the word rendered vp ia

never used of stinrise, litit, a.s in the viirase

" the going rp of Akralliim " (ch. i. JJfi), of

an ascent nj. a hilL They therefore take
^<—<.,.«o :, yr-^y'^r n^mc, and translate "from

" OtLers again, hy an

-inge in the last letter,

f'o^j uw- i, -..j.'.iio" instead of Here*.

Bot t^ A. Y. BMiy be well defended, and

gives an excellent sense. In ch- xiv. 18
the same word for the «in is used in the

very similar phrase, "before the snn went
down." In Gen. xii. 15 the phiuse, "the
morning arose," has the verb from which
the word here rendered up is deri%'ed ; and a

note of time here exactly suits the context.

It marks the celerity of Gideon's move-
ments that he was actually on his way back

to Succoth at sunrise, after having roulfW

the Midianites and taken their two kin

prisoners.

Ver. 14.—Hedeecribed. Rather, A«u>r

dawn, L e. gave him a list of the prin

and elders.

Ver. 15.—The men of Succoth. Meaning
tile ]>rince8 and elders.

Ver. 16. — He taught, i. t. corrected,

punished. It is, ljr,uever, very i)rohabl»

that the true leading is he threshed or tort

{yadash for yadaA, the final letters V and S
being very similar). We have then the fulfil
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Bent of adeam'i tlirea* in Ter.

in tlie same words with, regard

jest as the breaking dtncn c:

Pennel in rer. 17 is m ver

wish. TO. 9, Tlie Septaagm: ,

Votk aeem. tahxre tend ii

f r^: -i.-

! thor
copiea.

Ytf. 17.—He slev Oe mea ef Oe 0*7.
This makfis it prc'cacle th^ 1±£ ^rssAniy of

the m^ of SneeoCk wis a a^tai pno^
mtt, as thsre k • leasia why tke Bca df
Fomdl shoald be aMBs aero!^ jmdeiKi
&SS tke Btn rf Swea&.
Ta. 18.—-What vaoBcr if bo, fte.

Ah iccideTit not b^bie related is tere brmight
to liglit, viz., that qb some unknown ocea-

son, possf^Ij as scxm as the riang of the
IsraeKtes onder G:de<A became iaeva, or
when, as related in eh. tL S, Aey kid
son^ht to hide them^elTes in Mami Tkfaar,

bat had been can^t, Zebah aad ZJaiima
had pat to deat^ fiifcwi'a hra&aa. We
maj obaerre in fmJHg kov dkaa^ensde
this ia of a trae Barrative m vkiA vssj-
thing that happened nmiat pasBflbiy lie re-

lated ^ dh. z. 11, 12, w^ Tbe vwd

mrt, meaaa, m eroy adwr ]^aee m vhiAit
occTirs, vhm ? and tke soese tf mAM a&rt is

<BiIv inieired from, the answer. A* <iMi mrt,

m wan &tg. Bat it is aot safe thvs ta
cbaage tke snirasal Beaaing of a rnmwuM
word. It is bett^ to take tihe waria of
Gideon, Wlkers are tke awB aiaaa jpt attm
mt Tatar f as an npbniding afAea fcr tke
Slurder of Lis brechrai, and a threat that
vhers thej were their moidmn weald asea

Ta.SL—T
ereaeeat-siafed

aad sihrer, wkiek as wdl wb **

S6) were kaag as
eda (e£. ck. T. »X It wwaki
m. 26 flMfc t^kagslkaudk
tkeae aEsnaeats: aa4 gx T33. ul
eBDCKiased amoos the aroeki
afcdn

—

r&mmd tiwa lAt tkt

HGMILETICS.

eri. 13—21.

—

The nmtplfte rntrnjc If any nua arer stood aa t^ -racy apex ttl

success and tiBoufk, it vas ^dnm oB kis leteni tntm tke pusot of tiie MidiaBites.
He bad saved his ematrj; be had seta wbole peo^ firee &mb a foce^ ytAs ; ka
kad restored tke woslap of the true and lirirg Gc<i in his nadwe land, and iipnio>uI
a Tfle and debasn^ MoIatTj : he was th? rcr'-cror of a raat host with naet onde-
quate means ; he had suMned ard : -.ers two rcwerful kizcs ; ke kad
avenged the death of his own brothers -r who, in rride and wantonness ^a<^

ilain them ; ard he had chastised the --s.li:.;. coward>. ind sapatnadc cqndtt ef
his own countrjTnen who. at his time of greatest reed, "had i^si^b-J in tuil of kelp-
ing him : and he stood in the proud position of having aBdatakea an alMoat i»-
pofisible ta:^k. and having succeeded berond his utmost ezpectatiaB. Baft m liie
Ter: - f this success we aeem to see an OTeri>aIanei«g tewuds a ^W It is

ve .ere was stij a woadeAi Modcgatwa of mind (ss seen ia wgs. ±2. £3 ^

:

hu: ; c ; . ; human heart had a atiuager draught cf stwress than it coald ke«ir.

As loE^. irdeed. as his eve was quite sbgl^ ard 1: was or."y the g-'onr of Gad ^at
he so-:^h:, and the welfare a£ his ron^^rrv r' --_-- . ^- ^ y^j.^ ^^' g^
was juot perfect. Had he been v. haaiam^, ke'
have* slain the captive kings, he ^ri& the inBoIect n:^n .f
S-.ccoth ard Penuel. richly as they deserved ru: s" ~ert. But it is he-
seen: to see --he first clouding of "h? si- -.:!ar b-i^bir.ess of Gideon's d '<

Whoi we have made every ' ~ £g^ ^jj^ castens »»^ wmbmms af tae «^4l
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we cannot help feeling that something different from zeal and love for God was at

work within him when he took away those lives. Zebah and Zalinunna had slain kii

brothers, and so had done an injury to /am, and put a slight upon htm ; the men
of Succoth and Penuel had taunted and affronted him, they had undervalued hia

power, they had taken advantage of hia momentary weakness to put him to shame.

He must have his revenge. In his hour of more than human greatness the little-

ne«8 of humanity started into birth. It was no doubt true that the law of the

avenger of blood justified the slaughter of the kings, and the base conduct of the

Succothites and Penuel ites would secure a universal acquiescence in the justice of

their punishment. But still we cannot help seeing that the pride of self, albeit

unperceived by Gideon, had a hand in these actions, which cast a distinct shade

upon Gideon's shining path, and which we cannot read of even at this distance of

time without a pang of regret. How glad we should be if tliat noble spirit, in the

very flush of victory, had risen sufficiently above the spirit of his age and above his

own anger to spare his prostrate foes ; and if in the height of his glory he had de-

spised the meanness of the men of Succoth, and left them to the punishment of their

own shame, and the contempt of their fellow-men I (see 2 Sam. xix. 23). But it

could not be. And perhaps the lesson of human weakness is more valuable to us as

it is ; for it leaves us a warning not to seek a complete revenge for ourselves uiider

any circumstances, but to be content to commit our cause to God : and that it ia

better for man to be thwarted and humiliated than to have everything his own
way. He cannot bear it

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 22, 23. —Rale thou, &c The gratitude

of Israel to their great deliverer, added to a

sense that it would be for their own security,

and to a desire, already perhaps beginning to

be felt, to be like the* nations around tliem

(1 Sam, viii 5), naturally led to the offer,

'

' Rule thou over us. " But the time predicted

by Moses (Deut. xvii. 14, 15) was not yet

come. And so Gideon returned an answer

replete with moderation and piety : "I will

not rule over you, neither shall my son rule

over Tou: the Lord shall rule over you"
(of. 1 Sam. viii. 7 ; x. 19 ; xii. 12).

Ver. 24.—I would desire a request of you.

Again human weakness breaks out in this

great man, and we seem to see the effect of

great prosperity in stirring up selfish desires

in his heart. It was perhaps not without

significance that mention was made in ver.

21 of his taking the ornaments that were

on the camels' necks in connection with the

slaughter of the kings. Anyhow we have

now a second instance of a love of spoil. It

seems to have been a national custom with

the Ishmaelites, among whom the Midianites

are reckoned (see Gen. xxxvii. 25—28), to

wear golden rings ; hence when they c^me
to strip the slain there was a vast booty of

gold rings. These Gideon asked for as his

share, and the people readily agreed to the

request. Ear-rings. The word is singular

in Hebrew, which agrees with its more proper

signification of rwse-ring, an ornament often

worn by both men and women in the East.

Gesenius mentions having seen at Leipsic

ome Indian dancing women with nose-rings.

It is distinctly marked as • nose-ring !n Gen.
xxiv. 22, 30, 47, because in the last verse

Abraham's servant says that he ^' put the

ring {han-nezem) upon her nose " {face, A, V.).

Again, in Ezek. xvi. 12 the Hebrew is, " i
placed a ring upon thy nose " (I put a jewel

upon thy forehead, A.V.). So also Job xlii.

11, "one ring of gold," implies that it was
a nose-ring, and not an ear-ring. In other

passages, however, as Gen. xxxv, 4 ; Exod.
xxxiL 2, it is expressly said that these rings

were worn in the ears ; while in others, again,

there is nothing to mark whether they were
worn in the ears or in the nose, as Prov.

XXV. 12 ; Hosea ii. 13, except that in the

latter passage the singular number in the

Hebrew is more favourable to the nose-ring

than to the ear-rings, as the A.V. translates

it. It is thought by many, with some pro-

bability, that the nose-ring did not pierce the

gristle of the nose, but hung down upon the

nose from a fillet round the for^ead. In

every case they were of gold.

Ver. 25.—A garment. Rather, the cloak.

Probably Gideon's military cloak (see Isa. ix.

5), which lay in his tent ready for use as a

cloak by day or a coverlet by night (Deut.

xxii. 17).

Ver. 26.—A thousand and seven hundred
shekels—equal to about fifty pounds weight,

and probably to above .£3000 worth of ouf

money, reckoning a shekel of gold at £1 165.

6d. If the rings, like that gi^'en to Rehekah
(Gen. xxiv. 22), weighed each half a shekel,

they would be the spoil of 3400 dead bodiea.

If they each weighed less it would of ooune
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imply a larger number of slain. The orna-

ments, as in ver. 21, the collars. Tlie word
BO rendered seems rather to mean dro2JS or

pendants. When worn by women (Isa. iii.

19, chains, A.V.) they were often of single

pearls. The purple raiment, the famous
Tyrian purple, made from the juice of a shell-

fish which is found in the Mediterranean,

which was the distinctive colour of royal

and imperial raiment. Chains. Perhaps the

ornaments mentioned in ver. 21 as on the

camels' necks were suspended to these chains.

In Cant. iv. 9 the chain is mentioned as

an ornament of a woman's neck ; in Prov.

i. 9 of a man's neck. Many interpreters

understand these last-mentioned articles as

not being part of Gideon's spoil, but being

the people's portion. But it seems much
more probable that the spoil of the kings

should be Gideon's portion, as indeed ver. 21

implies. It is best, therefore, to take all

these articles as being the property of the

kings, and to understand the writer to t<?ll

us that Gideon had the rings, which were the

people's spoil, in addition to all the spoil

wliich naturally fell to his own share.

Ver. 27.—Gideon made an ephod thereof,

There is great difference of opinion among
commentators as to the significance of this

statement. The ephod (Exod, xxviii. 4, 6

—

30) was that part of the high priest's dress

(1 Sam. xiv. 3 ; xxi. 9) which covered the

breast in front, and the upper part of the

back behind, the two parts being clasped

together by two large onyx stones, one on
each shoulder, and kept together by the

curious girdle, just above which was fastened

the breastplate of judgment. In a modified
form the "linen ephod" was worn by all

priests ; but it was especially worn by the

high priest when he inquired of God by
Urim and Thummim (1 Sam. xxiii. 9 ; xxx. 7).

Hence it was also connected with idolatrous

worship, as we see by ch. xviL 5, and Hosea
iii. 4, being probably used for purposes of

divination, as we know that idolatrous kings
of Israel, instead of inquiring of the Lord,
inquired of the false gods (2 Kings i. 2, 3).

"'•Vhat, then, was Gideon's purpose in making
1 his costly ephod ? "We may infer from his

proved piety that at all events his intention

was to do honour to the Lord, who had given
him the victory. Then, as he was now at

the head of the State, though he had de-

clined the regal office, and as it was the

special prerogative of the head of the State

to "inquiie of the Lord " (Numb, xxvii. 21

;

1 Sam. xxii. 13 ; xxiii. 2, 4, &c. ; xxviii. 6, &c. ),

he ina^ ha ve thought it his right, as well as a
matter of great importance to the people, that

he should have the means ready at hand of

inquirine of God. His relations with the

Eeai Lnbe of Ephraim may have made it

convenient to go to Shiloh to consult the

high priest there, and therefore he wouW
have tlie ejihod at his own city of Djihiiih,

just as Jephthah made Mizpeh his relif^iou*

centre (ch. xi. 11). Whether he sent for

the high priest to come to Ophrah, or

whether he made use of the ministry of

some other priest, we have no means of

deciding. The people, however, always
prone to idolatry, made an idol of the ephod,
and Gideon, either because it was a source of

gain or of dignity to his house, or thinking
it was a means of keeping the people from
Baal-worship (ver. 33), seems to have con-

nived at it. This seems to be the explana-
tion best supported by the little we know of

the circumstances of the case. A snare, i. e.

as in ch. ii. 3, that which leads a person to

eventual destmction. See Exod. x. 7, where
Pharaoh's servants say of Moses, How long
shall this man be a snare unto us f See also

Exod. xxiii. 33 ; xxxiv. 12 ; Dent. vii. 16 ; 1

Sam. xviii, 21, &c. Observe in this verse how
the narrative runs on far beyond the present

time, to return again at ver. 28 (see note to

ch. ii. 1—6 ; vii. 25 ; viiL 4).

Ver. 28.—Lifted np their heads no more.
Thus showing the wisdom of Gideon's per-

severance in pushing on his victory to com-
pleteness (see Homiletics on ch. viii. 4—12).

The narrative goes back to ver. 26, or per-

haps rather to ver. 21.

Vers. 30—32.—Gideon had threescore and
ten sons, &c. This notice helps us to fill

up the picture of Gideon's state after the

Midianitish victory. He had indeed nobly
refused the kingdom, as a Pericles woulvl

have refused to be tyrant of Athens. But he
did not return to poverty and obscurity, as

L. Q. Gincinnatus, in the Roman legend,

returned to his plough after his victory over

the Volscians. He was judge over Israel for

forty years, with a household and a harem
like a great prince, living in his paternal

city, with the ephod set up there, himself

the centre round which the powers of Church
and State gathered ; directing the affairs of

his country, both civil and ecclesiastical,

with eminent success, so that the country

was at peace for forty years (a peace as long

as that which followed the battle of Water-
loo), and the detestable Baal-worship was
effectually suppressed. And having lived in

wealth and honour, he died in peace, and
was buried in the sepulchre of his father at

Ophrah in a good old age. He remains to

us as one of the most remarkable characters

of the Old Testament, not indeed without
faults and blemishes, and not wholly un-

sjjoiled by prosperity, but still a great man,
and an eminent servant of God.

Ver. 31.—Whose name he called. This is

badly translated ; it should be, he gave him
ihe name of AbiineUch—literally, he set hit

name Abimelech. There are two phrws is
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Hebrew. The cue, ?ie called his name Seth,

l^oah, Islimael, Isaac, Esau, Jacob, &c., as

the case may be. And this is the phrase

always, though not exclusively (see, c. g..

Gen. XXXV. 10; ch. vi. 32), used of the

name given to a child at its birth or circum-

cision. The other is, ?ie gave or set him. th^

name, or, he gnve or set his name so-and-so,

and this phrase is only used of additional

names, or surnames given later in life. The
examples are ch. xiii. 31 ; 2 Kings xvii. 34

;

Neh. ix. 7 ; Dan. L 7 ; v. 12. The infer-

ence is that the name of Abim^hch, which

means father of a Jcing, and was the name
of the royal family of Gerar, was given to

Abimelech as a sigailicant surname, aud was

perhaps one of the causes which induc>.'<l him
to seize the kingdom. A third phrase ia

fdund in 2 Kings xxiii. 84 ; xxiv. 17 ; 2
Chron. xxrvi. 4 : he turned his nam^e to

Jehomkim ; changed his name to Zedekiah.
The Hebrew is the same in all these passages.

Ver. 33.—And it came to pass, &c. Cf.

ch. ii. 11, 12, 19 ; iii. 7 ; iv. 1 ; v. 1 ; x. 6

;

xiiL 1. Baal-berith. See ch. ii. 13, note.

He was like the Ztuj 'Opeiof of the Greeks,
the god of covenants.

Ver. 35.—Neither showed they kindness,
Ac. Forgetfulness of God is often the parent
of ingratitude to men. The heart of stone

which is not touched by thu love of Christ it

also insensible to the kindness of man.

HOMILETICS

Vers. 22—35.

—

Prosperity. God has two ways of trying men : one in the furnace

of aflfliction, that the trial of their faith, being much more precious than of ^o!d that

Serislic'h, may be found unto praise and honour and glory at the appearing o£

esus Christ ; the other in the fiin'ng-pot of prosperity, and this is much the harder

trial of the two. Affliction tends to humble and soften and subdue ; but in pros-

perity, self-esteem, self-reliance, self-satisfaction, self-will, pride, and security, are

prone to spring up with a rank luxuriance. Disregard for tlie rights and feelings of

others strengthens with the inordinate estimate of the regard due to a man's self.

The Scripture lessons as to the dangers of prosperity, and the snare which the

possession of unbounded power is to men in general, are very many and very strik-

ing, culminating in our Saviour's saying, "A rich man shall hardly enter into the

kingdom of heaven" (Matt. xix. 23). The latter part of David's reign compared

with the first part of his life, the latter part of Solomon's contrasted with the begin-

ning, Uzziah (2 Chron. xxvi. 16), Joash king of Judah (2 Chron. xxiv. 22), Amaziah

after his successful campaign in Edom (2 Chron. xxv. 14— 16), even good Hezekiah

(2 Cliron. xxxii. 27—31), all teach us the danger of prosperity, and the inability of

the human heart to drink a full cup of success without intoxication. If we turn to

secular history it is still the siime story. Men of diverse characters and temperaments

have all alike deteriorated under the influence of too much success in life, and shown
themselves unfit to be trusted with unlimited power. Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander

the Great, Nero, Constantine, Charlemagne, Louis Quatorze, Napoleon Buonaparte,

men of the most different characters, may all be cited as having shown in different

•ways and degrees how hard it is for man to pass through the fining-pot of prosperity

without bringing to light more or less the dross of a corrupt heart. It is an interest-

ing and instructive iii'iniry how far Gideon passed through this fining-pot uninjured,

and with his religious character undiumied. We have already glanced (Homiletics,

ch. viii. 1.3—21 ) at the brilliancy of Gideon's success, and at the great quaUties by which,

under God, he obtained it. We had occasion too (Homiletics, ch. vii. 9— 25) to notice

the singular strength and perfectness of Gideon's faith, and the excellent fruits

which it bore in practice. The humility and simplicity of purpose displayed by him,

the docility and trustful obedience, the entire surrender of himself into the hands of

God, without a thought for himself or a fear of the result, which marked his course,

were of the highest calibre of human excellence guided and informed by the Holy
Spirit of God. It is not, as we have already seen (Homiletics, ch. viii, 13—21),

till his wonderful victory was consummated by the capture of tlie two kings

that we can see any flaw in his character at all. The fining-pot had not yet begun

to do its work. But when we come to the incident of the severe punitmment of

the men of Siiccoth and Penuel, to the slaughter in cold blood of the captive kings,

•nd the plunder of their ppoils, even wheii we have made every allowance for the

nianr.ers and opinions of the times, and given due weight to the circumstances of

tke case, it is impossible not to feel that certain dormant passions of pride, and
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resentment if injurifes, and "insolent jcy," born of overmuch prosperity, had been
aroused by his successes. His request for the gold rinys which formed a portion of

the people's prey, and the making therewith a costly epliod, without any direction

from God or knowledge that he was doing what would be acceptable to him, showed
a presumption far removed from the trustful docility which had been so beautiful a

feature in his previous conduct; and we see a departure from the simplicity of his

early life in his many wives and concubines, and in his connivance at the irregular

concourse of the Israelites to Oplirah for a semi-idolatrous worship before the ephod,
which conduced to his own worldly dignity, and was perhaps a source of emolument
to him. These things are undoubtedly blots in Gideon's fame. On the other hand,
his pious moderation in refusing the hereditary kingdom offered to him, the persist-

ent "goodness which he showed to Israel" to his life's end, as we may safely con-
clude from the last verse of the chapter, the good government by which he gave
rest to the land for forty years, and the continued repression of Baal-worship as long
B8 he lived, are all evidences that he maintained his integrity before God, and never
forfeited his claim to be a servant of God ; and it is in entire agreement with this

view that we read that he " died in a good old age, and was buried in the sepulchre

of Joash his father," words by which the sacred historian evidently means to set

before us the picture of one who, under God's favour, was happy in his death, as

he had been in liis life. Nor can we doubt for a moment what it was which held

him up in the slippery path of worldly greatness. If God left him, as he did

Hezekiah, "to try him, that he might know all that was in his heart," ho did not
leave or forsake him wholly. The faith in God which had carried him down to the

Midianite camp, though it may have been dimmed, was never extinct. The com-
munion with God, if less fresh and less constant, was never wholly interrupted.

His belief that God is, and that he is a rewarder of them that seek him, once so

deeply graven upon his heart and confirmed by his experience, never, we may be
sure, departed from him. "Faint, yet pursuing," may probably describe the war-
fare of his soul at the most unfavourable times of his life. For ourselves, let us rise

from the contemplation of Gideon's career with the firm determination to shake off

those things which may be a snare to us, and not to slacken our pace in the pursuit

of those things which are above. It is by constant prayer that our faith nmst be
kept alive ; it is by resolute resistance to those manifold lusts which war against the

soul that our spirit must be kept free for holy obedience, and the eye of our mind
kept clear to discern between the precious and the vile. We must keep a dosS
watch against the first buds of those sinful dispositions in our hearts which are

stimulated into growth by objects of carnal desire, or by wrongs or insults or taunt-

ing words, and we must nip them in the bud by crucif \ ing the flesh with jts affec-

tions and lusts. And if we find ourselves prosperous in this world, if riches increase,

if friends multiply, if all goes well with us, if the world smiles upon us, if we are rising

in consequence, in power, in the estimation of men, if new sources of gratification are

opened to us, and life puts on its gayest, gaudiest colours for us, then above all it

behoves us to be on our guard, and to maintain the supremacy of the love of God
within us. Then let us humble ourselves before the cross of Christ; then let us

bring the glories of the kingdom in full view, till the glories of earth pale before

them ; then let us strive more earnestly than ever to feel how immeasurably the

pleasure of doing the will of God rises above the pleasure of pleasing ourselves, and
now far the happiness of obedience to God's law transcends the happiness of yielding

4o our own desires. Such a victory over ourselves will be far more glorious than the

conquest of ten thousand Midianites, and ours will be a richer booty than the richest

spoils of kings.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
V

''"'V^rs. 22—27.

—

Noble self-abnegation. The whole situation naturally described.

In the flush of victory the impulse is to honour Gideon, and secure a permanent
connection with the glory of his name by establishing a hereditary monarchy in hia

faiuily. This honour he refuses. We have here

—

L Gknerous but Mis'iAKBK QBATITDDB. It was a natural impulse in the soldiera.
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But their mistake was twofold—(1) in exalting man instead of God, and (2) in seek-

ing to put an end to the theocracy. The natural mind acts always thus, in the face

of the plainest signs of Divine intervention and authority ; building itself out from
the Unseen by human authorities and institutions. The chain of connection with

God is weakened by lengthening it. The plainest commands of God are disobeyed

in mistaken self-interest. The human agent is depended upon because the perception

of the Divine is weak. Exalting one of tliemselves was but a species of self-

glorilication. The motive of Gideon too is misunderstood.

II. Disinterested sebvick. The honour is refused. If prudence aided the

decision, it was cliiefly due to unaffected faith and reverence for Jehovah. He may
have felt that his " might " and success were solely individual, and due to direct

inspiration ; and the incapacity and disagreements of his child ion may have already

betrayed themselves. He thereby vindicates his own patriotism and disinterestedness.

His humility and magnanimous loyalty to God as only Sovereign for Israel outahine

all his exploits. 1. How hard it is for men to believe in the disinterestedness of

benefactors I 2. God, who imparts might and inspiration, can also purify the heart

from worldly ambitions and weaknesses.

III. Devout recognition of Divine aid and aitthority. The ephod is explained

and described in Exod. xxviii. It is the priestly garment, with breastplate attached

to it, worn in the sanctuary. The Urim and Thummim were also used in connection

with it for oracular consultation. It meant, therefore, a tabernacle and its service

wherever it was placed. 1. So far as this was to the honour of God and commemor-
ation of his mercy, it was a pious act. 2. By using the spoils of the people for its

construction, a national sacrifice was effected. 3. But by placing it in Oplirah he
encouraged schism, gave his own family undue importance, and tempted his country-

men to superstitious practices.—M.

Vers. 24—27.—r^ mistake of a good man. I. Originating in motives fob thb
most part noble and honourable. (1) Desirous of a national testimony to God's

gracious deliverance, and a commemoration of it to future ages, he (2) persuades the

Israelites to make a national offering, and (3) increases the means of grace in his

own district.

II. Reflecting thb defects of his chabacteb and betbatinq its latent vice.

In his zeal for the religious reformation of Israel he did not siifiBciently consider the

bearings of the step he had taken. It was a hasty and crude expedient, from which
greater experience or sage advice, or, above all, God's Spirit, would have saved him.

And therein lay the root of the mischief. He relied on his own wisdom, and forgot

to ask God's guidance. In getting to look upon himstlf as in a special sense the

re-introducer of the Jehovah-worship, and the exponent of the mind of Jehovah, he
forgot that it was only as he was taught of God that he could be preserved from

error. Of all inventions, religious ones are to be most carefully scrutinised. And
in the background of this assumption there lay a secret tendency to self-esteem

because of his spiritual endowments and character, and the great achievements of

the past. Pride because of his own humility—is it not a failing that many liave

shared ? By this mistake he sowed the seeds of grave evils : schism, superstition,

hero-worship. But

—

III. The substantial good done was not wholly destboyed. Whilst be lived

—

a quiet, steadfast, righteous life—the people observed the true worship of Jehovah.

His own example was a guide and a deterrent. And when at his death superstition

ran riot, and the old licentious idolatry flowed back in an obliterating wave over the

land and the institutions of Jehovah's worship, there were some things that could

not be destroyed, remaining as germ ideas in the spiritual consciousness of Israel—

•

the immediate obligation of the moral law upon every one, the direct responsibility

of every one to God, and faith in the per.';onal help of Jehovah. (1) God super-

intends the development of his truth, and (2) restrains the evil that mingles with the

good in men's works.—M.

Vers. 29—32.

—

The after life. It is interesting to watch the after life of great

men. In some it is a continual progress, in others a growing weakness of charactef

and faculty. Gideon's was

—
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I. A REWARD AND CONSEQCENCK OF FAITHFUL SBRVICK TO JeHOVAH. Long life,

quietness, prosperity, honour.

II. Kept on 'iiir; whole niGHT, and made a blessing by the obace of God. H«
had begun well. His youth was a consecrated one ; his old age was its true outcome.
And yet not by natural virtue, hut by tlie blessing of God.

III. Containing the germs of national evils. He was not ever on the heights of

spiritual excitement. Perhaps his was a nature that required g^eat diflBculties to b©
snrmounted in order to keep it right. At any rate he fails to rise above the laxities

of his age, and he enters into connection with the Canaanites. How much too of

his after-life could be explained as a living on the memory of a glorious past, and a
growing estimation of the part he himself had played. The ephod, the natural

son by the Canaanitish woman, the conflicting interests of the many heirs to his

influence and renown—these were the occasions of untold evil—M.

Vers. 33—35.

—

The consequence of the imperfect recognition of Jehovah. I. An
IMPURE, defective WORSHIP OF THE TRUE GOD PREPARED FOR THE WORSHIP OF FALSS
GODS. " False worships make way for false deities."

II. Undue magnifying of human importance at the expense of the honour duk
TO God alone, diverted from the worship of Jehovah, and so cut the boots of
the personal RESPECT IN WHICH HIS SERVANT WAS HELD. True religion is the found-
ation and safeguard of all the esteem and respect due from one to another. The
heavenly Father is the key-stone of tlie whole house of life.—M.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

Gideon and the theocracy. This incident may be regarded in rela-

tion to the conduct of the men of Israel, to that of Gideon, and to the historical fact

of the theocracy.

I. The INCIDENT regarded in relation to the conduct of the men of Israel.

1. These men assumed a power which they did not rightfully possess. They had no
authority to revise the constitution, no right to elect a king. The election of Gideon
was an act of rebellion against "the Eternal." 2. These men were so dazzled by the

splendour of human achievements that they ignored the Divine influence which v/as

the source of them. Gideon's campaign was especially designed to avoid the danger
of the people attributing to men what was really the work of God (ch. vii. 4). Yet
they regarded Gideon as the sole hero, and forgot to glorify God. We are all too

ready to recognise the human instrument only, and ignore the Divine power which
is the source of all that is good and great. The very richness with which God has
endowed a man of genius may tempt us to make this mistake. Yet the more gifted

a man is, the more reason have we to attribute his greatness to the Giver of every
good and perfect gift. 3. These men were drawn aside from trmt in the Unseen to

a desire for earthly greatness. The glory of Israel was its government by the

unseen King. This implied faith. But the temptation often was to lose this faith

and the holy life and simple state it required, and desire a human kingship and the

pomp of an earthly court, such as that of the heathen nations. There is alwaj's great

difficulty in living in the power of the spiritual. Tangible force and visible display

tend to allure us from the serene spirituality of life in the unseen.

II. The incident regarded in relation to the conduct of Gideon. 1. Gideon
proved himself to be an unselfish patriot. True patriotism is incompatible with
personal ambition. A nation has no greater enemies than its ambitious men of
genius. The worthy statesman is he who aims at his country's good to the neglect

of his own aggrandisement. 2. Gideon showed himself strong in resisting the popu-
lar wish when he knew this was unwise. We must not mould our character simply
in obedience to the dictates of public opinion. The wish of the people is no excuse
for doing wrong. There is no more difficult feat than to resist successfully the mis-
takejQ kindness of those who are seeking to promote a man's own honour and great-

nessj though in a way which he believes to be wrong. 3. Gideon proved himself
drm in fidelity to God. Here lay the secret of his resistance. He had been called

from the threshing-floor by God, He held himself throughout to be the servant of
God. It is better to be a servant and faithful to God than a king and in rebellion

gainst him. 4. Gideon showed his discernment at once (1) «f the existence and
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piM er of the theocracy which his contemporaries appear to have ignored, and (2) of

its suitability for the happy government of his nation.

III. The incident regarded in relation to the thkocract. 1. It is not wise

to ffrupote a revolution of government except for great and necessaiy ends. It is

easy to overthrow the present order ; it is not so easy to be sure thai what we sub-

stitute will be better. We cannot calculate on the possible uses to which the new
power we create may be appropriated. 2. The best method of government is that

which is best suited to the condition of a nation. There came a time when a human
kingship was necessary for Israel. The attempt to force this on before the country

was ripe for it only ended in disaster (ch. ix. 5). 3. No government can be bettei

than n <n^ theocracy. This must be distinguished from the rule of priests and
prophets which is sometimes falsely named a theocracy, although it is as much a

human government as the nile of kings and soldiers. Nothing can be better than

for a people to be guided by the thought of God to do the will of God. The govern-
ment of the Church is a theocracy. The Papal assumption is therefore treason to

Christ. " One is our Master " (Matt, xxiii. 8). To substitute any human authority for

the direct guidance of Christ is to fall back to a lower state, like the conduct of Israel

when the people were willing to abandon their Divine King for a human monarch.—A.

Vers. 34, 35.

—

F(yrgetfidness and ingratitude. As we pass through the historical

records of the Bible we must often be struck with the stern faithfulness with which
Jewish chroniclers describe the wicked and shameful deeds of their own nation.

This fact is not only valuable as a proof of the unvarnished truthfulness of the

narratives ; it gives to the history of the Bible a universal character by making it a

mirror of human nature. Thus the forgetfulness and ingratitude here recorded are

unhappily typical of the too common conduct of mankind generally.

I. The puevalence of this conduct. Unnatural and monstrous as it appears in

the narrative, it is so common in experience as to be scarcely noticed. It was con-

stantly repeated in the history of Israel (Ps. Ixxviii. 11, 42). It is prevalent in

Christian communities. 1. It is not limited to atheism. The atheist denies the

existence of God. The godless man believes that God exists, yet ignores his existeiKJe.

The atheist is rare. But is there not something pharisaical and hypocritical ia the

horror with which he is regarded, as though the great multitude of men were far

better flian he, though so many of them forget the God of whose existence they are

champions, and never render him worship or obedience. 2. It is not limited to

open irreligion. We must not suppose that all people who do not go to church are

utterly godless ; but neither can we believe that all who do engage in public acta of

worship really acknowledge God in their hearts. It is possible to forget God in the

house of God, and to be guilty of base ingratitude while singing his praises. 3. It

is not limited to total godlessness. There are those who, like the Jews, have known
God, but have since forgotten and neglected him, and those who live nearer to hira

for a season, but are tempted at times to forsake him.

II. The causes of this conduct. 1. Sin. The people of Israel went after Baalim,

and the result was that they forgat the Lord. We caimot have two supreme gods.

Immorality is fatal to religion. 2. Worldly didraction. When no special fall into

great sin has been experienced the mind may be drawn aside from Divine things, and

so engrossed in business, politics, or the cares and pleasures of life, that no time or

energy is left for spiritual thoughts (Matt. xiii. 22). 3. Unspirituality. Even when
there is no great worldly distraction we may sink into a low, unspiritual habit of

life, in which the thotight of God becomes faint and feeble. It does require some
spiritual effort to preserve the memory of God fresh and bright, because (1) he is

invisible, and can only be apprehended in the inner life, and (2) his action is gentle,

and does not rouse our attention by sensational niethuds (Ilab. iii. 4). 4. Loss of
love to God. We remember what we love. Indifference of heart creates negligence

of thought. 6. Selfishness. Israel remembered God in the time of need and forgot

him in the season of prosperity. Selfishness inclines us to remember God only wlien

we want his aid.

Til. The odilt or this conduct. 2. It implies disloyalty to the rightfvl nuthoritp

tj God. If we forget God we forget his will and neglect his sorvice. We are not
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free to do this, for we are naturnlly siibjpcts of his supreme sovereignty. 2. It implies

indiference to his Fatherly nature, lie is our Father, and we are bound to him by
ties of nature (Deut. xxxii. 18). 3. It implies an timvorthy returnfor his goodness.

Thankfulness is closely associated with thoughtful ness. The unthankful forget;

those who do not take the trouble to think fall into gross ingratitude. Ingratitude to

God is joined to ingratitude to his servants. The same spirit is seen in both sins.

We are not likely to be true to man until we are first true to God.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IX-

V«. 1.—The son of Jerubbaal. Through-

out tVils chapter Oidetm is spoken of by the

iiame of Jeiubbaal. There must be some
cause for this. Tlie simplest and most pro-

bable cause is that this whole history of

Abimelcch is taken from some other source

than the preceding chapters. And a con-

siderable difference in the style of the nar-

rative, which is feebler and more obscnre,

5eems to bear out this inference. Went to

Shechem. This revolt from the house of

Gideon in favour of Abimelech seems to

partake of the nature of an Ephraimite rising

against the supremacy of Manasseh. It was
doubtless galling to the pride of the great

tribe of Ephraim (ch. viiL 1, 2; xii. 1—6)
chat Ophrah of the Abi-ezrites should be

the seat of government, and Gideon's epbod
the jentre of religion for the tribes of Israel.

And so they seem to have taken advantage
of Gideon's death, and of Abimelech's con-

nection with Shechem, to make a league

with the Hivite inhabitants of Shechem (see

vers. 27, 28) to set up Abimelech as king,

and to restore the worship of Baal, under the

title of Baal-berith (ch. viii. 33 ; ix. 4. 27,

46), at Shechem for all Israel to resort to.

Ver. 2. — All the sons, . . . which are
threescore and ten persons. Mark the evils

of polygamy—producing family discord, ex-

tinguishing natural affection, causing civil

strife, mnltiplying pretenders, and producing
an ignoble and contemptible herd of helpless

princes.

Ver. 3. — His mother's brethren. Pre-
sumably the TTivite population of Shechem.

Ver. 4.—Threescore and ten of silver,

i. e. shekels, which is always understood.
Equal in value to about seven pounds; quite
enough with which to hire a band of " vain
and light persons," who would afterwards
maintain themselves by plunder. Out of

the house of Baal-berith. The custom of
collecting treasures at the temple, both that
oif tlffe true God and of idols, whether they
were offerings and gifts for the service of
the temple, or treasures deposited tliere for

sifety, was very general (see Josh. vi. 19
;

1 Kings XV. 18 ; 1 Chron. rrix. 8 ; Dan. i.

2, &c.). The treasures belonging to the
junoES.

temple of Apollo at Delphi were veiy
great, and excited the cupidity of Xerxes,

who sent an army to plunder the tem-
ple, but was foiled in the attempt. The
Phocians are related to have seized 10,000
talents from the treasury of Delphi, nearly
two and a half millions sterling. The temple
of Diana at Ephesus had considerable trea-

sures in money, as well as other valuable
articles. Many other notices of the riches

of temple treasures occur in classical writers.

Vain and light persons. Cf. Judges xi. 3
;

1 Sam. .\xii, 2; 2 Sam. xv. 1 ; 2 Chrm.
xiii. 7. Vain, literally, empty ; liyht,

literally, boiling over. Applied to the false

prophets (Zeph. iii. 4). In German, spnw^i-
kopf is a hot-headed, hasty man.

Ver. 6. — Upon one stone. Used as a
block, on which the victims were executed
one after another. Compare the similar

wholesale murders of the seventy sons of

Ahab by order of Jehu (2 Kings x. 7), of the

seed royal of Judah by Athaliah (2 Kings
xi. 1), of the whole house of Jeroboam by
Baasha (1 Kings xv. 29), of the whole house
of Baasha by Zimri (1 Kings xvi 11, 12).

Timour, on his conquest of Persia, is said to

have destroyed the whole male family of the

king. At the conquest of Bagdad he is SAid

to have made a pj-ramid of 90,000 human
heads. In Persia and Turkey in modem
times it has been a common practice for the

sovereign to slay or put out the eyes of all

his brothers and cousins. So destructive of

natural affection is polygamy, and so cruel

is power.

Ver. 6.—The house of Millo. Millo must
have been some strongly fortified post in the
neighbourhood of Shechem, and no doubt
the place where the tower was, mentioned
in vers. 46, 47. At Jerusalem we read of

Millo as a part of the city of David in 2 Sam.
V. 9, apparently so called by the Jebusites,

and the strengthening of it was one of Solo-

mon's great works (1 Kings ix, 15, 24). It

is called the house of Millo in 2 Kings xii.

20, where it is mentioned as the scene of the

murder of King Joash. Here, therefore, the

house of Millo probably means the citadel or

keep of Shechem, a fortress analogous to the

Bala-hissar in relation to Cabul, though pos-

sibly at a distance of a mi e or two (ver 46.
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note). The phrase, all the hcuse of Millo,

means all the men who dwelt in the house

of Millo, probably all men of war. Made
Abimelech king. We seem to see the hand
of the Canaanite population in this term
Icing, which was proper to the Canaanites

(Josh. XL, xii. ), but was not yet domesticated

in Israel The plain of the pillar. This
translation is clearly wrong. The word
translated plain means an oak or terebinth

tret. The word translated pillar is thought
to mean a garrison, or military post, in Isa.

xxix. 3 (A. V. mound) ; but, according to its

etymology and the meaning of other forms
of the same root, may equally well mean a

monument, or stone set up and this is pro-

bably the meaning here. The translation

will then be the oak of the monument, a sense

supported by the modern names of the

mosque there, of which one ia " the Oak of

Moreh," and another "the Saint of the
Pillar " (see Stanley's ' Sermons in the
East,' p, 182). And we are very strongly led
to this conclusion by the further fact that
there was a famous oak at Shechem, men-
tioned Gen. XXXV. 4 as the place where
Jacob hid the idols of his household ; and
that Joshua took a great stone and "set it

up under the oak that was by the sanctuary
of the Lord " at Shechem (Josh, xxiv. 1, 25,

26). It marks a sad declension in the con-
dition of Isrjel at this time, as compared
with the days of Joshua, that the Shechemite
Abimelech should be made king with a view
to the restoration of Baal-worship on the
very spot where their fathers had made a

solemn covenant to serve the Lord. It is

remarkable that the narrative in this chap-
ter gives us no clue as to the relations of the
rest of Israel with Abimelech.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Self-aggrandisement. If we study the characters of men famous
eitlier in profane or sacred history with a view not merely to their capacity, but to

their moral worth, we shall observe one very marked distinction between thcni.

Some, the few, evidently used their great powers and their great opportunities with
entire disinterestedness, with singleness of purpose to promote God's glory and tlie

happiness and welfare of their country, and not in any wise for self-aggnmdisement.
Such men, for example, as Moses, and Joshua, and Samuel, though they wielded all

the power of the state, were entirely above the littleness of self-seeking. They had
each a great mission, and they fulfilled it to the utmost of their ability with unswerving
fidelity ; they had each a weighty task intrusted to them, and they executed it with
unflagging perseverance ; but the idea of enriching themselves, or exalting their own
families, seems never to have entered into their heads, or, at all events, never to have
influenced their conduct. We can say the same of a few great names in profane
history. It was true to a certain extent of Charlemagne ; it was true pre-eminently
of Alfred the Great; it was true of some of the early patriots of Rome, like Scipio

Africanus, or Cincinnatus; of Washington, of Pitt, and of the Duke of Wellington.
But in the bulk of the great men of history we cannot help seeing that the motiv»-

force which called forth their energies and stimulated their powers was ambition, the
lust of conquest, the desire of wealth and greatness—in a word, self-aggrandisement.
The career of such men of might as Alexander the Great, Julius Osesar, Louis
Quatorze, Napoleon Buonaparte, whatever eminent qualities of head or heart they
may have displayed, gave unmistakable signs that they were really pursuing their

own greatness as the end of their performances in the cabinet or in the field. We
may trace the same distinction between men who have filled much less important
places in the world. Compare, for example, Dunstan with Wolsey. The first,

though we may think him mistaken, pursued a disinterested purpose with concen-
trated energy; the second had constjuitly in view the royal favour or the Papal
throne, A comparison of Gideon and Abimelech presents the same sharp contrast.

Gideon was roused by the call of God to seek his country's deliverance fruin a galling
yoke, and to restore the worship of the true God in his native land. With the self-

devotion of a Hofer, and the unflinching enthusiasm of a Luther, he gave himself
to his double task, and accomplished it at the risk of his life without a thought of
himself or any selfish ends. Abimelech, seeking power for himself, pretended to have
in view the people's interest, and, to secure their favour, restored an abominable
idolatry. Ills kingdom, founded in bloodshed, abetted by falsehood, and fostered by
a base mnd cruel policy, had no end or motive but self-aggrandisement There is

exactly the same diflference in the characters and conduct of men in the oommoneat
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affairs of every-day life. Some men have high aims, and pursue them by rigliteous

paths. Others have selfish ends, and pursue them in unscrupulous ways. Be it ours
to aim at doing the will of God in the commonest as well as in the greatest actions
of our lives. Let us steadily set before us the thing that is right as the end which
we are to seek. Let us consider that our powers, be they great or small, are given
to us that in the exercise of them we may give God glory and do good to man.
Without calculation of selfish interests let us follow God's call, devote ourselves to

di' his good pleasure, seek ourneighbour's welfare, and trust to God's loving-kindness
t-o order for us what seems beat to his godly wisdom. In so doing we shall be meet
for the kingdom of God.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Ambitious usurpation. Nothing shows the extent and significance of
Gideon's influence so much as the anarchy that follov °.d his death. The presence of

one may check, restrain, direct, &c. in a degree wholly i explicable until its removal.
The retrogression of peoples—how difficult to compr. lendl Sometimes a single
individual (at most a few) concentrates in himself nil le highest tendencies of his

time, the only original of what appears a common possex; ion. The weakness—mental,
spiritual, political, and religious—of the nation now reveals itself. A time like that
following upon Gideon's judgeship tries men and declares their real motives. Of
the usurpation now attempted, notice

—

I. The aim. Worthy men seek to emulate the moral and intellectual excellence of
the great deceased ; unworthy, merely to succeed to their office and to enjoy their

honours. It was a splendid opportunity which now presented itself to carry on, and
to higher issues, the work initiated by Gideon. Instead of this, personal aggrandise-
ment is the all-absorbing aim. Unscrupulous advantage is taken of the interregnum
in the judgeship. And the more utterly base appears the project, inasmuch as it is

not only what Gideon enjoyed that is sought, but what he rejected, as considering
himself unworthy.

II. The spirit. 1. Irreligious. No betaking of himself to the oracle ; no recog-
nition of God as Supreme Arbiter and Judge-maker. 2. Immodest. Personal fitness is

not questioned, nor is the superior qualification of others considered. 3. Selfish. The
rights of others are trampled upon, human blood is spilled like water, and the nation
is regarded only as a corpus vile for political experiments and ambitious aims.

III. The means and methods. Arguments. Falsehood and sophistry. The
alternatives presented—" Whether is better for you, either that all the sons of
Jerubbaal, which are threescore and ten persons, reign over you, or that one reign
over you ? "—are not real. Charging others with the same aims as his own. Appeals
not to the nation's sense of right, but to expediency, and kinship, &c. Its occasion
is the misfortune and weakness of others. Its instrumentality, unhallowed gold and
a mercenary soldiery. Its method, a series of wrongs culminating in murder.

IV. The success. Apparently sudden, complete, absolute ; really hollow, involv-

ing constant distrust and fear, and ever new outrages, and having in itself the
elements of ultimate judgment.—M.

Vers. 2, 3.

—

Unrighteous claims of kindred- A great force in the arrangements
and promotions of human life. The unrighteousness of it often felt when it cannot
be explained. As much to be deprecated in the endeavour to secure the ordinary
advantages of life as in the competition for its great prizes and honours. Let us look
closely at this plea, " He is our brother."

I. It is the exaggeration and prostitution of a natural and proper affection.
Of the true claims of *' our brother" how much might be said I A basis for moral
obligi^tions, and rights, and duties seldom fairly acknowledged. But to the desirable

things of the world and " out in the open" there are many claimants whose title has
to be weiglied. The fond mother, desirous of such things for her son, may be asked,
" Why your son, and not another's ?

"

II. It ignores and tramples upon general interests fob the sake of individuai,

advancement. Next to the absolute appointment by God, and often indicative of it,

e2
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is tho " greatest good of the g^-eatest number," The king or other public officer it

for Uu people, not vice versa. Although absolute right may be sometimes waived
because of general advantage, when both are wanting the claim is weak.

III. The true title-deeds to advancement ark not recognised ob appraled to.

Divine appointment ; unique capacity ; desire for the good of others rather than
the advantage of self ; service rather than office ; duty than right.—M.

Ver. 5.— Shortcomings ofunscrupulous schemes. That there are instances of seem-
ingly complete and permanent success cannot be denied. But the cases in wliich the
act just falls short of success are too frequent and dramatically striking not to b«
pondered.

I. A moral government ok thk world is witnessed to.

II. If evident in some cases, mat not the same law ixisrr where hot
CLEARLY VISIBLE ?

III. In this IS illustrated the essentially moral character of highest
REASON. The wicked always leave something unconsidered or unprovided for. The
lives and schemes of the wicked are based on fallacies. Truth and righteousness
coincide.—M.

Ver. 6.

—

Ahimdech. The character and life of Abimelech fuminh ni with a terrible

picture of ambition in its bad origin, wicked character, temporary- triumph, and fatal

issues.

I. The bad origin of ambition. This is illustrated in the circumstances which
were associated with the early days of Abimelech. 1. Irregular social habits. The
parentage of Abimelech would (1) stir in him a sense of mjustice, and (2) incline

him to lawless conduct (ch. viii. 30). Loose morals undermine the peace of society.

Whatever desecrates the sanctity of the home tends to derange the order of the

state. 2. Parental vanity. The high-sounding name of Abimelech is significant as

an index to the character of his mother, and the thoughts she would instil into his

mind. The vanity of the parent may be the curse of the child.

II. The wicked character of ambition. Abimelech displays some of the worst
features of ambition. 1. Selfishness. The ambitious upstart has no thought of his

nation's prosperity, his sole aim is his o%vn aggrandisement. 2. Deceit. Abimelech
deceives his brothers and the men of Sliechem. True greatness is simple and frank

;

the bastard greatness of ambition is mean, false, treacherous. 3. Cruelty- The
new king soon abuses the confidence of his brethren, and develops into a murderous
tyrant. Ambition inclines to cruelty (1) because it isolates the ambitious man, and
destroys the safeguard of the sympathy and influence of equals, and (2) because it

creates dangers from which there seems no escape but by violence.

III. The temporary triumph of ambition. Abimelech reaches the throne at

which he aims. 1. We must not be surprised at the temporary success of wicked
nees. It is easier for the unscrupulous to obtain a low worldly triumph than for the

conscientious to reach their more noble goal. The irony of providence is apparent

in the fact that these meii "have their reward" (Matt. vi. 2). 2. We must not

judge of conduct by worldly success. Success is no vindication of character. Bad
conduct is not to be justified because it proves to have been expedient The syco-

phancy which flatters triumpliant ambition, while it execrates the ambition which
fails, is one of the meanest characteristics of popular opinion.

IV. The fatal results of ajibition. 1. To the people who shamefully counten-

ance it it brings disaster. Israel was the worse for tolerating Abimelech, and
Shechem, which accepted and encouraged him, suflPered the heaviest calamities at his

hand. Instead of securing strength and peace, the new throne only flung disorder

and misery into tlie nation. 2. To the ambitious man his conduct brought ultimate

defeat, shame, and death. Greed of power is punished by a triumph of weakness.

Pride and vanity meet with humiliation and ridicule.—A.
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EXPOSITION.

Ver. 7.—On the top of Uotint Gerizim.

Mi'Uiit Gerizim rises on the south-west side

of Samaiia or Shechcm as a sheer rock about

800 feet in height, facing Mount Ebal,

which is separated from it by the narrow

valley, "some 500 yards wide," in which
Samaria, now Nablus, is built. It was
from Mount Gerizim that Joshua, in accord-

ance with the directions given by Moses in

Pent. xL 29, caused the blessings of the

law to be proclaimed, after the capture of

Ai, while the curses were proclaimed from
Mount Ebal (Josh. viii. 33, 35). ,

Some
explain the name to mean " the mount of

the Gerizzites," or Gerzites (1 Sam. xxvii.

8) ; but the absence of the article makes
this doubtful. Lifted up his voice. Imply-
ing that a considerable effort was necessary

to be heard by the people below. The
narrowness of the vaUey, however, and th-i

rocky nature of the cliifs there largeh"- in-

crease the sound. I have myself heard the
human voice utter an articulate word at a

measured distance of one mile one furlong

and seventeen yards ; but it was in a pecu-

liar state of the atmosphere. The experi-

ment has been made in recent years, and it

has been proved that a man's voice can be
distinctly heard in NabKis, and also upon
Ebal, from Gerizim. It is thought that
Jothara, having emerged from one of the vast

caverns, overhung with luxuriant creepers,

which are in the mountain's side, "stood
upon a huge projecting crag of Gerizim"
just above the ancient site of Shechem, and
thence addressed the people who were as-

sembled beneath him. The rich vegetation

of that well-watered spot, " unparallfled in

Palestine," supplied the materials of his

fable ; for the olive, the fig, the vine all

grow in that rich valley ; while the bramble,
which creeps up the barren side of the

mountain, and which is still used to kindle

the fire to roast the lamb at the Samaritan
Passover, was to be seen there in abund-
ance.

Ver. 8.—The trees, &c This is the earli-

est example of a fable in Scripture ; indeed
the only one except that in 2 Kings xiv. 9.

It is remarked that in the Indian and Greek
fables the animals are the dramatis personce,

the fox, the lion, the ass, &c. ; whereas in

the only two specimens of Hebrew fable re-

maining to us, the members of the vegetable
kingdom, the olive, the fig, the vine, the
branAle,*the cedar, the thistle, are the actors

and speakers. The parable, of which Isa. v.

1— 7 is a beautiful example, is quite different

in i ts structure. Like the inimitable parables
of our Saviour in the New Testament, it sets

forth Divine truth under an image, but the

image and all its parts are in strict n rnrd>

ance \vith nature. In the Scripture alhtjor^

real persons and their actions prefigure tin

actions and the persons which they are in-

tended to represent (see Matt. xii. 39, 40

;

GaL iv. 21—31 ; Heb. xi. 19). Allegorical

personages may, however, be fictitious, as in

the ' Pilgrim's Progress.* The general mean-
ing of this fable is clear. The trees worthy
to reign for their intrinsic excellence refused

the proffered kingdom one after another.

The vilest and most unworthy accepted it.

The result would be that a fire would burst

out from the despicable bramble, and set fire

to the lofty cedar tree. Thus Gideon refused

the kingdom, and his sons had virtually

refused it likewise. The base-born Abime-
lech had accepted it, and the result would
be a deadly strife, which would destroy both
the ungrateful subjects and the unworthy
ruler.

Ver. 9.—They honour God and man : God,
by the frequent offerings of oil with the
meat oflferings (Levit. ii. 1—16, &c.) ; and
man, e. g., by the solemn anointing with oil

of kings, priests, and prophets (1 Sara, xvi
12, 18; 1 Kings xix. 16; Ps. Ixxxix. 21).

To he promoted, literally, to wave, or movCt
over, i. e. to rule, in the case of a tree.

Ver. 13.—Which cheereth God and man.
The wine is said to cheer, or make to rejoice,

God because the drink offering which ac-

companied the meat offering consisted of

wine (Numb. xv. 7, 10), and God was well

pleased with the offerings of his people (c£

Gen. viii. 21 ; Phil. iv. 18; Heb. xiii. 16).

The idea in this verse, as in vers. 9 and 11,

is, that while the olive, the fig, and the vino
were occupied in waving their branches over
the other trees, in token of their superiority,

they would necessarily be neglecting their

own proper gift and office, which was to

produce oil, and figs, and grapes.

Ver. 14.—The bramble. A prickly shrub
;

in Greek pafivog, Rhamnus, " the southern
buckthorn " (Gesenius). The same plant aa

is mentioned in Ps. Iviii. 9 (thorns, A.
V.) as used to make fires with (see note to

ver. 7).

Ver. 15.—If in truth, i e. truly, as the
same phrase is rendered in vers. 16, 19, with
integrity of purpose and sincerity of heart.

The English would be less ambiguous if it

ran, " If ye anoint me king over you in

truth." The speech of the bramble indic.i i rs

the grounds for suspicion already existing

between Abinielech and the men of Shechein.

Let fire come out, &c—keeping up the \\to-

priety of the image, as the natural fiimtion

of the bramble was to kindle a fire, and as it

had no other use ; bhowing, too, bow • oas<
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bramble ooald destroy a noble cedar, and
the base-born Abinielech could bring ruin

upon tlie lords of Shechem.
Vers. 16—20. — Now therefore, &c. The

fable being ended, now comes the forcible

and bitter application. The simple refer-

ence to Gideon's great actions, and the

juxtaposition of the base and bloody deed

in which the Shecheraites and the men of

the house of Millo had made themselves

accomplices by choosing Abimelech for their

kinc;, formed an indictment which could not

be answered. With lofty scorn and irony

he wishes well to them if they had acted

honourably ; but if not, he predicts the

inevitable Nemesis of an alliance founded in

bloodshed and treachery and wrong, viz., the

mutual hatred and destruction of the con-

tracting parties. Observe how "the house

of Millo " is consistently spoken of as a

separate commTuuty itom "th* men of

Shechem.

"

Ver. 21.—Jotham ran away. Being clos«

to the top of GeiLzim, Jotham had the o[>en

country before him. It would take the inen

of Shechem twenty minutes to ascend the

hill, by which time Jotham would be out of

sight, and two or three miles on his way.

Beer, to which he fled, is thought to be

either the same as Betroth, among the heights

of the tribe of Benjamin \Josh. ix. 17), now
El-Bireh, '

' the first halting-place for caravans

on the northern road from Jerusalem"
('Sinai and Palestine,' p. 210); or a place

called by Eusebius Bera, now El-Bireh,

eight Roman miles from Eleutheropolis
(now Beit Jibririj, and possibly the same
as the place of the same name described by
Maundrell as four hours from Jerusalem,
and two hours west of Bethel ; or, as Ewald
thinks, .Beer beyond Jordan (Nun-.b. xxi. 16).

It is impossible to decide whirh, or whether
any, of these is the place designated •
Jotbam'i place of refog*.

HOillLETICS.

Vers. 7—21.

—

The handvrkinrf on the wall. Among the many dramatic Bcenes

which invest the pages of Holy Scripture with such singular interest, and give tlieni

such a hold upon the minds of all wlio read them with intelligence, perhaps none is more
striking than that depicted in the fifth chapter of the prophet Daniel. A gorgeous
spectacle is there presented to our view. The monarch of one of those mighty
Oriental monarchies, which were a fearful embodiment of irresponsible human power
over the lives and destinies of millions, was sitting in high estate in the palace of his

kingdom ; around him were a thousand of the highest nobles of his empire ; the

walls of the banqueting hall were adorned with the symbols of his royal power, and
the emblematic images of the Babylonian and Assyrian gods. Upon the king's table

were placed the golden and silver vessels which had once been used in the temple
of the Lord at Jerusalem—trophies of past victory to feed his own pride with

;

trophies of the triumph of Bel and Nebo over the God of the Jews, with which to do
homage to the gods of gold and silver, of brass and iron, of wood and stone. The
wine sparkled in the goblets ; the halls rang with hymns of blasphemous praise

;

insolent mirth, and voluptuous luxury, and security of power, and pride of domin-
ion kept their high revel with audacious pomp. All faces were flushed with wine,

all hearts beat high with self-confidence and arrogant success. One would have
thought they held a lease of their power and pleasure for the term of eternity. The
revel was at his height, when suddenly but noiselessly there came forth the fingers

of a man's hand, and upon the wall just opposite the king's throne, on which the

lamps were throwing the full glare of light, wrote the fatal words, Mene, Mene,
Tekel, Uphar.'-in. Tlie agony that passed over the king's face, the tumultuous terror

of his heart, tlie smiting of his trembling knees, the frightened cry for the astrolo-

gers and magicians, the impotent honours to the servant of the living God, the break-
ing up of the festival, the consternation of the company, were but the prelude to

what the sacred writer records with such pithy brevity. " In that night was Belshnz-
«ar the king of the Chaldeans slain, and Darius the M<dinn took the kingdom." No)
very different in its spirit, though dressed in such a difForent garb, is the moral of

the history in the verses which form the subject of our present meditation. By
treachery, by wholesale fratricide, and by the help of the vainest and lightest in the

•and, the worfhleas Abimolech had risen to th*t place of kingly power which his

great and patriotic father had refused to occupy. He had sought and obtained tht

co-operation of the idolatrous party aTiiong the people, he had appealed to the self-

ishne.s8 of the Shecheiniles. he liad freely scattered bribes, and by such means he

bad obtained the desire of his heart. All seemed safe and prosperooa, when from
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the heights of Gerizim a voice of ill omen—it might seem a prophetic voice, certainly

a voice big with unwelcome truth—rang in tlie streets of Shechem. The passers-by,

the throng in the market-place, the base adherents and flatterers of the new-madt
king, were startled by the sound, and looking up to the rock which overhung theii

town, saw Jotham, the youngest son of their great benefactor and deliverer Jerub-

baal, of him who had saved their country from slavery, and their people from Baal-

worship, and the one member of his family who had escaped from the murderer's

hand, standing upon the rocky ledge. With ready eloquence he caught their ear and

fixed their attention, while he uttered his cutting rebuke, and poured out his jyrophetic

curse. Surely the sweet morsel in the mouths of the successful conspirators must
have turned to gall and wormwood as their own base ingratitude and treachery and

the vileness of their worthless king were thus gibbeted before their eyes. Surely

their guilty hearts must have sunk within them as the sure consequence of their mis-

deeds was held before their eyes with such marvellous power of conviction. It is this

inevitable Nemesis, this certainty that men will reap what they have sown, this

exposition of the naked hideousness of wrong-doing, this vileness of sin, breaking

through all the glitter of success and all the glare of present prosperity, wealth, or

power, in a word, the just judgment of God written by the finger of God upon the

wall, or declared by the voice of God from the pulpits of his truth, that men so

obstinately close their ears and shut their eyes to, but which the word of God so

resolutely declares. It is the teacher's office to proclaim it, to enforce it, to urge it,

to insist upon it, whether men hear or whether they forbear. But there are certain

bye-truths connected with this central one of the ultimate bursting of ungodly pros-

perity which we shall do well also to consider. One is the absence of cohesion in the

various elements of evil. There can be no real lasting friendship between bad men
;

they are incapable of love. The bonds of interest and of some common evil purpose

may bind them together for a time, but tlie shifting of these interests bursts those

bonds asunder, and real hatred succeeds to seeming love. Unscrupulous ambition

may coalesce with base ingratitude, but it is only for a moment. The only real and

lasting union is that of love in Jesus Christ ; and here is the security of the Church
of God. The divers instruments of the powers of darkness may combine against

her, and harm her for a moment, but they have no principle of cohesion in them.

But the love which unites the saints to one another and to Christ is indissoluble

and eternal. Thus, for example, infidelity and superstition may combine to destroy

the faith, but they will soon turn against each other with deadly hatred as exasper-

ated foes. They that are Christ's will be one in Christ for ever and ever. The fable

has also some striking touches of character which are very instructive. The for-

wardness and levity of empty self-conceit, the love of power just in proportion to a

person's unfitness to wield it, the utter unscrupulousness of a selfish ambition, the

meanness of personal pride, the fickleness of men who have not the ballast of

integrity to steady them ; and, on the other hand, the humility of true greatness, the

true dignity of being useful to others rather than of being exalted ourselves, the

propriety of mind which enables a man to discern his right place and to perform his

proper duty—these and many other traits of character which it is most profitable to

discern come out spontaneously from the sharp imagery of the fable. It is no mean
part of personal religion to perfect a man's character in these and such like respects.

The neglect of the lessons of Scripture in such practical details has sadly lessened

the influence of religious men in the society in which they live. It has diminished
their usefulness! and lowered their happiness, while it has deprived the world of the

full evidence which it might have had that God was in them of a truth.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

7eni. 7—20. — JotharrCs fable ; or, prjpular election, its dangers and ahtisen

The earliest instance in Scripture of this literary form. Proneness of the Eastern
mind to apologue. Advantage of vivid, picturesque personification of principles

and of natural objects. Cryptic teaching and political suggestion may be tiius

embodied. Christ's parables instances of noblest use of this vehicle of tboagbt
The following principles are taught by Jotham:

—
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I. Nations may be actuated by caprice and falsi obavinos, as well as by

MORAL obligation.
II. Good and worthy men will refuse to be the playthings and venal

instruments of others
III. There are sacrifices for which political advancement does hot com-

pensate, AND WHICH IT DOES NOT JUSTIFY ONE's MAKING.

IV. The CHARACTER OF A PEOPLE 18 REILECJEU IN THEIR POLITICAL BKPRE-

6ENTATIVES.

V. High position magnifies powers of mischief as of blessing.

VI. The trust that has been won by unworthy acts will bb as baselt
betrayed.—M.

Ver. 21.

—

Strength in weakness. How ridiculous does it sound: " Jotham ran
aivayf" The bodily presence and ontvs'ard achievements of really great men are

often contemptible. But Jotham, like many another, is not to be estimated from
without.

I. The CONSCIENCE of thb nation was appealed to through its imagination.

He had shown himself to the whole people. The literary simplicity and charm of

his fable would rivet the attention of men upon the essential wrong committed,

and the folly.

II. The moral forces of the wobld are its btbonqest, and will in the end
PREVAIL. The "case" had been portrayed by a stroke of genius, so that no craft

or sophistry could ever justify it. The claim of Abimelech, &c. was stripped of all

its pretensions. To leave a matter with the conscience of men and with God is often

harder than to contest it by force of arms. Christ yielded to the physical force and

perverted authority of the Jews, but by his bearing at the judgment and by the

matchless clearness of his statements he put his persecutors for ever in the wrong,

and became the mightiest Ruler the world has known.—M.

Vers. B— 15.—Jotham's parable. By casting his ideas in the form of a parable,

Jotham not only makes them grsipliic and strildng, he exalts them into the light of

general principles, and thus teaches lessons which are applicable in all ages.

I. Men are too ready to shelter themselves under the influence and
RESPONSir.iLiri' of leaders of their own choosing. The trees combined to elect a

king ; but this was contrary to their natural functions. They fulfilled their vocation

perfectly in their individual life and fruit-bearing. So Israel resolved to have a kinj;-,

though in opposition to the simple form of govemment which a realisation of the

idea of the theocracy would have shown to be the noblest and happiest. Men trust

too much to organisation ; but organisation is injurious without wisdom and strength

to use it aright. There is a common temptation to throw upon others the responsi-

bility which should be borne in common. Thus in the kingdom of Christ the Church

is inclined to leave to ministers and official persons the work which belongs to all her

members. Men generally fear to be independent, though they are proud of tlieir

boasted liberty. The usual habit is to repose under the leadership of others. Such

conduct impHes unfaithfulness to our supreme King and the neglect of our own
responsibility.

II. Positions of honour demand sacrifice fbom those who can biohtly occupy

them. Each of the fruit trees sees that it must sacrifice its own peculiar advantages

in undertaking to rule over the forest. Rank and power involve loss of opportunities

for private usefulness, anxiety, danger, responsibility. The quieter life is the happier.

Nevertheless, it will be wrong to press these personal considerations to the neglect of

public duty. For the good of others we should be willing to suffer personal incon-

venience. It n)iglit have been better if one of the fruit trees had accepted the crown

instead of letting it fall on the bramble. The selfishness which allows public offices

to come into the hands of inferior men is a sin on the part of the more capable.

III. Useiui.xess is better IHAN RANK. The olive, the ug, and the vine art

fruitful. Unless they were absolutely needed as kings, the world wonld he tlia

poorer by their forsaking their useful vocations l«'r the glory of royalty. It is bettei

to f»el that we are doing good, however obscuraly, than that wa ara reaping barrev
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honours. God is glorified not oy our fame or rank, but b}' our friiitfnlness (John xv,

8). To bear good fruit we must be rooted like tlie tree—be content, patient, willing
to fill a small space if God be glorified. There is nothing so fatal to Christian
fruitfulness as ambition.

IV. The lowest natures are the most ambitious. The bramble alone covets
the crown. Ambition aims at greatness, but it arises out of littleness. The ambition
of great men is their weakness, the smallest, meanest thing in them. True greatness
will perceive the hollowness of the rewards of ambition, and the true glorj' of honest,
faithful work in whatever sphere it is done. We must not therefore be deceived
into judging of the fitness of a man for any post by the eagerness with which he
seeks it. For ourselves we should learn that self-seeking in all its branches is a low
and despicable habit of life.

V. The exaltation of the mean will end in disaster. Weakness is better
than ill-lodged power. Better have no king than a bad king. As a goud govern-
ment is the first blessing of a nation, so a bad government is its greatest curse. They
who enter blindly into needless obligations will have their eyes opened when these
begin to work them harm. It is easier to confer power than to withdravv it. Ther*
is one King under whose shadow all can rest secure (Isa. xi. 1—5).—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 22. —Had reigned. The Hebrew
word here used is quite a different one from
that in vers. 8, 10, 12, 14, and elsewhere,

where the reign of a king is designated. It

means to exercise dominion, to be a chief or

captain over a people. The use of it here
suggests that though, as we read in ver. 6,

the Cauaanite men of Shechem and the

house of Millo had made him their king,

yet he was not made king by the tribes in

general, only he exercised a kmd of domin-
ion over them, or over a sufficiently large

portion of them to warrant their being called

Israel.

Vers. 23, 24.—These two verses contain
the summary of what is related in detail in

the rest of the chapter, and we are told that

it all hijipened providentially, that the vio-

lence done to the sons of Jeruhbaal, and
their blood, might come to be laid (literally,

for some one to lay) upon Abimcltch, &c.

Which aided him—literally, strengthened his

hands, by giving him money, and encour-

aging him to make way to the throne by
killing his brothers.

Ver. 25.—The men of Shechem, &c. The
narrative now gives the details of that
" treacherous dealing " on the part of the

Shecheniites which was spoken of in the

gross in ver. 23. Their disaffection first

showed itself in acts of brigandage "against
the peace of their lord the king," to use the

language of our own mediseval lawyers. The
road t» Shechem was no longer safe ; lawless

freebooters in defiance of Abimelech's au-

thority, stopped and robbed all travellers that

passed that way, probably including Abime-
lech's own officers and servants. For him.
It may have been their intention even to

lay violent hands upon Abimelech himself
ahonld he come to Shechem.

Ver. 26.—Gaal the sonof Ehed. Who he
was, or of what tribe or race he and his

brethren were, we have no means of know-
ing ; he seeir.s to have been an adventurer
who sought to turn the growing disaffectioa

of the Shechemites to his own advantage
by offering himself as a leader of the mal-
contents. Several MSS. and editions and
versions read Eber for Ebed.

Ver. 27.—And they went out, &c. The
next step forward in the rebellion was taken
at the time of the vintage, probably when
they were inflamed with wine; for, after

they had gathered in and trodden the grapes,

they kept high festival in the temjile of

Baal-berith, on occasion of offering to their

god the solemn thank offering for the vin-

tage. And then, speaking freely under the
influence of wine, they cursed Abimelech.
The whole talk of the company was of his

misdeeds, and seditious and rebellious words
were freely uttered on all sides. Mad*
merry. Rather, offered their thank offerings.

The same word is used in Levit. xix. 24 :

"In the fourth year all the fruit thereof

{i. e. of the vineyard) shall be holy to praise

the Lord vnthal

"

—literallj, praise offerings to

the Lord. These offerings were made by the

Shechemites to Baal instead of to God.
Ver. 28.—And Gaal, &c. Gaal now saw

his opjiortunity, and encouraged the revolt.

Who is Abimelech, and who is Shechem,
that we should serve him 1 The meaning
of these words, though somewhat obscure at

first, becomes plain if we compare the two
similar passages, 1 Sam. xxv. 10 ; 1 Kingi
xii. 16. In the first we have the contempt*
uous question, "Who is David?' and in th«

second the analogous one, "What portion

have we in David ? " but in both we have tbt

•une person described by different terms:
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"Who Is David t and who is the »on of

Jesse?" and, "What portion have we in

David ? neither have we inheritance in the

eon of Jesse. " Here, therefore, it is clear that
SKedttm is merely another name for Abirm-
leeh ; and it is easy to see why. Abiinelech's

mother waa a Canaanite bond-woman, a

Shechemite ; and the plea for making
Abimelech king was, " for he is onr brother

"

(vers. 2, 3). STuehem, or ttu son of Sticchem,

was therefore a natural description of Abime-
lech. But, adds Gaal, is not he the son of

Jembbaal ! and (is not) Zebnl his officer 1

i. e. he is not a real Shechemite ; he is the

son of Jembbaal ; and what right has he to

reisn over yon Shechemites ? And why
should Zebnl lord it over yon ? He is only

A': imelech's cfficer. "So ; serve the men of

Hamor the father of Shechem. Fling off

the yoke of the Abi-ezrite stranger, and set

np a real Canaanite government from the old

race of Hamor, the trae founder and head of

Shechem (cf. 1 Chron. ii. 50—52).
Ter. 29—And would to God, tc., i. e.

"If yon will only trust me as your leader, I

will soon remove Abimelech, and then yon
can have a national government." It seems
that the people at once closed with his otfer,

and, thus emboldened, he sent a challenge

to Abimelech to come ont and fisrht him.

Vers.30,31.—AndwhenZebuC&c. Zebnl,

h app>ear8, was governor of the city under
Abimelech, and when the words of Gaal

were reported to him, he privately sent off

messengers to the king to tell him the state

cf affairs at She-chem, and nr;ze him to come
in person- Zebul meanwhile temj-orised,

not being strong enough to resist Gaal

oy>enly. Privily. The word only occurs here.

It probably means a little more than privily,

—viz., MTiih subtUty or deceit,—because he

pretended all the while to be a friend of GaaL
Rome make it a proper name, " In Rumah,"
taking it for the same place as Arumah
(Ter. 41)

Yer. 35.—And Gaal, &c. It does not

•ppear certain whether Gaal, who, as is

clear from ver. 36, was accompanied by
Zebul, went out of the city gate with his

men in consequence of any intelligence of

Abimelech's movements, or any alarm or sus-

picion of danger, or merely uyxm some other

TOterjirise. But whatever the cause was, as

oon as he was there, Abimelech, according

to Zebul's advice in ver. 33, had begun to

descend from the mountains into the valley

to "set upon the city." Gaal's quick eye

detected them in the morning light.

Ver. 36.—Saw the people, t. e. Abime-
lech's followers. He said to Zebnl, whom
he looked upon as a frieud and confederate.

Zebnl said to him, &c. Partly to eive

Abiii.elech time, and partly to conceal his

•WB oooaplicitj in Abimelech's movement*,

Zebul affected not to see the men, and ex-
plained the appearance as being merely the
shadows of the mountains cast before the
rising sun.

Ver. 37.

—

OsaI spake »gr*i^i *«• 0/
course, as the men got nearer, it was impos-
sible to mistake them for anything but men.
Gaal could see two bands distinctly, one
coming down the hill-side, the other march-
ing by the road of the soothsayers' oak. The
middle of the land. The word rendered
middle only occurs again in Ezek. ixx\iii.

12, " the midst of the land," A. V. It is so
rendered from the notion of the old inter-

preters that it was connected with a word
mining " the naveL" It is usually explained
now to mean the heighL There may have
been some particular height in the ridge

called Tabbur ha-aretz. The plain of Meone-
nim. Rather, the oak (or terebinth tree)

of the soothsayers, some large terebinth or

turpentine tree under which the soothsayen
used to take their auguries. Dean Staoley
would identify it with theoafc of the pillar in

ver. 6, where see note.

Ver. 38.—Then said Zebnl, &c. Zebul
now throws off the mask, and dares Gaal to

carry out his boast in ver. 28.

Ver. 39.—Before the men of Shechem,
i. «. at their head, as their leader, as the
phrase not uncommonly means (Gen. xxxiiL

3; Exod. xiii, 21).

, Ver. 40.—Were overthrown and wounded.
The simple translation of the Hebrew is, and
therefeU many slain even unto the enteriiigoj

the gate, showing that Abimelech's men pur-

sued them to the very gate of the city.

Ver. 41.—Arumah. A place not other-

wise known, but apparently (ver. 42) very
near Shechem, and po.ssibly the same place

as Eumah, the birthplace of Queen Zebudah
(2 Kings xxiii. 36), and, from its pame,
apparently among the mountains, Zebul
thrust ont, ic. Gaal was so much weak-
ened by his defeat that Zebul was now strong

enough to exj-el him and the remainder of
" his brethren " from the city.

Vers. 42, 43.—And it came to pass, Ac.

The Shechemites, believing Abimelech to

have retired, and hoping that he would be
satisfied with the chastisement inflicted upon
them in the battle of the day before, left the

protection of their walls next morning to

pursue their usual avocations in the ficl'L

Abimelech's spies in the city being aware of

their intention immediately reported it to

him. Upon which he hastily took his army,
divided them as before into three companies,

lay in ambush in the field till the Shechem-
ites were well out in the country, then

attacked the Shechemites in the field with

two of the comr>anies, and himself at the

head of the thira rushed to the city gate t«

intercept their retr«at.
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Ver. 44.—T^ie company. The Hebrew
has companies, but the sense requires the

inixular.

Yer. 45.—Abimelech fought against the
city, &c. "WTien all the Shechemites in the

field were smitten or dispersed, Abimelech
etormed the city, weakened as it was by the

previous loss of so many of its defenders.

The city made an obstinate defence not-

withstanding, but was taken before night,

and all the inhabitants were put to the

sword. The walls were then razed to the

ground, and the site was sown with salt to

express the wish that it might be barren

and uninhabited for ever (of. Ps. cviL 34,

marg. ; Jar. xvii. 6). This action of sowing
with salt is not elsewhere mentioned ; but it

is well known that salt destroys vegetation,

and is used by gardeners for "this very pur-
pose. Pliny (quoted by Rosenmiiller) says,

Omnis locus in que reperitur sal slerilis est.

Ver. 46. — The men of the tower of

Shechem. The tower of Shechem is n"
doubt the same fortified building as was
spoken of in vers. 6 and 20 by the name of

the house of Millo (see note to ver. 6). An,
or rather the, hold. The word so rendered
occurs else^-here only in 1 Sam. xiii. 6, where
it is rendered high places, and is coujled
with caves, thickets, rocks, and pits, as one of

the hiding-places of the Israelites from the
Philistines. It was probably some kind of

keep built on an eminence, and the place

where the treasure of the temple was kept
(ver. 4). It appears from the narrative that
the tower of Shechem, or house of Millo, was
not actually part of Shechem, nor imme-
diately contiguous, since the report of the
capture of Shechem had to be carried thither.

The god Berith. It should rather be El-
berith, the same as Eaal-herith in ver. 4

—

El, L e. god, being substituted for Baal.
Ver. 48.—Mount Zalmon, i. e. the shady

mount, 80 called from the thick wood which
grows upon it. It was in the neighbourhood
of Shechem, and is perhaps the same as that
mentioned in Ps. Ixvui. 14 as famotis for

its snow-storms. An axe. The Hebrew has
axes. If this is right, the phrase in his
hand must be rendered tcith him, as 1

Sam. xiv. 34 : Each one his ox in hia
hand, i. e. with him ; Jer. xxxviii. 10 : Take
thirty men in thy hand, L e. with thee ; and
elsewhere.

Ver. 49.— 8«t the hold on fire— thus
literally fulfilling Jotham's curse in vers. 15
and 20. It is thought by many that those
who tho*. perished miserably by suffocation
and fire in the hold of the temple of Baal-
berith had taken sanctuary there, not occu-
pied it for the purposes of defence.

Ver. 50.—Thebez. A place bo called still

nisted in the time of Eusebius between

Neapolis (t. e. Shechem) and Scythopolii
(i. «. Beth-sbean\ about thirteen miles from
Shechem. It still survives in the large and
beautiful village of Tubas, which, Robinson
tells us, is on the Roman road between
Nabulus and Beishan. Thebez had evidently
joined the rebellion against Abimelech.

Ver. 51.—They of'the city. In Hebrew
{haaley) the men of the city, L e. the owners
or citizens, the same phrase as is used
throughout the chapter of the rr,en of Shechem
(cf. Josh. xxiv. 11 ; 1 Sam. xxiii. 11, 12).
The English phrase master, or my masters^
is very similar. The A.V. has here para-
phrased it they of the city, to avoid the repe-
tition of the word men. The top—the flat

roof or house-top.

Ver. 52. — To btim it with fire— en-
couraged by his success at the tower of
Shechem.

Ver. 53.—A millstone. The word here
used means the upper millstone, which rides

as it were, or moves, over the fixed nether
stone. All to brake his skull. This obsolete

English phrase has been the subject of a
recent controverey. In the older English ot

Chaucer and his immediate successors such
compounds as to -break, to -burst, &c. were
very common, and were frequently preceded
by the adverb all. Hence, some English
scholars would read the phrase here, ami all

io-brake his skull. It is, however, certain

that before the time when the A. V. was
made the compounds to-brcck, to-burst, <tc.

had become entirely obsolete, aud the com-
pound all-to had come into use. The right
way, therefore, in which to read the present

phrase is, and all-to brake his skull, L e.

smashed it, dashed it in pieces. The prefix

all-to gives intensity to the verb.

Ver. 54.—His armour-bearer—an oflSce

of trust, entailing much intimacy. Saul
loved David greatly, and he became hia

armour-bearer (1 Sam. xvi. 21). Compare
the similar incident of Saul and his armour-
bearer in 1 Sam. xxxi 4—6.

Ver. 65.—The men of Israel—Abimelech'g
followers (see ver. 22).

Ver. 56.—Which he did unto his father.

It is remarkable that the sacred writer, in
calling attention to the righteous ven:reance
which fell upon the head of Abimelech,
marks especially the conduct of Abimelech
as imdutiiul to his father (see Exod. xxi. 17 ;

Matt. XV. 4 ; cf. also Gen. ix. 24—26).
Ver. 57.—The men of Shechem. Not here

haaley, but simply men. Each such evidence
of the righteous judgment of God is a pre-

sage of the judgment to come, and encoui-agea

the reflection of the P3»lmist : "Verily there

is a reward for the righteous ; doub-".t;se

there is a God that judgeth the earth " ;?•
Iviii. 10, Pr. B. rers.).
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HOMILETICS.

Vera. 22—57.

—

Be $ure your tin trill find you ou., _We are living under th«

government of God, and tliough many things liappen in the world which seem
trange and inexplicable to us upon the theory of God's righteous rule over mankind,

yet we have but to be patient, and to observe impartially the end of things, in order

to see by many infallible proofs that God is good to those who are of a c.ean heart,

and that the end of the ungodly is that they shall perish. Nor can we afford to los»

the evidences of God's righteous judgment. The immediate present fills sucii a

large space in our view; ungodly mirth, successful wickedness, prosperous iniquity,

bold blasphemy, the triumphs of sin, the rewards of selfishness, the impunity of evil

livers, parade themselves so ostentatiously in the world, that the steps of our faith

in God might easily slip if we did not keep steadily in mind the lessons taught us by

the providence as well as by the word of God. Now it may be safely afiiimed that

the whole course of this world presents to the impartial observer continuous evidence

that "the way of transgressors is hard," and that "there is no peace to the wicked;"
while, on the contrary, the "way of the just is as the shining light, which shineth

more and more mito the perfect day." It is quite true that tliis evidence is from
time to time, as it were, crossed and checked in its flow by puzzling phenomena of a

different character. But just as the ebbing or flowing tide is apparently interrupted

by single waves which exceed or fall short of their expected place, and yet for all

that is steadily receding or advancing ; or as the temperature of the advancing spring

for a time declines, or that of the advancing autumn increases, and yet a sure

advance is being made towards summer heat or winter cold, so it is with the righteous

judgment of God. Under it, in spite of apparant exceptions and temporary diver-

sions, the righteous are advancing in the way of peace, and the ungodly are bringing

upon themselves a righteous retribution. Fasten the eyes of your mind then upon
these truths; observe them working themselves out in the daily lives of men before

your eyes, and in the career of nations as delineated in the page of history. See

how the sins of a man are continually finding him out in the most unexpected ways,

and at the most unexpected times. Mark how evil deeds, unpunished at the time,

nay, apparently successful, forgotten by the doer, and thought by him to be for ever

passed away, yet come back to him, stand in his way, become thorns in his sides,

frustrate his hopes, mar all his purposes, break out into deadly consequences, cast a

dark shadow upon his hfe. Look at the life of nations. The barbarians of the

North avenging the abominations of imperial Rome ; the Turkish empire withering

away because of its bloody deeds, its cruel oppressions, its detestable sensualities

;

the expulsion of the Jews ; the wrongs of the Indians ; the butcheries of the

Inquisition, still wasting away the life and power of Spain; the French naiion,

receiving in bloody revolutions and still more bloody wars the just reward of the

adulteries and unblushing vices of her monarchs and nobles; and, most striking of

all, the Jewish race, suffering through eighteen centuries of slaughter and pillage

and persecution and wandering, without a home and without a country, the vengeance

which they called down upon themselves for the blood of the Son of God, whom they

crucified atid slew. Or learn the same lesson in another way. Observe how in the

very nature of things the tendency of wickedness is to defeat its own ends, and to

bring sorrow upon them that work wickedness. The successful lie when found out

•works distrust and suspicion in all with whom a man has to do. The deed of violence

and blood arouses hatred and abhorrence in the breasts of those cognisant of it.

The act of unscrupulous j)o\ver awakens fear and jealousy and resentment in the

beholders. The wrongs of women raise up avengers among men. The avarice

which plunders and wrings treasures from their possessors leaves a sting of resent-

ment behind it; and when a man has surrounded himself with distrust and suspicion,

and hatred and abhorrence, with envies and jealousies, and resentment and tierce

revenge, what room is there left for hnppy enjoyment or quiet possessions? His sin

finds him out in the vi ry midst of his success, and he reaps according to what he has

sown ; so that in the very operation of the natural laws which attach to right and

wrong we see the jrtst judgment of God. In the m;irvelIou8 pages of Holy S<;rip-

ture these natural lessons are illustrated, exemplified, and enforced with a clearnesn
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and a vigour unequalled and unapproached in any writings of man. They culmin;it«

in the declaration of the coming of the day of judgment, when God will reward
every man according to his works. The observed tendencies of good and evil will

then be fully confirmed. Every work will then have its proper recompense of reward ;

all inequalities will be redressed, the temporary excejitions will disappear, the just

procedure will be vindicated to the utmost. In the full court of heaven and earth

God will show himself a righteous judge, when all men shall stand before the judg-

ment seat of Christ. The flood which drowned the world of the ungodly, the firei

which burnt up the cities of the plain, the miserable end of the tyrant Abimelech,
the dogs which licked the blood of Ahab by the vineyard of Naboth, the flamea

which devoured the temple at Jerusalem, and the instances which every day brings

before us of shame and sorrow springing out of sin, are but prophetic voices, to

which we shall do well to take heed, confirming the announcement in the word of

God of that great and terrible day when God will judge the secrets of men by Jesus
Christ, and will reward every man according to his works

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 22—57.

—

The Nemesis of tisurpation. The quick succession of events shows
that the political situation is one of unstable equilibrium. The movement of affairs

is rapid, as if the stage were being cleared for the real and important action that is

to follow.

I. A NATURAL ELEMENT. The instruments of usurpation soon display their untrust-

worth}' and turbulent character. Their help to Abimelech was chiefly in the interests

of disorder. When the hard rule of the tyrant (force of word '' reigned ") was felt they
became restive. The accession to their ranks of Gaal the marauding chieftain gives
them the requisite stimulus toward open rebellion. So in lime the drunken revels,

the highway robberies of Shechem move irresistibly onward toward open revolt, and
its consequence, overwhelming destruction. In this way the perpetrators of the coup
dtetat are made the agents of the Divine vengeance upon each other. In punishing
the rebels a seeming accident made Abimelech the victim of a woman's hand. Blood
for blood. *' Without shedding of blood there is no remission." The tragic element
in human history.

II. A Divine ordering op events. So natural does the development of events
appear, that there is danger of overlooking the overruling providence of God. What
may be termed the " poetic justice " of the political movements of the time and their

results renders it impossible to credit the sublimely neutral forces of nature with the

working out of the issues. God wrought through the natural forces and the compli-
cations of the political sphere. His people have to be led onward in the pathway of

national progress and religious illumination, therefore such obstacles must be swept
out of the way. Yet all this is consistent with the moral freedom of those whose
actions and end are so promotive of the Divine purpose. What was done in one
development of events might equally have been secured by another. This principle

that "maketh for righteousness" is evident to every careful and devout student of
history. It may be detected in the individual private life, and in the history of a
nation. How far the evolution of events which we esteem secular and blind is so

informed by the Divine purpose we shall not discover in this life. But enough is

laid bare to encourage the holy and righteous, and to awaken in the breast of the
wicked "a fearful looking for of judgment and of fiery indignation, which shall

devour the adversaries."—M.

Vers. 30—33, 36—38.

—

A worthy tervant oj a worthless master. Zebu! asrved
Abimelech faithfully according to his lights. His devotion appears strangely
misphiced.

I. God relates the lives op the good and the bad for wise ends, "Never any
man was so ill as not to have some favourers : Abimelech hath a Zebul in the midwt
of Shechem" (Bp. Hall). Every situation has its moral complications.

II. The woinnLEssNESs and immorality of a superior do not exonerate from
EXTERNAL RESPECT AND FAITHFUL DUTW UNLESS HIS AUTHORITY IMPOSES UNRIGHTEOUi
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TASKS. Much of the routine of life is neutral from a moral point of view, otherwise
it wouM be impossible for the righteous to live amongst men. We must fulfil our
bond until the conduct of our employer renders it impossible for us to serve God in

serving him. So with natural duties, as of a child to a parent.

III. On the other hand, faithfulness in details will not atone for neg-
lecting TO study the moral drift of the whole situation of •which THE8B
details are a PART. The judgment of Abimelech involves Zebul. There comes a
time when we share the guilt of the master in continuing to serve him. An honour-
able quittance should be sought at once in such a case. " The Lord will provide."
Otherwise we shall be involved in the same judgment.—M.

Ver. 65.— Without a leader. Nothing is more striking than the contrast between
the conduct of mercenary or coerced soldiers in such circumstances and that of mer
inspired by noble enthusiasm and great principles.

I. There are times when the death of sovereigns, &a appeab as natioitai

judgments, overawing men's hearts and searching their consciences. Did not
Israel feel now what a fool's errand it had been going ? What better could it do in

its irresolution and dismay than retire into privacy, and there in penitence and prayer
await the new unfoldings of God's purpose ?

II. Only a great cause can keep together those who have lost theib
NATURAL BOND AND AUTHORITY. Self-iiiterest, fear, absence of common enthusiasm,

scattered the army of the dead Abimelech. So shall misfortune and Divine judg-

ments break up the confederacies of the wicked. " The stars in their courses f ught
against Sisera." But the Church of Christ can never be leaderless. " Lo, I am with
you alway, even unto the end of the world."

III. The influence of the wicked soon perishes. There is nc talisman in the

name of the son of Shechem now that he is dead. Hia body is left to the woh ?? and
vultures. Only " the memory of tlie just smells sweet, and blossoms in the dust."

The saintly departed rule us from their graves. The name of the Crucified an eternal,

infinite power.—M.

Vers. 53, 54.

—

Reputation. In the moment of his death Abimelpch is anxious to

save his reputation, which he thinks would be dishonoured if it could be said that •

woman slew hira.

I. Reputation amongst men is sometimes valued more highly than innocencb

IN THE sight of God. Abimelech is anxious about the opinion of the world, he cares

nothing for the judgment of God. He is concerned with what will be said of him,

he is not troubled about what he really is. He is dying after a most wicked life, yet

he has no thought about his evil nature and his vile misdeeds, but only anxiety about

his fame. So we constantly see people much more occupied in securing a fair

appearance than in living a true lite. Yet how hollow is this pursuit! After our

death it matters nothing to us what men may say, but everything turns on what God
will do. A man's future state will depend not on the splendour of the fame which

he leaves behind in this world, but on the character of the revelation which will be

made of his life in the other world. An epitaph is no passport to heaven.

II. Reputation amongst men ib often determined by a false standard of

CHARA( TEB. Abimelech knows that his misdeeds have been blazed througii the

country, yet he has no concern for the judgment of men on these, but very much
concern for their opinion of the accident of his death. He sees no dishonour in

cruelty jind treachery, but great dishonour in death from a woman's hand. The code

of horiour differs from the code of God's law. Public opinion is too much formed

on artificial points of merit and superficial appearances. Thus cowardice is commonly
felt to be more disgraceful than cruelty

; yet it is at least as bad not to be just and

generous as not to be brave. Men commonly tliink more of masculine excellences

than of saintly graces. Both are good, but the first obligation lies on the more

Christian. Among the Christian duties which a consideration of merely worldly re-

putation leads men to neglect in comparison with lower obligations, are—(1) purity

on the part of men, (2) bumility, (3) forgiveness of injuries, (4) charity.

III. The infllencs of bzputation phowb the impobtancb of cultivatmg a
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HKALTHT PUBLIC SENTIMENT. Whilst 80 many are governed by the opinion of th«

world, it is imperative that this should be purified as far as possible. There is some-
thing natural in respect for reputation. The bad man who has lost this proves him-
self to be utterly abandoned. Next to the fear of God, shame before men is the

strongest safeguard for conscience. A healthy social atmosphere is an immense aid

to goodness. The society of the Church is helpful for the preservation of the faith-

fulness of the Christian. A pure Christian home is a most valuable security for tlie

character of its members. It is dangerous to stand alone ; therefore, while regarding

right and God's will first, and rising above the fear of man which bringeth a snare,

let us reverence Christian public sentiment, and seek to keep it pure.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER X.

Ver. 1.—Tola the son of Puah, the son of

Sodo. Nothing more is known of Tola
than what is here told us, viz. , his name, his

parentage, his dwelling-place, his oflBce, the

length of time which he held it, and the

place of his burial. Who were the enemies
from whom Tola was raised up to save Israel

we are not told. There was probably no
great invasion or grievous servitude, but per-

haps frequent border wars requiring an able

and watchful chief to maintain the independ-
ence of Israel. Tola and Puah (otherwise

written Puvah) were both names of families

in Issachar (Gen. xlvi. 13 ; Numb. xxvi. 23).

Shamir in mount Ephraim, to distinguish it

from Shamir in the hill country of Judah
(Josh. IV. 48). Both are otherwise unknown.

Ver. 3.—Jair. We read of Jair the son of

Segub, the son of Machir's daughter by Hez-
ron, in 1 Chron. ii. 21—23, and are there

told that he had twenty-three cities in the
land of Gilead (called Havoth-jair), which
were included in the territory of the sons of

Machir. The same information is given in

Numb, xxxii. 40—42, and in Deut. iii. 14, 15,
in both which passages Jair is styled the son
jf Manasseh, and is stated to have called the
cities after his own name, Havoth-jair. In
the present verse we are also told that Jair

the judge was a Gileadite, and that he had
thirty sons who had thirty cities in Gilead
called Havoth-jair. The question arises. Can
these two be the same person ? If they are,

Deut. iii. 14 must be a later parenthetical

insertion, as it has very much the appearance
of being. The notice in Numb, xxxii. 41
must also refer to later times than those of

Moses, and we must understand the state-

ment in 1 Chron. ii. 22, that " Segnb begat
Jair," as meaning that he was his linea'

ancestor, just as in Matt. i. 8 we read tha'
" Joram begat Ozias," though three genera-
tions intervened between them. If, on the
other hand, they are not the same, we must
suppose that Jair in our text was a descend-
ant of the other Jair, and may compare the
double explanation of the name Havoth-jair
with the double explanation of Beer-sheba
given Gen. xxi. 31 ; Gen. xxvi. 31—33 ; the
threefold explanation of the name Isaac,

Gen. xvii. 17 ; xviiL 12 ; xxi. 6 ; and the
double explanation of the proverb, " Is Saul
among the proj^hets?" given in 1 Sam. x.

11, 12 ; xix. 23, 24. The Hebrew name Jair
is preserved in the New Testament under
the Greek form of Jairiis (Mark v. 22).

Ver. 4.—Thirty ass colts. The number
and dignity of these knightly sons of Jair

shows that Jair himself, like Gideon (ch. viii.

30), assumed the state of a prince. The
word in Hebrew for ass colts is identical

with that for cUies, as here pointed, and
this play upon the words belongs to the same
turn of mind as produced Jotham's fable and
Samson's riddle (ch. xiv. 14).

Ver. 5.—Jair . . . was buried in CamoB. A
city of Gilead according to Josephus, and
probability. Polybius mentions a Camoun
amongother trans-Jordanic places, but its site

has not been verified by modern research.

Eusebius and Jerome place it in the plain ot

Esdraelon, but without probability. The
careful mention of the place of sepulture of

the judges and kings is remarkable, beginning
with Gideon (ch. viii. 32 ; x. 2, 6 ; xii. 9, 10,

12, 15 ; xvi. 31 ; 1 Sam. xxzi 12 ; 2 Sam.
ii 10, to.).

H0MTLETIC8.

Vers. 1—5.

—

The full. In the affairs of nations, as in the lives of men, there are

occasional periods of uneventful quietness, when the storms and winds of stirring

interests and aggressive actions are lulled, and a monotonous rest succeeds to exciting

chan/>e. At such times no great characters stand out from the historic canvas, no
activity of mind producing a clashing^ of opinion agitates the surface of society, r.o great
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measures are called for, no striking incidents of a prosperous or of an adverse kl' d

diversify the scene. It is so likewise sometimes in the Church. Heresy is still
^

persecution is still ; figgressive movements of parties are still ; controversy is

hushed ; Christianity folds her wings and takes no flight into distant lands; there are

no reformers at work. Fanaticism is asleep ; the uniformity of slumber supersedes

the diversities of energetic religious life. Such periods of stillness may have tlieiruses

in Church and State, but they have their evils likewise. And they are only temporary

;

often only tlie lull before the storm. Such were the forty-five years of the judgeships

of Tola and Jair. In their days we read of no invasions of their foes. No Gideon

comes to the front with the strong life of unquenchable faith and indomitable courage.

The only events chronicled are the peaceful ridings of Jair's sons upon their asses'

colts amidst their ancestral cities. But troublous times were at hand. It was the luU

before the storm. Would the storm find the people prepared ? The sequel will

show. Meanwhile the reflection arises, Be it our aim in quiet times not to full

asleep ; in times of excitement not to lose the balance of a sober mind and the calm*

nesB of a deep-rooted faith.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 1—5.

—

The calm after the storm. Partly exhaustion, partly consciousness of

Divine judgment, restrains tlie spirit of Israel. The punishment of its unfaithful-

ness had come from within itself, and was the more felt. The pendulum now
swings slowly back.

I. It was a "peace of God." The hand of Jehovah was seen. The con-

sciences even of the wicked had been touched. So in the lives of individuals and

n itions there are times given of God after judgments in which to repent and amend ;

and these are not of their own creation, but a result of a gracious Providence. But

as they are each a calm after a storm, so, being unimproved, they may be but the

portentous lulls before greater judgments. The enemy from without is restrained, as

if to say that the real danger could only arise from within.

II. Its character. Undistinguished by great individual exploits ; but showing a

general advance in civilisation, the arts of peace, and external respect for govenmient

and religion. The solid monuments of the people's industry and foresight (the cities

of the circle of Jair, &c.) remained. A hajpier generation lived and throve over

the ashes of the guilty past ; and some steps were taken towards the more settled

and permanent type of government, the monarchy.

III. Its import. God's punishments and judgments are intended to prepare for

peace. The sinner can never say he has had " no room for repentance." Butthiswas

only external and temporary peace—a truce with an unreconciled Heaven. It ia

precious, therefore, only as making for and typifying the kingdom of Christ, and the

peace of believers, which follow upon storm and overturning and Divine chastise-

ments, but confer unspeakable blessings and make happy.—M.

Vers. \—b.—Quiet times. I. The best men are not always best known. We
know nothing of Tola and Jair in comparison with what we know of Abimelech.

Yet the very fact that little is said of them is a proof that they were good and honest

men. We are too ready to mistake notoriety for fame and both for signs of greatness.

They are not the greatest men who make the most noise in the world. It is some-

tliing if this censorious world can say no ill of us. Aim at doing well rather than at

striking attention.

II. Quiet times are happt times. Israel was now experiencing the hanpiness of

the people whose annals are dull. It is generally a miserable thing to be the subject

of an interesting story; the more full of incident the story is, the more full of distress

will be the person to whom it relates. Happiness generally visits private lives in

their obscurity, and forsakes those which are protruded into the glare of vulgar

curiosity. David's happiest days were spent with the sheep on the hills of Bethlehem.

Christ found more ha[ipiness at Capernaum than in Jerusalem.

III. QiTiET TiMKH ARE OFTEN HEALTHFUL TIMES. There is a quietness which betokena

the stagnation of death, and there is a condition of ease which favours indolenoa
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luxury, and vice. But there is also a quietness of healthy life (Isa. xxx. 15). The
flowers grow, not in the noisy storm, but in soft showers and in quiet sunshine. In
times of quiet a nation is able to effect legislative improvements, to open up its

internal resources, to develop commerce, to cultivate science, art, and literature, and
to turn its attention to the promotion of the highest welfare of all within its borders.
In times of quiet the Church is able to study Divine truth more deeply and to carry
out missionary enterprises Tdth more energy. In times of quiet rightly used the
soul enjoys the contemplation of God and grows under the peaceful influences of
his Spirit (Ps. Ixxii. 6).

IV. Qdiet times are more frequent than we commonly suppose. History
directs inordinate attention to scenes of tumult, and necessarily so. Hence we are

likely to magnify the range of these. In times of war there are vast areas of peace.
The terrible seasons which attract our attention are separated by long intervals of
quiet which pass unnoticed. Thus it was (1) in the history of Israel, which is really

not so dark as it appears because so many generations were spent in peaceful obscurity ;

(3) in the history of our own country, of the Church, and of the world ; and (3) in

our own lives, since we commonly recollect the troublesome times (which are striking
partly just because they are abnormal), and ungratefully ignore the long, quiet seasons
of unbroken blessings.—A.

EXPOSITION

Ver. 6.—Did evil again. We may con-
clude thiit Tola and Jair had used their

influence to maintain tlie worship of Jehovah ;

but at their death idolatrj' broke out with
more virulence than ever. Not only were
the many altars of Baal and Ashtoreth hon-
oured, as iu former times, ))ut new forms of
idol-worship, according to the rites of all the
neighbouring nations, were introduced among
them. The eods of Syria, i. e. Aram, who
are not usually named, but whose worship is

spoken of (2 Chron. xxviii. 23), and whose
altar attracted the attention of Ahaz (2

Kings xvi. 10), and one of whom was
Rimmon (2 Kings v. 18) ; the gods of the
Zidonians, Baal and Ashtoreth, probably
with rites somewhat differing from those of
Canaan ; Chemosh, the god of the Moabites ;

Miicora or Moloch, the god of the children of
Ammon ; and Dagon, the god of the Philis-

tines—all were worshipped, while the service
of Jehovah was thrust aside (see 1 Kings xi.

5-7).

Ver. 7.—The anger of the Lord, ifcc. See
ch. ii. 13, 14. Into the hands of the Philis-
tines. Probably the same Philistine domina-
tion as is described more fully in the history
of the judgeship of Samson (chs. xiii.—xvi.).

But now the writer confines his attention
first to the oppression of the Ammonites.

Ver. 8.—That year. It does not appear
clearly what particular year is meant.
Jarchi explains it as the year in which Jair
died. It may mean the very year in which
the idolatries spoken of in ver. 6 were set
up, so as to mark how closely God's chastise-
ni£ntJ[ollowed the apostasy from him. They,
i."e. the children of Ammon. Eighteen
years. The same length as that of the Moab-
ite servitude (ch. iii. 18). The land of the

JUDGES.

Amorites, i. e. the territory of Sihon, ting
of the Amorites, and Ogr, the king of Bashan
(Numb.xxxii.33). In Gillead—in its widest
acceptation, includins:, as in Dent, xxxiv. 1

;

Josh. xxii. 9, 13, 15; Judges xx. 1, the
whole country held by the Amorites on the
east of Jordan, and given to Reuben, Gad,
and the half-tribe of Manasseh. But in its

narrower and stricter sense Gilead was
bounded on the north by Bashan proper, and
on the south by the Mishor, or plain of
MeJeba, which lay between the valley of
Heshbon and the river Arnon, thus exclud-
ing that part of the territorj* of Reuben fi-om

Gilead (see Josh. xiii. 9—11). Original, y,
as we learn from ch. xi. 13—22, the terri-

tory bounded b}' the Arnon on the south,
by the Jabbok on the north, by the wilder-
ness on the east, and by t!.e Jordan on the
west, had belonged to Moab, but the
Amorites had taken it from them before the
conquest of Sihon by the Israelites.

Ver. 9. — The children of Ammon, &c.
It would seem that at this time the king of
the children of Ammon was al&o king of the
Moabites, since he laid claim (ch. xi. 13, 24)
to the land which had once belonged to Moab.
If we may trust the king of the Ammonites'
statement, the object of the war was to re-

cover that land, and he carried the war across
the Jordan into the territory of Judah and
Ephraim in order to compel the Israelites to
give it up.

Ver. 11. — Did not I deliver you, &c.
These references to former deliverances are

of great historical value, and not the least

so as they allude to events of which the exist-

ing records give no account, or a very imper-
fect one. They show the existence of a real

history in the background of that which has
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been preserved in the Bible (ie« ch. viii. 13,

note). From the Egyptians, u related at

large in the Book of Exodus ; from the

Amorites, as related in Numb. xiL 21—35

;

from the children of Ammon, who were con-

federate with the Moabites under Ehud, as

we learn from ch- iii. 13; from the Philii-

tines, as is briefly recorded in ch. iii. 31.

Ver. 12.—The Zidonians also. This allu-

sion is not clear ; it may mean the subjects

of Jabin king of Canaan, as the northern

Canaanites are called Zidonians in ch. xviii.

7 ; and this agrees with the order in which
the deliverance from the Zidonians is here

mentioned, next to that from the Philistines,

and would be strengthened by the conjecture

that has been made, that Harosheth (ch. iv.

2) was the great workshop in which the

tributary Israelites wrought in cutting down
timber, &c. for the Phoenician ships ; or it

may allude to some unrecorded oppression.

The AmalekiteB, who were in alliance with

the Midianites (ch. vi. 3, 33), as previously

with the Moabites (ch. iiL 13) and with the

Canaanites (ch. iv. 14), and whose signal

defeat seems to have given the name to the

mount of the Amalekites (ch. xii. 15). The
Maonites. It is thought by many that the

true reading is that preserved in the Septua-

gint, viz., the Midianites, which, being the

greatest of all the foes of Israel, could

scarcely I* omitted here (see chs. vi., vii.,

viii.). If Maonites or Maon is the true read-

ing, they would be the same people as the

.^/ipAimm, mentioned 2 Chron.xxvi 7 {Moon,

sing., and Meunim, plur.).

Ver. 16.—And they put away the strange

goda. Here at length were " the fruits meet
for repentance," and " the returning to the

Lord their God ; " the intended result of the

severe but loving correction (see Homiletics,

ch. vi. 25—32). Cf. Gen. xxxv. 2 ; 1 Sam.
viL 3, in which pa.ssages, as here, the phrase

the strange gods is the correct rendering

;

not, as in the margin, gods of strangers.

The Hebrew phrase here rendered his soul

was grieved occurs Numb. xxi. 4 ; Judges

X vi. 1 6 ; Zech. xi. 2 ; it means was impiUient
— literally, was shortened, L e. he could bear

it no longer. A somewliat similar descrip-

tion of the Divine relenting is contained in

the beautiful ])assage Hosea li 7—9.

Ver. 17.—This verse ought to begin the

new chaptez. The preliminary ciatter of

Israel's sin, of their oppression by the Am«
monites, of their repentance and return t<j

the God of their fathers, and of God's merci-
ful acceptance of their penitence and prayer,

was concluded in the last verse. The his-

tory of their deliverance by Jephthah begins
here. And the children of Ammon, &c.,

i e. they encamped, as they had done during
the previotiB seventeen years, in Gilead,

either to carry off the crops or to wring
tribute from the people, or in some other
way to oppress them, expecting no donbt to

meet with tame submission as before. But
a new spirit was aroused among the Israel-

ites. By whatever channel the bitter re-

proach in vers. 11—14 had been convey-
ed to them, probably by the same channel,

whether angel, or prophet, or high priest,

had an answer of peace come to them on their

repentance, and so they were roused and en-

couraged to resistance. As a first step, they

encamped in Mizpeh (see ch. xi. 11, 29, 34).

Mizpeh, or Mizpah of Gilead, is probably the

same as Mizpah in Gilead where Laban and
Jacob parted (Gen. xxxi. 25, 49) ; asEamoth-
Mizpeh (Josh. xiiL 26), called simply Ramoth
in Gilead (Josh. xx. 8 ; 1 Chron. vi 80) ; and
as the place well known in later Israelite

history as Ramoth-Oilead (1 Kings iv. 13 ;

xxii. 8, 6), situated in the tribe of Gad, and
a strong place of much importance. It was
the place of national meeting for the whole
of Gilead. Mizpah means the watch-tower,

and would of course be upon a height, as the

name Ramoth-Mizpeh, the heights of ilizpeh,

also shows. It almost always preserves its

meaning as an appellative, having the article

prefixed, ham-mizpah, which is its usual

form ; only once ham-mizpeh (Josh. xv. 38),

and Mizpeh (Josh. xi. 18 ; Judges xi. 29; 1

Sara. xxii. 3), and onceMizpah (Hosea v. 1).

Whether Mizpeh in ch. xx. 1—3 Is the same
will be considered in the note to that pas-

sage. The modem site is not identified with

certainty ; it is thought to be es-Salt.

Ver. 18.—Gilead. See note to ver. 8. The
people and princes. Tliere is no and in the

Hebrew. It is perhaps better, therefore, to

take the words in apposition, as meaning,

And the assembly of the chiefs of Gilead. The
first step was to find a competent leader, and
they agreed to appoint such an one, if he

could be found, w their permanent head and
captain.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 6—18.

—

The EthiopvatCt unchanged skin. Among the invalaable lessons of

Holy Scripture, not the ieaat valuable is the insight given by its histories into the

true nature of the human heart. "The heart is deceitful above all things, and

desperately wicked," is tlie prophet's description of the heart of man, and the history

of the Israelitea ia a signal illustration of its truth. We aie «pt to think that if wa
Lad paused through the waters of the Red Sea, and seen Mount Sinai on a blaze, and
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eaten the manna from heaven, and drank the water out of the stony rock, and been

led to victory by a Joshua, a Barak, a Deborah, or a Gideon, we never could have
forgotten such signal mercies, could never have been unfaithful to the gr cious

Author of them, could never have preferred the vain idols of the heathen to the

living God. Still more do we think that if we had seen the only begotten of the

Father, full of grace and truth, had heard his wondrous words and seen his mighty
works, or had been witnesses of his cross and passion, and talked with him after hia

resurrection, we should not be the worldly, lukewarm disciples we now are But we
are wrong in thinking so. The image of the human heart reflected in the history of

the Israelite people is a more true and faithful one than that portrayed by our own
self-love. And that image is one of the depraved human will constantly deflecting

from rectitude, constantly drawn aside from truth and godliness by the power of

selfish affections and corrupt lusts ; occasionally, as it were, turned back toward
God, either by strong influences from without, as stirring events, heavy chastise-

ments, striking deliverances, powerful examples, faithful warnings ; or by strong

emotions from within, as fear, or gratitude, or hope ; but as soon as these influences

begin to cool, regularly returning to their old habit of thinking and acting, and
falling back into their own evil ways. The particular kind of sins to which the

heart is most prone varies indeed in different ages of the world, and with the different

conditions of the human society. With the Israelites it was idolatry. The fascin-

ation of the heathen idols was incredibly strong. In spite of reason, in spite of
experience, often of the most bitter kind, they were attracted to the rites of heathen-

ism by the strongest sympathies of their own perverse hearts. While they shrunk
from the lofty obligations of the holy service of God, they abandoned themselves
with willingness of mind to the base servitude of the idols, consenting to their

shameful requirements,, and gloating in their abominable rites. The desire to be like

the nations, the influence of example all around them, the mysterious power of super-

stition, the agreement between their sensual hearts and the sensual rites of idolatry,

were forces steadily turning them away from God, and constantly prevailing over

the temporary influences which from time to time had moved them to repentance.

But it is just the same with other kinds of sin which strike their roots deep into the

hearts of men, and find a ready consent in the diseased moral conditions of those

hearts. For a moment perhaps their power may be weakened by some opposite

force, but, unless the fountain of the will is really renewed and sweetened by the

indwelling Spirit of God, the same spectacle will be exhibited, as in the case of the

Israelites, of the character which had been forced back returning surely and steadily

to its natural bent ; of the old influences of pride, selfishness, and lust resuming their

former swty ; and of the previous tastes, and manners, and ways of life being
restored to their old supremacy. And it will be found that neither reason, nor
experience, nor common sense, nor even self-interest, are able to prevent this. The
Ethiopian cannot change his skin, nor the leopard bis spots. No more can they do
good that are accustomed to do evil (Jer. xiii. 23). The evil bent of a corrupt nature

will ever be towards evil. It is the knowledge of tl e evil that is in us, and the con-

sequent distrust of ourselves, which is the first real step towards a lasting change.

Not till this evil is experimentally felt do the two great doctrines of the gospel,

atonement for sin by the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, and regeneration by the Holy
S[)irit of God, assume real significance and value in our eyes. When it is known and
felt, the inestimable blessing of forgiveness of sin is known and valued too. So is

the all-sufficient grace of the Holy Ghost. Then too comes watchfulness against

the deceit and treachery of the heart ; then a steady striving against sin ; then a firm

resolution not to open the heart to the subtle influences of sin, but rather to crucify

the flesh with its affections and lusts ; and so what was impossible to unassisted

nature becomes an actuality through God's all-suflBcient grace. The Ethiopian skin

is transformed to a holy whiteness, the leopard's spots are done away, the corrupt

heart if renewed in holiness after the image of God, and the old man becomes a new
crsatur* is Christ Jesus the Lord.

It
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 6.

—

Recurring hahiU of evil. The external peace and order do not break th«

entail of evil habit—" thet/ continued to do evil."

I. OUSEBVANCE OF EXTEKMAL DECENCIES OK LIFE IS NO SAFEGUARD AGAINST INBRED
DEPRAVITY. Only the hearty love and service of God. Probably the " whoring after

other gods " began beneath the cloak of an orthodox worship. For a certain time

material prosperity may consist with religious laxity.

IL Besetting sins, unrepentkd of, assume mors aggravated phases. Like the

man out of whom the devil had been cast, which, returning from the " dry places,"

and finding his heart "empty, swept, and garnished," "bringeth seven other devils,"

&c. It was an idolatrous confusion ; there could be no rationale of these systems,

hirmonising them with the conscience, or even with one another. All sense of nice,

ness has deserted Israel. It plunges heedlessly into a sea of obscurity and filth.—M.

Vers. 7—10.

—

Immediate and effectual retribution. I. In the punishment in-

flicted THE CALAMI! Y WAS CLEARLY CONNECTED WITH THE SIN. 1. The sin Committed
is at oncefollowed brf penalty. 2. The punishment lasts whilst the transgression is

unrepented of. 3. The seducers become the instruments of punishment.
II. The unhelpfdlness of idolaj ry was exposed. The Ammonites, whose unholy

practices they had copied, take advantage of their weakness, and pitilessly despoil

and harass them. The tender mercies of the wicked are cruel. Of all the gods they

had served, Baal, Molecli, Astarte, &c., not one could deliver them. Only Jehovah
can hear, and to him they are at last driven. Even Gilead—the heroic land—is

rendered helpless before the dr spised Ammon, ae if to show that real bravery is a

moral quality. And the old " fear of Israel" which kept the heathen nations back
was gone. The Ammonites wax bold, and cross the Jordan even into Judah.—M.

Vers. 10—14.

—

God answering hardened transgressors. He seems to deny the

petition. Is this capricious? There is surely not only cause for it, but a purpoM
working through it.

I. Thr aim of the severity 18 TO AWAKEN TRUE REPENTANCE. Inconvenience, dis-

comfort, distress, humiliation may all be felt without true repentance. The latter

arises from sorrow for and hatred of sin as sin.

II. This is secured by— 1. An appeal to memory of manifold deliverances and
mercies. 2. Holding the sinner under the yoke of his own choosing when he no
longer chooses it. 6. The temporary horror and despair of r^ection. " I will

deliver you no more."—M.

Vers. 15, 16.—" Works meet for repentance." A wonderful summary; an evan-
gelical anticipation.

I. In what these consist. 1. Heartfelt sorrow and confession of sin. 2. Abso-
lute yielding of oneself into the hands of God. 3. Forsnkivg the sins that have
deceived and destroyed. 4. Serving Jehovah u'ith new obedience and zeal.

11 How THESE appeal TO THE MIND OF GoD. " His soul was grieved for (hterally,

endured no longer) the misery of Israel." The alternate hardening and melting of

God's soul an accommodation to man's conceptions and feelings; yet with a reality

corresponding to them in the Divine nature. They have a disciplinary effect, and
their succession is impressive. So God " repents." To our heavenly Father the

proofs of our sincerity are an irresistible petition. He welcomes the first signs of
true repentance, and leads it forth into saving faith. The truly repentant wer«
never yet rejected. In working this repentance in their minds he began to answer
their prayer even whilst rejecting it—M.

Vers. 17, 18.

—

Faith restoring courage and might. I. By promoting thr unity
or God's peoplr. The worship of Jehovah is the ur.itii.g and in8j)iring principle.

All otlier worship disunites and weakens. The very site of their camp was instinct

with soil inn, Divine associations.

II. Enai'Lino them to face besolutely thb greatest troubles of life. Israel

ia in tlia field against Ammon, a circumstance full of meanirg. V\ hen the Spirit of
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God enters n iiuin he looks upon difficulties with a new resolution. It enables hira
" to take anus against a sea of troubles, and by opposing, end them."

III. MliNDERING THEM WILLING TO ACCEPT THE LEADER GOD SHALL INDICATE. It is

no luating after a king now. The only King is Jeliovah. But a leader and judge ia

Bought. So the true Christian will reverence and follow all who are inspired »nd
appointed by God.—M.

Ver. 10.

—

From God to Baal. I. Man must have some religion. If God is

forsaken, Baal is followed. The soul cannot endure a void. This temple must
always have some deity in it. If the higher religion is rejected, a lower superstition

will take the place of it. The decay of the national religion of old Rome was accom-
panied by the adoption of strange Oriental cults, and by the spread of a religion of
magic. Modem scepticism gives birth to extraordinary forms of superstition

—

religions of nature, of humanity, of spiritualism. Accordingly, the effort to attain

freedom by escaping from the restraints of Christianity is a delusion, and ends only
in the bondage of some lower influence. The soul must have some master, and if it

rebels against God it will serve Baal, mammon, the world, the flesh, or the devil.

True liberty is only found in willing obedience, in the submission of love, in sym-
pathy with the mind of God, in delighting in his law. Perfect freedom of will arises

from perfect harmony between our will and God's will, so that we gladly desire what
he requires (Ps. xl. 8).

II. Sin has two leading features, a positive and a negative. It is forsaking

God and serving Baalim ; omission and commission. The tendency is to regard one
of these two much to the neglect of the other. Over-scrupulous people are very
sensitive about the minutest act of positive wrong, but sometimes indifferent in

regard to the neglect of duty. Energetic people often make the opposite mistake,

a5.d show great anxiety to do good service, while they are not sufficiently careful to

avoid hasty acts of a questionable character. These two sides of sin are closely con-

nected. Devotion to God is the great safeguard to purity ; when this grows cold

the soul is open to the attack of temptation, leading to direct transgression. On the

other hand, positive sin is poison to religious faith. The commission of evil deeds
inclines us to the omi.ssion of duties. Impurity paralyses zeaL We cannot serve

God while we are serving Baalim.

III. Conduct always tends to run into extremes. We serve God or Baalim,

light or darkness, good or evil. There is no middle course. There appears to be

more variety, gradation, and mixed character in life than is allowed for in Scripture

(e. g. 1 John^iii. 8—10). But life is only yet beginning to develop, its true nature

will be seen in eternity. Two seeds may look much alike, and the first sprouts from
them may not be very dissimilar, yet the gardener who knows the natural history of

the plants, judging by their whole growth, may pronounce them to be very different.

In this early growth of the soul's life on earth, the great question is. What tendencies

does it show? The twilight of sunrise looks very like the twilight of sunset, yet the

one is the prophecy of day and the other the portent of night. Two streams which
flow from one watershed are at first near together, yet if one is running east and the

other west, they may come at last to be divided by a whole continent, and to end
in two separate oceans. We must be moving in one or other of two directions. The
question is. Are we going to the light or from the light, to God or from God ? The
tendency determines the character of the life, and this must be justly estimated by
the full issues involved in the tendency, not by the present early stages of it. Thus
Mre are all children of the light or children of the darkness, ripening into saintly

servants of God or corrupting into wretched slaves of sin.—A.

Vers. 13, 14.

—

The test of trouble. I. We all need a refuge fob trouble.
Liife^is so mixed that even to the happiest it is full of disappointments and anxieties.

Though it may be smooth at present, we know that it cannot continue so for ever.

The storm must fall at some time on every soul that is making the voyage of life.

" Man is born to trouble " (Job v. 7). The self-assurance that suffices us in proiperitj

wiL not be enough when the tribulation comes. Some refuge every soul must then
seek.
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II. The great refuge for trottble is ik religion.
_
This is not the sole function

of religion. It is also a light, an inspiration, an authority. But all men who liave a

relinion turn to it as their supreme haven when the storms drive. We are naturally

ieli<nous. Instinctively we look up—if not to the light, then to the darkness, the

mystery, the unknown above us.

III. The value of religion is tested by its efficacy as a refuge in trouble.

The breakwater is tested by the storm ; the armour is tried by the comhat ; the

medicine is proved by the disease ; the consolation is revealed by the distress. If

the lamp of our religion will only burn while the sun of prosperity shines, and goes

out when the night of adversity closes in. it is worthless. Men make gods of their

pleasures, their business, their science. What can the husk of old pleasures do in

tlie " winter of discontent," when no new pleasure can be evoked ? What will the

idols money, fame, knowledge avail in the agony of the wreck of a life's hopes, in

the mystery of death and eternity ? How foolish to be engrossed in pursuits which

will leave us destitute in thehour of our greatest need !

IV. If we have not submitted to the true religion in prosperity we have

HO BIGHT TO EXPECT TO ENJOY THE REFUGE OF IT IN ADVERSITY. There are men
who postpone attention to the claims of Christ till the time of trouble, and find no

way to him when they most need him. They will "make their peace with God " on

their death-bed. But tliis is not so easy as they suppose. Apart from the wicked-

ness and insult to God which such conduct implies, it is also the height of folly, and

is based on a complete misconception of the first elements of true religion. It is

true that God is willing to receive us whenever we honestly return to him in repent-

ance ; but (1) the selfish terror of approaching calamity is not repentance ; (2) genuine

repentance, invohnng a change of desire, is not easily created by selfish fear
; (3) it

is not well that men should too readily escape from all the consequences of their

sins.—A.

Vers. 15, IS.—Repentance. L Repentance involves confession of sin. The
people admit their guilt to themselves and declare it frankly to God. 1. We must

eon/ess sin. We cannot turn from sin till we are conscious of sin. God will not

forgive our sin till we confess our guilt. These two things, the self-knowledge and

the self-revelation before God, which are imphed in confession, must be found in true

repentance. Pride would simply forget the past, but this cannot be forgotten till it

is forgiven, nor forgiven till it is confessed (1 John i. 9). 2. The confession miist he

to God : because (1) it is against God tliat sin is committed
; (2) he alone can forgive

sin
; (.3) we have no warrant for believing that he delegates this Divine prerogative

to any liuman deputy.

II. Repentance involves submission to God. No repentance is complete which

does nut involve self-renunciation. Tliis is necessary, (1) because, since sin arises

from self-will and rebellion against the will of God, the return fmm sin must be

marked by a return to obedience
; (2) because the penitent is conscious of his utter

ill drsert, and of his absolute dependence on the mercy of God, so that he dares claim

nothing but what God may think fit to give him, and knows that at the worst this ran

be no liarder than what lie merits ; and (3) because repentance involves the admission

that while we were sinful and foolish in forsaking God. he was always good to us,

and will never do for us anything short of what is best. Repentance thus recognises

again the despised fatherhood of God, and willingly trusts to his grace.

III. Repentance involves practical amendment. The children of Israel put
away the strange gods from among them, and served the Lord. If repentai'.oe ii

genuine it will show itself in conduct—it will bring forth fruits (Matt. iii. 8). This
does not imply—1. That we must complete the reformation of our own lives bufcre

God will forgive ns, because (1) that is impossible (Jer. liii. 23); and (2) the very
object of the gospel is to do this

—

i.e. to save us from our sins (Acts iii. 26). 2.

Neither does it imply that any mensura of reformation will be regarded as penance
as sacrifice, as a meritorious work securing forgiveness, since the essence of forgive*

ness lies in its frceness. But it implies that the genuineness of repentance must bo
tested by its effects. Repentance is not a mere feeling of grief ; it is not seated in

the emotions, but in the will. It is a change of desire, and the wish to do better.
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This 18 active, and must manifest itself in conduct. The conduct will be twofold

:

(1) the giving up of old evil ways, and (2) the commencement of the service of God.
IV. Repentance is followed by tokens of God's mercy. When the people

repented God could no longer endure their misery. He never willingly afflicts (Lam.
iii. 33). He only waits for our repentance to show his compassion. It is possible

then because (1) there is no longer the necessity for continued chastisement; (2)
the justice and righteousness of God no longer require him to look upon us in wrath

;

and (3) we shall not be injured by the kindness which falls upon us in our humilia-

tion, but rather healed and strengthened for a better life b/ the influonee of Qod'S
love.—^A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XI.

Vers. 1—11.—The narrativehere goes back

probably some years, to explain the antece-

dents of Jephthah, who was about to play

80 prominent a part in the ensuing history.

Jephthah we learn was a bastard son of

Gilead by a foreign harlot, an Aramitess, if

there is any connection between this verse

and 1 Chron. viL 14 ; and when the sons of

Gilead's wife were groAAm up, they expelled

Jephthah, and refused to let him have any

hare in the inheritance of their father,

because he was the son of a foreigner ; Jeph-

thah therefore fled from Gilead, and took up
his residence in the land of Tob, apparently

an Aramean settlement (2 Sam. x. 6, 8), and

presumably the land of his mother's birth,

where he gathered round him " vain men "

(eh. ix. 4), and became a famous freebooter.

There he was at the time of the Ammonite
invasion mentioned in ch. x. 17, and thither

the Gileadites sent for him to come and be

their captain, after the consultation in ch. x.

18, ^vith the promise that if became he should

be the head or prince of all the inhabitants of

Gilead. After some demur he agreed, and

came, and was installed as head of the State

at the Gileadite metropolis of Mizpah (ch . x.

17, note).

Ver. 1.—Jephthah the Gileadite. Gilead
has two meanings : it is the name of the
country so called (ch. x. 8, note), and it is the
name of the son or descendant of Machir
the son of JManasseh (1 Chron. vii. 14, 17 ;

Numb. xxvi. 29, 30). Gileadite also may be
explained in two ways : it may mean an in-

habitSint of Gilead (ch. x. 18), or it may mean
a member of the family of the Gileadites,
either an actual son or a more remote descend-
ant of Gilead (Numb, xxvi. 29)—two mean-
ings which would usually coincide. Gilead
b«gat Jephthah. Here Gilead must mean

the person so called, <. e. the son or desemli
ant of Machir, from whom the family, in-
cluding Jephthah, were called Gileadites

;

but whether son or descendant cannot posi-
tively be affirmed. All that is certain is

that he was that one of Machir's descend-
ants who was the head of that division of
the Manassites who were called Gileadites.
Again, when it is said Gilead begat Jephthah,
we cannot be certain whether it is meant
that Gilead was Jephthah's father, or merely
his ancestor (see ch. x. 3, note).

Ver. 2.—And Gilead's wife. Whenever
Gilead lived, besides the son by the foreign
harlot, whom Jephthah represented, he had
sons and descendants by his legitimate wife,
who claimed to be his sole heirs, and wha
therefore drove Jephthah from the inherit-
ance of their father's house. They might,
as far as the language used is concerned, have
been Gilead's own sons, or they may have
been his grandsons or great-grandsons, and &•
either the brothers or the cousins and fellow-
tribesmen of Jephthah.

Ver. 3.—The land of Tob. This is cer-

tainly the same country as is spoken of in
Ish-tob, i. e. the men of Tob, of whom 12,000
were hired by the children of Ammon to
fight against David. They are thus named
side by side with the men of Beth-Rehob,
and Zoba, and Maacah, other small Aramean
or Syrian states (2 Sam. x. 6, 8). Tob is

again mentioned in all probability in 1 Mace.
V. 13 ; 2 Mace. xii. 17, and the Thauba of
Ptolemy agrees in situation as well as in
name with Tob, but no identification with
any existing place has been hitherto effected.

Vain men, as in ch. ix. 4.

Ver. 4.—This verse brings us back to ch.
X. 17, and reunites the two streams of nar-
rative.

Ver, 5.—The elders of Gilead. The same
as the princes in ch. x. 18,

Ver, 6,—Our captain. A military term,
as in Josh, x 24. It is also used in Isa. L
10 for the rulers of Sodom.

Ver. 7.—Did not ye hate me, &c. Jeph-
thah's reproach to the "elders of Gilead"
stronglyfavours the idea that "his brethren"
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in ver. 8, and the "father's house" in ver.

2, are to be taken in the wider sense of

fellow-tribesmen and "house of fathers,"

and thai his expulsion was not the private

act of his own brothers turning him out of

the house they lived in, but a tribal act

(taking tribe in the sense of house offathers),
ill which the elders of Gilead had taken a

part. If this is so, it removes a great diffi-

culty about Jephthah being Gilead's son,

which it ifl very hard to reconcile with
chronolofry.

Ver. 9.—Shall I b», 4c There is no
interrog itive in the Hebrew. The words may
be ukeii as the laying down of the condition

by Jei'lithah, to which in the following verse

the elders express their assent.

Ver. 11.—Head and captain. Both civil

mler or judge, and military chief. Uttered
•11 his words before the Lord. The ex-

pression " before the Lord " is used in Eiod.
xxxiv. 34 ; Levit. i. 3 ; Judges xxi 2 {before

God,, and elsewhere, to signify the special

presence of the Lord which was to be found
m the tabernacle, or with the ark, or where
there was the priest with an ephod. And
this must be the meaning of the expression

here. Jephthah was installed at the na-

tional place of gathering and consultation for

Gilead, viz., at Mizpah in Gilead, into his

office as head of the State, and there, as in

the capital, he performed all his duties under
the sanctions of religion. Whether, how-
ever, the ark was brought there, or the altar,

or a priest with an epliod, or whether some
substitute was devised which the imsettled

times might justify, it is impossible to say

from want of information. There seems to

be some reference in the words to Jephthah's
TOW, in ver. 31, as one of such utterances.

Ver. 12.—And Jephthah sent, &c. His
first attempt was to make an honourable
peace by snowing that there was no just

cause of quarrel What hast tBon to do with
m» ! or, rather. What business, what cause of

quarrel, is there between you and me? (he

speaks in the name of Israel, as head of the

State) what is it all about ?

Ver. 13.—And the king, Ac. The Am-
monite king stated his ground of quarrel

Tery distinctly. He claimed the land between
the Amon and the Jabbok as Ammonitish
or Moabitish territory, and demanded its

surrender as the only con'lition of peace. It

appears from Josh. xiii. 25 that part of the
laud of the tribe of Gad, that, namely, " on
the western side of the upper Jabbok," had
once belonged to the Ammonites, but had
been conauered by the Aniorites, from whojn
Iflpdol tooK it, together with that which had
foninily bel'inL'»;d to the Moabites.

Ver Irt. -When Israel came up, Ac. In
thia BUil the following verses there is a dis-

tfaut reference to the history in Nambers

and Deuteronomy, and in some instances

verbal quotations. Thus in this verse the
words below which are put in italics are found
in Kumb. xiii, 26 ; xiv. 25 : Israel . . walked
through the vnldemess unto tJu Eed Sea,

and came to Kadesh.
Ver. 17.— Then Israel sent messengers

unto the Icing of Edom, saying, Let me, 1
pray thee, pass through thy laiui {country in

A. V. Numb. XX. 17). The words in italics

are found in Numb. xx. 14, 17. And Israel

abode in Kadesh. These words are iu

Numb. XX. 1 ; see also Deut. i. 46. The
king of Edom would not hearken. This is

related in substance in Numb. xx. 18—21.

And in like manner they sent unto the king
of Moab. There is no mention of this in

the Mosaic narrative. The knowledge of it

must have been preserved either by tradition

or in some other now lost writings
;
perhaps

in the Book of the Wars of the Lord (Numb.
xxL 14). It is in itself very probable that

such a message should have been sent to the

king of Moab, whose territories Israel was
forbidden to meddle with (Deut. ii. 9, 19).

Ver. 18.—Then they went along, kc.

The narrative here follows Deut. ii 1. For

they compassed the land of Edom. Deut.

ii. 1 has, "we compassed Mount Seir;" but
Numb. xxi. 4 has, "to compass the land of

Edom. " By the east side—literally, by the

sun-rising side, as in Numb. xxi. 11. They
pitched on the other side of Amon. The
identical words occur in Numb. xxL 13.

For Amon was the border of Moab. The
identical words of Numb, xxi 13, where it

is added, "between Moab and the Amorites."

South of the Amon belonged to Moab, and
north to the Amorites. The route taken by
the Israelites is carefully traced (Numb. xxi.

11—20).
Ver. 19.—And Israel, &c. The t«xt here

follows Numb. xxi. 21—24 almost verbatim
;

but the expression, " the king of Heshbon,"

is from Deut. ii. 24, 26, 30.

Ver. 20.—In Jahas. Otherwise Jahazah
(Numb, xxi 23 ; Deut. ii. 32 ; Isa. xv. 4 ;

Jer. xlviii. 21, 34). It seems to have lain

immediately to the north of the Amon.
Vers. 21, 22.—These verses are an epitome

of Numb. xxi. 24—32. Cf. also Deut. ii 33—
36. The wilderness is the country lying

east of Moab up to the hill country (sec ch.

X. 8, note). From the Amon to the J.ibbok

is the measurement from south to north
;

from the wildemess to the Jordan, from east

to west.

Ver. 24.—Chemosh. The national god of

the Moabites (cf. Numb, xxi 29 ; 1 Kings

xi 7, 33 ; Jer. xlviii. 7, 13, 46, Ac.). Thy
god. The phrase indicates a very close con-

nection between Moab and Aminon at the

present time, both possibly being under on*
king. Chemosh, rather than Moloch, ii
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mention eil because the territory had be-

longed to the Moabites, but Chemosh had
not been able to save it from the Amorites.

The Lord our God. Jehovah was the God
of Israel as truly as Chemosh was the god
of Moab, in one sense. Possibly Jephthah
had not risen to the conception of Jehovah
as the God of the whole earth.

Ver. 25.—Art thou anything better, &c.

Jephthah now advances another argument
to prove the justice of his cause and the un-
reasonableness of the Ammonite claim. If

the territory in question was Moabite pro-

perty, how came it that Balak laid no claim

to it i He was an enemy of the Israelites,

and yet when Israel took possession of the

land, and dwelt in Heshbon, its capital, and
the daughter cities or villages thereof, and
in Aroer and her daughter cities or villages,

and in all the cities on the banks of the

Amon, Balak never strove about them with
Israel, or went to war to recover them—

a

plain proof that he did not look upon them
as his property. If they were his, that was
the time to claim and recover them, but he
had not done so.

Ver. 26.—The occupation of the cities

and villages referred to is related in Numb.
xxi. 23 and following verses, and in Deut.

11. 36 ; see too Josh. xiL 2. Aroer is not

mentioned among the cities of Moab taken

by the Amorites in the ancient book quoted

in Numb. xxi. 27—30, and it has been con-

jectured that it may have been built by the

Amorites to secure then- new frontier. It ia

described by Eusebius and Jerome in the
* Onomasticon ' as built on a hill overhanging

the bank of the Amon, and a ruin called

Arair has been found on the very spot so

described. The Aroer mentioned in ver. 33
(where see note) is probably a diflerent

place. Sy the coasts of Arnon, i. e, on the

banks. The Septuagint for Arnon readi
Jordan, which was tlie western boundary, as
Arnon was the southern (ver. 22). The cor-
responding description in Deut. ii. 36 is,

From Aroer, whidi is by the brink of the river

of Amon, and from the city that is by the

river, even unto Gilead, there was not one city

too strong for us : the Lord our God delivered
all unto us. Three hundred yean. These
words seem quite unintelligible and out of
place. They are also chronologically im-
practicable. One expects the number of the
cities, as in ver. 33, rather than the number
of years ; and it is remarkable that the
whole number of cities taken by the Israel-

ites on the east of Jordan must have been
just about 300, since the half- tribe of
Manasseh had sixty. If Gad and Reubeu
had the same proportion, it would be exactly
300 (6 X 60). Within that time. The
Hebrew phrase, which occurs about seventy
times, invariably means at that time, and
here can only refer to the time of the first

settlement in the days of Balak, of which he
had been speaking^another proof that the
enumeration three hundred years is out of
place here. If the reading years is not, aa

above suggested, an error for cities, the whole
sentence, three hundred years, may very pro-
bably be an interpolation by a professed
chronologist. The adding up of all the
numbers of the servitudes and rests given iu
the book gives 301 years from the com-
mencement of the oppression by Chushan-
rishathaim to the death of Jair. But thia

method of reckoning gives the impossible
period of 600 years from the exodus to the
building of the temple.

Ver. 27.—Jephthah now asserts his own
entire blamelessness, and appeals to the
justice of God to decide between him and
the Ammonitea.

HOMILETIC&

Vera. 1—28.

—

The controversy. The first element of peace, whether in private or
in national controversies, whether in civil or religious disputes, is the genuine desire

to be fair. When men have that spirit of justice that they do not desire to clfiim

anything which is not really theirs, or to withhold from their opponents anything
that is their due ; when their aim is to ascertain what is true, and not to overbear

truth by force ; when they strive for truth, and not merely for victory—there is a fair

chance of both sides arriving at the same result, and so being at peace. The first

step in any dispute, therefore, should be a calm and careful examination of the facts

of the case. It should not be taken for granted that the views which self-interest,

or personal predilection, or party prejudice, incline ua to are the right ones, but wo
should remember that our opponents have equal rights with ourselves, and that it is

^t l^ast possible that their predilections and prejudices may rest upon as good grounds

as our own. A fair and impartial examination of the facts of the case is therefore

the first step in every controversy ; and that the examination may be fair, we should

patiently allow our opponent to state his own case in his own way. The same fact

may wear a different aspect according to the mode of stating it, and according to tna

side of it which is brought prominently into view. Thus Jephthah acted fairly
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when he asked the king of the sons of Aramon to state the grounds on which he

invaded Israel, and when on his side he refuted that statement by an historical retro-

epect of the transactions in question. Though, however, the spirit of fairness give»

the beet chance of an amicable settlement of controversies, it does not always lead

to such a settlement. Often fairness on one side is met by prejudice and unfairness

on the other. But even when both parties are actuated by the like desire of getting

at the rights of a question, it may happen that there is that measure of doubt in some

matter on which the controversy hinges, that honest minds may diflEer about it, and

that it ia inevitable that men's different interests, prepossessions, and prejudices,

should incline them different ways. Thus in Jephthah's controversy with the Am-
monites there was room for doubt how far the defeat and dispossession of the children

of Amraon by the Amorites had for ever extinguished the claim of the fonner to th»

ownership of the land. That Israel had not taken the land from the children o£

Ammon, or displayed any hostility towards them, was undoubtedly true. But it did

not necessarily follow that the Ammonite claim was wholly unrighteous. The ques-

tion how long a time it takes to establish or to invalidate ownership is obviously a

debateable one, in the decision of which personal feelings will carry much weight.

In the Franco-German war of 1870 the Germans no doubt felt about Alsace and Lor-

raine that even 200 years possession by France had not wliolly abrogated the German
rights. And so it may have been with the king of the children of Ammon. He may
have thought that he was justified in claiming the land which had once belonged to

his people ; and the matter could only be decided by the arbitrament of war. The
practical lesson, however, to be learnt is, in all the business of life, whether in

politics, or commerce, or in social intercourse, or in religion, to cultivate a spirit of

fairness. In religious controversies especially the value of fairness, with a view to

truth, and to the peace of the Church, cannot be overrated. It is as humiliating

to our Christian character as it is prejudicial to the real interests of religion, when
men approach religious questions in a spirit of heated partisanship, seeking only

to crush their opponents by ridicule, or abuse, or vehemence, and treating them
with insult and indignity. It is no less painful to see falsehood, and suppression

of truth, and pious frauds, imported into controversies, the professed object of

which is to vindicate the glory of God and the truth of his holy word. If religious

controversialists would approach all subjects of difference in a spirit of thorough

fairness, would look at their adversaries' arguments with a sincere desire to under-

stand and appreciate them, would give due weight to them, and would believe it

possible that they may have reason and justice on their side, there would be a good
chance of agreement on many points which now keep Christians hopelessly asunder.

Arid a. there should remain some points on which temperament, or education, or

habits of thought, in different men, were too diverse to admit of unanimity on

doubtful points, then heavenly charity would step forward and maintain that agree-

ment in love which could not be attained in opinion. The unity of the spirit would
not be broken, the peace of the Church would not be violated, and the enemies of

the gospel would not find their way to victory through the divisions and hatreds of

the servants of one Lord. May the Spirit of God come as a Spirit of fairness upon
All that name the name of Jesus Christ I

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vera, 1—8.

—

77ie thaping ivfluencei of life. These different in their nature from
that of which the poet speaks—" There s a divinity that shapes our ends, rough-iiew

them how we will " {Hamlet, V. ii.). It is an anticipative part they play. In
many lives the manner in which they are thus influenced is apparent; but even when
otherwise the effect is none the less powerful and lasting. It has been questioned

whether this be not the most important part of the work of creation. Of these in-

fluences, notice

—

I. How BTBONQ AND VABiKD THEY ABK. 1. In JephthoJit birth. He was a child of
hame, the fruit of an age of licentiousness and idolatry. He receives the title

Gileadite, yet it is said Gilead was his father; he must therefore either have bad a
father with such a name, a member of the tribe uf Mauas&eh, living in Gilead, oc
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having no clear proof of his paternity, have received the tribal name in that relation.

A foundling, with a sliameful mystery lying behind his life. 2. In the behaviour oj

men towards him. Those who were his brethren according to the flesh acted a most
unbrotherly part. . Eitlier from selfishness or a false feeling of shame, they expelled

him from his father's house, closing the door of peaceful, honourable toil, and com-
pelling him to resort to a career of bloodshed and irregularity. The very men who
might, any of them, have committed a like sin to that of Jephthah's father are

forward to rid themselves of its results. The world judges of men rather from
their, misfortunes than from their personal misdeeds. And where nature has been
unkind, "man's inhumanity to man" is only the more signal. A social stigma is

worse to bear up against than many of the greatest calamities which do not involve

it. 3. In theforce of his circumstances as they arose. He is compelled to take up
his abode in a far off border town, near to Ammon, the hereditary enemy of Israel,

and surrounded by the conditions of a desert life, where he had to be " a law unto

himself." A life of guerilla warfare, with its comparatively loose morale, is thrust

upon him. Men of like misfortune and disposition, all more or less compromised
with their tribes or nations, gather about him, and look to him for direction and
initiative. But

—

II. Nevertheless, thby do not detebminb destiny. He has somehow managed to

preserve a measure of morality and religious observance, even in that wilderness

stronghold. The worship of Jehovih is maintained, and the heart of the chieftain

beats true to all the traditions of Israel. His personal influence and warlike prowess

are at its service. His greatest exploits are not those of the private marauder, but of

the patriot. It is character alone that determines destiny, and character is in our

own keeping. One is continually meeting with such people—people who in difiBcult

circumstances are yet kept on the whole pure and faithful. Such were " they of

Caesar's household." And

—

III. If rightly encountered they may redound to advantage and honour. In

the hour of Israel's need, repentant and humble, its elders approach the outlaw whom
they had expelled. The man himself is not prepared for the singular conversion.

He questions them suspiciously, nay, with all his magnanimity, reminds them of

their different behaviour in years gone by. They admit all ; but they are too humbled
to make evasion and to conceal their real motive. He is master of the situation.

His whole previous training and reputation now stand him in good stead, and he

understands a little of God's dealings with him. The Bible is full of instances of

men who have gained power and fame through the overcoming of difficulties. Time
and God are on the side of them who, notwithstanding temptation, are found faithful.

And is there not One who outshines all others in this ? " The stone which the builders

rejected is become the head stone of the comer." His career is our incentive and
example (Phil. ii. 5—11). Have not all rejected Christ? In our need let as go to

him, a nobler than Jephthah.—M.

Vera. 4—11.

—

Magnanimity of patriotism. In the behaviour of Jephthah on

this occasion we have a noble illustration of the blending of the religious and the

patriotic spirit.

I. Personal wrongs are forgiven. He might have brooded over them, sulked,

and rejoiced over the elders in their trouble. But he felt that his country's distress

was not a time or occasion for revenging the contumely and wrong that were past.

This is the true spirit of the patriot. The individual is lost in the commonwealth.

II. His country's need is generously responded to. What an opportunity for

an unprincipled, irreligious man! He might have turned Israel's loss to hia own
gain.

III. His own fortunes are lost sight of in the greater ambition of being the

8AVI0UB OF his COUNTRY. Rank he does not value. He refuses leadership until it is

shown that he is the Divinely revealed leader. He gives all the honour to Jehovah.

From that moment he was at the service of his people, and the unselfish " servant of

Jehovah." Men are found who will behave thus for earthly fatherlands and temporal

attachments. Often the human tie and the Divine conflict. Jephthah was serving

Ood and country at once. The Christian will serve his friends and his country b'^st
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by serving God first. How dear should the Church and kingdom of God on earth b«

to OB 1 All other considerations should hn lost sight of in the ze*l for our Master't

glory.—M.

Ver. 11.

—

Recognition of God in positions of honour and responsibility. How
many would have at once swollen with self-conceit ! &c. It is a test of the inner

life of Jeplithah. We may all be more or less tested in this way.

L He entered upon his great task with a sense of solemn besponsibilitt to
God. Mizpah was the reminder of an ancient covenant, and its associations are

honoured.

IL Hb made public confbssion of Jehovah.
III. Hb looked to Jehovah for guidance and help.—M.

Vers. 12—28.

—

The model diplomatist. I. Thb pbofound BAGAcnr and tmsm of
IN'l EBNATIONAL courtesies AND OBLIGATIONS DISPLAYED BY JePHTHAH. An historical

site is chosen, which had significance to all the nations neighbouring upon it. At
Mizpah had Jacob and Laban made solemn covenant To their descendant nations

the place could not but possess a religious interest. It was a distinct advantage,

therefore, to take up his head-quarters there. All his soul is possessed by the oM
tissociations of the place. It appears even in his language (vers. 10, 11). This per-

sistent reference to the place was a guarantee of good faith and brotherly feeling.

He speaks of the gods of Ammon and Israel from a neutral point of view.

II. His appeal to histoby. It is sacred history, with the seal of God upon it. He
recounta the details of the conquest by Israel, so far as they are relevant ; shows that

their own land is held by that title, and asks why for 300 years Israel's occupancy
of the disputed territory had not been contested. The example of Balak, who saw
that it would be destruction for him to contend with Israel, and forbore, is quoted

aptly. The geographical limits are carefully indicated.

III. All this was worth while, even with a heathen adversary. It stated the

case upon broad, intelligible grounds ; it raised no irrelevant questions, but was con-

ciliatory ; and there was no attempt at compromise. It is a moral gain when a point

in dispute is thus clearly and dispassionately argued. It did not avert war, but it

justified it. And Israel were strengthened and encouraged. The people could grasp

the outlines of this great claim. They could go forward with confidence that their

cause was righteous, and therefore the cause of God. Disputes between individuals

and nations should be settled—(1) upon common grounds and associations; (2)

courteously and kindly
; (3) with careful regard to facts ; and (4) God should be

the g^eat Witness.—M.

Ver. 7.

—

The friend in need. L The valub of a tbub friend is seen ih the
1 ime of advet'-sity. Jephthah was hated by the elders of Israel in prosperous times,

hut when trouble came he was discovered to be their best friend. The wise man will

endeavour to cultivate the friendship of the good and great. It is foolish to let

valued friends pass away from us through negligence or slight offence. There are

few forms of earthly riches more valuable than that of a treasury of friendships.

We may be careless of this in circumstances of ease ; but if so, trouble will reveal

our mistake. Christ is a Friend who sticketh closer than a brother, too often neg-

lected in j)rosperity, but found to be the one needed Helper in the hour of darkness

Clsa. xxxii. 2).

II. The best friend is not always thb most populab. He may be poor, un-

pretending, eccentric, or dull. It is foolish to choose our friends by the superficial

attractions of social amuspinent. The boon companion may prove a shallow friend.

Sterling qualities of fidelity, self-denying devotion, <fec. are not always accompanied
by brilliant conversational gifts and such other pleasing characteristics as shine in

festive scenes. Christ, the best of friends, was despised and rejected of men. It

may be that the very excellency of the friend is the cause of his unpopularity. He
will not lend himself to low pursuits, and so is considered morose ; he refuses to

Catter our weakness,—perhaps bravely and disinterestedly rebukes our faults,—and ia

therefore thought censorious and offensive ; he aimo at raising us to what is worthy
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of our efforts, and is voted "a bore." The time of trouble will destroy this unjust

estimate, but it would be more wise and generous in us to value our friends at all

times for their best qualities, even though the sobriety of them may appear dull.

III. The true friend will not refuse help in need, although he may havb
RECEIVED UNWORTHY TREATMENT IN PROSPEROUS TIMES. Jcphthah natural!}'- reproaclies

the elders of Israel, but he is too noble to refuse to come to their help. True friend-

ship is generous, unselfish, and forgiving. It does not stand " on its rights," " on

its dignity." It is more concerned with the welfare of those in whom it is interested

than with their deserts. The patriot a\ ill not let his country suffer because he is per-

sonally piqued at the conduct of its leaders. The Christian should learn not to injure

the cause of Christ through the pride and offence which the wrong conduct of re-

sponsible persons in the Church may excite. Israel is larger than the elders of Israel

The Church is greater than her doctors and ministers. Jephthah is a type of Christ,

who does not refuse to help us though we have rejected him in the past.—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ter. 29.—Then the Spirit of the Lord
eame upon Jephthah, as upon Otliniel,

upon Gideon, and upon Samson (eh. iii. 16
;

vL 34 ; xiii. 25 , xiv. 19 ; xv. 14). He
passed over, i. e. he went all through, Gil3ad,

and Manasssh,—for the purpose, no doubt,

of collecting forces,—and passed overMizpeh.
It should be to Mizpeh. Alizpeh was the

capital and mustering place of his army, and
his base of operations (ch. x. 17 ; xi. 11,

note). Having organised his forces at Mizpeh
of Gilead, he passed over to the children

of Amnion, i. e. commenced his attack upon
the invaders, as it is stated in ver. 32, which
takes up the thread of the narrative.

Vers. 30, 31.—And Jephthah vowed a
vow. This verse and the following go back to

relate something which preceded his passing
over to the children oi Ammon, viz., his

rash and unhappy vow. This is related, as

o many things in Scripture are, without
note or comment, and the reader must pass

his own sentence upon the deed. That
sentence can only be one of unreserved con-

.

demnation on the part of any one acquainted
with the spirit and letter of the word of God.
Many attempts have been made to show that

Jephthah only contemplated the offering of

an animal in sacrihce ; but the natural and
indeed necessary interpretation of the words
shows that he had a human victim in mind.
He could not expect any but a human being
to come forth from the doors of his house,
nor could any but a human being come forth

"to meet hmi"—a common phrase always
spoken of men (Gen. xiv. 17 ; xxiv. 65

;

Exod. iv. 14 ; xviii. 7 ; Numb. xx. 20 ; 1

Sam. XXV. 34, &c, and below in ver. 34).

Obviously, in the greatness of his danger
and the extreme hazard of his undertaking
(Ch. iiL 3), he thought to propitiate God's
favour by a terrible and extraordinary vow.
But if we ask how Jephthah came to have
such erroneous notions of the character of
God, the answer is not far to seek. Jephthah

was " the son of a strange woman," probably,

as we have seen, a Syrian (ch. xi. 1—11,
note), and had passed many years of his life

as an exile in Syria. Now it is well known
that human saciifices were frequently prac-

tised in Syria, as they were also by the
Ammonites, who made their children pass

through the fire to Moloch, and it cannot
surprise us that a man brought up as Japh-
thah was, and leading the life of a freebooter

at the head of a band of Syrian outlaws,

should have the common Syrian notion of

the eflBcacy of human sacrifices in great
emergencies. His language, indeed, about
Jehovah and Chemosh in ver. 24 savoured
of semi-heathenism. Nor is it any valid

objection that we are told in ver. 29 that
"the Spirit of the Lord came upon Jeph-
thah." The phrase does not mean that
thenceforth he was altogether under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit, so that all that

he did was inspired by the Spirit of truth
and wisdom, but that the Spirit of the Lord
inspired him with extraordinary strength
and power for the great task of leading Israel

to battle against the Ammonites. And I
will offer. The rendering suggested by
some, or I will offer, meaning, if the first-

comer ia a human being he shall be the
Lord's, or if it is an animal I will offer it

as a burnt offering, is wholly inadmissible.

Ver. 32. — So Jephthah. The narrator

takes up again the thread of the narrative,

which was interrupted at ver. 29, the words
he passed over unto the children of Ammon
being repeated.

Ver. 33.—From Aroer ... to Minnith.
The Aroer here mentioned seems to be that

in the tribe of Gad (Numb, xxxii. 34 ; Josh,

xiii. 25), now Nahr Ammdn. Minnith ia

thought to have been situated four Roman
miles from Heshbon, on the road to Rabbah
of the children of Ammon, afterwards called

Philadelphia. It was called Manith in the

time of Eusebina. The plain of the Tin**
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yards, better taken as a proper name, ^bel-

eeramim. The site is not certainly knowTi.

Eiisebius speaks of two Abels, both fertile

in vineyards, one seven Roman miles from
Kabbah, which is probably the one here

meant.
Ver. 34.—To his house. Seever. 11. His

only child {Je'hid)—the same term as is ap-

plied to Isaac (Gen. xxiL 2). Eusebius says

that Cronus sacrificed his only son, who on
that account was called Jeoud, which in the

Phoenician tongue means an (mlyson (' Prep.

Evang.,' iv. 17).

Ver. 35. —Thou hast brought me very
low— literally, thou hast thormighly bowed me
dmcn, L e. with sorrow. I cannot go back.

A forcible illustration of the evil of rash

vows. He who makes them is so placed

that he must sin. If he breaks his vow, he
has taken Hod's name in vain ; if he keeps

it, he breaks one of God's commandments.
So it was with Saul (1 Sam. xiv. 24, 39—45),
with Herod (Mark vi. 23) ; so it has often

been since with those who have made unau-
thorised vows, and who in attempting to

keep them have fallen into deadly sin.

Ver, 36. — My father, &c. See Numb,
xxxii. 2. The touching submission of

Jephthah's daughter to her unnatural and
terrible fate, while it reveals a most lovable

character, seems also to show that the idea

of fc human sacrifice was not so strange to her

mind as it is to ours. The sacrifice of his

eldest son as a burnt offering by the king of

Moab, some 300 years later, as related 2

Kings iiL 27 ; the intended sacrifices of

Iphigenia and of Phrixus in Greek mytho-
logy ; the sacrifices of children to Moloch, so

often spoken of in Scripture ; the question

in Micah vi. 7, " Shall I give my first-born

for my transgression, the fruit of my body
for the sin of my soult" the Phoenician

custom mentioned by Sanchoniatho (quoted
by Porphyry), of sacrificing to Saturn one of

those most dear to them in times of war,
pestilence, or drought ; the yearly sacrifice

at Carthage of a boy chosen by lot (' Sil.

Italicus,' 4, 765), and many other examples,
prove the prevalence of human sacrifices in
early times, and in heathen lands. This
must be borne in mind in reading the history
of Jephthah.

Ver. 37.—And bewail my virginity. It

is a striking evidence of the strong desire

among Hebrew women to be mothers, aa

seen in Sarah, Rachel, Hannah, and others,

that it was the prospect of dying unmarried
whiih seemed to Jephthah's daughter the
saddest part of her fate. So in Ps. lixviii.

63, Uieir maidens were not given to marriage
is one of the items of the misery of Israel

(see too ver. 39).

Ver. 39.—Who did with her according to

his vow. Nothing can be more express than
this statement. In fact, except the natural
horror we feel at a human sacrifice, there is

nothing to cast the least shade of doubt upon
the fact that Jephthah's daughter was offered

up as a burnt off'eriug, in accordance with
heathen notions, but, as Josephussays, neitlier
" confoniKibly to the law, nor accej^tably to

God." Most of the early Jewish comment-
ators and all tlie Christian Fathers for ten or

eleven centuries (Origen, Chrysostom, Theo-
doret, Jerome, Augustine, &c.) held this

view. Luther's comment is, "Some affirm

that he did not sacrifice her, but the text is

clear enough. " She knew. Rather, s/i^ Aod
knotun.

Ver. 40.—The daughters of Israel, &c.

No other trace of this custom, which was
probably confined to Gilead, remains. To

. lament. The word rather means to praise, m
celelrraU, as in ch. T. 11 {rehearse).

EOMILETICS.

Vers. 29—40.

—

Human perverseness embittering the sweet cup. The tragic liistory

of Je|ihthah and liis daughter is one of the saddest in the Bible. It forms a drama
full of pathos, and with terrible contrasts of joy and sorrow. Indeed the whole life

of Jephthah was one of startling incident. Driven from his liome in youth to become
II fugitive and an exile; leading tlie wild and exciting life of a captain of free-

booters till middle age; then recalled to his father's house to take his place as head
of the State with all the pomp and power of a great prince, a great warrior, a con-

queror, and a judge ; in the height of his joy and triumph struck to the ground by a

sorrow of the intensest bitterness, which must have bligiited the few remaining years

of his life—his whole life was one of strange vicissitudes and sensational events.

The stain of his birth was not, of course, any fault of his ; but it led to that irregular

course of lawlessness and violence whicii must have laid the seeds of many faults o£

character—recklessness, impulsiveness, and indifference to human rights and human
sufferings—which were mingled with many great and heroic qualities. Especially

we see how the habit of fighting for plunder, and for the purely sellish ends of a

livelihood for hiniself and his followers, produced that lower type of greatness which
bartered his own energies and prowess for place and power, instead of the geueroua
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self-sacrifice for the good of his country which marked the career of Ehud and
Gideon. What, however, is here especially to be remarked and treasured up in our
minds is, that the cup of prosperity and joy which God' s goodness had mixed for

Jephthah was turned into a cup of bitterness by his own perverse folly and rashness

and ignorance of God's grace. See what great things God had done for him. He
had delivered him from his life of lawlessness ; he had placed him in a high and
honourable estate ; he had brought him from banishnient to the land and house of
his fathers; he had filled him with his Spirit, and mightily strengthened him for his

great task ; he had gone forth with his army, and driven his enemies before his face,

and crowned him with victory. Jephthah returned to his home as the deliverer of
his country, the restorer of peace to the homesteads of Gilead, all glittering with
success and glory. Nor was he wanting in sources of a softer and tenderer happiness.

A bright and loving spirit, full of affection and joyous sympathy, overflowing with
dutiful pride and beaming sympathy, was awaiting his return. His daughter, the

light of his home, the solace of his cares, was there to welcome him and to double
his happiness by sharing it. And as he looked forward to the future, he might hope
to see her the mother of children who would perpetuate his name and his race. Such
was his lot as God had prepared it for him. His own rash and perverse act, springing

from a culpable ignorance of the character of God, and directed by heathen super-

stition and cruelty instead of by trust in the love and mercy of Jehovah, poured an
ingredient of extreme bitterness into this cup of joy and poisoned his whole life.

The hour of triumph was turned into desolation, the bright home was made a house
of mourning, what should have been years of peace and honour were turned into

years of trouble and despair, and Jephthah had no one but himself to blame for this

lamentable reverse. Alas, how often we can match this scene by similar instances

of human perverseness embittering the sweet cup of life ! A nation's career is

checked by crime, or cruelty, or treachery ; an individual's hfe is marred by some act

of ungodliness which entails a life-long liarvest of bitter fruits ; domestic enjoyment
is destroyed by the sins of selfishness and self-willed folly. Bountiful gifts of a

gracious Providence, wealth and abundance, splendid opportunities for good, intel-

lectual endowments, rare talents, or, in humbler life, openings for advancement
and usefulness which might have led to distinction, are through the perverse folly

of their possessors worse than wasted, and dark shadows are thrown across what
should have been the brightness of a happy life. And then men speak ef their

bad luck, and murmur against the providence of God ; as if one could sow the wind
and not reap the whirlwind, or cut off the shadow of sin, remorse and shame and
death.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 29—33.

—

TJie spirit of sacred warfare. There is much at which the modern
reader stumbles in the stories of Old Testament warfare. The pitilessness, the

assumption that all the right of the question between the belligerents is on one aide,

the carnage even to extermination, are all repugnant to modern feeling. It is well

to look at the Divine background and relation of these wars : therein, and therein

alone, will be found their apology, if apology be forthcoming. In the Ammonite war
of Jephthah

—

I. Justification is found in that, on the lowest ground, it was a war of self-

preservation ; AND, ON THE HIGHEST, ISRAKL WAS DEFINITELY AND AUTHORITATIVELY
IDENTIFIED WITH THE CAUSE OF God's TRUTH AND RIGHTEOUSNESS, AND APPOINTED THE
INSTRUMENT OF HIS JUDGMENTS. In a sense there was " no quarter" in these wars.

The claims of the foes of God's people were of the most extreme and exacting

character. The barbarians had no pity. It would have been of small moment to

ijheoe) to have " utterly cut off " every man, woman, and child. The greatest crimes

were perpetrated by them on the smallest provocation ; and they could not be
trusted. There was one argument, and one alone, that could be understood—the
SAV'ord. But there were also weighty interests represented by Israel, for the sake of
which it was pre-eminently important that it should continue to exist, and that under
conditions of freedom and religion. It was its mission to reveal the will of God to
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men, not only as a verbal communication, but as a law illustrated in life and conduct.

These interests were the highest interests of the world, and Israel was custodian of

them for all future ages. There is a humanitarianism that discounts truth, and

would reduce all duty to the nearer and more external utilities of life. The Bible,

whilst not ignoring the brotherhood of men (no book guards this so jealously), is

careful to ground it upon a Divine fatherhood, and to secure its true observance by
enforcement of morality and righteousness. Israel, too, was not at liberty to exercise

forbearance. "The iniquity" of these nations "was full." Tliey were guilty of

unnameable crimes, rejecters of Divine revelation, and cumberers of the ground yet

to be occupied by God's gracious purposes.

II. All through Jehovah was recognised as the true Arbiter. Nothing
could be more impressive than the attitude of Jephthah. He is anxious to obtain a

just settlement without recourse to arms. He sets forth his statement of the case

with the utmost courtesy, exactitude, and forbearance. Every ojiport unity is given

for peaceful understanding ; but Ammon turns a deaf ear. Solemnly then, under the

peculiar dispensation in which they lived, they put the question in the hands of God.
Jeliovah is to witness between the disputants, and the war is no longer a confused

strife, but a punitive judgment. Israel, under such circumstances, was not at liberty

to waive its moral claims, and to grant a truce ere the enemy liad j'ielded the point

at issue. Israel is the instrument of Divine vengeance upon a wicked and obstinate

nation. It is an anachronism of the gravest consequence to judge of the wars of the

ancient world by the ameliorated conditions of modem life.

III. The leader of Israel received his commission directly from the hands of

God. Nothing else can be meant by " then the Spirit of Jehovah came upon
Jephthah." Ijivine impulse, Divine wisdom, Divine obligation are all implied. It

is no longer a war whose main issues and movements are subject to fallible human
conditions ; it is really in God's hands. He bears the blame, so far as his commands
are observed. If the mode of warfare, &c. appear inhuman, it will be because our

minds fail to grasp the tremendous importance of that righteousness of which they

were the slow precursors and rude witnesses.

IV. The war is carried on in the spirit of self-sacrifice and implicit devotion.

The vow of Jephthah shows this. He anlicijjates his return in victory, and the

people's enthusiastic welcome to him as their deliverer. Like Gideon, he will not

accept this ; it is Jehovah's alone. To Jehovah, therefore, he vows of his own
" whatsoever cometh forth (out) of the doors of my house to meet me." No grati-

fication of self, therefore, could be the motive of such a campaign. If, on the other

hand, there is not that repugnance to bloodshed displayed by Jephthah that might

be looked for in a Christian leader, we must remember that the religious nature

developed slowly in human history, and God chose his instruments not because they

were perfect, but, such as they were, to bring on higher possibiUties and a better

time.—M.

Vers. 30, 31 , 34—40.

—

JephthaKi vow. What it involved has been much disputed.

But the wording of the vow certainly admits of an interpretation consistent with the

highest humanity. The object is expressed neutrally, as being more comprehensive;

but there is a distinction introduced into the consequent member of the sentence

which shows that regard is had to a dual possibility, viz., of the object being either

personal or otherwise. If the former, he or she was to be " Jehovah's," an expression

unnecessary if it was to be made a burnt offering, and which could only mean
"dedicated to perpetual virginity or priesthood." If the latter, he would " offer it

for a burnt offering." It bears out this that his daughter asks for two months " to

bewail her virginity." The inference is imperative. It was not death, but perpetual

virginity, to wiiich she was devoted. In this vow we observe

—

I. The spirit of consecration it evinced. Its meaning was evident. Jehovah

was the true Judge and Deliverer of Israel. His, therefore, should be the glory when
Isr.iel returned in victory. There was to be no diverting of honour from him to

Je|ihtliali. A sacrifice, therefore, should be made before all men to acknowledge this.

But as Jephthah is the person most in danger of being tempted to forget God's claim,

k* himself gives anticipatiTely of his own, and of his own, especially, which might
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be considered as specially for hia honour. It was a " blank form " to be filled up by
Providence as it would.

II. The unexpected form the sacrifice assumed. How it astonishes men when
God takes them at their word ! Not that they do not mean what they say, but they
do not realise all it implies. God ever does this that he may educate the heart in

loving sacrifice, and reveal the grandeur and absoluteness of his own claim upon us.

III. The grace that invested it from— 1. The mutual love ofparent and child.

They both sorrow because she is an only child, and they are all in all to one anotlier.

It was a keen, real sacrifice. 2. The unquestioning and cheerful obedience of the

child. Like Isaac and Christ. 3. The unwavering fidelity of Jephthah to his vow.
It was the wisest course, and the one that proved best the fidelity and infinite love of

God. There was sorrow, but who will say that there was not a compensating blessed-

ness in the act, and a " more exceeding weight of glory " in the ages to come ? This
is what God expects. Have we ever vowed to him ? If so, have we paid our vows ?

Negligence in this matter will explain much that distresses and perplexes us.

Honesty towards God—hov7 few practise it I Yet this is the true proof of him
(Mai. iii. 10).

IV. How AN absolute personal sacrifice may become a national ideal and
atonejient. The circumstances were such that all Israel sympathised with the act

of self-devotion. It fell in with the national mood and carried it to heroic pitch.

The "custom in Israel" shows how profoundly the spirit of the people had been
touched. The maiden offered to Jehovah is adopted as the offering of her people, a

vicarious sacrifice of their repentance and faith. So does the Lord Jesus, the Son of

God, become the world's atonement (2 Cor. v. 14, 15).—M.

Ver. 29.

—

The Spirit of the Lord. I. The Spirit of the Lord is not a mesb
influence, but a living presence. It is taught throughout Scripture that God does

rot only bestow graces, but also comes personally into our souls (John xiv. 16, 17).

This Divine presence may not be perceived by the senses, as in the visions of the

dove (Matt. iii. 16) and of the cloven tongues of fire (Acts ii. 3). It need not give

rise to any ecstasy or visible excitement, as in the case of the Corinthian Church (1

Cor. xiv. 2). It may be without the immediate consciousness of the subject. But
it will be proved by its effects.

II. The Spirit of the Lord comes upon a man to inspire him for service. God
does not simply inhabit a man as a temple; he infuses his life into the very being of

the man ; transforms, elevates, enlightens, strengthens. Thus Jephthah found the

Spirit to be the source of his power for battle. God's Spirit is always the spring of

the Christian's highest energies. It is foolish to attempt to do any good work with-

out the aid that is given by the indwelling power of God.

III. The special form of the influence of the Spirit of God will be deter-

mined BY THE capacities OF THE RECIPIENT AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF HIS WORK.
There is a variety of gifts. 1. God's Spirit affects us differently, according to our

natural differences. To the thoughtful man he is a spirit of understanding. To him
who hungers and thirsts after righteousness he is a spirit of holiness. To the sym-
pathiser, the comforting friend, he is a spirit of love. Tc the active worker ho is a

spirit of power. 2. God's Spirit also affects us differently according to the needt af
the times. God does not waste his influence ; he adapts it to requirements. There-

fore we must not think that his Spirit is less with us than with men of old because

the manifestation is different, nor that he is less vith those who have not the form
of spiritual influence which we esteem most than with those who possess it (1 Cor.

xii. 6).

IV. The Spirit of the Lord does not annihilate the individual characters or
MEN. Jephthah retains his natural characteristics, and still shows them. 1. God's
Spirit does not supersede natural talent, but enlightens, purifies, and strengthens. 2.

G.od^ Spirit does not destroy human weakness. Jephthah has the Spirit of the Lord,

yet he may be rash and may err. The spirit of wisdom does not necessarily accom-
pany the spirit of strength. We may have the presence of the Spirit, and yet not be

filled with the Spirit, so that human weakness may linger by the side of Divine

power.—A.
judges. K
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Vers. 30—40.

—

JejyhthaKs vow. Jeplithah's conduct should be viewed in the light

of his age and of his own conscientious convictions, and not jiulged by tlie clearer

light and changed convictions of Christendom. Measured by modern standards, it

may appear superstitious, cruel, insane ; but measured by the only standards to

wliich Jephthali could bring it, his conduct was noble beyond expression. From the

incident generally we may gather the following lessons :

—

I. The hand of God shodld be bkcogniskd in cub good and fruitful woeks.

The elders had called upon Jephthah to deliver them from the Ammonites. Yet

the warrior saw that his own right hand could not secure the victory ; if this came, it

must be from God. Such conduct shows humUitv—a diflficult grace for a popular

hero to practise in the midst of his triumph ; ana faith in discerning the secret of

success in the presence of God, and trusting to this before entering the battle.

II. It is bight that we should recognise God's claims in return fob the recep-

tion OF his grace. The thank offering belongs not to the Levitical law alone, but to

all religion (Hom. xii. 1). It is foolish to think to buy the help of God by promising

him devotion in return (Gen. xxviii. 20—22). But it may be helpful to our fulfil-

ment of the duties of gratitude if we recognise the obligation of thankfulness even
before we receive the special blessing of God, as we are more likely to realise it fully

then than after we are relieved and satisfied. It should always be remembered that

we have already received such great bounties from God that we are under constant

obligations to him, that he claims our hearts, our possessions, our all, and that our
true blessedness is only found in perfect surrender to him.

III. It is generally foolish and wbonq to make a vow the consequences of
which we do not fouksee. There may be an occasional advantage in the vow to

bind the soul by a solemn recognition of its obligations; but we are equally

required to give God our all whether we make a vow or no. Nothing is more weak
than to vow at a time when we are not called to make a Bacrifice, and then to prove
unequal to the sacrifice when this is required. It is better to count the cost and
refrain from making the vow if necessary (Luke xiv. 28). The vow is often only a
sign of presumption. It would be well for us to turn our vows into prayers, and
instead of promising that we will do some great thing, to ask God to give us grace to

do it. Still, viewed from the standpoint of devotion, there is something noble in

the perfect surrendering of self, and the brave trustfulness of Jephthah's vow.
IV. We should consideb ourselves bound to keep those vows which we makk

TO OUR OWN hurt SO LONG AS WE DO NOT FEEL THIS TO BE WBONQ. Our own incon-
venience is no excuse for declining to fulfil an obligation, just because we did not
anticipate the trouble in entering into the obligation (Ps. xv. 4). But our con-
viction of wrong is a reason for not keeping our promise. A promise to do evil

is void from the first. It is wrong to make such a promise ; to fulfil it is to add a
second wrong. We can never bind ourselves by vow to do that which it would not
be right for us to do without the vow. Therefore for us, with our Christian light, it

would be sinful to fulfil such a vow as Jephthah's. Nevertheless, the great Hebrew
hero clearly felt that it was his duty to fulfil it, and therefore to him the vow was
binding. If we blame him, it must be (1) for the rashness which allowed him to
contract himself into an obligation which he would never have entered with his eyes
opened, and (2) for the ignorance of the character of God which is shown in his

supposition that God could be pleased with the sacrifice of his daughter. Even the
imperfect revelation of God then vouchsafed should have prevented such a frightful
misconception if it had been rightly used (Gen. xxii. 12). But we may find more
of good example than of warning in the whole incident. Pathetic as is the error
of Jephthah, his magnificent fidelity is a model of religious heroism.—A.

EXP( (SITION.

CHAPTF.R XIL
Ver. 1. ^— Northward, or, otherwise ren-

dered, to Z'tpfiJ>n, a city of the Goilites men-
tioned in Josh, xiii.27 tof^ether with Succoth,

and thought to be the modem AmaUh on th«
Wady Rajib (see Vainlnrveld's map). It is

dillieult to say with certainty which render-
ing is right, but on the whole the latter

seems most probable. Although Gilead do«s
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He north-east of Ephraim, it hardly seems a

natural description of the Ephraimite move-
ment to say they "went northwards;"
whereas if they marched to Zaphon the

phrase would be precise. The previous

phrase, gathered themselves together, means
miistered for battle, as in ch. vii. 23, 24.

We will bum thine house, kc.—the same
savage threat as the Philistine youths made
use of to induce Samson's wife to discover

and reveal his riddle (ch. xiv. 1.5"), and as the

Philistines actually put in practice upon her

and her father in revenge for the destruction

of their com (ch. xv. 6). Passedst thou over,

as in ch. xl 29, 32 ; xiL 3.

Ver. 2.—When I called you. Thisincident

is not mentioned in the previous narrative.

Probably Jephthah asked the help of Ephraim
when he was first made chief of the Gileadites,

and they refused partly because they thought
the attempt desperate, and partly because

they were offended at Jeplithah's leadership.

Vers. 4, 5.—The English version of these

somewhat obscure verses is obviously wrong,
and devoid of sense. The obscurity arises

partly from verses 5 and 6 being merely an
amplification, i. «. a narrative in detail of

what is more briefly related in ver. 4 ; and
from the insertion of the explanatory words,
" Gilead lies in the midst of Ephraim and
in the midst of Manasseh," in ver. 4. The
literal translation of the two verses is as

follows : — And the men of Gilead smote
Ephraim (at the fords of Jordan), for, said
they, ye are fugitives of Ephraim. {Gilead

lies in the midst of Ephraim and in the midst

)f Mnnn,sseh, i. e. between Manasseh and
Ephraim, so that in coming from Manasseh,
where they had taken refuge, to return to

Ephraim they were obliged to pass through
Gilead, and the Gileadites had taken the pas

-

gages ofJordan before the Ephraimites ; and it

was so, that when the fugitives of Ephraim
said, Let me pass over, that the men of
Gilead said, Art tlwu an Ephraimite? If he

said. Nay, then said they unto him, Soy now
Shibboleth, &c., i. «. they put him to the test

of pronunciation ; and if they found by his

pronunciation of the word Shibboleth, viz.,

Sibboleth, that he was an Ephraimite, in spite

of his denial, then they took him and slew
him. (killed him in cold blood) at the passages

of Jordan. ) And there fell at that time, &c.
The direct narrative goes on here from ver. 4.

I Omitting the long explanatory parenthesii

from the latter part of ver. 4 to the lattel

part of ver. 6, the narrative runs (ver. 4),

And the men of Gilead smote Ephraim, for,
said they, ye are fugitives of Ephraim, ; and
therefell at that time of tJte Ephraimitesforty
and two thousand. The parenthesis explains
why the Ephraimites had to pass through
Gilead, and how the Gileadites ascertained

in each case whether a man was an Ephraim-
ite or not.

Ver. 6. — Say now Shibboleth, &c. We
have thus, as it were, accidentally preserved
to us a curious dialectical difference between
the Ephraim ites and th e inhabitants of G ilead.

A similar difference exists at the present day
between the pronunciation of the inhabitants

of different parts of Germany. What the

Hanoverians call stein, a stone, the other

Germans call shtein. Shibboleth means both
an ear of com and a stream. Forty and twe
thousand. It is possible that the war be-

tween Jephthah and the Ephraimites may
have lasted a considerable time, though only
the single incident of the slaughter at the

fords of Jordan is mentioned, so that the

large number of 42,000 men may be less im-
probable than it seems at first sight. There
is, however, always some doubt as to the

correctness of numbers (see 1 Sam. vi 19).

Ver. 7.—Six years. Perhaps his sorrow

for his daughter shortened his life. Then
died Jephthah the Gileadite. Better, And
Jephthah the Gileadite died. In one of the

cities. His exact burial-place was perhaj's

unknown, and therefore the general phrase

in the cities of Judah was used, as in Gen.
xiii. 12. Lot is said to have dwelt in the

cities of the plain, and in Neh. vi. 2 San-
ballat asked Nehemiah to meet him in the

villages of the plain. Still the phrase is not
what you would expect here, and it seems
unlikely that Jephthah's burial-place should
be unknown. The Septuagiiit, Vulgate,

Syriac, and Arabic versions read,
'

' in his city

Gilead," as if Gilead had been the name of

Jephthah's paternal city. Another conjec-

ture is that there might have been an Ar oj

Gilead as well as the well-known Ar of Moab,
or there might have been a collection of

towns called Arey - Gilead (the towns of

Gilead), after the analogy of Havoth-jair (ch.

X. 4), but there is no evidence in support of

these conjectures.

HOMILETICS.

V^rs. 1—7.

—

77ie envy of the small great at the great deeds of the small. Tlie

detection of faults of character is useful to those who wish to correct and perfect
their own, and for this r»iason the observation of the tendency of particular positions

to produce particular faults is very valuable. The particular vice of the human mind
which the shameful and unpatriotic arrogance of the Ephraimites towards the deliverer

of their country brings to light, is the tendency on the part of those in high places U
K 2
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resent and envy the great deeds and euccesses of those wliom they look upon as verj
inferior to themselves. Ephraira was the largest and most powerful of the tribes of
Israel. The great leader, Josliua, was of that tribe, and they seem to have thought
tliat tliey liad an hereditary primacy among the tribes. We have already seen this
spirit breaking out fiercely in their strife with Gideon (oh. viii. 1—3), and now again
bi their hostile attack upon Jephthah. Nay, even in Joshua's time something of tlie

same arrogance drew down upon them the rebuke of their great captain (Josh. xvii.

14— 16). They seem to have thought that, being the chief tribe, they were entitled
to be considered first in everjiihing ; that their advice was always to be sought, their
V ishes always to be consulted ; and that the maintenance of their dignity ought to
be the first consideration of all the other tribes. And yet we do not find them main-
taining their chiims by pre-eminent zeal for the public service, by a spirit of self-

gacrifice for the public good, nor by furnishing the most eminent men to take the
lead in civil or military affairs. They were not the first to risk life and limb against
the Midianite hosts ; they were not the first to repel the invasion of the children of
Amman. Their own dignity, and not their country's good, was their chief concern.
Hence, when an unknown Gideon, of one of the inferior houses of Manasseh, or a
half-caste Jephthah on the other side Jordan, rose to the first rank as saviours of
their country, the envy of Ephraim burst out into a flame. What business had such
as they to do great tilings ? It was an invasion of the prerogative of the "great
people." It was presumption ; it was a slight put upon Ephraim. No punishment
was too bad for such insolence. " We will bum thine house upon thee with fire."

Tiiis history then illustrates the pride of caste. It shows us men, having a great
opinion of themselves, not influenced by that good opinion to do as much as possible
for others, but only to exact as much as possible for themselves. It shows us how
an overweening estimate of themselves induces men to envy others, whom they
think inferior, if they distinguish themselves, and rise superior to them in pubHc
estimation. It was very much the same spirit which showed itself in the Pharisees
wlien our Lord's fame as a teacher drew such multitudes to hear him. They thought
tliey had the monopoly of teaching, that no doctrine which did not emanate from
their schools ought to be listened to, that knowledge could proceed from no moulli
but that of a Rabbi. And so when the carpenter's Son opened his mouth and poured
forth his lessons of exquisite wisdom and power, and enchained the attention of the
multitudes, and was acknowledged as a prophet, their envy was excited. Instead of
rejoi'ing that God had sent them a teacher mighty in word and deed, they only
plotti-d how they might silence the eloquent tongue. Instead of sitting at his feet
and learning at his mouth the true will of God and the way of life, they were only
roused to hatred, and persuaded the multitude to say. Let him be crucified. The
same spirit is common in our o%vn days in every profession. The small great envy the
great deeds of the small. But God's gifts are not confined to any caste or class ; and
they only are truly great who rejoice in great qualities wherever they are found,
and view without envy the career of those who outstrip them in the race of doing
good and advancing the glory of God.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. l-p3.

—

Inaratitude the frequent reward of benefactors. The triumph of
Jeplithah ia marred by another incident. Ephraim, the most powerful tribe west of
the Jordan, confronts liiin in hostile array. His experience must have boen bitter

and hard to comprehend. But he is not alone in the results which his good dt eda
brought upon him. Benefactors in every ago have met with a like reception.

I. Thkiu good dkkds ABE THKMSELVE8 AN OFFENCE. This haB its root and ground
in the incapacity of the natural mind to perceive and appreciate spiritual motives ;

but it seldom takes the form of direct, simple objection to the good deed. Other
forma of excuse for Ofiposition are easily discovered. 1. I'lie spirit m which they
are vrrotLglU is misunderstood or viisinterjrreted. The key to our judgments of others
is in ourselves. If then we are evil, our judgments will be perverted. All through
the history of God's Church this influence is apparent, from the old ill-natured query,
" Does Job Berve God for nought? " to the culminating wickedness described in tha
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po«pel : " The lip:ht shineth "n dnrknes?, and the darkness comprehended it not. . . .

lie was in tlie world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not.

He came unto his own, and his own received him not " (John i. 5, 10, 11). " To the

pure, all things are pure," and vice versa. 2. They present an unwelcome contrast to

the conduct of others. Every good deed is as a light which brings to view tilings of

like kind, and inspires similar behaviour; but also reveals the hideousness and hate-

fulness of the ordinary life of man. This is an ofEence against the ajnour projjrs

of the sinner, and therefore unpardonable ; it is also an exposure of hypocrisy, and

Badly inconvenient. It makes the heart of good men ache to see this, and to cry,

"When will goodness not be the exception, but the rule?" 3. The honour they

acquirefor their authors is coveted. To minds not actuated by the spirit of good-

ness, the only thing that can be desired in good works is the outward fame and
advantage they bring. The exclusion from this is keenly resented. Hundreds are

eager to share the crown of the righteous who are far £:om breathing his apirit or

emulating his example.

II. How HARD IS IT FOR EVEN GOOD MEN TO UNDERSTAND THIS I Jephthah argueS

his case, and asks, " Wherefore are ye come up imto me this day, to fight against

me?" The law of Moses promised temporal advantages to those who fulfilled it.

Occasionally these were not enjoyed, and there was a consequent perplexity. But
we are not to suppose that this wonder and mental trouble were confined to that dis-

pensation ; they are deeply human characteristics. Our Saviour himself experienced

them when he asked, " Many good works have I showed you from my Father ; for

which of those works do ye stone me ? " (John x. 32) ; and again, " Are ye come out

as against a tiiief with swords and staves for to take me ? I sat daily with you
teaching in the temple, and ye laid no hold on me '' (Matt. xxvi. 55). The key to

this mystery is furnished by the beatitude of the persecuted for righteousness' sake

(Matt. V. 11, 12), and realised in the spirit of Christ's sacrifice.—M.

Ver. 4.

—

The reproach of the righteous. " Ye Gileadites are fugitives of Ephraim
among the Ephraimites, and among the Manassites."

I. Those who are opposed to truth and goodness often object to the ciboum-
stances in life and the character of those who are refuted to do great works
IN God's service. " Fugitives " is a term of social reproach. It suggests vile reasons

which made it convenient for tliem to leave their own home. So it was said, " Is not

this Joseph, the carpenter's son?" and, "Can any good thing come out of Nazareth,?'*

So John ix. 24, 29.

II. This objection is inconsequent. It ignores the real authorship of goodness,

and the method of his working, and character of his instrumentalities m all time. It

is self-contradictory (John ix. 31).—M.

Vers. 5, 6.

—

Shihholeth:—The importance of little defects, faults, &c. Tha not
absolute, but relative.

I. Wherein this IMPORTANCE consists. \. In what they suggest or reveal. A slip

in accidence, or a blunder in the statement of matter of fact, may discredit the pre-

tended scholar. A difference in tone or manner may mean indifference or enmity
or hypocrisy. Temporary neglect of a child may prove want of real parental

affection. Neglect of private or public prayer may be little in itself, but it may
spring from the ahenation of the soul from God. The glib utterance of a "white
lie " may make us doubt the whole moral character of the speaker. Grave diseases

often declare themselves by comparatively slight symptoms, as leprosy, paralytic

ataxia, &c. 2. We see tt in the order of life as a whole. In the vegetable and
animal world the law of the "survival of the fittest" often works through compara-
tively slight organic adaptations. In human life the advantage and ultimate success
of men often depends upon their slight superiority to other competitors. A little

ignorance, extravagance, carelessness, &c. may work ruin. " A stitch in time saves
nine." " Ready, aye ready,'' is a noble motto. Great discoveries have been made by
men who were just a little in advance of their fellows. 3. A critical occasion may
give a trifle an unlooked-for importance. The cackling of geese saved Rome, ac-

cording to the mjfth. Peter's uncouth accent occasioned the observation of the maid.
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and his emphatic denial of Clirist. Vessels have been wrecked because of a little

carelessness in taking observations wlien mists have suddenly arisen, or rocks were
in the course. Souls have been lost through impressions produced by the incon-
sistencies of professing Christians.

II. OuB DUTT WITH RESPECT TO THEM. " Of course it 18 to coiTect them, to get rid

of them," you say. Yes ; but how ? Sometimes they are so related to us that we
cannot remove them. It is necessary then that we should do all in our power to

compensate for them by cultivating other qualities, &c., or to neutralise their influence
by timely explanations and clear proofs of our real intention, spirit, character, &c.
Mere punctilio, or the scrupulosity of the martinet will not do. \Ve must beware of
the folly of those who " strain at a gnat and swallow a camel." Let the whole life

be emjiliatic in contradiction, and let the spirit of Christ so shine through us that
men will learn to know us in spite of those failings and defects which give us the
lie. " Not far from the kingdom of heaven " may be worse than entire alienation

from it.

Tests : their good and evil. An a Means of discovering the Ephraimite, the device
was highly natural and ingenious. In the main and roughly it was successful. Some
such method was evidently required. There was no time to enter into minute detail

or examination. But, on the other hand, it was quite possible that some who were
not Ephraimites were slain by mistake. So in determining fitness for Church
menibership, office, or spiritual responsibility

—

I. Tests may be necessary. There are times when it is of the utmost importance
for us to know who are God's people and who are not. We are to " have no fellow-
ship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them." From the
unholy, disorderly, unbelieving we are commanded to withdraw ourselves. But this

injunction were impossible of fulfilment were the distinction between saints and
sinners not capable of being made. Christ has happily supplied a test

—' By their

fruits ye shall know them." The confession of the lips is another element, but it

must not be dissociated from the former. So in the life of every day we require to

know men, and accordingly have to form our opinions and judgments of them. This
is so vital and necessary to safety and happiness, that we do it almost automatically,
unconsciously. The honest and the dishonest, the true and the false, the friend and
the enemy, we learn to distinguish by actions and words, and the course of their

Conduct It is foolish, therefore, for persons to object to tests—they are necessary
throughout the whole range of life, temporal and spiritual. But

—

II. They may biislead. In the nature of things they must be superficial, local,

accidental, &c. They are observed and interpreted by fallible men. Trifling differ-

ences may acquire factitious importance. A man is not to be condemned for a word
;

a careful study should be made of the whole conduct and character of the man. The
Christian life has many " notes," and where one is not forthcoming another may be
present. The Epistles have, therefore, a variety of points upon which Christians
may test themselves and others. God alone knoweth the heart, and in Christ he will

judge the world by infallible judgment. It is better to err on the side of leniency to

oflenders than on that of severity. It matters not bow we may conunend ourselves
to men, our condition in the sight of God is of chief account.—M.

Vers. 1—6.—" VavUing ambition" which '^o'erleaps itself." This was not the first

time of such offence on the part of Ephraim. Gideon had to bear with their un-
reasonableness, and was gracious enough to permit their co-operation in securing the
results of hie victory. But now the "cup of their iniiiuity is. full." Not for
Ainmon's destruction alone is Jephthah raised up ; he has a punishment to mete out
to Ephraim. They knew it not, hut this pride of theirs was on the verge of ita fall.

They presumed on former exemption from evil consequences, and blindly rushed
upon their chastisement. We see here

—

I. Pride in its development and career. Past kindness and consideration only
hardened and strengthened it. Past achievements and the prestige acquired through
them are relied upon instead of present obedience to God, &c. Ephraim cared more
for itfl own position and advantage than to serve the commonwealth. By its inaction
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in the past and its hostile attitude to Jephthah on the present occasion it plays the

traitor. It despised its brethren, and refused to recognise the leader God had chosen,

and now it threatened to overthrow the advantage acquired by the Ammonite victory.

It became a public nuisance and a political danger.

II. Pbide in its Divine chastisement. In the various details of its punishment
it is hard to repress a certain measure of sympathy for it. There is something
always in the humiliation of a proud nature that commands our sympathy. And yet
it was necessary and right that Ephraim should be taught a terrible lesson. 1. Thai
very tribe, membership with which had been their boast, they would nowfain deny.
2. The taunt of being ^'fugitives," which they had used against the Gileadites, is now
turned against themselves. 3. The martial strength upon which they had relied i$

now effectually and suddenly reduced. So will it be with all who set themselves
against Christ and his kingdom. " Upon whomsoever this stone shall fall, it will

grind him to powder." If God is against us, or, what is the same thing, we are

against God, we may expect patient forbearance, and at first gentle chidings ; but,

if we persist, a terrible retribution. Sin is pride ; it refuses to bow to God's will, of

to accept the methods of his salvation.—M.

Ver. 1.

—

Jealotcsy. The men of Ephraim are angry with Jephthah because he hM
repulsed the Ammonites without their aid.

I. Great men are commonly assailed by the jealousy of their rivals. 1. This
is no proof of &ny failing on the part of those who are thus attacked. While some
of the noblest of men have brought trouble upon their own heads through want of
consideration for the petty weaknesses of their inferiors, the best and most con-
ciliatory of men have not been able to avoid the envy and misjudgment of meaner
natures. It is impossible to please all classes in doing a work of any magnitude and
value. They are not always the worthiest men who have the fewest enemies. Christ

had more foes than friends. 2. This is no proof of the claims of the rivals of great

men. People who cannot improve a work can criticise it.

II. They who are backward in encountering the danger of battle abb
eager in coveting the honour of victory. There is no reason to believe that

the men of Ephraim showed any willingness to join with Jephthah till after his great

success. Weak and selfish people who will not enter into any enterprise until they
see it has succeeded are plentiful enough, but they are worthless. The true men
are they who will advocate the right cause when it is at a low ebb, when it is

unpopular, when it seems doomed to failure, when the service of it involves risk and
loss.

III. The task from which men shrink beforehand looks easy after it has
BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PERFORMED. Now that Jephthah has defeated the Ammonites,
the men of Ephraim think his work was only a safe road to honour in which they
would gladly have accompanied him. When we see the master of some art working
with deft skill and unerring accuracy, nothing looks more easy than to do as he does.

His very triumph destroys the appearance of the difficulties which lie in its way.
Thus the honours of the artist and the orator, and, in religious matters, of the

martyr and the missionary, inspire jealousy in men who think they are cheaply won
just on account of that very excellency which conceals the necessary sacrifice, suffer*

ing, or toil by the perfect conquest of it.

IV. Selfish people are more concerned about their own share in the honooti

OF A GREAT ENTERPRISE THAN ABOUT THE SUCCESS OF IT. The men of Ephraim do
nothing to encourage Jephthah ; they are only anxious to share his honour. We see

in public life personal ambition overcoming public spirit, in Christian work the

lionour of the agent exalted above the success of the work. But the patriot should be
supremely anxious for the welfare of his country, no matter by whom this is secured,

and. the Christian should be simply desirous of the triumph of Christ and the extension

of Chrtstianity, though he may not share the honours of victory. The jealousy

which would hinder the good work of others because we have no share in it is treason

to Christ. It is unworthy for the Christian to covet or to hold a post which he knowfl

another will occupy better than himself.—A.
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Ver. 6.

—

Shlblohth. I. I? A man's profession is false to his CHARArTEB, THIS

"wii.T, na MADE MANIFEST BY THE HABITS OF HIS LIFE. The Ephraimite who denied

Lis tribal relation was betrayed by his dialectic pronunciation. Thus Peter was con-

victed of falsehood (Matt, xxvi.73). It matters little what we say if our conduct

belies our words. No man can ultimately conceal his character; it will come out in

bis countenance, it will colour his speech, it will shape his action. If a man would
completely suppress his character, he must destroy it, because while it exists it must
obey its nature, which is to be the source of all conduct. You cannot quench a vol-

cano by building' over its crater, nor stay the flow of a stream by walling it in. Our
true nature, whether it be good or bad, must reveal itself (1) in great critical epochs,

when it can endure no restraint ; or (2) in casual accidents, when we are ofE our

guard and do not consider the occasion sufficiently important to demand mach con-

cern ; or (3) in the general course and colour of our life (Matt vii. 16).

II. Small superficial signs may indicate great fundamental distinctiohs.

The test of the " Shibboleth " has been much misunderstood, as though it were an
instance of the importance which is sometimes unduly given to mere trivial distinc-

tions. The test was simply a means of discovering the tribal relations of men. The
Gileadites cared nothing for the difference of pronunciation in itself. They simply
nsed it as a means for determining a really important point—the truth or falsehood

of the profession of those who said they were not men of Ephraim. The same
mistake was involved in Gibbon's famous sneer about the great division of Christen-

dom on the question of a diphthong. It was not a diphthong, but the fundamental
truth of the perfect Divinity of Christ that Athanasius and his friends were contend-

ing with the Arians about, and the use of the diplithong was simply a convenient

form in which to briiig the question to a definite point. So the recent controversies

about vestments have been ridiculed as though they were questions of " ecclesiastical

millinery," while both parties know quite well that these outside and apparently

trivial differences are the signs of fundamental questions concerning priestly authority

and sacramental grace. 1. We must beware of judging of the magnitude of a

question by the comparative insignificance of its external indications. 2. We must,

nevertheless, be careful not to assume that trivial external distinctions are signs of

deep and important differences until we have proved the fact. We may erect the

test of a "Siiibboleth" to separate people who have no such fundamental distinctions

as those of the men who had been true to Jephthah and the men who had enviously

opi'Osed him. The danger is that we should thus magnify the importance of th»
** tibibboleth " itself and so become narrow and sectarian.—

^

EXPOSITION.

Vcr. 8.—Ibzan of Bethlehem. It is un-
certain whcllier Betlilehem of Judah is

leant, or Bethlehem in the tribe of Zebu-
Inn, mentioned in Josh. xix. 15. Jos^plms
Bays that Ibzan was of the tribe of Juilah,

and of the city of Bethlehem, and some have
•apposed a connection between the names of

Boaz and Ibzan. But as Bethlehem of the

tribe of Judah is ficnerally called Bethlehem
of Judah, or Buthlehem-Ephratah, and as

Elon and Abdon were judges in Kortli-Kast

Israel, it is perliaps more probable that

Bethlehem of Zcbulun is meant. Dr. Robin-
ion has identified it with a village—a " very
miserable one"—called BeU LaJim, six miles
West of Nazareth.

Ver. 9.—He had thirty sons, &c. From
Bo record of Ibzan's juilgeship being pre-
•erveJ, except this domestic incident, we
lav infer, aa in the case of Jair. that no
importaot CTanu took place in hia time.

Ver. 10.—Then died, ka. Render, And
Ibzan died.

Ver. 12.—In Aijalon. Not Aijalon in the

tribe of Dan, mLiitinnuil Josh. x. 12; xix.

42, but another city, only spoken of here,

whose name is probably preserved in the
ruins of Jaldn, four liours east of Akka. It

is remarkable that the two names Ulon and
Aijalon are identical in Hebrew as far as

the consonants are concerned. It looks aa

if Aijalon, which is not mentioned among
the Zebulonite cities in Josh. xix. 10—16,

was named from Elon, its possessor.

Ver. 13.—A Pirathonite, i. e. an inhabit-

ant of rinithon in tlie tribe of Kjdn-aim, in

the mount of the Ainakkitrs (ver. 15), after-

wards famous as the birthi)lace of Bciiaiah,

one of David's mighty men (2 Sam. xxiii.

30). The Pharathon which is mentioned i>

1 Mace. ix. 50, and by Josephus, following

its authority, aa fortified by Jonathan tho
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brother of Judas may have been the same,

though its collocation between Timna and
Tekoah rather suggests a more southern

position ; and the Ferata found by Robinson
between two and three hours from Samaria,

Bouth-south-west, on the way to Jerusalem,

Beems certainly to represent Pirathon.

Ver. 14.—Nephews. Rather, grandsons,

Hebrew, son's soiis. The number of his family,

and their being all mounted on asses, are

indications of his wealth and state (see

above, ch. viii. 30 ; x. 4), and perhaps also

of peaceful and prosperous times.

Ver. 15.—The mount of the Amalekitei.
This name points to some incident of which
the memory is lost, though, with the usual
tenacity of names, the name which once re-

corded it survives. It may have been some
ancient settlement of the Amalekites, who
were a very wandering, wide-spread race,

which gave the name ; or it may have beea
some great defeat and slaughter wliich they
suffered from the Israelites, whose land they
invaded (ch. vi 3, 33), just as the rock Oreb
and the wine-press of Zeeb (ch. vii. 25) com-
memorated the victory over those princes.

H0MILETIC3.

Vers. 8—15.

—

77ie calm after the storm. JephthaVs day of life had been a stormy
one indeed. The strife with his own brethren; the strife with the children of
Ammon ; the strife between nature and superstition, and the throbbings of a distracted

heart ; the strife with the tribe of Epliraim, and the strife with a premature death
under which he sunk, marked him as a " man of strife " (Ver. 2 in the Hebrew, and
Jer. XV. 10) all his days, both him and "his people." But now there came quiet,

uneventful days both for Israel and his rulers. There is no mention of foreign foe
or of domestic discord. Scenes of family life take the place of the martial muster
and the bloody fight. There is nothing to record save how long the judges judged,
when they died, and where they were buried. We infer, indeed, from the fact that

there were judges the continual care of God for his people, and from the absence o£
invasion and servitude we infer that the people did not forsake God. But more than
this we do not know, nor over how great a part of Israel these judgeships did eztend.
But the reflection cannot but arise that it is not good for a people to be in continual
strife. Struggles for supremacy over enemies without, and conflict for the settlement
of government at home, should have their term, and give way to enjoyment of
prosperity and peace. The happiest times in a nation's life are not always those that
shine the brightest on the page of history. And so in the life of the individuaU
Though the surface of his life be not ruffled, nor its tenor varied by any startling

changes, there may be a hidden work of God going on in the soul more momentous
than the gain or loss of fortimes, or any vicissitudes of sickness and of health. Faith
may be waxing stronger, and love may be burning brighter

;
patience may be per-

fecting her work, and the spirit of meekness may be steadily gaining ground over
the spirit of wrath and intolerance ; the knowledge of Jesus Christ may be filling the
field of the soul's vision, and the kingdom of heaven may be drawing nearer to the
soul's embrace, and yet the outward life may be monotonous and uneventful. Any-
how let us use the calm and untempestuous moments of our life to make nndisturbed
progress in the great business of our salvation ; and in the assurance of God's
unwearied love let us pursue our own quiet round of meditation, and prayer, and
praise. Great events and mighty deeds figure on the page of history, but the soul's

progress in holiness is worthy to be recorded by an angel's pen.

Vera. 8—16.—Of. on ch. x. 1—5.—M.

EXPOSITION.

Yet f.

CHAPTER XIII.

-Did evil again. It by no means
follows from this phrase that this chapter is

in direct chronological sequence to the pre-

ceding. The scene is shifted to the tribe of
Dan, and to the Philistines on the west, and
then iji nothing to guida us as to the exact

time when the things narrated occurred.
But the end of the forty years ]>robably

coincided with the judgeship of t^amuel

;

for there was no complete deliverance in

the time of Samson, only occasional checks
to the Philistine domination (see ver. 5).

It was not till the days of Samuel that th«
Philistines were really smitten (see 1 S&m

.
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yii. 8—14). We may suppose the date of

the ensuing narrative to be somewhere in

the first decade of the Philistine oppression.

Ver. 2.—Zorah. Enumerated among the

cities in the tribe of Dan in Josh. xix. 41,

but ascribed to Judah, ibid. xv. 33 (there

transliterated Zoreah) and in 2 Chron. xi
10. Probably the boundary passed through
the city, as that of Judah and Benjamin did
through Jerusalem. In Neh. xi 29 it is

transliterated Zareah, and also ascribed to

Judah. It is almost always coupled with
Eshtaol, as in ver. 25 of this chapter. It

was situated in the Shephelah, or plain

country, and was fortified by Rehoboam
(2 Chron. xi. 10). It is sujiposed to be
represented by the modem Surah, at the

entrance of the Wady Ghurab. The family

of the Danites. It appears from Numb,
xxvi. 42, 43 that there was only ouefamily
in the tribe of Dan, so that in this case tribe

and family were co-extensive.

Ver. 3.—Thoa shalt . . . bear a Bon. It

is obvious to compare the promise to Abraham
and Sarah {G<^n. xsnx. 19; xviii. 10, 14), to

Hannah (1 Sam. i. 17), to Elizabeth (Luke
i 13), and to the blessed Virgin (Luke i.

81).

Ver. 5.—The child shall be a Nazarite,
&c. So it was said, though not in the same
words, concerning Samuel (1 Sam. i. 11)
and concerning John the Baptist (Luke i.

15). A Nazarite (or, more correctly, a Nazi-
riie) means one separated, and specially dedi-

cated to God. The law of the Nazarites is

contained in Numb, vi. , where, however,
only Nazarites of days, i. e. Nazarites for a
definite time, are sj token of. Samson,
Samuel, and John the Baptist were perpetual
Nazarites, Nazarites of for ever, as the
Miflhna classifies them. Abstinence from
•trong drink, and from anything made of
the grape ; letting the locKS of the head
grow unchecked by the razor ; and keeping
quite dear of any pollution from a dead
body, even in case of the death of his nearest
relations, were the chief articles ofa Nazarite's
vow. St. Paul took the vow of a Nazarite
of days, and offered the prescribed sacrifices,

together with "the hair of the head of his
•eparation," as we read in Acts xviii 18

;

xxL 23—26. He shall begin, &c. This is

an exact description of what Samson did.

He did not "deliver Israel" u the other
judges did ; but he began to shake the
I'hilistine power, and prepared the way for

the deliverance of Israel m the time of hi«
wortlier succes.sor Samuel.
V«. 6.—A man of Ood, i. e. a prophet,

applied to Moses, Samuel, David, Sheinaiah,
Klijah, Eliflha, and other prophets, and to
Tiiipithy in the New Testament. Manoah's
wife applies it to the ange/, not being sure
that ha wui not human. It would not be

improper to apply to an angel, seeing that
GcAriel means rtuin of God. I asked him
not, &c. No doubt from awe. Jacob, on the
contrary, asked the angel with whom he had
wrestled, "Tell me, I pray thee, thy name"
(Gen. xxxii. 29). See vera. 17, 18. In the
Septuagint (Cod. Alex.) and Vulgate the not

is omitted. " I asked him, but he did not
tell me."

Ver. 10.—And the woman . . . ran, &c.
Acting in the true spirit of a loving aud
trustful wife, and showing that she felt tliat

neither angel nor man of God stood before

her own husband in the claim to her con-
fidence and obedience,

Ver. 12.—Let thy words come, fcc Th«
verb is singular in the Hebrew here aud in

ver. 17. Possibly the true reading is word,
as in the Septuagint. If the text is correct,

words must be taken collectively, as making
one promise. The saying marks Manoah's
earnest desire for a son. Some, however,
construe it, If thy words come. How shall

we order, &c.—literally, WTuU will be the

manner of the diild, and what will be his

doing ? i. e. either. What will be his manrier

(cf. 1 Sam. viiL 11, and following verses),

aTid whai will he his action or work? or.

What will be his proper treatment, and what
shall be done to himt The former is the

most natural rendering of the words, and
though the latter seems at first more suitable

to the angel's reply, yet if we take the angel's

reply as referring Manoah to what he had
said before in vers. 4 and 6, we have a dis-

tinct answer to the questions. His manner
will be to live as a Nazarite, and his action

or work will be to begin to deliver Israel

(cf. Gen. xvi. 12, where both the manner
and the actions of Ishmael are foretold). In

fact, Manoah's question refers directly to

vers. 4 and 5, and is a request to have a

confirmation of what was then said ;
just as

David asked again and again. What sluill be

done to Uie man that kilUth this Philistine?

(1 Sam. xvii. 26, 30).

Ver. 14.—She may not eat of anything,
&C. Nearly the identical words of Numb,
vi. 4.

Ver. 15.—Let us detain thee, kc. He
wishes to detain him as a guest till he haa

had time to cook a kid for him (cf. Gen.

xviii 7). For thee. The Hebrew is before

thee. The phrase is elliptical. The full

sentence would be, wniil we have dressed a
kid and set it before thee, as in Gen. xviii. 8.

Ver. 16.—I will not eat of thy bread,

&c The angel refuses to eat of his meat,

but suggests that if he would offer the kid

as a burnt ofiTering, he nmst offer it to the

Lord. The angel, perhaps perceiving that

Manoah was in doubt as to who he nii;4ht

be, had a holy dread lest he might offer the

kid to him, just as the angel whom Sl Juha
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was about to worship said, "See tliou do it

not " (Rev. xxiL 9) ; aad Barnabas and Paul

ran in among the people of Lycaonia to

restrain them from offering sacrifice to them
(Acts xiv. 14—18). The order of the words,

which is rightly given in the A. V. , makes it

• clear direction to offer the sacrifice to no

one but the Lord.

Ver. 17.—What is thy name 1 See note

to ver. 6. The phrase is very peculiar,

literally, fFho is thy vxime? as if he bad
been going to say, Who art thou ? and then

changed the form to is thy name. The
Hebrews seem to have attached great import-

ance to names, a circumstance due, in part,

to every name being significant in the spoken
language (see Gen. iv. 1, 25 ; v. 29 ; xvi. 5,

&c. ; xviL 19 ; xxv. 25, 26 ; xxix. and xxx.
;

1 Sam. i., XX ; Isa. ix. 6; Ixii. 4 ; Jer. xxiii.

6 ; Ephes. L 21 ; PhiL ii. 9, 10 ; Rev. xix. 16,

&c., and many other passages). Compare
also the phrase, the ruime of the Lord (Isa.

xxx. 27 ; Exod. xxiii. 21 ; xxxiii. 19 ; xxxi".

5, 6, 7). Manoah had certainly some sus-

picions as to the mysterious character of his

visitor, and expected the name to reveal his

true nature. We may do thee honour.

Manoah seems throughout to use ambiguous
language, suitable either to a man, if he was
Bpeakiug to a man, or to a celestial visitant,

•liould ha be angel or God.
Ver. 18.—It is secret. The Hebrew word

does not mean secret, but wonderful, as it is

rendered in Isa. ix. 6, and elsewhere. His
name was one which, as St. Paul expresses

it, it is not lawful, or possible, for a man
to utter (2 Cor. xii. 4), it was so transcend-

ently wonderful. The feeling of the Hebrews
in abstaining from uttering the name mn*
was akin to this. Some take the angel to

say that Wonderful is his name, but the

A. V. is right in prefixing seeing—seeing it

is wonderful.
Ver. 19. — Oflfered it, *c. He had the

angel's sanction for doing so in ver. 16.

But we must not look for strict compliance
with the Levitical law in the lawless days of

the Judges, though we find many of its pre-

scribed ordinances in use, as, for instance, the

institution of Nazarites, and here the offer-

ing of the meat ofi"eriug with the burnt
offering (Levit. ii. 1, &c. ). And the angeL
These words are rightly inserted, to give the

sense of the original, as more fully explained

in the following verse. Did wonderously

—

literally, was wondrous in his doing. The
verb here is the same root as the substantive

or Adjective wonder, or wonderful, in ver. 18.

Coitrpafe the similar account in ch. vi. 21.

Ver. 20.— Looked on it. There is no
occasion for the italic it, the phra.se is iden-

tical witli that at the close of ver. 19 ; but
the rendering would be better, And when
Manoah and ais wije saw ii, they fell, &c.

Ver. 21.—But. It is better rendered and,
in close sequence to the preceding words. It

follows. Then, i. e. when they saw him go
up, they knew that he was an angel.

Ver. 22.—We shall surely die, &c. Simi-

larly Gideon (ch. vi. 22, 23) expressed hia

alarm because he had " seen an angel of the

Lord face to face," but was assured, "Thou
shalt not die." And so Isaiah said, " Woe is

me ! for mine eyes have seen the King, the
Lord of hosts" (Isa. vL 5). So again the

Lord said to Moses, "There shall no man
see me and live " (Exod. xxxiii. 20). The
name of the well, Beer-lahai-roi, is also

thought to mean the well of him that is

alive after seeing God (Gen. xvi. 14). And
Jacob called the name of the place where he
wrestled with the angel Peniel, "for I have
seen God face to face, and my life is pre-

served " (Gen. xxxii. 30). See too Exod. xx.

19. The same belief also prevailed amongst
the heathen, that seeing a god without his

special permission was visited by death or

some grave calamity, as Callimachus, quoted
by Grotius, says

—

" The laws of Saturn thus decree,

Who dares immortal gods to see

Shall suffer loss, whoe'er he be.

"

Ver. 23.—But his wife said, &c. The
woman's faith saw more clearly than the

man's fear. With the acceptance of the

sacrifice the conscience was cleared from
guilt. The ascent of the angel in the flame

of the altar was to her the same evidence of

an accepted sacrifice as tlie resurrection and
ascension of the Lord Jesus are to us.

Ver. 24.— Called his name Samson. No
doubt the name was significant of what the

child should be (see note to ver. 17), but
the etymology and meaning of the name are

doubtful. Josephus (' Antiq. ,' V. viii. 4) .says

the name means "a strong one," but he Jocp

not say in what language, and it does not

appear to have such a meaning in any
Semitic dialect It is commonly inter-

preted to mean like the sun, from shetnesh,

the common word for the sun ; and so

Jerome in his ' Onomasticon ' expounds it as

the sun's strength, possibly with an allusion

to ch. V. 31. Others make it equal shim-

shorn, from the Pilpel conjugation of shayicem,

to devastate. Another possible derivation is

from the Chaldee shemash, to minister, speci-

ally in sacred things, a root from which the

Nestorian, Syriac, and Arabic names for a

deacon are derived If this were the deriva-

tion, it would be a reference to his dedication

to God as a Nazarite from his mother's womb,
the only thing his mother knew about him
when she gave him the name.

Ver. 25. —The Spirit of the Lord, Ac.

See ch. iii. 10, note. To move him — to

urge and impel him to strange actions by fits
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and starts. It is an uncommon expression.

In Gen. xli. 8 the passive of the verb means
to be troubled or itgilalfd, and the substantive

is the common wortl for a time in the phrases

time after time, twice, thrice (according to

the number specified), other times, &c. ; also

a footstep ; and its derivatives mean an
anvil, a bell. The idea is that of sudden,

Biii:;le impulses, such as are described in the

folluwuig chapters. In the camp of Dan,

or, as in eh. xviii. 12, Mahanch-Dan, when
the reason of the name is explained. Foi
Zorah see ver. 2, note. Eshtaol has not
liitherto been identified with any existing

])lace, but it ought to lie east or north of

Mahaneh-Dan, since this last was betwi'en

Zorah and Eshtaol (see note on ch. xviii. 12).

Kastul, a conical hill one hour woat of

Jerusalem, has been suggested.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—25.

—

Married life. Many deep and valuable teachings may be gathered

out of this chapter. The ministry of angels to the heirs of salvation, and, connected

with it, the sublime conception of the countless hosts of heaven ; for the presence of

one angel upon earth brings tidings, as it were, from distant spheres of principalities

and powers, of thrones and dominions, of angels and authorities, of cherubim and
seraphim, peopling the realms of space, filling the heavens with intelligence and
praise, and having a community with mankind in the grace and love of God ; and
one converse of an angel with men suggests a future intercourse of inconceivable

wealth of enjoyment, and unbounded variety of interchange of thought, and a

fellowship in adoration and praise with unnumbered worlds of holy and mighty
intelligences. The mysterious nature of the angel of the Lord, baffling all lium.in

attempts to explain it—at one moment seouiing quite separate from tlie Godlie;id

itself, and next moment seeming to be one with it, as if a kind of anticipation of the

incari.ation were taking place, and God himself were speaking by the angel's mouth.

And then there is the predestinating grace of God, calling into being whom lie will,

assigning to his creature his proper work, and marking out his future course before

he was born ; endowing him with great and singular gifts, pouring freely and fully

upon him his Holy Spirit, and yet leaving his free will unshackled, and his responsi-

bility unimpaired. And there is the doctrine of sacrifice, and of answers to prayer

;

and there is the question of temperance, and total abstinence from the fruit of the

vine ; and the duty of hospitality, and of gratitude for kindness received ; and that of

giving honour to whom lionour, and worship to whom worship is due, and other

lessons besides. But the one lesson which stands out above the others and runs

thruiigh the whole chapter is that of the co' jugal relation of man and wife, which ia

set forth with inimitable simplicity and force, and which we shall do well to study

for a few minutes as one that bears with singular influence upon the happiness and

well-being of mankind. It is obvious to notice in the first place that Manoah was

the husband of one wife, according to the institution of marriage in paradise. Such

mutual confidence and help as we here see could not have been found in Gideon's

harem, or in the households of Ibzan and Abdon. The real conjugal union of

interests, and oneness of aim, and transparent openness of intercourse springing from

having nothing to conceal, can have no existence where polygamy exists. Nor is it

in the nature of things that a woman's entire love and trust should be given to the

man who has only a fraction of affection to give in return. If Christianity had done

nothing else for mankind than restore the primitive law of marriage, and guard it

with the highest sanctions of religion, it would have conferred upon our race an

inestimable boon. The lioliness and happiness, the peace and union, of countless

homes, is due to the marriage law of the gospel of Christ. But then this law must

be kept in the spirit as well as in the letter. The conduct of Manoah's w'ife after her

first interview with the angei is a beautiful exemplification of this spirit in the wife:

"Then the woman came and told her husband." Many things might have moved

lier to secrecy. The fear of exciting her husband's suspicions, the risk of being

disbelieved, the possibility that the stranger had deceived her with false hopes
;
or,

on the other hand, a feeling of pride and self-sufficiency at the marvellous apparition

and revelation made to herself, not to lier husband, and a spirit of independence

engendered by such a distmctiun—such feelings as those, had they existed, or had

Uiey ruled lier conduct, might have led her to conceal the mysterious interview. But
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the wife's instinct led her straight to the mark; "she came and told her htisband.*'

He was her husband, her natural, legitimate, only counsellor and adviser. His waa
the ear into which to pour her strange confidence. What she knew, he ought to know,
and her conduct must be guided by his counsels. So she came at once and told her

husband. But the lesson has peculiar force from the supposed office of the stranger.

She took him for "a man of God," and hie very announcement of what was to

happen hereafter invested him with a sacred and awful character, which was likely

to affect powerfully the sensibilities of a woman. But not for one instant was " the

man of God " allowed to stand between her and her husband. She had no secrets

for the " man of God " which were to be hidden from her husband, nor had the angel

any counsel to give which her husband was not to know of. It was on the second

time of his appearing as on the first: "she made haste, and ran, and showed her

husband, and said unto him. Behold, the man hath appeared unto me." It is a very
forcible lesson to the effect that no pretence of spiritual authority can justify inter-

ference with the laws of nature, which are the laws of God. If the mutual love and
mutual confidence between man and wife in the holy estate of matrimony is the

ordinance of God for the happiness of man, the secret influence of another man
which is to override the influence of the husband is not, and cannot be, according to

the wll of God. If the wife is to obey her husband, no other man can of right exact

a higher obedience ; if she is to trust her husband, she may not keep secret from him
•what she reveals to others ; she may not receive counsel from others which is to be
hid from him. The function of a confessor and spiritual director is incompatible
with the Christian law of marriage, as it is with the "first commandment with pro-

mise," when it stands between children and their parents. Nor is Manoah's trust in

his wife less conspicuous than her trust in him. Not a shadow of doubt as to the

truth of her statement crossed his mind, not a shade of jealousy that the message
came to her rather than to him. In the desire for further information his wisdom
suggested prayer that the Lord would send again the man of God ; but the language
of his prayer Avas beautifully expressive of the union that was betwixt them two.

"Let the man of God come again unto «s, and teach us what Ave shall do unto the

child." And when the second time the angel appeared to the woman alone, he took
it as the answer to his prayer. As she came quickly to him, so he quickly followed
her. With manly courage he asked the questions which her feminine modesty had
not dared to put, and appeared at once in his proper place, ordering and directing

what was to be done with regard to the rites of hospitality and piety ; and yet when
his own fears were excited by having seen the angel of God, he sought counsel from
his wife, and readily acquiesced in her pious trust in the mercy and loving-kindness
of the Lord. And exactly the same perfect union between them appears many years

afterwards, when Samson was grown up (ch. xiv. 2—5), so that the whole passage
is a beautiful idyll of conjugal love and concord. They both fulfil their proper

parts with the utmost simplicity and propriety; they both contribute to the common
stock of wedded happiness what each had to contribute ; neither of them had one
word of reproach or bitterness to the other ; neither of them attempted to usurp the

other's place, or shrunk from occupying their own. And they have left for our study
and luiitatioii as beautiful an example of the mutual help and harmony of married

life as is to be found in the whole range of Scripture. May it find its counterpart in

every Christian family in the land 1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOES.

Vers. 2—5.

—

A natural desire and its gracious fulfilment. In the East it is a

reproach to be childless, and the gieatest anxiety is displayed by married people to

have a son. In ancient times the possibility of becoming the mother of the promised
Messiah was a hope which greatly influenced this, but it had its root in tlie natural

renting to continue one's name and influence after death. This '* will to live," which
is so strong in the natural man, God sanctified by religious sanctions. It is ever a

healthful and lawf il desire when the " chief end " of man is respected.

" 111 fares the land, to hastejiing ills a prey,

"Where wealth accumulates and men decay."
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The natural life of man or woman is incomplete apart from the married state, and
children are the blessing and crown of marriage. But they may also be its curse.

It is only as God shapes their destiny and moulds their character, only as he
"builds the house," that happiness and prosperity can be insured. Improvident
marriages and parental neglect have been amongst the greatest causes of misery and
^nce in all ages. As in later ages we have learnt that there is no virtue in being a

mother, so we have discovered that the single life is not the only possible one for

the saint.

I. God DBLIQHTB IN GBATIFTING OPB LEGITIMATE NATURAL DESIBE8. It is but fitting

that he who made us as we are constituted should supply, or place within our reach,

that which shall satisfy our natural cravings. To do otherwise would be a refined

and terrible cruelty. But our sin has forfeited for us this claim upon his pro-

vidence. It would be perfectly lau'ful for him to withdraw natural supplies, and
leave a rebellious world to perish, because of a broken covenant. But it has been
far otherwise. The providence of God has been extolled by the heathen as by the

Christian, by the sinner and the saint. He makes his sun to rise and his rain to fall

upon the just and the unjust. Save his grace, there is no more pathetic and won-
derful thing in the doings of God than this persistent and impartial providence.

And in visitittions like this to Manoah's wife we have ghmpses of the feeling which
inspires it. A real pleasure is felt by our Father in helping and gratifying his

children. The mother has no more pleasure in giving suck to her infant than God
has in making it possible for her to do so. Care and interest like this prepare us for

the grander exhibitions of his grace in the gift of his only begotten Son. It could

only be sustained in the breast of one who " so loved the world." A part of this

Divine love is due, doubtless, to the possibility of some of those he fosters becoming
his spiritual children and heirs of his kingdom.

II. He does it in such a manner as to impress upon the subject of the blessing

THE sacredneps of the God-given life, and the true glory of motherhood. The
child promised is to be devoted to God from his birth. His whole life is to be a

Divine service. A special commission is to be given him for the deliverance of God's

jjcople. To this end a life of self-denial—a Nazarite life—is to be his. This con-

ception of Samson's future is typical and representative. Every first-born in Israel

was so regarded. And every child should be so regarded, and taught so to regard

himself or herself. There is nothing so beautiful under the sun as a life wholly and

from beginning to end devoted to God. And this, though it may seem a hard and
difficult thing to realise, is the shortest and truest way to happiness. The mother of

such a child—every mother—is therefore called upon to sanctify herself, that her

offspring shall receive from her no evil tendencies or desires. Hereditary influence

is everywhere recognised throughout Scripture.

III. The offspring thus granted is made thb instrument of blessing and
deliverance to his people. There are always considerations for and against grant-

ing a boon outside and independently of the ordinary course of nature. Consecration

of the gift thus bestowed is the surest way of avoiding injustice to others, and

justifying our own super-abounding good. What a thought this for every mother to

jionder ! In lesser proportion and degree hers may be the wonder and forethought

of Mary, the mother of our Lord, when "she hid these things in her heart."—M.

Ver. 6.

—

The difficulty of salvation. " And he shall begin to deliver Israel.

"

There is a parsimony of expression here that is highly expressive. It is not said,

" he shall deliver," as of a complete work, but only " he shall begin " to do so. Hww
many reasons were there for this I Do they not also hold good for the grander work

of human salvation ?

I. Hindrances to the complete salvation of Israel. 1. It was a work which

required to he. in the first place, and mainhj. spiritual in order to its being thorough.

2. In order to this the penalty ofpast transijression had in greater measure to be felt.

The transgression had been great, repeated, and habitual. A stem lesson had to be

read to the guilty. It was an evil inflicted in order to induce repentance. The moral

de])tli8 of human nature were being sounded atid discovered to itself, that in the

fuluese of time a Divine Saviour might be soughL S. Meanwhile the nature and
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character of the ileliverer did not admit of such a work being completed. He yraa but
a man: his consecration was merely or cliiefly external ; the faults of his character
were glaring. His deeds, accordingly, are tliose of physical heroism and sti-ength.

Oiily once or twice do any hints of more than human wisdom occur.

II. Consolations attached to this incomplete salva'j'ion. 1. It was actually
begun. 2. God had undertaken it, and provided the instrument. S. As being a
p7'ofesM'ilfy partial undertaking, it shoived a far-reaching and thm-ough scheme. 4.

The co7ulitions of its ultimate accomplishment were with themselves.—M.

Vers. 2—5.

—

God's use of unlikely Tneans for gracious ends. The crisis was
grave, relief being, humaidy speaking, impossible. The family chosen for the

experiment an ordinary one, of no social standing. The mother of the promised
child barren. The sustenance enjoined of the most meagre description, not likely to

produce strength or furnish artificial stimulus. No inward holiness is shown by
Samson.

I. It shows a purpose of engaging the sinner, either personally or represent-
atively, IN the task of his own salvation. The humblest transgressor cannot be
saved without his own self-surrender and willing co-operation.

II. The higher spiritual principles, faith, hope, &c., are evoked in those who
ARE thus saved. The human agent is thus put in his right place. He secures the

sympathies of his fellow-countrymen. Their hopes rise or fall as he prospers or is

hindered in his task. The blessing of God must therefore be invoked, and the pro-

mise of God implicitly believed.

III. All the gifts of our nature are shown to be Divine in their origin, and
their consecration is encouraged.

IV. The saving grace of God is thus vindicated as his own, and he himself
declared the only Saviour.—M.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Divine punishment and preparation of deliverance simultaneous.

The heaviest judgments in human history have been secretly charged with such

merciful provisions. This circumstance alters the character of the infliction ; it

ceases to be mere vengeance, and becomes discipline.

I. Instances of this in sacred history. The Fall and promise of the Seed. In
Joseph's sale and slavery we see the anticipation of an evil not yet experienced.

Esther is raised up in the Persian captivity. The age of the destruction of Jeru-

salem was the age of the gospel.

II. What this proves. 1. God does not ^^
afflict willingly'' and for the sake of

afflicting, butfor ultimate good. 2, The wrath of God exists at the same time as his

love, and is penetrated and overruled by it. 3. The mercy of God isfar-seeing, u/ise,

and painstaking.—M.

Vers. 8— 11.

—

Repetition of Divine favourt. There are visitations of God and
signs of his favour that are not fully comprehended the first time, and their repetition

alone can satisfy the cravings of the heart and the wonder of the spiritual under-

standing. And God is considerate of our human weakness. "In the mouth of two

or three witnesses shall every word be established." The blessing is then realised in

absolute certainty, and a communion of faith.

I. God's promises are so precious that we wish to be assured of them. His

words, so mysterious and far-sent, are like clouds full of rain for the thirsty soil, if

we can only secure the blessing. When he condescends to visit thus the home of

men it is for good, and not evil. And the blessings which he promises are not such

as the world can give. The spiritual understanding can alone discern their true

worth, and alone yearns for their fulfilment. The mere repetition of the terms and

wqrds is soothing and confirming. And to the faithful they will be spoken again ae

a token of favour, and the signs will be repeated ; but to a " faithless generation

ahal! no sign be given," save that, which plunges in deeper wonder or increases the

certainty of doom.
II. How ARE God's promises to bk bealised ? 1. By interested attention to

them. Manoah's mind is full of the message received by his wife. He does not
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dismiss it from mind and memory as a trifling thing. It is this pondering and waiting

and searching spirit that is blessed. " How sliall we escape if we neglect so great

salvation ? " 2. By implicit faith. He does not question the reality uf the Divitje

message He is eager to Ijear it, so that all its significance may be understood. He
speaks even at first of "the child that shall be born." 3. By believing prayer.

How earnest is this man I
" Manoah entreated Jehovah." There is no unnecessary

delay: " God hearkened to the voice of Manoah." He loves to hear the voice of

praying men. He loves to be " inquired of," and " entreated," and " wrestled
'

with. "The effectual, fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much." 4. By
exjyectation, and diligent watchingfor the answer. The reality of our prayer is thug

shown. How often is prayer but an idle word uttered thoughtlessly when in a devout

frame I Let us look for what we ask, and God will not weary our patience or betray

our confidence. Ask, seek, knock (2 Tim. iv. 8 ; Titus 11. 13).—M.

Vers. 12—14.

—

Parental anxiety and its satisfying. Questions of great import-

ance, which every parent ought to study. Circumstances may occur that render

the responsibility of the parent peculiarly heavy.

I. All parents, or those about to be parents, should bring their parental
CARES TO God. 1. It will relieve anxiety. 2. Thesenseofmoral responsibility will

be deepened and confirmed. 3. Direction will be givenfor duty and usefulness.

II. The best safeguard of the child is the consecration of the parent.

To regard the child-blessing as a trust. To seek the benefit of others through that

which is a joy and gratification to oneself. To keep oneself pure and temperate, that

no taint or evil tendency may pass to one's posterity, and that In oneself, as in one's

children, God may be glorified.—M.

Vers. 15—21.—Ci on ch. vi. 17—21.—M.

Vers. 17, 18.

—

The wonderful name. The balance of critical authority is in favour

of the rendering "wonderful," or wonder-working, and not that of " secret." It Is

to be taken as expressive not only of the general character of God as mysterious,

glorious, and ineffable, but as doing wonders, i.e. mighty deeds of manifestation and
salvation. This characteristic of God is to be studied as

—

I. Provocativb of curiosity. The Divine element has ever maintained its

presence in human life, has kept the horizons of human consciousness wide apart

and constantly extending, and has exercised the counteractive and saving influence

required by the action of the world-spirit upon the nature of man. God has never
left man alone. Ere a single page of inspiration was penned he dwelt " in the con-

scious breast," and drew reverent eyes and feet after his marvels in the physical

world. Man is, perforce of his moral constitution being linked and blended with his

physical, a being " between two worlds." The gate is ajar, and no mortal can ever
effectually close it. Led by this " presence of the threshold," the fathers of faith

began that religious movement that received its loftiest inii>ulse and satisfaction in

Christ. There were partial and progressive revelations, each new "wonder" laying
firmer hold upon the imagination and the heart. Jacob at Bethel and at Penuel
(Gen. xxxii. 24—30), Moses at Horeb, Elijah in the cave of the desert, and David at

the threshing-floor of Araunah, are grand typical figures, milestones in this spiritual

pilgrimage. And there is no individual life, even of this secularised modern world,
that is not the theatre of " even greater works than these," speaking in it of a
heavenly Fatlier, and keeping it within sound of his voice. If wc are true to our
own inner selves and to our spiritual history we nmst be worshippers of him whose
name is Wonderful.

II. In process of bevelatioh thbough miracles. "And the angel did won-
drously," », e. true to his name, he acted miraculously. Creation, providence, the
unfolding work of the world's salvation, are so many series of revelations in act and
work. The general iniprnsfsion produced upon the mind by the scheme of the
universe is eniianced ami led up into religions fervour by these miracles, of which
our latest physical science does not well know how to dispose. The moral and spirilual

iesHons tiiey teach, aod the impression they produce upon the human heart, run
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parallel with, but indefinitely above, the ordinary lines of (so-called) " natural religion,"

and constitute a distinct revelation, of which the core is reached in the miracles of

Jesus Christ. As this moral or Divine side of miracle is increasingly studied, the

riches of the Word made flesh will grow upon us, fascinate and convert the soul.

At the tribunal of Jerusalem the old, old question is asked anew, and again in efEect

is the answer returned, " My name is Wonderful."

III. Assertive of Jehovah as the supernatural catjsk op the deliverancb

OF Israel. It is not Moses, or any judge, or David even, who is able to save.

Jehovah is the great Deliverer, and he works above nature in a realm in which he ran

have no co-worker. Samson even is a " child of the promise," and no product of the

influences of his time. His strength is to be from above, and its great exercises and

feats are distinctly miraculous.

IV. Preparing men for the Messiah, in whom it was most perfectly mani-

fested. The depths of the world's consciousness, in seer and saint, are ceaselessly

stirred until the look of the ages fastens itself on him whose name is " Wonderful,

Counsellor, mighty God, everlasting Father, Prince of Peace" (Isa. ix. 6). And aa

we look back on the brief episode of his life, ever new wonders declare themselves,

and we feel that his example, his suuerings, his sacrifice, his resurrection, and ascen-

sion are potent to save and to sanctify, &c. Truly "his name is Wonderful."—M.

Vers. 22, 23.—Reassurance of Divine favour. Manoah is now uncertain whether

to consider himself blessed or miseiable. He has the deep-rooted superstition of a

fleshly age strong within him, and is alarmed. But this arises from a defective

sjii ritual education. He does not cons'der sufficiently the method and the manner of

God's approaches to him.

I. Fear regarding God's visitations is a natural feeling.
_
The consciousness

of sin is easily roused to alarm, and the unknown is ever awe-inspiring. Our own
littleness too is made the more manifest: "What is man, that thou art mindful of

him ? and the son of man, that thou visitcst him ? " (Ps. viii. 4).

II. How it mat be overcome. Considering, 1. T/ie character of God; 2. ffis

continuous
voire

are better than one." How often in life is the husband, wife, parent, child, brother,

sister, or friend, close beside us, the witness of God and the spiritual help meet I

The simple soul teaches the more complex and experienced, being itself taught o£

God. And so, somewhere or other, he is never without a witness.—M.

Vers. 24, 2b. —Fulfilment of promise. The history of this promise to the worthy

pair reads like an unbroken tale. Outwardly it was with them only as it was with

numberless others of their neighbours. The circumstance is woven into the web of

contemporary village life. The birth is as any other, the child as any other, up to a

certain point; and then the true character and destiny begin to declare themselves.

I. The ordinary aspect of Divine fulfilments in their beginnings.

II. Private joy and satisfaction accompanying the gift of a public bene-

factor AND fulfiller OF THE DiviNB PURPOSE. "The Lord blessed him."

III. The GRADUAL DIFFERENTIATION OP THE DiVINE AGENT FROM THE MERELY

HUMAN RELATION. It soon appears that the lad is not meant for the mere solace of

his parents' age and light of their home. " The Spirit of the Lord began to move
him at times." Like Christ, the time comes when he "must be about his Father's

business."—M.

Ver. 5.—Samson the Nazarite. I. There abb men whom God calls to his

• SEIPVICE PROM THEIR BIRTH. This is Seen in the fact that the earliest events of their

^vfs are made to train them for their subsequent mission in the world. Parents

should consecrate their children to God in infancy, and not wait for later years before

using those means which will fit them for the work of life in God's service. Manoah
and his wife are taught these lessons with special reference to the condition of •
Nazarite. Other vocations may require external varieties of training, but the essen-

JUDGES. Ii
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ti.il characteristics which fit us for the service of God are the same in all cases, so

tliat it is not necessary to know the exact form of service to which God will call •
child, in order to lay the foundations of his character in the main principles which
devotion to God's service in any form involves.

II. Abstemiousness is FAvoaKABLE to the development of viQotiB. Self-in-

dulgence is enervating. Self-restraint both husbands and enlarges strength. That
which is apparently most helpful to us may prove in reality to be a hindrance.

Appetite and desire are neither to be regarded as masters nor as enemies, but as

servants. As wine excites rather than strengthens, so there are influences of a mental
character which add nothing to our power for work, although they appear to do so by
rousing excitement. The soul will not grow strong on the heating, but not nourishing,

diet of religious sensationalism.

III. Devotion to God requires pdrity of life. The Nazarite was to touch no
unclean thing. Unhappily Samson was satisfied with this ceremonial purity, and did

not cultivate purity of soul, as the spirit of the Nazarite's vow plainly required hira

to do ; hence his moral weakness and failure to attain perfect success. Samson
' began to deliver Israel,'' he was not able to finish. Only the spotless One could

say, "It is finished." In proportion to our holiness will be our spiritual strength.

Heligious devotion without moral purity cannot be accepted by God (Isa. i.

11—15).
IV. Fulness of lifk belongs to those who livb to God. No razor, no iron

(the symbol of death), was to come upon the Nazarite. Consecration to God involves

self-denial, but it brings a deeper joy and a fuller life than a self-seeldng course will

secure. 1. Religion does not require the destruction of any part of our true human
nature, not even to the injuring of one hair of the head. 2. Religion requires the

consecration of our whole being unmaimed, even to the not severing of one hair of the

head from the perfect sacrifice

V. Consecration to God is a source of usefulness to men. Samson was a
Nazarite ; he was also a deliverer of his people. God calls us not to the hermit's

life of useless devotion, but to the servant's life of devotion practised in active good
works. The religiousness which forbids useful work in commerce, in politics, in

literature is a false sentiment. The Christian can best <»erve God by labouring ttar

the good of his fellow-raen.—A.

Ver. 8.

—

The training of children. I. Children need training. 1. Children do
not attain to the best character and conduct spontaneously, by natural growth and
development. Left to themselves they %vould make little progress and many errors.

But they cannot be thus left. If good influences are not brought to bear upon them,
they cannot be entirely shielded from evil influences which will prove fatal unless

they are counteracted. Training is necessary (1) to assist and promote the natural

development of the good which is already in children, (2) to check and eradicate

hereditary tendencies to sin derived from parents, e. g. the inclinations to intemperance
likely to be felt by the children of the intemperate, and (3) to counteract the efEect

of the temptations of the world. 2. Children do not attain to the best character and
conduct uritkout care and effort. They need specific traim'ng. Example does much

;

the dtraosphere of a Christian society is also efl"ective. Yet tiiese general and vague,
though real and powerful, influences are not suflioient without definite teaching and
personal discipline. Christianity must be taught, and it cannot be learnt from any
•pint of Christianity in the air.

II. The training of children should begin early. The danger accompanying
the process of intellectual forcing which results in unnatural precocity is not so great
in moral training. The intellect need not be taxed with complex dognwis, nur the
feelings stirred with unhealthy emotions, and yet children maybe trained in integrity
and unselfislmess, in love to God and man—the great fundamental principles of the
highest moral character. It is foolish to postpone this training. It is most easy
when the mind is plastic. A natural economy would teach us that it is better that
the whole Lfo should be right from the first, than that there should be an early time
of mistakes and faults and a subsequent conversion to better things.

III. ThI BtTPBEME KND OF THI TBAININQ OF CHILDREN SHOULD BB TO FIT THEM
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FOB THE SERVICE Of QoD. Samson is to be trained for God. Parenrs are too nep^li-

gent of the higlieat ends of their children's lives. Careful to preserve their health

and develop their natural powers of body and mind, anxious to instruct thera in useful

and liberalising secular knowledge, energetic in securiiig them a prosperous career in

the world, parents often forget the real purpose of life, and fail to fit their children

for the great mission of serving God. Children should be regarded as God's frona

their birth, and as only lent by him. The significance of baptism, as implying God's
claim on the children and their dedication to hira, should be remembered in all tiia

subsequent training of thera.

IV. The chief responsibility of the training op children rests on their pa-

rents. This cannot be delegated to teachers. Thougli the work may be largely done
by special teachers, the responsibility still remains on the father and mother, and can
never be shifted. They too have the most influence by the constant intercourse of

home, the force of parental example, authority, and affection, their knowledge of

their children and interest in them.
V. Guidance for the training of children should be sought from God.

Manoah and his wife show their humility, their faith, and their devotion in praying

for guidance. This is necessary for many reasons. The issues of the work are

supremely important ; error may lend to fearful disaster. The execution of the work
is exceedingly difficult. The ideal to be aimed at is great and high. There is mystery
in the character of every soul, mystery in the will of God as to its destiny, mystery
in the innumerable subtle influences which play upon it. He who realises these

things will seek light as to the end of the training of the children and the method of

pursuing it.—A.

Vers. 17, 18.

—

The mystery of a name. Names denote persons and describe

characters. The nameless one wraps both his individuality and his nature in

mystery. Naturally Manoah, like Jacob, desires to solve such a mystery (Gen.

xxxii. 29), and in response to this wish, unlike " the traveller unknown," the angel

reveals a name, though one of partial mystery.

I. Manoah's question (see ver. 17). 1. Manoah does not know that his visitor it

an angel of the Lord (ver. 16). Divine visitations are not always recognised. The
true nature of Christ was unknown to most of his contemporaries. We cannot

always trace the hand of God in his providential action. Heaven is about us un-

noticed ; unseen ministries attend our lives ; God is nearer to us than we suspect.

2. Manoah desires to know the name of his mysterious visitor—(1) from natural

curiosity, (2) from a desire to strengthen his faith in the message of the unknown,

(3) from ft wish to give him thanks when his promise should be fulfilled. The thirst

to solve the strange questions which surround our spiritual life is natural, and not

inconsistent with humility nor with faith. It would be better if we were more
anxiou* to inquire for indications of God and of his cbaracter in the experience of

life.

II. Ths angel's reply (see ver. 18). 1. He begins his reply with a question. We
should not assail heaven with unjustifiable prayers, but should be ready to give a

reason for our petitions. Revelation is not intended to quench human thought, but

to stimulate it. Every new voice from heaven, while it answers some questions,

starts new questions. 2. The angel implies that Manoah's request teas needless,

either (1) because he ought to have recognised the nature of his visitant from the

character of his message and conduct, or (2) because it was more important to con-

sider the meaning of the message than to inquire into the nature of the messenger.

We sometimes pray for more light when we only need better eyes to use the light

we have ; not a fresh revelation, but discernment, reflection, spiritual feeling to

appreciate the revelation al ready received. God's truth is more important than the

.j)^son of the prophet^ apostle, or angel who brings it to us. 3. The angel give*

Manoah a name. He is " Wonderful." This was a partial answer to Manoah's
question. (1) It carried his tliought to God, who is the suprome mystery, and sug-

gested the greatness, the wondor, the awe of all that pertained to him. Thus it wag
a revelation of the Divine. (2) Nevertheless the name was but a partial explanation,

fts it* very meaning saggested the unknown. The deepest questions cannot be solved

l2
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on earth. But it matters little that the rays of revelation seem to melt into the dark-
ness of the Infinite if only they shine brigiit and clear on our path of duty.—A.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

The fear of the vision of God. The Divine vision was connected
with a blessing to Manoah and his wife. The vision of God by the soul is itself the
highest blessing; yet, as in the case of Manoah, it fills men witii fear.

I. The cause of the feab. 1. Mystery. We naturally dread the unknown.
Darkness hides possibilities of danger. Superstition peoples the unseen with horrors.

2. Guilt. " Conscience makes cowards of us all.'" So Adam and Eve hid them-
selves from God in the garden (Gen. iii. 8). Because we are all sinners before God
we have a natural shrinking from him (1) who knows our secret hearts, (2) against
whom we have oflEended, (3) who is holy to hate sin and (4) just to punish it. 3.

Unbelief. We do not sufliciently understand the character of God nor trust his

grace. If we did, we should feel safer with all our guilt in his hands than we are
when left to ourselves and to the world. Men fear God because they do not knov.'

him.
II. The bemedies of the feab. Manoah's wife encourages her husband. Though

men may be brave before physical danger, women sometimes show more courage in
spiritual difficulties. This moral courage ia nobler than the brute courage which man
shares with the lower animals. It has its source in true excellences of character.

1. Self-possession. Manoah is confused and dismayed by terror beyond the power of
reflection ; but his wife is calm and collected, and thus able to see indications of
mercy in the vision. 2. He/lection on the character of the vision. God has given
to us powers of observation, discernment, reasoning. Superstitious terrors more
commonly haunt the minds of those people who have neglected to use those powers,
while weakly yielding to foolish emotions. Religion to be health)' must be thought-
ful God has given us sufficient indications of his character in the Bible, in Christ,

in life, to deliver us from slavish fear, if only we consider and reflect on these. The
more we know of God, the less shall we be afraid of him. May not the most feai-ful
learn to reason with Manoah's wife—" If God had meant barm to us, would he have
bloRsed us as he has done hitherto?" The Christian may go further, and be sure
that after the great gift of his Son, God must wish well to us in all lesser things
(Rom. v. 10). 3. Faith. We cannot see perfect evidence that God is blessing us in
every mystery ; but if we know his character we ought to trust his actions, even
when they seem most alarming, as they caimot be contrary to his nature. 4. The
acceptance of sacrifice- God had accepted Manoah's sacrifice, therefore he could
not regard him with disfavour. He has accepted the sacrifice of Christ, and accord-
ingly our guilt need not make us fear God l£ we rely on the atonement Christ baa
•ffected.—A.

Vers. 24, 25.

—

The young Samson. I. His namb. Samson—the sun. This was a
great name, full of inspiring significance. It is well to have a good name, one which
is a constant ajipeal to a man to be worthy of it, and to live up to its moaning.

II. His qbowth. Samson the hero was first a child at tln^ men y of the weakest.
The grandest river springs from a little streamlet. The noblest inaii enters life, as
the meanest does, in helpless infancy. So the spiritual life of the saint, the martyr,
the apostle is seen first in him as in a babe in Christ. It is therefore no dishonour to
have a small beginning, but it is a dishonour to remain small. The one question is,

Do we grow mentally, spiritually, in knowledge, in holiness, in power? There is

more to be expected of the minute growing seed than of the dead stump, which is at
first vastly larger. Better be a growing child of the Lord than a dwarf adult Chri-*-
tian man.

III. HiSBLEBsmo. *' The Lord blessed him." We are not told how ; this matton<
not. Perhaps he did not recognise the blessing. God blesses us silently, with no
formal benediction, and perhaps in ways which to us seem hard and injurious. Still
better than iiealth, riches, pleasure is tjie fact God does give a man the thing that is

for his high<'st good, whicli is what we mean by " a blessing."
IV. His insi!BAtion._ " The Spirit of the Lord began to move him." 1. Samson's

heroic strength was an inspiration of God, not a m«re brute muscular force. We set
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how in great crises men are nerved to do what is beyond their power in ordinary life.

The abnormal strength of insanity is an instance of the same principle, applied in
circumstances of disease. 2. Inspiration assumes various forms. To Samson it

brought neither the grace of purity nor the gift of prophecy ; but it gave hiui the
special gifts which he needed for his special work. He would have been a nobler man
if he had sought the Spirit of God also to help him in more spiritual ways. Samson
had a supernatural gift of the Spirit with little of its ordinary grace of holiness. It
is better to have this grace first, though, if God will, we may receive the gift also.

V. His imperfect possession by the Spirit. He was moved at times. 1. God's
special gifts are limited to occasion. There is an economy of Divine power. When
we need extraordinary grace he will give this, but only then. 2. The receipt of
spiritual gifts depends on the condition of our sjnrit. Samson was only rightly dis-
posed to receive the Spirit at intervals. Our spiritual life fluctuates ; we are not Ion*
at our best. 3. We are only moved when we respond. God msiy have visited
Samson more often than Samson profited by his visit We can resist the Spirit. Wa
are helped only when we willingly yield to it.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIV.

Ver. 1. — Tinmath, or, more correctly,

Thimnathah, as in Josli. xix. 43, a town in
the tribe of Dan, the name of which sur-

vives in the modem Tibneh, about three

miles south-west of Zorah (eh. xiii. 2, note).

It may or may not be identical with Timnath
in Gen. xxxviii. 12—14, and with Timnah
in Josh. XV. 10. It appears to have been in
the possession of the Philistines at this time.

Ver. 2.—Get her, &c. Rather, take Tier.

It is the technical plu-ase (1) for a man taking
a wife for himself, as Gen. iv. 19; vi. 2; 1

Sam. XXV. 39, 43, and vers. 3, 8 of this chap-
ter ; (2) for a man's parents taking a wife for

him, as Exod. xxxiv. 16 ; Neh. x. 30. The
parents of the bridegroom paid the dowry
agreed upon (see Gen. xxxiv. 12; 1 Sam.
xviii. 25).

Ver. 3.—TJncircumcised. Cf. Gen. xxxiv.

14. A term of reproach here added to deter

Samson from the marriage. It is particu-

larly applied to the Philistines (see eh. xv.

is : 1 Sam. xviL 26, 36 ; xviii. 29 ; xxxi. 4

;

2 Sam. i. 20, &c.).

Ver. 4.—It was of or// am the Lord. It was
the method decreed by God's providence for

bringing about a rupture with the Philistines.

That he sought. Rather, because he sought.

The writer explains the purpose of the pro-

vidence. It is doubtful whether "he" refers

to Samson or to the Lord. Most comment-
ators refer it to Samson ; but it is contrary

to the whole tenor of Samson's impetuous
course, and to all probability, that he should
have asked for the Timnathite damsel merely
for: .thf sake of quarrelling with the Philis-

tines ; whereas the statement that Samson's
obstinate determination to take a Philistine

wife was the means which God's secret pur-

pose hail fixed upon for bringing about the

eventual overthrow •t the Philistine domiift>
ion is in exact accordance with other declar*
ations of Holy Scripture (cf. e. g. Exod. viL
3, 4 ; Josh. xL 20 ; 1 Sam. ii. 25 ; 1 Kings
xii. 16 ; 2 Chron. x. 15 ; xxiL 7 ; xxv. 20).
Aji occasion. The norm only occurs here;
but the verb, in its several conjugations,
means, to happen at the right time; to bring a
person or thing at the right time (Exod. xxi.

13, deliver, A. V.) ; to be brought at the right
time (Prov. xii. 21, happen, A. V.) ; to seek
the right lime for injuring any one (2 Kings
V. 7, seeketh a quarrel, A. V. ).

Ver. 5.—Went down, showing that Tim-
nath was on lower ground than Zorah ; it

was in fact in the Shephelah. The vineyards
of Timnath. The valley of Sorek (ch. xvi.

4), so famous for its vines (Isa. v. 2; Jer. ii.

21), from which it derived its name (Sorek,

translated in the above passages the choicest

vine, and a noble vine), is thought to have
been in the immediate neighbourhood.
Probably the whole district under the hilla

was a succession of vineyards, like the coun-
try round Bordeaux. Samson had left the
road along which his father and mother were
walking, at a pace, perhaps, too slow for hia

youthful energy, and had plunged into the
vineyards. Of a sudden a young lion,—a terra

designating a lion between the age of a cub
and a full-grown lion,—brought there, per-

haps, in pursuit of the foxes or jackals,

which often had their holes in vineyards

(Cant. ii. 15), roared against him.
Ver. 6.—The Spirit of the Lord, &c.—as

a spirit of dauntless courage and irresistible

strength of body. Came mightily. Hebrew,
fell upon him, or passed over upon him, as in

ver. 19; xv. 14; 1 Sam. x. 6, 10; xviii. 10,

&c. He rent him, &c He "had nothing in

his hand," no weapon or knife, nor even a

stick ; but he reut him with aa much ease ••
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tne kid is rent The Hebrew haa (he kid,

with the definite article, which is not pre-

fixed unless some particular kid is meant, as

in Gen. xxxviii. 23. Perhaps t?ie kid means
th* one about to be served, which the cook

rends open either before or after it is cooked.

Unless some such operation is alluded to, it

is L,ot easy to understand what the rending

of the kid means. He told not his father,

&c. This is mentioned to explain ver. 16

;

but it shows that Samson had wandered
ome distance from his parents among the

Tine}ards (see note to ver. 5).

Ver, 7.—Went down, as in ver. 1, where
see no^e.

Ver. 8.—He returned to take her. All

the prdiminaries being settled between the

Earents, he returned to Timnath to take his

ride by- ibe same road which he and his

parents had travelled by before, and, r»«

membering his feat in killing the lion, very

naturally turned aside to see what had be-

come of the carcase. And, behold, there wai
a swarm of bees, &c. This has been ob-

jected to as improbable, because bees are

very dainty, and would not approach a

putrefying body. But as a considerable

time had elapsed, it is very possible that

either the mere skeleton was left, or that

the heat of the sun had dried up the body
and reduced it to the state of a mummy
without decomposition, as is said to happen
often in the desert of Arabia.

Ver. 9.—And ... he went on eating, ka.

Compare the account of Jonithan finding

and eating the wild honey (1 Sam. xiT. 86,

and following verses).

HOMILETICa

Vers. 1- -9.

—

T^e link of the chain. A swarm of bees light one day in the carcase

of a lion which had been killed in the vinft3'ard3 of Thimnathab. They construct

their hive (here, and make their honey. It was no doubt an unusual circumstance

that the bebj should form their hive in such a place rather than in a hollow tree, or

the cleft of s rock, but beyond its interest as a fact in natural history nobody would
have attached any importance to it. But this action of the bees was linked to curious

antecedents, and to peculiar consequences. The lion had been slain by Samson, that

mysterious pt/rson of gigantic strength, whose life is such a remarkable episode in

the history of Israel ; and Samson had been led to the spot where the lion was by hie

ill-regulated love for a daughter of the Philistines, who were the masters and opftrese-

ors of his country. And as to what happened after the swarming of these bees, the

marriage of Samson to his Philistine bride took place after an interval just suffipjent

for the bees to have filled their hive with honey, and Samson on his way to the wed-
ding, impelled by a natural curiosity to see the lion which he had killed, had turned

aside from his path, and had eaten the honey which was strangely found there. It

was the custom of the time and of those people to beguile the long hours of the idle

wedding feasts with curious questions and strange riddles. In tlie gambling spirit

which is such a frequent accompaniment of insufficient occupation, whether among
the lazaronis of Naples or the wealthy nobles of modern society, such riddles were made
the occasion of wagers, and such wagers often led to deadly quarrels. In the present

instance Samson's double adventure with the lion suggested to him the riddle, " Out

of the eater came forth meat, and out of the strong came forth sweetness." Baffled

in their attempts to guess the riddle by fair means, they set on Samson's wife to

worm the secret out of him and divulge it to them. Samson at once perceived the

treachery, broke with his wife, slew thirty Philistines, and took their spoil wherewith

to pay the lost wager, and followed up the feud by successive slaughters of his

enemies, thus preparing the way for the eventual overthrow of the Philistine domina-

tion. The point for our special remark is that a swarm of bees lighting on a

particular spot was an important link in the chain of providence by which the

destinies of a great people were guided to independence ; and the observation is not

only a curious one, but has an important bearing upon the difficult subject (see

Uomiletics, ch. iii. 12—21 ) of the use made of men, and of men's actions, in the provi-

dential government of the world. Samson in slaying the lion, and the bees in swarm-
ing in its carcase, did things which were links in the chain of events which God
foresaw, or fore-ordained, as he did also the effects of Samson's marriage with the

riiilistine. But just as the bees only followed their instinct in building their hive,

•0 ijamson, in fixing his affections on the Timnathite, and in attacking the lion, and

in eating the honey, and in propounding the riddle, and in avenging himself for hifl
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wife's treachery, was merely following the bent of his own inclinations and th«

leading of his own will, though in so doing he was bringing about God's purpose for

the deliverance of Israel. What, however, we have here to notice is the wonderful

way in which God brings about his own purpose, and also the infinite foreknowledge

of God. We look back, and we can trace the successive steps of causation, as one

follows the other, like wave upon wave. But God looks forward from the beginning,

foresees the effect of each cause in endless succession, and so orders them as to

accomplish his own will. The most trivial events may be necessary links in the

great chain ; and while men are blindly following their own inclinations, with little

thought and no knowledge of what will come of them, God is making use of them
with unerring wisdom to work out his own eternal purposes, for the good of his

people and for the glory of bis own great name.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1^-4.

—

Human desire overruledfor Divine ends. This incident in the life

of Samson has a universal human interest He no sooner comes to manhood than

his destiny begins to determine itself. He sees a woman of the Philistines, and at

once his fancy is captivated, and the strong natural desires of the young man over-

leap all the traditional restraints of God's people. He manufactures a law for him-

self; "she pleaseth me well" may mean, "it is pleasing, or right, in my own eyes."

The perplexity and distress of the parents, unaware of the meaning of this strange

freak, so opposed to the future they had been led to imagine for their son. Notice

—

I. The fatalitt of desire. A sudden, unreasoning, and unreasonable passion is

scarcely the augury one would expect for the career of a promised deliverer. A
crisis in his moral history, a pivot upon which his whole subsequent life must turn.

Sexual attachments are amongst the determining factors of human character and life,

and the bases of society. Yet there are no circumstances of our life so independent

of mere reason, and the power of the subjects of them. Still as a rule the outward

realisation of such attachments is within the control of the individual. RecognitioTi

should be made of God's share in producing them, and the matter should be laid

before him. He has been blamed for " heavily loading the dice " in this matter for

his own universal ends, and for wantonly subjecting the subject of passion to misery

and disadvantage. Moral and intellectual progress are thus, it is said, indefinitely

hindered. If it could be written, how full of light upon the moral and intellectual

history of the race would be an account of the intermarriages of nations, the

mesalliances of individuals I &c.
II. The entanglement and perplexity it occasions. Here it meant connection

with the idolatrous and sensual life of the Philistines. The relatives on both sides

could not be cordial. A relaxation of moral principles must ensue. Children would

bring a fresh discord. How could a man so related lift up his hand against the

Philistines ? An instance like this throws strong light upon the traditional objection

of God's chosen people to intermarriage with neighbouring tribes and nations. It is

not for nothing that it is written of Noah, and of one and another beside, " And he

was perfect in his generation." " The daughters of Heth " are ineligible in the eyes

of the patriarch'* wife for other than mere social reasons. There can be no doubt

but that the same caution ought to characterise Christian parents in the alliances they

encourage their children to make.
III. The further and higher ministbt of desire. Behind and beyond all this

Binister appearance was the Divine purpose,—" For he (Jehovah) sought an occasion

from the Philistines.'" God's will is fulfilled in many ways, and by alternatives.

When sin refuses to be put under then it can be utilised ; and the end more com-

pletely served, albeit not to the immediate happiness or advantage of the guilty

agent. How often "by a way they knew not" have the sons of men been led by an

unseen-^providence to gracious ends. An ill-assorted marriage is a great calamity,

but it may be the determining cause of important spiritual results, and by arranging

a new relationship and set of conditions, prepare for a higher and nobler, though less

immediately happy, development, of inward character. Thus the whole question of

the determining force of sexual desire, which has been a matter of grief and despaii
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to the pessimist, is capable of another interpretation. The past history of onr race

Bhows that "where sin abounded, tliere did grace much more abound." Let us not

therefore despair before these mysterious fatalities and complications, but commit
the way of ourselves and children into the hands of him " who seeth the end from
the bep:iiming," and who makes " all things work together for good " to them that
love him.—M.

Vers. 6, 6.

—

The lion in the way. Very natural ia this description. The wild
beast in the vineyards, the weaponlessness of the hero, &c., are all in keeping with

the character of the times. Local names still extant prove the former existence of

lions in Palestine ; the particular district was a border one between militant nations,

and therefore likely ,to be less thoroughly brought under ; and Israel as temporarily

subdued had been deprived of arms. The young lover, full of his mistress, and not

on the best terms with his parents, prefers to keep by himself, a little apart. All

this is highly suggestive of parallel circumstances in the spiritual life : e. a.—
L Youth is often subjected to qbeat and sudden temptations. Our streets,

the social circle, sexual relations, &c., all abound with concealed perils. These
threaten the destruction of the soul.

II. These abe, from their nature, generally encountered alone and in secret.
Bulwer Lytton says somewhere, that boys learn many things at school of great value

to them through life, that were never bargained for by their parents, or represented

in the school-bill. The youthful sense of growing power, and assertion of independ-
ence, creates a little world of which guardians are but dimly conscious. There ia,

too, the inability of age to sympathise with youth ; and the natural reticence con-

cerning matters of affection, &c. Every youth is centre of a number of invisible

but potent influences that may make or mar him for life ; and he ought therefore to

be frequently commended to the care of his heavenly Father, and to be treated with
gentleness and consideration by those in authority,

III. The Spirit of the Lord can render timely and effectual help. The
phrase, " came suddenly upon him," expresses opportuneness.

The fearlessness and modesty of the spiritual hero are here strikingly illustrated.

I. If earthly affection will make men brave great dangers and inconvbni-
K»CES, HOW much MORE OUGHT THE LOVE OF GoD I

II. With the Spirit of God nothing is impossible, ahd hb makes all THOias
»ASY and simple TO THKM THAT BELIEVB.

IIL Humility is the chabacteristio of the spiritual hero.—M.

Ver. 6.

—

The mystery of spiritual might. "And he had nothing in his hand.'*

This is typical of the Christian. Christ's injunctions to the seventy. In Samson's
case it was probably due to the regulation imposed by the Philistines upon a con-

quered people. Christians are commanded not to put their trust in earthly equipment
or the arm of flesh.

L That oue conflicts with Satah may bb tbue spiritual exercises and not
MERELY OUTWARD TRIUMPHS.

II. The influx and withdrawal of the Holy Spirit limit the authority and
BKCUBE THE HUMILITY OF THE AGENT. How helpless even a Samson but for the
Spirit I Temptations of our own seeking may be left to our own resources. No
enterprise ought to be undertaken without the aid of the Holy Spirit, and the Divine
blessing. What God brings upon us he will help us to overcome.

III. The FAITH OF THE Christian soldier and WORKER MUST be wholly in God.—M.

Vers. 8, 9.

—

Recalling past deliverances. In this case Samson is led to do so either

by curiosity or the impulse of God's Spirit. He revisits the scene of the exploit,

and meets with welcome but unexpected refreshment. There are various ways of

recalling spiritual exj)erience8 of God's saving power in the past. Sometimes an
accident (?) may bring up vividly some forgotten cirpiimstance of Divine gracp, and
we are overwhelmed with the recollections that crowd upon the mind. Soldiers wh«
have fought side by side in famous battles have their amiiversaries of fuilowbhip and
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celebration. Are there no circumstances that justify these amongst Christians? It

is a spiritual education and confirmation to recall circumstances and revisit scenes
of God's saving mercies.

I. The duty of thankful becollection of Divine interpositions.
II. The secbet akd unshared communion or the subject or gbacs with his

Saviour.
III. Its advaittagb and blessing.—M.

Vers. 5, 6.

—

Samson and the lion. I. The danger. 1. It came unsought It is

foolish for the bravest to court danger. We have only ground for meeting it bravely
when we have not rashly provoked it. 2. It was unexpected. Had Samson expected
to encounter the lion he would probably have chosen another patli, or have armed
himself against it. One of the worst features of the great dangers of life is that we
can rarely foresee and provide against them. 3. It was when Samson was on a

pleasurable journey. He went to seek a wife, and met a lion I The greatest trouble

may spring upon us at the moment of highest elation. Earthly joy is no safeguard.

4. It was when Samson was acting in a questionable manner. He was seeking a wife
among the Philistines. His parents disapproved of this course though their afEection

sought an excuse for it (ver. 3). His conduct was contrary to the law of God
(Exod. xxxiv. 16). We may meet with trouble in the path of duty, but we must
expect to meet with it in the way of transgression (Jonah i. 4),

II. The triumph. 1. It was effected in the might of the Spirit of the Lord. Herein
is the distinction between Samson and Hercules. The Jewish hero does not trust to

his own muscular strength. Strongman as he is he can only do great things in God's
strength. This is the redeeming feature of his character. It shows him as one,

though amongst the lowest, of the heroes of faith. If Samson needed the strength
of inspiration, how much more do we weaker men n^ed to be clothed in the panoply
of God's might before we can face the dangers of life I 2. The Spirit of God came
upon Samson in especialforce in his greatest need. God gives us strength according
to our requirements. In our hour of weakness it seems impossible to face the future
difficulty, but when this comes how wonderfully is the new strength bestowed to

meet it (Deut. xxxiii. 25). We must not, however, abuse this truth and neglect

natural expedients. Samson would have been wrong in going unarmed if he had
expected to meet the lion. We have only a right to believe that God will help us in

sudden emergencies when we are not rashly and negligently increasing the danger of

tliem. 3. The Spirit of God helped Samson by inspiring him to an extraording exer-

cise of his natural powers. It was to Samson the strong, a spirit of strength. God
works in us through our natural faculties and helps us differently according to out
various gifts. Though the might is God's, the daring, the will, the effort must be
ours. God gave him strength, yet Samson slew the lion with his own hands.

4. After victory, Samson modestly concealed his triiirnph. It is better to be more
than we seem than to seem more than we are. If the source of our victory is God's
trength we have no ground for boasting.—A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 10.—Bo his father went down. It

Is not cIpti- whnt is nieaut by this mention
of his father alone ; but it was probably
some part of the wedding etiquette that the
father should go to the bride first alone

;

perhaps, as Kinichi says, to give her notice

of the briJegi'oom's approach, that she might

fftt ftady. Among the prepaiations may
ave been the selection of the thirty young

men to be " the children of the bride-cham-
ber " (iJatt. ii. 15). As these were all

Philistines, the iTifpr<>nce is that they were
•elected by the bride, just a^ with us the

bride has the privilege of choosing the

minister who is to officiate <tt the mi! liage.

Ver. 11. — When they saw him, t. e.

when the father and mother and friends of

the bride saw him approaching, they went to

meet him with the thirty companions who
had been selected. We still see a strong

resemblance to the wedding arrangements

refeiTed to in Matt ii. 15, and ixv.
1—12 ; only in this case they were young
men instead of young women who went out
to meet the bridegroom. We may observe,

by the way, that the scale of the wedding
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feaat, as regards numbers and duration, indi-

cates that Samson's family was one of wealth

knd position.

Ver. 12. —Riddle. The Hebrew word
is the same as that which is rendered tuird

niestiona in 1 Kings x. 1, and dark questions,

IJumb. lii. 8, and occurs also in Ezek. xvii

2, where the phrase is the same as here and
in ver. 16, as if we should say in English, /
will riddle you a riddle. In English, how-
ever, to riddle, as a verb active, means to

solve a riddle, not, as in Hebrew, to propound
one. The derivation of the Hebrew word
and of the English is the same as regards

the sense—something intricate and twisted.

Thirty sheets, or rather, as in the margin,

shirts, a linen garment worn next the skin.

In Isa. iii 23 spoken of the women's gar-

ment, '^thf fine linen," A.V., aa also Prov.

xxxL 24. The word {sadln, Sanscrit sindu)

means Indian linen. Change of garments

—

the outward gannent of the Orientalist,

which was part of the wealth of the rich

and great, and was, and is to the present

day, one of the most frequent presents on
all state occasions (see Gen. xlv. 22 ; 2 Kings
T. 6, 22 ; Isa. iii. 6, 7 ; Matt. vi. 19, &c.).

Ver. 15.—On the seventh day. 'There is

some ajiparent dithculty in understanding
how to reconcile this statement with what
was said in ver. 14, that they could not in

three days expound the riddle ; and also with
what is said in vers. 16 and 17, that Samson's
wife wept before him the seven days of the

feast And several different readings have
arisen from this difficulty : viz., in this verse,

the reading of the/(wr^ day for the seventh,

and the omission of the words, And it came
to pass on the seventh day ; and, in the latter

part of ver. 14, seven days for three days.

But all difficulty will disaj>ppear if we bear
in mind the peculiarity of Hebrew narrative

noticed in note to section vers. 1—6 of ch.

ii. , when we come to consider ver. 16. Entice
thy husband. Cf. ch. xvi. 5. That he may
declare unto oa. If the text is sound, tliey

must mean to say, declare it unto you, that

you may declare it unto us, i. e. declare it

unto us through you. But it is simpler
either to read with the Septuagint, thaX he
may declare unto you, &c., or to read, and
declare unto us, in the imperative mood. Bum
with fire. See ch. xii. 1, and iv. 6. Have
ye called us, kc, i.e. Did you invite us to

thi.<; feast in order to impoverish us, to plunder
us of our property t We shall conclude that
you did so if you do not disclose to us the
ri.Mle.

Ver. 16.—And Samson's wife, &c. This
statement does not follow ver. 15, but is a
parallel narrative to that beginning in ver.

14, " And tluy could not in three days," kc,
down to the eml of ver. 15, bringing the
itoiy down to the same point of time, viz.,

the seventh day. One stream of the narratira

tells us what the young men did when Samson
had propounded his riddle ; the other tells

us what Samson's wife did. From the very
first, no doubt, she had wished to be in the
secret, not perhaps from treacherous motives,
but from cariosity, and the natural desire

to be in her husband's confidence, and she

ijressed her request with cajolery and petu-
ance. The young men at the same time
had tried to find out the riddle by fair means.
But on the seventh day they threatened to

bum her and her father unless she found
out the riddle for them, and under the terror

of this threat she extracted the secret from
Samson and divulged it to the Philistine

young men. The only difficulty is to explain
why a gap of four days occurs in the account
between vers. 14 and 15. The most likely

thing is, that after three days' vain attempt
to find out the riddle, they began to tamper
with Samson's wife, offering her money, as

the Philistine lords did to Delilah (ch. xvL
6), though the narrative does not mention
it ; but that on the seventh day, becoming
desperate, and thinking that the woman was
not doing her best, they resorted to the
dreadful threat of burning her.

Ver. 17.—She lay sore upon him. In ch.

xvi. 16 the same word is rendered pressed

him. It came to pass on the seventh day.

This is the confluence of the two streams of

narrative.

Ver. 18.—The men of the city—the same
as were spoken of in ver. 11 as Saason's
companions. Before the son went down

—

just in time, therefore, to save the wager, aa

defined in ver. 12. "This is the uncommon
word for the sun used also in ch. viii. 13,

where see note. What is sweeter, kc. They
put their answer in a form to make it seem
as if they had guessed the riddle ; but Sam-
son instantly perceived his wife's treachery,

and showed that he did so by quoting the

Eroverb of plowing with another person's

eifer. They had not used their own wit to

find out the riddle, but had learnt the secret

at Samson's cost, through his wife. He
insinuates that had they acted fairly he
would have won the wager.

Ver. 19.—The Spirit of the Lord, &c.—aa

in ver. 6 and ch. xiii. 25, where see notes.

The verb here, came upon him, is the same as

in ver. 6. Thirty men—the number of the

companions to whom he felt bound to pay
the thirty changes of garment. Ashkelon
(ch. i. 18)—one of the five Philistine cities,

but the least often mentioned, owing, it is

thought, to its remote situation "on the

extreme edge of the shore of the Mediter-

ranean, far down in the south." It still

preserves its ancient name, and was famoua
lu tne time of the Crusaders. " Within the

walls and towers now standing Bichard
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(Coeoi de Lion) held his court." The onion

called eschalot, or shallot, is named from
Eshkalon, or Ashkalon. Their spoil—that

which was stripped from thee™ His anger

was kindled— against the rhilistines in

general, and his wife in particular, so that

Ee went back to his father's house without

her.

Ver. 20.—His companion—no doubt his
•' best man," the " Mend of the bridegroom."

The parents of the Thimnathite, having no
doubt obtained Samson's dower, and sup-

posing him to have finally broken with hia

treacherous wife, prciceeded to give her in

marriage to the Philistine young man who
had been Samson's Mend—perhaps the man
to whom she had told the riddle. The sad

end of this unhajipy alliance fully justified

the opposition of tiamsou's parents to it in

ver. 8,

HOMILETICa

Vers. 10—20.

—

Another view of man-ied life. The lessons which we drew from
the married life of Maiioah and lila wife seem to receive a striking confirmation, by
contrast, from the unliappy union of their son with the daugliter of the Philistines.

Here everything was against a reasonable prospect of happiness. Their religion was
different, one might say opposite. Samson had been brought up in the faith of the

Lord God of Israel. He was in covenant with him by circumcision. His creed was
that there was one true and living God, the Lord of heaven and earth, and that all the

gods of the heathen were but vain idols. His religious duty was to love the Lord his

God with all his heart, and with all his soul, and with all his might, and to serve him
alone. His wife did not believe in the Lord, nor love him, nor fear him, but was a

worshipper of Dagon, whose temples were at Gaza (ch. xvi. 21—30) and at Ashdod (1

Sam. V. 1—5). There could therefore be no union for them in that great bond of union

which is the living God. Righteousness can have no fellowship with unrighteous-

ness, nor light with darkness, nor the believer with an infidel, nor the temple of God
with idols. Then again the interests of their respective peoples were opposite. To
break oflE the Philistine yoke from the neck of Israel ; to set his people free from a

shameful bondage ; to rescue his native towns, and fields, and vineyards, from the

usurped possession of the uncircumcised invader ; to drive out the foreigner from the

land which God gave to his forefathers ; was Samson's natural aim, and the use which

he must needs make of his supernatural strength. But his wife's sympathies were

all with the children of her people. Her heart would swell with pride as she thought

of their conquests over Israel, of Dagon's conquests over the people of Jehovah.

She would look with scorn upon the subject race, and be proud of her kindred with

the conquerors. Every movement of either people must at once put them on opposite

Bides. What was joy to him would be grief to her ; and what made her glad would
make him sorry. Their language was different, their tastes were diflEerent, their

habits of thought and life were different. They had nothing in common to cement

their hearts and interests together, and to bind their life into one. He was pleased

with her beauty, and she was gratified by his admiration. That was all. And how
long would that last? What strong temptation, what powerful motive of action,

what great provocation, would those influences be able to withstand ? What promise

did they give of unity of sentiment, and harmony of conduct, amidst the difficulties

of troublous times, and the intricacies of conflicting duties ? One week in their case

was sufficient to supply the answer to these questions. A betrayed husband, a

deserted wife, discord, strife, bloodshed, were the fruit of seven days of this ill-

assorted union. The wife married to another husband is cut off by murderous hands

in the prime of her youth and beauty. The husband married to another wife is again

betrayed and given np to his enemies to be mocked, and blinded, and to die. The
man of splendid gifts, but irregular passions, lives a stormy life, and dies a violent

death. He has no gentle, clear-sighted woman to restrain and guide him ; no 83rm-

pbftth^sing wife to share his sorrows, and by sharing to lighten them. He only knows
what is bad in woman, because he only seeks them on the bad side. And that one

week of disappointed love in an unhappy and unholy wedlock casts its shade upon a

whole life which might have been a most happy and glorious one. We seem, therefore,

to be taught by the ill-starred marriage of Samson with the Thimnathite, as forcibly

as by the blessed union of his father and mother, what to seek and what to avoid

in choosing a partner for Ufe. The union of two souls in the love of God and in
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the faith of the Lord Jesus Clirist ; the union of two minds in all rational and sobei
pursuits, whether intellectual, political, or social ; tlie identity of interests ; tho
community of purpose to make the most of what God has given to each for the com-
mon stock of happiness ; the care of each for the other as the first human duty, and
the faithfulness of each to the other in the whole series of actions, from the least to
the greatest—this is the ideal of Christian wedlock to which we are led by the failures
of the one as well as by the virtues of the other. It is sad to think how frequently
happy married life is an idea only, and not a reality, from the entire failure on both
sides to carry out the conditions upon which happiness depends. A foolish choice at
first, based only upon beauty and vanity, upon wealth and position, upon whim and
fancy, without consulting religion, or reason, or true affection, is followed up by
independent and selfish action, by each crossing the other's wishes, by mutual neg-
lect, by mutual reproach, by mutual violation of the spirit of the marriage contract.
There follow in different cases various degrees of unliappiness and disorder accord-
ing to the various measures of temper, and violence, and self-will, and disregard
of solemn vows, and contempt of God's word, of the parties concerned. In one
home it is the constant jarring of antagonistic wills, and unloving tempers ; in another
it is the coldness of distant and reproachful spirits ; the constant sense of injury from
unfulfilled duties ; in others, the man having failed to find in his wife the kindness,
the solace, the help, which he expected, seeks to indemnify himself in the flatteries

and cajoleries of other women ; and the wife, wounded in her pride, and hurt in her
affections, looks for balm and for revenge in the attentions of the profligate, and the
admiration of the licentious. In both cases true manhood and womanhood are marred
and crushed, and the whole life is distorted, and like a building in ruins. Public
duties in the cabinet and in the field may indeed be performed by men of gifted
minds and transcendent powers, in spite of their aberrations from moral rectitude

;

but the delicate organisation of affections and faculties which were given to makeup
the charm and beauty of private and domestic life cannot live in an atmosphere of
vice ; and when there is a breakdown of the love and obedience due to God, there is

a breakdown also of the dignity and happiness of man. The careful study by marriid
people, in a spirit of true Christian philosophy, of what is necessary to make wedlock
the blessing God intended it to be when he " made the woman and brought her unto
the man," and the careful daily endeavour, in the spirit of saintly obedience, to per-

form each liis or her part in the mutual contract, in spite of difhculties and hindnnces,
would be a large contribution to human happiness, and to the beauty of the Church
of Oud.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver, 14.

—

Samson's riddle. A strong impression had been produced by the clrcum-
Btance upon the nnnd of Samson. This was one of the means used by God to pene-
trate and awaken the moral nature of his servant. A certain Divine wisdom is given
for its interpretation, and for its suitable statement to the world, the heathen of his

day. The form which the circumstance assumes when declared to the Philistines is

a favourite one to this day amongst Eastern and primitive peoples. It constituted a
distinct portion of God's great revelation of himself to man, but for many and
weighty reasons it was not a plain declaration, but the " wisdom of God in a mystery."

I. Thb phenomena of the natdbal world link themselves with, and becomb
BYMB0L8 OF, SPIRITUAL experiencb. Thus the deepest things of the spiritual universe

may be uttered by those wiio are but dimly conscious of their meaning. And no
man is wholly destitute of spiritual teaching. The teachings of revelation thus

become indefinitely enriched and extended.
II. To THE awakened SPIRIT OF MAN THB DiVIMB MEANINGS OF LIFE AND THE WORLD

ABE ALONE IMPORTANT. How vast is the relationship of the truth thus generalised I

For many days will such food sustain the soul. Trials may become t/ie sources o/
spiritual consolation if overcome in God's strength. Death is the gate of Life.

III. To THE UNBELIEVING 18 THE TRUTH OF GOD SPOKEN IN PARABLES, THAT 8BBIH0,
THKY MAY NOT PERCEIVE, AND HEARING. TBKY MAT NOT 0NDEB8TAND. This might b«
called the " gospel of the Philistines." It is a inisbty revelation. How near wera
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these beafben, if they had known it, to the wisdom and kingdom of God ! So is it

to-day with the preaclnng of the gospel to unbelievers. The moral character, and
not the mere intellectual power, of men is tested in this way. What the Spirit of

the Lord inspires the same Spirit can interpret. God will bestow illumination upon
those who seek it. How often has God spoken through striking incidentg to those

who would not care to hear the preaching of his word, or to whom it has not been
granted I Do lot let any one hastily say, " I never heard." Do not let Christians

despair of those who have not heard, and who will not hear the preaching of men.
God has hie own way to every heart.—M.

Vers. 16—20.

—

Unlawful methods of interpreting Divine mysteries. Samson ia

betrayed into revealing his riddle. It was a mean subterfuge, and the fraud is

promptly avenged.
I. There are illegitimate ways of getting at Divine truth. False prophets.

Unwilling prophets, as Balaam. Mercenary -attempts at obtaining a peculiar know-
ledge, as of Simon Magus (cf. Acts viii. 9—24; xix. 13 ; Col. ii. 17, 18).

II. The essential meaning of the truth cannot be thus discovered. The
Philistines only learnt the historic circumstance ; they were still in outer darkness as

to the evangelic significance of the parable or riddle. So it is with those who
•' intrude into those things which they have not seen or heard, vainly puffed up in

their fleshly minds." God will deliver them over to strong delusion, and the belief

of a lie.

III. This is full of dangeb, and will bb pbomptlt avenged. Partly in the
apparent illumination, but real ignorance, of such men ; and partly in the conseiuencos
attinding an incomplete or garbled gospel. Here the vengeance was both spiritual

and physical. How sorry the gain that involved their fellow-countrymen in such •
death I—M.

Ver. 18.

—

Ploughing toith another's heifer. The saying derives itself from the

occasional discovery of hidden treasure by the plough, and the superstitious belief

that the homebred heifer knew where the furrow ought to be drawn, because it has
been shown the way before, when the treasure was hid.

I. So Satan and his servants betray men through their habitual tempera-
ment OR bias—the weakness peculiar to them. The weak place in Samson was
his sensuality. His enemies speedily discovered this, and were unscrupulous enough
to take advantage of it

II. Saints should be distrustful of unholy confidences, and should leavb
•* NO unguarded place " IN THEIB SPIRITUAL CHARACTER OR RELATIONS. All habitual

relations or companionships with worldly persons are dangerous. Our sin will find

US out, to our confusion. Safety can alone be found in perfect consecration—putting

on the whole armour of God, Relations in life which, when both parties are holy,

Are full of comfort and help, when they involve as in close fellowship with the
wicked may be our destruction.—M.

Ver. 20.

—

How amfidence in vncJced men is rewarded. The world is full of such
instances of misplaced trust The fable of the viper and the husbandman. It is

hard to persuade men of the utter folly of worldly friendships and alliances. Only
the most severe warnings and painful consequences will suffice to disabuse the mind.

At tlie same time that the carnal nature of God's servant draws him towards llie

enemies of his country and his faith, God's providential dispensations are working
out an effectual divorce, and preparing Samson for deadly hostility to his quondam
friends.

I. The confidence we place in the wicked will certainly betray us.

IL God seeks by stern lessons to separate his people from the world.
III. None are so opposed to the characters and practices of the wickkd ai

»ho8k who have bk.en betrayed by them,—M.

Ver. 14.

—

Samson's riddle. The first intention of Samson*! riddle is plainly, as h«
riiows in the interpretation, to wrap up in mystery a simple event of lis own eiperi-
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ence. But, with the Eastern instinct for imagr^ry, Samson may well be supposed to

intend also to set forth general principles which he sees illustrated in that event.

The words seem to sug-gest the beautiful truth that things harsh and destiuctive may
be found to contain within them sources of happiness and life.

I. Sources of life mat bk foiind in powei;s of destruction. Out of the de-

stroyer came forth food. 1. The destroying agencies of nature prepare the way
for fresh life. Geological catastrophes renew the face of the old earth with virgin

fields of fertility. The products of decay are the food of new life ; the rotting leaves

of autumn nourishing the blooming flowers of spring. 2. National revolutions

ometimes introduce a better order. Out of the corruption and disintegration of the

Eoman empire the separate nationalities of modern Europe sprang into being. 3.

Religious destructive agencies prepare the way for new religi'^ « institutions. The
work of the Hebrew prophets, of Christ and his apostles,—especially St. Paul,—of the

leaders of the Reformation, was largely destructive, and only after a certain amount

of ruthless breaking up of old revered habits and doctrines was it possible to intro-

duce the good things they were ultimately destined to establish. We may be too

fearful of needful but painful destroying agencies, and by joining the new cloth to

the old garment may only increase the final rent. 4. Destructive influences in

private life are overruled by God's providence to produce fruitful issues. Our

cherished hope is dashed to the ground ; for the moment we are in despair. But

in time out of the grave of the past God makes a purer, nobler hope to spring. 6.

The death of Christ is the source of the Chilian's lift. In his broken body we see

our bread of life (1 Cor. xi. 24).

II. SOUBCES OF QUIET BLESSEDNESS MAT BB FOUND IN MOVEMENTS OF VIOLENT

STRENGTH. Out of the strong comes forth sweetness. 1. It is only in strength that

we canfind true gentleness. While gentleness makes us great, greatness is necessary

to the perfection of gentleness. Soft weakness is not gentleness. Self-control, for-

bearance, quiet work in the midst of difficulty are signs of gentleness, and they all

imply greafstrength of soul. Clirist's shadow shelters us because he is a great rock

(Isa. xxxii. 2). 2. Violent exercises of strength are sometimes required to remove an
unsettled, restless condition of things, to estabUsh an equilibrium, and so secure more

peace. Storms clear the air and bring about a more stable calm than that which

T)receded them. The troubles of life subdue our passions, rebuke our wilfulness,

chasten our affections, and thus prepare us to receive the peace of God. 3. A healthy

exercise of 8trei\gth is the means of bringing haj^piness to others. Sentimental

sympathy is of little use. If we wish to sweeten tiie lot of the most miserable

classes of men, we must be prepared for active measures of improvement. 4. In

proportion to the violence of earthly triak will be the sweetness qf the heavenly

r«t.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XV.

Var. 1.—Within a while—the same ex-

pression aa that in ch. xiv. 8, rendereil

"after a time," and in ch. xi. 4, rendered
" in y>roce88 of time." In the time of wheat

harvest—about the month of May. The
harvest, ait appears from ver. 5, had begun,

•ome com being already cut, and in shocks
;

the rest still standing, and, being ready to

be cut, of course extremely dry and inflam-

mable. With a kid, as a present, intended

no doubt to make peace (Oen. xxxviii. 17).

His anger (ch. xiv. 19) had now pas,sed

Samson's father-in-law might well hare
thought that Samson had forsaken his wife,

and would never forgive her treachery.

Possibly too he was a covetous man, and
glad to get a second dower. Anyhow, hia

anawtT was conciliatory ; but Samson waa
not in a mood to accept excuses, or be soft-

ened by conciliation.

Yer. 3.— I shall be more blameless than
the Philistines. The phnuse rather means,
/ shall be blanuless (or guiltless) before tht

Philistines, i. e. in relation to the Philistines,

—they will have nothing to lay to my charge;
my revenge will be a just one,—as in Numb.

away, and his love for his wife had returneil. xxxii. 22 : Th^n shall ye be guiltless be/ore

He waa little jirepared to tiiiii her married
|

th^ Lord, and before Israel. He meana that

again to hi" fri'iiJ. .
»<) trrievous an injury as he had receiTed in

Ver. 2. — la not hei yoonger tiatar, kc I nsTrnft hia wife taken from him and given
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to a Philistine will justify any requitals on
his part.

Ver. 4.—Foxes. The word here rendered
fox {sMi'al, in Persian shagal, which is ety-

mologically the same word as jackal) in-

cludes the jackal, which is as common in

Palestine aa the fox. Here, and in Ps.

Ixiii. 10, the gregarious jackals, the canis

aureus, are undoubtedly meant. Caught.
The Hebrew word means especially caught
in nets or snares. See Amos iii. 5 (have taken

nothing at all) ; Ps. xxxv. 8 (let his net catch

himselij; Jer. xviii. 22; Isa. viii. 14 (taken),

&c. And it is in this sense that the A. V.
uses the word caught. A clever sportsman,
as no doubt Samson was, would have no
difficulty whatever in netting or snaring 300
jackals, which always move in packs, and
would be attracted by the vineyards of

Thimnathah, for which their partiality is well

known (see ch. xiv. 5, note). The writer of

the additional article Fox in Smith's ' Dic-
tionary of the Bible,' states that he had tried

the experiment of throwing grapes to the
foxes, jackals, and wolves in the Zoological

Gardens. The wolves would not touch them,
the others ate them with avidity. Took fire-

brands, ke. Many cavils have been directed

against the truth of this account, but \vith-

ont the slightest reason. The terrified

animals, with the burning torches and the
blazing straw behind them, would neces-

sarily run forwards. Samson would, of

course, start the couples at numerous dif-

ferent points, and no doubt have a number
of Hebrews to assist him. To the present
day the corn-fields in that part of the Shepht-
lah extend continuously for twenty or thirty

miles.

Ver. 5.—The shocks and the standing com.
See ver. 1, note. With the vineyards and
olives. The Hebrew text has the orchards of
olive trees—the word cherem, usually trans-

lated vineyard, meaning also any orchard ;

but the Septuagint in both codices supplies

aTul, as does the A. V., which gives the
more probable sense, vineyards and olives.

It is unlikely that the vineyards should not
be mentioned, in a district abounding in

them.
Yer. 6.—And the FMlistineB . . . burnt

her and her father with fire. See ch. xiv. 1 5.

It appears from Gen. xxxviii. 24 ; Levit. xx.
14; xxi. 9; Josh. vii. 15, 25, that burning with
fire was a judicial punishment among the
Hebrews. Possibly the Philistines, in their
fear of Samson, and perhaps also from •
rude sense of justice, inflicted this punish-
ment upon the Thimnathite and her father
as the real authors of the destruction of their

corn-fields, by giving Samson so unheard-of
provocation. Note the fact of the identical

fate overtaking Samson's wife which sh*
had sought to escape by base treachery (cf.

John xi. 48 with what actually happened).
Ver. 7.—And Samson said, &c. There

are two ways of understanding Samson's
speech: one, with the A. V., as meaning to

say that though the Philistines had taken his

part, and repudiated all fellowship in the

shameful deed of the Thimnathite and her
father, yet he would have his full revenge

upon them ; the other, translating the par-

ticle in its more common sense of if, makes
him say, "If this is the way you treat me,
be sure I will not cease till I have had my
full revenge." This is perhaps on the whole
the most probable meaning. It still leaves

it uncertain whether the Philistines meant
to do Samson justice, or to do him an ad-
ditional injury, by putting his wife and her
father to death.

Ver. 8.—He smote them hip and thigh,

&c. A proverbial expression, the origin oi

which is uncertain ; it means, he smote
them with a great and complete slaughter.

It is reasonable to suppose that he had
gathered a few Hebrews round him to help
him. He went down, &c. This shows that

Etam must have been situated lower than
Tininath, and seems to preclude its identifi-

cation with Urtas, in the hill country of

Judah, between Bethlehem and Tekoah,
which apparently represents the Etam of 2

Chron. xi. 6. But there is another Etam in

the tribe of Simeon (1 Chron. iv. 32), which
may possibly be the Etam of our text. In
the top of the rock. Rather, the cleft or

fissure of the rock — some narrow and in-

accessible ravine. The site has not been
identified.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—8.

—

The progress of the feud. In tracing the steps of any quarrel which
has gone on to the bitter end, we can usually see that there were moments when recon-
-eiliation was very near, but was hindered by the hasty action of one party, and that
after such failure the enmity becomes more fierce and bitter than ever. Thus in the
quarrel between Samson and tlie Philistines. After the first burst of anger at his
rwie's treachery, Samson's impatient nature had cooled down, his lovefor his wife had
fevived, and he returned to her house with a present intended as a peace offering,
hoping no doubt to find her penitent, and to receive a warm welcome from her. Hi*^
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it been so, Lis breach with the PliilistineB might have been healed, and his whole
future career would have been changed. But this was prevented by the intemperata

haste of Samson's father-in-law. Instead of waiting to see whether Samson s just

anger would subside, and keeping the door of reconciliation open, he gave Samson's

\^ife to his friend. When Samson returned in a spirit of generous forgiveness, he
found the false woman on whom he threw away his love already wedded to another,

and the doo.- closed against him. His fury knew no bounds. Everything Philistine

was hateful In his eyes. The former wrong was lost in the glare of the far greater

wrong which aucceeded it The Philistines were made to pay dearly for the insult

and iiijuTj' they had done him. And then, as so often happens in embitterod resent-

ments, even the attempt to pacify him only added fuel to the flame. His wife'a

adultery hnd been a cruel blow; the punishment of that adulter)' by a horrible death

was a still deadlier one. The bumit.g of corn-fields had been a sufficient revenge
for the one; the si inghter of the Philistines was the only expiation for the other.

And so the quarrel went on from bad to worse ; the enmity became more deadlj , the

strife more embittered. It went on through bloodshed and captivity, till Samson and
his enemies perislied together under the ruins of the temple of Dagon. If quarrels

are to be healed, there must be patience on both sides. Neither side must credit the

other with an unappeasable hatred or •with an inextinguishable wrath. Hasty insult*

and hasty overtures of peace must alike be avoided. Time must be given for resent-

ment to cool and for the sting of the wrong to be forgotten. Otherwise things will

grow from bad to worse ; the petty insult or annoyance will be succeeded by the

mortal wrong, and the melancholy spectacle wli follow of two human beings, who
ought to love one another as children of the same heavenly Father, using eiil their

powers and opportunities to wound each other's feelings, and to inflict injuries upon
one another. But the only real remedy for enmities is to be found in the true spirit

of Christian love : " Be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another,

even as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you." In the presence of the cross

enmities and hatreds are crucified. The bitterest offence given and wrong suffered

•will only provoke the prayer, " Father, forgive ^em, for they know not what they do."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—9.—A tonevients of the unrighteous. A great wrong had been done. An
act of warfare against the country of Samson's wife is punished by domestic treachery

and wrong. For fear of the Philistines. Samson's wife is given to another. The fear

of S imson takes the place of the fear which inspired the unrighteousness. Suggested

atonement does not allay the wrath of the wronged, but magnanimously he turns his

wrong into an occasion of renewed hostility to the Philistines. A national calamity

thus springs from a private offence.

I. GeEAT WB0NG8 ABE COMMl'lTED UNDEB THB INFLDKA'CK OP FEAK.

II. The ATONEMENTS AND EXCUSES OF THE UNRIGHTEOUS BUT ENHANfE THEIB OUILT.

III. The CONSEgUENCES of evil actions cannot BK FOBESKKN OB ADEQUATILT

WARI'ED OFF BY THE OFFENDER {vide ver. 6).

IV. PbIVATE WBOHO mat be punished BT NATIONAL DISASTER.—M.

Vers. 1—5.

—

CchTb servant set free by the providences of life. The entanglement*

into which Samson fell were brought upon himself. God by painful circumstances

destroys these. Samson then felt that he was at liberty to carry on war against the

enemies of his country,

I. God's servants abe fbequbntlt hampebbd by their own impbudences akd
FOLLIES.

II. The purpose of the discipline of life is to remove thesb kntanglements
and turn them into a stbongeb in KNTiVE TQWARPH HIS SERVICE. Entanglement

and re-entanglement, deliverance beyond deliverance, ia the history of Samson's

career.—M.

VerH. 4. 5.

—

Foxes and firebratuU. This drcumatano* has become olaasia II

TJvidly iliufltratea

—
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I. The INGKNDITY OF INSPIBEL) VENGEANCE.
II. Little causes of mischief and great roxsEonRNCKs.
III. The mischief God's enemies entail upon thkmselvbs. It is unexpected,

overwhelming, and vital- The year's produce, upon which the life of the people

depended, was swept away at a single stroke. No one knows how to punish the

rebel against his kingdom as God himself does.—M.

Vers. 6—8.

—

Those who have occasioned evil punished for those who caused it. Of
this policy amongst individuals and nations the world is full.

I. Wicked men are often wiser than their actions would indicate. It was
well to inquire, " Who hath done this ? " but when the agent was discovered, they
were too afraid of him to punish him, so they wreaked their vengeance upon those

who could not defend themselves. Greater care is shown by men in removing occa-

sions of evMl than in curing the source of it.

II. Human injustice may unconsciously effect the ends of Divine justice. The
father-in-law and wife of Sumson deserved punishment, but hardly from those

through dread of whom they had done Samson wrong.
III. By acting as thky did the Philistines only bbouoht upon themselves

greater disasters.

IV. One weono leads to another.—M.

Vers. 8—16.

—

Reqidting evil for good, and good for evil. It was truly unhand-
some conduct on the part of tho men of Judah. They had received aid and service

from Samson, and their enemies had been put to shame ; and now, when they are

threatened with consequences for harbouring him from their foes, they are ready to

betray him.

I. Those who have received the greatest denrfits often betray their bene-
factors. Wallace was betrayed by a Scotchman ; Christ by Judas, and rejected by
the Jews. This arises partly from failure to comprehend the work done by great

men
;
partly from ignoble nature, that fails to attain the level of heroic action.

II. A MAGNANIMODS MIND WILL RATHER SUFFER EVIL THAN BE THE OCCASION OF IT

TO OTHERS.

III. Men injure themselves when they evade duty in compromise. These 3000
men of Judah might have driven the Philistines before them, and delivered their land,

had they been inspired by a heroic spirit. They afterwards discover that the work
is done m spite of them which might have been done by them, and thus lose the

credit and blessing that might have been theirs. Samson is thus completely detached

from the nation he was raised up to deliver. So Christ stands alone as the Saviour

of the world.
IV. God may overrolb men's misdoings to their ultimate advantage. * Grace

can extract a blessing even from sin. But atonement has been made, and the spirit

purged from its mean and unholy disposition. The crucifixion of Christ, the work
of men, is the means of the salvation of men.

V. EXTEKNAL BONDS CANNOT EFFECTUALLY BIND THE SERVANT OF GOD.

"Stone walla do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage."

Persecutions tend to further the influence of truth. God breaks the bands with
which men confine his servants and his word.—M.

Vers. 4, 5.

—

Ingenuity and originalitjf. 1. Tvcknuity is ofirn as effective A9

STRENGTH. Sinison is not merely the hero of brute force; lie shuwa wit, intelli-

gence, inventiveness. We constantly see how effective these faculties are in business,

ill war, in politics. The Christian needs the wisdom of the serpent (Matt. x. 16). In

many of our Christian enterprises the reijuisite for greater success is not more money,
more workers, nor even more zeal, but wiser methods. Samson's ingenuity was
wholly on the side of destruction. Would that the soldiers of Christ's army of sal-

vation showed as much intelligence and wisdom in conducting the campaigns of the

JDUQES. V
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Church militant for the savin.^ of men as the soldiers of the armieB of ambitious

monarchs display in their warJEare, which brings little else than death and misery I

Ingenuity is quickened by interest. If we had a more practical sense of the end of

the Christian battle with the evil of the world, more earnest desire to effect real results,

more heart in the whole work, we should be more wise and thoughtful. It ifl the

half-hearted who are dull and sleepy soldiers of Christ.

II. ORIGINALmr OF METHOD IS OFTEN ONE GBOUND OF SUCCESS. SamSOH showed
great originality; consequently his enemies were not pro\'ided against the novel

attack he made upon their land and its produce. Mere novelty is little recommenda-

tion. But we are all too much wedded to old habits of life. Novel methods in the

work of the Cliurch are sometimes advisable, (1) because the old may be effete, (2)

because the old may have lost their interest or be well provided against by oppo-

nents, (3) because there is room for variety of work even when the old ways of work-

ing are successful, (4) because, though the old style may be good, we should always

be seeking for improvements till we attain to perfection, and (5) because new cir-

cumstances require new treatment. "We need no new gospel, no new Christ ; but we
do need fresh applications of the gospel, new adaptations to the wants of the times.

There ifl room for the richest originality in those who have the most loyal attachment

to the ancient truths of Christianity.

—

A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 9.—Went np, i. «. from their own
country in the Shephelah to the hill country

of Judah. As Samson had avenged his

nvTongs on the whole Philistine people, so

they now came up to Judah to take venge-

ance for Samson's injuries. In Lehi, or,

rather, hal-Lehi, the Lehi, the place after-

wards 80 called, as related in vers. 17 and
20 (see eh, viL 25, note). Lehi has been

identified by some with Tell-el-Lekhiyeh, four

miles above Beer-sheha ; and by others with
Beit-IAklyeh, in the Wady Suleiman, two
miles below the upper Beth-horon, and so

within easy distance of Timnath and other

places mentioned in the history of Samson.
But no certainty can at present be arrived at.

Ver. 11. —Men of Judah. It is rather

thru thousand men went doum from Judah,
showing that the rock Etam was below. The
top. It should be the cleft, as in ver. 8.

Knowect then not, &c. The language of

these cowardly men shows how completely
the Philistine yoke was fastened upon the
necks of Judah. The history gives no ac-

count of the riiilistine conquest, except the
brief allusion in ch. z. 6, 7 ; but Samson's
story brings to light the existence of it. The
abject state to which they were reduced is

shown by their complaint of Samson, " What
is this that thou hast done untoust" instead
of hailing him as a deliverer. As they did
unto me, &c. It is instructive to read Sam-
Bon's defence of himself in the very words used
hy the Philistines in ver. 10. ''An eye for

an eye, and a tooth for a tooth." There is

no end to renderinij " evil for evil."

Vers. 12, 13.—We are come down to bind
thee. There ia aometbing very base in thii

deliberat« agreement with their Phihattna

masters to delivernp Samson bound Into their

hands. But it is not very unlike the spirit in

which the Hebrews looked upon Moses when
he first began to work to rescue them from
tneir Egjptian bondage (Exod. ii. 14 ; Acts vii.

25—28). Samson's forbearance towards his

own countrjTnen is commendable. Brought
him up—from the deep ravine or cleft in

which he was hid. His place of concealment
was probably unkno%vn to the Philistines, or

may be they had quite a superstitious fear

of Samson from their experience of bis

prowess.

Ver. 14.—When he came, i. e. as soon
as he was come to Lehi, where the Philistine

camp was (ver. 9). Shouted against him.
Rather, shovXed as they ran out to meet him,.

It expres.<«es concisely the double action of

their all going out to meet him, and shouting
with joy when they saw him bound and, as

they thought, in their power.
Ver. 15.—A most vivid and stirring de-

scription I The Spirit of the Lord (ch. adv.

19), with that suddenness which marks his

extraordinary movements (1 Kings xviii. 12;
2 Kings ii 16 ; Acts ii. 2 ; vih. 89, &c.),

came upon Samson, and mightily strength-

ened him in his outer man. The strong
new cords snapped asunder in an instant,

and befoie the Philistines could recover from
tlieir terror at seeing tlieir great enemy free,

he had snatched up the heavy jawbone of

an ass recently dead, and with it smote the

flying Philistines till a thousand of them had
fallen under his blows.

Ver. 16. —And Sameon said, Ac Thf
exploit gave birth to one of Samson's punning,
enigmatical, sayings :

" )Vith th* Jawbone qf
the OM, one heap, tiooheapt of elun." 'Ham/6r,
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an ass, means also an htap. If one were to

imitate the passage in English, supposing

that the jaw of a sheep had been the imple-

ment, it might run something like this

—

By
the jaw of a sheep they fell heap upon heap.

A Latin imitation is, Maxilla cervi, acervum
acervos (Bochart). He adds, as if in explana-

tion, With the jaw of an ass have I slain a
thousand men. So the women sang, Saul
hath slain his thousands, and David his

ten thousands (1 Sam. xviii. 7). And a Latin

song is quoted, in which Aurelian is made
to say after the Sarmatic war—" Mille Sar-

matas, mille Francos, Semel et semel occidi-

mus, Mille Persas quaerimus" (Bp. Patrick

on Judges xv. ).

Ver. 17.—Made an end of speaking, i.e.

of reciting the song about the heaps of slain.

It is singular that the word rendered speak-

ing might also be rendered destroying, as in

2 Chron. zxii 10. Called that place Bamath-
leohi, i.e. the height of LecJii, or of the jaw-
bone, or, rather, the throwing away of the

jawbone. He commemorated the exact spot

where the slaughter ceased and the weapon
was thrown away by giving it the name of

Ramath-Lechi, or, as it was called for short-

ness, Lechi (or hal-Lechi).

Ver. 18.—He was sore athirst. The in-

credible exertions which he had made in pur-

suing and slaying the Philistines put him in

danger of his life from thirst. He thought he
should die, and be found and abused by his

uncircumcised foes. Hia only resource was
prayer to God, who had helped him hitherto.

We may note by the way that the more God
gives, the more he encourages us to ask.

Ver. 19.—But (or, and) God clave, &c.

Cf. Exod. xvii. 6 ; Numb. xx. 8, 11. The
A. V. (as the Septuagint and Vulgate seem
to have done, and Luther and others) has
quite misconceived the statement in the
text, as if God had cloven a hollow place in

the jawbone, and brought out the water

thence ; whereas the statement is quite clear
that God clave the hollow place which w
in Lchi (hal-Lehi, ver. 9, note), and that a
spring of water came out, to which Samson
gave the name En-hakkoreh, the spring of
him that called upon God, which name con-
tinued till the time of the writer. The spring
apparently continued till the time of St.

Jerome, and of other later writers, in the
seventh, twelfth, and fourteenth centuries

;

but Robinson was unable to identify it with
any certainty ('B. R.,' ii 64). The word
translated the (not a) hollow place {ham'
maktesh) means a mortar ; also the cavity in
the jaw from which the molar teeth grow.
The hollow ground from which the spring
rose, with which Samson quenched his
thirst, from its shape and from the connec-
tion with hal-Lechi (the jawbone) was called
hamrruiktesh. In Zeph. L 11 it is also •
proper name, apparently of some spot near
Jerusalem. The name thereof, i. e. of the
fountain, with which thereof, which is in the
feminine gender, agrees. Which is in Lehl
unto this day. This punctuation does not
agree with the Hebrew accents, which put a
strong stop after Lehi. The Hebrew accente
rather convey the sense that the name En'
hakkoreh continued to be the name of the
well unto the day of the writer.

Ver. 20. — And he judged Israel, &c
See ch. zvi. 81. It looks as if it had been the
intention to close the history of Samson
with these words, but that ch. xvi. was sub-
sequently added, possibly from other sources.

Compare the close of chs. xx. and xxi. of the
Gospel of St. John. A possible explanation,

however, of this verse being placed here is

that it results from the statement in ver. 19,
that Samson's spirit came again, and he re-

vived, or came to life again, after being on
the very point of death ; and, adds the
writer, he judged Israel after this for twent/
years.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 9—20.

—

Man unthout God, and man vriik God. These 3000 men of Judah
of whom we read in ver. 11 present us with a pitiable view of man's spirit crushed
by misfortune, when it is not upheld by trust in Almighty God. These men of
Judah were among those who did evil in the sight of the Lord, and were in conse-
quence delivered into the hand of the Philistines. But this chastisement, instead of
leading them to repent of their sin and folly in forsaking God and putting their trust
in false gods, only led to a kind of sullen despair. They said in their hearts, " Tliere
is no hope : no ; for I have loved strangers, and after them will I go " (Jer. ii. 25).
Utterly unmindful of their high privileges and vocation as the people of God, they
acquiesce in their own degradation : " The Philistines are rulers over us." They had
rather not be disturbed. Let us alone, they said. Let us be as we are, fallen, sunken,
degraded. All good within them was blunted and quenched. Self-respect was gone

;

love of country was gone; aspiration after all that is good and high was gone;
courage, honour, enterprise, love of freedom, pride in their own matchless institutions,

remembrance of a glorious past, hope for a glorious future, all was crushed withia
m2
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them because they had no trust in God. The elevating, ennobling, sustaining feeling

that they were God's chosen people, and that the unchaniring love and power of

God were on their side to sustain them in every virtuous effort, and give effect to

every good and holy desire, was extinct within them. Their calamities and injuries,

not being mixed with confidence in God, and prayer to him for deliverance, had only

trodilcn out their manhood. It was the sorrow of the world working death. Now
Buch a state of mind as this is a very common effect of unsanctified misfortunes.

Sorrows, brought on perliaps by misconduct, which do not send men to God in peni-

tence and prayer only harden and depress. They produce sullenness, and they

destroy the spring of hope. Men sink on to a lower pl.itform even in regard to their

fellow-men. They are not huinblid, only lowered. They take a lower, darker view
of human life and human responsibilities. Virtue, truth, love of neighbours, kind-

ness, generosity, and the charities of life bum very low and dim within them, if they

are not wholly extinct. A cold, hard selfishness, and even that not an aspiring self-

ishness, wraps itself around the centre of their being. Every appeal to the higher
qualities of human nature is resented or scoffed at. " Leave me alone," is the silent

language of their attitude towards humanity. " Trouble me not," is their answer to

every call upon them for virtuous effort. And as to the still higher and nobler calls

of religion, every invitation to rise toward God, to act in the spirit of his holy word,

to follow theleading of his Holy Spirit, to walk in the steps of the Lord Jesus Christ,

is received with a cynical sneer ; and even those who, in better days, seemed to be
actuated by religious hopes and feelings, under the pressure of such unsanctified

cares and sorrows fall into a thoroughly low region both of religion and of morals.

Now contrast with those men of Judah the feelings and the conduct of Samson.
Conscious of Divine aid, and of having unfailing strength in God, his courage nevei

drooped in the darkest days of the Philistine oppression. Conscious of his own high
calling, and of the election of Israel to be the people of God, he could not brook the

notion of being ruled over by the uncircumcised, nor did he lose the hope of some
great deliverance. He was ready for the service of God and of his country. And
even the feeling that he stood alone did not quench his spirit. He did not lose sight

of hope, because he did not lose sight of God. The weight of the great national

calamity, in which he also was involved, did not utterly depress and crush him,

because he believed in the mighty hand of God, which could lift up that weight in

a moment, whenever it seemed good to him to do so. And so all the natural resources

of his mind were kept alive and ready for action, as well as his great supernatural

strength, whenever the opportunity should arise. And Samson's supernatural strength

is only a type to us of that invincible spiritual strength which they have who are

the faithful servants of the Lord Jesus Christ. " I can do all things through Christ

which streiigtheneth me," is the truth embodied in Samson's exploits. In the

Christian's steady, unwearied, resistance to evil, in his patient continuance in well

doing, in the quiet, hopeful endurance of sufferings and afflictions, in the undaunted
spirit which quails under no dangers, and faints under no adversities, and in the faith

which eventually triumphs over all the powers of the world, we have the spiritual

counterpart of S imson's great bodily strength. The brave, hopeful struggle of such,

ending in victory, is in striking contrast with the desperate succumbing to evil of

which we have spoken. And we may see it on a large scale in the Church herself.

Often has the Cliiirch of God seemed weak and helpless before the powers of dark-

ness, even while she had in herself the secret of an invincible strength. Often would
her professed friends bind her in the fetters of worldly compliances, and hand her

over to be shaped according to the fashion of this world, lest she should overthrow
the accustomed sway, and hrenk down the traditionary rules. But as often has the

Spirit of the Lord come mightily ujion her, and she has awakened as a giant refreshed

with wine, and gone forth with irresistible might. The most trivial instruments have
been in her hands weapons of supernatural power ; her fiercest foes have sunk before

her victorious progress ; Gud has raised up refreshments to her in her hours of need
;

when she called upon God for help she was helped ; and many a monument of God'a
Baving grace and helping hand has deserved to be inscribed as En-hakhitnh—the

Bupply granted to the cry of faithful prayer, O Lord, let thy Spirit come upon ua

now, in this our day of trial ; hear thy Church's prayer, and let her cry com* uiita

the* I
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 14—16.

—

Imperfect means made ejfectual hy Divine inapiration. It was
but the jawbone of an ass, yet it slew as many as might have f.illun in a battle.

I. In the conflicts of truth it is of cbiep consequence that wk be on thb
SIDE of TBUTH, and ANIMATED BY THE SPIRIT OF GOD.

II. Through G()d's blessing the grandest results have been pboduced by
THE RUDEST AND SIMPLEST MEANS. The preaching of the gospel by unlettered

fishermen. " The solitary monk that shook the world " with the disused weapon in

God's armoury. The " simple gospel " and the evils of our age.

III. Notwithstanding outward advantages, the enemies of God are certain
IK the end to be discomfited.

IV. The absoluteness and splendour of spiritual achievements. Pentecost;
missionary triumphs ; the song of Moses and of the Lamb.—M.

Vers. 17—19.

—

The self-refreshment of Divine service. After his great exploit

Samson was exhausted and athirst. The zeal for the glory of Jehovah is upon him,
and he cannot brook the tarnishing of Lis glorious victory by a base surrender to

the Philistines. He immediately calls upon God, and is answered in the very scene

of his warfare.

I. In moments of greatest exaltation and power the saint 18 reminded of his

WEAKNESS AND DEPENDENCE UPON GoD. Paul and the *' thom in the flesh." The
great deed and heroic uplifting of soul accompanying it are a Divine gift—a treasure

in an earthen vessel. " By the grace of God I am what I am."
II. ThK true saint will frankly ACKNOWLEDGE THIS, AND BETAKE HIMSELF TO

PRAYER FOB DiviNE HELP. The faith that made Samson irresistible in battle nuw
makes him prevail with God. A sense of spiritual fitness forbids the notion that

God will suffer such an anti-climax. The victories that spring from acknowledged
weakness are moreglorior.s than those which proceed upon our fancied independence
and self-suflBciency. "When I am weak, then am I strong."

III. The conditions of an effectual pbayeb. 1. Sincerity andfaith God had
helped him already ; he is convinced, therefore, that he will still help. 2. Because of
wants and hardships necessitated hy Divine service. He is immediately answered,

and in the very scene of it. No earthly hand is suffered to help. 3. Zealfor the glory

of God. The idea of neutralising his triumph by yielding through physical distress

is obnoxious to him. He asks God to preserve the splendour of the exploit which
brought such glory to his name.—M.

Ver. 15.

—

The jawbone of an ass. I. It was a novel weapon. Samson again

shows his inventiveness and originality (see ver. 4). To succeed in sudden emerg-
encies we must have presence of mind to choose and act rapidly and freshly. -The

slave of routine is helpless in every critical moment of life.

II. It was the most convenient weapon available. If Samson conld have
laid his hand on a sword he would not have picked up the bone. It would be foolish,

rash, and presumptuous to reject the better means in order to make a display of

strength or originality in the use of inferior means. But when the only thing avail-

able is a comparatively poor expedient, it is better to use this than nothing. While
we are waiting for the perfect weapons to be forged the opportunity for victory

passes. Thus inferior men and inferior methods must often be used for want of

better ones. It is wrong for us to refuse to do any work for Christ because we have
not the best possible natural powers or cultivation. It is better to serve as we are

than not at all.

III. It was a SIMPLE WEAPON. Many would have despaired with such a prospect

as Samson's. But difficulty is the inspiration of genius. In spiritual warfare God
ometimes blesses the poorest means when faith and zeal are making the best use of

them. Ood's strength is thus most perfect in our weakness, because then we most
need it, are most likely to seek it trustfully, and will be most inclined to use it

«tbedieBtljr.
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IV. It was a bidiculous weapoh. The hero would seem to be humiliated as h«

condescended to use such a weapon. But he was great enough to despise rifiicule.

It i8 weak and wrong to decline to use the only available means of rendering God
good service because we fear they are undignified. True dignity is found not in

pedantry and pomp, but in simple, brave independence. Great needs conquer foolish

vanity. When the Philistines are on us we are in no mood to ask or to care whether

our conduct will excite the laughter of the idle. If Christians realised more fully the

awful depth of the world's sin and misery, they would be less sensitive to the trivial

ridicule with which men may regard their work. How many promising lives have
been poisoned by the narcotic of a false respectability I

V. It was a successful weapon. This is the one matter of consequence. Success

refutes all objections. Ridicule is now turned into admiration. The very simplicity

and folly of the means increases the glory of the result. So the great question in

the Christian warfare against evil is that this is effective. If so, all the world's

foolish criticism will be drowned in the triumph of victory.—A.

Vers. 18, 19. — Distress after triumph. I. One great deliverancs is ho
SECURiTT AGAINST ALL FUTURE TROUBLE. Samson is Surprised and vexed that a new
trouble should fall upon hiui after his great victory. There is a danger lest we
should rest contented with past triumphs. The Christian warfare can only end with

the final victory over death. Till then we are in the enemy's land, and must expect

that one battle will only be succeeded by another. Though we may have a season

of calm, an oasis in the desert, a quiet resting-place, " this is not our rest." Let us

beware of the confident self-elation which often follows the conquest of a tempta-

tion ; it may be an introduction to a new and more dangerous one.

II. Slight evils may prove more dangerous thaji great ones. Samson feels

it humiliating to be in danger of dying of thirst after his victory over a much more
imposing enemy ; but he had means to meet the greater foe, and none with which to

face the smaller one. Evils are injurious not so much in proportion to their simple

magnitude as in proportion to our susceptibility to them. The force of a particular

temptation depends on a man's special disposition and peculiarity of character, not

imply on its inherent alarming or alluring qualities. It should humble us to learn

that after escaping the greatest dangers by the help of God we may succumb to very

imall dangers if left to ourselves.

III. Seasons of triumph are often followed by seasons of depression. Samson
is despondent and querulous after his victory. So was Elijah (1 Kings xix. 4). No
doubt this common experience is partly the result of nervous reaction. Excitable

people oscillate between the extremes of ecstasy and despair. It has also moral

grounds. We grow over-confidont, we expect too much, we forget that life cannot

always be pitched in the heroic mood. The career of the loftiest souls is not one

nnbroken epic ; even this has its seamy side, its stale and unprofitable moments.

There is a Divine purpose of discipline in this painful experience to keep us humble
and in tiustful submission.

IV. God helps us in our depression as well as in our elation. God came
to the rescue of Samson. Though he murmured, God had compassion on him. Gud
understands our weakness, and, understanding, pities it. He does not treat his

servants as heroes, but as children (Ps. ciii. 13). The depression of feeling which
destroys our consciousness of assurance does not destroy God's grace. It is import-

ant to observe that the faith which is the condition of God's help is not our confidence

in our own salvation, but the simple trusting of ourselves to God's care, so that

when we least expect his help this may come upon us and surprise us, if ouly we
thua cast oarselves upon his mercy.—A<

EXPOSITION.

nn ktrrvxi vtri I
It may liave been many years after hlj victory

I.HAI 1 KK .\vi.
^^ hal-Leclii, towards" the litter part of his

Ver. 1.—Then. It should be ajwi. There is twenty years' jufl'^'eship. Gaia, uow^Aurre/*,

nothing to show when the incident occurred, | one of the five chief cities of the Philistines,
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once a strong place, but now a large open
town. It was the last town in South-West
Palestine on the road from Jerusalem to

Egypt (Acts viii. 26, 27). It played an im-
portant part in history in all ages—in the

times of the Pharaohs, the Seleucidae, the

Maccabees, the Romans, the Khalifs, and the
Crusaders. It was withia the limits of the

tribe of Judah (Josh. xv. 47). It is first

mentioned in Gen. x. 19, as the south-west

border of the Canaanites. Its real trans-

literation from the Hebrew is 'Azzah, as it is

actually expressed in the A. V. of Deut. ii.

23, and 1 Rings iv. 24. Gaza is the Greek
form.

Ver. 2.—And it waa told. These words
have no doubt ncddentally fallen out of the

Hsbrew text, but they are necessary to the

sense, and are expressed in all the ancient

versions. We have no clue as to the motive
of Samson's visit to Gaza, whether he was
meditating its conquest, or an assault upon
its inhabitants, or whether he came merely
in the wild spirit of adventure, or upon civU
business. We only know that he came
there, that, with his usual weakness, he fell

into the snare of female blandishments, that
the Philistines thought to have caught him
and killed him, but that he escaped by his

iipematural strength. Gaza is about thir-

teen hours' march from Thimnathah. They
eompassed him in. The Hebrew does not
express this idea, nor is it what the Gazites

did. It should be rendered, They went about
and lay in waitfor him. Instead of attack-

ing him directly, they took a round-about
course, and set an ambush for him in the
city gates, probably in the guard-room by
the side of the gate, intending when he came
forth unsuspectingly in the morning, at the
hour of opening the gates, to rush upon him
and kill him.

Ver. 3. — Samson arose at midnight.
Possibly the woman had learnt the plot, and
gave Samson warning, after the manner of
Rahab ; or she may have been his betrayer,

and reckoned upon retaining him till the
morning ; anyhow he arose at midnight,
when the liers in wait were sleeping securely,

and tearing up the two gate-posts, with the
gatss and the cross-bar attached to them,
walked off with thent "as far as the top of the
hill that is before Hebron. " Took the doors,
&c. Rather, laid Jiold of. For went away
with them, tianslate plitcked them up. It
is the technical word for plucking up the tent
pins. Bar and all, or, loith the bar. The bar
was probably a strong iron or wooden cross-

bar, wfiich was attached to the posts by a
lock, and could only be removed by one that
had the key. Samson tore up the posts
with the barred gates attached to them, and,
putting the whole mass upon his back .walked
off with it. Tho hill that ii before Hebron.

Hebron " was about nine geographical, oi

between ten and eleven English, miles froia

Gaza, situated in a deep, narrow valley, with
high hills on either side." It is approached
from Gaza over a high ridge, from the top ol

which Hebron becomes visible, lying in the
valley below at fifty minutes' distance. This
spot would suit very well the description,

"the hill that is before Hebron." Some,
however, think that the hill called el Montar,
about three-quarters of an hour from Gaza,
on the road to Hebron, is here meant, and
that the plain before Hebron merely means
towards, as in Gen. xviii. 16 ; Deut. xxxiL 49.

Ver. 4.— Sorek. See ch. xiv. 5, note.

The name has not yet been discovered as

applied to any existing spot ; but Eusebius
in the ' Onomasticon ' speaks of a village

Caphar'Sorek as still existing near Zorah.
The term valley {nachal) describes a wady,
i. e. a narrow vaUey with a stream.

Ver. 5.—Lords. See ch. iii. 3, note. His
great strength lieth—literally, wherein (oi

by what means) his strength is great. They
guessed that it was through some charm or

secret amulet that his Herculean might was
nourished. Eleven hundred pieces, or

shekels, of silver. The whole sum promised
by the five lords would be no less than
5500 shekels, equal to about £620 of our
money. The curious notation, eleven hun-
dred pieces, occurs again ch. xviL 2. The
reason of it is unknown.

Ver. 7.—As another man—literally, as ona

of men, i. e. of mankind, not different from
other men. As regards the word rendered
withs, it is not certain whether strings of cat-

gut are not meant. In Ps. xi. 2 the same
word is used of a bow-string. The word
rendered green means fresh or new, and
might be equally applied to catgut strings

or withs.

Ver. 9.—There were men lying in wait

—

literally, and the liers in wait were abiding

for her in the chamber. She had hid soma
three or four men in the chamber unknown
to Samson, that they might be ready to fall

upon him should his strength really have
departed from him. The word for liers in
wait is in the singular number, but is to be
taken collectively, as in ch. xx. 33, 36—38.

In ch. XX. 37 it is joined to a plural verb.

It is to be presumed that through some con-
certed signal the liers in wait did not dis-

cover themselves.

Ver. 10.—Wherewith, or rather, m in

Ter. 8, by what mecms.
Ver. 11.—Ropes—literally, tvnsted things ;

hence cords or ropes, as Ps. ii. 3 ; Isa. .
18. Occupied—an old obsolete phrase, tat

which we should now say used.

Ver. 12.—Took new ropes. She had them
by her, apparently, or could easily procure
them, aa It is not said that the lordJs brought
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them to her. And there were Hers. Rather,

as before, and the Iters in wait loere abiding,

tc. Each time she had persuaded the lords

that Samson had divulged his secret, and

that she would deliver him into the hands

of the men whom they sent.

Ver. 13.—The seven locks, by which we
learn that his mass of hair as a Nazarite was

arranged in seven locks or plaits. His re-

sistance was becoming weaker, and he now
approached the dangerous ground of his

unshorn hair. With the web. This must
mean the warp, which was already fastened

in the loom, and across which Samson's

locks were to be woven as the woof.

Ver. 14.—And she fastened it with the

pin. The Septuagint and many comment-
ators understand that she used the pin (it is

the common word for a tent pin) to fasten

the loom or frame to the ground, or to the

wall. But a good sense comes out if we
understand the phrase to mean, So she struck

tcUh the shuttle, i. e. she did what Samson
told her to do, vi2. , wove his locks into the

warp which was already prepared. This waa
done by successive strokes of the shuttle, to

which the hair was fastened. To strike

with the peg or shuttle may have been the

technical phrase for throwing the shuttle

with the woof into the warp ; and it is a

strong argument in favour of this interpreta-

tion that it makes her action the simple ful-

filment of his directions. He said, " Weave
my locks into the warp. So she struck with

the shuttle." With the pin of the beam,
and with the web. The Hebrew word
'creg cannot mean the beam, as it is here

translated ; it is the substantive of the verb

to weave in ver. 13. Its obvious meaning,
therefore, is the woof. The pin of the woof,

therefore, is the shuttle with the woof at-

tached to it, *. e. Samson's hair, which was
firmly woven into the warp. He went
away with. Tliis is the same word as was
applied in ver. 3 to his plucking up the gate-

posts. Now, with the strength of his neck,

lie tore up the shuttle which fastened his

hair to the warp, and so dragged the whole
solid frame along with it. However, as we
do not know the technical term of the art of

the weaving among the Hebrews and Philis-

tines, nor the precise construction of their

looms, some obscurity necessarily attaches to

this descriptioa.

Ver. 15.—Thy great strength litth—

u

before, ver. 6, thy strength is great.

Ver. 16.—So that. Omit so. The mean-
ing is, that in consequence of her daily
solicitation his sonl was vexed (ch. i. 16) to

death—literally, was so short, so impatient,
as to be at the point to die.

Ver. 17.—That he told her. This begini
a new sentence. Eead, And h^ told her.

Any other man. Rather, like all men.
Man, though singular in the Hebrew, is

collective as in ver. 7, and as the Iter in wait
in vers. 9 and 12, and is properly rendered
men in English.

Ver. 18.—He hath showed me. So ^he
Keri ; but the written text has her instead

of me, which is favoured by the tense of the
verb caTne up. If her is the true reading,

these words would be the addition of the

messenger, explaining why she told them to

come up once more, or of the narrator, for the

same purpose. Brought money. It should
be Uie money, the stipulated bribe (ver. 5).

Ver. 19.—She called for a man. It is

she called to the man—the man whom she

had secreted in the chamber before she put
Samson to sleep, that he might cut oflF the

locks. She cansed him to shave. In the

Hebrew it is she shared, but it probably

means that she did so by his instrumentality.

She began to afiSict, or humble, him. His
strength began to wane immediately his

locks began to be shorn, and it was all gone
by the time his hair was all cut oS.

Ver. 20.—And shake myself, t. «. shake
off the Philistines who encompass me

;

but when he said so he knew not that the

Lord had departed from him, and that he
was indeed become weak like other men (see

a fine sermon of Robert Hall's from this

text).

Ver. 21.—Put out his eyes. One of the

cruel punishments of those times (see Numb,
xvi. 14 ; 2 Kings ixv. 7), and still, or till

quite lately, practised by Oriental despots

to make their rivals incapable of reigning.

So King John, in Shakespeare, ordered

Arthur's eyes to be put out with a hot iron

{King John, Act IV. scene i.). Herodotus
(Melp. iv. 2) says that the Scythians used to

put out the eyes of all their slaves. He did

grind—the most degrading form of labour,

the punishment of slaves among the Greeks

and Romans (see too Isa. xlvii. 2).

HOMILETICa

Ver*. 1—22.

—

Presumption leading to a fall. One of the most instructive

fibRprvations we can make with a view to our own guidance is that of the extreme
danger of self-confidence. Humility is of the very essence of the Christian character,

and the moment that presumption takes the place of humility the danger to the soul

rommences. Now humility is not necessarily an underrating of our own powers or

gai own gifts Our powers are just what they are, and our gift^ are of a certain
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Value, neither more nor less, and there is no reason why we should not appraise

them at their true value. Samson did not overrate liis strength when he submitted

to be bound by tlie men of Judah, nor when he put the gates of Gath upon his

BJioulders, and carried them to the liill over ap^ainst Hebron. But the transition to

presumption commences as soon as we forget that we have notliing which we liave

not received, and begin to use what we have for our own purposes, and nut for

God's glory, and reckon upon its continuance, whatever use we make of it. When a

gift or power generates self-conceit, as if it originated with ourselves, presumption
has begun ; the use of it for our own glorification is the next step ; security in its

continuance, however nmch we abuse it, is the third stage of presumption. We
8eem to see this in the history of Samson. He was the child of pnver, and of great

expectations. From hi.«i mother's womb he was consecrated to God in the bonds of

a special covenant. From his birth he had the special blessing of God resting upon
him. From his youth he was moved in an extraordinary manner by the Spirit of the

Lord. Before his birth he was announced as the deliverer of Israel. To enable him
to fulfil his grand destiny, he was endowed with supernatural strength ; and to mark
how entirely that strength was God's gift, it was tied to the outward sio^n of his

Nazarite vow, his unshorn locks. But very early he began to show a certam unfit-

ness for his great task. His marriage with the Timnathite was a distinct downward
Btep from the platform of heroic self-consecration to the service of God. That God
designed to make use of that act in forwarding his own purposes does not in the

least affect its nature as a subordination of high spiritual resolves to self-\vill and
carnal lusts. Again, in his assaults upon the Philistines we see much more of a
wayward resentment of personal injuries than of enlightened patriotic efforts to

deliver his country from a degrading foreign yoke. His wife betrays his secret, so

the Philistines of Ashkelon are slaughtered and plundered ; his wife is given to

another man by her father, so the whole country is wasted with fire to avenge the

wrong ; she is put to death, and he avenges her death by a great slaughter of her

countrymen. His visit to Gaza, and the extraordinary feat of carrying away the

gates upon his shoulders, savoured more of the wanton display of great powers for

eelf-glorification than of a sanctified use of them for God's glory. But it is in the

painful transaction with Delilah that wn chiefly see that presumptuous abuse of great

gifts which precedes a great fall. Unwarned by the previous treachery of Philis-

tine women, unmindful of previous deliverances from imminent peril by the mercy
of God, he gave himself up to the wantonness of self-confidence. Either not seeing

or despising her desi:^ns for his destruction, he went on step by step toward his ruin,

as an ox goeth to the slaughter; he tampered with his solemn vow as a Nazarite,

which hitherto he bad respected, and placed it at the mercy of a heathen harlot, and
never woke from his delusion and presumption till he found himself a helpless cap-

tive in the hands of his enemies, deprived of his eyesight and of his liberty, an object

of scorn, and, still worse, an occasion of blasphemy against God. The lesson is a

striking one in every wa}', and it is one much needed ; for nothing is more com-
mon, or more fruitful in falls and failures, than a selfish misuse of God's gifts, and a

presumptuous confidence in the possession of them. We see it in men like Napoleon

Buonaparte, A giant in abilities, but those abilities were used only for self-exalta-

tion. Success led him on to blind self-co'ifidence. He thought his power was his

own, and could never be taken from him. He fell at last into the wantonness and
fatuity of presumption, acting with incredible folly, and bringing upon himself an

utter ruin. But we see the same thing with regard to spiritual gifts. The possession

of spiritual discernment, or of eloijuence in expounding the word of God, or of

influence over men, begets conceit. The sense of having only what God has given

us, and of being tenants at will of his mercies, becomes weakened, and spiritual

pride is permitted to grow. Then men begin to use their gifts unfaithfully, ». e.

not with a single eye to the glory of God and the good of men's souls, but *or thena-

selves. They use them and display them to feed their own vanity, to increase their

own consequence and importance. They use them to gather parlic,- around theiu-

selves of which they may be the heads and leaders. Sometimes tliey use them for

gain, for filthy lucre, seeking the advancement of their own worldly interests, while

they tj% ofltenhihlv worKnig tor God. Every kind and de^jree of such a spirit ne*d«
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to be carefully guarded against and nipped in the very bud. That simplicity of aim
and purpose which was so sublimely apparent in the words and works of the Lord
Jesus sliould be the mark which his disciples should constantly strive to attain. The
work which is done partly for a man's self is only half done. The work which is

done entirely for God is done wholly. The thorough practical feeling that all our
gifts and powers, be they great or small, are given to us by God for his service is a

great help towards such pure and righteous use of them. But we must not forget

that there is a further stage of this abuse of spiritual gifts which can only end in a

grievous fall. God is very patient and long-suffering, and puts up, maybe, with our
lesser offences in this respect, only gently rebuking us, and giving us signilicant

warnings of our danger. But if these warnings are neglected, the state of pre-

Bumptiun may grow till there is no remedy. In this state of mind men ruflh into

temptation as if there could be no danger for them. They repudiate or neglect

prayer, as if prayer was not needful for them. They lose all the marks of a gracious

soul, and yet they are not frightened at their absence. And then comes a fail, may-
De into the gross darkness of unbelief, maybe into the abyss of sensual sin, which
to the world seems sudden, but which had really been steadily advancing through the

successive stages of presumption and self-confidence. The Spirit of the Lord departs

from them, and Satan enters into them. Gifts ttntlumt grace unjn-ujitable. But %ve

cannot dismiss the sad history of Samson without the reflection that gifts, however
splendid, and powers, however eminent, are useless without the grace to use them
aright. What might not Samson have effected for his country and his generation if

his extraordinary strength had been used humbly, wisely, and consistently in the

service of God and for the good of Israel I If his own passions of lust, and anger,

and revenge had been under the control of that Holy Spirit which so wondrously
strengthened his body, and his single aim had been to walk with God and do good
to man, what a career his would have been I But as it was all went to waste.

Desultory actions leading to no lasting result, mighty efforts followed by shameful
weakness, and heroic courage defeated by his own imbecility of purpose, made a

life all marred and blotted, aimless and purposeless—a brilliant disappointment, a

splendid failure, a glorious shame. But it has left this further lesson to be weighed
and pondered by us all, and especially by those who are most richly endowed with

intellectual or spiritual gifts, that while God can accomplish his own desig^is through
our abuse as well as our use of his good gifts, and through our failures as well as

through our successes, it rests with ourselves to improve each talent committed to

us, and so to use them that they may be found onto our own honour and praise and
glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS ADTHORa

Vers. 1—S.

—

God redeeming the error of hi* aervant. The visit to the " harlot

"

is not to be explained away. The character of Samson explains its nature. This

was the side where he was weak, the love of women. His sensuality betrays him
into a great danger. God shows his affection for his servant, and for Israel whom he

had delivered, by granting strength for a signal and unexpected escape, which was
marked by trophies covering his enemies with shame.

I. Wk ought to beware of a onk-sided moralitt. External morality, like

Samson the Nazarite's, is almost certain to be of this kind. The saint should

leave no unguarded place. Only the indwelling of the Holy Ghost can deliver

from besetting sins. The blood of Jesus Christ, God's Son, cleanseth from all siiu

II. A SINGLE BIN MAY UNDO THE FAME AND SUCCESS OF A LIFETIME.

III. When saintb fall into sin the wicked thidmph and aiie confident of

THEIR RUIN. The conception which the world has of sainthood is one of perfect

external blamelessness, the least infraction ot which is hailed as utter failure. When
one failing like this is discovered, many more are imagined. How sure are thcHH

cowards of the capture of their foe 1 Or do they only seem to be so, using words of

conlidence and procrastination to conceal their inward fear? Is there not an un-

sounded mystery, &c., that cannot be calculated upon, in the defections of God's

people V What and if Peter be restored again? The awaking of him whom God
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rouses from fleshly slumbers will ever take the wicked by surprise. The evil is thai

the Churf'h too often shares the world's view about the irrecoverableness of backsliders.

now often have God's saints been able to shout, " Rejoice not over me, mins
enemy I

'

'

IV. The grace of God sometimes delivers his servants from the consequences
OF THEIR OWN FOLLY AND SIN. Sometimes, but not always. Frequently enough for

hope, but not for presumption. But the victory will be wholly hia own. The trophy
of deliverance will reflect no credit upon the delivered one. He would rather deliver

us from our sin itself. He has promised that he will heal our backslidings.

V. The temporary triumphs of sin are swallowed up in the eternal re-
demptions OF God. The gates of Gaza, the chief city of Philistia, are lifted off and
carried to the top of the hill beside Hebron, the chief city of Judab. Every Israelite

could see them in their exalted place of exhibition. So shall it be with the victories

of the Lamb. He in whom was no sin, but who was made sin for us, shall deliver
from all sin, »nd make us " more than conquerors." The seed of Abraham was to
** possess the gate of its enemies " (Gen. xxii. 17 ; cf. xziv. 60). The gates of hell
shall not prevail against the kingdom of Christ.—M.

Vers. 4—^21.

—

Samson's betrayal and fall. The long-suffering of God, which the
saints are exhorted (2 Pet. iii. 16) to account salvation, is in Samson's case presumed
upon, and the besetting sin at last finds him out. The sin is single, but it is not the
first of its kind, nor is it isolated. The years of self-indulgence were preparing for
this—a mad revel of voluptuousness and a deliberate denial of Jehovah. The scenes
of this tragedy have a typical interest, and they are sketched lightly but indelibly

by a master hand. In the gradual but deliberate breaking of his vow we have a
parallel to Peter's threefold denial of his Lord.

I. Sensuality lulls the soul into a fatal slumber, and destboyb its sense
OF duty and its capactty for usefulness.

II. Companions in guilt may do us more harm than our worst enemies. Here
the serviceablenesB of Delilah is at once perceived by her fellow-countrymen, and
they hasten to make use of her. The bribe offered, not necessarily ever paid, not
only shows the importance of Samson in their eyes, but the value they set upon the
influence of this lustful woman. How much mischief can a single transgressor do, not
only directly, but through influence I Here it was not only a man betrayed to hia

enemies, but a soul undone. " What shall a man give," &c. " He knoweth not that

the dead are there, and that her guests are in the depths of hell " (Prov. ix. 13—18).
The harlot's house, and what it introduces to.

HI. The ungodly misapprehend the secret and nature of spiritual strength.
The Philistines evidently thought Samson's power lay in the efiicacy of some charm.
It is this they seek to obtain. They are incapable of thinking of a higher influence.

Samson accordingly plays with this superstitious fancy, giving at the same time in

each of his answers a parabolic or riddle-like shadowing forth of the true secret. So
Satan and his servants tempt the Christian by altering the outward circumstances

of life, associations, habits, &c., through wluch the life works, but of which • it

is independent. Until the saint yields it up, the secret of his life with God is

safe.

IV. Even nr the moment and crisis of spiritual downfall there abb Divine
IN J ERP0SITI0N8, RETARDATIONS, AND OCCASIONS FOB REPENTANCE. The Spirit of God
was evidently working through the mind of Samson, and suggesting the evasive

riddles, parables, &c., that " seeing they might not see," &c. The question of hia

downfall is thereby brought several times before himself ere it actually takes place.

So Peter and the cock-crow. In how many lives is this providential method illus-

trated ' Temptation is played with until, constrictor-like, it springs upon its prey.

Recollections of childhood s lessons, early scenes, &c. are very potent at such
times. "

V. When the saint's vow to God is broken, all is lost. The secret is out,

and the charmed life is helpless. A wreck of a man. Nothing left but the memorj
of an irreparable past and the burden of self-wrought helplessness. There are nt
rains so piiiful as those of men who once were saints and Christian workers, Sunday-
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school teachers, ministers, &c. How dark is the world and life when the soul's Kghl

li;i3 gone out ! With God the weakest is strong, vrithout him the strongest is weak.
" His eyes, blinded by sensuality, saw not the treason ; soon, blinded by the enemy,
lie should see neither sun, nor men, but only God. That done, he turned back, and

God came back to him " (Lange).—M.

Ver. 20.

—

^^ And he vnst not thai the Lord {Jehovah) uxu departed /rom him."
A common state with many in Christ's Church. They are useless, helpless, and

miserable, and they do not realise its significance. They try the customary methods,

duties. &c., but fail to produce the looked-for results. They " go out as at other times

before," but still is the spirit bound. Hitherto the Philistines knew not the secret of

his strength, now he does not realise the secret of his weakness.

L Spiritual ignorance results from spiritual downfall. This is a partial

converse of " he that doeth the word shall know of the doctrine." A mark of those

in whom the truth is not, is that they deceive themselves ; they fancy they are still

the same as formerly. How subtle yet infinite is this distinction—with God, without

God I

IL The loss sustained bt the fallen dOUL is obeateb than it bealises.

Only gradually does the experience work itself oat, in a Judas's remorse or a Peters
repentance. Samson thought his strength merely had gone—it was God, the Giver

of his strength. "Whoever has God £iow8 it; whomsoever he has left knows it

not" (Lange).—M.

Vera. 15—17.

—

Samson's toeahtesB. Samson's weakness is twofold. Through lark

ol moral strength he reveals the secret of his physical strength, and is thus betrayed

into the loss of this also.

L Samson's moral weakness. This is the man's great failing, apparent through-

out his history, but reaching a climax in the present incident. Physical endowment^
are no guarantees for spiritual graces. Must not some of our young athletic bar-

barians of the aristocracy, adored by the multitude for chest and muscle, be con-

demned by true standards of judgment for contemptible weakness of character V

Such weakness is far more deplorable than the bodily weakness of palsy and paralysis.

St. Paul was considered miserably deficient m physical power and presence (2 Cor.

3. 10), yet his strength of soul exalts the apostle immeasurably above Samson. Tlie

moral weakness of Samson is illustrated by the circumstances of iiis great defeat.

1. Sin. Samson was negle( ting his duty and degrading himself with those evil

communications which corrupt good manners. There is nothing so enervating as tin-

conscious pursuit of a guilty course. 2. Pleasure. Instead of toiling, fighting, and

sacrificing himself for his country, Samson was wasting his hours in pleasure. Apart
from the wron.i^ness of this conduct, the lax, self-indulgent spirit it engendered was
weakening. In seasons of pleasure we are off our guard. 3. The allurements of
false affection. Samson can resist a host of Philistine warriors, but he cannot resist

one Philistine woman. Strong against rude violence, he is weak before soft per-

suasion. Pure love is the loftiest inspiration for self-sacrificing devotion ; but love

degraded and corrupted is the deadliest poison to purity of character and vigour and
independence of actiun. How many saints and heroes have found their humiliation in

the same snares which caught the strong Samson and the famous St. Antony I 4. The
self-confidence of ^rength. Samson pla3S with the curiosity of Delilah, sure of the

}>ower which will come to his aid in the moment of dangt-r, till by degrees he is per-

suaded to betray the secret of that very power. Had he been less strong, he would
have been less rash. Presumption is more dangerous than conscious weakness
(1 Cor. X. 12).

IL Samson's physical weakness. This resulted from his moral weakness. In
the end the faults of the inner life will bear fruit in trouble to the outer life. 1.

Samson's strength was a Divine gift. He had not attained it by self-discipline nor
merited it by service. It was a talent intrusted to his care to be used for God.
What God gives God can withhold. 2. Sunison's strength was derived from spiritual

sources. Samson was not a mere prodigy of hrute force. He was one of Gud'»
licroeK, and the glory of his sfrengtli I.iv in this fact, that it was the outcome of an
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inspiration. The most exalted powers we have for earthly work are derived from
Bpiritual sourceB. If these sources are cut off, the energies which issue from them
will be exhausted. Samson grows weak through the departure of the Spirit of the

Lord. 3. Samson's strength depended on his observance of the Nazarit^a vow.
When the vow was broken the strength fled. God has a covenant with his people.

He is always true to his side, but If we fail on ours the covenant is void and the

blessings dependent on it cease. (1) The vow of the Nazarite imjilied consecration

to God. God bestows graces on us so long as we live to hira, but our departure

from him necessitates the just withholding of those graces. (2) The vow required

obedience to certain regulations. These were trivial in themselves ; but the obliga-

tion of obedience is determined not by the importance of the commands g^ven, but

by the authority of the person giving them. Disobedience is shown not to the law,

but to the authority. A small test may be suflScient to reveal this. Disobedience to

God is the fundamental element of all sin, and, as in Samson's case, it will be the sure

cause of our ruin.—A.

Ver. 20.

—

GocCs departure from the toul unrecognited. "He wist not that the

Lord was departed from him.

'

I. The fact. 1. There are men Mfhom God hcu/orsaJcen. No man is utterly for-

saken by God ; our continued existence is an evidence of the continued presence of

him in whom we live and move and have our being. But the fuller presence of God,
that which secures strength and blessuig, may depart. 2. His departure is the

greatest curse which can fall upon a man. The consequences of it are weakness,
shame, ruin. The conscious realisation of it is hell. 3. The cause of this departure of

God is in the condiict of men, not in the will of God. Samson forsook God before

God forsook him. God does not visit hie people casually, and only for seasons ; he
abides, and will never leave them (Isa. xli. 17) till they wilfully depart from him.
4. A past enjoyment of God's presence is no guarantee against his future departure.

God IS not only absent from those who never knew him, he departs from some in

whose hearts he has once dwelt. If the Christian has left his first love, he will find

that all his previous experience of God's blessings will not secure him against the
dreary night of a godless life.

II. The ignorance of the fact. Samson was unconscious of the fearful loss

he had sustained. So there are men who retain their honoured position in Christian

society and in the Church while, even unknown to themselves, the source of the life

which gave it them is ebbing away. The causes of this ignorance should be traced.

1. The presence of God is spiritual, inward, silent, secret, and his departure makes
no outward sign. 2. Old habits continue for a season after the impetus behind them
has ceased, as the train runs for a while after the steam has been shut off. 3. God
may leave us gradually as we forsake him by degrees. The fall is not sudden and
violent, rather it is a quiet gliding back ; and the loss of Divine grace is not often (as

in the case of Samson) sudden, but little by little it leaves us. 4. One of the worst
effects of God' s departure is that it leaves us in a state of spiritual indifference. As
with the death which follows extreme cold, the very fatality lies in the fact that the
more dangerous our condition is, the more numbed are our faculties to any feeling of

distress. The man from whom God has departed has neither the keenness of con-
science to discern the fact, nor the feeling of concern to take any notice of it. 6. The
tests of God's absence are not always immediately applied. The rotten tree stands
till the storm strikes it ; the corpse mocks sleep till corruption ensues ; Samson
does not know of God's departure till the Philistines are on him. But though post-

poned for a season, the revelation must come in the end. How much better to discover
the evil first by self-examination I (2 Cor. xiii. 5).—A.

EXPOSITION.

Yer. 23.—Gathered theot, i. «. themselves.

To rejoice. The Hebrew is for a festivity,

or nurry-making, or feast There was to be
a great feast upon the sacrifices oflTered to

Dagon their God. Dagon (firom dag, a fi.sli

in Hebrew), the national male god of thd

Philistines, as Atergatis, or Derrrtn, w n
their goddess. Both the male an.1 fem.iU
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dlTinities seem to have had the head and
breaat and hands human, and the rest of the

body fish-shaped (see 1 Bum. v. 6). The
fish was a natural emblem of fertility and
productiveness, especially to a maritime

people. The fish-shaped idol is found upon
old Phoenician coins, and also on the monu-
ments of Khorsabad, and on some Assyrian

gems in the British Museum. One of the

chief temples of Dagon was at Gaza. Several

towns bore the name of Dagon, as Beth-dagon

in Judah (Josh. xv. 41) and in Asher (Josh.

lii. 27), Caphar-dagon near Diospolis, &c.,

showing that the worship of Dagon was wide-

spread-

Ver. 24.—And when the people, &c. The
people, as distinguished from the lords in the

preceding verse, to show how universally

the capture of Samson was ascribed to

Dagon. Rulers and people alike praised

Dagon. Saw him- Not on the occasion of

his being brought into the temple as men-
tioned in ver. 25, but after his capture, and
whenever they saw him grinding or elsewhere.

It was this universal ascription of praise to

Dagon that led to the celebration of this

great feast. This praise of Dagon is also

dwelt upon to show that God, in what hap-
pened, vindicated the glory of his own great

name, which was blasphemed by the servants

of Dagon when they thus made him superior

to Jehovah. So MQton makes Samson say,
" All the contest is now 'Twixt God and
Dagon- . . . He. be sure, will not connive
or finger, thus provoked, but will arise, and
his great name assert." Generally, the
' Samson Agonistes ' is an excellent comment-
ary on the historj' of Samson.
Ver. 25.—When their hearts were merry.

They would not have acted so imprudently
as to bring Samson out of his prison had not
their judgment been cloudea with drink.

That be may make as sport. And he made
them sport. The two verbs are not the
same in Hebrew, but they have much the
same meaning. It is not certain whether
the idea conveyed is that of the A. V., that
Samson was brought there to be as it were
baited by the populace, jeered and jested at,

reviled and reproached, perhaps struck or
pelted ; or whether the words do not simply
mean to dance with mtisic, which is certaiuly

the meaning of the latter verb {he made sport
htfore them, A. V. and margin) in 1 Sam
xviiL 7 [played, A. V. ; see ver. 3) ; 2 Sam.
tL 6, 21 ; 1 Chron. xiii. 8 ; xv. 29. They
•et him between the pillars, t. e. when he
had done dancing ; because ne must have
been dancing outside the house for the people
on the roof to see him.

Ver. 26.—Suffer me, or it may be ren-
dered. Lei me rest. He pretended to be tired,
and aiked to be allowwl to rest a few minutes
and lean againit the pillars. That I may

feel, or, literally, UTid make me feel. He
ad'ls his motive for inaking the request

—

that I may lean upon them—to rest himself
after the severe exercise of dancing.

Ver. 27.—Now the house was fall, &c.
"We do not know what was the construction

of Philistine temples or houses ofamusement

;

but from the description here given it soema
that the interior was ranged like an amphi-
theatre, with seats for the lords and principal

people, and with an open front, so as to

command a view of the stage just outside,

and that front supported by pillars on which
the beams of the roof, both the transverse

beam and the longitudinal ones running
into it, rested. The roof itself was flat,

and had the weight of 3000 people upon
it, throwing a great strain upon the beams
which rested upon the pillars. The sudden
removal of the pillars would bring the
roof down at that end. crowded as it was
with the people, and would inevitably drag
the whole ma^ in the same direction one
over another, while the swaying of the
people would bring the whole roof down
upon the heads of those beneath, who would
be crushed by the heavy timbers and stones

and bodies of men falling upon them.
Ver. 28.—And Samson called unto the

Lord. This is the first mention we have of

Samson praying since the memorable occa-

sion when he gave the fountain the name of

En-haJckoreh (ch. xv. 19, note). Perhaps we
may see in this an evidence that his affliction

ana shame had not been without their effect

in bringing him back to God humbled and
penitent. The language is very earnest. "

Lord, Jehovah, remember me, . . . strengthen

me only this once, God !
" The threefold

name by which he addresses the Almighty
implies great tension of spirit. That I may
be at once avenged. Meaning at one stroke

—he would take one vengeance so terrible

that it would be suflBcient for his two eyes,

which makes very good sense if the Hebrew
will bear it. The literal translation would
be, thai I may be avenged with a vengeance oj

one stroke. Others take it, thai I viay be

avenge/l unth a vengeance for one of my tioo

eyes, which it is not easy to understand the

meaning of.

Ver. 29.—The two middle pillars. There
may have been, say, four pillars in the front

;

the two middle ones standing near together,

and the other two nearer the sides.

Ver. 30.—Let me die, or, my life shall

perish with the Philistines. He knew it was
certain death to himself, but he did not

shrink from it. His last act should be to

destroy the oppressors of his I'ouiitry. So

the dead which he slew, &c. The words
sound like the snatch of some song or pro-

verb in which Samson's de^th was described.

Ver, 31. —His brethren, A:c. Some infei
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from this that Samson's mother bare other
children after the birth of Samson. But
the Hebrew use of the word brethren is so

•wide, applied to cousins, or members of the

same house of fathers, or of the same tribe,

that it is by no means a certain inference.

Here Aw brethren might mean the Danites
generally, and all the house of his father
those who were more nearly related, as be-

longing to the house of his father. His
father was probably dead, and indeed the

mention of his father's huryitig-place, or

mther sepulchre, makes it certain that he
was, 80 that Milton was in error in making
him alive. Zorah and Eshtaol. See above,

ch. xiii. 2, 25, note. And he judged Israel.

See ch. xv. 20. The parallel between Samson
and Hercules is in many respects very re-

markable, and has been drawn out by
Serdrius and others. ITie supernatural

strength of each, the slavery to women
(" Quem non mille fer, quem non Sthenel-

lius hostis, Non potuit Mavors vincere, vicit

amor." Ovid), the tearing asunder of the lion,

the violent death of each, partly voluntary

and partly forced, are all points of strong

general resemblance. But one of the most
remarkable is the connection of Hercules
Anth two pillars. The " pillars of Hercules

"

on each side the straits of Gibraltar, Mount
Abila and Mount Calpe, were said to have
been rent asunder by the strength of Her-
cules' arms. And Herodotus relates that in

the temple of Hercules at TjTe were twc
remarkable pillars, one of refined gold, th»

other of smaragdus, some green stone like

an emerald (ii. 44). But the account
given of a visit of Hercules to Egypt is still

more remarkable, as compared with the

history of the binding of Samson and the

slaughter of the Philistines, as related in

ch. XV. The following are the words of

Herodotus :
—" The Greeks say that when

Hercules went down to Egypt, the Egyptians
surroimded him, and led him in a procession

to sacrifice him to Jupiter; that he kept

quite still for a time, but that when they
were commencing the sacrifice at the altar

"

(the first act of which was cutting off the

hair) " he turned in self-defence, and by his

prowess slew them all." On which Herodo-
tus remarks, " How was it possible for him,
being but one, and being only a man, to

slay many myriads ? " The prevalence of

the worship of Hercules among the Phoeni-

cians, as, e. g. , at Tyre and Thasos, a Phoeni-

cian colony, and the close connection of

Egypt with Gaza, where the prowess of

Samson was so well known, are points not
to be omitted in considering the probability

of some of the legends of Hercules being

drawn from the history of Samson. So also

is the title of the Phoenician Hercules, the

saviour or deliverer, as compared with ch-

iL 16, 18 ; xiii. 5.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 23—31.

—

The short-lived triumph. One of the severest trials to which the
faith of the people of God is exposed, is that triumph of evil over good, and of the

enemies of Christ over his Church, wliich from time to time is permitted by God,
and which in truth is one of the features of this disjointed age. The most signal and
most awful triumph of the powers of darkness over tlie kingdom of light was when the

only-begotten Son of God, Jesus our Lord, in the midst of his life of perfect goodness
and his service of perfect obedience to the will of his Father, was betrayed into the

hands of sinners, and given up to suflEer death upon the cross. When he hung in

shame upon the cross, helpless and forsaken ; when he bowed his head and gave up
the ghost ; when lie was laid in the silent tomb, and the light of the righteous One was
quenched in the darkness of the grave, then indeed the triumph of sin was at its

height, and the hope of the servants of God was brought very low. But when on the

third day the doors of that grave were burst open, and the prisoner of hope came
forth in the power of an endless life, and he that was crucified ascended up to heaven,

and sat down on the right hand of the majesty on high, from thenceforth expecting

till his enemies be made his footstool, that brief triumph of the powers of darkness

was turned into the far greater triumph of the kingdom of Ught ; the enemies of

Christ were put to shame, the servants of Christ were enabled to rejoice, and the

joyful hope was exceedingly revived and established, that in due time there will be a

final deliverance from evil, and that the kingdom is God's, and the power and the

gld^y for ever. In the light of the resurrection the Church looks forward with

unmoved confidence to the time when the Son of man shall come in the clouds of

heaven with power and great glory, and shall take to himself his everlasting kingdom
of righteousness, and reign with his ancients gloriously. But meanwhile the Church
muBt expect many ihort-lived triumphs of evU over good, and of darkness o'ver hght
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There will be many occasions on which the world will say, Let as roy ioe, for oni

god hatli delivered our enemy into our hand. We may expect that many ;in isolated

.iffair, or even a connected chain of events, will take that turn that the servants oi

Ciirist will be put to shame, arid ungodliness and irreligion will seem to have it ali

their own way. It may even come to pass that the champions of the gospel shall

seem fit only to make sport for an unbelieving and self-sufficient age. Nor is it the

least part of the trial that some of these discomtitures are brought on by the errors

and failures of the servants of God. The presumption and self-confidence, the

blindness and moral weakness, of some like Samson ; the intemperate, fiery spirit of

others like the Boanerges ; the fear of man in others like Peter, and so on, provoke
defeat by putting religion in a false light in the eyes of those who are always looking

out for occasions to bring it into contempt. But in the midst of these trials of faith,

wliether they take the form of private discouragements, or of public checks to the

progress of rehgion, and public triumphs of the spirit of ungodliness, it is the Church's

unfailing corafurt to know that the triumphs of evil are short-lived, and the triumph

of truth is eternal. Magna est Veritas etprcpvalet. We should never forget for one
moment that behind the passing cloud there is shining the unchanging sun. The
faith and patience of the saints are indeed required, sometimes more, sometimes
less, but are always required in this present age. The depression of the truth, the

insolent aggres-ions of the various forms of evil, the discomfiture for a time of the

champions of the cause of Christ, and the temporary victories of Antichrist, are very

painful episodes in the history of the world and of the Church. But the jiages of

Holy Scripture, and even the pages of the experience of centuries, continually testify

that the triumphs of falsehood and evil are but for a moment, the victory of trutli

and righteousness will be for ever.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 21—31.

—

A hero's exodus. The blind captive, led by a boy, and degraded
to the office of a buffoon in the idolatrous services of the Philistines, is a sad spectacle.

But inwardly he was nobler than when carrying the gates of Gaza. His soul's eye
has opened, and he repents. The locks that had been shorn grow again, and witli

them, gradually and, apparently, unconsciously, his strength returns. The Divinely-

olfered opportunity. The last act an atonement.

I. God often suffers his enemies to overleap themselves. Here they are

exultant. They rejoice as over a foe utterly vanquished. They do not know that

their festival, blasphemy against God, is to be the occasion of their destruction.
" The green bay tree " may be noarer to the axe than insignificant fruit tree.

II. There is an " unknown quantity," not to be calculated upon, in the
REPENTANCE OP THE BACKSLIDER. Even the ruin of a believer may be the tempi-- of

the Holy Ghost. A short time with God's blessing may suffice to retrieve the errors

of a lifetime. "Faith as a grain of mustard seed " can "remove mountains." How
often has Satan been disappointed of his prey I Some of the greatest of God's
servants have been won back from backsliding. Let the wicked beware then of their

companion and laughing-stock, and let the believing Church work on ; the poor use-

less wreck over which we despairingly weep may yet become a man again, a blessing

and a comfort to many souls.

III. The PRAYER OF REPENTANCE AND FAITH MAY RETRIEVE A SOCTL's RtHN. Can
God give ear to this heart-touching cry, and shall he not listen to his c«r>tive rhil-

Iren in the dungeons of sinful habit or the temples of superstition? "Tliis once,"
' only this once." One prayer, one look at the Crucified, one grand effort in God'n
strength, how much it may do I

IV. Even ths weak ones or God are mightier than thk okkat ones or thb
WORLD.—M.

Vers. 28—30.

—

SamsorC$ heroic death. The death of Samson was more honourable
to the man and more useful to his nation than any event in his previous career. Th«
Wruisu of his death followed the return of Gnd s strength.

L Thk ubtukn of strength. 1. Ii *r.lioue.| a yreul /all. We may learn led»o««
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from ottr own failures. Tlirough our very weakness we may discern the secret of
strength. The humility which should accompany failure is one of the tirat steps
towards wiser conduct 2. It came in a season of distress. Samson was a prisoner,

defeated, insulted, mutilated. Sorrow is one road to God's grace, (1) as it teaches
us the folly of the evil conduct that produced it, (2) as it leads us into a mood of
serious and heart-searching reflection in which true wisdom is found, and (3) as it

teaches us our helplessness, and compels us to turn to God for deliverance. 3. The
return of strength followed a return to obedience. This was suggested by the grow-
ing of Samson's hair and the return to fidelity to his vow. It was gradual. We are

received into God's favour immediately we return in penitent faith ; but we only
conquer evil consequences of sin and regain lost powers and position by degrees.

4. The return of strength was realised through jjrayer. Samson now knows his

weakness. In his own soul he is weak. Strength must come from above. There is

n€ prayer which God will more certainly hear than that w hich invokes his aid in

our performance of some great self-sacrificing duty.

II. The heroic death. 1. Samson uses his new strength for the deliverance oj
his nation. It is not given him merely for the amusement of the Philistines, fi

God gives us any special powers, he does so for some high purpose. We must not
waste these in idle amusements, but put them to practical service. 2. Samson can
only accomplish the greatest feat of his life by means that bi'ing death to himself.

(1) This was partly a result of his sinful weakness, which had betrayed him into the

hands of his enemies, and brought him to such a position of bondage that his own
death must be involved in that of the Philistines, Thus sin leaves consequences
which produce suffering even after repentance and a return to a better life. (2) It

was also an instance of that strange law which makes the greatest good to men
depend on the sacrifice of the benefactor. It has thus something in common with
the death of Christ, though with many points of difference, Samson's death involv-

ing the destruction of his enemies, while Christ's death is expressly designed to give
salvation to his enemies.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVIL

V«r. 1.—We hero light upon quite a dif-

ferent kind of history from that which has
preceded. We no longer have to do with
nidges and their mighty deeds in delivering

Israel from his oppressors, but with two
detached histories, which fill up the rest of

the book, relating to the internal affairs of

IsraeL There is no note of time, except that

they happened before the time of Saul the

king (ch. xvii. 6 ; xviii. 1), and that Phinehas
the son of Eleazar was alive at the time of

the occurrence of the second (ch. xx. 28).

Both, no doubt, are long prior to Samson.
The only apparent connection of the history

of Micah with that of Samson is that both
irelata to the tribe of Dan, and it may be
presumed were contained in the annals of

that tribe. Compare the opening of the
Books of Samuel (1 Sam. i. 1). Mount
Ephraim, t. 9. the hill country of Ephraim,
as-«4n ch. iii. 27 ; vii. 24, &c.

Ver. 2.—The eleven hundred. See ch.

ivi. 6, note. Thoa cursedst. The Cethib
and the Alexandrian Codex of the Septuagint
read, Thou cursedst, i e. adjuredat me,
which \B a better reading. There ia a direct

•Bd verbal refertno* to um law eootained in

Levit. T. 1. The word thvu ewsedst here
and the voice of swearing in Leviticus are

the same root. It was in consequence of

this adjuration that Micah confessed his

guilt. Compare Matt. xxvL 63, when our
Lord, on the adjuration of the high priest,

broke his silence and confessed that he was
Christ, the Son of God. In Achan's con-

fession (Josh. vlL 19, 20) there is no distinct

reference to Levit. v. 1, though this may have
been the ground of it.

Ver. 3.—I had wholly dedicated. It is

not clear whether the words are to be ren-

dered as in the A. V., fiad dedicated, express-

ing the dedication of them before they were

stolen, or whether they merely express hei
present purpose so to dedicate them. But
the A. V. makes very good sense. Her
former purpose had been that the money
should be given for her son's benefit to

make his house an house of gods. Now that

he had confessed, she resumed her purpose.

Now therefore I restore it imto thee—
that is, in the shape of the graven and
molten images, as it follows in the next
verse. The narrative gives a curious ex-

ample of the semi-idolatry of the times. A
^aven image and a molten image. Thu'-n

IS a good deal of difficulty in assigning th<i
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exact meaning of the two words here used,

and their relation to one another in the

worship to which tliey belong. The molten
image {massechah), however, seems to be

pretty certainly the metal, here the silver,

image of a calf, the form which the corrupt
worsliip of Jehovah took from the time when
Aaron made the molten calf (Exod. xxxii. 4,

called there 'egel massechah, a molten calf)

to the time when Jeroboam set up the
golden calves at Dan and Bethel (1 Kings
xii. 28, 29). And that mxissechah means
something molten is certain both from its

etymology [nasach, to pour) and from what
Aaron said in Exod. xxxii. 24 : "I cast it

into the fire, and there came out this calt"
Here too Micah's mother gives the silver to

the founder, L e. to the fuser of metals.

The pesel, or graven ima/je, on the other
hand, is something hewn or graven, whether
in wood or stone, and sometimes overlaid

with gold and silver (Deut. viL 25 . One
might have thought, from the language of

ver. 4, and from the mention of the pesel
alone in ch. xviiL 30, 31, that only one
image is here intended, which was graven
with the chisel after it was cast, as Aaron's
calf seems to have been. But in ch. xriiL

17, 18 they are mentioned separately, with
the ephod and teraphim named between
them, so that ihey must be distinct From
the above passages the pesel or graven
image would seem to have been the most
important object, and the difficulty is to

assign the true relation of the m/issechah or

molten image to it. Henc^steuberg thinks

the m/issecnah waa a pedestal on which
the pesel stood, and that the ephod was
the robe with which the pesel was clothed,

and that the teraphim were certain tokens

or emblems attached to the ephod which
gave oracular answers. But this is not

much more than guess-work. Bertheau
considers the ephod, here as elsewhere, to

be the priest's garment, put on when per-

forming the most solemn services, and
specially when seeking an answer from God.

And he thinks that the m/issechah formed a

part of the ornament of the ephod, because

in cb. xviiL 18 the Hebrew has "the pesel

of the ephod." The teraphim he thinks are

idols, a kind of Dii minores iissociated with
the worship of Jehovah in th's impure wor-

ship. But there does not seem to be any
means at present of arriving at any certainty.

The massechah might be a rich gold or silver

overlaying of the wooden image, possibly

movable, or it might be the separate image
of a calf supposed to belong, as it were, to

the pesel, ana to symbolise the attributes of
the Godhead.

Ver. 4.—Yet he restored. Rather, .9o A«
restored, repeating wliat was said in ver. 3,

tad adding th« oonMqaenc«, that his mother

took two hundred shekels and gave them to

the founder. It is a great puzzle to explain
why two hundred shekels only are here
spoken of, and what became of the other
nine hundred. Bertheau thinks the two
hundred were different from the eleven
hundred, • and were the fifth part of the
whole value stolen, which the thief, accord-
ing to Levit. vL 5, was bound to give in ad-
dition to the principal. He therefore trans-
lates ver. 4 thus :

" So he restored the money
to his mother (and his mother took two
hundred shekels), and she gave it (the money
=: 1100 shekels) to the founder," &c. Others
understand that two hundred only weru
actually made into the graven and molten
image, and the other nine hundred were
devoted to other expenses of the worship.
In the house of Micah. This explains. Now
I will restore it unto thee, and,_/"ar my son
to make, &c., in ver. 3.

Ver. 5.—And the man Micah, &c It is

impossible to say for certain whether the
state of things here described in respect of

Micah preceded the events narrated in the
preceding verses, or was consequent upon
them. If it preceded, then we have the
reason of his mother's vow : she wished to

make her son's "house of God" complete
by the addition of a graven and molten
image. If it was consequent upon his

mother's vow, then we have in the opening
verses of this chapter a history of the cir-

cumstances of the foundation of Micah's
"house of God," which was to play an
important part in the colony of Danites,

whose proceedings are related in the follow-

ing chapter, and for the sake of which this

domestic history of Micah is introduced-

House of gods. Rather, of God (Elohim)

;

for the worship was of Jehovah, only with
a corrupt and semi-idolatrous ceremoniaL
An ephod. See ch. viiL 26, 27, note. Tera-
phim. See Gen. xxxi 19 (images, A. V.

;

teraphim, Heb.); 1 Sam. xv. 23 (idolatry,

A. V, ; teraphim, Heb.) ; xix. 13 (an image,

A. V. ; teraphim, Heb. ) ; Hosea iiL 4, &c.

They seem to have been a kind of Penates,

or household gods, and were used for dinna-
tion (Ezek. xxi. 21 ; Zech, x. 2). Became
his priest. One function of the priest, and
for which it is likely he was much re.sortei

to, was to inquire of God by the ephod (ch.

xviii. 5, 6). What his other duties might be

does not appear.
Ver. 6.—There was no king. This must

have been written in the days of the kings of

Israel and Judah, and perhaps with refonnca
to the efforts of such kings as Asa (1 Kings
XV. 13) andJehoshaphat(l Kings xxii. 43) to

put down idolatry.

Ver. 7.—Of the family of Judah. Tliea*

words are difficult to e.Tplain. If the man
wa« a Levite he ooold not be of the iuailf
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or tribe of Judah. Some explain the words
to be merely a more accurate definition of

Betblebem-judiih, as if he would say, /
mean Bethlehem in the tribe of Judah.
Others explain them to mean that he was
one of a family of Levitea who had settled

in Bethlehem, and so came to be reckoned

in civil matters as belonging to Judah.
Others, that he was of the family of Judah
on his mother's side, which might be the

cause of his settling at Bethlehem. But
many commentators think them spurious,

as they are not found in the Septuagint

(Cod. Vat.), nor in the Peschito, nor in No.
440 of De Kossi's MSS. The Septuagint has

Bethlehem of thefamily of Judah.
Ver. 8.—From Bethlehem-judah. Rather,

out of. The whole phrase means, out of
the city, viz., out of Bethlehem. Mount
Ephraim—the hill country of Ephraim, as

ver. 1, where see note.

Vers. 10, 11.—A father. This is not a
common application of the word father in

the Old Testament. The prominent idea

seems to be one of honour, combined with
authority to teach and advise. It is applied

to prophets (2 Kings ii. 12 ; vi. 21 ; xiii. 14),

and to Joseph (Gen. xlv. 8). The idea is

implied in the converse phrase of son, applied

to those to whom the prophets stood in the

relation of spiritual fathers (see 2 Kings viii.

9 ; Prov. iv. 10, 20, and frequently elsewhere).

The abuse of the feeling which dictates the

term as applied to human teachers is reproved

by our Lord (Matt, xxiii. 9). It has been
fieely used in the Christian Church, as in

the titles j^a^^a or j)ope applied to bishops,

ahhot and abbas, father in God, fathers

of the Church, &c. Here there is perhaps a

special reference to the function of Micah's

priest to ask counsel of God, and then give

that counsel to those who came to inquin
(see note to ver. 5). It may be added that
the idea of counsellor seems to be inherent
in the word cohen or priest, as in 2 Sam.
viii. 18 ; 1 Kings iv. 5, &c. Ten shekels—
a little over a pound of our money, but pro-
bably equivalent to .£20, when considered
relatively to articles of consumption. A
suit of apparel. There is great doubt as to
the exact meaning of the word rendered suit

in this connection. The word means anything
arranged, i. e. put in a rank, or row, or

order. In Exod. xl. 23 it is applied to the
shewbread : "He ordered the bread in
order." Thence it came to mean the esti-

mation or worth of a person or thing—some-
what as we use the word rank. From this

last sense some interpret the word here to

mean the worth or price of his clothes.

Others, including St. Jerome and the
Septuagint, interpret it apair of vestments,
meaning summer and winter clothing. But
perhaps the A. V., suit, meaning the whole
set of under and upper garments, is after all

the best interpretation. The Levite went
in. The Hebrew is went, i. e. according to

the common use of the word, went his way.
And such is probably the meaning here. He
went his way to consider the proposal made
to him. The result is given in the next
verse: And the Levite was content, &c.

Ver. 13.— Then said Micah, &c. We
may notice this incidental proof that the
Levites in the time of Micah held the re-

ligious position which is ascribed to them in

the Pentateuch. I have a Levite. Rather,

the Levite, meaning the particular Levite of

whom it is the question. A Levite would
be without the article, as in ver. 7, or would
be expressed as in eh. xix. 1 (Heb.), a man a
Levite.

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 1—13.

—

The superstitious worship of the true God. T\\e natural history of

religion is a very curious one. There is first the broad division between worship
given to false gods and that which is given to the one true and living God, Creator

of heaven and earth. The heathen of old, like the heathen of to-day, worshipped
those that were no gods. Either they had no existence at all, and were the creatures

of man's imagination, divinities supposed to preside over the various powers of

nature and the affections of the human heart
;
gods of the weather, of the earth,

and sea, and sky ; malignant spirits supposed to influence human destiny, and
requiring gifts to propitiate them ; personifications of light, or death, or even of
criminal human passions ; or else they were beings who had indeed a real existence,

—

sun, moon, stars, stones, animals, angels, demons, or the spirits of dead men,—but
who were not God. This worship of false gods we know from Holy Scripture,

«n<} from the annals of all nations, was prevalent over the whole ancient world, and
we know that it exists in heathen lands to the present day. But that is not the form
of corrupt religion to which this chapter calls our attention, nor is it that into which
there is any probability of Christians falling in this nineteenth century. We turn,

therefore, to the varieties of the worship offered to the one true God. And first t«

look at the particular case before us. The mother of Micah seems to have been in

V2
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her way a devout woman. The scraping together 1100 shekels was probably not
effected witliout considerable effort and self-ileniai, for it was a large sum (more than
£110), eleven times the yearly wages of the Levite. She meant to consecrate it to
Jehovah, the God of Israel. She seems too to have been a good mother, for she
intended this consecrationi to be for her son's benrfit, and her language and conduct,
when her son confessed his guilt, were pious and forgiving. And yet we find her
disobeying the express comjnand of God, and making a graven and a molten image
to be used in his worship and service. In like manner we find Micah giving signs
of a tender coTiscience and df the fear of God in confessing his sin when adjured
•ccording to the law ; we find him anxious for the favour of God, and looking to
him to do him good ; we find him liberal and large-hearted in providing at his own
expense for the worship of God ; and yet, with a strange inconsistency, we find him
doing the very things which God's word forbad, and setting up images, and terapbim,
and a superstitious ephod in a "house of God" of his own devising, and under c
priest of his own consecrjition. In like manner again we find even Aaron making a
golden calf for the people to worship, and saying (Septuagint), or encouraging the
people to say. " This is thy God, Israel, which brought thee up out of the land of
Egypt," and building an altar before it, and keeping a feast in its honour. We read
of the golden calves of Jeroboam, and we read too of the high places and the
sacrifices upon them even under the pious kings. These then are distinct example*
of the superstitious worship of the true God, and lead us to the anxious question,
how we are to worship God. Under the Old Testament this was not left to chance
or human choice. In the nonage of the Cliurch, before the coming of Christ, all the
ordinances of Divine service were prescribed with minuteness and exactness. The
sanctuary itself, the Aaronic priesthood, the Levitical ministrations, the feasts of the
Lord, the gifts and offerings and devotions of the people, were all ordered by the
authority of the word of God. But under the New Testament, when the fulness of
the time is come, and the Church has entered into the full possession of the privileges

of adopted eons, it is so no longer. Besides a few general principles and broad
rules, and the institution of the two sacraments, and the Lord's Piayer, the Cliurch
has received from Holy Scripture no form of Divine service. She has to frame her
rules and canons of Divine worship according to the light and wisdom vouchsafed to

her by the Holy Spirit of God. In doing this she must have regard to two things.

1. The character and mind of God, so that the worship may be of a kind that will be
pleasing and acceptable to him. 2. The nature and character of man, so that the

worship may be of a kind to assist the worshipper to raise his heart to God, and
impress him with a sense of the majesty, and holiness, and goodness of God. With
regard to the/irst, tlie general intimations of him who alone knows the things of
God, even the Holy Spirit of God, are very clear. " God is a spirit, and they that

worship him must wornliip hhn in spirit and in truth." '• The sacrifices of God are a
broken spirit; a broken and contrite heart, God, thou wilt not despise." "Let us
offer the sacrifice of praise to God contiimally, tliat is, the fruit of our lips giving
thanks to his name." "To do good and to communicate forget not: for with such
sacrifices God is well pleased " (see too Micah vi. 6—8). Every attempt to substi-

tute costly gifts, or gorgeous ceremonies, or showj' processions, or lights, or music,
or gestures, or anytiiing bodily and sensuous, for the ritual of repentance, faith,

fear, love, and self-tonsecration—consecration of the will and affections—to the

serviee of Ahnighty God can only be made in ignorance of his character and mind
as revealed to us in Holy Sciipture. It is as truly superstitious as were Micah's
images, and teraphim, and ephod, and house of God. With regard to the second, the
outward accessories of worship must be of a kind to assist the worshipper in his

endeavour to draw near to God and worship him with all the powers of his soul.

Under the pretence of purely spiritual worship, it is very easy so to get rid of all

outward acts and circumstances as to get rid of worship itself. The light of religion

in the soul cannot burn unless in an atmosphere which feeds the flame. Reverence
and awe, prayer and praise, forgetfulness of the world, and thoughts of heaven
need to be qni'-kened and encouraged by the posture of the body, by the words of
the lips, by sights and sounds expressive of those invisible things which the soul

aeeks to hsmdle in its approaches to the throne of God. It is therefore a legitimate
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subject of consideration what forms of worsliip are most calculated to increase and
heighten the devotion of tlie worshippers. Forms wliich tend merely to please tha
senses are worthless; forms which tend to soothe the conscience of the imfienitent,
and to stifle its questionings by creating a feeling of duty performed and of satis-

faction made to God, are pernicious ; and forms which so till the thoughts as to the
manner of performing tliem as to leave no room for thoughts of God are injuries

rather than benefits to the sou!. Forms, again, which leave the soul self-satisfied,

wliich convey a false im|)ression of God's favour and grace being given when he is

really displeased and olfended, and which comfort and encourage those who ought
to be horribly afraid and trembling for fear of God's judgments, are manifestly
destructive of the souls of those for whose benefit they purport to exist. A faithful
Cliurch will root up all such as dishonouring to God and as very hurtful to man.
One other characteristic of superstitious worship must be noted. It is compatible
with vice, and with the dominion of sin in the heart. Superstition has no tendency
to correct the principles of action, or to purify the thoughts and affections of the
inner man. The sequel of Micah's history supplies a notable instance of this. The
Danites, in their superstitious desire to possess the images of Micah's chapel, and the
religious services of Micah's priest, scrupled not to break the commandments of God
by stealing, and, if need were, by committing murder. Stealing sacred relics and
transporting them by guile or violence from one religious house to another is a well-
known form of mediseval superstition. The brigands in the mountains of Italy have
been often known to kneel before an image of the Virgin, and ask the blessing of the
priest or bishop, and then return to their work of plunder or murder. Superstition
is no check upon the passions, and no bar to the reckless pursuit of what men deem
to be their interests or know to be their desires. There is no gulf between super
stitious worship and immoral conduct. The man who mistakes the aspect of God
towards superstitious vanities is prone to mistake also his aspect towards moral dis-

order and sin. But he who really enters into the tabernacle of God. and communes
with God in spirit, comes forth with his face shining with inward righteousness, the
reflection of God's glory in the face of Jesus Christ. His life is a continuation of
his prayers, his praise culminates in good works. In the interests of moral gocdness,
as well as for the honour of God, it is of supreme importance that the worship of the
Almighty be free from superstition.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—13.

—

The history of a man-made viinistry

:

— 1. Its genesis. It belong
to the main design of the book to show how the various disruptive tendencies

of a religious and social nature increased unchecked when " there was no king in

Israel." The book begins with a note of unity—" the children of Israel asked

Jehovah." Repeated idolatrous defections are chronicled, and mention made of the

setting np of an ephod in Ophrah, the city of Gideon, and its evil consequences. In

one respect the schisms from the national religion were even more dangerous than

complete departure from it. The unity of Israel was thus destroyed in its chief

sanction and sign, the universal sacrifice and confession at Shiloh. Another of these

schismatic points of departure is here related. The description is full of realistic

force, and is governed by the dogmatic purpose of exposing the imnoral motives

of it, and thus discrediting it in the eyes of every true Israelite. It is exposed as

the private and selfish appropriation of a national blessing. As the political unity

of Israel depended upon maintaining a central religious authority and a unifonn

ritual and priesthood, the setting up of a house of gods was in itself, irrespectively ol

its motives, a crime of the first magnitude. The New Testament idea of Church an I

niirtistty is different. There the unity of the Spirit is the prevailing aim. But
whenever separation originates in similar motives to those here depicted, the sin uf

schism equally exists.

1. The character of its authors. Avaricious mother, dishonest eon. Both
superstitious. Not honesty, but fear of a curse, actuates Micah to restore the " eleven

hundred shekels." The getting back of the money is the chief concern of lh«
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mother, and eo she straiglitway blesses whom she had cursed (cf. James iii. 10).

Only 200 shekels are actually appropriated to the end proposed.

II. Its motives. Apparently the warding off of the curse is the first concern with

both. But an equally powerful motive was the securing of the gain resulting from fees

and gifts. In this way they would become rich. Where the aim is selfish and

impure, the character of the worship becomes of secondary consequence, and the

latent tendency towards idolatry begins to show itself. It is the motive that is of

chief concern in questions of religion. Everything else will be dominated by this.

" Is it for self, or is the glory of God my chief aim? " Founders of churches and

religious institutions, and candidates for the ministry, should examine themselves ere

they are committed to the work upon which they have set their hearts.

III. The complexion of the worship. It is a "house of gods," containing a

"graven image and a molten image," an ephod, and terapliim, which is the outcome

of their religious or superstitious zeal. In its nature eclectic, in the crudest sense

of the word, this system of religious worship is on the face of it a sacred means to

a vulgar, secular end. The house became ft place of irregular worship, of sooth-

saying and divination.

IV. The instrument of their DESiaNS. A son is the first expedient in the

direction of a priesthood; but this is not considered sufficiently authoritative.

Accident throws in the way a young Levite of Betlilehem-judah, who appears to

have taken to a wandering life through discontent, curiosity, idleness, or restlessness.

A shiftless, unscrupulous, easily impressible character, in a needy condition, and with

the Levitical status, just the fitting occupant of such an office. The undue influence

of Micah is thus secured permanently. Promising that he should be a " father and a

priest," and receive clothing, board, and "ten shekels" wages, to the needy ad-

venturer 'making his way" he thus becomes patron; and the promised standing o£

the priest relatively to Micah is soon reversed—he " was unto him as one of his sons.

"

The consecration too is from Micah. The good and the evil of patronage, private

and otherwise, in religion ; the dependence of the ministry—" like people like

priest ;
" the question of " consecration " and " orders."

V. The KtiPERSTiTious presumption of false religion. There is the more care aa

to the external ritual, the priestly " succession," &c. in proportion to the earthlines^

of the underlying motive. 1. Where the heart is wrong undue reliance is placed
upon externals in religion. The priest's advantage of descent was vitiated by his

becoming a mercenary and a schismatic. Rites and ceremonies are multiplied in

default of the "Presence" at Shiloh and its simple service. The error is in placing

the virtue in the external observances instead of the reality of worship, purity of

life and motive, and the presence of the Spirit of God. Romanism has heen
dilined as " a system of position and imposition, or of posture and imposture." 2.

Jehovah is sujmosed to countenance a religion which is essentially opposed to him
God cannot take rank or be associated with other gods. His glory mast be the

rhief object of the worshipper, the priest, and the patron. Selfish aims, disobedience

to his clearly-revealed will concerning his service and Church, can never receive his

blessing. Ye) observe the self-deception of Micah. He does not see all this, or the

fvila soon to come upon him. On the other hand, "the jmre in heart" shall see

God. His presence is independent of the external completeness, &o. of ritual.

True priesthood is a Divine unction, and not a human monopoly.—M.

Vers. I—A.—Avarice and superstition. The story of Micah and his mother illns"

'.rates the strange blending or avarice and superstition which maybe observed in

those peojile who have lowered themselves to a worldly habit of life without entirely

losing the influence of religion.

I. When religion sinks into superstition, its unworldly spirit is quesched
AND AVARirE IS UNRESTEAiNKD. The religion of Israel is now most degraded, and one
rfrtult of its degradation is seen in a correspondnig lowering of morality. Great

devotion to a superstitious religious system is not incompatible with a very low tone

of moral life. 1. This is seen in the avarice of Micah's mother, (1) Tempting to

deception, if not complete dishonesty, on the part of the son, (2) giving rise to

Qnseemly temper and blind cursing on her own side, and (3) to a mean and nnworthy
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attempt at restoring family peace by a compromise between selfieb greed and religious

devotion—200 shekels only are devoted to the image, and, though Micah had intended

all to go to this object, the remaining 900 shelvels are retained by the mother. 2.

The same degradation of morality is seen in the unworthy conduct of the young man.

He shows no confidence in his mother. He thinks he can honour God with the

proceeds of deception. It is only under a dark religion of superstition that we
can suppose the end to justify the means—a Bacrificial object to excuse domestio

fraud.

II. When, under the influence of a wobldlt spirit, avarice is uNREsniApM),

RELIGION TENDS TO SINK INTO SUPERSTITION. Covetousness is idolatry (CoL iii. 6).

The habit of setting the affections on earthly things blinds the soul to the perception

of pure spiritual truth. This is seen in the story of Micah and his mother. L
Micah displays a dread of his mothers curse, but no consciousness of giailt. His oOdH

fession and restitution are not the result of repentance, but of superstitious fear.
_
8.

His mother shows no grief at the revelation of his conduct, but only delight at seeing

the money, and a desire to remove the effect of her curse by pronouncing a blessing

on her son. 3. Subsequently the young man dreads to touch the money which is

affected with his mother's curse, though she offers it to him, and she feels bound to

use it, or part of it, in the service of God. 4. Religious feelings do not seem to

affect the moral conduct of either person, but only to incline them to image-making.

Thus worldly greed drags down religion till this becomes merely a worldly habit of

gross idolatry and magic spells. We may see in the present flay religions of mere

ritual and superstitious practices attracting the most worldly people, and not restrain-

ing, but rather shaping themselves into the mould of their low and earthly affec-

tions.—^A.

Ver. 6.

—

Fo king. The writer of the Book of Judges more than once attributes

the social disorders of Israel to the want of a king. This idea has its bearings on

national interests and on private conduct.

I. The NEED OF A KING IN CONNECTION WITH NATIONAL INTBRJ8T8. 1. A centre of

authority is essential to tlte peace and prosperity of a nation. As the first duty of a

government is to maintain order, so the need of authority and organisation for the

maintenance of order makes the establishment of a government essential to a nation.

This is necessary, (1) to punish violence and crime, (2) to restrain the unjust

encroachment of one man upon the rights of another, (3) to arbitrate between the

conflicting claims of individual men and of great classes of the community, (4) to

promote national objects which are too large for private enterprise, and (5) to cement
the unity of the nation and organise this for defence against foreign invasion. 2.

When a nation is not preparedfar self-government it it bestfor it to be ruled by one

strong hand. Apart from political requisites, certain moral conditions must be ful-

filled before a people can practise self-government. There must be unity of sym-

pathy and self-control. Neither of these conditions was fulfilled by the tribes of

Israel in the days of the Judges. Mutual jealousy and antagonism prevailed among
them, and violent measures were too common for the minority to submit peaceably to

the will of the majority. The spiritual vision of the Divine King which had main-

tained the unity of the nation in the days of Moses was fading away, and now that

sublime and unearthly government was nearly lost, there was no hope for the peoplft

but in the establishment of a human monarchy. It is foolish to maintain in words

an ideal which is too high for practice. Better confess our degeneracy and shape our

conduct according to the means within reach.

II. The NEED OF A KING IN CONNECTION WITH PRIVATE CONDUCT. The BOul needg &
king. We are born to obey. We need some authority above us to keep us right.

1. It is not s(^e for every man to do what is right in his own eyes, because (1^ we
are swayed by passion and selfish greed, and (2) in our best moments we are liable

to prejudice, and are too short-sighted to see what is best. The anarchy of universal

self-seeking without restraint would bring the world to ruin. For the good of all it

is necessary that each should not be at liberty simply to please himself. 2. It is not

right for every man to do that which is right in his own eyes. We are members one
of another, and are morally bound to resoectthe rights, and needs, and wishes of oui
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roighboure. We are cliildren of the great King, and under a supreme oWigation tc

respect his law. The Church is not a republic ; it is a kingdom. The Christian !
not free to follow his fancy ; he is required to submit to and to obey the mind and
will of Christ. Christian liberty is not found in the license of self-will, but in the

willingness of obedience and the love which delights to fulfil the will of God and to

do to others as we would that they should do to us.—A.

Ver. 13.

—

Faith in the priest. I. Faith in the priest implies a desire for God's
BLESSING. The priest is trusted for his influence with God. He is sought after

because God's blessing is desired. So far the faith in the priest indicates good
qualities. It is a sign of religious ideas, though these are vague and perverted.

There is something pathetic in Micah's utterance. Now at last he may expect bless-

ing. His mother's graven image did not secure this ; his temple and its elaborate

worship left him dissatisfied ; but he can have no rest till he is assured that God is

blessing him. He is wealthy, but wealth will not satisfy him without the blessing of

God. So he presses on to find this one source of true peace. How many men are

ready to mock at Micah's superstition who have no gleam of his true faith I It ia

better to be seeking the blessing of God, though in mistaken ways, than, while discern-

ing the folly of these ways by the light of a cold rationalism, to be dead to any
yearnings for the supreme good.

II. Faith in the priest implies a conscious need of an intercessob. All priestly

religions spring out of a true instinct of conscience. They are not simply the

fabrications of a tyrannical priestcraft. Religion requires a priest. It is right to

feel, like Micah, unworthy and unable to obtain God's blessings for ourselves, and, like

him, to look for an intercessor. Christianity is based on these ideas ; it is the religion

of a mediator, a priest. Christ satisfies this desire to seek God's blessing through the

help of another, through the work of a priest (Heb. vi. 20).

III. Faith in the priest implies superstitiotts trhst in beligious officialism.

The error is to be found, (1) in choosing a merely human priest, and (2) in placing

a wrong kind of trust in him, and not simply in believing in the idea of priest-

hood. 1. This priestly superstition expects blessings irrespective of tlie character of

the priest. Micah has had a priest before—his own son. He has no reason to

believe that the Levite is a better man. He only knows that he belongs to the sacred

tribe of temple offirials. This is characteristic of the superstition of priestliness. It

supposes that the office sanctifies the man, not the man the oflSce. It looks for good
from the priest simply through his official functions. Christ is a priest not by
reason of birth or anointing (he was not of the tribe of Levi), but by reason of

nature, and character, and work. 2. This priestly superstition expects blessings apart

from, the religious character of the recipient. Micah believes that the mere presence

of the Levite in his house will benefit him. He does not think of the Levite influ-

encing his character for good. So there are people who imagine the priest can do
them good apart from their own character and conduct. But Clirist. the t rue Priest,

only brings to us the blessings secured by his sacrifice and intercession when w«
submit to him so as to receive a new birth to a holy life.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVin.

Vct. 1. In those days, kc. See ch. xvii.

€. The tribe of the Danites sought them an
Inhoritance, &c. This does not mean that

the whole trihe of Dan were still seeking

their inheritance. The bulk of the tribe, as

we read in Josh. xix. 10—48, did receive

their Inheritance hy lot before the death of

Joshua {ihid. ver. 49) and KltMzar {ibid. ver.

61). But as long a.s any part of the tribe was
not .jutiVd, the trilie as such, in its unity,

WM still 8<x'king a aettlement The land

for their inheritance had not yet fallen to

the tribe in its integrity. This is in part

accounted for by what we read cL i. 34,

that the Amorites would not suffer the chil-

dren of Dan to come down to the valley, so

that those who could not get possession of

their land there would be crowded into

other parts of the tribal territoiy. These
Danites, of whom we are hero reading, were
dwelling in Zorah and Eshtaol (ch. viii 1,

2^>), as we see by vera. 2, IT. Unto that

day, &c. Translate this clau.se, h'or uiUo

that day the land (meaning the whole IcnuQ
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had not fallen, v.nto them in the midst of
the tribes of Israel for an inheritance. The
words the land must be supplied after the

analogy of Numb, xxxiv. 2. What follows

in this chapter is a more detailed account of

what was briefly mentioned in Josh. xix. 47,

where, however, the A. V. went out too little

for them is not a translation of the Hebrew
text, which is very diflScult to explain.

Houbigant, by an ingenious conjecture, gives

the sense was too narrow for them- From
the mention of this migration in the Book of

Joshua, it is probable that it took place not
many years after Joshua's death.

Ver. 2.—They came to Mount Ephraim
(eh. xvii. 1, 8). The hill country of Eph-
raim would be on their way to the north
from Eshtaol. They would naturally avoid
the plain where the Amoritea and PhHistines
were strong.

Ver. 3.—^When. Rather, while. By the

house. Rather, in. or af the house. They knew
the voice, having, as some think, known him
before he left Bethlehem, or perceiving a
southern accent. But it may merely mean
that they discerned his voice as he was sing-

ing or reciting prayers in the house of God.
Micah's house seems to have been a collec-

tion of houses (vers. 14, 22), approached by
one gateway (ver. 16), in one of which the
Levite dwelt. They turned in thither. This
seems to have been next morning, when they
were starting on their journey. Hearing the
Levite's voice, they turned aside into his

house. What makest thou, &,c Rather,

What doest thou in this place f and what is

thybusiness here?
Ver, 4.—And I am his priest, or, to he

his priest.

Ver. 6.

—

Ask counsel of God, or simply
Ask God, as the identical phrase is rendered
in eh. L 2, where see note.

Ver. 6.—And the priest said, &c,, having
first, it is to be presumed, put on the ephod
(see ch. viii. 26, 27, note ; xviL 5). Before
the Lord is your way, t. e. he looks upon it

with favour, has respect unto it, and will

make it successful, as it is said in Ps. xxxiv.
16: "The eyes of the Lord are upon the
righteous." "Whether," says Bishop Patrick,
" ne had any answer from the teraphim, or

feigned it cot of his own head, is uncer-
tain."

Ver. 7.—^To Laish. Called in Josh. xix.

47 Leshem, which is perhaps a corruption
caused by the statement that they called it

after the name (Ke-shem) of Dan, or it may
be onlj,another form. The name is strangely

eorrupted in the Septuagint of ver. 29 of this

chapter into Oulamais, and in Josh. xix. 47
into Lasen-dan. St. Jerome, misled by the
Septuagint, has Lesem, Dan. Laish was
lituated four Roman miles from Banias, on
Ihe road to Tyre, on one of the sources

of the Jordan. Robinson identifies it xm*
hesitatingly with Tell-el-Kady, "the mount
of the judge " (where Kady has tlie same
meaning as Dan), close to the great fountain,
" one of the largest fountains in the world,"
called el-Leddan, which is the source of the
lesser Jordan (Josephus), and which may
very possibly be the ultimate form of ed-

Dan, corrupted into Eddan, el-Eddan, Led-
dan, el-Leddan, by successive incorporations

of the article el into the word itself, of which
there are other examples. The remainder of

this verse is exceedingly obscure ; a probable
translation is as follows: "And they saw
the people that was in the midst of it dwell-

ing in security after the manner of the
Zidonians, ^ quiet and secure, and lume
doing any injury to any one in the land,

possessing wealth;' and they were far from
the Zidonians, and had no business with
any man." The words in italics are probably
a poetical quotation, descriptive of the people
of Laish, which would account for the pecu-
liar diction and the grammatical changes

;

for whereas the word dwelling is in the

feminine gender, agreeing with people, the

words quiet and seczire and possessing are

in the masculine, which can be readily ac-

counted for if they are a quotation. This
would also account for the tautology, "dwell-

ing in security," "quiet and secure," and
for the poetical character of the phrase "pas-
sessiifig wealth," and for the unusual form of

the word here rendered wealth {'etzer with
an ain, instead of the usual otzar with an
aleph), ia accordance with the Septuagint

and Vulgate and Gesenius, who derive the

meaning of wealth from collecting, from
which the common word atzereth derives

its meaning of a collection or congregation
of people.

Ver. 9.—To go, and to enter. The exact

meaning is, Be not slothful to go {i. e. to go
on your way from hence), so as to enter in

and possess the land. This would be ex-

pressed by leaving out to before enter—to go
and enter.

Ver. 10.—Translate, "When ye come, ye

shall come unto a people secure ; and the

land is very large (for God hath given it

into your hands), a place where there is no
want," ft;c. The Hebrew of very large is,

literally, wide on both hands. The paren-

thetic for God hath given it into your
hands, merely explaias why they speak so

confidently about it (cf. Deut. viii. 9).

Ver. 11.—The family—meaning the tribe

(see ch. xiiL 2, note, and cf. Josh. vii. 17).

Possibly a reason for the use of the word

family here and in ver. 2, as applied to Dan,

may be that there was only one family in

the tribe of Dan, that of the Shuhamites

(Numb. xxvi. 42). Six hundred men. Willi

their wives and sisters and children (sea
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Ter. 21), the whole company must have
amounted to two or three thousand souls.

Ver. 12.—Kirjath-jearim (city of forests),

otherwise called Kirjath-Baal and Baalah,
in the hill country of Judah (Josh. xv. 60).

It lay on the border of Benjamin (Josh,

xviii. 14, 16). Its modem representative

in all probability is Kurit-et-enah, nine

miles from Jerusalem, on the road to joppa.

The district is still veiy woody. Mahaneh-
dan, i, e. the camp of Dan (see ch. xiii. 25),

Behind, t. e. to the west of. The exact site

of Mahaneh-dan has not been identified

with certainty. Jlr. Williams was shown a

site called Beit-Mahanem in the Wady Is-

mail which answers well in position, but it

has not been noticed by any other traveller

(' Dictionary of Bible ').

Ver. 14.—In these houses, showing that

Beth-Micah, the house of Micah, was in fact

a small village (see ver. 22).

Ver. 15. — Even nnto the house, &c.

Rather, at Beth-Micah.
Ver. 17.—Went up, viz., into the upper

chamber, where .it appears the chapel was.

So we read in 2 Kings xxiii 12 that there

were altars on the roof of the upper chamber
of Ahaz (of Jer. xix. 13). ./4nacameup, and
took. There is no and in the Hebrew, and
the tense of the verb is changed. A fuller

6top must be put after went up. And then
the account proceeds, with a certain solemn-
ity of diction. They came in thither; they

took the graven linage, and the ephod, and
the teraphim, and the molten image (full

8top). The narrative goes on. Now the

priest was standing in the entering of the

gate, kc. But thesefive went into Micah'

s

house, &c. , as just related, and of course

brought them out to the gate where the
priest was standing with the 600 Danites.

Ver. 18.—The carved image. It should
lie the graven image, a.s elsewhere. The
Hebrew text here has the graven image of
the ephod, as was noticed in cL xviL 3,

note. But it is very possible that the
cav, and, has fallen out of the text by
accident, and it does not eeem likely that
a different phrase should be adopted in this

one jilace from that followed throughout in

the enumeration of the articles in iMicah's

chapel, so that thf! A. V. is probably right.

Then said the priest, 4;c. When he saw the
idols and teraphim in the liauds of the five

men he cried out in alarm. It is remarkable
that here and in the preceding verse he is

styled the priest.

Ver. 19.—Lay thine hand upon thy mouth.
Cf. Job xxL 6 ; xxii. 9 ; xl. 4. A father
and • priest. See ch. xvii. 10, note.

Ver. 20.- The priest's heart was glad, &c.
The proHiiect of greater dignity and greater
emolument stilled all sentiments of grati-

tude and loyalty to Micah, and made him

cheerfully connive at an act of theft and
sacrilege.

Ver. 21.—They turned, i, e. turned their

backs upon Beth-Micah, and went on their

way to the north. The little ones. The
term necessarily includes the women of th«

emigrant party. Compare Jacob's care for

his wives and children (Gen, xxxiii. 1— 5)

;

only Jacob expected an attack from Esau
in front, the Danites an attack from Micah
from behind. The carriage. It is the same
word as is translated in Gen. xxxi. 1 glory;
it might be rendered valuables. It would
no doubt include the precious images and
ephod which they had just stolen.

Ver. 22.—The houses near to Micah's
house. See ver. 14, note. Near to, the s&mQ
Hebrew word as is rendered by in ver. 3,

where see note.

Ver. 23.—That thou comest, &c.—liter-

ally, that tlioii art gathered together, the
same word as in ver. 22. It is the idea of

the clan, or family, or tiibe which causes

the phrase. Just as Israel or Judah desig-

nates the whole nation, or the whole tribe,

under the name of their patriarch, so here

Micah would include all the clan who dwelt

in Micah's house ; and hence the Danites
speak of Micah being gathered together.

Ver. 24.—My gods, or, as some render it,

my god. But the plural is probably right,

as Micah was thinking of the molten and
graven images, and the teraphim, and called

them gods, without perhaps meaning to im-
ply that there was any God but Jehovah.

Ver. 25.—Eun upon thee. Rather, rwra, or

fall, upon you; it is the plural pronoun,

comprehending the whole party. The argu-

ment of the Danites was the argument of

the stronger.

Ver. 26.—The verse tells us what the two
parties did, but not in the order in which
an English writer would express it ; for no
doubt the Danites, encumbered with their

women, and children, and baggage, did not

go on their way till Micah and his party

had turned back, though in English the

contrary order is rather implied. The He-
brew merely puts the actions side by side,

and leaves the order to be inferred.

Ver. 27.—And they. In the Hebrew th»

they is emphatic. It would be better ex-

pressed in English by repeating The children

of Dan. The repetition of the epithets quiet

and secure, as applied to the people of Laish,

rather seems to indicate the writer's reproba-

tion of the deed as cruel, like that of Simeon
and Levi in slaying Hamor and Shechem.

They smote them with the edge of the

sword—a phrase denoting an exterminating

slaughter (Exod. xxxiv. 26 ; Josh. xix. 47 ; 1

Sam. XV. 8, &c.). And they burnt the city,

' &c. Perhaps they had made the people and

I city a cherem, a devoted thing, and therefow
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slew the one and burnt the other (cf. Nnmb.
xxi. 3 ; Josh. viii. 19 ; xi. 11, &c.) ; or th«

burning of the city may have been one of

the means by which they destroyed the

people.

Ver. 28.—Because it was far, &c. He
reverts again to the description given in ver.

7. That lieth by Beth-Behob. It is liter-

ally, which helongeth to Beth-Behob, L e. the

valley here spoken of was part of the terri-

tory of the Syrians of Beth-Rehob in the

time of David (and very likely earlier), as we
read in 2 Sam. x. 6. It seems to have taken
its name, House of Rehab, from Rehob the

father of Hadadezer, king of Zobah (2 Sam.
viii. 12), and to have been called Btth-Behob
very much as Micah's settlement was called

Beih-Micah. It was also called for shortness

Rehob, as Numb. xiii. 21 ; Judg. L 31 ; 2 Sam.
X. 8. It was situated, as we learn from eh. L
31, in the bounds of the tribe of Asher, in

the extreme north of the Holy Land, near
the entering in of Hamath, the site of which,
however, is unknown (see Numb. xiii. 21).

The valley is that through which the Leddan
fountain flows (ver. 7, note), and is the up-
per part of the plain called d-Hulleh, which
is the northern continuation of the Jordan
valley. They built a city. Rather, they re-

built the dtp.

Yer. 29.—Howbeit Laish was the name,
jcc. The strange form here given in the

Septuagint, Oulamais, arises from their

having taken the Hebrew word for howbeit
(oulam) as part of the name, and left out the
L of Laish (see ver. 7, note).

Vers. 30, 31.—And the children of Dan,
Ac. It was probably the long existence of this

semi-idolatrous woi-ship of the graven image
at Dan that induced King Jeroboam to set

up one of his golden calves at Dan, as we
read 1 Kings xii. 28—30. And Jonathan,
the son of Oershom, the son of Manasseh.
The Hebrew text really has the son of Moses.
But a little n is written above the line be-

tween the M and the S of Moses (Mosheh),

so as to be read Manasseh, as thus : MSH
;

so that they avoided the pain of reading
aloud that the grandson or descendant of

Moses was an idolatrous priest, without
actually altering the written text. It is

indeed most sad that it should have been so,

though like examples are not wanting, as,

e. g., the sons of Eli and of Samuel. For
Gershom the son of Moses see Exod. ii. 22 ;

xviii. 3 ; 1 Chron. xxiiL 14—16. It does
not follow that Jonathan, the priest of the
Danites, was literally the son of Gershom.
It may merely mean that he was of the
family of which Gershom was the head.

Until the day of the captivity of the land.

There is great diversity of opinion as to the

meaning of this phraM. Many understand

it, as is the obvious meaning of the words,
of the Assyrian capti\'ity (2 Kings xv. 29

;

xvii. 6). But some of the best commentators,
as Kimchi among the Jews, and many
modems, think it refers to the taking
captive of the ark by the Philistines in the
days of Eli, because this is the time indicated
in the next verse by the mention of the
house of God in Shiloh. Tt^e ark of God
never returned to Shiloh after it was taken
thence (1 Sam. iv. 3, 4) and captured by the
Philistines [ibid. ver. 11). It is also noticed
that the expression, The ark of God is gone
into captivity (is taken, A. v.), occurs in

1 Sam. iv. 21, 22. It certainlywould bestrange
that one verse (30) should speak of the wor-
ship of the graven image lasting till the
Assyrian con(^uest of the land, and the next
verse (31) limit it to the time that the house
of God was in Shiloh, some 300 years earlier.

At the same time it should be noticed that
ver. 30 speaks of the time that Jonathan's
sons were priests to the tribe of Dan, and
ver. 31 of the worship of Micah's image. It

is quite possible that the descendants of

Jonathan may have been appointed priests

at Dan to Jeroboam's golden-calf worship,
though the original graven image of Micah
may have been destroyed by Saul or David

;

and in the interval between such destruction

of Micah's image and the setting up of

Jeroboam's calves they may have been the
priests of an irregular worship on a high
place at Tell-el-Kady. And this would en-

able us to give what is certainly its natural

meaning to the words, " the captivity of the

land. " But no certainty can be arrived at

without more actual knowledge. Many
commentators adopt Houbigant's conjecture

to read ark for land at the end of ver. 30
{ar6n for aretz). Others think that some
deportation of the Danites by the Syrians or

other neighbouring people not recorded in

history is here spoken of. All the time the

house of God, &c. This must have been
written not earlier than the time of Samuel,

and possibly much later. The house of

God, i. e. the tabernacle, was in Shiloh from
the days of Joshua (Josh, xviii. 1) till the

days of Eli (1 Sam. i 3), after which we have
no account of where the house of God was
till the ark was brought up to Jerusalem by
King David from the house of Obed-edom
the Gittite (2 Sam. vi 12), and placed in

the tabernacle that David had pitched for it

(2 Sam. vi 17) ; but whether this was the

tabernacle that had been pitched at Shiloh

or a new one does not appear. It is not

improbable that Samuel may have moved
the tabernacle from Shiloh to Ramah (1 Sam.
vii. 17). The ark had rested in the house

of Abinadab at Baaleh or Kirjath-jearim fo»

twenty years (1 Sam. vii 2) previooa to it4

removal by David.
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HOMII.ETICS.

Vera. 1—81.

—

Socieiy withovi a head ceasing to he society. The writer of the five

last chapters of tl:e Book of Judges had a painful task to perfonn. Writiiii: the

history of his people, and they the people of God, he had to tell a tale of violence,

plunder, bloodshed, brutality, civil war, and extermination, on the secular side, and

of superstition, schism, and idolatry, on the religious side of his story. And we may
observe, by the way, that we have a striking evidence of the truthfulness and impar-

tiality of the narrator in this merciless exposure of the sins and misdeeds of his

countrymen. Nor are we at a loss to draw the lesson which he intended us to draw
from the account which he has given; for no fewer than four times in the course

of his brief narrative does he impress upon the mind of his readers the fact that in

the days when these shameful deeds were done " there was no king in Israel, but

every man did that which waB right in his own eyes " (ch. xvii. 6 ; xviii. 1 ; xix.

1 ; xxi. 25). No doubt the writer referred particularly to that government with

which he was acquainted, the government of kings property so called, of whom
Saul was the first, and David and his long line were the successors. But when
we remember that in its best days the Israelitish nation had no king but God,

and was governed under him by such rulers as Moses, Joshua, Gideon, Samuel,

and the other judges, we shall perceive that the lesson to be learnt is not so

much that of the superiority of monarchy over other forms of government (how-

ever true this may be), as of the absolute neces8i*^y, for the religious and civil

welfare of a people, that a firm government should exist, to control by the force

of law the excesses of individual will, and to compel within certain limits the action

of individuals for the sake of the public good. Looking at their several influences

upon the body of the Israelite people, how pernicious was the theft by Micah of his

mother's hoarded treasure ; how injurious to the community was the idolatrous

worship set up by Micah, and that for generation upon generation ; how disastrous

to the commonwealth of Israel was the brutal outrage of the men of Gibeah ; how
intolerable was the marauding expedition of the DaniteSjboth to the quiet dwellers in

the land and to peaceful neighbours beyond its border ; and what a complete loosen-

ing of all the joirits of social life do the several transactions display I Nowhere do

we see any common aim for the common good, but each man's covetousness, supers

Btition, lust, anger, cruelty, pursuing private objects at the expense of public interests.

The ideas of a society, a commonwealth, a Church, a nation, were lost in individual

BelfislinesB. Now this was in a great measure due to the want of a central supreme

authority to repress, to direct, and to overrule. Just as material nature, if the power

of gravitation were removed, would fall to pieces, and all cohesion would be gone.

60, without a common authority wielding the power of law, human society would fall

to pieces, and be reduced to chaos. Men are blinded by their own passions ; par-

ticular sections of society can see nothing but their own fancied interests ; lawles*

violence would plunder here ; impulsive zeal would rush onwards there ; a fanatical

superstition would set up its altars where it ought not ; fierce rivalry would rise upon

the ruins of its antagonist ; revenge would glut itself with destruction ; one trade

would seek the suppression of all that stood in its way ; one interest would devour

another, one class supplant another, one rank tread down another. It is the businesi

of law wielded bv sovereign power to look with an equal eye upon all the different

interests of the State, to favour all by favouring none at the expense of others, to

repress all individual action which would hurt the whole, and to regulate all the

separate forces which would be injurious to the whole. Law, hke the eye of God, is

impartial in its look-out; its end is to produce order, harmony, and peace. Under
the even reign of law eccentric violence is unknown, and its steady but irresistible

pressure gives consistency and strength to the whole fabric of society. Under its

reign full scope is given to every energy for good, and all the scattered forces of the

separate parts are concentrated for the benefit of the whole. Under its wholesome

restraints the Sflfi.sh passions of man are not allowed to injure themselves or others,

and tlie folly of the foolish and the wickedness of the wicked are checked in their

injurious coorsea. Not that which is right in his own eyea, and which self-will
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desireH, but that which the law, the reflection of God's mind, oommands, is the rule
by which every man's actions must be squared. The perfection of a human polity
is one in which wise laws govern the whole social movement as surely as the laws of
nature govern the material world. It is the interest of all classes of the community
to bow to this supremacy of law, and to unite in a firm compact to support the
central authority in repressing every act of lawlessness, whether committed by an
individual or by a company. It is only thus that social chaos can be avoided, and
that civil cosmos, which alone is civilisation, can be maintained for the true liberty
and welfare of mankind. It is just the same with the Church of God, which is the
commonwealth of his saints. In it the word of God must reign supreme. In it
individual opinions, sentiments, wishes, and feelings must all be subordinated to the
Divine law. In it selfish eccentricities, ambitions, activities must all be restrained
by a wise and even rule if the Church is to be the abode of order, peace, and love.
In the surrender of individual ^vill to the discipline of the supreme authority the
sacred commonwealth finds its perfect balance, and each member is enabled to yield
that service which indeed is perfect freedom ; because the unchecked power to do
that which is right in his own eyes is not a man's liberty, but his bondage. Self-will
is set in motion by sin; but law is the fruit of wisdom and justice moving for the
happiness of all, securing right, and stopping up the gangways of wrong. From
the spirit of lawlessness deliver thy Church, Lord 1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—13.

—

The history of a man-made ministry:—2. Its abuse. A special
instance of the manner in which it wrought mischief afforded in the migration of
the Danites. The proximity of Micab's house to the great northern highway made
it a natural resting-place for travellers, and so the spies find their way there. By
them the young priest, who turns out to be a previous acquaintance, is recognised.
The existence of the " house of gods " is thus made known, and they desire him to
consult the oracle concerning their fortunes. Although their adventure was a wicked
and unscrupulous one, they are told, " Go in peace: before the Lord is your way
wherein ye go." The visit of the spies to Laish, their report to their brethren, and
the setting out of the 600 Danites, who arrive in the first stage of their march once
more at Micab's house, are then narrated We see, therefore

—

I. How A MERCENARY PRIESTHOOD AND SHRINE MAY BE PROSTITOTED TO BASB USES.

The oracle at Shiloh was symbol and seal of the national unity, and its priesthood
represented the national conscience. It would have been impossible for them to
sanction such a crime. But it was otherwise with Micab's priest and " house of gods."
The latter was a mercantile speculation, a private enterprise, and was therefore

obnoxions to any temptation like this. A striking paraUel to this is afforded by the
Church of Rome, with its sale of indulgences, «S:c.

II. How EAGER UNHOLY MEN ARE FOR RELIGIOUS BANCTI0N8 IN THEIR FRAUDULENT
AND MURDEROUS DEEDS. When religion becomes a matter of money, and its advan-
tages are sold to the highest bidder, it ceases to be the judge of right and wrong.
The contradiction between the errand upon which they were sent and the spirit of

God's revelation ought to have struck them. Yet this is but one instance of an all

but universal error. They imagine that true religion can call evil good and good evil.

III. How THEREBY A TURBULENT TRIBE IS ENCOURAGED IN ITS DESIGNS UPON A
PEACEFUL DISTRICT, AND A PERMANENT WRONG IS INFLICTED. The moral latent in tlie

incident is thereby sharply pointed. It must appear to all how mischievous, how
subversive of human society and of religion, such an institution must be. The only

safeguard against such evils is in the central authority at Shiloh being recognised,^

and that autbority being enforced by a duly elected king.—M.

Yen. 14—31.—3. Its transfer and establishment in a lawless community. The spies

had evidently taken counsel with the 600, for the theft of the gods is done in a cool,

business-like way ; and they have evidently a settled design concerning them. Every-

thing that would encumber or be detrimental to them is sent on in front The
real or feigned remonstrance of the priest, and his willing compliance with their

desire, and the pursuit by Micah, are realistic touches that add greatly to the interact
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and naturalness of the narrative. Tliat the slaughter, &c. at Laish was of the most
horrible description is suggested—" There was no helper."

I. Those who subvert the principles of morality should not kxpkct to bb
TREATED ACCORDING TO THOSE PRINCIPLES.

II. However apparently religious wrong-doers ark, their conduct does kot
LOSE ITS ESSENTIAL CHARACTER, AND WILL BE JUDGED. The record of the occurrence
has preserved it for all time, and it is condemned before the bar of the righteou*
conscience.

III. The greatest care should be taken at the first indication of schism or
ERROR, AS SUCH THINGS TEND TO PERPETUATE THEMSELVES. A regular priesthood is

instituted, with its hereditary privileges and duties.

IV. The beal effect of such religious movements is to the detriment of
TRUE RELIGION. The " house of gods " at Laish is a rival to the " house of God " at
Sliiloh. During those early days of Hebrew nationalisation and religious training, the
mischief and hindrance occasioned by it must have been enormous. True religion is

ever opposed in the world. Its worst foes are those who most nearly resemble it in

outward ceremony, but whose motives are impure.—M.

Vers. 23, 24.—4. The idolaters distress. Micah has at one fell Bwoop lost gods and
ephod and priest. As his chief gains and his fancied importance were derived from
this source, he was desolate.

I. Those whose trust is in outward things, and whose heart is bound up ik

THEM, ARE EXPOSED TO GRAVE DANGERS AND DISADVANTAGES. The loBseS of life
;

the anxieties and dreads ; bereavement. The religion of external details, how easily

disarranged I The whole "establishment" may be swept away I

II. The SPIRITUALLY-MINDED ARE FREED FROJI THESE CARES, AND ALTHOUGH SUF-
FERING SIMILAR DEPRIVATIONS AND LOSSES, ARE NOT WITHOUT COMFORT. " God is a
spirit, and they that worship him," &c. The heart that rests on Christ is secure

against all outward perils. Forms, externals, &c. are not essential to true religion.

The " means of grace " are not to become on end in themselves, and where the end
is reached otherwise they can be dispensed with.—M.

Ver. 6.

—

Tlie religion of convenience. I. Men who are unwilling to do the wil
OF God ABE SOMETIMES ANXIOUS TO SECURE HIS HELP. These Danites are little better

than freebooters ; they are determined to go their own way ; they have no wish to

be gnided by God ; they simply wish to be assured of success. So there are many
who have suflScient religious faith to desire the blessing of God on their life, but not

BiiflBcient to submit to his guidance and authority. True loyalty to God will make us

not merely consult him as to the success of our work, but as to its rightness, and not

merely inquire whether the way in which we are determined to go shall pro.«per, but

ask wliat way God would have us take.

II. The PRATER FOR PROSPERITY UNACCOMPANIED BY SUBMISSION TO God's WILL DOM
NOT JUSTIFY THE COURSE OF ACTION TO WHICH IT RELATES. We have Superstitions

about prayer. We are too ready to imagine that all is well if we have sought God's

blessing upon our work. But we have only a right to ask for this when we are

doing right. Prayer cannot sanctify a bad action. The Danites were not justified

in their marauding expedition because they first consulted a supposed Divine oracle.

Men seek God's blessing on their business while they conduct it dishonestly, on their

country while they favour a;,^grc8sive wars and national injustice, on their private

lives while they pursue a worldly, perhaps even an immoral, course. Such conduct

rather Jig^ravates than mitigates guilt, because it betrays blindness of conscience in

the searching light of God's presence.

Hi. An ASSURANCE OF SUCCESS IS NO PROOF OF THE FAVOUR OF GOD. We are

too ready to worship success as though it were a justification of the means by which
It was attained. In this world, viewed from a human standpoint, goodness often

fails and wickedness often succeeds. Our own feeling of assurance is no ground of
reasonable confidence. They who are on the best of terms with themselves are not

therefore on the best of terms with God. The timid, ilifTident, despondent soul may
be really regarded with favour by God, while the vain, self-elated soul may be living
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under his frown. The faith which saves is not self-confidence nor the assurance of
success, but submissive and obedient trust in a Lord and Saviour.

IV. They who make a convenience of religion will find m the end that rr

WILL BE THEIR CONDEMNING JUDGE. The priest told the Danites that their way was
before the Lord. God would watch them. They had invoked his name. They
would see ultimately what his pres&nce involved. The recognition of God which is

involved in seeking bis blessing will increase our condemnation if we disregard hiu

wUl.—A.

Vera. 19, 20 —The mercenary vriest. Greed and ambition are the besetting sins

of depraved priests. Both of these evil characteristics are apparent in Micah's
Levite.

I. The PRIESTLY OFFICE IS DEGRADED BY MERCENARY GREED. Micah had adopted
the Levite when he was homeless and destitute, and had treated him with the kindness
of a fatlier to his son

;
yet as soon as he discovers a chance of better pay, the miser-

able man deserts and robs his patron. No man can serve God truly if the money
wages of his service are the chief consideration with him. Though he may take
such just payment as is given to him if he is God's faithful servant, he will, like the

faithful Levites, feel that his real portion is the Eternal (Josh. xiii. 33). Such a

man should also consider himself bound by ties of affection and friendly obligation

to the people among whom he ministers. If he seeks promotion simply for the sake
of pecuniary advantage, and irrespective of the loss which may be sustained in his

present sphere, and of his possible imfitness for a larger sphere, he is guilty of gross
workiliness and wicked seltislmess.

II. The PRIESTLY OFFICE IS DEGRADED BY SELFISH AMBITION. The Levite is

tempted by the prospect of exercising his functions in a larger way as the priest of

a tribe. Such an offer would only be possible in Israel under circimistances of

religious decline and social disorder. Even then the Levite must have known that

he was no priest at all according to the law of God, for he did not belong to the

family of Aaron. But ambition tramples on law for its own advancement. Of
course there are occasions when a man may naturally endeavour to rise in the world,

and if he can be sure that he will extend his usefulness, it is his duty to do so. But

—

1. The opportunity of enlarged service elsewhere is no justification for unfaithfulness

to our present service. Plainly the Levite was treating his benefactor with unpardon-
able ingratitude and treachery in deserting him for the service of the Danites. 2.

It is only a culpable ambition which will lead a man to seek a higher position simply

for his own honour and profit, and not for the good of those who are intrusted to his

care. The priest exists for the people, not the people for the priest. But the latter

condition has been only too apjiarent in the course of the corruptions of Christendom.

OfBce has been sought solely for the satisfaction of the greed and ambition of the

aspirant. How contrary to the teaching of Christ, who said, " Whosoever will be

great among yon, let him be your servant " I (Matt. xx. 27).—A.

Ver. 24.

—

The lost gods. Micah's distress at the loss of his gods and priest may
be regarded on two sides—on the side of superstition and on that of genuine

devotion.

I. The SUPERSTITIOUS side of Micah's distress. 1, The god that can be stolen

must be no true God. Micah should have seen the folly of his idolatry in the

catastrophe which had befallen him. If the idols could not protect their own shrine,

what could they do for their owner's home ? 2. The man whose character is corrupt

is worthless as a priest. Yet after the Levite had behaved in the vilest way Micah
still felt the loss of him bitterly. This distress came from his superstitious belief

In the efficacy of the residence of an official priest in his house, no matter what was
the Baseness of the man's character or the emptiness of his services. 3. A religion

which depends on any material things or human offices for its efficacy is foreign to

the character of the spiritual worship of the true God. It was a mistake for Micah
to suppose that he would lose the presence of God by losing the images which he
had made, or the blessing of God by losing his priest. Nothing that is done to a

man's outside life can affect his religious blessings. God dwells in the shrine of the
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heart. No persf'cntion can rob us of his presence. The Waldenses in their mountain

cave liad lust every earthly comfort, but they liad not lost God. God's blessings ar«

not dependent on external ordinances, though these are the usual channels through

which tliey flow. If we have no visible temple, altar, priest, or service, God can still

bless us fully.
. .

II. Thu natural side of Micah's distress. There 18 much m it which speaks

well for Micah. Micah is a religious man. To him the loss of what he believes to

be the source of religious blessings is a great trouble. Are not they who can lose

the real presence of God in their hearts without any feeling of compunction far more

astray than this man with all his idolatry and superstition? God is the light and

life of the soul. How strange then that any should live without him and yet not

know that anything "aileth" them I But whatever a man makes into a god for

himself will interest him deeply. If he makes a god of his money, his art, his child,

the loss of his god will plunge him into the darkness of despair. 1. Since we ire

tlius dee])ly affected by the object of our supreme devotion, let us see that this is no

earthly thing which can be stolen or destroyed, but the true, eternal God who will

never leave us, 2. God sometimes takes from us the earthly treasures of whir-h we
have made gods that we may see the mistake of our idolatry, and so ieurn to lift up

our hearts to the ever-abiding presence.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIX.

Ver. 1.—When there was no king (ch.

xvii. 6 ; x\ iii. 1 ; xxi. 25). It appears from

ch. XX. 27, 28 that the events narrated in

these three last chapters of the Book of

lodges hajjjiened in the lifetime of Phinehas,

And while tlie ark was at Shiloh (see ch. xx.

27, note). Phinehas evidently outlived Joshua
<Josh. xxiv. 29, 33), though there is no evi-

dence to show how long. The events in

these chapters must have occurred in the

Interval between the death of Joshua and
the death of Pliinehas. A certain Levite,

Ac. It is a curious coincidence that lioth

the Levite whose sad story is here told, and
the Levite the son of Gerehom of whom we
read in the j)receding chapters, were sojourn-

ers in the hill countiy of K|il)raim, and also

closely connected with Bethlehem -judah.

Perhaps the legitimate inference (see ver. 18,

and ch. xx. 26, 27) is that in both cases the

Levites were drawn to Ephraim by the ark

being at Philoh, and also that there was
a colony of Levites at Bethlehem -judah.

Whether there was any connection between
tlie presence of Levites at Bethlehem and
the annual sacrifice at Bethlehem which
existed in David's time, and which argues
the existence of a high place there, can only
be a mattrr of conjecture (see 1 Sam. ix. 13,

and XX. 29). All we can .'<ay is that there

was the universal prevalence of high-jilace

worship during the time of the judges, and
that the services of Levites were sought after

in conneetion with it (ch. xvii. 13). On the
•id*. Hebrew, «lrf«. In the masculine form
the word means the hip and up]ier part of
the thigh ; in the feminine, as here, it is

aj'plied only to inanimate objects, as a house,

the temple, a cave, the north, a pit, aconntry,
&c., and is used in the dual nnniher (see

1 Sam. xxiv. 4 ; 1 Kings vi. 16 ; Ps. xlviii.

3 ; cxxviii. 3 ; Isa. xxxvii. 24 ; Ezek. xxxii.

23, &c.). It means the innermost, hindmost,
furthermost parts. Its application here to

the northern side of Ephraim seems to im])ly

that the writer wrote in the south, probably

in Judah. A concubine. An inferior wife,

who had not the same right for herself or

for her children as the wife had (see Gen.
XXV. 6).

Ver. 2.—Played the whore, &c. Perhaps
the phrase only means that she revolted from
him and left him. Her returning to her
father's house, and his anxiety to make up
the quarrel, both discourage tnkiiigthe iihrase

in its woi-st sense. Four whole months.
Literally, dmjs, four months ; meaning either

a year and four months, as in 1 Sam. xxvii.

7, where, however, tlie and is expres.scd ; or

days (i. e. many days), viz., four months.

For the use of days for a year see Exod.
xiii. 10 ; Judges xvii. 10, &c.

Ver. 3.—To bring her again. So the

Keri. But the Cetliib has to briny him, i, e.

it, again, viz., her heart. But the phrase to

S2>eak to her heart is such a common one for

to speakfriendly or kindly to any one that it

is not likely that it should here be oaed

otherwise, so that the pronoun should refer

to heart. If the masculine is here the right

reading, it may be an archaisni UKiking the

Buflix oi the cunimon gender like the plural

sutlix in ver. 24, which is masculine, though
applied to women, and like tlie masculine
pronoun itself, which is so used throughout
the Pentateuch and elsewhere (see also ch. xxi.

12; Exod. L 21). A couple of asses. One for

himself and one for her. He rejoiced. N«
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donbt, in part at least, becanse the expense
of his daiighter's maintenance would be trans-
ferred from himself to his daughter's husband.

Ver. 4.—Retained him. See the same
phrase 2 Kings iv. 8, where it is rendered
she coTistrained him. The full phrase is in
Gen. xxL 18, hold him in thy hand.

Ver. 5.—Comfort thine heart, &c. Com-
pare Gen. xviii. 5.

Ver. 6, — For the damsel's father had
Baid, &c. , or rather, And the damsel's father
said. He had not at first intended to stay

on, but to go on his way after he had eaten
and drank (ver. 5). But when they had
prolonged their carousal, the father of the
damsel persuaded him to stay on another
night.

Ver. 7."—He lodged there again. Literally,

he returned and lodged there. The Septuagint
and one Hebrew MS. read, And he tarried

and lodged there.

Ver. 8.—And they tarried. It should
rather be rendered in the imperative mood ;

And tarry ye until the afternoon. So they
did eat both of them. The imperative com-

fort thin^e heart is in the singular becauso
only the man and the father-in-law are repre-

sented throughout as eating and drinkimj
both of them together. The imperative tarry

ye is in the plural because it applies to th(

wife as well as the man.
Ver. 9.—Draweth toward evening. The

Hebrew phrase, wliich is uncommon, is, TM
day is slackening to become evening, i. e. the

heat ind the light of the day are becoming
slack and weak, and evening is coming on.

The day groweth to an end. Another un-
usual phrase ; literally, Behold the declining

of the day, or, as some render it, the encamp-
ing of the day, as if the sun after his day's

journey was now pitching his tent for the

night. Go home. Literally, to thy tent, as in

ch. XX. 8. So the phrase, To youf tents, C
Israel, means. Go home (see 1 Kings xii. 16

&c.).

Ver. 10.—Jebus. hee ch. i. 21, note.

Jerusalem is numbered among Joshua's con-

quests at Josh. X. 23 ; xii. 10. But from
this verse it would appear that the Israelite

population had withdrawn and left the city

to be entirely occupied by the Jcbusites, who
held it till the time of David (2 Sam. v. 6).

Jerusalem is only about two hours from
Bethlehem.

Ver. 12.—Gibeah (or ha-Gibeah, the hill).

In the tribe of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 28) ;

Saul's birthplace. Its modem name is Jcba.

It would be about two and a half hours'

fcrthier journey from Jerusalem.

Ver. 13.—Ramah (ha-ltainah, the height).

No\v er-Ram, less than an hour's journey
from Oibeah, both being about equi-distant

from Jcir.salem.

Ver. 15. -A street of the city. Rather,

JUDGES.

the broad space or place near the gate, such
as is usual in an Oriental city (cf. Ruth
iv. 1). There was no man that took them
into his house. Tliis absence of the common
rites of hospitality toward strangers was a
sign of the degraded character of the men of
Gibeah (see Gen. xviii. 3— 8 ; xix. 2, 3 ;

Rom. xii 13 ; Heb. xiii. 2 ; 1 Pet. iv. 9.

Ver. 16— Which was also of mount
Ephraim. Tlie Hebrew is, And the man
teas from the hill country of Ephraim. It
does not mean that he also, as well as the
Levite, was from Ephraim.

Ver. 18.—The side of mount Ephraim.
See ver. 1, note. 1 am going to the house of
the Lord, i. e. to the tabernacle at Shiloh.
But some translate tlie words \ frequent, am
conversant with, walk in, the house of the
Lord, i. e. am a Levite. But the former
R«ems the best rendering on the whole.

Ver. 19.—Yet there is both straw, &c.,
i. e. he only wanted shelter, he had all his
provisions with him, it was but little that
he asked for, and yet no man would take
him in.

Ver. 20.—They washed their feet. See
Gen. xviii. 4 ; xix. 2 j Luke vii. 34 ; 1 Tim.
V. 10, &c.

Ver. 22.—Making their hearts merry —
as in vers. 6, 9, and in ch. xvi. 25 ; Ruth
iii. 7. But there is nothing in the expression

implying any excess in drinking. Bring
forth the man. The abandoned character of
the men appears in this, that not only did
they offer no hospitality to the stranger

themselves, but were ready to violate the
sanctity of the hospitality of the old man's
house by their brutal violence. There must
have been a fearful absence of all law and
order and government when such deeds
could be done without any interference on
the part of magistrate or elder or ruler of
any kind. The singular resemblance of the

whole narrative to that in Gen. xix. suggests

that the Israelites by their contact with the

accursed Canaanites had reduced themselves

to the level of Sodom and Gomorrah. Surely

this shows the wisdom of the command to

destroy utterly the workers of abomination.

Sons of Belial. See ch. xx. 13, where the

same Hebrew phrase is rendered children of
Belial. Belial in this common phrase is not

a proper name, but a noun meaning worth-

lessness. Sons or men of Belial means
worthless fellows.

Ver. 23.—He pleads the sanctity of hos<

pitality.

Ver. 25.—The man took his concubine,

&c. One's blood boils at such selfish base-

ness and such cowardly cruelty. It is not
quite clear whether the man means the

Levite or the old Ephraimite.

Ver. 26.—Till it was light, or, u th«

words may mean, at dnyli'jkt.
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Ver. 27.—The woman was fallen down at

the door, &c. Poor thing! with her last

breath she turned to the house where he was

who should have been her protector, but who
had deserted her in her hour of need.

Ver. 29. —Compare 1 Sam. xi. 8.

Ver. 80. — And it was so, &c. Some
translate this verse quite differently. They
understand the whole verse &b what the

Levite said when he sent the twelve pieces

of the murdered wonun to the twelva tribes,

as thus :
" ffe sent her into all (he coasts of

Israel (ver. 29), sa)'ing, It shall come to pasa
that all who see it wUl say, There hath been
nothing done and nothing seen like this from
the day, &c. But the A. V. makes very good
sense, and the Hebrew will bear it. Con-
sider of it, &c. The general sense of the
whole nation was to call a national council
to decide what to do. The Levite had suc-
ceeded in arousing the indignation of the
twelve tribes to avenge his terrible wrong.

HOMILETICS.

Vers, 1—30.

—

The downward progress. It Ib certainly not without a purpose that

\ve have in Holy Scripture from time to time exhibitions of sin in its most repulsive

and revolting forms. The general rule which tells us that "it is a shame even to

speak of those things which are done of them in secret " is, as it were, violated on
these occasions, because it is more important that the depravity of which human nature
is capable at its worst should be revealed, than that the blush of shame should be
prevented by its concealment. Sin, in some of its forms, is so disguised, and toned
down, and softened, that the natural mind of man does not shrink from it with
abhorrence, or perceive its deadly nature, or its fatal consequences. But it is essential

that sin should be known to be what it is, and especially that it should be made clear

by what gradual descents a man may glide from one stage of wickedness to another,

till, under favouring circumstances, he reaches a depth of vileness which at one
time would have seemed impossible. The process by which this descent is reached
is not difficult to trace. There is in every man a certain moral sense which restrains

him from the commission of certain acts, whether of falsehood, dishonesty, cruelty,

injustice, nensuality, or any other form of sin. And while that moral sense is main-
tained in its vigour, such acts may appear to him impossible for him to commit. But
this moral sense is weakened, and more or less broken down, by every action done
in contradiction ic its authority. At each successive stage of descent there is a less

shook to the weakened moral sense by the aspect of such or such sins than there was
at the preceding stage. The sin appears less odious, and the resisting power is less

strong. It is very true that in many instances, even after the moral sense is broken
down, the force of public opinion, the sense of a man's own interests, habit, the

authority of the law, and other causes external to a man's self, operate to keep him
within certain bounds, and to restrain him from certain excesses of unrighteousness.

But, on the other hand, it may and often does happen that these counteracting causes

are not in operation. A man is placed in a society where public opinion counten-

ances vice, where he does not seem to be in danger of any loss in reputation or in

fortune by the basest acts of villainy, where the authority of law is in abeyance, and,

in a word, where there is no barrier but the fear of God and his own moral sense to

restrain him from the lowest depths of wickedness. Then the melancholy transition

from light to darkness takes place without let or hindrance. Self-respect, honour,

decency, kind feeling towards others, reverence for mankind, justice, shame, burn

gradually with a dimmer and a dimmer light within, and finally the last spark of the

light of humanity goes out, and leaves nothing but the horror of a great darkness, in

which no crime or wickedness shocks, and no struggle of the conscience is kept up.

The men of Gibeah had reached this fearful depth. Not suddenly, we may be sure,

for nemo repervte fiet turpissimv^ ; but by a gradual downward progress. There
must have been for tliem a time when God's nnghty acts by the Red Sea, in the

wilderness, in the wars of Canaan, were fresh in their thoughts, or in their, or their

parents', memories. Tlie great name of Joshua, the living example of Phinehas, the

traditions of the surviving elders, must have set before them a standard of righteous-

ness, and impressed them with a sense of being the people of God. But they had
not acted up to their high calling. Doubtless they had mingled with the heathen
and leamt their works. Their hearts had declined from God, from his fear and
•ervice. Idolatry bad eaten as a canker into their moral principle. Its hamefal
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licentiousness had enticed and overcome them. The Spirit of God was vexed within
them. The light of his word was quenched in the darkness of a gross materialism.
Utter callousness of conscience came on. They began to sneer at virtue and to
scofE at the fear of God. "When the fear of God was gone, the honour due to man
and due to themselves would soon go too. And thus it came to pass at the time of
this history that the whole community was sunk to the level of the vilest heathenism.
Hospitality to strangers, though those strangers were their own flesh and blood, there
was none

;
pity for the homeless and weary, though one of them was a woman, there

was none either; respect for neighbours and fellow-townsmen, common decency and
humanity and every feeling which distinguishes a man from a wild beast or a devil,
had wholly left their vile breasts, and, people of God as they were by privilege and
covenant, they were in their abandonedness wholly the children of the devil. The
example thus recorded with untlinching truth is needed for our generation. The
Israelites were separated from God by abominable idolatries. The attempt of our
age is to separate men from God by a blasphemous denial of his Being. The result
is the same, however it may be arrived at Let the fear of God be once extinct in
the human breast, and reverence for man and for a man's own nature will inevitably
perish too. Virtue cannot survive godliness. The spirit of man is fed by the Spirit
of God. Extinguish the spiritual, and nothing of man remains but the corrupt flesh.

And man withost spirit is no man at all. It is in the cultivation of spiritual affections,

in the constant strengthening of the moral sense, in steady resistance to the first

beginnings of sin, and in steadfast cleaving to God, that man's safety lies. It is in
the maintenance of religion that the safety of society consists. Without the fear of
God man would soon become a devil, and earth would become a helL

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORti

Ver. 1.—Cf. on ch. xviii 1—13.—M.

Vers. 4—10.

—

Troublesome Iwspitality. There is no more vivid picture of this

extravagance. The Levite is delayed beyond all his reckoning, and perhaps through
this is exposed to the evils subsequently narrated. There is a latent purpose
betrayed by the anxiety of his host, which robs the offer of its simplicity and true
hospitality. Like all who simulate a virtue for other than the mere love of it, he
oversteps the bounds of modesty and decorum, and becomes an inconvenience instead

of a help.

I. True hospitality should be for the sake of the guest, and not the host.
II. Excess of hospitality may entail inconvenience and wrong upon odb

QUEST.

III. Where hospitality is offered for some extrinsic purpose, it loses its

TRUE CHARACTER.
IV. Christ the grand example of the host. His moderation ; careful calcula-

tion as to needs of hie guests ; fulness of human sympathy ; impartation of

spiritual grace to the humbler viands.— M.

Vers, 14—21.

—

Exceptional hospitality. How toelcome ! Few of us but have at

some time or other been belated in a strange place. We know nobody, and perhaps

the people are reserved and suspicious. In such a case one friend, the only one, and,

like this man, depending upon daily work for daily bread, becomes of inestimable

service. The feeling of homelessness would be deepened in the case of the Levite

when he recalled the good cheer from which he had come.

I. Those who have been strangers themselves are best able to sympathisb
with gTRANQERS. " He soQoxirned in Gibeah."

II. The poor are often more hospitable than the rich. Their occupation often

introduces them to persons in distress. " What would the poor do if it were not for

the poor? " Simplicity of life tends to cultivate true sympathy.
III. There is no place so wicked and unloving as to be without some wit-

MS88 to truth and GOODNESS. What a hell this Oibeab I Yet in it was one " like

o2
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onto the Son of man." W}iat j\id;,'^ment8 he m:\y have averted from its guilty

inhihitantsi Exceptional piety like this is no accidental thing; still less can it be

the product of surrounding social influences. There are many ways in which we
ray serve our fellows, if the love of God be in our hearts. Perhaps the people

thought him eccentric ; many would despise him as poor and a stranger ; but he was

the one man who did God's work at a time when it sorely needed to be done. Shall

not such hospitality be remembered in the kingdom ? "I was an hungred, and ye
gave me meat ; I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink ; I was a stranger, and ye took

me in," &c. (Matt xxv. 35, 40).—M.

Ver. 80.

—

Unparalleled crime: the spirit and method in which its problemt are

to be met The narrative of the book has been gradually deepening in tragic

interest and moral importance ; it now reaches its climax. The sentence which the

people themselves passed upon this crime is repeated, that public inquiry may be

directed to the significance of it, to the causes of its production, and the means for

preventing the recurrence of similar enormities. To the author the unity of the

nation, publicly represented in the tabernacle at Shiloh and the throne of the new
kingdom, as the outward symbols of theocratic government, is the grand specific, and
the proof of this may be said to be the dogmatic purpose of his work. Studying the

Bame problem in its modern illustrations, we are carried onward to a deeper and more
radical cause, and, consequently, to the need of a more potent and inward influence

of restraint and salvation. But do we study sufficiently, from the higher philosophic

and religious standpoint, the great crimes that startle us from day to day ? Would
it not be a " means of grace " by no means to be despised were we to grapple with

the spiritual and practical bearings of such occurrences ? There could not well be
a more judicious course in such events than that advised by the writer. It is terse,

natural, philosophic.

I. Personal meditation. " Consider it." In all its relations ; our own as well

as others. Let it show us the measure of public declension in morals and religion.

Ask what neglect in the matter of education, social fellowship, or religious teaching
and influence will account for it. How far am I as an individual in sympathy with
the ideas, customs, and whole cast of public life in my time ? How far am I my
brother's keeper? Can anything be done to rouse the public conscience to a keener
and more influential activity ? How easy or how difficult would a similar crime be
to myself? Prayers that I may be kept from such a thing, and may lead others into

a better way.
II. CoNSULTATiCH. Not at random, but of persons qualified to advise. The

deliberations of the " Prisoners' Aid Society " would furnish a model for practical

discussion. But " statistics " will never solve the problem. It is a question o£
human depravity, and a general repentance and alarmed attention is needed.

III. Judgment. A careful, mature, well-informed and advised opinion ; but, cu
being the opinion of the nation, it mvst be carried into effect. Something must
be done, as well as thought. How valuable and influential such a judgment I It

carries within itself the seeds of reformation and the conditions of recovery.—M.

Vers. 16—21.

—

Hospitality. I. Though men who abe abandoned to sinful
PLEASURES MAT DELIGHT IN THE SOCIKTY OF BOON COMPANIONS, THEY WILL SHOW
THEMSELVES WANTING IN THE GKNEROSITY OF TRUE HOSPITALITY. The men of
Gibeah would unite in seeming friendliness for riotous wickedness ; but they were
wanting in the almost universal Eastern kindness to the stranger. The intemperate
and vicious may appear to be more generous in their boisterous freedom than persons
of more strict habits ; but they are too selfish for real generosity. Self-indulgence
is essentially selfish ; vice is naturally morose.

II. We should endeavoub to do bight, though this mat be contbabt to thb
EXAMPLE OF OUB NEIGUB0UB8. The old man was shocked at the inhospitality of the
men of Qibeah. He was not a native of the place, and though he may have lived
there long, he retained the kinder habits of his native home. When at Rome we are
Dot to do as Home does if this is clearly wrong. Englishmen abroad may find it

ditfioult to resist tlie bad social influences of foreign towns ; but if they are Christialif
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they will feel that the universal prevalence of a bad custom is no justification fot

their adoption of it. Yet how difficult it is to see our duty when this is contrary to

the habits of the society in which we live, and how much more difficult to be inde-

pendent and firm in performing it

!

III. Kindness to strangers is a duty obligatory fpon all ot us. The
giaphic picture of the old man returning from his work in the fields at even and
taking note of the houseless strangers is the one relieving feature in the terrible story

of that night's doings. Modern and Western habits may modify the form of our

hospitality, but they cannot exonerate us from the duty to show similar kindness

under similar circumstances. From the mythical gentleman who excused himself

for not saving a drowning man because he had not been introduced to him, to the

Yorkshire native, who, seeing a strange face in his hamlet, cried, " Let's heave a brick

at him I" how common it is for people to limit their kindness to persons of their

acquaintance 1 The parable of the good Samaritan teaches us that any one who needs

our help is our neighbour (Luke x. 29—37).

IV. Kindness to strangers may be rewarded by the discovery of unknown
TIES OF friendship. The old man finds that the Levite comes from his own part of

the country. Doubtless he was thus able to hear tidings of old acquaintances. The
world is not so large as it appears. The stranger is often nearer to us than we sus-

pect. Though true hospitality expects no return (Luke xiv. 12—14), it may find

unlooked-for reward in newly-discovered friendly associations.—A.

Vers. 22—28.

—

Monstroiis vncTcedness. Now and again the world is horrified b}'

the news of some frightful atrocity before which ordinary sin looks almost virtuous.

How is such wickedness possible ?

L Monstrous wickedness is a fruit of selfishness. The men of Gibeah were

abandoned to gross self-indulgence till they utterly ignored the rights and suflEerings

of others. Nothing is so cruelly selfish as the degradation of that most unseltish

affection love. When selfish pleasure is the one motive of conduct, men are blinded

in conscience more than by any other influence.

II. Monstrous wickedness is attained through successivk degrees of deprav-

ity. No man suddenly falls from innocence to gross licentiousness and heartless

cruelty. The first step is slight ; each follo^ving step seems but a small increase of

sin, till the bottom of the very pit of iniquity is reached almost unconsciously. If

the wicked man could have foreseen tlie depth of his fall from the first he would not

have believed it possible. Men should beware of the first step downward.

III. Monstrous wickedness is most advanced in the society of many bad

MEN. As fire burns most when drawn together, vice is most inflamed when men
are comoanions in wickedness. Eac.i tempts the rest by his example. Guilt appears

to be lessened by being shared. Men excuse their conduct by comparing it with

that of their neighbours. Thus ftie greatest depravity is most often seen in citie.s—-

in the concourse of many men. In the excitement of a mob men will commit

excesses from which they would shrink in solitary action. Yet responsibility is still

individual, and each man must ultimately answer for his own sins.

IV. Monstrous wickedness is made possible by the very greatness of man's

NATURE. Human nature has a wide range of capacities. Man can rise infinitely

above the brute, and he can fall infinitely below the brute. He can rise to the angelic,

he can fall to the devilish. His originality of imagination, power of inventiveness,

and freedom of will open to him avenues of evil as well as pathways of good which

are closed to the more dull life of the animal worid. The greater the capacity of

the instrument, the more horrible is the discord which results from its getting out of

tune. Those men who have the highest genius have the faculty for the worst sin.

So tremendous is the capacity of the soul both for good and for evil, that the wise

and hni^ble man, fearing to trust it alone to the temptations of life, will learn to

" commit it to the keeping of a faithful Creator" (1 Pet. iv. 19).—A.

Ver. ZQ.—The duty of considering painful subjects. I. It is wrong fob the

Church to ignore the wickedness of the world. The Church is not at liberty

to enjoy the flowers and fruits of her "little garden wnllcd around" to the neglect
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of tlip waste howling wildemesB outside. Rlie has no right to shut her eyps to the

world's sill wliile she dreams fair dreams of the ultimate perfection of mankind. A
good de;il of foolish optimism is talked by people who will not take the trouble to

inquire into the real state of society. That is a false fastidiousness which refuses to

take note of dark subjects because they are revolting and contaminating. True

purity will be shocked not simply at the knowledge of evil, but more at the existence

of it, and will find expression not merely in shunning the sight of it, but in actively

overcoming it. Such action, however, can only be taken after the e^^l has been

recognised. It is, therefore, the work of the Church to consider seriously the fearful

evils of profligacy, intemperance, and social corruption generally. The duty of con-

templating heavenly things is no excuse for ignoring the evil of the world, which it

is our express duty to enlighten and purify by means of the gospel of Christ.

II. Monstrous wickedness should excite deep and serious consideration. It

is easy to be indignant. But the hasty passion of indignation may do more barm
than g-ood. It may strike in the wrong place ; it may only touch superficial symptoms
and leave the root of the evil ; and it is likely to die down as quickly as it springs

up. Great sins should be visited not with the rage of vindictiveness, but with grave,

severe justice. We should "consider and take advice," reflect, consult, discuss the

cause and the remedy. Undisciplined human nature will express horror and seek

revenge at the revelation of a great crime. It wants Christian thoughtfulness and a

deep, sad conviction of duty to practise self-restraint in the moment of indignation,

and to investigate the painful subject with care after the interest of a temporary

excitement has flagged.

III. It is OUB duty to speak out and take action in relation to PAINFL'L

subjects when anything can be done to effect an improvement. Evils are

allowed to go unchecked because a false modesty dreads to speak of them. The
men and women who overcome this and bravely advocate unpopular questions should

be treated with all honour by the Christian Church. If the Christian does nothing to

check the vicious practices and corrupt institutions which surround him, he becomes
reaponsible for their continued existence.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XX.

Ver. 1. Went out, t. e. from their sereral

homes to the jjlace of meeting. The congre-
gation. Thft technical term (not, however,
found in Samuel and Kings, except in 1

Kings xii. 20) for the whole Israelitish people
(F^xod. xii. 3; xvi. 1, 2, 9 ; Levit. iv. 15;
.losh. xviii. 1, &c.). From Dan to Beer-
Bheba. Dan, or Laish (ch. xviii. 29), being
the northernmost point, and Beersheha (now
Bir-easaha, the springs so called) in the
south of Judah the southernmost. Itcannot
be inferred with certainty from this expression
that the Danite occupation of Laish had
taken place nt this time, though it may have
done so, becaii.se we do not know when this

narrative was written, and the phrase is only
used as a proverbial exjiression familiar in

the writer's time. The land of Gilead. In
Its widest sense, meaning the whole of trans-

Jnrdanic Israel (see ch. x. 8; xi. 1, &c.).

Mizpeh, or, as it is always written in Hebrew,
ham-Mizpeh, with the article (see ch. xxi. 1).

The Miziteh here mentioned is not the same
u the Mizj'eh of ch. x. 17 ; xi. 11, 29, 34,
which was m Gilead, but waa situated in the
tribe of Benjamin (Joth. xviii. 26). That it

was a national place of meeting In the time
of Samuel is clear from 1 Sam. vii. 5—12,

and we learn from ver. 16 of that same
chapter that it was one of the places to which
Samuel went on circuit. We find it a place

of national meeting also in 1 Sam. x. 17, and
even so late as 2 Kings xxv. 23, and in the

time of the Maccabees (1 Mace, lit 46). Its

vicinity to Shiloh, where the tabeniacle was,

was probably one reason why it was made a

centre to the whole congregation (see especi-

ally 1 Sam. X. 17, 22, 25). Its exact site is

not known with certainty, but it is thought
to be that of Kebi Samuil, from which Jeru-

salem is seen at about two hours' distance to

the south-east. Unto the Lord, i. e. in the

f)resence of the tabeniK le, which was doubt-

ess brought there, on s' 'solemn an occasion,

from Shiloh (of. Exod. xxxiv. 34 ; Levit. i. 8;
Judges xi. 11 ; xxi. 2, and ver. 26 of this

chapter).

Ver. 2.—The oMet The word here used

means the comer-stones of a building. Hence
it is np]>lied to the chief men, who, aa it were,

bind and keep together the whole people-

Their presence at this great meeting is men-
tioned to show that it was a regularly con-

itituted auembly of all IiraeL The waan
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phrase occurs 1 Sam. xiv. 38, and Isa. xix.

13 {tlie stay of the tribes, A. V.). The num-
bers (400,000) are of course those of the
whole congregation. The assembly of the
people of God. So. Numb. xvi. 3 ; xx. 4,

Israel is called the congregation of the Lord

;

and Keh. xiii. 1, the congregation of God.

Not dissimilar was the first great council of

the Church, consisting of the Church (ly skkXij-

0ta, i. e. the assembly of disciples) and the

apostles and elders (who were the corner-

stones, the lapides angulares, thereof). See

Acts XV. 4, 6, 12. Four hundred thousand.

See ver. 17. The enumeration in the wil-

derness gave 603,550 (Numb. ii. 32 ; xi.

21), and at the second numbering 601,730
(Numb. xxvi. 51). In 1 Sam. xi. 8 a general

assembly of the whole people, summoned
by sending a piece of the flesh of a yoke of

oxen " throughout all the coasts of Israel,"

amounted to 330,000. David's numbering
gave of Israel 800,000, and of Judah 500,000,

in all 1,300,000 ; but these were not as-

sembled together, but numbered at their own
homes. Jeh oshaphat's men of war amounted
to 1,160,000 according to 2 Chron. xvil 14

—

18. In the time of Amaziah there were of

Judah alone 300,000 men able to go forth to

war (2 Chron. xxiv. 6).

Ver. 3.—The children of Benjamin heard,
&c. This seems to be mentioned to show
that the absence of the Benjamites from the

national council was not from ignorance, but
from contumacy. Tell us, &c. This was
addressed to all whom it might concern.

The I/evite answered.

Ver. 5.—And thought to have slain me.
This was so far true that it is likely he was
in fear of his life ; but he doubtless shaped
his narrative so as to conceal his own coward-
ice in the transaction. We have a similar

example of an unfaithful narration of facts in

the letter of Claudius Lysias to Felix (Acts
xxiii. 27). The men of Gibeah. The masters,

as in ch. ix. 2, meaning the citizens.

Ver. 7.—Ye are all children of Israel.

He appeals to them as men bound to wipe
away the shame and disgrace of their common
country. He speaks with force and dignity

under the sense of a grievous wrong and a
crushing sorrow.

Ver. 8. —The people—with the emphatic
meaning of the whole people of Israel, the
assembly of the people of God, as in ver. 2.

As one man. There was but one resolve, and
one sentiment, and one expression of opinion,

in that vast multitude. Not one would go
home til^due punishment had been inflicted

upon Gibeah of Benjamin. To his tent, i. e.

home, as in ch. xix. 9.

Ver. 9.—We will go up by lot against it.

The words we will go up are not in the
- Hebrew, but are supplied by the Septuagint,

who veiy likely found in their Hebrew ropy

the word na'aleh, we will go up, which haa
since (perchance) fallen out of the Hebrew
text from its resemblance to tlie following

word 'aleha against it. The sense will then
be. Not one of us will shrink from the
dangers of the war ; but we will cast lota

who shall go up against Gibeah, and who
shall be employed in collecting victuals for

the army, 40,000 having to be told off for the

latter service. And exactly in the same spirit

(if indeed the answer was not actually given
by lot) they inquired of the Lord who should
go up first (in ver. 18), and, we may presume
also, who should follow in the subsequent
attacks, though this is omitted for breWty.
Others, however, think the words agaiTist

it by lot are purposely abrupt, and that the

meaning is that Israel would deal with
Gibeah as they had done with the Canaanites,

viz., destroy their city, and divide its terri-

tory by lot among the other tribes, after

the analogy of Josh, xviii. 8—10. But this

interpretation is not borne out by what
actually happened, nor is the phrase a likely

one to have been used.

Ver. 12.—Tribe of Benjamin. The Hebrew
has tribes, meaning probably families, as the
word is used Numb. iv. 18. Vice versd,

family is used for tribe, ch. xvii. 7 ; xviii.

11. What wickedness, &c. The message
was perhaps too sharp and peremptory to bs
successful. It roused the pride and tribal

independence of the Benjamites to resist.

We must suppose the message to have pre-

ceded in point of time the hostile gathering
recorded in ver. 11. It was probably sent

before the council broke up (see above, ch.

vii. 25 ; viii. 4, and note).

Ver. 13.—Children of Belial. See ch.

xix. 22, note. There seems to be a reference

here to Deut. xiii. 12—15.

Ver. 14.—But the children of Benjamin.
It should be And the children, &c. It is not
dependent upon the preceding verse, but
begins a new head of the narrative. From
the cities, i. e. the different cities of the tribe

of Benjamin, enumerated in Josh, xviii. 21

—

28, twenty -six in number.
Ver. 15.—Twenty and six thousand. The

numbers of Benjamin in the wilderness were
at the first numbering 35,400, and at the

second 45,600 (Numb. i. 36; ii. 23; ixvi.

41). It is impossible to account with cer-

tainty for the falling off in the numbers by so

many as near 20,000 ; but perhaps many were
slain in the wars of Canaan, and the unsettled

times were unfavourable to early marriages.

For the whole of Israel there was, as appeared

by ver. 2, note, a falling off of nearly 200,000
men, or, to speak exactly (601,730—400,000

-F 26,700), of 175,030. Which were num-
bered. There is some obscurity in this latter

clause ; but, in spite of the accents being

opposed to it, the A. V. seems certainly righU
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rhe rendcrinc according to the accents, " they

(the Benjamite?) were numbered, besides the

Inhabitants of Oil .^ah, seven hundred chosen

men," makes no sense, and does not explain

who the 700 were. The population of Gibeah
would be about 6 x 700, t. e. 3500, according

to this statement.

Ver. 16.—Seven hundred . . men left-

handed. It is curious that the tribe of

Benjamin, which means son of the right hand,

should have this peculiar institution of a

eoipe of left-handed men. Ehad the Ben-

jamite was a man Ufl-handed (ch. iii. 16 ; see

also 1 Chron. xii. 2). The Roman name
Scoevola means left-handed. For the use of

the sling see 1 Sam. xriL 40, 49. Diodorus
Siculus (quoted by Rosenmiiller) mentions
the remarkable skill of the inhabitants of the
Balearic Islands in the use of the sling, add-
ing, in terms very similar to those of the
text, that they seldom miss their aim.

Yer. 17.—^A repetition of the statement in
ver. 2.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 1—17.

—

Temper. It is impossible to suppose that the whole tribe of Benja-
min really eympatliised with the foul deed of the men of Gibeah, or could have felt

otherwise than that such a deed deserved the severest punishment that could be
inflicted. We must seek the cause, therefore, of their desperate resistance to the just

decree of the nation in some other motive than that of consent to their brethren'*
*' lewdness and folly." Nor is such motive far to seek. We find it in that unreason-

able movement of human pride and selfishness which we commonly call temper ; a

novement which sets up a man's own dignity, self-importance, self-will, self-esteem,

above the laws of God, above righteousness, justice, truth, and the law of kind-

ness, and yet so blinds him, that in vindication of his own dignity he does the most
foolish and degrading actions, lowering himself where he sought to raise himself,

making himself ridiculous where he thought to be an object of superior respect. Let

us analyse the case of the Benjamites. Had the men of Gibeah belonged to the

tribe of Ephraim or Judah, they would no doubt have been forward to join in thei»

punishment. Their natural perceptions of right and wrong, their right feelings of

the dishonour done to the whole congregation of Israel, the congregation of God, and
of the profanation of the holy name of Jehovah, would have led them to wipe out

the stain by the punishment of the offenders. But because the offenders were Benja-

mites, immediately all these right feelings were stifled, and in their stead the one

eelfish feeling that Benjamin would be dishonoured among the tribes, and that they

themselves would be degraded in their fellow-tribesmen s shame, was allowed to

prevail. Their pride was wounded and their temper was up. Possibly they had
not been properly consulted in the first instance

;
possibly the message sent to them

was too peremptory and haughty
;
possibly the other tribes, in their just indignation,

had scarcely treated them with the deference due to brethren; and if so, this was
fresh fuel added to the flame of temper. But the result was that they were incapable

of right feeling or of right judgment ; that they were blind to what duty and self-

interest alike required of them ; and that, under the guidance of temper and stubborn

pride, they rushed on to their own destruction, braving ihe wrath of a body nearly

sixteen times as powerful as themselves, and withal tarnishing their own reputation

by identifying themselves with the basest villainy. We see exactly the same result*

of temper on a smaller scale every day around us. Men will not do the right thing,

or the just thing, or the wise thii g, not because they are wicked and unjust and
destitute of good sense under ordinary circumstances, but because their tempers are

up. Their false pride blinds and enslaves them. They see a personal humiliation

in the way of acting rightly ; their resentment against individuals for insult or

wrong done to them stiffeis their necks and hardens their vnW. If doing right will

please them, or promote their interests, they had rather do wrong. They will not do
anything they ask, or suhmit to any of their demands, however just they may be in

themselves. Ai d as for their own interests, and even their own good name, they

are ready to sacrifice them at the imperious bidding of temper. Much of human
nnhappinesB is caused by temper, which is as injurious to the peace of those who
yield to its dictates as to those who an; exjiosed to its outbreaks. It ought not to

exist, rertainly not to have dominion, in any Christian breast. Fellowship with the

croea of Christ is the groat help in Rubduing human pride. At real humility growi|
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as the mind which was in Christ Jesus is more perfectly fomied within, as the old

man is crucified with Christ, and the desire to do the perfect will of God displaces

more and more the self-will, and the glory of God bpcomes more entirely the aim
sought, in lieu of self-glorification, the dominion of temper becomes enfeebled, till,

like a flickering flame, it goes out, and is still before the rising power of the Holy
Spirit of Qod.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Ver. 1.

—

National atonement. There are times when a nation is stirred to its

depths. Its consciousness is then a religious one. A solemn unity of sentiment
pervades it, and prevails over all lesser differences. It is then ready and effective

as the servant of the Lord. Observe

—

I. The unifying influences. 1. A common detestation of the crinu. 1. A
common danger. 3. The Spirit of Jehovah.

II. The measure determined on. By the wuncil of the nation. 1. Immediate
punishment of the criminals. 2. Failing their delivery, the punishment of those

who protected them and condoned their vrickedneas.—M.

Ver. \\.— Union. I. The natube of union. 1. This implies eonjunditm. The
individuality of the parts is not destroyed when these are united. Each of the
separate stones retains its shape after it is built into the common structure, and the
union is formed by cementing all close together. So union amongst men does not
destroy the personality and character of each man, but, instead of acting separately,

men in union act in common. 2. This implies harmony. Conjunction without
harmony brings not union, but confusion, and the nearer the conjunction, the fiercer

is the internal conflict. Thus civil war is more cruel than war with a foreign nation,

family feuds more bitter than quarrels with strangers. Harmony implies diversity,

but agreement, as the several stones in a building, though each may be different in

shape and size from others, fit in together, and fit the better because they are not
all alike. 3, This implies the subordination of the individual to the whole. So far

there may be a partial suppression of individuality ; but in the end this develops a
higher individuality. The several organs of the body are made not to exercise tlieir

functions for their own sakes, but for the good of the whole body. Yet this differentia-

tion of parts allows of the more full development of each organ, and so leads to a
more complete individuality in its form and character. When men are working
imder a social system, each is able to contribute his part to the good of the whole by
a more free exercise of his own special talents than would be possible in a condition

of isolation.

IL The advantages of union. 1. Union increases strength. There is not only
the gross force resiJting from the addition of the units of force ; there is a multi-

plication of strength, an economy of power. The nation can do as a whole what all

its citizens could not do if acting separately. The Church can accomplish work for

Ckrist which private Christians would fail to do. 2. Union promotes peace. When
men are knit together as one they forget their private differences. Though we
cannot attain the peace of uniformity, we should aim at securing the peace of harmony,
3. JJnion i&vonrs growth and develo^>ment. Israel suffered from her disintegration.

Her national unification was requisite for any solid advance of civilisation. This
development of harmonised and organised union distinguishes civilised nations from
avage tribes. As the Church learns to think more of common Christian charity than
of narrow sectarian differences, she will advance in likeness to the mind of Christ and
in the enjoyment of the graces and blessings of the gospel.

III. ^HE GB0UND8 OF UNION. Men need some cause to draw them together—some
common ground of union. 1. This may be found in a great wrong to be removed.
A fearful crime stirred the hearts of all Israel. In presence of this the tribes forgot

their minor grievances. Should not the great sin of the world be a call to Christians

to sink their ceaseless quarrels in one united effort to destroy it with the power of

Christ's truth ? 2. This maybe found in the attack of a common enriny. When
the invader is on our coast, Tories and Radicals fight side by side, moved by a common
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instinct of patriotism. When the truth of Christianity is assailed by infideh'ty and

her life by woridliness and vice, should we not all rally round the standard of our

one Ciptain for a united crusade against the power of our common enemy the devil?

3. Tliis may be found in a good cause of universally recognised merit. Fidelity to

truth, love to mankind, devotion to Christ should unite all Cbriatian*.—^A.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 18.—The houBe of God. In this ren-

dering the A. V. follows the Vulgate, which

has in domum Dei, hoe est, in Silo. But the

Septuagint has BaiB))\, and all the ancient

authorities, as well as modem commentators,

generally agree in rendering it Bethel. The
reason, which seems a conclusive one, for so

doing is that the Hebrew ^j^ f\-<2 invariably

means Bethel, and that th* house of God is

always expressed in Hebrew by D^nTSn n^3

{beth-ha-ehhim). The conclusion is that at

this time the ark of God, with the tabernacle,

was at Bethel, which was only seven or eight

miles from Shilok Bethel would be eight or

ten miles from Gibeah, t. e. about half way

between Shiloh and Gibeah. Asked counsel.

The same phrase as ch. L 1, where it is ren-

dered simply- asked (see note to ch. i. 1, and

vers. 23, 47). In following this precedent

the Israelites put the men of Gibeah on the

footing of the Canaanite inhabitants of the

land. With reference to ver. 9, it is worth

considering whether this is not the fulfilment

of the purpose there expressed by the Israel-

ites, to go up against Gibeah by lot ; either

by understinding that the answer asked was

given by a Divinely-directed lot, according to

which Judah's turn came first (see Josh. vii.

14—18 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 41 ; Acts i. 24—26
;

&c), or by taking the expression hy lot m
a wider sense, as meaning generally Divine

direction.

Ver. 20.—The men of Israel—meaning

here of course the tnen of Jndah.

Ver. 21.—Came forth out of Gibeah, &c.

Gibeah (someliines called Geha, literally, the

hill) was doubtless very diflBcult to assault,

and the steep approach greatly favoured the

defenders. The men of Judah probably

came up carele.ssly, and with an overweening

confidence, and so met with a terrible dis-

aster. The word destroyed here used is the

same as is applied to the destroying angel

(Exod. xii. 23 ; 2 Sam. iiIt. 16 ; see also 2

Chron. xxiv. 23).

Ver. 23. — And the children of Israel went

np and wept, &c. This verse must i)recede

chronologically ver. 22, and explains the cir-

cumstances under which the battle referred

to in ver. 22 took place. The unexpected

repulse they had met with had begun to

produce its iiit'iided efTtct. There was a

(iiimblin^ of theuiselves before God, a broken-

ness of spirit, a deepened sense of dependence
upon God, and a softening of their feelings

towards their brother Benjamin. AU this

was shown as they agam went to the taber-

nacle at Bethel to ask the Lord (ver. 18).

Ver. 24.—And, or so, repeating what had
been said in ver. 22, but giving it this time
as the result of God's answer recorded in ver.

23. The second day. Not necessarily, or

probably, the next day, but the day of the

second battle.

Ver. 25.—Of the children of IsraeL "We
are not told upon which tribe the lot fell, or

the answer was given, that they should go
up the second day.

Ver. 26.—Then all the children of Israel,

and all the people, &c. Observe the word
all, twice repeated, as showing how the

whole congregation was roused and stirred

to a man by this second reverse. The people,

as distinguished from the men of Israel, the

army, probably means the non • fighting

people, the aged, the infirm, women, &c.

The house of God. Render, as in ver. 18 (see

note), Bethel. Sat there. Sitting with the

Jews, especially on the ground, was the atti-

tude of grief and mourning (Job ii. 13 ; Isa.

xlvii. 1, 5 ; Lam. ii. 10, &c.). The Jews at

the present day often sit on the ground at

the place of wailing in Jerusalem. Before

the Lord, t. e. before the tabernacle (see ch.

xi. 11, note). Fasted until evening. The
usual time for terminating a fast among the

Jews, as at the present day among Mahomed-
ans. For similar fasts on solemn occasions of

national guilt or grief, see 1 S%m. viL 6 ; 2

Sam. i. 12 ; Jer. xxxvi. 9 ; Neh. ix. 1 ; Joel

i. 14, &c. Peace offerings. Usually thank

offerings (Levit. iil ; viL 11, 12), but applic-

able to any voluntary sacrifice of which the

flesh might be eaten the same day, or the

day following, by the offerer (Levit. viL 16,

16). Doubtless the people at the close of

their fast ate the flesh of these peace offer-

ings.

Ver. 27.—Enquired of the lord. In the

Hebrew, Asked the Lord, as in vers. 18, 23.

For the ark of the covenant, &c. A most im
portant statement, defining the time of these

occurrences, within the lifetime of I'hinehas,

and also giving a strong intimation that the

writer of these words livc.l after the taber-

nacle had been removid from Shiloh and itf

neighbourhood to Jeruoalem. Was ther**
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Where ? The nahiral answer to he given is,

At Bethel ; for Bethel is the only place that

has been named. But it is not in accord-

ance with the other intimations given us

concerning the tabernacle, that Bethel should

be its resting-place under the high priest-

hood of Phinehas. In Josh. xviiL 1 we
have the formal pitching of the tabernacle of

the congregation atShiloh ; in Josh. xxii. 12
we find it there, and Phinehas the son of

Eleazar the priest before it ; in 1 Sam. i.

3 ; ii. 14 ; iii. 21 ; iv. 3, we find it settled

there till taken by the Philistines ; and in

Ps. Ixxviii. 60 we find Shiloh described as

the abode of the tabernacle till its capture

by the Pliilistines, and there is no hint any-
where of Bethel or any other place having
been the resting-place of the ark before it fell

into the hands of the Philistines. Neither,

again, is the explanation of some comment-
ators, that the words the ark . . . was there

in those days implies " that the ark of the
covenant was only temporarily at Bethel," at

all satisfactory. In those days has naturally

a much wider and broader application, like

the expression (ch. xvii. 6; xviii. 1), In
those days there was no king in Israel, and
contrasts the time of Phinehas and the
judges with the times of the monarchy, when
the ark and the high priest were at Jeru-

salem. Unless, therefore, we understand
Bethel in vers. 18, 26, 31 to mean the house
of God, which seems quite impossible, we
must interpret the word there to mean Shiloh,

and suppose that the writer took no count
of the temporary removal to Bethel for the

convenience of consultation, but considered

that it was at Shiloh in one sense, though
momentarily it was a few miles off. Pos-
sibly too in the fuller narrative, of which we
have here the abridgment, the name of Shi-

loh was mentioned as that to which there

referred.

Ver. 29.—Set Hers in wait. Made wiser

by misfortune, they now act cautiously.

Ver. 30.—As at other times, or, this time
cu the other times (see the same phrase, ver.

31, cIl xvi. 20 ; Numb. xxiv. 20).

Ver. 31.—The house of God. Here mani-
festly Bethel, as in the margin. Gibeah in
the field. The A. V. is the natural render-
ing of the Hebrew words, wliich imjily a
Gibeah in the field diff"erent from Gibeah,
as the Septuagint seems to have understood
them (r«ii"ii iv aypw). It is a happy con-
jecture, borne out by the existing roads,

that thi% Gibeah in-the-field is the same as

Gbba,iiow Jeba. Indeed it is almost impos-
sible to conceive how the pursuers, coming
out of Gibe.ih, could be described as coming
to two highways, of which one led to Bethel
and the other to the very place they had
eome from. The latest explorers of the dis-

trict fully concur in this identification of

Gibeah-in-the-fieid with Jeba.
Ver. 32.—And the children of Benjamin,

&c. This verse is parenthetical, being ex-
planatory of the conduct of both parties.

The Benjamites pursued recklessly, because
they thought the fight was going as on the
two previous days ; the Israelites fled in order
to draw them to the highways, and so to
enable the ambushment to get between the
Benjamite army and the city.

Ver. 33.— Eose up out of their place. The
narrative is singularly obscure and broken,
and difl5cult to follow. But the meaning
seems to be, that when the Israelite army had
reached Baal-tamar in their flight, they sud-
denly stopped and formed to give battle to
the pursuing Benjamites. And at the same
time the liers in wait came out from their
ambushment and placed themselves in the
rear of the Benjamites on the direct road to
Gibeah. Baal-tamar, a place of palm trees.

The site has not been identified, but may
possibly, or probably, be the same as the
palm tree of Deborah, between Ramah and
Bethel (ch. iv. 5). The meadows of Gibeah,
Hebrew, ilaareh-Geba, may very likely have
been, as the Septuagint takes it, a proper
name, denoting some locality outside Gibeah
(here called Geba) where the ambush was
concealed. The meaning of the word mnareh
is thought to be a bare tract of ground with-
out trees—something like a heath or common.
It may have had pits, or deep depressions,
where the ambush would be hid both from
the city itself and from the high road, or
other facilities for concealment.

Ver. 34.— Against Gibeah, i. e. against
the army of Gibeah. The sense seems to be
that the 10,000 Israelites who had been flee-

ing before Benjamin, and drawing them away
from the city, now faced them, and com-
menced a resolute attack upon them, which
at first the Benjamites, not knowing of the
ambushment in tlieir rear met with eoual
resolution, so that "the battle was sore." But
the result, the details of which are given at

length in vers. 36—46, was that 25,100 Ben-
jamites fell that day (see ver. 46).

Vers. 36— 41.—The children of Benjamin
saw that they were smitten. Not of course

after 25,000 of them had been smitten, but at

that period of the battle more fully described

in vers. 40, 41, when the Benjamites, looking
behind them, saw Gibeah in flames, and im-
mediately broke and fled towards the wilder-

ness. In the latter half of this verse and in

the following verses to ver. 41 the writer reca-

pitulates all the preceding circumstances, some
of which have been already mentioned, which
led to the particular incident mentioned in

the beginning of the verse, that "Benjamin
saw that tiiey were smitten;" vi^., th«
feigned flight of the Israelites, the seixinf
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and bnrning of Gibeah by the Hers in wait,

the signal of a great smoke, and the turning

again of the flying Israelites. It was then

that " the men of Benjamin saw that evil

was come upon them," and turned their

backs and fled. Thus vers. 36 (latter half)—

41 brina; us back through the details to the

identical point already reached at the begin-

ning of ver. 36. In vers. 39, 40 there is

another retrograde movement in the naiTa-

tive, in which the statement of vei'S. 31, 32

ifl repeated in order to bring into close jux-

taposition Benjamin's keen pursuit of the

enemy with his terror when he saw the

smoke rising in his rear. Hasted (ver. 37).

This is an amplification with further par-

ticulars of ver. 33. The liers in wait not

only came forth out of their place, but they

made a dash to get into Gilipah before the

men of Gibeah, who were pui.-.uing the flying

Israelites, could be aware of their intention.

Hashed upon. Perhaps better rendered fell

upon- It is e.xactly the same phrase as 2 Sam.
xxvii. 8, there rather tamely rendered in-

racUd and in ver. ^0 viade a road. Drew
themselves along. Some take the word in the

common sense of blowing the truinjyet, but it

rather means S2)read themselves out {itixiOi},

LXX.) through the defenceless city, so as

to slay and burn in all parts simultaneously.

That they should make a great iTame with
smoke, kc. (ver. 38). The Hebrew of this

V( rse is difficult to construe, but the A. V.

gives substantially the right sense. They
seem to be the veiy orders given to the

leader of the ambush. "Make them (the

ambush) multiply to send up (i. e. send up
in great quantities) the column of smoke from

the city. ' It seems that the appearance of

the smoke was the signal for the Israelites

to turn (ver. 41). The flame, kc. (ver. 40).

Rather, the column brrjan to go up in (or as)

a pillar of sinoke. The flame of the city.

Literally, the vhole of Uie city, meanijig of

course the whole city in flames.

Ver. 42. — Therefore they turned their

backs, &c. The narrative now at length

advances one step. The result of the Ben-
jamites finding themselves between the am-
bushment and the army of Israel was that

they took to flight in an easterly direction

(ver. 43) toward the wilderness, i. e. the wil-

demes^« described in Josh xvi. 1 as " the wil-

deniess that goeth up from Jericho through-
out Mount Bethel," where the direction of

the wilderness relative to Ephraim is also

described as being "on the eaat." In like

manner Zedr-kiah fled towards the plain
(arahah) or plains of Jericho—a term nearly
sjTioiivnious with vnklcmess{2 Kings xxv. 4,

6). Them which came out of the cities, &c.
This is a very obscure ]ias.sage, and is very
Tariously explained. Those which eame out

of Ih/- rili'/'.9 mu-it be the .snine as are so df-

I scribed in ver. 16, and designates the Bcnja*

mites who were not inhabitants of Gibeah.

The simplest way, therefore, to understand
the passage is to render it without reference

to the accents :
" And the tattle overtook him

and those that were from the cities (t. e. the

men ofGibeahandtherest of the Benjamites),

destroying him (the whole Benjamite army)
in the midst of him," i. e. going right into

the midst of them, and destroying right and
left. Some, however, render it in the midst

of it, i. e. of the wilderness. The plural

participle destroying agrees with the singular

noun of multitude, the battle or war, meaning
all the men of war.

Ver. 43.—Thus they inclosed, &c. Another
difficult passage, having all the appearance

of being a quotation from some poetical de-

scription of the battle. The tenses of the

verbs and the absence of any conjunctions

in the Hebrew makes the diction like that of

clu V. 19. The italic words thus and the

two ands ought to be omitted, to give the

stately march of the original "They in-

closed, &c. ; they chased them ; they trod

them down," &c. They inclosed seems to

refer to the stratagem by which the Benja-

mites were surrounded by the ambush in

their rear and the Israelites in front. Then
came the pursuit—"they chased them;"
then the massacre — " they trod them down."
The three verbs describe the three stages of

the battle. With ease. It does not seem
possible that the Hebrew word menuchah can

have this meaning. It means sometimes a

place of rest, and sometimes a state of rest.

Taking the latter meaning, the words they

trod them into rest may mean they quieted

them by crushing them to death under their

feet, or in rest may mean unresisting. Some
render it unto Menuchah, as if Menuchah was
the name of a place, or from A'ochah, as the

Septuagint does. Others, at the place of rest,

i. e. at evcrj' place where they halted to rest

the enemy was ujion them.
Vers. 44-46. -And there fell, &c The

account in ver. 35, anticipating the details

of the battle, had already given the gross

number of casualties in the Benjamite army
on this disastrous day as 25,100. We now
have the itev&s of the account, viz., 18,000 in

the pursuit, ft the open pliiin ; 5000 in the

highways, i. e. either the higliways mentioned
in ver. 31, or, as the expres.sion gleaning rather

intimates, the highways by which straggling

bodies tried to reach any neighbouring cities

after the great slaughter had taken place ;

and 2000 more who were making for Gidom :

in ail 2f),000, whicli is only 100 men sli<irt of

the reckoning in vor. 35. The rock of Rim-
mon. See ver. 47, note. Gidom. >'ot el«e-

where mentioned, nor ideniilied with any
modem name.

Ver. 47.—But six hundred men turned.
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If these 600 survivors are added to the 25,000,

or 25,100, enumerated as slain (vers. 35,

44), it gives a total of 25,700. But the total

number of Benjaraites, as given in ver. 15,

was 26,700. There remain, therefore, 1000

men unaccounted for. These may have been

killed partly in the two first days' successful

battles (vers. 21, 25), and partly in the differ-

ent cities into which they had escaped, when
the general massacre recorded in ver. 48 took

place. The rock Simmon. There are two
proposed identifications of this place. One
makes it the same as Rummon, "a village

perched on the summit of a conical chalky

hill," "rising on the south side to a height

of several hundred feet from the Wady Miiti-

yah," and defended on the west side "by a

croas valley of great dei)th," which lies three

miles east of Bethel, and seven miles north-

east of Gibeah (Tuleil el-Ful), and is situated

in the wilderness between the highlands of

r -"iaiiiin and the Jordan. This is .advocated

by ^f')binson (' BiMieal Researches,' i. 440),

by Air. Grove in the 'Dictionary of the

Bible,' and by Lt. Conder (' Quart. State, for

July 1880,' P. 173). The other is advocated
by Mr. W. F. Bitch ('Pal. Expl., Quart,
State, for April 1880'). This identifies it

with the TVady er-Rummon, discovered by
Mr. Rawnsley, where there is a vast cave,

Mugharet el Jai, about a mile and a hali

from Geba, capable, according to the local

tradition, of liolding 600 men, and used to

the present day by the villagers as a place

of refuge from the government persecutions

According to this view, the statement that

they abode in the rock Rimmon is strictly

correct.

Ver. 48.—Turned again, not the same word
as the turned of vers. 45, 47, but turned back,

came again by the way by which they had gone
in pursuit of the Benjamites, and on their

return towards Bethel (ch. xxi. 2) entered
into all the Benjamite cities, which lay thick

together east and north of Gibeah, and ruth-

lessly put all the remaining population to

the sword ; burning all the cities, and treat-

ing the whole tribe of Bbiijamin, with all

that belonged to them, as a 'herein, a Ihiiis?

devoted to utter destruction, like Jericho.

H0MILETIC8.

Vers. 18—48.— P«r« and impure zeal. That the indignation of Israel was jastly

excited by the wickedness of the men of G ibeah who can doubt ? That they had a just

cause of quarrel with the men of Benjamin for refusing to join them in the punishment
of the offenders is no less certain. But that the merciless destruction of the whole tribe

by fire and sword was a ferocious and cruel deed equally admits of no contradiction.

A state of mind, therefore, was generated between the first lising of their wrath on
account of tlie foul crime of their countrymen, and the final execution of the fierce

vengeance, which calls for our notice and our reprobation. That state of mind was
what the (creeks called C'j^of, a burning, unreasoning passion or heat, which hurries

men on to words or actions of which in their cooler moments they repent and are

ashamed. Under the influence of such passion, whether it be anger, or jealousy, or

envy, or any other intemperate emotion of the mind, men are no longer tlieir own
masters. As in the case of that state of feeling which we lately considered under the

name of temper (Homiletics on ch. xx. 1—17), reason ceases to guide and control the

actions, and the voice of conscience cannot make itself heard. The man is like a

ship without a rudder, driven b^ the storm whither he would not. Now when we
consider that under the influence of passion we are liable to say and do things tliat

are wrong, and that are very contrary to our own real feelings and opinions, and,

maybe, very hurtful to our neighbours, it is obvious how watchful every Ghri«(ian

man should be to keep such passion under strict control, and to set a watch upon the

various movements of his heart. This is doubly necessary, because, as we have seen

in the history before us, what in its beginning is right is apt in its course to become
wrong. It is not merely a question of degree. But for the most part the nature of

the passion changes in its onward flow. Thus, in the case of the Israelites, the first

feeiing of indignation at a great wrong, the shame at the pollution of the name of

Israel, their common inheritance, and their giief at the dishonour done to the name
of God, were righteous and commendable feelings. There was no need to water

th^m d\wn or to reason them away. It would have been base and wrong not to

follow them out to their legitimate consequences in action. But in the course of

doing so the pure stream became fouled by far baser passion. Anger at the contra-

diction and opposition offered to themselves, wounded pride at the success of tlieir

adversaries in the first cbiys' battles, the fierce determination to quell and de>5troy

' sir enemies, and the heat and blood-thirstiness which are the natural result of WM
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and strife, laslied them into madness. And bo it is with oureelv«e. In war, in
politics, in private quarrels, though we may begin by being in the right, yet tha
original cause is often lost siglit of in the progress of the strife, and new jealousies
personal enmities, selfish resentments, and unwarrantable violence of feeling, which
spring up, as it were, by the way, are allowed to get possession of us, and hurry us on
to injustice and wrong. But especially does this painful narrative suggest a caution
to those who take upon themselves to be the champions of right as against wrong to
be very careful that no mere passions mix themselves up with their championship.
We would say to every Christian brother. Be very zealous for right against wrong.
Be very zealous for truth against falsehood. Have kg respect of persons; and be
as firm in rebuking wrong when it is found in those nearest and dearest to you as
when it is found in strangers or enemies ; and when it is found in the great and
honourable, as when it is found in the meanest and lowest of mankind. But be very
careful to keep your zeal pure. Let it be a simple zeal for God's honour and glory,
and for his law and his truth. It will then never betray you into wrong speaking
•r wrong doing ; and, moreover, it will effect its piirpose among men. It will be a
real witness for God, and it will make itself felt While mere anger and passion are
utterly feeble nnd worthless, and usually injure the cause they are meant to serve,
the calm, steadfast opposition to wrong, by word or deed, will always have its

weight. Such was the testimony of the words and life of the Lord Jesus upon
earth. His zeal for his Father's honour was as a consuming fire ; but it went hand in

hand with an inexhaustible patience and gentleness towards men. We always feel in

reading the Gospels that his severest rebukes sprang from his hatred for sin, and
were combined with infinite love for the sinner. His whole life wm a protest
.ngainst wrong, but as gentle as it was firm, as winning as it was decided. Such
should be the rebukes of his disciples—springing from principle, not from passion

;

severe, yet tender ; unflinching, but never given without necessity ; not unmixed
with sympathy for the pain they cause, and anxiety to add the balm of love and
foro iveness so soon as tliey have wrought repentance ; never aggravated by personal
feelings or heat of anger; never uttered in scorn, or with a sense of the rebuker's
own superiority; but the outcome of an upright mind hating evil and zealous for

God's honour, yet at the same time clothed with humility and tempered with
heavenly charity.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Ver. 18.—Cf. on ch. i. ver. 1.—M.

Vers. 26—28.

—

The difficulty of punishing evil-doers. It is a desperate strife.

The avengers are at first punished more than the guilty. Yet they continue stead-

fast, and humiliate themselves before God.
I. Peivate weongs are public misfobtdnks and dangers. It was a peril to all

peace-loving citizens that one of their number should suffer outrage. Yet also was
it a farther trouble and loss to punish such transgressors. How many will rather

suffer wrong than take the trouble to bring it to justice I This is treason to the

coniniunwealth.

II. How hard it 18 TO ROOT OtJT AN INDIVIDUIX, OB NATIONAL SIN. How many
are fuund to sympathise with or condone the deed, and to shield the transgressor!

Wliat ties connect the transgressor with ourselves!

III. The sin of one is often dde to the general spirit and condition o»
THOSE ABOUND HIM ; 'J HEY ALSO ARE GUILTY WITH HIIT. Benjamin is but an
ex:ig;^oration of the prevalent tone and manners of the time. Many crimes and siiia

of individuals may be traced up to wider influences. The sin or the righteousness

of our brother is, in a measure, our own. Vicarious suffering and atonement.

I\^ The duty of righting wrong must be carried out at whatever expensb
OF trouble and loss. Tlie humiliation of Israel. Defeat only nerves them to a
lii;.;lier (ind more heroic stru^-gle. lieligiuus principle and feeling are more influen*

ti.illy present. The absolute claim of God's rigliteousness. Like Israel the Church
baa to ri^ht a great wrong ; but in a different way. Frequent diacomfiturSb The
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difficulty of evangelising one's own neighbourhood ; far less the world I Yet it kcu
to be done, and it can be done ; but not in our own strength. Only as we submit
ourselves wholly to God and liis Son can we fulfil tlie mighty task. Let us too

wait upon God, and pluck wisdom and heroism from defeat. The Spirit of God is

with us, and the promise of Christ is ours.—M.

Ver. 34.—" Thei/ hnew not that evil was near tkemJ'* How descriptive this of all

men I Our misfortunes often overtake us unawares. There is no earthly security.

The sinner especially should not encourage himself in fancied immunity. The Son
of man cometh as a thief in the night, for judgment and for reward.

I. The uncertain nature of the future.
II. The ignorance and heedlessness of sinners respecting God's judgments.
III. How TO BE delivered FROM FEAB AND THE REAL EVILS OF THIS IGNORANCE.

A righteous life the great safeguard. But how attained ? Christ's the only authori-

tative " Fear not." External evils will through him minister to our eternal welfare
and well-being. This trust in him should be implicit, and an active fore* in every
life.—M.

Ver. 23.

—

Lessons of defeat. The Christian sometimes encounters defeat in the
enterprises of spiritual warfare—in the battle of the inner life, in efforts to destroy
the wickedness and misery of the world, in missionary campaigns.

I. Defeat should arouse reflection. The Israelites had acted hastily under
the impulse of sudden indignation. In defeat they were thrown back to think of
the object and methods of their war. This war against a brother tribe was a terrible

undertaking. Was it necessary? No war should be undertaken till it is absolutely

necessary. It may be our duty to oppose our own brethren ; but this should be
done only after serious reflection. We are sometimes allowed to fail that we
may consider more deeply all that is involved in actions attended with serious con-
sequences.

II. Defeat should induce humility and repentance. The Israelites had been
too self-confident. Enraged at the wickedness of one town, they, had not realised

their own sin, nor how this wickedness was but one act of national depravity. They
were now the champions of justice. The position thus assumed by them would blind

them to their own failings and stimulate pride. When Christian men do battle

agairist some monstrous evil, they too are in danger of falling into similar failings

of pride and self-righteousness. Defeat is then a wholesome humiliation leading to

repentance. If we are to testify against the sin of others, we too must not forget
that we also are sinners.

III. Defeat should lead us to seek counsel of God. 1. The Israelites had
consulted some oracle, some " gods," before going to war. After defeat they turned
to the true God, the Eternal. We often need to fail before we will learn to pray.

Then we see that our wisdom is to follow God's will. 2. The Israelites did not
simply ask for success. They asked whether or no they should go up to war. We
should not pray for God's blessing on the enterprise which we are obstinately pur-
suing irrespective of his will, but should first ask for light to teach us whether we
should pursue it. 3. The Israelites did not ask for God's strength, but only for his

guidance. Perhaps if they had invoked his aid they would not have failed a second
time. We need trust in God and reliance on his help for perfect success.

IV. Defeat should lead to renewed and improved effort. Through repeated
defeats Israel persevered on to victory. So it is with the Christian. " Though he
fall, he shall not be utterly east down" (Ps. xxxvii. 24).—A.

Ver. 47.

—

*^ An escaped remnant.''^ I. There is usually an escaped remnant
from the most severe providential act of judgment. 8o it was in the flood, in

the dettruction of the cities of the plain, in the captivity, in tHe conquest of Jerusalem
by the Romans. God does not totally destroy. Mercy is mingled with judgment.
Though this is some mitigation of the calamity, it is no reason for rash indifference

to danger, because (1) the remnant may be but a small minority, (2) none can tell

whether they will be included in it, and (3) the remnant, though escaping the worst
fate, suffers great hardships.
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IL The remnant does not necessarily consist or betteb men than thosi
WHO ARE DESTBOYKD. If One is taken and another left, this diversity of treatment ia

no proof of difference of character. As they who are subject to signal calamities
are not to be regarded as especially wicked («. g. Job, the men on whom the tower of
Siloam fell, &c.), so those who are favoured by remarkable deliTerancea have no
right to be considered especially virtuous. Their position is one to excite special
gratitude, but not to encourage pride. Sometimes, indeed, it is dishonourable to

them. It may be a result of cowardice, indolence, or falsehood. The traitor may
escape while the true man falls. Barabbas escaped while Christ was crucified. In
times of persecution the unfaithful are saved and the faithful suffer martyrdom.

III. There is a providential end to be secured by the preservation ot a
REMNANT. The idea of "the remnant" is familiar to the reader of Scripture {e.g.

Isa. i. 9). There must be some Di\4ne purpose in it. Can we discover that purpose?
Possibly it is this—every nation, every tribe, every community of men wnich has
special characteristics of its own has also a special mission to the world dependent
on those characteristics. If, therefore, it is entirely blotted out of existence, the
fruits of that mission will be lost to the world. A remnant is spared that the special
gifts may be transmitted through a small hereditary line, and thus be preserved and
turned to the continued service of the world. Israel had a mission to the world
dependent on her peculiar endowments. If the remnant of Israel had not been
delivered from Babylon, this mission would have been destroyed, and the human side

of the origin of Christianity, such as we now see it, made impossible. Benjamin had
a mission. From this tribe sprang the first king of Israel and the chief of Christ's

apostles. If the 600 Beniamites had not been spared St. Paul would n«Ter have
appeared.—A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXI.

er. 1.—How the men of Israel, &c. A
circumstance not mentioned before is now
brought forward, as is another in ver. 5, on
which the events about to be narrated in

this chapter depend, viz., that the men of

Israel had taken two solemn oaths at Mizjich

(ch. XX. 1)—the one that no Israelite would
give his daughter in marriape to a Benjamite

;

the other that whosoever did not come up to

the national assembly there should be put to

death.

Ver. 2.—And the people, Ac. The narra-

tive now proceeds. After the people, i. e. the
Israelite army, so described ch. ix. 3, 8, 22,

Ac. had finislied the work of destruction in

the cities of Benjamin, they returned to

Bethel (the hoDse of God, A. Y., here and
in ch. IX. 18, 26, 31, wliere see notes), and,
their rage having now subsided, gave way to

violent grief on account of the destruction of

Benjamin their brother. With phssionate

Oriental feelings they passed the whole liay

weeping, and probably fa.sting {.see ch. xx. 26),
before the tabernacle. Wept sore. Hebrew,
icept a great creeping. The expression lifted

ap their voices shows that it was a loud
wailing and lamentation.

Ver. 8. — And said. Better, Jnd they
§aid. One tribe lacking. The existence of
the twelve tribes was an essential part of
their covenant existence aa the people of God

(Gen. XXXV. 22 ; xUx. 28 ; Exod. xxlr. 4 ;

Numb. L 6—15 ; Josh. iv. 8, 4, ia ; Matt,
xix. 28 ; James i. 1 ; Rev. vii. 4, Ac.). With
one tribe missing Israel would be no longer
IsraeL

Ver. 4.— Offered burnt offerings and peaee
offerings. See ch. xi. 26, note.

Ver. 6.—And the children of Israel said.

The idea evidently occurred to them that
they might supply wives to the 600 Benjam-
ites in the way that actually came to pass,

and they asked the question, WJio ia there

among all the tribes, &c, with this view.

Vera 6—9.—And the children of Israel,

Ac. This verse goes back a little to explain

why the cliildren of Israel asked the question,

viz., because they repented them for Ben-
jamin, and wished to repair the mischief
resulting from their rash oath not to give

their daughters to a Benjamite ; therefore

they said (repeating ver. 6), W^hat one ia

there that came not up to Mizpeh f (ver. 8)

and on numbering the }^)eople it was found
that no one had come up from Jabesh-gileaA
This is the first time that Jabesh-giJead ia

mentioned in Scripture. It comes up twice

afterwards. First in 1 Sam. xL, on occasion

of its being besieged by the Ammonites and
rescued by Saul ; and secondly in 1 Sam.
ixii. 11— 13, wlien the inhabitants of Jabesh-

gilea'l took down the bodies of Saul an'l hia

sons from the wall of Beth-shan, and buried

them at Jabesh, for which brave and
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act David thanlced them (2 Sam. u. 6). The
name of Jabesh is only preserved in the
"Wady Vabis, which deLouches on the east-
ern bank of the Jordan about lat. 32-24,
Robinson thinks the ruins called ed Deir in
this valley are the remains of Jabesh, which
agrees exactly with the situation assigned to
it by Eusebius in the ' Onon asticon.'

Vers. 10, 11.—Ye shall utterly destroy,

&£. Devote to destruction, as a 'herein, an
accursed thing. They followed in the

severity of the punishment the precedent

of the destruction of the Jlidianites (see

Numb. xxxL 17), and even in the numbers
sent to destroy them—a thousand from eveiy

tribe (Numb. xxxi. 5). Revolting to our

feelings as such wholesale massacres are,

including women and children, it must be
remembered in mitigation that the 'herem

was the solemn devotion of a thing or person

to destruction under the sanction of an oath.

Of the valiantest. The sons of valour simply
means valiant men (2 Sam. xiii. 28 ; xWi.

10).

Ver. 12.—To Shiloh, whither it should
seem they had now taken the tabernacle

back, the war with Benjamin no longer

requiring its presence at Bethel. Them.
It is masculine in the Hebrew, though it

refers to the women. So again in ver. 22,

their fathers and their brothers in the mas-
culine (see above, ch. xix. 23, and vers.

21, 22). It is perhaps an archaism. In the
land of Canaan. This is inserted to contrast

it with Jabesh in Gilead (Gen. xxxiii. 17, 18,

and ch. viii 5, note).

Ver. 13.—Translate the whole verse thus :

And the whole congregation sent and spake
to the children of Benjamin, &c., and pro-
claimed peace to tliem (see Deut. xx. 10).

They sent ambassadors or heralds to them as

it were with a flag of truce.

Ver. 14.—Benjamin came again, L e. re-

turned to their own homes in the tribe of

Benjamin, as in ver. 23. Yet so they sufficed

them not— or. Yet so they (tlie Israelites)

did not provide enough for tliem (the Ben-
jamites) ; or. Yet so they (the Benjamites)
had not enough for themselves.

Ver. 16.— ; eeing the women. It is rather
more in accordance with the Hebrew style to

take the words as the narrator's explanation
of the question, Whai shall we do? They
said this because all the women of Benjamin
had been destroyed.

Ver. 17.—There must be an inheritance
for them that be escaped of Benjamin. The
fas^ag&ia difficult to construe and to explain,

f the words There miist be are properly sup-

plied in the A. V., the sense will come out
more clearly if we take the word inheritance

to mean rather siiccess on, which is the idea

contained in the root. There must be a sue-

eu$tonfor the meaped of Benjamin, i. e. there

JUDGES.

must be heirs to succeed, and therefore we
must find wives for them. The word peleytah
without the article can hardly mean the

remnant, as has been proposed, but must be
defined by being tiiken with Benjamin.

Ver. 18.—We are not able. Note again
the evil of rash vows, and how often chicanery
is necessary in order to evade their evil

consequences.

Ver. 19.—There is a feast of the Lord in
Shiloh yearly. Compare the exactly similar
description, 1 Sam. i. 3, 7. There is a great
diflereuce of opinion among commentators as

to what feast is here meant. Hen^stenberg,
Keil, Delitzsch, and otliers think it was
the passover ; Bishop Patrick and others
think it was the feast of tabernacles, a
more joyous feast; Rosenmiiller and others
think it was a festival peculiar to Shiloh,
after the analogy of the yearly sacrifice of the
family of Jesse at Bethlehem (1 Sam. xx.

29), and more or less in accordance with
Deut. xiL 10—12. It is not easy to say
which view is right, but the last seems not
improbable. In a place which is on the
north side, &c. The words in a place are

not in the Hebrew, and do not seem to be
implied by the context. But the description
is that of the situation of Shiloh itself, which
is very exact (see ' Palestine Exploration
Fund,' Map of "West Palestine). Lebonah
survives in el - Lubbun, about two miles
north-west of Seiliin, and to the west of

the road to Shechem or Nablfls. It seem a

strange that so particular a description of the
situation of Shiloh should be given ; but it

may probably indicate that the writer lived

after the tabernacle had been moved to Je-

rusalem, and Shiloh had relapsed into an
obscure village (see ch. xx. 27, note). The
situation of the descriptive words in the
Hebrew, with the pronoun which, separated
from Shiloh by the word yearly, indicates

that they are an explasiation added by the
narrator.

Ver. 21.—Come out. The verb is in the
masculine gender, though the daughters of
Shiloh is the subject (see above, ver. 12,

note). To dance in dances. Bishop Patrick
says that the feast of tabernacles was the only
feast at which Jewish maidens were permitted
to dance. Go to the land of Benjamin.
The close vicinity of the high road leading
from Shechem to Bethel on the border of

Benjamin would facilitate their flight.

Ver. 22.—Be favourable unto them for

our sakes. Rather, Grant Jts them as a
favour, the masculine Oiem referring to the

daughters of Shiloh, as in ver. 12, and tiie

verb grant a favour being followed by a
double accusative. We reserved not to each
man his wife, &c. These words are some-
what difficult. If we may insert tlie word
to, as the A. V. does, before each man (tot it
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ii wanting in the Hebrew), the sense is goocL

The Israelites acknowledge their own fault in

not reserving women enough to be wives to

the Benjamites, and ask the fathers and

brothers of the daughters of Shiloh to do

them a favour by enabling them to repair

their fault. But it is rather a strain upon

the words. The omission of the to is not

natural in such a phrase (Numb. xxvi. 54

is hardly to the point, nor ia Gen. xli. 12,

where the to had been expressed before the

us), and reserved is a forced interpretation of

the verb. If the words were spoken by the

Bcnjamites, all would be plain and easy

:

" We received not each man his wife in the

war." Hence some put the speech into the

moulh of Benjamin, as though the Israel-

ites moant, We will say in your names, in

your persons, as your attorneys, so to speak,
" Grant them to us," &c But this is rather

forced. Others, thereforp, follow the Peschito,

and read, " Uratise tuky received not each
man hia wife," &.c., which malics very good
sense, but has not MS. authority. Ye did
not give, &c., i. e. you need not fear the
guilt of the broken oath, because you did
not give your daughters, so as to violate the
oath (ver. 7), but they were taken from you
by force. The A. V. gives the probable
meaning of the passage, though it is some-
what obscure.

Ver. 23.—According to their number, <• «.

so as to provide the 200 with wives. Tht
cities, as in cli. xx. 16, 42.

Ver. 24.—Every man to his inheritarce.
Compare the breaking up of the national
assembly in the days of Joshua (Josh. ixiv.

28 ; Judges ii. 6).

Ver. 25.—In those ia,j»,kc. Seech, xvii.

9 ; zviii. 1, kc

HOMTLETICS.

Vers. 1—25.

—

War. Who can think of the flourishing tribe of Benjamin reduced

toaliandful of 600 men, clinging for life to an inaccessible rock, but having to mourn
the loss of wives and daughters, and sisters and children, all ruthlessly slaughtered

witli the edge of the sword, and not shudder at the horrors of war ? It is a distressing

picture to bring before the mind, but the picture must be looked at in its details if

we would form a riglit judgment on the subject. Well, then, in war there is first the

snapping asunder of tlie bonds of neighbourhood and friendship which once existed

between the parties. There is tlie exchange of hatred, and ill-will, and the desire to

injure and destroy, for amity and kindness and benevolence. The word "the
enemy " takes the place of that of "friend," and the change of conduct corresponds

to the change of name ; for there soon follow the acts of destruction and venge-

ance. Precious life, that mysterious gift of God, is spilt like water on the ground.

The bleeding wounds, the mangled limbc-, the lifeless corpse, take the place of the

buoyant spirits, the active frame, and the henltliful vigour, of j^outh and manhood.
The happy home where affection and social mirth and bright hopes and schemes
made happiness and light, becomes the house of mourning where all hope is put out.

The husband, the betrothed, the brotlier, the darling son, is laid low in dust and

blood ; and what is life any longer to the wife, to the expecting bride, to the sister,

to the bereaved mother? And in such a war as this with Benjamin there are still

more revolting images to be contemplated. The ground strewed with innocent

babes and little children unconscious of wrong, and unsuspicious of harm. Merry
youths and laughing maidens cut down in the spring-time of their life. Homesteads,

orchards, gardens, whole streets, whole cities, reduced to heaps of rubbisli and

ashes. All the works of men's hands, the fruit of their labours, the product of their

skill, the ornament, the comfort, the very shelter and food needful for human life,

spoiled, wasted, and destroyed ; human progress thrown back for a centur}', and
seeds of hatred sown to bring forth a crop of bitterness in times to come. Thank
God, war has been shorn in our days of its savage cruelty. Soldiers no longer

slaughter women and children and defenceless men, nor destroy in the mere wanton-

ness of power. Most true also is it that in war some of the noblest qualities of men
are developed, and that kindness, mercy, and generosity, are the frequent companions

of daring courage, resolute endurance, and inflexible will. Tiie brave leader of men
is deserving of all the gratitude and all the enthusiasm of his fellow-men ; and as

long as war is a im > pssity lie who conducts it to a successful end for his coimtry'a

ffood will always merit liis country's praise. But for all that, it must be acknow-
edged that war, even in its mitigated form, is a blight upon humanity, and that its

•ontinuance b a blot upon civilisation, and still more upon the national professiua ol
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Christianity. He would indeed be a benefactor of the human race who could dis-

cover and CBtablish the machinery by which national quarrels and disagreementa
could be settled by some other arbitrament than that of the sword. Viewed even in

an economic point of view, how great would the gain De to nations if the half million

or the million of men in the prime of life who are now supported in industrial idle-

ness at the expense of their countrymen were, instead, contributing their own quota

to the production and to the wealth of the country 1 And if the vast sums of money
now spent on a single war were devoted to useful works and to great social improve-
ments, how greatly would the world be benefited, instead of being, as now, impover-
ished and made desolate I How to get rid of war, and at the same time maintain the

national dignity and not compromise the national safety, is indeed a problem difficult

to solve. The existence of force may be necessary for the maintenance of right.

But for all that, the discovery of the means by which bloody wars might be exchanged
for some binding code of national law, to which the strongest as well as the weakest
should be subject, would be a signal blessing to mankind. The subject is well worth
the consideration of every Christian philanthropist. Surely, too, we are encouraged
to hope for success by the glowing words of prophecy. A day will come, we know,
when "nation siiall not lift up sword against nation^ neither shall they learn war any
more" (Isa. it 4). The Psulinist saw a blessed vision of a time when there shall

be "abundance of pe;ice so long as the moon endureth" (Ps. Ixxii, 7). The Holy
Ghost speaks of a time when "they shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy
mountain : for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters
cover the sea " (Isa. xi. 9). And, even if in no other way we can hope to succeed,

let us, at least, use our utmost endeavour to spread that knowledge of the Prince of

peace at home and abroad which is the surest guarantee of peace. We know not

when or how the kingdom of righteousness and peace shall be established. But we
know that in proportion as the gospel of peace influences men's hearts, controls

their passions, and incites them to brotherly love, the motives to war will be
diminished, the motives to harmony and union will be strengthened. May the time
come quickly when in the love of Christ, whether present in glory, or still dwelling
in the heavens, the love of man to man shall so abound that in the family, in the
nation, and in the world, there may be only Peace 1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.—" 7%ere thall not any of us give his daughter unto Benjamin to ivi/e.*

A rule of justice, morality, and prudence. Benjamin represents the libertine, a
character too common in our own day. Here is a method of dealing with such men
that ought to commend itself to every parent.

I. Pakkntal responsibility in sanctioning marriaqb.
II. The considerations that ought to govern it. The welfare of the child

;

the possibility of greater happiness and usefulness ; and provision for the future.

Moral soundness ought therefore to be a sine qua non in all aspirants to the hand of
a Christian man's daughter. What security can there be for the wife of a licentious

man, even if he be as wealthy as Croesus ? Righteousness of life and a Christian

character should be the first and indispensable qualifications of a son-in-law.

III. Advantages of such a course as this. If parents would exclude from their

homes, their drawing-rooms, and the society of their children persons known to be
licentious, it would exert great influence—1. In checking such conduct. 2. In pre-
venting societyfrom thinking lightly of it.—M.

Ver. 25.—" In those days there was no king in Israel : every mxin did that which
was right in his own eyes." This is the key-note, as it is the refrain, of the whole
book. * The point raised is one of great significance in dealing with the foundations
of Society and the State.

I. The evils arising from an excess of individualism amongst men.
II. The necessity fob some coiuion external bond and sanction fob oomdw;

AMD LIFS.—M.
Ft
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Vera. 2—4.

—

Sorrow for others. I. It is natural to be distressed at thb
TROUBLES OF OTHERS. 1. It is natural on personal gvowTiAs. We are members one

of another, so that if one member suffer, all suffer. The Israelites felt that it would
be a common calamitj' to the whole nation for one tribe to be blotted out. It v/ould

not only be a judgment on that tribe, it would be " a breach in the tribes of Israel."

England suffers through the wars and famines and storms wliich devastate even
remote coimtries. If adversity falls upon one great town, one trade, one class, the
whole community feels the effect of it. It is foolish, on selfish considerations alone,

for the rich and happy to ignore the distresses of the poor and wretched. 2. But it is

natural to be distressed at the troubles of others on unselfish grounds. When we are

not hardened by sin we must naturally feel sympathy. The law of Christ require*

us to bear one another's burdens (Gal. vi. 2). If Jews of old felt for their brethren
in their trouble, how can Christians, who owe all their best blessings to the compassion
•nd sufiEering of Christ for them, harden their hearts against the cries of the world's
misery, when they in turn are expected to show the spirit of Christ in sympathy and
vicarious sacrifice?

II. If we are called to punish men for their sin, we should also pity
THEM FOR THEIR DISTRESS. Israel had punished the tribe of Benjamin, but the sight

of the ruin thus wrought filled all the people with grief. It is right and necessary to

be firm in repressit^g wickedness
;
yet this should not be done in hot hatred, in callous

sternness, nor in complacent self-satisfaction, but with grief, mourning for the
distress, and more for the sin occasioning it. So does God chastise, in grief, like a
father loving his child, and therefore the more hating the iniquity which produces all

the trouble.

III. Distress fob the troubles of others should lead cs to God on theib
BEHALF. The people came to the house of God, and wept there before God. We
should bring all our trouble before God, and, when we know not what to ask for,

confide in him and relieve our souls by leaving the burden with him. If we are
really and deeply grieved for others, we shall be constrained to do the same with the
sorrow of sympathy. All Cliristians are called to be priests, intercessors" for others.

We shou'd pray most earnestly for those who will not pray for themselves. We
should humble ourselves for their sin, since the oneness of the human family brings
shame upon all when any go astray. Such sorrow before God will incline us to
fresh acts of self-sacrifice and dedication. As the Israelites offered burnt offerings,

we shall consecrate ourselves to God, that we may be more capable of relieving tbosa
for whom we grieve.—A,

Ver. 5.

—

The penalty of desertion. It was quite in accordance with the rude and
cruel age of the judges that a whole town should be visited with the death-penalty
for deserting the tribes in the assembly of war. The punishment was not so un-
reasonable as it might appear at first sight, though there are circumstances in the
whole transaction wliich reflect discredit on the Israelites.

I. Desertion is a great crime. In war-time, even among civilised nations,
desertion is punished with death, 1. Negative wickedness may be as bad as positive
sin. If we know that an equally injurious result will follow inaction, this is equally
guilty with an active offence. Thus the refusal of a ship's master to save a drown-
ing man is morally equal to the guilt of murdering him. 2, We must not measure
the value of our actions by their individual effects, but by the effects of the principles
they express. One act of desertion may have no perceptible effect. But if one is

justifiable, many are, and thus the principle of freedom to desert allows of total deser-
tion resulting in total ruin. Desertion from the cause of Christ is a great sin. To
refrain from obeying his call to action is as guilty as to actively disobey him. 3. The
crime which is heinous when committed by one man is equally bad when committed
by a whole community. We should not think of destroying a town for the crime for
which we should execute an individual ; but this is because of our horror of wholesale
slaughter, &c., and not because evil desert is lessened when it is shared by a number.

II. Charity is no excuse fur the neglect of duty. That was a terrible work
to which the tribes were summoned—the slaughter of the Benjamites. Yet if they
felt It to be a necessary act of justice sanctioned by God, as they evidently did fsel it
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to b«, they had no right to shrink from it out of feelings of kindliness. It is terribis

to be called to such a duty; but it is brave and noble to accept the odiiiin when the

necessity is felt, and weak and selBsh to avoid it. Charity is not honoured by the

Bacrifice of justice. It is more charitable to punish wickedness than to let it work its

evil unchecked. Charity to the criminal often means cruelty to the victim. There
is a danger lest we should become so mild that we should virtually punish the inno-

cent in order to spare the guilty.

III. The purity of justice is violated when punishbient is adminibtebd
WITH intebested MOTIVES. It appears that the great motive of the Israelites in

executing the threat of their oath on the people of Jabesh-Gilead was not a regard

for strict justice, but a desire to secure wives for the escaped Benjamites. This
motive vitiated the character of their action. The difficulty of executing punitive

lastice lies in the danger of other motives than a simple regard for right entering

into our conduct. We desecrate the temple of justice when we convert it into a

house of merchandise.—A.

Ver. 24.

—

The return of peaceful prospei'ity. I. Men find theib most happy
CONDITION in the PURSUIT OF PEACEFUL OCCUPATIONS AND THE ENJOYMENT OF HOMB
LIFE. It is pleasing to Bee this concourse of war break up, and the Israelites return

home to their farms and their families. War is unnatural, and should be treated as a

monstrous evil. The nation which regards military exploits as the chief occupation

for its energies is forsaking solid happiness for empty glory. 1. Politically a nation

is prosperous when industry flourishes, trade is unchecked, literature finds patrons,

science and art are pursued, and general education, morality, and religion are sedu-

lously promoted by the leading men of the age. 2. Religiously a people is prosper

ous when angry controversy gives place to the peaceful cultivation ot holiness, and
practical efforts to conquer the sin of the world and spread the blessings of Christian-

ity. 3. Personally men are prosperous when they are at liberty to work in peace

and enjoy the fruits of their labours without molestation. In proportion as war,

controversy, jealousy, and competition give place to quiet home life and simple

endeavours to do our daily duties will happiness be enjoyed as a solid, lasting human
treasure.

II. It is SOMETIMES NOT POSSIBLE TO ENJOY SOLID PEACE TILL AFTER THE FAITH-

FUL PEBFORMANCE OF THE DUTIES OF WABFABB. The peace which the Israelites now
enjoyed was the reward which followed the faithful perfonnance of painful acts of

justice. The cry of "peace at any price" may be the ignominious utterance of

blindness, indolence, cowardice, or selfishness. We can have no worthy peace

while the wrongs of any who have claims upon us call for our active interference.

1. National peaxe must follow the establishment of order and justice. Better all

the horrors of civil war than unchecked tyranny, unpunished violence, or outraged

innocence. 2. Religious peace must follow the righteous maintenance of truth and
right. We must not let false religions go unchallenged, or unholy conduct unre-

buked, for the sake of preserving peace. Christ came to send a sword (Matt. x. 34),

and his peace comes after the valiant overthrow of the lies and sins which oppose

his rule. 3. Personal peace must follow the battle of the soul with its sins and

doubts. That is a hollow peace which comes from stifling doubt We laust fight it

down. No true peace is possible while sinful habits are unopposed ; these must b«

"resisted unto blood." True peace follows victory over evil.

III. A PEACEFUL LIFE IS SECURED AND MAINTAINED THBODQH THE EFFORT OF BACH

MAN TO TAKE HIS OWN PLACE AND DO HIS OWN WORK. Trouble too often arises from
our forsaking our post and interfering with other people. 1. Industry is favourable

to peaceful prosperity. The children of Israel went home immediately after settling

affairs in the disturbed district. They went straight from war to work, and wasted

no time in idle self-indulgence as a reward for victory. 2. Orderly arrangements

promotftpfece. Every man went to his tribe. Let each of us find his own place in

the world, and seek quietly to occupy that, and nothing else. 3. Domestic life inclines

to peace. Every man went to his family. The home is the foundation of the most
•olid blessings of the State. If we desire happinesp and peaceful prosperity, let ua

•herish the sanctities of the hearth. 4. Property favours peace. The men went to
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their several inheritances. When a man lias possessions he ih reluctant to create a

social disturbance. Therefore lovers of peace 'should promote thrift and efforts to

facilitate the acquisition of property by the people generally—of course as the fruits

of honest industry. 6. Eeligwus convictions fonn the most solid foundations for

peaceful prosperity. The Israelites accepted their inheritances quietly in obedience

to a Divine distribution. We shall enjoy a peaceful life best if we believe that God
chooses our inheritance, and accept our lot in contentment and trustfulness from
him, endeavouring to use it as his stewards, and hoping for the perfect icheritauce

of tlM «verl*8tin|[ home which be will gp've to his faithful people.—iu
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THE BOOK OP RUTH.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. Thb Stobx

Soini time during that period of chequered Hebrew history when the Judges

roied, a famine prevailed over the whole lancL There was "cleanness of teeth
"

everywhere. Even the most fertile districts, such as that of which Bethlehem

(the house of bread) is the centre, suffered severely. Among the sufferers were

a respectable family, consisting of Elimelech, a proprietor in the locality, his

wife Naomi, and their two sons, Machlon and ChUion. This family, being

hard pressed by the Hungersnoth, resolved to emigrate for a season to the

adjoining country of Moab, where apparently there was exemption from the

widespread agricultural calamity. Accordingly, setting out from the place of

thfcir nativity, they reached the place of their destination, and were, it would

appear, hospitably welcomed by the inhabitants (ch. L 1, 2).

Unhappily, however, Elimelech, subject it would seem to Bome constitu-

tional weakness, was prematurely cut off (ver. 3).

After his decease his two sons married Moabitish wives, called respectively

Orpah and Kuth, and all seemed to go well for a season. There was, however,

no family, no mirth of little ones, in either home. And in the course of some

ten years from their entrance into the land of Moab, both Machlon and Chilion,

in consequence apparently of delicacy inherited from their father, sickened and

died (vers. 4, 6).

The three widows were left behind, desolate and destitute. The mother-in-

law, Naomi, did not see how she could live in comfort, or maintain herself in

respectability, in a foreign land. StUl less could she see how it would be

possibfe for her to stand between her daughters-in-law and want. Hence she

resolved to return to Bethlehem. Her sorrowing daughters-in-law made up

their minda to accompany her (vers. 6, 7).

Naomi, however, felt that it would be too great a burden of reeponsibiJity
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for her to undertake to make her daughters-in-law comfortable in Bethlehem.

Hence, after allowing them to give her a convoy for some distance, she insisted

that they should return to their mothers' homes, warmly expressing her prayer

and her hope that they might soon have sweet and restful homes of their own

(vers. 8—13).

The thought of leaving their esteemed and beloved mother-in-law was like

a barbed arrow in the heart of both Orpah and Euth. But at length, after

much pleading and remonstrance, Orpah yielded, and returned to her mother

(ver. 14). Ruth, however, would not give one moment's entertainment to the

proposal How could she allow the beloved old lady to pursue in solitude her

weary way homeward ? How could she brook the thought of leaving her to live

in solitude after the old home should be reached? Her mind was made up

firmly and inflexibly to accompany her much-loved mother-in-law as her com-

panion and attendant. All the nobler feelings of her soul rose, as she thought

of her duty, into a heroic mood, while a spirit of deep poetical paihos seiied her

ntteianceoy as, in unconscious rhythm, she said

—

" Insist not on me forsaking thee^

To return from following thee

:

For whither thou goest, I will go

;

Aad wheresoerer thou lodgest, I will lodg«|

Thy people is my people,

And thy God my God :

Wheresoeyer thou diest, I will die,

And there will I be buried.

Bo may Tahveh do to me,
And still more.

If ought but death part thee and me " (Ten. 16—17)«

B'aomI could insist no more ; and the two widows consequently, with theii

hearts knit together for ever, wended their weary way toward Bethlehem, which

at length they reached- On entering the city gate, travel-worn, and sore, and

creeping along the streets in quest of some humble lodging, Naomi wag recog-

nised, and soon there was quite a commotion among the matrons and others

who had known hereof old. The news of her arrival, in the company of an

interesting and pensive-looking young woman, flew from house to house, till

wondering groups of excited females gathered in the streets, and exclaimed to

one another, la that Naomi 1 The name Naomi, which brought up to the

mind the idea of the sweetness of Jah, suggested for the moment a painful con-

trast to the sorely-disheartened widow. And hence, in her anguish, she begged

the people not to call her Naomi, as of old, but Mara, inasmuch as the Lord

had been dealing very bitterly with her (vers. 18—21).

It was fortunately just at the commencement of the barley-harvest that

Naomi and Ruth arrived in Bethlehem (ver. 22). Hunger was imminent.

Perhapb it had already seized on the two widows, gnawingly. Hence, without

delay, Ruth begged permission from her motlier-in-law to go out in quest of

gleaning. It was humiliating employment, but honest. The permission aaked
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was granted. And so Ruth went out of the house, passed out of the city gate,

and, casting her eyes over the -wide expanse of golden fields, right and left, ripe

for the sickle, and already alive with reapers and binders and gleaners, she was

Inwardly guided to a field that belonged to Boaz, a substantial yeoman, and, as

it happened, near of kin to the late Elimelech. Ruth knew nothing of his near

relationship, but courteously requested from the overseer permission to glean

(ch. ii. 1—7). The overseer, perceiving that there was about this petitioner a

certain air of superiority that he had never before witnessed in gleaners, got

from her some particulars of her history, and made her heartily welcome to take

her place on the field (ver. 7). So she went to work " with a wilL"

By and by, as the dayspring advanced in the sky, the proprietor himself,

Boaz, came out of the city to see how his reapers were getting on with their

pleasant work. As he reached them and passed along, he courteously saluted

them all

—

Yahveh he with you t The grave, kindly courtesy was heartily re-

ciprocated by the workers

—

May Yahveh bless thee / (ver. 4).

His eye speedily caught sight of the elegant and diligent gleaner, and so he

directed his steps to the overseer, and asked. Whose is this young woman t (ver.

5). The overseer informed him, and praised her modesty and industry. Boaz,

passing back again along the row of workers, enjoined on the young men to be

respectful to the stranger. Then he went direct toward her, and, addressing her

as a father might speak to his daughter, he made her most heartily welcome to

continue in his fields as long as the harvest continued (ver. 8). He informed

her that he had given strict injunctions to the young men to refrain from all

improper freedoms ; and he graciously added that she was to avail herself at will

of the water which was drawn for the workers, and carried into the field (vera.

4—9).

Ruth was filled with wonder and gratitude for such unexpected favours, and

bowed herself in obeisance to the ground (ver. 10).

Boaz was stricken with admiration, and informed her that he had got, with

much satisfaction, full particulars of her devoted attention to her mother-in-law.

He prayed that she might receive abundant recompense from Yahveh the God

of Israel, under the shadow of whose outstretched wings she had come to trust

(vers. 11, 12).

As Boaz was about to turn away to attend to his affairs, Ruth ventured, with

beautiful respectfulness, to solicit a continuance for the future of that gracious-

ness which he had already showed to her, and which had brought comfort to her

heart (ver. 13).

Then they separated. But, at the time of the mid-day siesta and refreshment,

Boaa returned to her, and conducted her to the booth, under whose cooling shade

all the workers were wont to assemble at mid-day. He requested her to be seated

beside the reapers, and to partake of the bread and vinegar which had been pro-

vided. He likewise prepared for her a bunch of delicious ** parched com," of
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which she gratefully partook, reserving, after she was satisfied, a portion for hot

mother-in-law to give her a glad surprise (ver. 14).

After the siesta was completed, and Kuth had returned to her labonr, Boai

told the reapers to let her glean " even among the sheaves." And not only so,

he wished them now and again to pull stalks out of the bundles, with expreaa

design, and leave them lying about, that she might gather them. They were,

moreover, to be most particular not to af&ont her by any unkind insinuatioB

(vers. 15, 16).

The work went on merrily till near sunset, when Ruth, collecting together

her gatherings, and threshing them, found that she had about an ephah of barley

(ver. 17). She took up the welcome load, and made for her humble home,

where she had a long story to tell, and many a long stoxy to hear, regarding

Boaz (vers. 18—22).

All the harvest through, Euth continued to glean in the fields of Boai (rm.

23). But after the reaping and gleaning were ended, and there were no more

out-of-door engagements, and no more interviews day after day with Boaz, such

a change came over her tender and desolate spirit that the keen eye of her

mother-in-law saw that some other step required to be taken. She had had,

apparently, interviews with Boaz, and clearly perceived that a mutual attachmeni

had sprung up ; but for some reason or other a seal was on his lips. To remove

that seal Naomi contrived a plan, which would have been in the highest degret

Improper had there not been, on the one hand, a peculiar Oriental custom in

Togue, and, on the other, absolute reason for absolute confidence in the incor-

ruptible purity of both Boaz and Ruth. The plan was for Ruth to take tht

position allowed her by the Levirate law. That would at once put Boaz on hU

honour in reference to the deceased Machlon and the living widow (ch. iii.

1

—

i). Ruth yielded to her mother-in-law's wishes, and the plan was carried

into efifect (vers. 5—7). Ruth placed herself by night at the feet of her kins-

man while he slept, and, when discovered, was not only heartily welcomed, but

warmly commended, and thanked. He was indeed advanced in years, and he

could not, for that reason, have ventured to offer himself for her acceptance.

But since his age was not to her an obstacle, and she wished to show every

possible respect to the deceased, it would be his joy to mingle his lot with hers

(vers. 8—11).

There was, however, one obstacle in the way. There was an individual who

was nearer of kin than himself to the deceased. According to the Levirate

law, that individual had a prior claim on all the prerogatives attaching to

priority of kinship ; and with these prerogatives were bound up the duties of

the nearest of kin. He consequently must, first of all, receive full considera-

tion ; and if he insisted on performing the kinsman's part, why then the matter

would pass out of the epliere of personal preference, and the result would be

accepted as the outcome of the WUl that ia higher than man's. But if thai
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nearest kinsman should have no desire to act the kinsman's part, then with joy

would Boaz step into his place, and show respect to the deceased (vers. 12, 13).

The watches of the night passed rapidly on, no douht amid many mutual

consultations and explanations. And just as the first thinning of the darkness

into dusk gave augury of the coming morning, Ruth rose to return home. She

bore a present with her, which would carry its o^vn tangible meaning to Naomi.

By and by home would be reached, and Naomi saluted her daughter-in-law by

Baying, with a peculiar interrogative significance. Who art thou ? After the whole

Btory was told, " Sit stiU, my daughter," said Naomi, " until thou know how the

matter will end, for the man will not rest until this very day he have brought

the affair to its consummation" (vers. 14—18),

It was as Naomi conjectured. Early in the morning Boaz took his place at

the gate of the city, and made arrangements for transacting important business

in the presence of elders and other witnesses. The near kinsman was passing

by. Boaz requested him to be seated, as he had some business to discharge in

which they both were interested. The kinsman complied with the respectful

request, and ere long a full court of casual witnesses assembled. In the presence

and hearing of these elders and others Boaz informed his friend that Naomi, who
had lately returned from ]\Ioab, had determined, in consequence of reduced

circumstances, to sell the property that had belonged to her deceased husband

Elimelech (ch. iv. 1—3). He added, "Buy it before the inhabitants of the

city, and the elders of the people, if thou art willing to act the kinsman's part."

The kinsman intimated that he was willing (ver. 4). Boaz then added that the

property would require to be purchased from the hand, not of Naomi only, but

of Ruth likewise, the prospective heiress, who, moreover, was to go with it as a

fixed appurtenant, " in order that the name of her deceased husband might be

raised up on his inheritance " (ver. 5).

The anonymous kinsman, however, was not willing to acquire the estate on

the terms offered (ver. 6). Hence, perceiving that Boaz was quite willing, he

resigned his right in his favour, and puUing off his shoe, handed it to his friend

(vers. 7, 8). All the people were witnesses that the nearest kinsman had

voluntarily surrendered his peculiar prerogative.

The story thenceforward hastens to its conclusion. Boaz, in presence of the

people, acquired the estate, &v.d along with it Ruth, its living and priceless

appurtenant (vers. 9, 10). " We are witnesses," shouted the assembled conclave,

and then they lifted up their voices and prayed that showers of blessings might

descend on the bridal pair (vers. 11, 12). Ruth thus became the wife of Boaz,

and bore him a son, whom the matrons who clustered around insisted on oaUing

Obed.
J
Naomi took the chUd to her bosom, and nursed it with tenderness and

care which no other care and tenderness could surpass. He was (1) the lineal

descL'iidaiit nf .Tndah, the head of the royal tribe, and (2) the lineal ancestor oi

David (vers. 13—22).
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Taking a broad survey of the contents of the little Book, we may say thAt

it consists of a series of pen-and-ink pictures, or idylls in prose, representing,

firstly, the remarkable attachment of a young Moabitish woman, herself a

widow, to Naomi, her desolate Hebrew mother-in-law j and, secondly, the

remarkable reward with which, in God's providence, her self-sacrifice was

erowned.

§ 2. Aim op the "Writeb.

Edward Topsell, one of the Puritan commentators on the Book, gave, as the

leading title of his exposition, * The Reward op Religion,' in that way indi-

cating what he supposed to have been the aim of the writer.

The title is not entirely satisfactory, for certainly it is not the religion or

religiousness of Ruth that is the principal feature of character portrayed in the

Book, There is not, it is true, the least shadow of reason for casting the least

shadow of suspicion on the genuine piety of the heroine of the story. There ia

no room for taking exception to her theology. There is still less, if that be

possible, for raising objections to her aweet and simple religiousness. Though

probably no skilful theologian, she had come to Bethlehem-Judah, to put her

trust "under the wings of the God of Israel" (ch. ii 12). She believed that

He " is," and that He is *' the rewarder of them that diligently seek Him **

(Heb, XL 6).

Still it is not Ruth's religiousness that is the outstanding feature of the

character that is delineated in the Book. It is not her love to the great Divine

Object, the God of Israel, that is portrayed. It is her love to a good and

worthy human object, Naomi, her mother-in-law. Topsell was right in assign-

ing to religion or religiousness a higher pedestal than can be accorded to any

other devotedness ; but he misled himself when, in his eagerness to do homage

to that which is highest, he assumed that it was the highest ideal of human

character that is bodied forth in the succession of literary photographs which

are found in the Book of Ruth.

Many have supposed that the true raison cCHre of the Book is a matter of

genealogy. The ground on which this opinion is maintained is the fact that

there is a Uttle bit of genealogy in the five verses with which the Book is wound

up. This bit of genealogy connects Pharez the son of Judah with David the

son of Jesse. The line passed through Boaz, the husband of Ruth. It is an

important historical relationship, more especially to us Christians ; for as Christ

was " the Son of David," he was the Son of Boaz too, and consequently the Son

of Ruth the Moabitess—a Gentile link. The fact is all the more significant and

suggestive as, in ascending the genealogical ladder upward to Abraham, the

father of the Messianic people, we discover that there were other Gentile links

which connected the favoured descendants of the patriarch with the outlying

" families of the earth," and which likewise show, in consequence of the moral

peculiarity atteu^hing to them, how wondrous was the boon conferred upon men,
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when the Lord of glory humbled himself to become the " kinsman " and the

" Mend " of those whose name is " sinners."

But in the genealogy that is appended to the Book of Ruth, the succession

is carried no further down than to King David. The genealogy is thus, so far

u the discoverable aim of the genealogist is concerned, rather Davidic than

Messianic. The interest in it that was manifestly felt by the writer, and that

may have been extensively felt by his cotemporaries, was an interest that

gathered round "great David" himself, rather than "great David's greater

Son."

Yet it seems preposterous to assume that the whole graphic story of Euth

was composed simply in consequence of this genealogical interest. The assump-

tion looks like an inversion of the natural, and the substitution in ito place of

the unnaturaL

Why not rather suppose that the writer wrote just because he was charmed

with the facts of Euth's character, and because he rejoiced over the reward with

which, in the providence of God, the heroine's devotedness was so signally

crowned 1 Why not accept the narrative of the Book as being simply what it

Appears to be t Why not suppose that the writer may have simply sought to

reproduce, in the literature of words, the delineation of character and reward

that had already been so charmingly executed in the literature of facts 1 Why
hesitate to assume that he may have undertaken his task in the spirit of literary

spontaneity, feeling a wide sympathy in his heart, seeing a meaning in every-

thing, and resting assured that there must be a very peculiar meaning and lesson

in all those things that are the outcome of noble effort, noble endurance, and

noble love.

The writer must, we conceive, have been, though perhaps unconsciously, and

in a comparatively limited sphere of activity, a true litterateur. He loved

literature for its own sake, and had a true appreciation of its mission and

responsibilities. Hence, though a Hebrew, he did not turn aside his eyes and

his heart from beholding and admiring facts full of interest, and instruction,

because they occurred in connection with an alien race. Nor did he make

apologies for finding excellences in Gentiles, and recording them with vivid

zest and delight. There is a noteworthy absence of Hebrew bigotry in the

spirit of the Book.

The title which is given to his commentary on the book by Eichard Bernard,

another of the Puritan expositors, brings out admirably what appears to have

been the aim of the Hebrew writer—* Euth's Eeoompensb.*

$ 3. Thb Book's Litbrart Gharaotbb.

. ,The Book of Euth is not a history ; nor is it a biography. It is only a

little biographical episode in a history. It is a »tory ; but, without doubt, a

irm tiory.
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True 1 How is that evinced t What ia there even to suggest the story'g

objective truthfulness or authenticity 1

;Much- The Book comes before us aa a narrative of facts ; and, although

making no parade of its veracity, it has, in its own inimitable simplicity and

crystalline transparency, all the appearance of being an honest representation of

objective realities.

The material of the story, moreover, is of such a nature that its unreality,

if it had not been honest, would at once have been detected and exposed. The

stuff out of which the story is woven consisted, so to speak, of very sensitive

filament*. It had to do with the genealogy of the royal family. The principal

personages in the story were the ancestors of King David.

That there was a Moabitish link in the chain of his genealogy must have

been well known to the king himself, and to aU his household, and to a large

proportion of the people of Israel in general. It must likewise have been well

known that this Moabitish link did not lie far back in the line. The existence

of such a link was too great a peculiarity to be treated with inditference.

"We cannot doubt that the whole history of the case would be a frequent topic

of narration, conversation, and comment at once within and around the royal

court. The probability, therefore, is, that the wiiter would be careful to do no

violence to the facts of the case. Any alloy of fiction or romance on such a

subject would have been at once resented, alike by the royal family and by the

great body of the people, the devoted admirers of the king.

It is, hence, one should suppose, in a mood of literary waywardness that

Bertholdt contends that the Book is not a narrative of facts, but merely a " hi»-

torical fiction "—a family picture painted on a canvas of romance.* The writer, he

alleges, has himself betrayed the fact of his work's fictitiousnesa " He forgot

himself for once," he say3.t For although, according to one part of his story, he

represents Naomi, with her husband and sons, as reduced to such extremity of

poverty that they required to abandon their mortgaged property and take refuge

ill Moab
;
yet, in utter forgetfulness of this representation, he introduces Naomi,

at a later stage of the story, as saying to the matrons in Bethlehem that " she

Avent out full, and came back empty." A mere romance writer, Bertholdt alleges,

might easily run into such a contradiction, and care nothing about it ; but %

narrator of actual facts would speedily have detected the blunder, and have got

it rectified. The blunder 1 It is demonstrably Bertholdt's own. He has, in

fact, committed a double blunder. (1) He has misunderstood what is said of

the condition of the family before their departure, and (2) he has likewise mis-

apprehended what Naomi said after her return. The family is not represented

as reduced to absolute destitution before their emigration ; there was abundance

of scope for much further descent And, on the otlier hand, there is not an

• Section lil of the * Einlpituni: ' i- entitled " U.is iiuch enthalt reine Dictitaa^''

t ** l>«r Varfajser hat sich einnud ergessea."
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Btom of evidence to estabKsh the objector's conjecture, that, when Xaorui aftef

her return referred to her * fulness ' before her departure, she had simply hen

financial condition in view.

§ 4. Date of Composition.

There is not the least likelihood that the little Book could have been

written just immediately after the occurrence of the events naiTated. For, in

the first place, the writer, in the very opening sentence of the Book, comes

down beyond the age of the Judges. He speaks of what caine to pass " in the

days when the Judges judged." It is implied that these days were, by his

time, at some considerable distance in the past. Then, in the second place, he

speaks in ch. iv. of a custom that " in former time " obtained in Israel in refer-

ence to important transactions, involving the transfer of property, or the

surrender of property-rights, which custom was observed by Boaz and his kins-

man. At the time when the writer lived the custom had become obsolete, so

that a considerable period must have elapsed between the date of the events

narrated and the date of the narrative of them in the Book of Ruth. Then, in

the third place, the genealogy at the close of the Book is carried down to David,

and thus far beyond the time " when the Judges judged."

It might be said indeed that the genealogical appendix may have been added

by a later hand. True ; it may. And if it should ever be proved that it has

been, then all the logical effects involved in the proof will be willingly con-

ceded. Until, however, the desiderated proof be forthcoming, we may be

excused for accepting the Book in its integrity.

No opinion, on tho whole, wears a greater aspect of verisimilitude than tliat

which assigns the composition of the Book to the reign of King David. That

epoch was among the Hebrews a literary age. The king himself was a man of

letters. He would draw literary men around his throne. He was a man,

besides, of deep human sympathies ; and thus he would no doubt be intensely

interested in the Moabitish incident. He would be master of aU its details.

They had come down to him only through a very limited succession of remem-

brancers. "Boaz begat Obed ; Obed begat Jesse; and Jesse begat David."

No wonder that even the conversations and the salient sayings of Naomi, Ruth,

and Boaz should have been sharply imprinted on the brief succession of

memoriea

King David, moreover, was free from many narrownesses of spirit that

belittle multitudes of other minds. He recognised the gracious relationship

of the God of Israel to all the families of the earth. He believed that there

was a tide of goodness and tender mercy flowing from the inexhaustible depths

of 'thfe Divine heart to all nations and peoples, even to the uttermost parts of

the earth. Hence he would not be ashamed of the Moa^Jtish link in his

genealogy. He would be proud of it, and all the more, it ia likely, because aft •
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peculiarly critical period of Ms own history he had been on terms of amity,

intimacy, and confidence with the cotemporary king of Moab. At the time

when he had to flee for his life from the presence of Saul, and take refuge in

the cave of Adullam, it is said, in 1 Sam. xxiL 3, 4, that he went to Mizpeh of

Moab, " and said unto the king of Moab, Let my father and my mother, I pray

thee, come forth, and be with yon, till I know what God will do for me. And
he brought them before the king of Moab : and they dwelt with him all the

whUe that David was in the hold." It woxild not be doing violence to veri-

fiimilitade were we to suppose that, in David's communication with the king of

Moab, he made mention of the Moabitish link in his genealogy, and of the

incidents connected with it K Ruth, an ancestor of his own, had been hospit-

ably received in Judah, would it be asking too much if the grandson oi that

ancestor might, with his wife, be hospitably received for a season in Moab ?

No other time, it would appear, can be fixed upon as furnishing a more
likely date for the composition and publication of the Book.

Not an earlier time ; for the custom of piilling off a shoe and giving it to the

contracting party was observed in the days of Boaz, but had gone into desuetude

at the date of the Book's publication. It could scarcely have died out much
sooner than in two or three generations.

Not a later time ; for the minute incidents recorded, and the minute con-

versations and observations reported— all of them apparently unfictitious

—

would, if unpublished, have faded from the memories of the personages princi-

pally concerned. Then the genealogy, at the close of the fourth chapter, is

carried doten to King David, and stops there. "Why should it stop there, and

by stopping at that particular stage suggest and indicate a particular date 1 Had
the writer some political object in view that required a false date to be given to

his publication t There is no trace of such a motif. Had he some distinctively

theocratic object in view that could be best subserved in hia judgment by indi-

cating a false date 1 There is no evidence of such a motif. Had he then some

literary object in view that might be furthered by a fabrication, in the colophon,

of the date of composition 1 There is not the slightest evidence of the presence

in his mind of such a mxitif.

Ewald, indeed, and Berthean, fouowing other critics of earlier date, and

having themselves many followers of later date, conjecture that the Book is not

nearly so old. They would ascribe it to the exilic epoch. Bertholdt asks if

it should not be ascribed to the post-exilic epoch.* This, their conjecture of

postponement to a date far removed from the time of King David, is based for

the most part on considerations that have to do generically with a large propor-

tion of the Old Testament writings. It is hence a question which, falling

to be discussed on its own wide arena, is, to a large extent, ruled out of this

specific Introduction.

* "Ob ea Tislleicbt g«r in die Zeiten naoh dom £xil gehort." \ 65S,
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The specific reasons that are adduced in favour of the application of tha

postponing theory to the particular Book of Ruth are not to us of much or

rery weighty significance. One is that there are some coincidences of expres-

sion discoverable in Suth, on the one hand, and in the Books of 1 and 2 Samuel

and 1 and 2 Kings on the other. These coincidences, it is contended, are

evidences that the writer of the Book of Ruth must have been acquainted with

the Books of Samuel and Kings. For instance, it is said in Ruth i. 17,

" May Yahveh do so to me, and more also, if," &c. ; and the same formula is

found in 1 Sam. iii 17 ; 1 Kings ii 23 ; xx. 10 ; 2 Kings vi. 31. Again, it ia

said in Ruth L 19, "the whole city got into commotion ;" and the same expres-

sion occurs in 1 Kings i. 45, where it is rendered in King James's version, " the

city rang again." Then in Ruth iv. 4 we read, " I will uncover thine ear " (so

•8 to give thee information) ; and in 1 Sam. xxii. 8, and elsewhere, it is written,

" There is none that uncovereth mine ear " (to inform me). Ewald thinks that

*' we distinctly hear an echo fix>m the Book of Job, not merely in the general

style, but even in some single words and phrases" (* Geschichte,' voL L p. 155).

He instances Job xxvii. 2, where the simple name " (the) Almighty " is used

instead of the complex name "God Almighty" (see Gen, xvii 1, &c.). Ewald

thinks that this shorter form of the name " wm evidently rendered possible" in

Ruth i. 20 " only through the grand example of the Book of Job." He would

infer, therefore, on the one hand, that the writer of the Book of Ruth waa

familiar with the Book of Job, and he assumes, on the other, that the Book of

Job belongs to a late period of literary activity. With the assumption we have

here nothing to do. But his inference in reference to the age of the Book of

Ruth, and the concurrent inference that is deduced by the advocates in general

of exilic or post-exilic origination, from those coincidences of expression of

which we have made mention, are surely extremely precarious, or rather abso-

lutely baseless. The simple name " (the) Almighty " occurs not only again and

again in Job, but likewise in Gen. xlix. 25, and also in Num. xxiv. 4, 16. If

the writer of the story of Ruth must needs be held as borrowing, why might he

not have borrowed from Genesis and Numbers in place of Job. And is not the

whole argument reversible? Why not infer from coincidences of expression

that the writers of the Books of Samuel and Kings borrowed from the Book

of Ruth t And, besides, what is to hinder us from supposing that all of the

expressions specified lived and moved and had their being for generations as

part and parcel of the common idioms of the country, so that various writers

of various ages might at pleasure make use of them as constituent elements of

the unappropriated language of the people 1 Peculiar expressions, like peculiar

single words, have their lifetime in a people's language. They are born, they

grow, they culminate, they wane, grow old, drop off, and are buried. Why
might not all the expressions referred to by the critics of the Book of Ruth

be '^UyinK" at all the socceasive epochs doing which the writers themselves
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were liring, &om whose writiiigs the coincident words and phrases have been

calledt

Ewald thought that he detected evidence of late exilic composition no!

matlj in the echoes of earlier books, bat likewise in the " antiquarian lore
"

that is efaaacterlstic of the writer. He refers in particalar to the statement that

is made in the fourth chapter, in reference to the antique custom of taking off a

hoe, and presenting it to the contracting party, when right* of property were

snrrendered (see ver. 7). He thought, moreover, that such a custom, unearthed

by SQceessfol antiquarian research, " ooold only have ceased with the national

existence'* (* Geschichte,' ut gup.). The argument is thus twof Id. 1. One

branch of it consists in the evidence of successful antiquarian research. 2,

Another res'^lTes itself into the peculiarity of the custom itself. It was of such

a natare, aod manifestly so tenacions of life, that it eould not have come to an

end 80 long as the national existenee continued.

But surely both of th^e branch^ of argumentation are insufficient to carry

much weight, or even any weight at alL One might know that a peculiar

custom onee prevailed, and yet be ondistingruished for extensive and accurate

" antiquanaa lore," The word-of-mouth tawlition that sufficed to convey to the

writer of the Book of Bath the actions, and conversations, and remarks of

Naomi, Eath, and B^az respectively, would likewise euffije to be the vehicle of

information regarding the old-^hioned symbolism that was observed when
certain legal rights were readjusted. And is it not a matter of well-known fiact

that legal symbolisms, connected with the transfer of rights of property, have

changed in ruioos nations whose national existence remains intact t In some

nations, for instance, the delivery of land symbolically by the delivery of earth

and stones of the land, or other representative element?, though not so very long

ago a binding formality, has now ceased to be imperative, or even cu.=toniary.

If there is to be evidence of the exilic or post-exilic composition of the Book of

Buth, it must be found elsewhere.

Some have supposed that this evidence is found in several Chaldaisms of

expression. In ch. L 13, 20 ; iL 8, 9, 21 ; iiL 3, 4; iv. 7, there are certainly

some peculiar forms of words. Sanctius supposed that they might be Moabit-

israa. Dereser conjectured that they might be Bethlehemitish provincialisma

They remind one undoubtedly of forms that are common in Chaldee. But it is

at the same time to be borne in mind that there were do hard and fast lines

separating, in the olden times, between the various members of the Semitic

group of languages. They overlapped one another in various details ; and as

originally the fathers of the affiliated nations literally lived in one home, sc^

even after long periods of distinctive linguistic evolution, there were floating

aVjut, in waving lines of mutual intercourse, expressions that were in some cases

survivals of original unity, and in others the direct result of subsequent familiar

soutad One thing is evident, that the Hebrew which is found in the Bookfl
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of the Bible, even the oldest of them, is comparatively modern. It is the sur-

vival of a much older Hebrew. The manifold verbal abbreviations are evidence

(see Raabe's ' Zuriickfiihrung des Hebraischou Textes des Buches Euth auf die

urspriinglichen Wortformen *). And nothing is more evident than that the

expressions in ch. ii. 8, 9, 21 ; iii. 3, 4, called Chaldaisms, aud not improperly

so called, are in reality Hebrew archaisms.

"We see then no reason whatever for postponing the dat« of the Book of Euth

to exilic or post-exilic times. All the weightiest evidence seem?; to be in the

Bcale that assigns the composition of the Book to the literary age of King David.

And yet, even with these strong convictions, we would bear in mind that the real

interest of the story is independent of any chronological theory. The Book is a

literary gem in ancient Hebrew literature ; and it speaks, by what ^wald calls

" the pre-eminent beauty of its pictures and descriptions," not to the hearts of

Hebrews only, but to universal man.

§ 5. The Author.

The authorship is utterly unknown, and guesses need not De multiplied.

Many attribute it to Samuel. Abarbanel ascribes it to the writer of Joshua.

Others have imagined that Hezekiah, and others still that Ezra, is the author.

Heumurn thinks that King David himself was the penman. He conceives that

any other writer would, in the genealogical table at the close, have given its

royal honour to his name. It is too slender and too precarious a basis on which

to establish his guess. It is in vain to guess, although we deem it probable

that the incidents of the story would be preserved with interest in the family

of David, and often narrated within the precincts of his home.

§ 6. The Book's Placb ik the Old Testament Canon.

Editors of the Old Testament Canon have freely availed themselves of their

right to hold their own opinions, and to act upon them. The Hebrew editors

have relegated the little Book of Euth to the ' Hagiographa,' the group of

' Sacred Miscellanies,' which comprehends, among other works, the Psalms,

the Proverbs, Job, the Song of Songs, Lamentations, and Ecclesiiistes. In the

Hebrew Bibles in cun-ent use Euth stands between the Song of Songs and

Lamentations, as if with sorrow on the left hand, and joy on the right. In other

editions it stands at the head of the entire group. In the Septuagint, on the

other hand, followed by the Vulgate, the Book is found at the close of the Book

of Judges, as if it were a little biographical additament to that larger his-

torical work. Origen expressly says that the Hebrews—he must mean the

Hellenis^c Hebrews—count Judges and Euth as forming one book.* Lnthei

followed in the wake of the Vulgate, and so did Bishop ^liles CoverdiUe and th«

* See Eusebius'B * Ecclesiastical History,' yi. 26.
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authors of King James's English version. Hence the Book's position in ont

English Bibles. "We may doubtless assume that Josephus attached the Book

to Judges as one parcel, as did Origen's Jews, for we could not otherwise make

out his enumeration when, in his * Cont. Apion./ L 8, he says that the Hebrew

•acred writings consisted of twenty-two books.

g 7. Sttli of CoMPOsinoir.

There is no artistic elaboration in the style. There is not a vestige of aim

at fine writing. Ko whip is laid on the imagination to imjiart gleam or lustre

to what is said. Yet there are in the Book graces of diction that are the native

and apparently unconscious outcome of ardent and devoted attachment on the

one hand, and of kindly feeling and admiration on the other. The composition

is simple, clear, transparent, and with quite a noticeable amount of that additive

or aggregative and agglutinative method of joining thing to thing, that is a

feature of Hebrew composition in generaL There are eighty-five verses in the

Book, and yet there are only eight of them that do not commence with the

conjunction and. Throughout the little Book this earliest of conjunctions occnxs

about 250 times in all.

§ 8. LiTKRATURB.

Passing over those expositions of the Book of Ruth which form part and

parcel of serial commentaries on the whole, or on certain great sections, of the

Bible, it will suffice, for our purpose, to take note almost exclusively of such

exegetical, homiletical, and critical works as are monographs, constituting a

specialist literature on Ruth.

The annotations of Victorinus Strigel, 1571, and Feuardentius, 1582, are

only of antiquarian interest. So, too, are the homilies of Rudolph Gualter,

John Wolph, and Ludowick Lavater, who all flourished in the second half of

the sixteenth century. All three were famous in their day for Latin sermons, and

were, to a remarkable degree, prolific in that kind of literature. Lavater's hook

on Ruth, for example, contained " homilias xxviii.," and it had, as companion

volumes, one on Joshua containing lxxiil homilies, one on Judges containing

cvii., one on Ezra containing xxxviii., one on Nehemiah containing lviii., one

on Esther containing xlvii., and one on Job—enough to try a little his readers'

'• patience "—containing CXLI. He was fortunate in finding, for his sermons on

Rutli, an English translator of the name of E. Pagett, who published his version

in the year 1586.

To these homilies may be added Alexander Manerba's volume, published

in Venice, and entitled, * Peregrinatio Ruth Moabitidis per Comraentarium et

Sermones descripta,' 1604; as also Diilacus de Celada's ' Cotnmentarii litteralei

•t morales in Rutham,' with a twofold appendix, ' de Boozi convivio mystioo^
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id est, Eucharistico, et de Maria virgine, in Ruth figurata,' 1614. Schleupner'i

little ' Explicatio,' 1632, need not be overlooked-

To English students the works of Edward Topsell, Richard Bernard, »nd

Dr. Thomas Fuller, all of the seventeenth century, wiU afford more interest.

The first and second are conspicuous for conscientious and earnest elaboration,

the third for a delightful might, mastery, and sparkle of thought TopseU's

volume is entitled, ' The Reward of Religion, delivered in sundrie Lectures upon

the Booke of Ruth, wherein the godly may see their daily both inward and

outward trialls, with the presence of God to assist them, and his mercies to

recompense them,' 1613. The author, in his 'Epistle Dedicatorie,' speaks

humbly of his " slender studies, which are but as smoak, being compared with

the burning coales of others' knowledge." There are certainly but few scintil-

lations in the work. Richard Bernard's work, a quarto, is entitled, 'Ruth's

Recompense ; or, a Commentarie upon the Book of Ruth, wherein is showed

her happy calling out of her owne country and people, into the fellowship and

society of the Lord's inheritance, her virtuous life and holy carriage amongst

them, and then her reward in God's mercy. Delivered in several Sermons, the

brief sum whereof is now published for the benefit of the Church of God,

1628. Elaborately earnest, and earnestly elaborate, like TopseU's volume, but

with more mental grasp in it ; albeit, like TopseU's, of scarcely any exegetical

value. Bernard, unlike Topsell, could emit flashes, and he did emit many of

them. But there is often something lurid in them, as when he takes occasion

to strike out against " the roaring boys and damned crew "—" the tobacconists,

the drunkards, the riotous," who " congee and compliment, or hunt and hawk,

and then curse and swear as the furies of hell" (ch. iL 17). Dr. Thomas FuUer'a

'Comment on Ruth,' 1650, unfortunately breaks off at the end of the second

chapter. It bears evidence of having been hastily thrown off, but nevertheless

it is aglow with wit and bright felicities of iUustration and practical applica-

tion. The commentaries of both Bernard and FuUer were republished in 1865

bv James Nichol of Edinburgh.

A different style of book altogether is John Drosins's ' Historia Ruth, ex

Ebraeo Latine conversa, et commentario explicata. Ejusdem Historic Tralatio

Grseca ad exemplar Complutense, et notse in eandem,' 1632. The dedication

to Archbishop Whitgift is dated Lambeth, 1584. This thin quarto is a gem in

its way, so far as the sphere of grammar is concerned. Drusius said of himself,

" I am no theologian, and I am not sure whether I am capable of sustaining the

character of a grammarian ; but," adds he, " I am a GhrLBtian."

An invaluable book to the student is John Benedict CarpzoT*! ' CoUegium

Rabbinico-biblicum in libeUum Ruth,' 1703, published in Leipzig. It contains,

on verae after verse—(1) the Chaldee Targum of Jonathan, in the original, and

translated into Latin; (2) the notes of the lesser and larger Masora, with transla-

tions and explanatory annotations; (3) the expositions of the great Hebrev
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commentators R.ishi and Ibn Esra, as also of Tbn Melech and others, all in tih«

originsJ, and translated into Latin ; and then (4) Carpzov's own elaborate expo-

eition, in which he discusses the views of preceding expositors and critics. The

author belonged to a literary family. He himself was John Benedict Carpzov

the Second. The latter part of the work was compiled from the author's class-

room notes by John Benedict Carpzov the Third, father of John Benedict Carpzov

the Fourth, the famous Helmstadt professor of poetry and Greek, who wrote

* Theological and Critical Strictures on the Epistle to the Romans,' and ' Sacred

Exercitations on the Epistle to the Hebrews, out of Philo of Alexandria.' The

great scholar, Gottlob Carpzov—greater than all the Benedicts—was cousin to

John Benedict the Third.

Perhaps the best of all helps for such as have just begun to study Hebrew

ia "Werner's * liber Ruth iUustratus, duplici quidem interpretatione, quarum

altera verba sacra in fonte exhibita de verbo ad verbum exprimit, altera se*

condum idiotismos lingoso sanctA,' &&, 1740. The book is full of sound,

old-fashioned scholarship.

To the same eighteenth century belongs C. A. Heumann's * Spicileginm ad

Historiam Ruth,' 1722—1725. It was published in three successive parts of his

*Poecile,' voL L pp. 177—187, 353—376; vol ii pp. 163—170. Heumann

was a Free Lance, and of great capacity ; but he was too hasty, too self-assert-

atory and self-assured, too fond of differing, and too little aware that there is a

moral element in literary taste.

Toward the beginning of the same eighteenth century, in 1711, Outhofs

* Exposition of the Book of Ruth,' in Dutch, was published. It was much prized

by his own countrymen for its profusion of erudition. Toward the end of the

century, in 1781, John Macgowan's 'Discourses on Ruth, and other important

subjects, wherein the wonders of Providence, the riches of grace, the privileges

of believers, and the contrition of sinners are judiciously and faitli fully exem-

plified and improved,* was published. The author, says Mr. Spurgeon, " is well

known for originality and force." "The discourses," he adds, "are good

reading."

Coming down to the nineteenth century, there is quite a considerable group ot

practical and homiletical works, such as Lawson's * Lectures on the whole Book

of Ruth,' 1805; Hughes' 'Ruth and her Kindred,' 1839 ; Macartney's 'Observ-

ations on Ruth,' 1842 ; Dr. Stephen Tyng's ' Rich Kinsman, or the History of

Ruth,' 1856 ; Aubrey Price's ' Six Lectures on the Book of Ruth,' 1869 ; B.

Philpot's ' Ruth—Six Lectures,' 1872; Bishop Oxenden's * Story of Ruth,' 1873

;

and W. Braden's ' Beautiful Gleaner,' 1874. The oldest of these, viz., Dr.

George Lawson's Lectures, is as fresh as the latest. The excellent author had

the pen of a ready writer, and, guiding that pen, a largti endowment of sanctified

common sense. Two other recent works fall to be added to the same group,

only the publishing firms from which they are issued desire them, for other than
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literary reasons and purposes, to be dateless. They are, firstly, Samuel Cox's

Book of Ruth, a Popular Exposition,' and Dr. Andrew Thomson's ' Home
Life in Ancient Palestine, or Studies in the Book of Ruth,' both of them fresh

and charming little volumes.

A rery different and much more scholarly group of works consists of such

as the following :—Dereser's * Biichlein Ruth, ein Gemalde hauslicher Tugenden.

Aus dem Hebraischen iibersetzt, erklart, und fiir Pfarrer auf dem Lande bear-

beitet,' 1806 ; Riegler's ' Das Buch Ruth. Aus dem Hebraischen ins Deutsche

iibersetzt, mit einer vollstandigen Einleitung, philologischen und exegetischen

Erlauterungon/ 1812 ; Mezger's ' Liber Ruth ex Hebrseo in Lat. versus per*

petuaque interpretatione illustratus,' 1856. To these may be added * Ruth ein

Familien-gemalJe,' in Augusti's * Memorabilien des Orients,' pp. 65—96, 1802
;

and XJmbreit's * TJeber Geist und Zweck des Buchs Ruth,' in the * Studien und

Kritiken' of 1834. In this group of works Riegler's volume, iu particular, is

conspicuous for its taste. The author had a good ear for detecting and appre-

ciating the rhythmic element in the style of the ancient story, and in this respect

he anticipated the judgment of Ewald, who takes special note of the rhythmic

elevation of the composition in ch. L 20, 21 for example (* Geschichte,' vol.

L p. 154, Eng. trans.).

To this group of expositions we may add, as deserving of special notice for

the interpretation of Ruth, Bertheau's Commentary in the * Kurzgefasstes exege-

tisches Handbuch zum Alten Testament,' and the Commentary of Cassel, as

contained in Lange's * Bibelwerk.' The former appeared in 1845 ; the latter in

1865. An excellent English translation of the latter, with valuable notes, by

P. H. Steenstra, appeared in ^N'ew York in 1872, as part and parcel of the

English reproduction of Lange's ' Bibelwerk.'

A very important appendix to the more critical expositions of the Book of

Buth consists of—(1) Charles H. H. Wright's ' Book of Ruthin Hebrew, with a

critically-revised Text, various readings, &c., including a grammatical and critical

Commentary ; to which is appended the Chaldee Targum, with various read-

ings, grammatical notes, and a Chaldee Glossary,' 1864. (2) Raabe's *Das

Buch Ruth und das Hohe Lied im urtext nach neuester Kenntniss der Sprache

behandelt, iibersetzt, mit Anmerkungen und einem Glossar versehen,' 1879.

The former of these two works will be of the utmost value to young students

of Hebrew, as an assistant and guide. The latter is of high philological

significance, resting as it does on the most recent lines of linguistic science.

Abranoemknt or thb boox in Sections.

For the purposes of this Commentary the following arrangement into sections h ts

been adopted :

—

Section 1 (ch. i. 1—5). A certain Hebrew family, driven by stress of famine,
nnigTatod from Betlilehem to Moab, where still greater trials befell them.
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Section 2 (cli. i- 6—14), The widowed mother of the famfly, Naomi, resolved to

return to Bethlehem.
Section 3 (ch. i. 15—22). Ruth, her Moabitish daughter-in-law, attaches henelf

indisaolubly to Naomi ; and the two widows, sadly reduced in circumstances, journey

on foot to Bethlehem, which they reach at the commencement of the barley-harvesl

Section 4 (ch. ii. 1—9). Ruth obtains permission from her mother-in-law to go

oat in quest of gleaning, and lighted on the fields of Boaz, a kinsman of her late

husband. Boaz met her in the rear of his reapers, and took an instant interest in

her.

Section 6 (ch. ii. 10—17). Buth, profoundly afEected by the kindness of Boaz,

received from him still greater attention and kindness, and gathered during the day
about an ephah of barley.

Section 6 (ch. ii. 18—23). In the evening she returned with her precious load to

her mother-in-law, who informed her of the kinship of Boaz, and poured out her heart

in thanksgivings to God.

Section 7 (ch. iii. 1—18). At the close of the harvest, Naomi, having watched the

growtii of an attachment between Boaz and Ruth, adopted the principle of the

Levirate law to efEect their complete union in heart and hand, and thus to secure a

" rest " for her devoted daughter-in-law. The scheme was in all respects successful,

and most agreeable to Boaz.

Section 8 (ch. iv. 1—12). As there were, however, some technical obstacles in the

way of the union, Boaz took steps to have these honourably surmounted in the

presence of the elders of the citv, and he succeeded.

Section 9 (ch. iv. 13—22). The bridal of Boaz and Ruth was consummated, and

Cbed w« bom, the lineal descendant of Judah, and the grandfather of King David.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB I. 1—Iw

Ver. 1.—Now it came to pass. Or, more
literally, "And it came to pass." The
"And" is somewhat remarkable, standing

at the commencement of the Book. But
u it is also found at the commencement
of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Joshua,

Jadges, 1 and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings,

2 Chronicles, Ezekiel, Esther, and Ezra, its

nse, though inartistic, must be amenable to

some literary law. The Books specified,

even including Ezekiel, are historicaL They
are parcels of history, each narrating events

that had their genesis in more or less sig-

nificant antecedent occurrences. This his-

torical genesis, so very different from an
"absolute commencement" of things, is

indicated, though probably in unreflective

spontaneity, by the copulative "And." In
the days when the judges ruled. Or, more
literally, "when the judges judged." In
primitive times there was no function that

was more important for society than that of

judiciously settling disputes between man
and man. Every such settlement, besides

conferring a benefit on society, and in par-

ticular on the individuals at variance, would
increase the moral influence and social ele-

vation of the judge. By and by his moral
and social superiority would, in favourable

circumstances, grow into authority, speci-

fically judicial on the one hand, and generi-

cally political, or semi-political, on the other.

When military prowess and skill in strategy

were added, a ruler, champion, or leader

would be the result. Many such leaders

rose up among the Hebrews ere yet society

wa^ compactly organised. They were vari-

ously endowed ; but most of them were only
very partially equipped for the judicious
dministration of the affairs of the coiimion-

wealth. All, however, were called judgea

;

BUTB.

and the discharge of their high duties waa
denominated judging, even when it wm
entirely inconspicuous as regards judicial

ability or judicious determinations. The

Hebrew word for judge is DStJ* shofet ; and

it is an interesting evidence of the very

close kinship of Hebrew and Phoenician,

that in Carthage the chief magistrate, as

we learn from Livy and other Roman writers,

was called sufes (originally, as we see from
the inflection, mfet). That there was a
famine. An admirable though free render-

ing. In the original the structure of the

whole statement is exceedingly primitive and
" agglutinative "

—

And {it) was in the days

of the judging of the judges, and (there)

was a famine. In the land. Namely, of

Israel. The non-specification of the parti-

cular country referred to is evidence that

the writer was living in it, as one at home.
Josephus says that it was under the judge-

ship of Eli, the high priest, that the famine
spoken of occurred ('Antiquities,' v. 9, 1).

But here the historian speaks "without
book," and without any particular plaiisi-

bUity. Several expositors, such as Bishop
Patrick, have antedated, by a very long
way, the calculation of Josephus. They
would assign the famine to the period when
the Midianites and Amalekites came up,

"as grasshoppers for multitude, to destroy

the land," so that Israel was greatly im-
poverished (see Judges vi.). But it is in vain

to multiply guesses. The date of the famine
is not given, and it is futile to make inqui-

sition for it And a certain man. The
interpolation of the individualising word
"certain" is quite uncalled for, and now
quite archaic. The simplicity of the original

is sufficient, " And a man." Of Bethlehem*
judah. Or, as it might be still more literally

represented, "of Bethlehem, Judah." Ther«
is no such single name as Bethlehem-jodah.
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There is only the apposition, for discrimtn-

ation's sake, of one geographical natne to

another, just as we may say, in English,

Boston, Lincolnshire, or Alexandria, Dum-
bartonshire. The localisation of the main
oame is thus effectually indicated. There

is another Alexandria in Egypt ; there

is another Boston in the United States of

America ; and there was in Palestine an-

other Bethlehem, namely, in the canton

of Zebulun (see JosL xix. 15). Bethle-

hem, Judah, lies about six miles to the

outh of Jerusalem. " Its appearance,"

says Dr. Porter, " is striking. It is situated

on a narrow ridge, which projects east-

ward from the central mountain range, and
breaks down in abrupt terraced slopes to

deep valleys on the north, east, and south.

The terraces, admirably kept, and covered

with rows of olives, inte-nuixed with the fig

and the vine, sweep in graceful curves round
the ridge, regular as stairs " ( ' Syna and
Palestine,' p. 199). The valleys below are

exceptionally fertile, and have been so from
time immemorial. Hence indeed the name
Beth-lehem, or Bread-house. Its modem
name is Beit-lahm, or Flesh-house. Went
to Bojoam in the land of Moab. We have
DO word in English that exactly corresponds

to the verb "VIS rendered sojourn. The

cognate noun is uniformly translated, in

King James's version, stranger, and means
foreigner. The verb means to dwell as a
forei/jner, but its root-idea is yet unde-
termined. The Latin peregrinan admir-
ably corresponds. The man of Bethlehem,
Juaah, went forth from his own country to

"peregrinate" (Greek, 7rapoi<c^(Tn«) "in the

land of Moab;" literally, "in the fields of

Moab," that is, "in the pastoral parts of the

territory of Moab." It was not a verj' great

way off, this laud of his "peregrination."

Its blue mountains, rising up luridly beyond
the silver thread of the Jordan and the
gleaming expanse of the Dead Sea, are dis-

tinctly visible from the Jlount of Olives and
the heights about liethlehem. He, and his

wife, and his two sons. The resumiitive

he is employed for the purpose of linking

on to him, in his " peregiination," the other
members of the little housidiold. He emi-

Sated " along with his wife and two sons."

e had fought hard to keep the wolf of
hunger from his door, but was like to be
beaten. One after another the props of his

hope that better days would soon dawn had
been swept from under him, and he saw no
alternative but to leave for a season the
land of his fathers.

Ver. 2.— And the name of the man was
£lunelech. That is, " God is King," not,

a« the oilier critics were accustomed to in-

terj'Pet it, " My God is King." The inter-

mediate t ia not the possessive pronoun,

but the vowol of union. The name would
be originally significant of strong religious

sentiments, perhaps mingled with strong
political principloo. The imposition of it

on a son would be something like a mani-
festo of the father's creed. And the nam*
of his wife NaomL Or rather '

' N o-o-mL "

The pn'.cise import of the word is not abso-

lutely ascertained ; but it is probable that

it is somewhat abbreviated in its termin-

ation, and means "God is sweet," or, very
literally, "Jah is sweetness." It had been
originally imposed as a name by some grate-

ful and happy mother, who, by gracious

providences, or by other gracious revelations,

had been led to think that "sweet are the

ways, sweet are the dealings, and sweet ia

the character of God." The word does not
mean beautiful, as some suppose ; nor gra-

cious, as others suppose ; nor my f/elight,

as others still suppose. It was not intended
to describe the character of the person who
was to bear the name. It was intended to

signali.se, in the spiiit of a manifesto, a much-
prized feature in the Divine character—that

feature, namely, that is displayed when "he
deals sweetly with men. " Gesenius is doubt-
less right when he makes sweetness the
fundamental idea of the whole group of

aftiliated words (see his ' Thesaurus,' in voc).

The cognate Hebrew adjective is rendered
sioeet in 2 Sam. xxiiL 1 and Prov. xxiii 8
(comp. Prov. xvi. 24 and the margin of

2 Sam. i. 23). In the light of this inter-

pretiition, and of it alone, can the full signi-

ficance of what Naomi said on her return to

Bethlehem be apprehended: "Call me not
Kaovii, call me Mara: for the Almighty
hath dealt very bitterly R-ith me " (ver. 20).

And the name of his two sons. In our
idiom we should sa)', "and the names of

his two sons." The two sons, however,
were for the moment regarded as a unity
among the other units of the householi
Mahlon, or rather " Machlon," and Chilion.

^Ye need not dip deeply into the etymological

iuijiort of tliese names, or attach to them, as

applied to Elimelech's children, any peculiar

significance. The names, unlike those of

the parents, are devoid of theological tinge,

and, in these modem times at all events,

tlieir im[)ort is liable to endless debate. One
would at the first blush of consideration sup-

pose that the one meant sickliness, and the

other consumptiveness, or consumption—
rather uninteresting and melancholy ideas.

But they are peculiarly confounding when
we consider that the individuals, so named
in ourstoiy, had apparently inherited a deli-

cate constitution, which developed in both
of them into i)remature sickliness and decay.

The names have the aspect of being pro-

phetic. And yet, even though we ^Imuld

assume that Elimelech, in virtue o( soum
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element of bodOy delicacy, was afiOicted with
feelings of morbid despondency, it is hard
to come to the conclusion that he would
deliberately stereotype his most hypochon-
driacal anticipations in the names of his

children. The probability is, that the
names, as names, would originally have
some other import. Dr. Cassel supposes
that they meant, respectively, joy and
ornament; hut he ti-usts to impossible
etymologies. Raabe, taking his cue from
Sanscrit roots, interprets the one thus

—

"He who brings gifts with him;" and the
other thus—"He who conceals his wife in

his house." Werner, taking his cue from
Chaldee cognates, interprets the former of

the two names as meaning ready to forgive,
and the latter as holding forth the idea of

hopeful. All of them unlikely derivations.

And yet something quite distinct from the
ideas of sickliness and consumption, but
lying 80 for on parallel lines of thought,
may be conceived. The primary import

of /n?3, the root of Machlon, is apparently

to be tender. Thence the word came by one
line of thought to mean to be physically
tender, that is, to be sick ; and by another
that runs out in Chaldee it came to mean
to be morally tender, to be mild or for-
giving. Machlon may mean mildness or

tender-heartedness. Again, the primary

idea of ri?3, the root of Chilion, is to com-

plete. But, besides the completion that is

realised in consuming, con.mmption, or

ending, there is moral completeness, the

completeness or finish that is realised in

perfection (see Ps. cxix. 96: "I have seen

an end of all perfection"). This idea of

beautiful completeness, oxperfection, is more
likely to be the meaning of the name than
the idea of consumptiveness, or consumption.
Ephrathites of Bethlehem Judah. It is

not simply the two sons who are so desig-

nated. It w the whole group. They were
Ephrathites, that is, Bethlehemites, for the

old name of Bethlehem was Ephrath, or

Ephratha. As, however, the word Eph-
rathite also meant Ephraimite (see Judges
xiL 5 ; 1 Sam. L 1 ; and 1 Kings xi. 26),

it gave precision to the designation, al-

though at the expense of a little redund-
ancy, to say "Ephrathites of Bethlehem
Judah." And they came into the country
of Moab. The Hebrew emigrants reached the

fields or pa-4oral territory of Jloab. And
continued there. The phrase in the original

^is of primitive simplicity—"and were there.

"

It has been asked by theological critics

whether Elimelech was justifiable in re-

moving to an "idolatrous country " to avoid

the inconveniences of a famine in the land

of his nativity. It is enough to say in

(•ply that there ia no hint in the text itself

that the step taken was blamable or blamed.
" No man ought," says Lawson, " to be con-
demned, whether dead or alive, without
proofs of guilt ; and no certain proofs of
guilt appear in the present case. "The
beam of Elimelech's judgment," sayi Dr.
Thomas FuUer, '

' is justly weighed down to
go from Bethlehem, Judah, into the land of
Moab."

Vers. 3—5. — "In these words," sayi
Fuller, " we have two marriages ushered
and followed by funerals."

Ver. 3.—And Elimelech Naomi's husband
died. Apparently soon after the settlement
of the family. No details, however, are
given, as, on the one hand, no blame is

attached to the conduct of Elimelech, and
as, on the other, the line of biographical
interest runs in another direction. And she
was left, and her two sons. Not only wag
the mother her husband's relict ; they were
all left behind. He had gone somewhither
in advance, and they "remained." So the
word is frequently rendered.

Ver. 4.—And they took to themselves
wives of the women of Moab. It was their

own act. Josephus, reproducing the narra-

tive from memory, represents the event as

occurring in the father's lifetime, and as

brought about by his arrangement He says

of Elimelech, " Coming into the territory of

Moab, he sojourns there, and, things pros-

pering according to his mind, he gives in

marriage to his sons (aysrat role vioTf)

i^Ioabitish wives." Theological critics have
here again raised the question, Was it sinful

in these emigrant Hebrews to take in mar-
riage daughters of the land ? The Chaldee

Targumist did not hesitate in his decision.

He begins his paraphrase of the verse thus :

"And they transgressed the edict of the

word of the Lord," and took to themselves

alien wives of the daughters of Moab." Dr.

Thomas Fuller represents Naomi as passion-

ately remonstrating with her sons. He saya

of himself, "My mouth denieth to be the

orator of an unjust action." " Nothing can

be brought," he adds, "for the defence of

these matches. Something may be said for

the excuse of them, but that fetched not

from piety, but from policy." It is note-

worthy, however, that in the text itself,

and throughout the entire Book, there is

nothing of the nature of condemnation, not

the least hint of blame. There was a law,

indeed, which laid an interdict upon m-xr-

riages with Canaanites (see Deut. viL 3). But

these Canaanites occupied a peculiar relation

to the Hebrews. They were within the line

of that Canaan which had become the land

of Israel. Israelites and Canaacites were

thus living within the same borders as rival

claimants of the same territory. It was n«

wonder that the Canaanites' daim was not

9%
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to be recognised by the Hebrews. The
Moabites, however, living within the lines

or " coasts " of their own distinct territory,

stood in quite a dilTerent relation. And
while, for purity's sake, great restrictions

were to be laid upon all overtures for

naturalisation (Deut. xxiiL 3—6), yet the

law could never be intended to apply to the

families of Hebrews who were settlers in

Moab, or to Moabitish females living in

their own land, and rather awarding than
seeking the prerogatives of natives. The
name of the one was Orpah, and the name
of the other Eath. No doubt native Moab-
itish names. Much ingenuity has been ex-

pended on that of the more interesting

person. Some have unwarrantably assumed
that Ruth is a contraction of the Hebrew
word ri-iy"! meaning a female companion or

frieivi. Still more unwarrantable, though
more captivating to the sesthetic imagina-

tion, is the signification which is given to

the word by Werner and Eadie, namely,

beauty. It is founded on an impossible

derivation from the Hebrew HJ^"!. Still more

aesthetically captivating is the conjecture of

Cassel, that the name is the ancient Semitic
form of the Indo-European word radon or

rose. "At all events," says he, "the
thought of Ruth as the Rose of Moab is in

itself too attractive not to be proposed as a

conjecture. " It is certainly most attractive

and most admirable as a jeu d'esprit, but
too imaginative to be vindicated on grounds
of comparative philology. And they dwelt
there. Or, " settled themselves there ;" liter-

ally, "sat there." We still call a gentle-

man's mansion his seat. About ten years,

which, however, are treated by the writer as
a mere blank in his story. He hastens on.

Ver. 5.— And, to make a long story short,
Machlon and Chilion died also both of them.
" Like green apples," says Fuller, " cudgelled
off the tree." But why " cudgelled "

? There
is no evidence in the text of Divine dis-

pleasure, and the Christian expositor, when
going beyond the text in quest of principles,

should not forget the tower of Siloam, and
the victims of Pilate's bloodthirstiness (see

Luke xiii 1—5). And the woman was left

of her two children and of her husband.
That is, "of her two children as well as of
her husband." She became as it were their
relict too. She remained behind after they
had gone on before. If all sentiment were
to be taken out of the expression, it might
then be simply said, in very commonplace
prose, she survived thein. Poor woman I

"Of the two sexes," says Fuller, "the
woman is the weaker ; of women, old women
are most feeble ; of old women, widows most
woeful ; of widows, those that are poor, their
plight most pitiful ; of poor widows, those
who want chililren, their case most doleful

;

of widows that want children, those that
once had them, and after lost them, *heir

estate most desolate ; of widows that have
had children, those that are strangers in a

foreign country, their condition most com-
fortless. Yet all these met together in

Naomi, as in the centre of sorrow, to make
the measure of her misery pressed down,
shaken together, running over. I conclude,
therefore, many men have had affliction

—

none like Job ; many women have had triba*

lation—none like Naomi."

HOMILETICa

Vers. 1—5.

—

The emigrants and their trials. We are introduced to the Hobrew
family into wliirli tlie Moabitess Ruth was married.

I. The BEAUTIFUL siGNiFirANCE OF THE NAMES of both the Hebrew parents.

II. The wolf of hdnger had come prowling to the Hebrews' door. In
those conditions of society in which there is liltle commerce to unite people to
people, or when a city is in a state of siege, the consequences of famine are in-

expressibly sad and harrowing. Examples:—The recurring famines in India ; the
famine in Jerusalem when besieged by the Romans, and as narrated by Josephus

;

the famine in Leyden, when that city was, in 1573, besieged by the Spaniards, and
when one of the patriotic magistrates— a noble soul—said to the lumgry and mutinous
people, " Friends, here is my body. Divide it among you to satisfy your huiger

;

but banish all thoughts of surrendering to the cruel and perfidious Spaniard." Ai
commerce, however, grows under the fostering care of those Clirisnian influences
that aim at realising the brotliorhood of all earth's nations, local famines become
more and more amenable to control and neutralisation.

III. The Hebrew family was constrained to emigrate. Many tender tie*

get ruptured when emigration takes place. But the heart is pulled onward by
new hopes. Consider the importance of emigration from old and over-crowded
oountrie* to the numerous rich fields lying fallow abroad. These fields are just

•WKitin^ the presence of the cnltivator to pour forth into the lap of induBtrj
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overflowing riches of food for the teeming millions of mother countries, and
corresponding riches of raw material for the skilled and skilful hands of manu-
facturers.

IV. The emigrants seem to have got a cordial welcome in Moab. It was
creditable to the Moabites. Kindness and sympathy should always be shown to

strangers, and to all who are far removed from the sweet influences of home.
V. Mortality soon sadly ravaged the Hebrew home. All are mortal. All

must die. But in Christ—"the Resurrection and the Life"—we may get the

victory even over death. He has " brought life and immortality to light." He who
believeth in Him " shall never see death " (John viii. 51 ; xi. 26). He " hath," and
•* shall have," everlasting life.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

On the BooTc of Ruth.—That the Book of Ruth is included in the canon of Scrip-

ture need excite no surprise.

I. It is a chapter from the history of the human heart. Contrast it with
the Book of Judges, to which it is a supplement, and which records feats of arms,
deeds of heroism, treachery, violence, and murder. Here we are led aside from the

highway of Hebrew history into a secluded by-path, a green lane of private life.

Here are simple stories of heart and home. In human life, home, with its affections

and relationships, plays an important part. In this Book we have a glimpse into the
domestic life of Israel, with its anxieties, sorrows, and sweetness. Women and
children, honest work and homely talk ; deaths, births, and marriages ; loves,

memories, and prayers, are all here. The Bible is the book of man as God has
made him.

II. It is a record of human virtue, and the Providential care and reward
ASSURED TO VIRTUE. Human kindness, filial piety, affectionate constancy, uncom-
plaining toil, true chastity, sweet patience, strong faith, noble generosity, simple
piety—are all here, and they are all observed by God, and are shown to be pleasing
to him, who rewards them in due time.

III. It IS A proof of the superiority of HUilANITY TO NATIONALITY. The
Hebrews are often blamed for intense exclusiveness and bigotry, yet no ancient
literature is so liberal and catholic as the inspired books of the Old Testament. This
narrative shows no trace of national narrowness ; it proves that " God is no respecter

of persons ; but in every nation he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is

accepted w^th him." A pure and gentle Moabitess is welcomed into a Hebrew
home.

IV. It supplies a link in the chain of the genealogy of David, and of that
Son of David who was David's Lord. Ruth was one of three foreign women
whose names are preserved in the table of our Lord's descent from Abraham.—T.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

A family ofBethlehem. This Book is precious as a record of domestic
life. The peaceful, prosperous, happy home of the Ephrathite is rather suggested
than described.

L The time and state of society. " The days when the judges ruled." The
preceding Book enables us to picture what times of unsettlement, and occasionally of
anarchy, these were. The customs of the time were primitive, and the habits of the
people were simple. The elders sat at the gates of the little city. Business was
transacted with primitive simplicity. The tranquil course of ag^cultural life

diversified by a feast at sheep-shearing, or a mirthful harvest-home.
II. The scene. " Bethlehem-judah." The fields of Bethlehem, in the territory of

Judah, are among the classic, the sacred spots of earth. 1. In Old Testament
history? The home of Boaz ; the scene of Ruth's gleaning, and of her marriage.
In these pastures was trained, in the household of Jesse, and among his stalwart
sons, the youthful David, who became the hero and the darling, the minstrel and the
king, of Israel. 2. In New Testament history. Between the pastures of Bethlehem
•nd the stars of heaven was sung the angels' song of good-will and peace. Hera
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was bom the Son of David, who was the Son of God. The visit of the shepherds
and the wise men. Herod's massacre of the babes, &c.

III. The PURSUITS of rural life. In Bethlehem-Ephratah Elimelech nad hia
inheritance. Here, for a time, he, like hia fathers, tilled the fields and fed the flockg

he owned in peace. Even in times of trouble and disorder some secluded spots are

quiet ; the bleating of the sheep is familiar, and the shouts of war are unheard. In
most men's breasts the scenes and pursuits of rural life are cherished

;
perhaps it

is hereditary. " God made the country." A simple and natural piety is fed by
fellowship with nature, the work of God's own hands.

rV. The PEACEFUL JOYS of home. In the sweet society of hb wife Naomi ("the
pleasant "), his young sons Mahlon and Chilion, growing by his side in stature and
intelligence, the freeholder of Bethlehem passed the jocund days. How can we
tliink and speak quite wortliily of the family and the home f Here is the Divine
nursery of the bouI, the Divine school of life 1 Let us have no terms with the
fanatics who would reconstruct society upon another basis than domestic life. The
great lesson—gratitude to Providence for peace, congenial occupation, and a happy
liome.—T.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Famine and impoverishment. The former scene one bright and
joyous. An horiest Hebrew, of the tribe of Judah, living upon the land of his

inheritance, with the wife of his heart and the children of his youth. Thus were
formed the bonds which prosperity could not dissolve and adversity could not snap.
Here were learned the hereditary and traditional lessons of faith, patience, forbear-
ance, piety, and hope. A contrast follows.

I. Famine. Probably from some incursion of the hostile forces of Midian into

the vale of Bethlehem ; or, if not so, from a succession of bad harvests, or a failure

of pasture, scarcity and famine invaded the abodes of plenty and of peace.

II. Impovebishment. Upon Elimelech the pressure of the times was peculiarly

severe, compi-lling him to break up his home, quit the modest but cherished inherit-

ance of his fathers, and seek subsistence elsewhere.

Lessons :—1. Cliange of circumstances is a common incident in human life. Every
person has either experienced some such change, or has witnessed such reverse in the
condition of kindred or acquaintance. A fall from comfort, or even affluence, U.

poverty frequently happens among occupiers, and even owners, of land, and still

more frequently in manufacturing and commercial communities. 2. Religion teaches
sympathy with those in reduced circumstances. Wlien a neighbour is deprived not
only of the usual conveniences of life, but of the means of educating his children
and of providing for his old age, we should not offer reproach, or even cold, hard
advice, but, if possible, substantial help, and always considerate sympathy. 3.

Religion has consolation for those in adversity. A message from heaven bids them
" be of good cheer I

" Let diligence and frugality contend with circumstances I Be
patient and uncomplaining, and avoid that sign of a petty and broken spirit, the

dwelling fondly upon bygone prosperity I The sun of prosperity may yet break
through the clouds. Even if it be not so appointed, there may still remain those
blessings which are dearer than fortune's gifts—wife, cliild, a good conscience, health,

fortitude, hope I If calamity has come upon you through your own fault, repent, and
learn "the sweet uses of adversity." If through the fault of others, refrain your
heart from malice and revenge, and your lips from cursing. Think rather of what
Heaven has left than of what Heaven has taken. " Lay up for yourselves treasurea

in heaven." Remember that, if Christians, " all things are yours I
"—T.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Emigration. Picture the removal o£ this family from the home they
loved. Taking with them, it may be, the remnant of their cattle, they bade adieu to

the familiar scenes where they had known coTitent and plenty, where they had
formed their friendships and alliances. The best prospect for them lay towards the
en«t, and eastwards accordingly they travelled. Whether they stnick southwards
by tlie foot of the Salt Sea, or crossed the Jordan at the ford, they must soon have
reached the verdant highlands of Moab. Hf^re it was Ihey were to seek a BettleiDent

and make a home.
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I. These changes of abode are in accordance with Providential appointment.

Migrations have at all times been common among pastoral, nomadic people. The
tillers of the soil and the dwellers in cities have been more stationary. Emigration

a great fact in the social life of Britain in our time. Owing to the increase of popu-

lation, to geographical discovery, to tlie application of steam to ocean voyages,

emigration common among our artisan and agricultural classes. Some become
colonists through the pressure of the times ; others from love of adventure, and
desire for a freer life. All of us have friends who have emigrated. Thus God
replenishes his earth.

II. These changes affect differently different persons. Xaomi would feel

the severance most keenly, and would loolc forward with least interest and hope to

new surroundings and- acquaintances. Her sons would not realise the bitterness of

change ; the novelty of the circumstances would naturally excite and charm them.

Picture the emigrants, the friends they leave behind, the scenes awaiting them, &c.

III. These changes should be watched by Christians with wise and prayerful,

interest. Remember that the undecided are yonder free from many restraints. By
prayer and correspondence seek to retain them under the power of the truth. Guide
emigration into hopeful channels ; induce colonists to provide for themselves the

word of God, the means of education, the ministry of the gospel.—T.

Ver. 3.

—

Widoivhood. In the country of Moab Elimelech and his family found a
home. A period of reposo seems to have been granted them. They learned to

reconcile themselves to new scenes and associations. But life is full of vicissitude.
" Boast not thyself of to-morrow." 0, to live as those whose treasure and whose
heart are above 1

" Elimelech, Naomi's husband, died ; and she was left." A brief,

pathetic record I

I. The widow's sorrow. The observation of all, the experience of some hearers,

may fill up the outline. In every social circle, in everj' religious assembly, are women
who have been called upon to part with those upon whom they had leaned for sup-

port and guidance, to whom they gave their hearts in youth, to whom they had borne

sons and daughters.

II. The widow's lot. It is often one of hardship and trouble. As in the case

before us, it may be aggravated by—1. Poverty. 2. Distance from home and friends.

3. The charge and care of children, who, though a blessing, are a burden and
responsibility.

III. The widow's CONSOLATION. 1. The promise of God: "Thy Maker is thy
husband." 2. Opportunity of Christian service. How different the widow's con-

dition in Christian communities from that of such among the heathen I The
honour and the work of "widows indeed."

Lessons :—1. Submission and patience under bereavement. 2. Sympathy with the

afflicted and desolate.—T.

Ver. 4.

—

Marriage. The notes of time found in this narrative are meagre. It

is not easy to decide to what the " ten years " here mentioned refer. After the death

of Elimelech, the two sons were spared to be the occupation and the solace of the

widow's life. Naomi saw them grow up to manhood. Then the young men " took

them wives of the women of Moab."
I. Marriage is lawful between persons of different nations. There was

nothing in the law of Moses to prevent these young men from acting as they did,

although the children of Israel were not allowed to intermarry with the Canaanites.

Later in Jewish history Nehemiah interpreted the law as forbidding marriage with

the children of Moab. But he seems to have acted with unjust severity. These
Moabitish women were virtuous, kind, devoted ; conformed to the religion of their

hujjbapds, and one of them found a solid satisfaction in the worship of Jehovah.
The conduct of the young men seems to have been natural and blameless.

II. Marriaqb should only be entered upon after serious and pbatkrful
delibekation, and with a conviction of its acceptableness to God. Sensible

and Christian people should discountenance the practice of treating marriage with
levity. Consideration should be given to time, to circumstances, and, above all. im
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chararter. Confidence and esteem must be, with affection, the basis of wedded
happiness ; and these cannot exist in their completeness where there is dis-

imilarity of conviction and aim—where one party is living to the world, and th«
other would live unto the Lord. Error here involves misery, and perhaps disaster

and ruin.

Lessons :—1. Let elders inculcate just views of the marriage relationship upon the
young. 2. Let the young avoid committing themselves to a contract of marriage
until a fair experience of life haa been acquired. 3. Let Christians marry " only Lt

the Lord."—T.

Ver. 5.

—

Double desolation. In the happiness of her children Naomi would
revive the happy years of her own early married lL£e. But the bright sky was soon
clouded over by the shadow of death. Perhaps inheriting their father's constitution,

her sons died in early manhood. She became a childless widow. Three widows
were in one house, each bearing in her silent heart her own burden of grief.

L Some are called upon to enddbe repeated bereavements. Households
there are which have been visited again and again by the aiii^el of death. Youthful
lives are snapt asunder

;
youtliful hearts are left desolate. Some are called upon to

endure prolonged age, whilst children and friends, the joy of their hearts, are taken
from them. Here and there is one who can exclaim, " All thy waves and thy
billows are gone over me."

II. Fob such God has promises of gracb and purposes of mebct. 1. The
assurances of the Divine remembrance and kindness. " The mountains shall depart,"

&c. 2. The sympatliy of the Divine High Priest. The miracle of the raising of

the widow's son atNain is an illustration. 3. Grace of submission shall be imparted.
" The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away ; blessed be the name of the Lord."
4. Intentions of Divine wisdom shall be accomplished. Thus shall the heart be
weaned from earth ; thus shall Christian character be matured ; thus shall saints be

prepared for glory. How can the vicissitudes of life be borne by those who are

strangers to Christian principles, to Christian consolations, to Christian hopes ? May
ours be the happy lot of the Christian, from whom (as from all the children of men)
the future is hidden ; but who knows himself to be the object of a Father's love

and a Saviour's care, and to whose heart comes day by day a voice from heaven,

saying, " I will never leave thee I I will never forsake thee I
"—T.

Ver. 1.
—" In the days when the judges ruled." This is the age in which the story

happened which constitutes Ruth's history, beautiful as an epic, and touching as a

pathetic drama of home life. The judges. Whether the earlier or later we know
not. Whether in the days of Deborah or the days of Gideon. Probably, however,

the latter, as history tells then of a famine through the invasion of the Midianites.

The judges. Religion means law, order, mutual respect, and, with all diversity of

circumstance, equality in the eyes of the law. A nation that perverts justice has

undermined the foundations of the commonwealth.
I. All judges are representatives and interpreters of the law. They are

not creators of it ; they are not allowed to govern others according to their own will,

but they are to be fair and wise interpreters of the national jurisprudence. Law is

a beautiful thing if it is founded on the Divine sanctions ; it means protection for

the weak, safety for the industrious.

II. The best administration cannot meet the want caused by wars. Famine
came I The Midianites came up and "destroyed the increase of the earth." "And
Israel was greatly impoverished because of the Midianites." Here are the old border

wars. Nature was as beautiful as ever, and the flowers of Palestine as fra^^rant, and
the corn as golden ; but the enamelled cup of the flower was soon filled with the

blood of slaughter, and the beautiful sheaves were pillaged to supply the overrunning

enemies of Israel. Such is the heart of man. In every age oat of that come forth

wars ; and although modem legislation is enabled to fill the empty granary from other

shores, yet in tlie main it still remains true, war means, in the end, not only bloodshed
•nd agony, but want.

III. All eakthly bulebship is thk symbol or a hiohex government. As th«
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fatherly relationship is gymbolical of the Divine Fatherhood, and the monarchical of
the Divine King, so the earthly judge is to be the emblem of a Divine Ruler, -whose
reign is righteousness, and who hath appointed a day in which he will judge the
world. There are schools of thought that question human responsibility, that teach
a doctrine of irresistible law, the predicate of which is, that sin is not so much
criminal or vicious, as the result of innate tendencies which come under the dominion
of resistless inclinations. But it is to be noticed that these teachers would not excuse
the thief who has robbed them., or the murderer who has slain their child. To be
consistent, however, they ought ; for they object to punishment in the plan of the

Divine government. Human instinct, however, and Divine revelation are at one
in this; alike they ask, "Wherefore should a man complain, a man for the panish-
ment of his sin ? " In all ages and amongst all races where society is secure, and
progress real, and innocence safe, they are " those where the judges rule."—W. M. S.

Ver. 1.—" There wm a famine in the land," Providence led Elimelech, his wife
Naomi, and his two sons Mahlon and Chilion, into the land of Moab, on the other

side of Jordan. Whilst there was scarcity of bread in Israel, there was plenteoM
supply in Moab. So they left their fatherland and home in Bethlehem. We carry
" home " with us when we go with wife and children. It is the exile's solitary lot

that is so sad. It is when God setteth the solitary in families, and the child is away
from home in a foreign land, amongst strange faces, that the heart grows sick. We
ought always to remember in prayer the exile and the stranger. Sometimes, amongst
the very poor, a man has to go and seek substance far away from wife and child

;

but in this case sorrow was mitigated by mutual sympathy and help.

I. There are worse famines than this. It was famine of another sort that led

Moses from Egypt, when he feared not the wrath of the king, that he might enjoy

the bread of God ; and it was religious hunger that led the Pilgrim Fathers first to

Amsterdam, and then to New England, that they might find liberty to worship God.

In the day of famine we read Elimelech could not be satisfied. No. And it is a mark
of spiritual nobility never to be contented where God is dishonoured and worship

demoralised. The word " Bethlehem " signifies the house of bread ; but there was
barrenness in the once wealthy place of harvest. And the name of Church cannot

suffice when the place is no longer the house of God, which the word Church

means.
II. In this famine Elimilech's name was a guarantee of guidance and supply.

It means, " My God is King." Beautiful that. He reigns, and will cause all things

to work together for good. Mark the words. My God ; for as Paul says, " My God
shall supply all your need." King ! Yes, " the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness

thereof," and he will not let his cliildren want bread. They go without escort, but

the Lord goes before them. There are no camels or caravanserai behind them, but

the Lord God of Israel is their rereward. So is Divine promise translated into

family history.

III. The trouble that seems least likely often comes. Bread wanting in

Bettlehem, "the house of bread." Yes I But have not we often seen this ? The
sorrows of life are often such surprises. They do not take the expected form of the

imagination, but they assume shapes which we never dreamed of. The king not

only loses his crown, but becomes an exile and a stranger in a strange land. The
rich man in health loses all in a night. A sudden flicker, and the lamp of health

which always burned so brightly goes out in an hour.

IV. Bethlehem was a quiet, restful abode. Nestling in its quiet beauty, ten

miles or so from time-beloved Jerusalem, who would have thought that the golden

ring of corn-fields which surrounded it would ever have been taken off its hand ?

Very early in history it was productive. Here Jacob fed his sheep in the olden

times. Famine in a city impoverished and beleaguered we can understand ; but famine

in Betfilehem I So it is. The rural quietness does not always give us repose. Tljcrt

too the angel v.ith the veiled face comes—the angel of grief and want and death.

Happy those who have a Father in heaven who is also their Father and their King
-W. M. a
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Vers. 4, 6.

—

A foveirjn land. " And they dwelled there about ten years." Memor-
able years ! Marriages and births had given place to separation and bereavement.

Eliraelech the father died ; bo also did the two sons ]Mahlon and Chilion. Thna we
have the sad picture of three widows.

L We can fly from famine, but not from death. We need not enter upon
the argument of some expositors, as to whether Elimelech did right to leave Bethle-

hem ; whether by famine is not meant inpufficiency of plenty rather than actual

want. We must be content with the fact that he thought it prudent and wise to go.

And now with fulness of bread came the saddest experience of all. How often it

happens that when circumstances improve, those we hoped to enjoy them with are

taken away. We climb the hill together, and then with new and fair prospect comes
tlie desolation of death amid the beauties and blessings of earth and sky. These are

darker clouds than covered them in Bethlehem. We never know how dear are the

living till they are gone ; then we see it was their presence that gave life and peaca

to 80 many scenes, that gave inspiration to labour and sweetness to success.

IL Troubles often comb wavb upon wave. Ten years 1 and lo, three out of the

four pilgrims are at rest. No more fatigue, no more distress for them. True; but

those that are left I What of them ? It is often easier to go than to remain. It is

all summed up in the consciousness, I liave but to live, and to live without them.

Nor is this a morbid feeling. It is a most sacred emotion. True, time will alleviate

;

but there will always be graves in the heart, and men and women who have lost

their beloved ones can never be the same again. Character will be softened, purified,

elevated. Heaven will be nearer and dearer to the heart. Ten years I How fleetly

they fly, and yet what a long volume of experience may be bound up in them.

III. Evert home is but as a tent life. They dwelled there. Got used to

the new people, the new skies, the new ways. After a time, to a family removed to

another shore, there are always some tendrils gathering rom«i the place, and in time

they feel in leaving that a sense of loss. Strange as it all seemed at first, in time

touches of experience make it homelike to them. Still the old first home, the dear

village of childhood and youth, nestles in the heart. How many in life's evening

like to go back and live near the abode of the morning. We dwell 1 So it seems
;

and we look at the picture of the world's life-pilgrimage as though, like some pano-

rama, it was all outside us. But we pass onward too, and ere long grey hairs are here

and there upon us, though we know it not. At times we look back. Ten years I

And their experience is within us, as well as behind us.—W. M. S.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER I. «—14.

Ver. 6.—Then—the conjunction in Hebrew
is the common generic copulative and—
she arose. She had been sitting, as it were,

where her husband had settled, and she now
rose up to depart (see ver. 4). She, and
her daughters-in-law. The word for "her

daughters-in-law"—H'J^??—is literally " her

brides," that is, the brides of her sons.

That she might return— an admirable
rendering into English idiouL The phrase

in the original is simply " and she returned,"

tint is, "and she began to return." From
the country of Moab : for she had heard in

the ccuntry of Moab how that the Lord had
viiited his people in giving them bread.

Or, more literally, " for she heard in the
conntrv of Moab that Jehovah"—or, nitlier,

" YhIiv \" or, as Epiphanins sjives it, 'XmVt
— "ha«i \ '.sited his people to give them bnail."
niert: u uc wamat, however, and no need,

to add, with the Chaldee Targnmist, that

the news was conveyed by the mouth of an
anrjel. And the representation is not that

Yahveh, in giving bread to his people, had
thereby visi1;ed them ; it is that he had
visited them '

' to give them bread. " The word
li^S, rendered visited, is quite peculiar, with

no analogue in English, German, Greek, or

Latin. Yahveh had directed his attention

to his people, and had, so to speak, made
inquisition into their state, and had hence
taken steps to give them bread (see Exod.
iil 16 ; iv. 31). They had already got it,

or, as the Septuagint translates, they bra
got loaves (liprouc). The Vulgate translates

it meats (escas). It is assumed in the tidings

that the seasons and their products, and all

honoficent influences in nature, belong to

Yahveh. It is likewise assumed that the

Hebrews were liis ]ieo|ile. albeit not in such

a sense as to secure for them more " bread
"

i and "milk and honey" than other peoples
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enjoyed. Their chief prerogatives were
spiritual and mornl. They were his Messi-
anic people. Tliat is the key to unlock the
secret of the whole Old Testament Scriptures.

Ver. 7.—And so she went forth out of
the place where she was. There is no
attempt on the part of the writer to localise

the spot. And her two daughters-in-law
with her. They had kept, it seems, on
terms of affectionate sympathy with their

mother-in-law. The jealousies that so often

disturb the peace of households had no
Slace within the bounds of Naomi's juris-

iction. The heme of which she was the
matronly centre had been kept in its own
beautiful orbit by the law of mutual re-

spect, deference, affection, and esteem—the
law that insures happiness to both the loving
and the loved. '

' If there were more Naomis,

"

says Lawson, "there might be more Orpahs
and Ruths." And they went on the way to

retnrn to the land of Judah. Having left

her Moabitish abode, and got into the
frequented track which led in the direction

of ner native land, she journeyed onward
for a stage or two, accompanied by her
daughters-in-law. Such is the picture. It

must be subsumed in it that her daughters-
in-law had made up their minds to go with
her to the laud of her nativity. The sub-
ject had been often talked over and discussed.

Naomi would from time to time start objec-

tions to their kind intention. They, on
their part, would try to remove her diffi-

culties, and would insist on accompanying
her. So the three widows journeyed onward
together, walking. Adversity had pressed

hard on their attenuated resources, and they
would not be encumbered with burdensome

Ver. 8.—And Naomi said to her two
daughters-in-law, Go, return each to her
mother's house. She reverted, with deeper
earnestness, to their theme of discussion.

She acknowledged that most kindly had
they acted toward her. Her heart was filled

with gratitude. It was likewise agitated

with grief at the prospect of bidding them
a Qnal farewelL Nevertheless, she felt that

it would be unreasonable and unkind to

invite them to be, to any further degree,

sharers of her adversity. Hence, thanking
them for their loving convoy, she would
remind them that every step further on
would only increase the length of their

retum-joumey ; and she said. Go, return
each to her mother's home. There, in the

females' apartment, and in the bosom of

their ftothers, they would surely find a

welcome and a refuge. She judges of their

mothers by herself, and she refers rather to

them than to their fathers, partly, perhaps,

because she bears in mind her own mother-
hood, but principally, no doubt, because, in

those Oriental countries, it lay very partica*
larly within the province of mothers to mak«
arrangements in reference to their daughters.
May Yahveh deal kindly with you, as yt
have dealt with the deceased, and with me.
It is beautiful gratitude, and at the same
time a touching monument to the faithful-
ness and gentleness that had characterised
and adorned the young widows. Her simple
Hebrew theology, moreover, comes finely

out. She assumes that her own Yahveh
reigned in Moab as in Judah, and that all

blessing descended from him. There is a
little peculiarity in the Hebrew pronouns in
this clause. ITiey are masculine instead of
feminine. The influence of the stronger sex
overrides grammatically, for the moment,
the influence of the weaker.

Ver. 9.—May Yahveh grant to you that
ye may find rest, each in the house of her
husband. Naomi again, when the current
of her tenderest feelings was running full

and strong, lifts up her longing heart toward
her own Yahveh, He was the God not of

the Hebrews only, but of the Gentiles like-

wise, and ruled and overruled in Moab.
The prayer is, in its form, full of syntactical

peculiarity: "May Yahveh give to you,"
and, as the result of his giving, "may you
find rest, each [in] the house of her husband."
The expression, "the house of her husband,"
is used locatively. It is an answer to the
suppressed question, " Where are they to
find rest?" And hence, in our English
idiom, we must insert the preposition, "in
the house of her husband." As to the sub-
stance of the prayer, it has, as truly as the
grammatical syntax, its own tinge of Orient-

alism. Young females in Moab had but
little scope for a life of usefulness and happi-

ness, unless shielded round and round within
the home of a pure and devoted husband.
Naomi was well aware of this, and hence,

in her motherly solicitude for her virtuoua

daughters-in-law, she gave them to under-
stand that it would be the opposite of a griet

to her if they should seek, in the one way
open to them in that comparatively unde-
veloped state of society, to brighten the

homes of the lonely. In such homes, it

circumstances were propitious, they would
find deliverance from unrest and anxiety.

They would find rest. It would be a posi-

tion in which they could abide, and in which
their tenderest feelings and most honourable

desires would find satisfaction and repose.

The peculiar force of the Hebrew nn-"13t? is

finely displayed by the texture of the associ-

ated expressions in Isa. xxxiL 17, 18 :
" And

the work of righteousness shall Tie peace;
and the effect of righteousness quietness and
assurance for ever ; and my people shall

dwell in a peacenhle hafiitation, and ia

»ure dwellings, and in quiet retting-placcs
"
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(nn':p). And she kissed them, locking

them iingeiingly and lo\-ingly in a farewell

embrace. " Kissed them." The preposition

to, according to the customary Hebrew idiom,

stands before the pronoun. In kissing,

Naomi imparted herself passionately to her

beloved daughters-in-law, and clung to them.

There woulil be full-hearted reciprocation,

and each to each would cling "in their

embnicement, as they grew together " (Shake-

speare, Henry VIII. ). And they lifted up

their voice and wept. The idea is not that all

three wept aloud. The pronoun "they" refers

to the daughters-in-law, as is evident both

from the preceding and from the succeeding

context. The fine idiomatic version of the

Vulgate brings out successfully and unam-
biguously the true state of the case

—

qvxje

elevata voce flere coeperunt. The lifting up
of the voice in weeping must be thought of

according to the measure of Oriental, as dis-

tinguished from Occidental, custom. In the

East there is less self-restraint in this matter

than in the West.

Ver. 10.—And they said unto her, Surely

we will return with thee unto thy people.

So King James's version. The exjjression in

the original is broken at the commencement

:

"And they said to her. For with thee we
shall return to thy people." It is as if they

had said, "Do not insist on our return to

our mothers' homes, for with thee we shall

return to thy people." Note the expression,

"we shall return," instead of "we shall go
with thee in thy return to thy people." For

the moment they identify themselves with

their mother-iu-law, aa if they had come
with her from Judah.

Ver. 11.—And Naomi said, Turn back,

my daughters. To what purpose should

you go with me ? Have I yet sons in my
womb, that might be husbands to you?
According to the old Levirate law—a .survival

of rude and barbarous times—Orpah and
Ruth, having had husbands who died with-

out issue, would have been entitled to claim

marriage with their husbands' brothers, if

such surviving brothers there had been (see

Deut XXV. 5—9 ; Matt. xxiL 24—28). And
if the surviving brothers were too young to

be married, the widows, if they chose, might
wait on till they reached maturity (see Gen.
xxxviiL ). It is in the light of these customs
that we are to read Naomi's remonstrances.

The phraseology in the second interrogation

is very primitive, and primitively 'agglutin-

ative.' "Are there yet to be sons in my
womb, and they shall be to you for hus-
bands J " (see on ver. 1).

Ver. 12.—Tarn back, my daughters, go;
for I am too old to have a husband. But
even if I could say, I have hope ; yea, even
if I had a husband this very night

;
yea,

•Ten if I had already ^ven birth to sons

;

(ver. 13) would ye therefore wait till they

grew up 1 would ye therefore shut yourselves

up so as not to have husbauds 1 nay, my
daughters ; for my lot is exceedingly bitter,

more than even yours, for the hand oj

Yahveh has gone out against me. ilost

pathetic pleading, and not easily reproduced
on lines ot literal rendering. " Go, for I am
too old to have a husbani" A euphemistic
rendering ; but the original is euphemistic
too, though under another phraseological

phase. " But even if I could say, I have
hope. " The poverty of the Hebrew verb, in

respect of provision to express "moods," is

conspicuous: "that," i. e. "suppose that I

said, I have hope." Mark the climactic

representation. Firstly, Naomi makes, for

argument's sake, the supposition that she

might yet have sons ; then, secondly, she

carries her supposition much higher, namely,
that she might that very night have a hus-

band ; and then, thirdly, she carries the
supposition a great deal higher still, namely,
that even already her sons were brought
forth :

" "Would you therefore wait ? " Note
the therefore. Ibn Ezra, the Septuagint, the

Vulgate, and King James's version assume

that |n? means for them. The feminine

pronoun, however, as applied to Naomi's
sons, is, on that supposition, aD but inex-

plicable. It is much better to assume, with
the majority of modern critics, that it i«

equivalent to )37, whether we call it a dial-

daism or not. Certainly it was current in

Chaldee (see Dan. iL 6, 9). But it may have
floated in circles of Semitic society that were

never included within Chaldaea proper. In-

deed, there were no precise limits boiuidinw

off the Chaldee language from the kindred

dialects, just as there are no such limits in

English or in German, or in anv member of

a linguistic group. Idioms often overlap.

In the two interrogative clauses, " Would ye
for that purpose wait till they grew upt
Would ye for that purpose seclude youi*

selves, 80 as not to have husbands?" there

is a parallelism ; only, in the second clause,

the representation rises.
'

' For my lot is

exceedingly bitter, more than even yours ;

"

literally, " for it is bitter to me exceedingly,

beyond you." The verb is used imperson-

ally. Naomi means that her case w*as even

more lamentable than theirs, so that she

could not encourage them to hang their

dependence on her help, or to hope for a

retrieval of their circumstances in becoming
partakers of her fortunes. The translation

of King James's version, "for your sakes,"

though decidedly supported by the Septuagint,

is unnatural Fagnin and Drusius both give

the correct rendering, " more than you." So
do Michaelis and Wright. But Berthean

i
and Geseniua agree with King James's rei^
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iion. The Syriac Peshito, strange to say,

gives botli translations, " I feel very bitterly

for you, and to me it is more bitter than to

you."
Ver. 14.—And they, the daughters-in-law,

lifted up their voice in unison and unity, as

if instead of two voices there had been but
one. Hence the propriety of the singular

number, as in ver. 9. And wept again.

Tba " again " doubles back on the statement

in ver. 9. With uplifted voice, in shrill

Oriental wail, and amid streams of tears,

they bemoaned their hapless lot. Then, after

the paroxysm of grief had somewhat spent

itself, Orpah yielded to her mother-in-law's

dissuasives, and at length imprinted on her,

reluctantly and passionately, a farewell kiss.

Then, not waiting to ascertain the ultimate

decision of Ruth, or rather, perhaps, having
now a fixed presentiment what it would be,

she moved regretfully and tearfully away.

She was afraid, perhaps, that if she, as well

as Ruth, should insist on accompanying her

mother-iu-law, the two might be unreason-

ably burdensome to the aged widow. Per-

haps, too, she was not without fear that hel

own burden in a foreign land, amid strangers,

might be too heavy to be borne. There is

not, however, the slightest need for suppos-

ing that she was, in any respect, deficient in

attachment to her mother-in-law. But, it

is added, Ruth clave to her motber-in-law,

all reasonings, remonstrances, dissuasives

on Naomi's part notwithstanding. Ruth
would not be parted from her. " Clave." It

is the same word that is used in the primitive

law of marriage. "Therefore shall a man
leave his father and his mother, and shall

cleave to his wife, and they shall be one
flesh " (Gen. ii 24). It occurs again in Pa.

IxiiL 8: "Jdy soul followeth hard after

thee ;" and in Ps. cxix. 31 : "I have stVA:k

to thy testimonies." Joshua said, " Cleave

unto the Lord thy God " (Josh, xxiii. 8)

;

and many have had sweet, while others have
had bitter, experience of the truth that
" there is a friend that sticketh closer than

a brother" (Prov. xviiL 24).

HOMILETICa

Vera. 6—14.

—

Longingfor the old home. Brings to view (1) Naomi's resolution

to return to the land of Judah, and then it records (2) a touching scene that occurred

at her departure.

I. Naomi's besolution. No wonder that she formed it; for—1. The ties that

bound her to the land of Moab had been snapped by the hand of death. In the

death of her husband there was the disruption of the house-hand. In the deaths of

her two sons who had become husbands, the only other bands or bonds that could

keep together for Naomi a home in Moab were burst. Matthew Henry says, " The
land of Moab was now become a melancholy place to her. It is with little pleasure

that she can breathe in that air in which her husband and sons had expired ; or go
on that ground in which they lay buried out of her sight, but not out of her thoughts."

2. Her heart had got sick for the home of her j'outh, that home which was now to

her imagination and recollection "home, sweet home." " Heaven," she remembered,
" lay around her " in her childhood. And such feelings as then thrilled within her

are the stuff out of which, as years roll on, patriotism is woven. 3. She was
reduced to absolute poverty. Diseases and death are costly, especially in a strange

land, among strangers. And pitiable is the condition of those who, in a strange

land and among strangers, are unable to "pay their way." 4. She would shrink,

moreover, from the possibility of being burdensome to her daughters-in-law, who
might, in consequence of their own widowhood, have difficulty in lending efficient

assistance. However much she was pulled down in her circumstances, in her spirit

her fine womanly independence stood erect. 6. She had learned that brighter days
had dawned on the land of her early love. " The Lord had visited his people to give

them bread." And " bread," as Dr. Thomas Fuller remarks, " is a dish in every

course. Without it can be no feast ; with it can be no famine." The Lord gave it.

" The miracle of the loaves was a sudden putting forth of God's bountiful hand
from behind the veil of his ordinary providence ; the miracle of the harvest is the

working of the same bountiful hand, only unseen, giving power to the living grains

to drink the dew and imbibe the sunshine, and appropriate the nourishment of the

soil during the long bright days of summer. I understand the one miracle in the

light of the other" (Macmilian's Bible Teachings in Nature,' p. 92).

II. Scene at Naomi's depaetuke. 1. Her daughters-in-law, who had "dealt

kindly " with their husbands, had likewise dealt kindly with her. What was to beconM
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of them? 2. They convoyed Naomi for some distance, and then, as they all halted,

she reminded them that every step in advance took them further from their moilu^rs

homes, and she insisted on their returning. Not for her own sake, however, but for
theirs. In their own land their prospects would be brighter than in Judsea. Their
mothers were still living, and would no doubt be motherly. Their other relatives

would be at hand. They themselves might each be the means of brightening some
solitary home. She prayed that they might have " rest." This word, so sweet to

the weary and the distracted, reveals one element that is essential to the comfort of
a home, whether that home be a cottage or a castle. 3. Naomi's words overwhelm
the hearts of her daughters-in-law. They passionately express their desire to accom-
pany her to her old home. But she persists firmly, though tenderly and meltingly,

in her dissuasives. It is a scene of weeping—a valley of Baca. At length Orpah
yields, and tears herself away. But Ruth would not peld. Slie " clave to her
mother-in-law." The character of both the young widows is beautiful, but that of
Ruth is heroic. This world is a constantly chequered scene of arrivals and de-
partures. Looming in the near or more remote future, there is one departure whicli

must be made " in solemn loneliness." Whither ? With what convoy ?

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 8.

—

Kindness. Tidings reached Naomi that peace and plenty had returned

to Judah, and she resolved to return to Bethlehem. She acknowledged the Lonl's

goodness, who " had visited his people in giving them bread." Doubtless she sought
the Lord's guidance with reference to her return It must have needed courage on
her part to form and carry out this resolution. Her affectionate daughters-in-law

accompanied her part of the way. Then came the liour of separation. As Naomi
bade the young widows return, she uttered words of testimony to their kindness,

words of prayer that Heaven miglit deal kindly with them. Coming from her lips,

this witness was precious. They had dealt kindly with the dead—their husbands, her
eons. They had dealt kindly with her, in her bereavements and loneliness ; they
had sympathised with her, and now were willing to accompany her to the land of her
birth and early daj's.

I. The FOUNDATION of kindness. We must seek this below what is called " good
nature ;

" and, taught by Christianity, must find it in the brotherhood of man, the

fatherhood of God. The sacrifice of Christ is the power and the model of true

Cliristian kindness.

II. The SPHERE of kindness. The family, as in the passage before us, comes first.

"Kind" is related, as a word, to "kin." "Charity begins at home." But, .is has
been remarked, it does not end there. Kindness should be shown to our fellow-

creatures, as Christians, as neighbours, as fellow-countrymen, as members of the

human race.

III. The DiFFlCTJLTiEa in the way of kindness. It is not always easy for persons
of one nation to agree with those of another ; foreigners are often foes. It is not

always easy for mothers-in-law to agree with daughters-in-law. Yet these difBculties

may be overcome, as in this narrative.

IV. The BECOMPENSE of kindness. Naomi's prayer was answered, and the Lord
dealt kindly with those who had shown kindness. True kindness will breathe many
a prayer. And the Lord's loving-kindness, condescending, unmerited, and free, is his

people's most precious possession ; it is " better than life I
"—T.

Vers. 10—14.

—

Separation. These three women were bound together by th«

memory of common happiness, by the memory of common sorrows. The proposal

that they should part, however reasonable and just, could not but reopen the flood-gates

of their grief. Orpah found her consolation in her home in Moab, and Ruth found
hers in Naomi's life-long society and affection. But as the three stand before us on
the borders of the land, as Naomi begs her daughters-in-law to return, the sorrow
arid the sanctity of human separations are suggested to our minds.
L SWAEATIONS BETWEEN LOVING FEIEND8 ABE OFTEN EXPEDIENT AND NECK8ABT.
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II. Separations are sometimes thk occasion of almost the bitterest sorrows
OF human life.

III. Separations may, by God's grace, be made a discipline of the soul's health
AND WELFARE.

IV. Separations may bb overruled, by God's providence, fob the real gooI),

prosperity, and happiness of those who are put apart.

V. Separations remind us of him who has said, " I will never leave thee ; I

WILL NEVER FORSAKE THEE I
"—T.

Vers. 6, 7.

—

Home returning. " Then she arose with her dau^liters-in-law, that

she might return. . . . And they went on their way to return." Home again 1 The
first step is everj'thing ( " She arose." It was all well with the prodigal when he did
that. Not simply when he said, I will arise ; but when he arose and went to his

father. Directly the eye and the heart and the step agree, then the whole is settled.

We read nothing of the preliminaries of departure. Who does not know the power
of the loadstone when it first begins to act ? When the breeze swells the sail from
the foreign port, the sailor sees not the intervening waters, but the home cottage
under the familiar cliflEs. There are many beautiful home-returnings in the Bible,

but the best of all is the son seeking the father's house.

I. Hearts are united by common experiences. These daughters-in-law were not
of her land, nor of her religion ; they were not Hebrews ; but they were widows I A
common sorrow is a welding power, uniting hearts more closely than before. It is

said that a babe in a house is a new clasp of affection between husband and wife.

True ; but an empty cradle has done more than a living child. During the time of
these ten years these two wives remaiited still heathen. We do not know what family
they sprang from, or if they were sisters. We do know that Naomi exercised no
control or domination over their religious principles. She respects their personal liberty

.and responsibility ; she even urges Ruth not to let natural affection for her override

her religious convictions, but to go back to " her gods," as Orpah did. " Behold, thy
fiister-in-law is gone back unto her people, and unto her gods : return thou after thy
sister-in-law." What a sorrow it must have been to her that her sons had married
heathen women. We can respect that sorrow. And we can see that Naomi did not
slight her own religion when she said tliese words, but used them as a test of the
sincerity of Ruth. A common sorrow had brought them all very close together.

"For," as Bailey says in Festus, " the world is one, and hath one great heart."

II. Return journeys have a touching eloquence in their scenes. There were
the places Naomi had traversed with her husband and her boys

;
places of rest

under the shadow of the rocks, and of refreshment at the wells. Much must there
have been, to recall conversations touched with anxiety concerning their future in the
land of Moab. So would many places speak to us to-day. There, care gazed at us
wistfully, and we remember all the thoughts it suggested. There she heard the
tinkling of the bells of the camels, as the little trading cavalcade passed by her.

What reminiscences I And they would all remind her of the good hand which had
led her on, and never forgotten or forsaken her.

III. Return journeys remind us of little episodes op life that are over for
EVER. We cannot in the ordinary course of an unbroken and unshifting home
realise the flight of time so well as when we have marked changes, which by their

very abruptness divide life into chapters, which, like volumes, have their commence-
ment and close. A new nest has to be built, and new trees have to be sought to
build it in. Thus with ordinary observation we may notice how those who have had
to seek new homes find the pilgrim-nature of life more marked in their thought than
those who are born and brought up and settled through the long years in one home.
There is a dreamy sense of continuance unbroken in some lives I

" That she might
return I

" But she would not, could not take all of herself with her. She would
leav#, as we all do, a memory of character, an influence of good or evil over those
who had been associated with her in the foreign land.—W. M. S.

Ver. 8.

—

Benedictions. The Hebrews were fond of benedictions. " The Lord blees
thee and keep thee." " And Jacob blessed Joseph, and said, The God which fed me all
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my life long unto this day, the angel which redeemed me from all evil, bless the lad§."

"The Lord bless thee out of Zion." These Scriptures of olden time touch us so
tenderly, because Ihey recognise the living hand, the loving heart of God. It is this

which will make tlieiii never grow old. It is this which makes their inspiration

living, and keeps their fountains of consolation open still. We are always meeting
and parting, juurneying forth and returning home. Our families are broken up, our
churches have gates of entrance and departure, and the picture of life is always one
of a tent-life. We are pilgrims aiid strangers, as all our fathers were. The key-
note of all that I have to say to you from this text is in that word "kindly." The
argument is this. We can understand kindness in the sphere of the human, and
rise from that to a prayer for the Divine kindness. No society in any age can be
cemented together by force alone. Feudalism, for instance, in olden times, was not
all terror. The baron could command his dependents in time of war, as he fed and
housed and clothed them in times of peace; but, as the old chroniclers tell us, there

was often a rare hospitality, a hearty cheerfulness, a chivalrous afiection in the some-
what stem relationship ; nor will any political economy of government ever be able

to preserve nations in allegiance to each other, or at peace amongst themselves,
without the cultivation of Christian brotherhood.

I. The Lord knows best what kindness is. The Lord deal kindly with you. Has
he been kind ? that is the question for us all. At times we should have been tempted
to answer, No 1 The vine is blighted, the fig tree withered, the locusts have spoiled

the green of spring, the little lambs have died. Kindly ? Yes, we shall answer one
time when we stand in our lot at the end of days. For kindness is not indulg-

ence. I am thankful that this once common word has dropped out of our prayers

—

Indulgent Father. No word in the English language describes a feebler state of

being than the word indulgence ; it refers always to the weaker side of our nature
;

that which is pleasant to us, that which eases us of pain and of discipline and
effort. Prayer like this goes to the heart ; more especially from the Naomis of the

universe who have had so hard a time of it, to whom life has been so full of bereave-

ment and battle. But if you study life, you will see it is the indulged who complain
;

it is those nursed in the lap of luxury who whine and whimper if the sun does not

shine, if the pomegranate, and the fig, and the grape do not supplement the bread.

Indulgence breeds supercilious mannerism and contempt for common things in them
;

and all seems so very strange if men, and women, and things are not ready for their

comfort. God's kindness to us may take forms which surprise us. At the heart of

his severest judgments there is mercy, in the bitter spring there is healing water, in

the desolated altar there is the downfall of idolatry. Abba, Father, we cry, and he
seems not to hear us. The wild winds seem to waft away into empty space our

cries for help and pity, but he who sitteth in the heavens hears and answers accord-

ing to the wisdom of his own will. The kindest things God has ever done for us

have been, perhaps, the strangest and severest. So it was with Daniel, and Jacob,

and Joseph, and Abraham our father. All God's ways are done in truth, and truth

is always kindness, for the music of the universe is set in that key. The throne of

the Almighty himself has its firm pillars planted on that. Away we go to business

and duty. Farewell to son and daughter. Go thy way, pilgrim of life, with knap-

sack and staff; henceforth our paths are separate, and for you there will come battles

when we cannot fight beside you, burdens we cannot help you to bear. To another

hearth you will come at evening, when the day's work is done, and the anodynes of

gynipathy are needed for the worker's heart. " Go thy way. The Lord deal kindly

with tliee."

II. The Lord alone will be with ds all through cub future pilgrimage.

Apart from Divine power, which we have not to bless with, there is Divine presence

wiiich we all need. Christ will be with us to the end. Never will come a battle, •

teinpiation, a solitude, a sorrow, a needful sacrifice, but the Lord will be at hand.

The sceptre will never be laid in front of an empty throne. The Lord reigns. It

is touching to see the struggles of modern thought in the minds of men who have
driftpd away from the incarnation and resurrection of our Lord. "The ocean en-

croa( hes more and more each year "—to use a figure of one who has marked th«

••bb" of thought—"and be watches his fields eaten up from year to year." if«a
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Bays the same writer, who is depicting the drift :—" The meadow-land, whereon he
played in the innocent delights of childhood, has now become a marshy waste of
sand. The garden where he gathered flowers, an offering of love and devotion to

his parents, is now sown with sea-salt. The church where he offered up his childish

prayers, and wondered at the high mysteries of which his teachers spoke, stands
tottering upon the edge of a crumbling cliff that the next storm may bring down in

ruin." And this is rightly called "an experience of spiritual misery." Pathetic,

indeed, is this. The picture is most touching and saddening I Who can feel it

more than those who suffer the eclipse of faith ? We, who worship here, trust in

the living God, who as we believe revealed himself to our fathers by the prophets,

and who in these last days has spoken to us by his Son, whom he hath made
heir of all things, anhath given us this testimony, in that he hath raised him from
the dead.—W. M. 8.

Ver. 8.—"As you have dealt with the dead and me." This beautiful analogy,
which has its root idea in love and home, is very suggestive.

I. The Lord knows best what others have been to us. " As you have dealt
with the dead and me." You have been good and true to them, Naomi says, with a

voice that trembles with remembrances of the old days gone for ever. It is a
touching little sentence. The dead. So silent now. Never to come back for us to

touch imperfectness into riper good ; never to charm away with pleasant thoughts
the dull hours ; never to fill with deeper meanings of love the half-empty words

;

never to make more Divine the common service of life ; never to put the best in-

terpretation upon conduct ; never to lift the leaden crown of care from the anxious
brow ; never to help to transfigure the mean and lowly with heavenly hopes and
aspirations. Gone 1 What a world of vacancy, and silence, and subtle mystery I

Is it strange we should wish well to those who were kir.d to the dead ? And Naomi
links her own being with them still. " The dead and me." And with true hearts

they never can be disassociated. Anniversaries of remembrance make our separ-

ations no more distant. They soften them. They give place for comforting re-

membrances ; but the dead are near as ever. " The dead and me I
" Who shall

separate ? None. Christ died, yea, rather is risen again, and he will raise us up
together to the heavenly places. What a blessing so to live, so to fill our place as

sons and daughters, so to sweeten, sublime, and sanctify Ufe that others may make
our conduct a plea with that God who has kno^vn our heart and life, and say, " The
Lord deal kindly with you, as you have dealt with the dead and me."

II. The Lord has given us guarantees of his kindness. We are not left to

meditarte on rain and fruitful seasons only. Not the green of spring, nor the south
wind of summer, nor the gold of autumn alone proclaim his goodness. So long
as the story of the cross has Divine meaning for us, so long as we believe it, not

alone as the spirit of a good man's life, but as the revelation of God manifest in

the flesh, so long can we exclaim, " Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that

he loved us." Nor can we exclude conscience from our argument; that, too, is a

guarantee that the Almighty cares for us, that he will not let us sin and suffer with-

out the very voice Divine awakening, alarming, and arresting us. None but a good
Being would have put conscience there, and made it universal, and filled it svith such
sweet benedictions for the soul. We are surrounded by evidences of the Eternal

pity. God who spared not his own Son, will with him also freely give us all things

—

for man is still his child, and he has a desire to the work of his hands. When we
pray, therefore, "The Lord deal kindly with thee," we only ask him to be like

himself, we only put him in remembrance of his promise to hear when we call upon
him. Some would think God kind, indeed, if he were less severe on sin ; to them
all law is baneful, and the sorest evils are only evidences of an imperfect brain, or

an untrained mind, or an ungovernable power of impulse. How, then, should the

law of God be other than dislikable—nay, detestable to them ; but he who prepared
the light, prepared also the throne of his judgment, and he will by no means clear

the guilty—for the love of God would be but a weak sentiment if it were not har-

monised with a law which means order, truth, righteousDess, and justice in all

domains of his eternal empire. We only predicate that love is the root of law, as it

ftUTH. g
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is also the essence of mercy, and how God's kindness even on the cross shows that

justice and mercy blend with each other.

III. The Lord looks fob our love to him in our love to each other. If we
love him we shall feed his lambs, forgive our enemies, and fulfil the whole law of

love. How many there have been who, professing even an extreme sanctity, have
robbed their partners, deluded their followers, and sometimes darkened for ever a
brightly opening life. It is saddening to think what religion has suffered from those
whose countenances advertise asperity and contempt, selfishness and pride, whilst

they carry their Bibles under their arms, and seem shocked at the exuberance of a
healthy joy. Deal kindly ? Not they. Their silken words are often the soft sheaths

of dagger purposes, and their sham friendship is often only the occasion of stealing

mental photographs of you to distribute among their friends. Deal kindly ? Why
they sleep as well when they have wounded as when tuey have healed, and they do
not understand what the plan of salvation has to do with a conscientious rectitude, a

tender consideration, and a warm and loving heart. Deal kindly. Let the Church
arise and shine, and put on her beautiful g;irments. Let the venerable Ai)ostle John
take his place once more in the midst of the Churches, and say, " Beloved, let us love

one another, for love is of God ; and every one that loveth is bom of God, for God
is love." " If we love one another, God dwelleth in us, and his love is perfected in

us." " My little children, let us not love in word, neither in tongue, but in deed and
truth." " He that loveth his brother abideth in the light, and there is none occasion

of stumbling in hira." How true we feel all this to be, and yet how hard,in such a
world as this. God is light, God is love, but unless we walk in the light with him
we know nothing of it at all. It is still more popular to discuss a mystery than to

seek after a Divine ideal. It is still true that many appraise their goodness by their

greater enlightenment on some disputable points of religion, and they greatly hope
their friend and brother will come to see like themselves. Alas I alas 1 all the while
we may perchance be so untrue to Christ, we may be experiencing no sensitive grief

that we are unlike the chief Shepherd of the sheep, so worldly, so captious, so dull

in all Divine sensibilities. Naomi's prayer, therefore, may teach us much to-day

about God—our Saviour ; much, too, about ourselves. This, at all events, is true. If

the harvests of love come late, they are very real and very precious. Years alone

can reveal character. We know what others are in times of test and trial, as Naomi
did in a strange land. She was a mother-in-law, and that is a hard part to fuUil,

often the subject of satire, too often, indeed, an experience which awakens slender

sympathy ; she yet gained the crown of trust, and honour, and love. And now, how
can she speak better for others than by speaking to God for them ? The God who
has never left her, the God who has been the husband of the widow, the God who
sent her human solace in the trying hours of her bereavement in the far away land.

"The Lord deal kindly with you." When once in the hush of death a girl stood at the

threshold of the door, trembhng, as childhood does, in the presence of death, the
mother, bending over the quiet sleeper, beckoned her in. She regained confidence
then, and taking up the cold hand kissed it, and said of her dead brother, " Mother,
that hand never struck me." How beautiful ! Can we say the same, that we never
wounded the dead ? Can we say it of the Christ himself, that we never crucified the

Son of God afresh ? And now we look up to the great Father of our spirits, and the

God of our salvation, and pray him to bless all we love, to make them his own now
and evermore. His kindness is truer, deeper, wiser than our own. "The Lord
bless tliem and keep them." "The liord deal kindly with them."—W. M. 8.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER L 16—22.

«r. 16.—And she said, Behold, thy
ilster-ln-law la gone back to her people,

and to her gods: return thou after thy
sister-in-law. The expression that stands
in King James's version thus,

'
' and to her

eoda," is rendered by Dr. Cassel " and to

her God." The same interpretation, it is

noteworthy, is given in the Targum of

Jonathan, who renders the expression,

" and to her Fear " (HJ^'pn'n n;i'?^). Such a

translation assumes that the Moabitea were

not only theists, but mouoliieLsts. And yet
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in the mythology, or primitive theology, of

Moab, we read both of Baal-Peor and of

Chemosh. As to the former, see Num. xxv.

8, 5 ; Deut. iv. 3 ; Ps. cvi. 28 ; Hosea ix.

10. As to the latter, see Judges xi. 24
;

1 Kings xi 7, 33 ; Jer. xlviii. 7, 13. In
Numbers, moreover, xxL 29, and in Jere-

miah xlviii 46, the Moabites are called the

people of Chemosh, and frequently is their

national god called Chemosh in the inscrip-

tion of King Mesha on the Moahitish Stone,

•o recently discovered and deciphered. It

18 supposed, not without reason, that the

two names belonged to one deity, Chemosh
being the old native name. Nevertheless,

the translation " to her god " is an interpret-

ation, not a literal rendering, and, on the

other hand, the translation "to her gods"
would, on the hypothesis of the monotheism
of the Moabites, be unidiomatic The ori-

ginal expression, "to her Elohim," does not
tell anything, and was not intended by
Naomi to tell anything, or to hint any-
thing, of a numerical character concerning

the object or objects of the Moabitish wor-

ship. It was an expression equally appro-
priate whether there was, or was not, a
plurality ofobjects worshipped. It might be
liberally rendered, and to her own forms of
religious worship. The word elohim was a

survival of ancient polytheistic theology and
worship, when a plurality of powers were
held in awe. "For," says Fuller, "the
heathen, supposing that the whole world,

with all the creatures therein, was too great

a diocese to be daily visited by one and the
same deity, they therefore assigned sundry
gods to several creatures." The time arrived,

however, when the great idea flashed into

the Hebrew mind, The Powers are One!
and hence the plural noun, with its sub-

tended conception of unity, became con-
strued with verbs and adjectives in the
singular number. It was so construed when
applied to the one living God ; but it readily

retained its original aijplicability to a plur-

ality of deities, and hence, in such a passage
as the one before us, where there is neither

adjective nor verb to indicate the number,
the word is quite incapable of exact render-

ing into English. Orpah had returned to

her people and her Elohim. Beturn thou
after thy sister-in-law. Are we then to

suppose that Naomi desired Ruth to return
to her Moabitish faith ? Is it with a slight

degree of criticism that she referred to
Orpah's palinode? "Would she desire that
Uuth should, in this matter, follow in her
cste^-iu-law's wake? We touch on tender
topics. Not unlikely she had all along
BusDected or seen that Orpah would not
have insuperable religious scruples. And
not unlikely, too, she would herself be free

firom narrow religious bigotry, at least to the '

extent of dimly admitting that the true wor-
ship of the heart could reach the true God,
even when ofi'ensive names, and forms, and
symbolisms were present in the outer courts
of the creed. Nevertheless, when she said to

Ruth, " Return thou after thy sister-in-law,"

she no doubt was rather putting her daughter-
in-law to a final test, and leading her to

thorough self-sifting, than encouraging her
to go back to her ancestral forms of worship.
"God," says Fuller, "wrestled with Jacob
with desire to be conquered ; so Naomi no
doubt opposed Ruth, hoping and wishin;>

that she herself might be foiled.

"

Ver. 16.—And Euth said, Insist not on
me forsaking thee : for whither thou goest,
I will go. Ruth's mind was made up. Her
heart would not be wrenched away from her
mother-in-law. The length of the journey,
its dangers, and the inevitable fatigue accom-
panying it, moved not, by so much as a jot,

her resolution. Had not her mother-in-law
the same distance to travel, the same fatigue

to endure, the same perils to encounter ?

Might not the aged traveller, moreover,
derive some assistance and cheer from the
company of a young, ready-handed, and
willing-hearted companion ? She was re-

solved. Nothing on earth would separate

them. Wheresoever thou lodgest, I will

lodge. A better version than Luther's,

"Where thou stayest, I will stay" (wo du
bleihest, da bleibe ich auch). The reference

is not to the ultimate destination, but to the

nightly halts. )-1 jJ is the verb employed
;

and it is rendered "to tarry all night" in

Gen. xxiv. 54 ; xxviii 11 ; xxxi 54 ; Judges
xix. 6, &c. It is the Latin pernoctare and
the German Ubernachten, the former being
the rendering of the Vulgate, and the latter

the translation in the Berlenburgei' Bibel.

Thy people (is) my people, and thy God my
God. There being no verb in the original,

it is well to supply the simplest copula.

Ruth claims, as it were, Naomi's people
and Naomi's God as her own already.

Ver. 17.—Where thou diest, will I die,

and there will I be buried. She wished to
be naturalised for life in Naomi's fatherland.

Nor did she wish her remains to be con-
veyed back for burial to the land of her
nativity. So may Yahveh do to me, and
still more, but death only shall part me
and thee. She appeals to the God of the
Israelites, the one universal God. She puts
herselfon oath, and invokes his severest penal
displeasure if she should suffer anything
less uncontrollable thaa death to part her
from her mother-in-law. " So may Yahveh
do to me." It was thus that the Hebrews
made their most awful appeals to Yahveh.
Tliey signified their willingness to suffer soma
dire calamity if they should either do the

o 2
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eril doefl repTi'li.ited or fail to do the good
deed promised. iSo stands in misty indcfi-

niteness ; not, as Fuller supposes, by way of
' leaving it to the discretion of God Al-
mighty to choose that aiTow out of his

quiver which he shall think it most fit to

snoot," but as a kind of euphemism, or
cloudy veil, two-thirds concealing, and one-
third revealing, whatever horrid infliction

coiild by dramatic sign be represented or
hinted. And still nvore— a thoroughly
Semitic idiom, and so may he add {to do) I

There was first of all a full imprecation, and
then an additional ' bittock,' to lend intens-
ity to the asseveration. " But death only
shall sever between me and thee ! " Ruth's
language is broken. Two formulas of impre-
cation are flung together. One, if complete,
would have been to this eff'ect : " So may
Yahveh do to me, and so may he add to do,
'if' (DX) aught but death sever between me
and thee ! " The other, if complete, would
have run thus :

" I swear by Yahveh ' that

'

('!)) death, death only, shall part thee and
me !

" In the original the word death has
the article, death emphatically. It is as if

she had said death, the great divider. The
full idea is in substance death alone. This
divider alone, says Ruth, "shall sever between
me and thee;" literally, "between me and
between tliee," a Hebrew idiom, repeating
for emphasis' sake the two-sided relationship,
but taking the repetition in reverse order,
between me {and thee) and between thee
{and me).

Ver. 18.—And she perceived. In our
idiom we should have introduced the proper
name, "And Naomi perceived." That she
was determined to go with her. She saw
that Ruth was fixed in her resolution. And
she left off speaking to her. She "gave in."
Ruth, as Fuilur lias it, was "a fixed star."

Ver. 19. — And they two went— they
trudged along, the two of them— until they
came to Bethlehem. In the expression
" the two of them " the masculine pronoun
(Dn for Jp) occurs, as in verses 8 and 9. It

mirrors in language the actual facts of rela-

tionship in life. The masculine is some- I

times assumptively representative of both
itself and the feminine. And sometimes,
even apart from the representative element,
it is the overlapping and overbearing gender.
And it came to pass, as they entered Beth-
lehem, that the whole city got into com-
motion concerning them, and they said, Is
this Naomi 1 Naomi, thougli greatly altered
in appearance, besides being travel-worn and
weaiy, was recognised. But who was that
pensive and beautiful companion by her side?
Where was Elimelech ? Where was Mach-
lon and Chilion ? Why are they not with
their mother t Such would be some of the

questions started, and keenly talked about
and discussed. Then on both the wayfarers
the finger - marks of poverty, involuntary
signals of distress, would be unconcealable.
Interest, sympatliy, gossip would be alive

througliout the little town, especially among
the female portion of the population, ana
loud would be their exclamations of surprise.

Tht verb they said is feminine in Hebrew,

njliDNni, a nicety which cannot be repro-

duced in English without obtruding too

prominently the sex referred to, as in

Michaelis's version—"and all the women
said." So the Vulgate. The verb which we
have rendered got into commotion is found
in 1 Sam. iv. 5—"the earth rang again;"
and in 1 Kings L 45—" the city rang again."

Ver. 20.—And she said to them, Call me
not Naomi, call me Mara : for the Almighty
hath dealt very bitterly with me. Salut-

ations were respectfully addressed to her as

she walked along in quest of some humble
abode. And when thus spoken to by the
sympathetic townspeople, she was called, of

course, by her old sweet name. But as it

fell in its own rich music on her ears, its

original import flashed vividly upon her mind.
Her heart " filled " at the contrast which her
circumstances represented, and she said,

"Address me not as Naomi, call not to me

{'\2) Naomi : address me as Mara,"—that

is, bitter,—"for the Almighty has caased

bitterness to me exceedingly " (see on vet. 2).

The Almighty, or 'TJ*, an ancient polythe-

istic name that had at length—like D^H vX
and ^y\SI — been reclaimed in all its ful-

ness for the one living and true God. It

had become a thorough proper name, and
hence it is u.«ed without the article. In the
Septuagint it is sometimes rendered, as here,

o iicavoc, the Sufficient; in Job, where it

frequently occurs, 6 iravTOKparwp, tfie Omni'
]iottnt. But it is one of those peculiar nouns
that never can be fully reproduced in any
Aryan language. Naomi's theology, as indi-

cated in the expression, " the Almighty hath
caused bitterness to me exceedingly," need
not be to its minutest jot endorsed. God
was not the only agent with whom she had
had to do. Much of the bitterness of her
lot may have been attributable to her hus-

band or to herself, and perhaps to forefathere

and foremothers. It is not fair to asoribe all

the embittering element of tilings to God.
Much rather might the sweetness, which
had so often relieved the bitterness, be

traced to the hand of him who is "the
Lord God, merciful and gracious, abundant
in goodness."

Ver. 21.—I went forth full, and Yahveh
has caused me to return in emptiness. Why
should you call me Naomi, and Tahveh hat
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testified against me, and the Almighty has
brought evil upon mel She went forth
" full," with husband and sons, not to speak
of goods. She was under the necessity of
returning in emptiness, or with empty

hands. The Hebrew word W\>^'^ does not

exactly mean empty, as it is rendered in the
Septuagint, the Vulgate, and King James's
version. It is not an adjective, but an
adverb, emptily. This lamentab'le change
of circumstances she attributed to the action

of Yahveh. He had, she believed, been
testifying against her by means of the trials

through which she had passed. She was
right in a certain conditional acceptation of

her language ; but only on condition of that

condition. And, let us condition her de-

clarations as we may, she was probably in

danger of making the same mistake concern-

ing herself and her trials which was made
by Job's comforters in reference to the cala-

mities by which he was overwhelmed. In
so far as penal evil is concerned, it may be

traced directly or circuitously to the will

and government of God. " Shall there be
evil

—

that is, penal evil—in a city, and the

Lord hath not done it ? " (Amos iii. 6). But
there are many sufferings that are not
penal. The evil that is penal is only one
segment of physical evil ; and then there

is besides, metaphysical evil, or the evil that

consists in the inevitable imperfection of

fiaite being. It is noteworthy that the

participle of the Hiphilic verb inn employed

by Naomi is always translated in King
James's version evil doer, or wicked doer,

or evil, or wicked. Naomi, in using such a
term, and applying it to Yahveh, was walk-
ing on a theological precipice, where it is

not needful that we should accompany her.

Instead of the literal expression, ' and

'

Yahveh, we may, with our English wealth of
conjunctions freely say, ' when ' Yahveh.
There is a charm in the original simplicity.

There is likewise a charm in the more com-
plex structure of the free translation.

Ver. 22.—So Naomi returned. The nar-
rator pauses to recapitulate his narrative of

the return, and hence the recapitulatory so
is, in English, very much to be preferred to
the merely additive and of the original

And Ruth the Moabitess, her daughter-in-
law, with her, who returned out of the land
of Moab. The cumulative and apparently
redundant expression, '

' who returned out of

the land of Moab," is remarkable at once
for its simplicity and for its inexactitude.

Ruth, strictly speaking, had not returned,

but she took part in Naomi's return. And
they arrived in Bethlehem at the commence-
ment of barley-harvest Barley ripened
before wheat, and began to be reaped some-
times as early as March, but generally in

April, or Abib. By the time that the barley-

harvest was finished the wheat crop would
be ready for the sickle.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 15—22.

—

Devoted attachment. I. Ruth was fixed in her desire and deter-

mination to CAST IN HER LOT WITH HKB DESOLATE AND DESTITUTE MOTHER-IN-
LAW. The absolute unselfishness of this determination is noteworthy, for—1. Be
it noted that Naomi was not one of those who are always murmuring and complain-
ing because they do not receive suflScient consideration. 2. Still less did she claim
as a right, or urge as a duty, that her daughter-in-law should become her companion
in travel, and wait upon her as an attendant. 3. On the contrary, she was careful to

put Ruth in an attitude of entire freedom, so that, if she had a secret wish to go
back to her Moabitish friends, she could have gratified her desire without laying'

herself open to the imputation of coldness or ingratitude. 4. Ruth was tested

nevertheless, as all of us in our respective relations have either already been or will

be. Eve, for instance, was emphatically tested. So was Adam. Abraham too.

Joseph also. Very particularly the second Adam, our Lord Jesus Christ, when he
was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness. Judas was tested when the demon of

cupidity entered into his heart. So was Peter when he stood warming himself at the

fire in the court of the high priest's palace. All who are fWed are tested. And all

men without exception have to endure trisX and trials. It was as regards the strength

of her attachment to her mother-in-law that Ruth was tested. Not only did Naomi
hold out no hopes of home-comfort in Judah, she expressly said, dissuasiveiy, when
Orp.ah had gone back., " Behold, thy sister-in-law has gone back to her people, and to

her Elohim: return thou after thy sister-in-law "(ver. 15). 5. Ruth stood the test. Not
go did Eve. Not so Adam. But Abraham stood it. So Joseph. Emphatically did
Jesos stand it, so that he knows how to succour those who are tempted. Judas did
not stand the test Nor at first did Peter, though afterwards he repented, and, when
raconverted, was able to strengthen his brethren. Buth, for love to Naomi, iru
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able to say in her heart, " Farewell, Melchom I Farewell, Cliemosb I Farewell,

Moab I Welcome, Israel I Welcome, Canaan I Welcome, Bethlehem !
" (Fuller)

6. She witnessed a good and most noble confession of love and devotedness (set

vers. 16, 17). She said, " Insist not on me forsaking thee ; for whither thou goest, I

will go ; wheresoever thou lodgest, I will lodge ; thy people is my people, and thy
God my God : where thou diest, will I die, and there will I be buried. So may
Yahveh do to me, and still more, if aught but death part thee and me." "Nothing,"
Bays Matthew Henry, " could be said more fine, more brave." " Truly," says Dr. Kitto,
" the simple eloquence of the mouth that speaks out of the abundance of the heart

never found more beautiful and touching expression than in these words of this

young widow^ " (' Daily Bible-Illustrations '). " Her vow," says S. Cox, " haa
stamped itself on the very heart of the world ; and that not because of the beauty
of its form simply, though even in our English version it sounds like a sweet and
noble music, but because it expresses in a worthy form, and once for all, the utter

~f" devotion of a genuine and self-conquering love. It is the spirit which informs and
breathes through these melodious words that make them so precious to us, and that

also renders it impossible to utter any fitting comment on them " (' Book of Ruth,'

pp. 72, 73). Be it borne in mind that something of the same enthusiasm of love,

that dwelt in the heart of Ruth, should be found in the centre of every home. Where-
soever a heart is swa3ed and dominated by the might and mastery of a g^eat

afEection, the entire character becomes clothed with mingled dignity and beauty.

II. The entry of the two widows into Bethlehem. There was nd more talk, no
more thought, of turning back. The hearts of the two widows were locked together

for ever. Hence they travelled on from stage to stage, until, worn and wearied, they
entered Bethlehem. 1. Note the effect on the citizens, especially the female portion

of them (see ver. 19). Naomi, passing along through the streets, was recognised.

The news flew from individual to individual, from house to house, from lane to lane.

There was a running to and fro of excited mothers and maidens. All were eager to

see the returned emigrant, and her pensive Moabitish companion. Her old acquaint-

ances, in particular, when they had seen and identified her, broke up into groups,

and talked, and said. Is that Naomi ? That, Naomi ! Is this Naomi ? This, Naomi I

" So unlike is the rose when it is withered to what it was when it was blooming." 2.

Note the effect on Naomi herself. As she looked on old scenes, and witnessed the

excitement and commotion of old neighbours and acquaintances, her heart felt over-

whelmed within her, and she said to the sympathising frirnds who clustered around

her, "Call me not Naomi, call me Mara: for the Almighty hath dealt very bitterly

with me " (see vers. 20, 21 ). But it surely will be permitted to us not only to mingle

our tears with those of the afflicted widow, but likewise to pause reverently ere we
unreservedly accept or endorse her attribution of all her trials and woes to the hand
and heart of the Lord. It should nevertheless be borne in mind that even those trials

that come most directly from men's own acts or choices come to pass by the per-

mission of the Almighty, and are so overruled by him that they will be made to work
for good to them who love him (Rom. viii. 28).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 16—18.

—

Constanct/. For simple pathos and unstudied eloquence, this lan-

guage is unsurpassed. " One touch of nature makes the whole world kin." Here is

the fervent outpouring of a true heart. Love and resolution are at their height.

Thousands of human souls have expressed their mutual attachment in these words.

They are not words of extravagance or of psuBsion, but of feeling, of principle, of a

fixed and changeless mind. Constancy must be admired, even by the inconstant.

I. Therk wkre influences opposed to l;nTH's CONSTANCY. 1. Early associations

and friendships would have tied her to Moab. 2. The entreaty of Naomi that she

would return set her perfectly free to do so, if she had been disposed. 8. The
example of her sister-in-law, Orjiah, could not but have some weight. Orpah had

been, like Ruth, kind alike to the living and the dead, yet she wept, kisspd her mother-

in-law, and returned. 4. The religion of her childhood could scujcely have been
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without attractions for her. Could she leave the temples, the deities, the observances

of her earliest days behind ?

II. There were manifestations op pious constanct in Ruth's resolves. 1. She

would go with Naomi, though by an vmknown route. 2. She would dwell with

Naomi, though in an unknown home. 3. She would die with Naomi, though to be

buried in an unknown grave.

III. There was a religious foundation fob Ruth's constancy. 1. Apparent
from the resolution—" Thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God." 2.

Apparent from the adjuration she employed—" The Lord do so," &c.

IV. The triumph and RECojrPENSE of Ruth's constancy. 1. Her fidelity and

devotion were reciprocated by Naomi. 2. In the providence of God Buth was
rewarded by an honourable position and a happy life.—T.

Vers. 19—21.

—

Heart wounds reopened. Return after long absence to scenes of

youth always affecting ; he who returns is changed ; they who receive hira are

changed too. Observe the reception which Naomi met from her former neighbours

at Bethlehem. Their question, " Is this Naomi ? " evinces—1. Surprise. She is

living I We see her again 1 Yet how is she changed I 2. Interest. How varied

has been her experience whilst absent I And she loves Bethlehem so that she returns

to it in her sorrow ! 3. Compassion. " All the city was moved about them." How
could those who remembered her fail to be affected by the calamities she had passed

through ? Consider the sentiments expressed by Naomi upon her return.

I. Her GRIEF WAS NATURAL AND BLAJiELESS. " I went out full," t. •• in health, in

youth, with some earthly property ; above all, with husband and sons. " The Lord
hath brought me home again empty," ». e. aged, broken down in health and spirits,

poor, without kindred or supporters. " Call me not Naomi," »'. e. pleasant ;
" call

me Mara," i. e. bitter. Her lot was sad. Religion does not question the fact of

human trouble and sorrow. And she was not wrong in feeUng, in the circumstances,

the peculiar pressure of grief and distress. We remember that " Jesus wept."
II. Her RECOGNITION OF God's providence was right ; was a sign of piety. She

attributes all to the Almighty, to the Lord. Observe that in two verses this acknow-
ledgment is made four times. In a world over which God rules we should acknow-
ledge his presence and reign in all human experience. If trouble comes to us by
means of natural laws, those laws are ordered by his wisdom. If by human agency,

that agency is the result of the constitution with which he has endowed man. If as

the result of our own action, he connects actions with their consequences. Therefore,

let us reverently recognise his hand in all that happens to us I

III. Her interpretation of God's providence was mistaken. " The Lord," said

Naomi, "hath testified against me." Men frequently imagine that if God could

prevent afflictions, and yet permits them, he cannot regard the afflicted in a favour-

able and friendly light. But this is not so. " Whom he loveth he chasteneth." The
Book of Job warns us against misunderstanding the meaning of calamity. Christ

has also warned us against supposing that Divine anger is the explanation of human
griofs and sufferings, " All things work together for good unto those who love

God." How often is it true, as the poet Cowper knew and sang

—

" Behind a frowning providence
God hides a smiling fece I

"

T»

Vers. Ifi, 17.—" Entreat me not to leave thee." A mother and a daughter-in-law
are to go together. The daughter washes it, and petitions with most eloquent ardour
that it shall be so. A mother-in-law is sometimes—alas, too often—the subject of

criticism and satire. It is a difficult position to fill, and many bitterly unkind and
untrue caricatures have been made upon the relationship. In this case Naomi had
made h%rself beloved by both Orpah and Ruth, and it was only through Naomi's
words, " Turn again," that Orpah went back ; for they had both said, " Surely we will

return with thee unto thy people." Ruth, however, remained firm, and her fidelity

has made these words quickening to many undecided souls.

1, Entreaty may pbovb too earnest. " Entreat me not" It is the language of
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a bcart that feels what limits there are to the power of resistance within us. Test
may turn in unwise hands into overpowering temptation. Naomi knew where to

stop, and Ruth remains to us a picture of heroic devotion. Orpah failed in courage,
but was not destitute of affection, for her farewell is accompanied with a kiss oi
love. In her character we see impulse without strength. But " Ruth clave unto
her." And it was no light sacrifice to leave fatherland and home. We can hardly
call the test at first a religious one, for it is evident that Ruth's love for her mother-
in-law was the immediate occasion of her cleaving to her, and leaving the Moabitish
gods. In time, doubtless, her nominal faith turned into a living heritage.

II. Love creates the finest eloquence. There is no utterance in the Old Testa-
ment more pathetic and melodious than these words. They are idyllic in theif

eloquence. There is nothing stilted or artificial in them, and they have in them a
rhythm of melody which is more beautiful than a mere rhyme of words. Courage
and sacrifice, love and devotion, breathe all through them. They condense too all

that is prophetic of coming experience—the lodging and the loneliness, the weary
pilgrimage and the grave in a foreign land. The mind cannot frame sentences like

these without the glow of a sincere and sacrificial heart. We feel as we read them
what grandeur there is in human nature when love evokes all its depth of power.
It is i\ot a skilful touch that can do this, but a soul alive to the calls of love and
duty.

III. No TRUE LIFE WAS EVER LIVED IN VAIN. Itwas what Naomi had been to her,

what she v/as in herself, that made this sacrifice possible. Love creates love. The
charm of friendship may be merely intellectual, and then, after the feast of reason,

all is over. But Naomi's character was rooted in religion. She did not carry

the mere roll of the prophets in her hand ; she carried the spirit of the Holy Book
in her heart. Ruth had never been in synagogue or temple ; she had listened to no
Rabbi, and never sat at the feet of the doctors ; but as " the earliest piety is mother'g

love," so the character of a true mother is a stem around which the tendrils of the
youiig heart climb to the mother's God. None of us liveth to himself. And so from
the flower of piety, the seed drops into other hearta, and brings forth fruit after

many days.—W. M. S.

Ver. 18.

—

Moral steadfastness. " When she saw that she was steadfastly minded."
*'Tlien she left speaking." The test had done a true work, and we see the heroine

who could stand fast. Yes; "having done all, to stand," is something in the great

enjergencies and temptations of life. There are times when to stand in the rush

of the stream, as the river breaks into spray around U8, is as much for the hour as

we can do, and God knows and honours that.

I. The steadfast mind gives the steadfast step. A double-minded man is

unstable in all his ways. Veering here and there like the wind, there is no depend-

ence on the direction he may take. The man or the woman is made by something
within them invisible to the world. When Christ was led as a lamb to the slaughter,

the great conflict had been fought out in Gethsemane, and then the steps were calm
and steadfast. What an hour is that in which, in common parlance, " the mind is made
up," the resolution taken. This is firmness, as opposed to obstinacy, which acts with

out reasons, and often in the teeth of them. The misery caused in this world by
obstinate people is to be seen sometimes in the home, where sulkiness of temj)er

makes the lives of others miserable Firmness is the result of the thoughtful

decision of an enlightened mind and a consecrated heart.

II. The steadfast mind marks the best companion. Ruth was ready for the

companion journey back to Bethlehem. And in all our life journeys noining in so

precious as a steadfast heart. There are times of misinterpretation in all lives-
times of disheartenment, times of shadow and darkness. In such hours a steadfast

companion is God's richest gift to us. What consolation it is to know that even

humanly every support will not give way, that there will always be one eye to

brighten, one hand to help, one heart to love, one mind to appreciate. The fickle and

irresolute may have a transient beauty and a winning manner, but these are poof

endnnmentfl without a steadfast mind.
IlL TUK t-TEADFAST MIND IS FREED rROM THS IKFINITDDI OF UE88KB WOI
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It is made up. It is not open to every solicitation. It is negative to doubt and dis-

trust. This is the right way, and nought can move it. The feeble and irresolute

have a restless life. They are constantly balancing expediences and advantages.

Christ our Divine Lord set his face steadfastly to go to Jerusalem. The hardest

journey of all to the shame and spitting, the awful darkness and the cruel cross. If

we are firm and decided in our purposes we shall not be wasting either time or

strength upon the solicitations of the popular or profitable. A voice within will say
" This is the way, walk ye in it."—W. M. S.

Ver. 19 ~" So they two went till they came to Bethlehem." " They two 1 " Some-

times it is husband and wife. Sometimes it is two sisters commencing life together

in the great city where they have to earn their bread. Sometimes it is two lovers

who have large affection and little means, and who have to wait and work and hope

on. Sometimes it is widow and child. " They two I
" What unrecorded histories

of heroism there are written in God's book all unknown to us.

I. Here is the commencement and close of a pilgrimage. They went. They
came. So is it of the life history itself. All is enfolded in these brief words.

What a multitude of figures in Scripture suggest the brevity of life. A tale that is

told. A post. A weaver's shuttle. The morning flower. So indeed it is. What a

multitude of incidents would be included even in this brief journey of Naomi's ; but

these are the two clasps of the volume of life. They went. They came. *' Every
beginning holds in it the end, as the acorn does the oak."

II. Here is the sight of a city. Bethlehem. Cities with them were not

like cities with us. Even Bethlehem was called a city. But tlie old dwelling-places,

after ten years, have a mute eloquence about them. Other feet come to the well.

Little children who gathered flowers on the wild hills are now bearing pitchers to

the well. But after a weary journey how refreshing to the Easterns was the glimpse

of the white houses on the hills. We look for a city. A city which hath foundations.

A city where our beloved are ; for God is not the God of the dead, but of the living.

We do not think of it in health and strength and excitement of human interest,

but one day we shall look with quiet longing for the city gates. The evening of life

will come upon us, and we shall pray, " Let me go, for the day breaketh."

III. Here is a pilgrimage ended. Better is the end of a thing than the begin-

ning, said the wise man. And so it is. " I have finished my course." How much is

included in that. When the battered ship comes into harbour we take more interest

in her than the spick and span new vessel with trim decks, and untorn sails, and
scarless masts. When the battle is over we think more of the shot-pierced flag than

of the new banner borne out by the troops with martial music. We like to see the

pilgrim start. But some pilgrims turn back. We like to hear Ruth's resolve. How
much better is it to see the resolve written in letters of living history. We can call

no man hero, no woman heroine, till the march is over and the victory won.—W. M. 8.

Ver. 19.—Never seemed there a sadder contrast. Naomi left Bethlehem in the full

bloom of womanhood, with a husband and two sons. Elimelech, her husband, died,

we read, "and she was left and her two sons." They took them wives, and, as

mothers do, she lived in the hopes and honours of their new homes ; but, after dwell-

ing in Moab about ten years, we read Mahlon and Chilion died also, both of them,
and the woman was left of her two sons and her husband. A strange land is not so

strange when we carry home with us ; but it is strange when all that made horn*

home, is gone. We need not wonder, therefore, that not alone for the bread of

harvest, but for the bread of love, she and her daughters-in-law "went on the way
to return to the land of Judah." But, with a fine instinct, Naomi felt that what
would be home again for her would be an alien land to them ; and the tender narra-

tive tells us how she suggested they should remain, and find rest, each of them, in

the place of their people. We well know the sequel to the words of Naomi, " Turn
again my daughters ;

" for Ruth has become with us all a beautiful picture of true-

hearted womanhood, and a very household name. But it is with the question, " la

this Naomi ? " that we now have to deal. She went out full. Not wealthy, perhaps,

—though love is always wealthy, for it alone gives that which worlds want wealth
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to buy. She ii coming home " empty," as many have done since Naomi did, in all

the generations. Bent, and sad, and grey, her worn dress tells of her poverty, her
garb bespeaks the widow. All in a few years ; all crowded into these few opening
verses. The pathway of the past is an avenue now, along which she looks to the
opening days, when the light flooded her steps, and she walked in the warm glow of
companionship and love. Is this Naomi ? And have not we had this to say again
and again concerning those whose earlj' days we knew ? There we heard the merry
shout of children, and there we saw manhood in its strength and prime. Naomi it

cannot be : that the face we knew as a bride and as a mother I Never I Yet so it is.

They went out full and came home empty. Yet not empty, if, like Naomi, they keep
their fellowship with God.

I. Naomi is a betdbning pilgbim. Home has been but a tent life, and the cur-

tains have been rent by sorrow and death. She tells us the old, old story. Here
have we no continuing city. Beautiful was the land to which she returned, and in

that dear land of promise there never was a fairer time than barley-har^'est. Many
and many a harvest-time had come and gone since Naomi went forth, and many a

reaper's song was silent evermore. As she passed the vines and the oleanders
fringing the broad fields, bronzed and bright-eyed faces were directed towards her

;

and here, in the distance, was Bethlehem, its little white houses dotting the green
slopes, its well by the wayside. Bethlehem—home I Oh f that strange longing to

live through the closing years in the country places where we wefre bom I It is a

common instinct. The Chinese have it, and will be buried nowhere else. It is

a beautiful instinct too — to look with the reverent eyes of age on the tomb-
stones we used to spell out in the villnge, to hear the old rush of the river, the old

murmur of the sea. Strange thoughts fill this woman's mind, as the old picture is

there with a new peopling of forms and faces. Yet not all new. The workers turn

to the passing figure, and a gleam of recognition, doubtful at first, lights up their

eyes. And then the word passes from one to the other, Is this Naomi ? It is the

same world in which we live to-day. Tliere is also something to remind us that we
are pilgrims and strangers, that unresting time will not wait one hour for us. Thf>

unseen angels hurry us on through love and grief and death. Happy for us if wo
6Ay plainly that we seek a country, for the only escape from the ennui of life is i\\o

satisfaction of the immortal thirst within us by the gospel revelation of eternal lif<'

through Jesus Christ our Lord.
II. Naomi is a godly pilgrim. Travel-worn and weary, with saiidaled feet, she is

coming to a city sanctilied by the faith of her fathers. She had lived in a heathen
country so devoutly, that Ruth could say, " Thy God shall be my God "—a beautiful

testimony to Naomi's fidelity, to her victory over idolatrous usages, to her own
personal influence over others. Th}' God I How serious the eye, how sober the

mien, of this woman as she comes into the city. She has had a battle of life to fight,

and she has fought it well. IIow brave and noble and faithful a woman she is ! Is

this Naomi ? If there is not so much ©f wliat the world calls beauty in her face,

there is character there, experience there. The j'oung Christian starting on his

pilgrimage is cheerful enough. His armour is bright and new, his enthusiasm is

fresh and keen. He goes forth full of enterprise and hope. Do not be surprised if

in the after years you ask. Is this Naomi? How careful, how anxious, how depend-
ent on God alone I What bright visions once filled his soul, how ready he was to

criticise Christian character, how determined and unflinching he looked 1 Well, it

vjaa a noble promise, and where would the world be without the enthusiasm of youth ?

Be not suri>ri8ed now if he looks worn and weary. He has had battles to fight that

the world knows not of. lie has made strange discoveries in the continent of his

own heart; he has been well-rn'gh overcome, and casting himself entirely on his

Lord, he says, " By the grace of God I am what I am." Look at that weary lieart

Ib that Luther? Look at that faithless spirit. la tliat Peter ? Look at that worn
poldier. Is that Paul ? But the Lord is with them I Empty, indeed, in a human
Bonse was Naomi. Call me not Naomi, she said ; it lias lost its meaning. Life is no
longer pleasant. Cill me Mara, for life is bitter. True-hearted soul I She knew
that it was bittpr, indeed, though it was God's will ;

" for the Almighty iiith dealt very

bitterly with me." Very bitterly I And are we to cover over that ? Can we sing—
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'
' Tliy will is sweetest to me when
It triumphs at my cost " ?

We may sing it ; but it is hard to live it. It is glorious to believe in God at such

times at all, and to bow with the pain all through our hearts, and to say, "My
God."—W. M. S.

Ver. 22 ; iL 1—3.—Naomi's history may now be carried on in the light of thes*

texts.

I. Naomi is an ancestral pilgrim. Ancestor of whom ? Turn to Matt. i. 5,

and you will find in the genealogy of our Lord the name of Ruth. The earlier part

of that Divine life, how fresh and beautiful it is—the advent, the angels, the shep-

herds' songs 1 The mother, the first visit to the temple, the doctors I And beautiful

ministry too. Power wedded to mercy, miracles of healing, mighty deeds of love,

sermons amid the mountains and the cities. True I But stand here a moment It

is an early evening of life, I admit ; but it is evening. Do you see in the blue

distance One coming from the judgment hall ? Do you hear the vnld cry of the mob,
" Away with him 1 Away with him I Crucify him I Crucify hira I"? Do you mark the

crush of the crowd round one fallen form, who fainted beneath the burden of that cross

which he bore for us all ? Follow him on to the slopes, while Simon, the Cyrenian,

helps to bear his cross. The soldiers mock him. The crowd insult him. Tliey spat

upon him, they smote him with their hands, they buffeted him. And now his hands
and feet are nailed ; his pale face is bowed. Come nearer and gaze. Behold the

man 1 As the reapers asked, " Is this Naomi ? " so we ask, " Is this Jesus ? " Is this

he whose sweet face lay in the manger ? Is this he whose bright inquisitive face was
in the temple ? Is this he who passed the angels at heaven's high gate, and oa7ne to

earth, saying, " Lo I I come to do thy will, God." Yes I Bowed, bruised, broken
for us. The same Saviour, who now endures the cross, despising the shame. Well
may we wonder and adore 1 He saved others, himself he cannot—will not—save I

More beautiful now than in the stainless infancy of the Holy Child. More beautiful

now than when by the shores of GaUlee's lake, he spake words which mirrored heaven
more purely and clearly than those waters the gold and crimson of the sky. It is

the bowed, broken, forsaken, suffering, dying Lord that moves the world's heart.

He knew it. all In that hour, when his soul was made an offering for sin, he, being
lifted up, had power to draw all hearts unto him. Is this Naomi? Well might
angels ask, Is this the eternal Son of the Father ? Is this he of whom the Almighty
said, "He is my fellow." Is this he to whom command was given, Let all the
angels of God worship him ? Yes I It is he. It is finished. " Lift up your heads,

ye gates, and be ye lift up, ye everlasting doors, and the King of glory shall

come in."

II. Naomi is a provided-for pilgrim. Back to Bethlehem ; but how to live ?

how to find the roof-tree that should shelter again ? She knew the Eternal's name,
" Jehovah-Jireh," the Lord will provide. A kinsman of her husband's, a mighty
man of wealth, lived there: of the family of Elimelech ; his name was Boaz. We
must not mind criticism when we talk of chance, or happening. The Bible does.

It is simply one way of stating what seems to us accidental ; although in reality we
know that the least secrets are in the good hand of him " to whom is nothing trivial.*

Ruth wants to glean I And Naomi says. Go, my daughter ;
" and her hap—her

chance—was to light on the part of a field belonging imto Boaz.'' We know that
the same old love story, which is new in every generation begins again ; so Boaz
took Ruth, and she was his wife. So that a new home begins, and a smile plays
through the tears of the lonely widow. Naomi has some human light again in her
landscape ; she will see the children's children, and take them by the hand into the
couajng barley-harvests; she will have some appropriate hopes and joys and interest*

still. Life to her will not be desolate, because she has still a God above her and a
world around her to call forth interest and hope. Her sorrow was not greater than
she could bear, and the summer over, even autumn had its tender beauties before
life's winter came. So it ever is. Trust in tlie Lord, and you shall never want
any good thing. Believe still in your Savio ir, and provided for you will be with
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all weapons of fence, all means of consolation, all prosperity' that shall not harm
your soul. So true, then, is the Bible to the real facts of human life. It is not a

book of gaiety, for life is real and earnest, and its associations are mortal and mut-
able. It consecrates home joy, and yet reminds us that every garden has its grave,

every dear union its separation. But, on the other hand, there are no utterances of

unbearable grief, or unmitigated woe. It says ever to us, Jehovah-Jireh, the Lord
will provide. And the facts of experience in every age endorse its truth. As
the snows hide flowers even in the Alps, so beneath all our separations and sorrows

there are still plants of the Lord, peace, and hope, and joy, and rest in him. Blessed,

indeed, shall we be if we can rest in the Lord, and wait patiently for him. We,
too, shall all change. Time and sorrow will write their experiences on our brow.

There will be hours in which we feel like Naomi, empty, oh 1 so empty. The cup
of affection poured out on the ground, the forest without its songsters, the garden
without its flowers, the home without its familiar faces. We shall see these pictures

every day, and wonder, more and more, how any hearts can do without a Brother

and a Saviour in Jesus Christ. But if character be enriched and trained, all is well
;

for this very end have we had Divine discipline, and the Lord will perfect that which
concerneth us for the highest ends of eternal life in him. The baptism with which
our Lord was baptised changed his face, altered his mien, enlarged even his Divine

experience. He was made " perfect through suffering," and became the Author of

eternal salvation to all who trust in him. Coming back even to Bfethlehem is only

for a season. As Naomi returns, nature alone remains the same ; the blue roller-bird

would flash for a moment across her path, the music of the turtle-dove remind her

of the melody of nature in her childhood ;—the peasant garb would tell her of the

old imchanged ways ; and the line of hills against the sky would remind her that the

earth abideth for ever. But for her there was a still more abiding country, where
Elimelech, like Abraham, lived, and where Mahlon and Chilion waited for the

familiar face that had made their boyhood blessed. And so we wait. The redemp-
tion we celebrate here is a passover, a memorial of deliverance and a prophecy of

home. Home where sorrow and sighing, night and death, will flee away ; where,

no longer pilgrims, we shall no more go out, and where the worn face and the

weary heart shall be transfigured into the immortal life.—W. M. S.

Ver. 21. "I went out full, and the Lord hath brought me home again empty."
It seemed, indeed, a via dolorosa, this path homeward. How expressive the

words.

I. LovK MAKES LIFE FULL. Why, I thought they went out poor ? Yes. Seeking

bread ? Yes. Yet Naomi's description is true and beautiful. We are " full " when
we have that which makes home, home indeed, and we are poor if, having all wealth

of means, we have not love. Well, indeed, has it been said that " the golden

moments in the stream of life rush past us, and we see nothing but sand ; the angels

come to visit us, and we only know them when they are gone." We never know how
empty life is till the loved are lost to us.

II. The Lord is the Disposer of all events. " The Lord hath brought me home."
We talk of Providence when aJi goes well with us, when the harvests are ripened, and
the fruits hang on the wall. But we must not limit Providence to the pleasant. The
Lord " takes away " as well as gives. It is said that, in the order of reading at the

family altar, when the late John Angell James was about to conduct worship after

a severe bereavement, the Psalm to be read was the hundred and third. The good
man stopped, tears rolled down his face ; and then, gathering up his strength,

he said, " Why not? It is the Father 1 " and he read on, " Bless the Lord, my
Boul I

"

III. The fullest home may soon be emptied. Yesl We too should feel it •o.

A husband and two sons gone I What converse there had been ! what interest in each
otlior's pursuits I what affectionate concern for each other's weal and happiness I and
wliat a wealth of love for Naomi, the centre of all 1 We feel at such seasons that

death would be bloKsed relief for iis. The tiiouglit conies across us, "I have got to

live
;
" to live on from day to day, attending to tlie minutia? of duty, and coming hers

and there so often on the little relics of the dead. Home again I That has music iii
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it for the school-children, who come back to the bright home ; but to the widow, oh,

how different I Home again, but how empty I Yet we may learn, even from Naomi,

that rest and refreshment come to hearts that trust in God their Saviour ; and we

may learn too what mistakes we make. Naomi said, "Why call ye me Naumi, seeing

that the Lord hath testified against me?" Natural enough; but life waa Btill

to have a pleasant side for her.—W. M. S.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER II. 1—9.

It ifl by way of introduction to the re-

maining narrative that the ^vriter says

—

Ver. 1.—And Naomi had, on her husband's

side, a friend. The C'tib reading UTO
(absolute Vl^D) is much to be preferred to

the K'ri VTlD. But WTD L<« ambiguous in

import. It primarily means knovm, well-

knovm, acquainted, an acquaintance (see

Job xix. 14 ; Ps. Iv. 13 ; Ixxxviii. 8, 18).

But as intimate acquaintances, especially in

a primitive and comparatively unwelded state

of society, are generally found within the

circle of kinsfolk, the word may be used,

and is here used, in reference to a kinsman.
The Vulgate translates it consan/juineus.

The translation is interpretatively correct

;

but the original term is less definite, and
hen le, in virtue of the ambiguity, there is not

absolute redundancy in the appended clause,

of the family or dan of Ehmelech. This

friend of Naomi on her husband's side is

said, in King James's version, to be a mighty
man of wealth. But the expression so

rendered lias, in the very numerous passages

in which it occurs, a conventional import
that stretches out in a different and nobler

direction. It is the expression that is so

frequently translated " a mighty man of

valour" (see Josh. i. 14 ; vi 2 ; viii., 3 ; x.

7 ; Judges vi 12 ; xL 1, &c.). In only one
other passage is it rendered as it is by King
James's translators in the passage before us,

viz. , in 2 Kings xv. 20. There it is correctly

80 translated, interpretatively. Here there

seems to be a leaning in the same direction,

and yet it is not strongly pronounced. Cassel,

however, takes the other cue, and translates
" a valiant hero." " Probably," says he, " he
had distinguished himself in the conflicts of

Israel with their enemies." The expression

originally means "strong in strength"
{ivvaroQ iaxi't, Sept. ), but is ambiguous in

consequence of the many-sided import of the

latter word b^U, which means originally,

either stren/jth, and then valour; or, clan-
nishfollow i7ig (see Raabe), and then military
host, or force, or forces ; also, faculty or

ability, and then, as so often "answering
all things," riches or wealth. The idea of
the writer seems to be that the friend of the

widow's husband wag a ttrong and substan-
tial yeoman. He was of the family or clan
of Elimelech. The word family is conven-
tionally too narrow, and the word clan too

broad, to represent the import of nnst^D aa

here used. The idea intended lies some-
where between. And his name was Boaz.
The root of this name is not found, appar-
ently, in Hebrew, as was supposed by the
older philologists, and hence its essential

idea is as yet undetermined. Raabe finds its

original form in the Sanscrit bhuvanti,
which yields the idea of prosperotisness.

Ver. 2.—And Ruth the Moabitess said to

Naomi, Let me go, I pray thee, to the corn-
fields, that I may glean among the ears
after whosoever shall show me favour. In
modem style one would not, in referring, at

this stage of the narrative, to Ruth, deem it

in the least degree necessary or advantageous
to repeat the designation "the Moabitess."
The repetition is antique, and calls to mind
the redundant particularisation of legal

phraseology — "the aforesaid Ruth, the
Moabitess." She was willinjr and wishful

to avail herself of an Israelitish privilege

accorded to the poor, the privilege of glean-

ing after the reapers in the harvest-fields

(see Levit. xix. 9 ; xxiii 22 ; Dent. xxiv.

19). Such gleaning was a humiliation to

those who had been accustomed to give

rather than to get. But Ruth saw, in the

pinched features of her mother-in-law, that
there was now a serious difliculty in keeping
the wolf outside the door. And hence,
although there would be temptation in the

step, as well as humiliation, she resolved to

avail herself of the harvest season to gather
as large a store as possible of those nutritious

cereals which form the staff of life, and
which they would grind for themselves in

their little handmill or quern. She said,

with beautiful courtesy, " Let me go, I pray
thee ; " or, "I wish to go, if you will j)lease

to allow me." Such is the force of the
peculiar Hebrew idiom. " There is no place,"

says Lawson, "where our tongues ought to

be better governed than in our own houses."

To the cornfields. Very literally, "to the
field." It is the language of townspeople
when referring to the land round about th«
to^vn that was kept under tillage. It wa.
not customary to separate cornfield from
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cornfield by means of walls and hedges. A
simple furrow, with perhaps a stone here

an<l there, or a small collection of stones,

sufficed, as in S\ritzerland at the present

day, to distinjruish the patches or portions

that belonired to different proprietors. Hence

the singular word field, as comprehending

the sum-total of the adjoining unenclosed

ground that had been laid down in grain.

"Though the gardens and vineyards," says

noratio B. Hackett, " are usually surrounded

by a stone wall or hedge of prickly pear, the

grain-fields, on the contrary, though they

belong to different proprietors, are not separ-

ated by any enclosure from each other.

The boundary between them is indicated by
heaps of small stones, or sometimes by single

upright stones, placed at intervals of a rod

or more from each other. This is the ancient

landmark of which we read in the Old

Testament" ('Illustrations of Scripture,' p.

110), The worded in Hebrew, Dnb', de-

notes radically, not so much plain, as

plimghed land (see Eaabe's ' Closer '). In

English there is a slightly varied though
corresponding idiom lying at the base of the

Teutonic term in use. A field (German Feld)

is a clearance, a place where the trees of the

original forest have been felled. The ex-

pression, that I may glean ' among ' the

ears, proceeds on the assumption that Ruth
did not expect that she would "make a

clean sweep ' of all the straggled ears. There

might likely be other gleaners besides her-

self, and even though there should not, she

could not expect to gather alL After who-
soever shall show me favour. A peculiarly

antique kind of stracture in the original

;

" after whom I shall find favour in his eyes,"

Ruth speaks as if she thought only of one

reaper, and he the proprietor. She, as it

were, instinctively conceives of the labourers

as "hands." And she said to her, Go, my
daughter. Naomi yielded ; no doubt at first

reluctantly, yet no doubt also in a spirit of

grateful admiration of her daughter-in-law,

who, when she could not lift up her circum-

stances to her mind, brought down her mind
to her circumstances.

Ver. 3.—Ruth, having obtained the con-

sent of her mother-in-law, went, and came,
and gleaned in the field after the reapers.

That is, she "went forth," viz., from the

city, "and came to the cornfields, and
gleaned." "There are some," says Law.son,

whose virtue and indu-stry lie only in their

tongues. They say, and do not. 1 >ut Ruth
was no less dili;rent in business than wise

in resolution." The later Jews had a set of

fanta-stic bye-laws concerning gleaning, de-

tailed by Maimonides. One of them was,

that if only one or two stalks fell from the

sickle or hand of the reaper, these should l)e

left lying for the gleaners ; but if three stalks

I fell, then the whole of them belonged to the

I
proprietor (see Carpzov's 'Colle^nnm Rab-

I binico-Biblicum,' p. 242). Happily for Ruth,
her steps were so ordered that the field which
she entered as a gleaner belonged to Elime-
lech's kinsman, Boaz. And it so happened,
runs the story, that it was the portion of

the fields that belonged to Boaz, who was
of the kindred of Elimelech.

Ver. 4.—On the very day that the Moab-
itess entered on her gleaning, Boaz, in ac-

cordance with his wont, as a good and wise

master, visited his harvest-field. And, be-

hold, Boaz came from Bethlehem. Tlie

law of kindness was on hi.s lips ; and while
benevolence was beaming from his couiiten-

ance, piety was mlinor witliin his heart.

He said to the reapers, Yahveh be with
you ! And they said to him, Yahveh bless

thee ! Courtesy met courtesy. It is a
charming scene, and we may reasonably as-

sume that there was reality in the saluta-

tion.?. Such ci%'ilities of mtercourse between
proprietors and their labourers are still, says

Dr. "W. iL Thomson, common in the East
"The Lord be with you/ is merely the

Allah m'akum/ of ordinary parlance ; and
80 too the response, Tli€ Lord bless thet!"
(' The Land and the Book,' p. 648). :Modem
Moslems are particular in the matter of

salutations. " Abuhurairah reports that he
heard Mohammed say, You vnll not enter

i-nZo paradise urdil you have faith, and you
trill not complete yourfaith until you iov«

one another, and that w shown by m"l:irig

sal'xam to friends and strangers ' (Kitto's
' Bible niustrations,' in loc.),

Ver. 5.—And Boaz said to the young
man who was set over the reapers. Whose
is that young woman T His eye had been
instantaneously arrested by the handsome
stranger. Perhaps, as Jarchi remarks, he
took note of the modest and graceful carriage

of her person while she picked up indus-

triously the straggled stalks. It is too

Rabbinic, however, and artificial, finical,

bizarre, to suppose with the same Jewish
annotator that Boaz would notice with

admiration that, while she picked up zeal-

ously all available couples of stalks, she left

the triplets in the field unajipropriated

!

The question which he put to the overseer

is not who but whose is that young womanf

She had not the gait or air of an ordinary

Eauper, and hence he wonden d if she could

elong to any of the families in Bethlehem.

Ver. 6.—And the young man who was
set over the reapers replied and said. She

is a Moabitish young woman who returned

with Naomi from the land of Moab. The
young man had already received, no doubt

from her own lips, particulars regarding the

attractive straiiper. Instead of the free

definitive rendering of Lather and King
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James's Englisli rersion, "the Moabitish

damsel," it is better, vrith ilichaelis, "Wright,

Raabe, to adhere to the original indefinite-

neas, "a Moabitish maiden." Note the

Zensmatic use of the word returned as

applied here, as well as in ch. L 22, not only

to Naomi, but also to Ruth. It is thus
used on the same Zeusrmatic principle as the
word die in Gen. ilviL 19: "Wherefore
shall we die before thine eyes, both we and
our landf"

Ver. 7.—The steward continues his account

of Ruth, She had respectfully solicited

leave to glean. She said, Let me glean, I

pray thee, and gather in bundles aiter the

reapers. The expression, "and gather in

bundles," is in Hebrew D^TCri 'riSDSI,

and is rendered in King James's version, aa

also by Coverdale, Tremellius, Castellio,

Luther, Michaelis, "and gather among" or

"beside the sheaves," But such a request

on the part of Ruth would seem to be too

bold, the more especially as we find Boaz
afterwards giving instructions to the young
men to allow her, without molestation, to

glean "even between the sheaves" (ver.

15). Hence Pagnin's free version is to be
preferred, "and gather bundles" {et eongre-

gaho manipuhs). Carpzov pleads for the
same interpretation, and translates thus

:

" Let me, I pray thee, glean, and collect the
gleanings into bundles " {coIUijam obseero

8pi/;ai, coUectasque accumidem in mani-
nulos). Montanus too adopts it, and Raabe
likewise {und sammele zu Haufen). The
steward praises Ruth's industry. And she
came, and has remained ever since the
morning until just now. She had worked
diligently, with scarcely any intermission,

from early morning. Drusius says that the
following expression, rendered in King
James's version that she tarried a little in

the house, occasioned him critical torture

(locus hie et dill et acriter me torsit).

Coverdale also had been inextricably per-
plexed. He renders it, "And within a litel

whyle she wolde have bene gone home
agayne." The word hou^s troubled these

and many other interpreters, as if the refer-

ence were to Naomi's dwelling-house in the
town. The reference, however, is evidently
to a temporary hut, shed, tent, or booth
erected in the harvest-field for the siesta of
the workers, and the accommodation of the
master, when he was visiting bv dav, or

exercising supervision by night. We would
translate the clause thus—" Her resting at

the hut (has been) little." Her siesta in

Sie ihade of the hut was but brief. She felt

as if she could not afford a long repose.

Ver. 8.—And Boaz said to Ruth. "We are

to suppose that Boaz, having communicated
with his overseer, and having given some
instructions to his reapers, and likewise to

the young women who bound the reaped
com into sheaves, moved onward to thrt

place where Ruth, keeping modestly far in

the rear, was gleaning. He entered into
conversation with her, and, among other
things, said to her, Hearest thou not, my
daughter 1 A grave antique way of drawing
special attention to what is about to follow.

"My daughter" is a fatherly expression,

appropriate on the part of an elderly person
when addressing a young woman. Do not
go to glean in the other field. Pointing, no
doubt, as he spoke, to a ' parcel ' of adjoin-

ing fields, belonging to a neighbour pro-
prietor. Boaz's interest and sympathy went
out strong, all at once, toward the daughter-
in-law of his deceased relative. His heart
was smitten with admiration for the modest
and fascinating widow. He said further to
her, as he walked on along with her in the
direction of the reapers, and also do not
pass on hence. The expression is not a
redundant repetition of the preceding utter-

ance. It was intended, apparently, to direct

Ruth to a particular line of gleaning-ground,
probably right behind the sheaf-binders,
which it would be advantageous for her to

occupy. He would point it out with his

hand. And so keep close by my young
women. Their proximity would give the
stranger a feeling of security, and her near-

ness to them in their work would be rnani*

festly for her benefit

Ver. 9.—Boaz continues his talk, led on
by an interest that was, probably, surprising

to himself Let thine eyes be om the field

which they are reaping. He feels increas-

ingly anxious concerning the fascinating

stranger, and gives her excellent counseL
" Let not thine eyes be wiled away, wander-
ingly, from the work on which thou art so

praiseworthily engaged." And go thon bo-
hind ' them. ' The reference is not to the
same parties, who are indeterminately spoken
of in the preceding clause—"which 'they'
are reaping." A determinate feminine pro-
noun makes it evident that the reference is

to the maidens, who wero working in the
rear of the reapers (jn^^QS post eas). Have
not I charged the young men not to touch
thee ! A fine euphemistic injunction ; that
was best obeyed, however, when most liter-

ally construed. And when thou thirstest,

go to the jars, and drink of whatever the
young men may draw. Most likely it would
be from the well that was '

' by the gate " of

the city that the young men would draw

—

tbat very well of which her illustrious

dcseeudant, King David, spake, when he
"longed, and said, that one would give

me drink of the water of the well in Bethle-

hem, which is bv the gate " (see 2 Sara,

xxiii. 14, 15 ; 1 Chron. xi 17, 18). When
the water was drawn by the young men.
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then the maidens woiJd carry the filled

jars upon their heads to the resting-place.

Gleaners could not be expected to get the

freedom of the water which was thus so

laboriously drawn, and then fatiguingly

carried from a distance. But Boaz made
Euth free, and thus conferred on her a dis-

tinguishing privilege, that must have been
at once most acceptable and most valuable.

Till- \'iiIi.Mic renders tlie last clause too

fively —"of which the young men ' drink.'
"

The familiar well referred to "appears,"

says Dean Stanley, "close by the gate" ol

the town ('Sinai and Palestine,' p. 163X
Yet not very close. "It is," says Dr. John
Wilson, " less than half a mile distant from
the present village, and is in a rude enclo-

sure, and consists of a large cistern with
several small apertures" ('Lands of the
Bible,' vol. L p. 890). Dr. Wilson has no
doubt of its identity, though Dr. Robinson
hesitated to come to the same conclusion
(' Researches,' voL ii p. 158).

H0MILETIC8.

Vers. 1

—

9.— The harvest-field. Ruth was eageb to wobk (see ver. 2). 1. Woik
is honourable ; it is wholesome ; inspiriting too ; the best antidote to ennui. If not
immoderate, nothing is so efficacious in giving full development to man's physique ;

nothing is so potent to put reins upon passions, and a curb on the tendency to morbid
imaginations. All great men and women have been diligent workers. Jesus worked.
He who is his Father and ours "worketh hitherto." 2. Ruth di(l not hesitate to

stoop to very lowly work. She was willing and wishful to glean in the harvest-fields

(see ver. 2). She humbled herself, and was free from the pride which goes before a
tall. She "descended ascendingly." It was in the school of adversity that she had
been taught. All honest work is honourable. Dignity is lent to the humblest labours

when they are undertaken in a spirit of magnanimity. 3. Ruth expressed her wish
to her mother-in-law, and solicited her approval. " Let me go, I pray thee, to the

cornfields, that I may glean among the ears after whosoever shall show me favour"
(ver. 2). The request was put in a beautifully deferential way. Nowhere is courtesy
so precious as in the home. It is comely when displayed by juniors to seniors. It

is charming when displayed by seniors to juniors. 4. Naomi yielded to Ruth's request,

and said, " Go, my daughter.' But we may be sure that it would cost her a pang
to give her consent. The tears would start as she turned aside and said. '' Is it come
to this ? " of it. 6. " A Divinity " was " shaping Ruth's ends," and leading her by a

way she knew not. She was unconsciously led, as if by a guardian angel sent forth

to minister, until she liuhted on a field belonging to Boaz, a near kinsman of her
own. " And she went forth, and came to the cornfields, and gleaned, and it so

happened that it was the portion of the fields that belonged to Boaz, who was of the
kindred of Elimelech" (ver. 3). While the Divinity was thus " shaping her ends " for

her, she was herself, to the utmost of her little ability, busy in " rough-hewing them."
God's agency does not supersede man's, nor does man's supersede God'B. Each of
us should be able to say, " My Father worketh hitherto, and so do /."

Boaz enters on the scene. 1. He had somo preparation for the part he was
about to act in the nearness of his relationship to Elimelech. In the absence of
infinite comprehensiveness, it is right, as well as natural, for friends to take a special

interest in friends. 2. Though not a "husband," he was a " husbandman." He had
a house, and was a house-hand. He was likewise conspicuous for good husbandry.
He was in some respects a model husbandman. Note his habit of personal inspec-
tion and superintendence (see ver. 4, and ch. iii.3). Nute his courtesy to his workers
as he passed along :

" Yahveh be with you I
" (ver. 4). Note the hearty response

which his courtesy elicited from his men: " Yahveh bless thee/" Note his habit of
making inquiries of his overseer in reference to the state of his affairs (ver. 6). 8.

In position he was a substantial yeoman (ver. 1). Stout in person, we may suppose.
Stout in principle. Substantial in those resources that make wealth contribute to

toeoL 4. The reason of liis loneliness at home is not hinted at. Perhaps some great
sorrow lay buried in his breast; perhaps some bright, sylph-like form lay buried in

the grave. 6. He was now, as regards years, an elder in Bethlehem. Most likely all

hopr* of n b'-^-lifeped Imme bad been for long lying dormant in liis spirit. As to his

age. It inny In- inferred from tlie fatlierly way in which he addressed Buth: " Heare«t
thou, my daughter t " (ver. 8).
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BoAZ AND Ruth. 1. Scarcely had Boaz entered his field, when his eye was
arrested by the vision of an elegant and beautiful gleaner, altogether unlike all the
rest whom he saw in his field, or had ever seen before. He said to his steward,
" Whose younff woman is this? " 2. His question was answered, and other inform-
ation of a highly satisfactory description was communicated. The young woman
was a Moabite, who had accompanied home Naomi, her unfortunate mother-in-law
(ver. 6). She had, with unwonted respectfulness, solicited liberty to glean. " She
said. Let me glean, I pray thee, and gather in bundles, after the reapers " (ver. 7).

She had been peculiarly diligent since early morning. " She came, and has remained
ever since the morning, till just now " (ver. 7). Nor had she availed herself much
of the siesta-booth. " Her resting at the hut has been little " (ver. 7). She seemed
to grudge every moment that was not devoted to work. 3. Having obtained this

information, Boaz wended his way to Ruth, speaking to the young men as he passed.

When he came up to her, he was at once thrilled with admiration. He expressed to

her his desire that she should continue on his fields all through the harvest season.
*' Hearest thou not, my daughter ? Go not to glean on other fields." He showed her,

moreover, where she could glean to the best advantage. " Pass not on hence ; keep
close by my young women." He informed her that, in passing along, he had enjoined
the young men not to annoy her. " Have I not charged the young men not to

touch thee ? " He added that she was to be sure to make full use of the water that
was drawn by the young men, and carried to the field by the maidens. " When
thou art thirsty, go to the jars, and drink of what the young men have drawn " (ver.

9). In all this we see the oeginning of the reward which was, in the providence of
God, conferred on noble, self-surrendering, self-sacrificing Ruth. The heart of Boaz
was moving toward her. The blessing of the Most High was descending on her.

So, in one form or another, will it descend on all who, in their diflEerent spheresj

carry with them, according to the measure of their capacity, the spirit that, in beau-
tiful activity, stirred and heaved within the heart of the Moabitish gleaner.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ch. i. 22 ; ii. 3.

—

The gleaner. Bethlehem, " the house of bread," was famous for
the pastures of its hills, and for the rich cornfields in its fertile valleys. The
barley-harvest usually happened in April, and it was then that Naomi and Ruth
returned to the village of Judah with which their names are associated. The Mosaic
law sanctioned the practice of gleaning, commanded that the produce of the fields

and vineyards should not be wholly removed, but that a portion should be left "for
the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow." Ruth had, therefore, a right to glean.

I. Ruth's gleaning indicates THE POVEBTY OF HER condition. None but the
necessitous would undertake such an occupation. Naomi and she must indeed have
returned empty. In our land, and in our days, happily for the poor, there is always
more remunerative work to be had by the industrious poor than this, which accord-
ingly has, with the growing prosperity of the country, almost dropped out of use.

II. Ruth's ABSENCE OF PRIDE is Very apparent. The family into which she had
married had owned some of the adjoining land ; but in changed circumstances she was
not too proud to mingle with the gleaners, and in lowly guise to gather ears of corn.

III. We cannot but admire Ruth's virtuous industry. Boaz afterwards said, in
praise of her conduct, "Thou followedst not young men." She chose a blameless,
though laborious, life. An example to all to avoid dependence, and to cultivate the
habit of self-reliance and diligence.

IV. Remark Ruth's filial love. She worked not only for herself, but for her
mother-in-law, and found a pleasure in supporting her.

V. Success attends Ruth's honest toil. She gathered barley with her hands ; special
favour was shown to her ; a friend was raised up to assist her

;
prosperity crowned

her efforts. " Thy bread shall be given thee, and thy water shall be sure."—T.

Ver. 3.

—

Her hap. Words could hardly be more suggestive than these. They
may be applied to circumstances in the life of every one of us. There have been
turning-points in our history ; we took one path rather than another, and with results

BUTE. D
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(as we now see) how momentous to ourselves ! So was it with Ruth of Moab, the
gleaner.

I. Many op cub actions are perfohmed withoot any thought or intention
BEGARDiNG THKIR RESULTS. In ordinary aflPaire how often do we decide and act
without any special sense of the wisdom of one course rather than another ! And
there are positions in which our choice seems quite immaterial. It seemed of little

consequence in which field this young foreigner, this friendless widow, went to glean
a few ears of barley. So is it often with us. Shall we go to such a place ? shall

we pay such a visit? shall we form such an acquaintance? shall we read such a
book ? shall we venture on such a remark? shall we write such a note?

II. Unforeseen and important issues may depend upon casual actions. Though
it seemed of little consequence in which field Ruth gleaned, "Aer hap was to light

on a part of the field belonging unto Boaz," and from this fact sprang results of
the greatest importance. " Her hap " determined her marriage, her wealth, her
happiness and that of her mother-in-law, her union with Israel, her motherhood, her
position as an ancestress of David and of Christ. In such seemingly insignificant

causes originate the most momentous issues. Thus oftentimes it comes to pass that
family relationsliips are formed, a professional career is determined ; nay, religious

decision may be brought about, life-work for Christ may be appointed, eternal destiny
ifl affected.

Lessons:—1. Regard nothing as insignificant. 2. Look out fon, and follow, the
leadings of Divine providence. 3. " In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall

direct thy paths 1
"—T.

Ver. 4.

—

Salutations. It is a pleasant picture of old-world life among the ancient
Hebrews, this of the " mighty man of wealth " coming down from his house to his

cornfields to watch the work of the reapers, the progress of the harvest. Boaz seems
to have lived on friendly terms with those in his employment, and to have taken an
interest in them and in their toils. A lesson for all masters and emploj'ers of labour.

And how picturesque the scene when the proprietor meets his labourers, and they
exchange the customary greeting of the East, sanctified by Hebrew piety I Saluta-

tions are

—

I. Sanctioned by Scriptural usage. E. g. When the mower filleth his hand,
and he that bindeth sheaves his bosom, *' they which go by say, The blessing of
the Lord be upon you : we bless you in the name of the Lord 1

" (Ps. cxxix.). JS. g.
Angels are represented as greeting those they are commissioned to visit. Gideon was
saluted thus: "The Lord is with thee;" and Mary thus :

" Hail, highly favoured
one I the Lord is with thee." E- g. Christ himself was wont to greet his disciples,

Baying, " Peace be with you !
" E. g. The apostles closed their letters with greetings

and benedictions. "The Lord of peace himself give you peace always by all means:
the Lord be with you all I

"

II. Founded upon Divinely-implanted principles of human natdrk. They
presume our social existence and nature. They imply sympathy. They express
friendly and benevolent feelings.

III. CoNDunvE 10 the easy and pleasant intercourse of human society. We
»I1 feel the influence of courteous address, polite expressions, and the minor benevo-
lences of life. Christians should not be offended or contemptuous when well-mean-
ing persons accost them with hand-shaking and minute inquiries after health, &c.

;

if well meant, courtesies should be kindly accepted.

IV. In the case of pious persons, expressive of prayerful wishes fob good.
How many of our common salutations have their origin in piety and prayer I So, in

the text. The Lord he with you I The Lord bless thee I So with such phrases as,

Adieu 1 Good-bye I Good morning I God bless you I Farewell I They all convey a
desire, a prayer. Let our salutations be sincere, and let our language and oir
conduct prove that they are so.—T.

Vers. 5—14.

—

Filial piety and fidelity recognised and recompensed. As "th«
whole city was moved " at Naomi's return, it is not surprising that the foreman over
the reapers was able to answer the inquiry of Boas—" Whose damsel is this ?

"
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Though Boaz had not seen her before, he knew her story, and was evidently pleased
to meet her. His judgments were just, his feelings were appropriate, his huiguage
was considerate, his conduct was generous. The character of Boaz cominands oui
respect ; and his treatment of Ruth, from beginning to end, was not only blameless,

it was admirable. As we follow the simple and interesting narrative, we observe

—

I. Filial piety awakening interest. The beauty of the Moabitess, though in
complexion or figure she was " not like imto one of the handmaidens " of Boaz, her
modest demeanour and graceful movements, all excited remark and admiration ; but,
probably, had he not known of her coming back with Naomi, and of all she had done
unto her mother-in-law, he would not have addressed her. His interest expressed
it«elf in kindly language and treatment, such as were very suitable in the circum-
stances. In ver. 11 Boaz acknowledges, in appreciative language, her disinterested
devotion.

II. Filial piety prompts an observer's fervent prayer. In ver. 12 Boaz is

recorded to have said, " The Lord recompense thy work, and a full reward be given
thee of the Lord God of Israel, under whose wings thou art come to trust." Who
can contemplate a hfe of self-sacrifice, of affectionate devotion and service, without
asking God to reward it with a recompense not in man's power to bestow ? No
prayers are purer and more effectual than those presented for a devoted, dutiful,
affectionately ministering daughter I

III. Filial piety secures a generous and practical becompense. Boaz was so
gratified by what he heard of Ruth's conduct, and what he observed in her bearing
and language, that he became the agent of Providence in rewarding her excellence.
He bade her abide in his fields ; he charged the young men to treat her with respect

;

he bade her take with welcome of the water, the wine, the bi-ead, and the parched
corn provided for the reapers. She found favour in his sight, and he comforted her
by his friendly words.

Lesson:—Divine providence does not overlook human virtue. Not that man has
merit before God ; but the fruits of the spirit are pleasing to the Giver of the Spirit.

And God will raise up ministers of recompense for tho comfort of his faithful

children I—T.

Ver. 4.—" The Lord be with you. And they answered him. The Lord bless

thee." Nothing is more beautiful in national history than good feeling between
masters and men. Religion alone can inspire this feeling. It fails before mere
expediency, and can only be secured by mutual dependence on God and on each
other.

I. The living Presence. The Lord with us means courage and consolation

—

courage to face difficulty, and consolation in all times of depression and dishearten-

ment. Christ has given us his own gracious promise, " Lo, I am with you alway, even
unto the end of the world."

II. The harvest toil. "Said unto the reapers." It is hard work everywhere in

the glaring heat to put in the sickle, and to gather up the sheaves. We may learn

from the spectacle the blessed lesson of our duty in relation to others. Let us try

to cheer and inspire. Some are full of cold indifference, and others of critical com-
plaint. We little know what a word of cheer does for others. Blame makes the

hands hang down, and quenches that music of the heart which makes work pleasant

and successful. Encouragement is like fi-esh strength to weary hearts.

III. The kind response. The benediction of Boaz awakens a corresponding bene-
diction from the reapers. The harp answers to the hand that sweeps it. Men are

to us very much what we are to them. " The Lord bless thee." We need never
despair of this reward. Love begets love. Confidence begets confidence. Blessing

awakens blessing. This is what we long and pray for—cessation of war between
^apital and labour, and mutual benediction.— W. M. S.

Ver. 7.—" I pray thee let me glean." In rural life no sight is pleasanter than the

hour when the gleaners come in and " gather after the reapers among the sheaves."

It !)e8peak8 "something to spare." It is like the "commons" or the grass b}- th«

roadside for the poor man's cattle. We all like the spectacle of plenty ; we all Uk«
d2
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the consciuusnesa that the overflowings of the cup of plenty are to be tasted bj
otliers

I. TucEK 18 woBK FOR THE HUMBLEST TO DO. We may not be permitted to take a

leading part even in God's great harvest-field, but we can all do something. We can

glean words of comfort to carry to the bedsides of the sick and the homes of the

poor. We can glean in the fields of Scripture lessons for the little ones, and promises

for the broken-hearted- Thank God there is a place in the world for gleaners as well

as reapers.

II. Theee is work TO BE SOUGHT OUT. It is asked for. " I pray thee." How
many complain that no one finds a service for them. They are waiters and idlers

because no one gives them a commission, or secures them a suitable field. They wait

to be sought out, instead of saying, "Here am I, send me." They wait to be

besought, instead of beseeching for work. What a glorious day for the Church of

Christ everywhere when men seek for the honour of service.

III. All work demands perseverance. How constant Ruth is I
" She came, and

hath continued from the morning until now." How much spasmodic energy there

is ; how many ploughs are left mid-furrow ; how many begin and do not finish. It

is not genius that wins the goal, but plodding earnestness. Ye did run well, glean

well ; what doth hinder you ?—W. M. S.

EXPOSITION

CHAPTER II. 10—17.

"Ver. 10. — Rtrn did not seize the oppor-

tunity Tor liruaiiiiii; the hardship of the lot

to which she had been reduced, and which

now constrained her to undertake a species

of work which at one time she little an-

ticipated- With beautiftd humility and
moaesty, and in the profoundest gratitude,

she accepted wondcrinply the kindness of

Boaz. And she fell on her face. A rather

remarkahleexprcssion.pliysiologically viewed.

Her face was part of herself. How then

could she fall on it? It was part of that

which fell, and yet she is said to fall upon

(7V) it, as if it had been underneath the

self-hood that fell. It was what was under-

most as she bowed herself, so that the pres-

sure of the sum-total of the body fell on it

as she gracefully stooped. And prostrated

herself to the ground. Tims completing,

and doubtless in no sprawling or clumsy
way, her respectful olieisance. Her face

would be made, with a?sthetic delicacy of

movement, to touch the giound. Wherefore
have I found favour in thine eyes ! She
«"as suqirised, amazed, bewildered. So that
thou takest notice of me, and I a stranger

!

Boaz had done far more than merely t'l/ce

notice of her. But, with equal gratitude

and felicity, she specifies not the culminat-
ing acts of kindness, but the very first step

that her benefactor had taken. He began
by t'tking notice of her. There is an inter-

esting paranomasia in the two words ^3^"'?n

and n^")?JI. A foreigner, though unktiown,

»ni1 jnrt indeed because unknovm, is natur-
ally noffft and vnfirfd.

Ver. 11.— Boaz's interest and admiration

grew. And Boat answered and said to her,

It has been fully showed to me, all that

thou hast done t; wfid thy n'other-ir-law

since the death of thy husband ; aud that

thou hast left thy fatl er and thy mother,

and the land of thy nativity, and hast come
to a people whom heretofore thou knewest
not. When Boaz says, " It has been fully

showed to me," he probably refers to the

information wliich he had received from his

ovei-seer. The expression rendered "fully

showed " is a fine specimen of a very antique

idiom, shoued-showed (l^H 'l^.H). "Toward

thy mother-indaw." The preposition which
we render "toward" is literally "with,"
which, indeed, when laid side by side with

the Hebrew preposition, looks as if it were
organically identical {V\Vi=ieth. Compare

the old Hebrew etha with the Sanscrit itdh.

See Raabe's 'Glossar'). The expression

which we render "heretofore" is literally

"yesterday and the day before," a very

primitive way of representing time past.

It must have been like balm to the anxious

heart of Ruth to hear from the lips of such

a man as Boaz so hearty a "well-done."

"Ruth," says the venerable Lawson, "showed
no disposition to praise herself She did

not claim a right to glean from what she

had done for Kaomi, but wondered that

such kindness should be showed by Boaz to

her who was a stranger, and she hears the

voice of praise from the mouth of one whoss
commendations were a very great honour.

No saying was oftener in the mouth of Jesus

than this, He that exalteth himself shall bf

abased, and he that humbleth himself shaU

he exalted."
Ver. ^'2.—May Yahveh requite thy work,

and msy thy recompense be complete froa
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Tahveh God of Israel, to trust anf^er whose

wings tbou art coire. Alien(1y tlicre were

streaks of light shooting athwart IV\iz's

hoiizon. His very phraseology is getting

tipped ^vith unwonted beauty. He sees Euth

cowering trustfully under the outstretched

mngs of Him who is " good to all, and \y-hose

tender mercies are over all his works " in all

lands (see Ps. xcL 1—4). The metaphor,

says Fuller, "is borrowed from a hen, which,

wi'th her clucking, siunmons together her

straggling chickens, and then outstretcheth

the fan of her wings to cover them." " Who
would not," says TopseU, "forsake the

shadow of all the trees in the world to be

covered under ' sucli ' wings ?

"

Ver. 13.—May I continue to find favour,
"

sir, in thine eyes, for indeed thou hast

coin foi ted ma, and cheered the heart of

thine handmaid, and yet I have not the

position of one of thy maidens. To be one

of his maidens was, in her estimation, to be

in a most desirable condition. She could

not aspire to that. But as he had spoken

o graciously to her heart, and soothed its

son'ows, she trusted he would still befriend

her. XV^^J should not be rendered, with

the Vulgate, " I have found " {inveni) ; nor,

with Tremellius and Junius, "I find" (m-
venio) ; but, with Piscator, optatively, "may
I find" {ijiveniam), that is, "may I still

find, may I continue to find," So Luther,

Coverdale, and Michaelis. The courtesy-

expression, rendered in King James's version

"my lord" ^y^i^^ Mein-Herr or 31&n-

rieur), is used, as CarpzoT remarks, in "hu-
mility and civility."

Yer. 14.—And Boaz, at meal-time, said

to her. Come along hither. Luther, Cover-
dale, and King's James's English translators

took the expression "at meal-time" as part
of the report of Boaz's words : "And Boaz
said, At meal-tim^ come along hither."
But it is evidently to be taken, in accordance
with the Masoretic punctuation, as the his-

torical statement of the narrator : "At
meal-time, Boaz said. Come along hither."
At meal-time Boaz rejoined Ruth, and said

to her, "Come along hither." Then they
would walk along in company, till they
reached the siesta-hut And eat of the
bread, that is goin^, and dip thy morsel in
the vinegar, or the sour trine that was
quite a favourite beverage with out-door
workers. It had a peciuiarly cooling and
refreshing effect It corresponded to the
posca used by the Roman soldiery, and
would, according to circumstances and in-

dividual taste, be taken either " neat " or
dUot^ with water. And she sat by the
•ide of the reapers. Probably along with
the other young women, although the refer-

Moe to them ia accidentally overlapped by

the .spc if^ :;^tion of the malp worlc r=. And
he prepared for her a bunch of parched

com. t22>*'. is only conjecturally rendered

"reached" in King James's version, and by
many other translators. The rendering is

given under the leadership of the Chaldee

Paraphrast, who explains the word by t2''J'TS,

which is a pure Chaldee word for "reached"
But light is thrown on the old Hebrew word
by both Arabic and Sanscrit cognates, as

well as by the Septuagint version {i^ovviai).

It meant to bind into a bunch cr bunche»

(see Fiirst and Raabe), The word is illus-

trated by modem Oriental usage. Dr. W.
M. Thomson says, " Harvest is the time for

parched corn. It is made thus :—A quautity

of the best ears, not too ripe, are plucked

with the stalks attached. These are ried

into small parcels ; a blazing fire is kindled

with dry grass and thorn bushes, and the

corn-heads are held in it until the chaff ii

mostly burnt off. The grain is thus suffi-

ciently roasted to be eaten, and it is »

favourite article all over the country" ('The
Land and the Book,' p. 648). Mr. Legh, in

like manner, states, in ifa'^Michael's' Journey,

1819, that, travelling in harvest-time in the

country east of the Dead Sea, they one day
rested near some cornfields, "where one of

the Arabs, having plucked some green ears

of com, parched them for us by putting

them into the fire, and then, when roasted,

rubbing out the grain in his hands" (Kitto'a

' Pictorial Bible,' in loc. ). Sometimes, how-
ever, the parched com is otherwise prepared,

Dr. Robinson says, " In one field, as w»
approached Kubeibeh, nearly 200 reapers

and gleaners were at work ; the latter being

nearly as nrunerous as the foi-mer. A few

were taking their refreshment, and offered

us some of their 'parched com,' In the

season of harvest the grains cf wheat, not

yet fully dry and hard, are roasted in a pau
or on an iron plate, and constitute a very

palatable article of food. This is eaten with

bread, or instead of it Indeed, the use of it

is so common at this time amcn^- the labour-

ing classes, that this parched wheat is sold

in the markets ; and it was among our list

of articles to be purchased at Hebron for our

journey to Wady Musa, The Arabs, it was
said, prefer it to rice ; bat this we did not

find to be the case. ITie whole scene of the

reapers and gleaners, and their ' parched

com,' gave us a lively representation of the

story of Ruth and the ancient harvest-time

in the fields of Boaz " (' Biblical Researches,'

ToL ii p. 394, ed, 1841). Boaz had girea

Euth a End of Benjamin's portion of parched
com. She could not use it all And she
ate, and was satisfied, and left over. Care-

f^illy resenin?, Lo—ever, and " be^etinf
op *" the liberal gurplu&
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Ver. 15.—And she rose to glean : and
Boaz charged his young men, saying, Even
bet-neen tLe sheaves let her glean, and do

not affront her. 15oaz would probably thus

speak in the hearin^^of Ruth herself, so that,

without any fear of reproach, she might feel

free to take fuU advantage of the privilege

accorded her. Boaz wished her to gather a

large gleaning, no douht rightly conjecturing

that there must have been for some time

past but little superfluity in the larder of

Naomi. The space " between the sheaves,"

as distinguished from the spaces outside their

line, would probably be the part whither the

maidens conveyed their collected armfuls,

and where they bound them into sheaves.

It would thus be the place where there would

be the greatest numlier of 'waifs.' It would

also be the place in which unprincipled

gleaners might have the best opportunity

for stealing from the sheaves. Boaz felt

unbounded confidence in Ruth, and said to

the reapers, "Afifront her not," namely, hy
saying or insinuating anything to the effect

that she was either pilfering, on the one

hand, or making her.self too forward, on

the other. The Vulgate version completely

merges out of sight the poetic beauty and
tenderness of the injunction by rendering it

thus : "Do not hinder her."

Ver. 16.- And even of set purpose draw
out for her from the bundles, and leave

them, and let her glean them, and do not

find fault with her. His kindness grows as

he sees her, or speaks concerning her. He
gives additional injunctions in her favour,

Loth to the young men and to the maidens,

though the line of distinction between the

two sexes dips at times entirely out of sight.

^Vl.on the sheaf-makers had gathered an
armful of stalks, and there seemed to be so

clean a sweep that none were left behind,

then they were of set purpose {de indnstria)

to draw out some from the bunches or

bundles, and leave them lying. The act of

delilierate, as opposed to unintentional, draw-

ing, is expressed by the emphatic repetition

of the verb •1?'J'F)"7b'. The verb thus re-

peated was a puzzle to the older expositors,

inclusive of all the Hebrew commentators.

But comjtarative philology has clearly de-

termined its radical import, and thus illum-

inated its use in the pas.sage before ua. It

does not here mean " spoil," though that is

its usual signification. Nor can it mean " let

fall," as in King James's version. It means
draw out. Do not find fault with her.

The word is almost always rendered rebuke
in our English version ; but the force of

the proposition may be represented thus

:

"do not cliid« 'with' her." "It was,"
?sys Dr. AikIfpw Thomson, "a thoughtful
and delicate form of kinduesa to Ruth, thus

to increase her gleanings, and yet to make
them all appear the fruit of her own in-

dustry." "There are persons to be met
with in social life who, while possessing

the more solid qualities of moral excellence,

are singularly deficient in the more graceful.

They have honesty, but they have no
sensibility ; they have truth, but they ara

strangely wanting in tenderness. They are

distinguished by whatsoever things are just
and pure, but not by those which are lovely

and of good report. You have the marble
column, but you have not the polish or the
delicate tracery on its surface

;
you have the

rugged oak, but you miss the jasmine or the
honeysuckle creeping gracefully around it

from its roots. But the conduct of Boaz, as

we stand and hear him giving these direc-

tions to his reapers, proves the compatibility

of those two forms of excellence, and how
the strong and the amiable may meet and
harmonise in the same rfsharacter. Indeed,

they do always meet in the highest forms of

moral greatness" ('Studies on the Book of

Ruth,' pp. 119, 120).

Ver. 17.—And she gleaned in the field

until the evening, and beat out what she
had gleaned, and it was about an ephah
of barley. Gathering together her vavioua

sheaves, lots, or bundles (see ver. 7), she

threshed them with some suitable rod or

simple ' flail ' (Jlagellum), which she had
either brought \s-ith her in the morning, a3

part of her equipment as a gleaner, or had
obtained at the hut ; or perhaps, like many
others, she would make use of a convenient

stone. Speaking of the village of Huj, near

Gaza, Robinson says, ""We found the lazy

inhabitants still engaged in treading out the

barley harvest, which their neighbours had
comyileted long before. Several women were

beating out with a stick hartdfuls of th*

grain which they seemed to have gleaned.

One female was grinding with a handmill,

turning the mill with one hand, and occa-

sionally dropping in the grain with the

other' ('Researches,' vol. iL p. 385).
" In the evening," says Dr. W. M. Thom-
son, "you might see some poor woman or

maiden, that had been permitted to glean on

her own account, sitting by the roadside,

and beating out with a stick or a stone what

she had gathered, as Ruth did. I have often

watched tins process in various parts of the

country " ('The Land and the Book,' p. 647).

The diligent gleaner on Boaz's field found,

after threshing, that she had nearly an
ephah of loiley. It would be a considerable

load for a female to carry—about a busheL

Josephus mentions incidentally, in his ' An-
titiuitics' (xv. 9, 2), that the Hebrew cor or

homer was equivalent to ten Attic ftiStftvot.

But as the cpliah was exactly the tenth part

of a oor or homer, it follow? that the Hebrew
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sphah was equivalent to the Attic n's^ifivoc.

Moreover, just as the ephah was the tenth

part of a homer, so the omer was the tenth

part of an ephah (Exod. xvi. 36) ; and thus,

if an omer of barley would be somewhat
equivalent for nutritive purposes to an omer

of manna, it would be a sufficient daily
allowance for a man (see Exod. xvi 16).

Hence Ruth would take home with her what
would suffice for several days' sustenance te
Naomi and hersel£

HOMILETICa

Vers. 10—17.

—

The harvest-yield again. Let us return to th© Oriental harvest-field.
Harvest-fields in general are lively scenes. Emphatically so in the East, where
bright weather may be calculated on with almost absolute certainty. Pleasantry and
work go hand in hand. Dr. W. M. Thomson, speaking of Philistia, says, " When the
fog dispersed, the whole plain appeared to be dotted over with harvesting parties •

men reaping, women and children gleaning and gathering the grain into bundles or
taking care of the flocks, which followed closely upon the footsteps of the gleaners.
All seemed to be in good humour, enjoying the cool air of the morning. There was
singing, alone and in chorus, incessant talking, home-made jokes, and laughing loud
and long " (' The Land and the Book,' p. 543). The harvest scene as represented
on the shield of Achilles may be recalled (see the eighteenth book of the ' Iliad ').

1. We find Boaz and Ruth still standing where we left them (vers. 9, 10). Sur&ly
some great attraction is detaining the busy husbandman, a 'man of affairs.' 2.
A group of Graces are tripping round about Ruth. There is, firstly, gratitude,
always lovely and welcome. If in any soul it be meagre, stinted, stunted, th©
soil of that soul is shallow. There is, secondly, respectfulness. "She fell on
her face, and^ did obeisance to the ground " (ver. 10). Respectfulness is the
homage that is due to a noble nature, and to him who is the Creator of it. We
are to "hpnour the king." True; but we are likewise to "honour all men"
(1 Pet. ii. 17), for there is something kingly after all in the nature of all. Then
there is, thirdly, wonder. " Why have I found favour in thine eyes, so that thou
takest notice of me, and I a stranger? " (ver. 10). Some accept attentions and kind-
nesses as things of course. Some almost exact them, as if they were dues. Not so
the nobler souls. They wonder when distinction is conferred on them. Moses
wondered :

" Who am I, that I should go unto Pharaoh, and that I should bring forth
the children of Israel out of Egypt ? " (Exod. iii. 11). David wondered : " Who am I,

Lord God ? and what is my house, that thou hast brought me hitherto ? " (2 Sam.
vii. 18). Paul wondered :

" Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints, is this
grace given, that I should preach among the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of
Christ " (Eph. iii. 8). 3. Boaz explained to the wondering stranger why it gratified
him to show her attention. " It hath been fully showed unto me, all that thou hast
done toward thy mother-in-law since the death of thy husband : and that thou hast
left thy father and thy mother, and the land of thy nativity, and hast come to a
Eeople whom heretofore thou knewest not" (ver. 11). His spirit seems to kindle as
e proceeds, so that his words become tipped with brightness and beauty. Ho

"winds the robes of ideality around the bareness" of mere facts (J. Ingelow).
He says, "The Lord requite thy work, and may thy recompense be complete
from the Lord God of Israel, to trust under whose wings thou art come " (ver. 12).
Words "fitly spoken 1" "Words spoken in due season 1" "How good they are I"
A word, in particular, of well-deserved appreciation and commendation is peculiarly
" good." It goes to the heart, and is often mighty to animate to victorious courage
and hope. Nobler in its aims than " fame," it is yet, like " fame," a " spur, that the
clear spirit doth raise, to scorn delights and live laborious days " (Milton). 4. Note
the fine expression, " to trust under whose wings thou art come." Compare what the
Psalmist says :

" He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High shall abide
under the shadow of the Almighty." " He shall cover thee with his feathers, and
under his vnngs shalt thou trust" (Ps. xci. 1, 4). Compare what Jesus said: "0
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often would I have gathered thy children together, even
as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would not " (Matt, xziii.

37). Compare what the Christian poet says

:
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" All my trust on thee is stayed
;

All my help from thee I bring

;

CJover my defenceless head
With the shadow of thy wing."

6. Just as Boaz was turning to complete the supervision of his harvest-field, Ruth,

with delicate acknowledgments for the past, prefers a humble request for the future.
*' May I continue, sir, to find favour in thine eyes ; for indeed thou hast comforted
me, and cheered the heart of thine handmaid, and yet I hive not the position of one
of thy maidens " (ver. 13). Thus from one to the other, under the impulse of some
subtle spontaneity, was the shuttle of respectful feeling shot and re-shot. 6. The
scene is now shifting. The two separate. Boaz proceeds to attend to the various

details of his husbandry. Ruth returns to the monotony of her gleaning. Both
exhibit a worthy example of painstaking industry. 7. Time advances. The work
proceeds. The sun hastens towards its zenith. The hour for siesta ia at hand.

Boaz turns once more in the direction of Ruth. He rejoins her, and invites her to

accompany him to the place of temporary shelter, refreshment, and rest. " At meal-

time Boaz said to her. Come along hither, and eat of the bread, and dip thy morsel

in the vinegar" (ver. 14). All the workers—but of course not the gleaners—assemble

around the master. Ruth is seated among the rest, and is carefully attended to.

" Slie eat beside the reapers : and Boaz prepared for her a bunch of parched corn,

and she ate, and was satisfied, and left over " (ver. 14). Then there is more woik.

Boaz gives still more liberal instructions to the young men. " Even between the

sheaves let her glean, and do not affront her" (ver. 15). "And even of set purpose

draw out for her from the bundles, and leave them, and let her glean them, and do
not find fault with her" (ver. 16). At length, at the close of the day, Ruth gathered

her bundles together, and threshed them, and found that she had about an ephah of

barley—as much as a woman could be expected to carry. Thus is the dawn of

Ruth's prosperity growing brighter and brighter, and giving promise of a day that

shall be as "the bridal of the earth &nd sky." The Lord is " recompensing heT

work." The shadows are fleeing.

" As morning in the east,

Stands winged to mount in day,

So for a swift surprise of joy

Our God prepares his way " (Gibbon*).

Bo aaauredly will there be a corresponding dayspring from on high to all who, in

the midst of thickening trials, maintain their integrity, and engage in " works of

faith " and " labours of love.'' There may be, there will be, differences in the degree

of prosperity and reward, even as star differeth from star in magnitude and lustre.

It is not to be expected that all shall have such reversions on earth as were granted

to Job and to Ruth. Nevertheless, none will be forgotten. Every several blade of

grass will have its own drop of dew. Love on the part of man will be crowned with

love on the part of God. And when love rises to Jesus, the ideal Son of man,
then it is capped with more love ; for, says he, " my Father will love him, and we will

come unto him, and make our abode with him" (John xiv. 23). All three will "sup
together " (Rev. iii. 20). " Sorrow and sighing will flee away."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 15—17.

—

Liberality to the poor. The customs recorded in these chapter!

remain— many of them— to the present day. As to gleaning, Robinson says,

" The wa}' led us through open fields, where the people were in the midst of the

wheat-harvest. The beautiful tracts of grain were full of reapers of the Hen^dy
Arabs, and also of gleaners almost as numerous. These were mostly women ; and
this department seemed almost as important as the reaping itself, since the latter il

done in so slovenly a manner, that not only much falls to the ground, but glso many
•talks remain uncut. In one field nearly 200 reapers and gieaiiei-s were at work, the

Utter being nearly m numerous as the former." Am to threshing, Robinson m«ntions
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that " several women were beating out with a stick handfuls of the grain which they

seemed to have gleaned." As to the parching of com, the same writer says, " The
grains of wheat, not yet fully dry ana hard, are roasted in a pan or on an iron plate,

and eaten along with bread, or instead of it." Boaz showed his practical sympathy
with the widows of the narrative by giving parched com to Ruth to eat, and by
securing that her gleaning should be even more successful and abimdant than was
usual with the maidens.

I. Liberality to the poor should ACCOBD WITH THB CIBCUMSTANCEB OF THK orviB.

II. It should TAKE A FORM ADAPTED TO THE WANTS OF THE RECIPIENT.

III. It should BE UNGRUDGING AND GRACEFUL IN ITS BESTOWAL.
IV. It should BE INSPIRED BY THE MEMOBY OF THE UNDESERVED BOUHTT Of

GREAT Giver, God.
V. It should NOT COUNT UPON, though it may have occasion to rejoice iiif

gratitude of the beneficiaby.—^T.

Ver. 10.—" I am a stranger I " What a touching word. In some cities there is

the strangers' burying-ground. There they sleep as they lived, separated from their

brethren.

I. The Hebrews were kind to btbangbbs. Their Divine revelation gave them
injunctions concerning the stranger within their gates. They were to be considerate

and kind to the cattle ; how much more to those made in the image of God like

themselves 1 The young learnt this lesson ; from earliest years they were taught the

law while " sitting in the house." Boaz knew all this, and he " lived " it.

II. Strangers have sensitive hearts. Their experiences make them quick to

feel insult or blessing. Never can they quite escape the consciousness, " I am a
stranger." In other lands, under other skies, the stranger carries far-away visions

of the heart within, which make the spirit pensive. Consequently, care and love are

intensely appreciated by them. Religion is the life of love and the death of selfish-

ness wherever it lives and reigns in the heart.

III. Strangebs in time make a fatherland of the new home. So did Ruth.

New ties sprang up ; for love looks forward. Children take the place of ancestors,

and we live in them. How often we are tempted to forget our own lot. " Remember
that ye were strangers," therefore deal kindly with them. Think how precious

to you was the fellowship of hearts that stole away your sadness as a stranger at

school, or in the new ctty of life and duty. What a consolation it is that we are

never strangers in our Father's sight, and that everywhere we may find " home " in

God.—W. M. 8.

Vers. 12, 13.—" The Lord recompense tby work, and a full reward be given thee."

Here we see that the character of God is gloriously revealed. It is understood by
Boaz that God is a God of " rewards," and we need not fear that a mistaken notion

of rewards and punishments will prevail amongst students of the Bible. God's
highest blessings are given to the soul ; but it remains true that even in the earthly

life the outworking of duty is blessing.

I. Here is the historic name. "The Lord God of Israel." What memories
cluster around that significant sentence 1 We see in it a " miniature " of all Hebrew
deliverance and mercy.

II. Here is thb comprehensive blessing. " A full reward." That must refer to

the inner self—to the consciousness of heroic fidelity and fihal love. Many rewards
are precious, but no reward is full that does not " bless us intleed."

III. Here is the homely analogy. " Under whose wings," &c. All nature is

taken into the illustrative record of the inspired word. The wing 1 How strong

without. How easily outspread. How " downy " within. So soft I so warm ! The
raiD cannot reach through the outward covering. Notice how roof-like are th«

arrangements of the feathers, and notice also how complete is the canopy.

IV. Here is the personal trust. "Thou art come to trust." We must not foi^

get not alone what God reveals himself as, to us, but what responsibility rests os
M, to " rest in the Lord."—W. M. S.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER II. IR—28.

Ver. 18.—And she lifted it np, and went
into the city : and her mother-in-law beheld

what she had gleaned. She likewise brought

forth, aud gave to her, what she had left

over after she was satisfied. It would be

with gratitude and pride that Ruth -would

let her heavy burden slip off into the hands
of Kaomi. It would be with gratitude and
wonder that Naomi would behold the pre-

cious load. Other gentle emotions would
Btir within the mother-in-law's hungry heart

w hen her beloved daughter-in-law produced
and presented the remains of her delightfully

refreshing repast at the tent. The expres-

sion, "after she was satisfied," ia literally,

" from her satiety."

Ver. 19.—And her mother-in-law said to

her, Where hast thou gleaned to-day ? and
where hast thou worked 1 May he who
took notice of thee be blessed ! Tlie grate-

ful eagerness of the raother-in-law to get full

information overflows in a delightful redund-

ancy.
"

'\^^lere hast thou gleaned to-day?

and where hast thou worked ? " She saw at

a glance, from the magnitude of the load,

from the bright and beaming countenance of

ber daughter-in-law, and from the delicious

parched com which the master had given

with his own hands, that the day had been
crowned with peculiar blessings. The lines

had fallen in pleasant places. Hence her
womanly and motherly interest to get full

particulars. Ruth, on her part, would feel

as if a kind of in.sijiration had seized upon
her tongue. And she showed to her mother-
iu-law with whom she had worked, and she
said, The name of the man with whom I

worked to-day is Boaz. A thrill would shoot
through Naomi's heart as that once familiar

name fell upon her ears.

Ver. 20.—And Naomi said to her daugh-
ter-in-law, Blessed 'of Yahveh be he
who—. The expression is literally, " Blessed
'to' Yahveh be he who," that is, "Blessed
in relation to Yahveh be he who," or
" Blessed bo he ! I carry the desire and prayer
up to Yahveh," which just amounts, in

meaning, to this :
" Blessed ' by ' Yahveh be

he who." See other instances of the same
construction in Gen. xiv. 19, and Ps. cxv.
16. Who has not let go his kindness to the
living and to the dead. Some take these
words to be descriptive of Yahveh. Others
take them to be descriptive of Boaz. If
they be regarded in the foniier point of view,
then the foregoing clause must be rendered,
Bot, " Bii-sc*! by Yahveh be he who," but,
" Blt«4Wil Ixj lie by Yahveh who." Dr.
Caaael auuiueti, bat without any formal

reasoning or apparent reason, that the refer*

ence of the relative is to Yahveh, and henc«
he makes out an ingenious argument in

defence of the doctrine, that those who art
dead to us are yet alive to God—the doifc-ine

of immortality. It is strained. Yet Raale
thinks that the reference is to Yahveh, inas-

much as Naomi had as yet no evidence of

Boaz's kindness to the deceased. The reason

thus given for carrying the reference up to

God is certainly unsatisfactory ; for, looking
at the subject from the human point of v^'ew,

it is obvious that Boaz's peculiar kindness
to the living was his kindness to the de-

ceased ; whereas, if we look at the case from
the Divine point of view, it is difficult, if

not impossible, to account for the discrimin-

ation between the living and the dead. The
first feeling that sprang up in the heart of

Naomi at the mention of the name of Boas
was one of adoration. The next was a

generous desire in reference to Boaz himself.

She prayed that he might be graciously

recompensed by Yahveh for the kindness he
had shown that day, both toward the living

—Ruth and herself—and toward the de-

ceased—Elimelech and his sons. A man of

less noble nature might have been ready, in

reference to relatives in reduced circum-

stances, to ignore the present, and to bury
in oblivion the past. After giving scope to

her feelings of adoration and benediction,

Naomi, with the prompt and practical

directness of a true woman, said to her

daughter-in-law. The man is near to us,

adiling immediately, and with a rapid glance

at bright contingencies that were in the

region of the possible. He is one of our
peculiar kinsmen (our GoHim). She meant
that he was one of those peculiarly near

kinsmen who had a right of re tmption
over whatever lands may have formerly be-

longed to her, and the first right of purchase

over whatever lands might yet remain in

the possession of herself or of her daughter-

in-law. Naomi and Ruth, though gieatly

reduced in circumstances, and painfully pent

up in present strait<t, were far from being

])anpers. They were proprietors (see ch. iv.

.3, ;>). But their property was not, for the

time being, available for income or susten-

ance. It had either been farmed oat on
usufruct or allowed to lie waste. In the

absence of the yod in 'IJ^XSP ^e have an

instince ofscriptio defectiva, as distinguished

from scriptio plena. Such defective manu-
8crij)tion might be expected to occur occa-

sionally in transcription from dictation,

when, as here, the presence or the absenc*

of the letter made no difference in the pio<
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nnnciation of the reader, ilichaelis, however

(' Mosaisches Recht,' § 137), and Gesenius

('Thesaurus,' in voc.), instead of regarding

the absence of the yod as an instance of

Bcriptio defectiva, have conjectured that

7X30 is a noun, or name, meaning the second

in order of the Goelim. But, notwith-

standing the ingenuity of the conjecture,

there is not a shadow of evidence to evince

that the Hebrews themselves ever knew of

ench a word. Nor does the supposition or

gubsumption of such a word in the least

facilitate the construction on the one hand,

or illumine the narrative on the other.

Ver. 21.—And Ruth the Moabitess said.

It seems to lis rather remarkable that Ruth
should be here again particularised formally

as "the Moabitess." There is apparently

no discoverable reason for the re-repetition.

It is simply antique particularity, not amen-
able to any literary law— "the said Moab-
itess." There is a peculiar abruptness in

the initial words of what follows :—Yea
also he said to me. Carpzov and Wright
understand them thus: "'Yea' blessed be

he, 'for' he said to me." But the word
blessed, as used by Naomi, is too far re-

moved to make it natural for the yea of

Ruth's remark to fall back upon it. Her
mind and heart were full. She was pro-

foundly affected by the kindness that had
been shown to her. Hence she piles up her
representation. "Also,"—so may I well

speak,—"for he said to me." Keep close

by my young men, until thoy have finished

all my harvest. The "young men" are

not here discriminated from the "young
women " (see ver. 8). The idea, consequently,

is not that Ruth was to keep close to them
in distinction from the young women. It

was understood that she should work behind
the young women, who followed in the rear

of the young men. But it was the express

desire of Boaz that, instead of exposing
herself among strangers, on any adjoining
harvest-fields, she should maintain her posi-

tion behind his reapers as long as there
remained any golden crops to reap.

Ver. 22.—And Naomi said to Ruth her
daughter-in-law. It is good, my daughter,
that thou sliouldest go with his young
women, and that thou be not set upon in

another field. Here again we have the
archaic repetition, "Ruth her daughter-in-

law." Naomi was ginteful for Boaz's invit-

ation. Compliance with it would be '

' good,"
both unmediately and prospectively. In
particular, it would save Ruth from running
the risk of being rudely handled by utter, and
perhaps rough and unprincipled, strangers.
" It is good," says Naomi, " that ' they ' do
not set upon thee in another field." She
ays " they," but allows the parties she had

in view to remain, dimly risible, in th«
shade. No doubt, however, she refers to

the reapers, binders, gleaners, and other
workers who might have to be encountered
" in another field. " " Meaning," says homely
Richard Bernard, "some lewd and lustful

men whom Naomi would not so much aa

make mention of." The verb 5"1^|?.S i* often

rendered in our English version /aZZ upon.
It originally means to light upon, whether
for good or for eviL

Ver. 23.—And she kept close by Eoaz's
young women to glean. Wright translates

thus :
" And she kept gleaning along with

the maidens of Boaz. " But the maidens of

Boaz are not represented as gleaning. The
historical statement of the verse is to be ex-

plained from the hortatory statement of ver.

8 :
" Keep close to my young women." Till

the end of the barley-harvest and the wheat-
harvest. Ruth's gleaning labours extended
to the close of the wheat-harvest, during
which time, no doubt, there would be fre-

quent opportunities for a growing intimacy
between the beautiful gleaner and the worthy
proprietor. Often too, we may rest assured,

would Boaz be a visitor in the humble home
of NaomL " The harvest upon the moim-
tains," says Dr. Robinson, "ripens of course

later than in the plains of the Jordan and
the sea-coast. The barley-harvest precedes

the wheat-harvest by a week or fortnight.

On the 4th and 5th of June the people of

Hebron were just beginning to gather their

wheat ; on the 11th and 12th the threshing-

floors on the Mount of Olives were in full

operation. We had already seen the harvest

in the same stage of progress on the plains

of Gaza on the 19th of May ; whOe at Jericho,

on the 12th of May, the threshing-floors

had nearly completed their work" (' Biblical

Researches,' vol. iL p. 99). "The Syrian
harvest," says Dr. W. M. Thomson, "ex-
tends through several months. On the plain

of Philistia it commences in April and ends
in June ; and this not only gives ample
time, but it has this great advantage, that

the villagers from the mountains can assist

the farmers on the plain, since their ovm
crops are not yet ripe. I was struck with
this fact while at Mesmia. Several Chris-

tians from Bethlehem, who had thus come
to reap, spent the evening at my tent, and
one of them explained to me the advantages
from thus labouring on the plain. He not
only received wages for his own and his

wife's labour, but his children were permitted
to follow after them and glean on their own
account, as Boaz allowed Ruth to do in their

native village" ('The Land and the Book,'

p. 544). "V\Tien it is said, in the last clause

of the verse, and she dwelt with her mother-
in-law, the reference is not to be icstricted

to the time that sacceeded the i^riod of
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harvesting. The Vulgate indeed connects

the clause with the following verse, and
renders it, " After she returned to her mother-

in-law," pointing the verb thus 3 t^'j^l instead

of 3'^'f)l- The same translation is given to

the verb by Luther and Coverdale. But
there ii no evidence whatever that Buth

slept anywhere else than under her mother*
in-law's root The clause was written, ap"
parently, for the very purpose of bringing
out clearly before the mind of the reader
her stainless innocence, and sweet simplicity,

and never -tiring devotion to her Qobk
mother-in-law.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 18—23.

—

Homefrom the harve^t-Jield. Evening begins to draw her curtains

around the little city of Bethleliem. Let us look on this picture, and on that. 1 " On
this picture." See Naomi. She is wistfully and longingly looking out for her daughter-

in-law's return. So many a matron looks, evening after evening, for the safe return

of her husband, her son, her daughter. 2. "And on that." See Ruth toiling slowly

along under her " ephah." Her strength is taxed
;
yet she is thankful for the

precious burden. She is picturing to herself the reception she would receive under
the lowly roof of her mother-in-law, and ruminating pleasantly on the cheer which
both herself and her burden would bring to the anxious heart of the dear old lady.

She is happy, though fatigued. Happy are all other bread-winners who, amid the

monotony and weariness of daily toil, are cheered with the prospect of ministering to

the comfort of wife, mother, grandmother or grandfather, sick sister perhaps, or

little children. 8. At length the long-looked-for gleaner arrives. What a glad

welcome she receives I—a model welcome, hearty and animating, such as should always

be accorded to the good and faithful bread-winner. See with what pride and
gratitude she lets slip off her burden into the hands of Naomi. We read, " And her

mother-in-law beheld what she had gleaned" (ver. 18). Wh&t a. looking, what a

gazing there would be. All that, my daurjhter ? What a wonderful gleaner you
must be/ How could you gather all that? How good to us has Yahveh been!
Here is good food for days to come. In this matter of gratitude millions should be
as conspicuous as Naomi. " Goodness and mercy " have accompanied them all the

days of their life. " A table has been spread for them " every day of every year.

In looking back over life, for ten, twenty, forty, sixty years, they cannot remember
one single day when they had no food to eat. Even in heathen lands " God has not

left himself without witness, in that he does good, and gives rain from heaven, and
fruitful seasons, filling men's hearts with food and gladness " (Acts xiv. 17).

Every year is "crowned by him with his goodness" (Ps. Ixv. 11). 4. When
Naomi's spirit had become somewhat calmed, and she was about, as we may
suppose, to prepare a portion of the gleanings for their simple evening repast, Ruth
produced what she had " left over " of her delicious " parched com." " She brought

forth, and gave to her, what she had left over after she was satisfied " (ver. 18).

Naomi's astonishment, gratitude, delight would mount up rapidly. She could

restrain herself no longer. " Where hast thou gleaned to-day ? and where hast thou

worked ? May he who took notice of thee be blessed I
" " She doth here," says

Dr. Thomas Fuller, " dart out and ejaculate a prayer, and that at rovers, aiming at

no particular mark. ' Blessed be he who took notice of thee.^ Yet, no doubt, was it

not in vain ; but God made it light on the head of boimtiful Boaz, who deserved it."

It seems to be in the nature of all great gratitude to ascend to God in praise or

prayer. For indeed " every good and perfect gift cometh down from him ' (James
1. 17). 5. Ruth did not keep her mother-in-law in suspense. " She showed inr with
whom she had worked ; and she said, The name of the man with whom I worked to-

day is Boaz" (ver. 19). It augurs well for both daughters and mothers when there

are unreserved intercommunications between them. But mothers would require to

be confidential if they would have their daughters to be confiding. There will be
lunger of tragedies in the home if daughters are reticent in reference to the affairs

that are of chief concern at once to their own hearts and to the hearts of their

parents. The tragedies will be more tragic still if husbands and sons have haunts
©f which mention cannot be made in the bosom of domestic confidence. " Beiz I

"

The name would thrill through Naomi. It instantaneously recalled tender memoriae
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of the past ; and side by side with these recollections there flitted in before her view
visions of the future. But her first utterance was a benison, no longer shot "at
rovers." She gratefully lifted aloft her heart, and said, " Blessed of the Lord be he,

who has not let go his kindness to the living and to the dead " (ver. 20). He had,

it seems, been kind to her and hers long ago. The recollection came fresh to her

mind. And now there was abundant and gratifying evidence that he was not

"weary of well-doing." He had still the old kind heart, perhaps kinder than ever.

With " Boaz " as the theme of conversation, there would not be in all Bethlehem ft

brighter or happier home that evening than the humble cot of Naomi. The genea-

logical relationship and former kindnesses of their worthy friend would be fully

elucidated (ver. 20), and Ruth would be sure to dwell at length on the invitation

she had received to continue in his fields all the harvest through (ver. 21). The
evening would glide rapidly on. While they talked, and while, in the intervals of

talk, they " mused," the fire within the breast would Vum. As it burned, the flame

would flicker, now to this side, now to that, but still ever upward toward God.
Boaz had said to Ruth—and her heart responded heartily as he said it—that it was
under the wings of the God of Israel that she had come to cower and be covered.

She had come, he said, to " trust " in Yahveh. She was resolved that she would.
Even Naomi would encourage her, and would herself be disposed to revert to the

Bweet significance of her own name

—

Jah is sweet, and deals sweetly. The hard
thoughts which she had been tempted in the time of her anguish to entertain would
be sensibly beginning to thaw and melt. And if one could have read the hearts of

both, as at length they laid themselves down to rest, perhaps the thoughts of each
might have been found to be running in the strain of the words of a great descendant,

as he said and sang, "Thou hast put gladness in my heart, more than in the time
that their corn and their wine increased. I will both lay me down in peace, and sleep

:

for thou. Lord, only makest me dwell in safety " (Ps. iv. 6—8). " Tired nature's

sweet restorer" would not need to be sedulously wooed, on the part of the gleaner

at least ; and if Naomi's slumber was not so easily obtained, or so uninterruptedly

retained, j'et she would "commune with her own heart on her bed, and be still."

May we not assume that, when both awoke in the early morning, they were "still

with God " ?

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS

Ver, 20.

—

Kindred and kindness. When Naomi and Ruth returned to Bethlehem

they could scarcely have found friends there, but they found kinsmen. They do not

seem, in th.eir circumstances, to have sought assistance from relatives, or even to

have brought themselves under the notice of such. Still, Naomi had not lost sight

of Elimelech's family connections ; and when the name of Boaz was mentioned, she

recognised it as the name of one of her husband's nearest kindred.

I. Kindred is a Divine institution. Men have many artificial associations ; bonds

of sympathy, and of locality, and of common occupation bind them together. But
kindred is the Divine, the natural tie.

II. Kindred is at the FonNDATioN of social and political life. The patriarchal

economy was the earliest. The family is the first social unit, out of which springs

the tribe, the clan, the nation,

III. Kindred involves an obligation to considebation and regard. We cannot

always cherish feelings of congeniality or of respect with reference to all who are

our kindred according to the flesh. But relatives should not lose sight of one

another—should not, if it can be avoided, be estranged from one another.

IV. Kindred may, in certain cases, involve the duty of practical help.

Christian wisdom must here be called in to the counsels of Christian kindness,

V. Kindred is suggestive and emblematic of Divine relations. Apart from
hiunan relationship, how could we conceive of God as our Father? of Christ Jesus na

our elder Brother ? of Christians as our brethren and sisters in a spiritual family ?—T.

Ver. '^.—Harvest-time. This Book of Ruth is emphatically the book of the hu»-

bftndman It pictures the barley-harvest and the wheat-harvest of ancient dars.
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The primitive manners and usages are interesting, and deserve attentive study.

But harvest—as here bo vividly brought before us—is full of lessons of a spiritual

kind. E. g.
—

I. Habvest witnesses to the attbibdtes of the Divine Cbeatob. To his power
and wisdom. To his goodness. To his faithfulness to his promise :

" Seea-time

and harvest shall not cease."

II. Habvest is a summons to man's qbatitude and confidenck.

III. Harvest is suggestive of qbeat spibitual tbuths. There is a moral harvest

in the history of the human character and of human society. Seed and soil are

presumed. Development and growth are evidenced. The law operates :
" What*

soever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." The fruit is matured and gathered

in. The Husbandman—God himself—is interested in the result. To us the result

SB infinitely important.—T.

Ver. 20.—"Who hath not left off his kindness to the living and the dead." The
prayers of the poor for tlieir helpers are very precious. Naomi remembers the former
kindnesses that Boaz had shown to the husband of her youth and to her two boys.

I. Hebe is continuity of characteb. Some leave off kindness because they meet
with experiences of ingratitude and callousness. The once warm deep within them
is frozen up by these wintry experiences. But as God continues his mercy through

all generations, so those who are followers of God as dear children walk in love

;

that is, it becomes the spirit and habit of their lives. Boaz had not left off his kind-

ness. Ruth now drinks at the same fountain of considerate care that had refreshed

Elimelech.

II. Here is the good word of a motheb. It is well when the mother respects the

man who may become allied in marriage to one who is akin to her. Naomi says

to her daughter, " Blessed be he of the Lord.'' Let those who have become sceptical

concerning Christianity ask themselves this: Whether should I like to give my child

in marriage to a Christian or an infidel? This practical query would suggest many
thoughts tending to renewed faith, and would stifle for ever many superficial doubts.

—T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER HL
Ver. 1.—And Naomi, her mother-in-law,

said to her. My daughter, shall not I seek

out for thee a rest, that it may be well with
thee 1 When Ruth had nothiug more to do
on the harvest-fields, where Boaz appeared

daily, and was unremittingly gracious to her,

she may have fallen into a pensive mood.
Naomi was quick to note the varying

'nuances' of feeling, and said "My daughter,

shall I not seek out for thee a rest ?
" The

expression rest, or resting-place, though in

itself of generic import, was, when used in

Buch circumstances as environed Ruth, quite

Bjiecific in application, and would he at once
understood. It was a home to which Naomi
pointed, a home for her daughter's heart. In
such a home, if warm and pure, there would
be repose for the affections. " That it may
be well with thee," or, "which shall (or

may) be good for thee." Eitlier translation

is warrantable and excellent. The latter is

the most simple, and is given by Carpzov
and Roaenmiiller ; but the former is in ac-

cordance with a frequent idiomatic use of

the exiir. s-;ion, in which there is a change
from tne relative in result to tlie relative tn

aim, 80 that 30** "I^X is equivalent to

3p'^. lyp^ (see Deut iv.' 40 ; vi. 3, 18 ; x.

11, 25, 28). Naomi did not distinguish

between rests that would be 'good,' and
other rests which would not be 'good.'

Nor did she moralise on the idea of a rest,

and afhi-m that it would be ' good ' for her

widowed daughter-in-law. She assumed that

every true rest was ' good,' and, on the basis

of that assumption, she sought out one for

her devoted Ruth. Hence the superiority

of the rendering that expresses aim to that

which expresses the mere prediction of

result.

Yer. 2.—And now is not Boaz, with
whose young women thou wast, our rela-

tive ? Naomi opens her case. She had
been studying Boaz all through the harvest

season. She had been studjHng Ruth too.

She saw unmistakable evidence of mutual
responsiveness and attachment. And now
she had a matured scheme in her head.

Hence she brings up Boaz's name at once,

and says, " Is he not our relative?" nyT^-j

an abstract term used concretely, meaning
literally "acquaintance," but here "relative,

or '
' kinsman " (see ch. ii. 1 ). Lo he If
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winnowing barley on the threshing-floor to-

night. Literally, " Lo, he is -winnowing the

thresliing-floor of barley." The Hebrews
could idiomatically speak of " the threshing-

floor of barley," neaning "the threshing-

floor-ful of barley." The barley lay heaped

np in Boaz's threshing-floor, and he was
engaged in winnowing it. He threw up
against the wind the mingled mass that was
on his floor, after the stalks had been care-

fully trodden or beaten. "Not far," says

Dr. Horatio Hackett, "from the site of

ancient Corinth, I passed a heap of grain,

which some labourers were employed in

winno^^lng. They used for throwing up the

mingled wheat and chaff a three-pronged

wooden fork, having a handle three or four

feet long" (' Dlustrations,' p. 106). "The
winnowing," says Dr. Kitto, " was performed

by throwing up the grain with a fork against

the wind, by which the chaff and broken

ttraw were dispersed, and the grain fell to

the ground. The grain was afterwards passed

through a sieve to separate the morsels of

earth and other impurities, and it then

underwent a final purification by being

tossed up with wooden scoops, or short-

handed shovels, such as we see sculptured

on the monuments of Egypt" ('Illustrations,'

in Ice., p. 40). In some of the Egyptian
sculptures the winnowers are represented as

having scoops in both hands. n^J^n, to-

night (Scottice, "the nicht"). The agri-

culturist in Palestine and the surrounding
districts would often carry on his winnowing
operations after sunset, taking advantage of

the evening breeze that then blows. The
Chaldee Taigumist makes express reference

to this breeze, explaining the word to-night

as meaning in the wind which blows by
night.

Ver. 3. — So then wash thyself, and an-
oint thyself, and dress thyself This latter

jihrase is in the original, "and put thy gar-

ments on thee." The verb ^PPj^), with its

final yod, was the archaic form of the second
person feminine, though still much cut down
and contracted from its oldest form. See
Raabe's ' Zuriickfiihring,' and note the
conduct of the verb, in its relation to the
pronominal suffixes, when these are affixed.

And go down to the threshing-floor. The
town of Bethlehem lay on the summit of

"the narrow ridge of a long gi-ay hiU

"

(Stanley's 'Sinai and Palestine, p. 163)>
while the corn-fields, that gave the fortified

place its name of Bread-town, stretched out
expandingly in the valleys below. Dr.
Kebiftson says, " We ascended gradually
toward Bethlehem around the broad head of
a valley running N.E. to join that under
Mir Eiyia. The town lies on the E. and

N.E. slope of a long ridge; another deef
valley, Wady Ta'arairah, being on the south
side, which passes down north of the Frank
ilountain toward the Dead Sea, recei\ing
the valley under M^r Elyas not far below.
Toward the west the hill "is higher than the
village, and then sinks down very gradually
toward "Wady Ahmed" (' Biblical Researches,'
voL ii. p. 158). Let not your presence fc«

known to the man before he has finished
eating and drinking. It would have been
imprudent and impolitic to have discovered
her presence while his servants and himself
were busied in operations which requii'ed to

be actively prosecuted while the breeze was
favourable, and the light of the moon service-

able. Ruth was to wait till the servants,

having finished their work and their repast,

had retired to their respective homes. The
master, as Naomi knew, would remain
gratefully and joyfully on the spot, to keep
watch in the midst of his cereal treasures,

and under the still magnificence of the broad
canopy of heaven. Speaking of Hebron,
Dr. Robinson says, "Here we needed no
guard around our tent. The owners of the
crops came every night and slept upon their

threshing-floors to guard them, and this we
had found to be universal in all the region of

Gaza. We were in the midst of scenes pre-

cisely Like those of the Book of Ruth, when
Boaz winnowed barley in his threshing-floor,

and laid himself down at night to guard the

heap of corn" (' Biblical Researches,' voL iL

p. 446). Boaz's heart, when all was quiet

around him, would be full of calm and com-
fort. He would pace about his well-heaped

threshing-floor contentedly, contemjilatively

;

and, as he paced, and thoxight, and adored,

the figure of the beautiful and industrious

gleaner might persist in coming in within

the field of meditation. It might linger

there, and be gladly allowed to linger.

Ver. 4.— And let it be, when he Um
down, that thou take note of the placs

where he lies ; and go, and uncover the

parts about his feet, and lay thee down

;

and he shall declare to thee what thoa

•halt do. The denominative word VpPllO

—

freely rendered in King James's version " his

feet"—we have rendered '

' the parts about hia

feet" It is the exact opposite of Vri'J'Spp^

which never means "his head," but is

always translated correctly either "his pil-

lows" or "his bolster." It denotes "the
supports on which the head was laid in

lying
;

" and niP^'IO, having reference to

members of the body which do not need

such supports as the head, simply means "the
places occupied by the feet." Naomi ven-

tured on a bold expedient to bring speedy
' rest ' to her daughter-in-law. But wi
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assume that, with nnmistaking feminine

intuition, she saw, on the one nand, that

Boaz was already deeply attached to Ruth,

and, on the other, that Ruth reciprocated

his attachment with pure intensity. Most
probably we should also assume that she

detected in Boaz a peculiar diflBdence that

caused him to shrink from making decisive

advances in the way of declaring his affec-

tion. He had, however, unconsciously

revealed himself, and made it clear to

Kaomi that he wished to divulge in words

the depth of his honourable feelings. But
again and again, as we may suppose, his

sensitiveness overcame his resolutions. Hence
Naomi's scheme to brin^ him to the point of

declaration. It would have been repre-

hensible in the extreme had she not been

absolutely certain of his wishes, on the one

hand, and of his perfect honour and un-

contajninable purity on the other. And
eve» with that qualification, the scheme
would have been imprudent and improper,

and utterly unfeminine, had it not been the

case that, in virtue of an ancient and much-
prized Hebrew law, Ruth was entitled to call

upon her nearest of kin to fulfil the various

duties of a responsible kinsman. Still,

notwithstanding the existence of this law,

we may rest assured that the sensitive

gleaner would never have summoned up
courage to ask Boaz to discharge to her the

duties of kinship, unless she had been sure

that the thrills that vibrated within her own
heart were responsive to subtle touches, on
his part, of spirit with spirit

Ver. 6.—And she said, All that thou

sayest I will do. There is no need for

adopting into the text the K'ri " to me,"
after the expression " All that thou sayest."

It is a mere "tittle," indeed, whether we
omit or insert the pronoun

;
yet it was not

found in the manuscripts that lay before the

Septuagint and Vulgate translatoi-s.

Vers. 6, 7.—And she went down to the

threshing-floor, and did according to all

•hat her mother-in-law had enjoiaed. And
Boaz ate and drank, and his heart was
comfortaljle; and he went to lie down at

the end of the heap; and she came softly,

and uncovered the parts about his feet, and
laid herself down. The translation in King
James's version, " and his heart was merry,"
is perhaps stronger than there is any occasion

for. The word rendered " was merry,"—viz.,

313'!—is literally " was good." The Septua-

cint word is f,ya5vr^i]. After the labours of

the evening, Boaz had a relish for his simple

repast It was good to him. Hence he ate

and drank to his heart's content, enjoying

with grateful spirit the bounties of a gracious

Providence. By and by he retired to rest,

amid visions perchanco of a brightened home,
which iust helped to reflect on his conscioos-

nesa a stronger resolution than he had ev^

formed before to make known his affectioa

At length he slept The Syriac translato

adds interpretatively, " in a sAveet sleep o^

the floor." Ruth then stepped cautiously

forth to play her delicate part. She stol«

softly to the sheltered spot where he lay.

She gently uucovered the margin of ths

cl»ak, which lay over the place where his

feet were laid. She laid herself down noise-

lessly. The Arabic translator adds, "and
slept beside him"—a most unhappy inter-

pretation. Nothing but sin would be so far

away as sleep from the eyes, and mind, and
heart of the anxious suitor.

Ver. 8.—And it came to pass at midnight
that the man started in a fright; and h«
bent himself over, and lo, a woman was
lying at his feet He had awaked, and,

feeling something soft and warm at his feet,

he was startled and affrighted. "What could
it be ? In a moment or two he recovered

his self-possession, and bending himself up
and over, or " crookhig himself," to see

and to feel, lo, a woman was lying at hia

feet. The Chaldee Targumist tumbles into

a ludicrous bathos of taste when endeavour-

ing to emphasise the startle and shiver which
Boaz experienced. He says, "He trembled,

a7id his flesh became soft as a turnip from
the agitation." How could the most peddling

and paltering of Rabbis succeed in betraying

himself into such a laughable puerility and
absurdity ? The explanation, though of

course it is not the least atom of justification,

lias in the fact that the Chaldee word for

"turnip" is ns?, while the verb that de-

notes "he bent himself" is the niphal of

riQ^. The use of the expression " the man,"

in this and several of the adjoining verses, is

apt to grate a little upon English ears. Let

us explain and vindicate the term as we may,

the grating is still felt No matter though

we know that " the rank is but che guinea

stamp," the grating is felt inevitably. It is

a result of that peculiar growth in living

language that splits generic terms into such

as are specific or semi-specific. We have

geatleman as well as inan, and embarrassment

is not infrequently the result of our linguis-

tic wealth. In the verse before us, and in

some of those that go before, we should be

disposed, in our English idiom, to employ tiie

proper name :
" And it came to pass at mid-

night that ' Boaz' started in a fright'

Ver. 9.—And he said, Who art thou!

And she said, 1 am Ruth, thy handmaid

;

and thoa hast spread thy wings over thy

handmaid, for thou art kinsman. The Syriac

translator spoils the question of Boaa bj

metamorphosing it from " Who art thou ?

into " What u> thy message!" TremuloTU

would be the voice of Ruth as she repliad,
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"I am Ruth, thy handmaid." What she
saiil in continuance has been very generally,

and by Driver, among others (' Hebrew
Tenses,' p. 135), misapprehended. Not by
Raabe, however. It has been regarded as »
petition presented to Boaz—"Spread thy
wings (or, thy wing) over thy handmaid,
for thou art kinsman." The literal trans-

lation, however, and far the more delicate

idea, as also far the more effective represent-

ation, is, " And thou hast spread thy wings
over thy handmaid, for thou art kinsman."
Ruth explains her position under Boaz's

coverlet as if it were his own deliberate act.

Such is her felicitous way of putting the
ease. It is as if she had said, " The position

in which thy handmaid actually is exhibits

the true relation in which thou standest to

thy handmaid. She is under thy winces.

Thou hast benignantly spread them over her,

for thou art kinsman." The Masorites have
correctly regarded "]233 as a scriptio defec-

tiva for the dual of the noun, and hence
have punctuated it '^23?, "thy wings." The

majority of interpreters, however, have as-

sumed that the word ia singular, and have
hence translated it as if it had been punctu-
ated ^233. The dual reading is to be

preferred. Boaz himsolf had represented

Ruth as having come trustfully under the

wings of Yahveh (see ch. iL 12). She ac-

cepted the representation. It was beautifully

true. But, as she was well aware that God
often works through human agency, she now
recognised the Divine hand in the kindness

of Boaz. " Thou hast spread thy wiarfs

over thine handmaid." She was under his

wings because she had come under the wings
of Yahveh. She felt like a little timid

chicken ; but she ha^l found a refuge. It is

the wings of tender, gentle, sheltering care

that are referred to. There is only indirect

allusion to the tj-pical coverlet under which
she lay. For thou art kinsman (see ch. ii.

20). The native modesty of Ruth led her to

account for her position by a reference to the

law of kinship. She had rights, and she

stood upon them. She conceived that Boaz
had correlative duties to discharge ; but we
may be snre that she would never have made
the least reference to her rights, or to the

correlative duties which she regarded as

devolving on Boaz, had she not known that

his heart was already hers.

Ver. 10.—And he said, Blessed be thou of

Yahveh, my daughter ; thou hast made thy

latter kindness better than the former, in

not ^ing after any young man, whether
poor or rich. This verse is full of satisfactory

evidence that Xaomi was perfectly right in

conjecturing that Boaz, deep in love, was
restrained only by diffidence from formally

declaring himself. It shows us too that the

chief ground of hia diffidence was hia age.

BUTE.

He had been an acquaintance, and the eqntl
in years, of Ruth's father-in-law, Elimelech.
and the impression had got hold on him tha^
the handsome young widow might feel re-

pugnance to his suit. Hence, instead o/
Deing in the least degree offended by th«
steps she had taken, he was relieved, and
felt full of gratification on the one hand, and
of gratitude on the other. Blessed be thou
by Yahveh. Literally, " to Yahveh," i. e.

"in relation to Yahveh" (see ch. iL 20).

My daughter. His relative elderliness waa
in his mind. Thou hast made thy latter
kindness bett9r than the former. Michaeli*
has seized the true meaning of these words

:

" The kindness which thou art showing to
thy husband, now that he is gone, is still

greater than what thou didst show to him
while he lived." Her emjjloyment of the
word "kinsman," or goel, was evidence to
Boaz that she was thinking of the respect
which she owed to her husband's memory.
Her concern in discharging that duty of
' piety ' struck the heart of Boaz ; and all

the more as, in his opinion, she might e;isily

have found open doors, had she wished for

them, in quarters where there was no con-

nection of kinship mth her deceased hus-
band. " She did not go after any young
man, whether poor or rich." She preferred,

above all such, her' first husband's elderly

"kinsman." In the original the construc-

tion is peculiar
—" in not going after the

young men, whether a poor one or a rich

one." He does not simply mean that she

was free from vagrant courses and desires.

Her character lay, to his eye, on a far higher

level His meaning is that she deliberately

refrained from " thinking of any young man.

"

The plural " young men " is to be accounted

for on the principle that when an alternate

is assumed or postulated, there is, in actual

contemplation, a plurality of individuals.

Ver. 11.—And now, my daughter, fear

not : all that thou sayest I shall do to thee,

for it is on all hands known iu the gate of

my people that thou art a truly capable

woman. The word ?*rj in the expression

Sjn T\'^_ is of many-sided import, and has

no sTOonym in English, German, Latin, or

Greek. But every side of i1j import brings

into view one or other or mo:e of such affili-

ated ideas as stren/jth, force, forces, capo-

ii7ii;y—whether mental and moral only, or

also financial ; corapetency, svbstantiolity,

ability, bravery. All who had taken notice

of Ruth perceived that she was mentally and

morally, as well as physically, a s^iibstantial

and capable woman. She was possessed of

force, both of mind and character. She

was, in the New England sense of the ex-

pression, a V30rn/in of "faculty." She wa«

f-aXl of re»ource», »nd thus ad^cjuate to the
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position which, as Boaz's wife, she would be

required to fill. There was no levity about

her, "no nonsense." She was earnest, in-

dustrious, virtuous, strenuous, brave. There

was much of the heroine in her character,

and thus the expression connects itself with

the masculine npplication of the distinctive

and many-sided word, "a mighty man of

valour." The expression y,r\ r\'^'^ occurs

in Prov. xiL 4, where, in King James's ver-

sion, it is, as here and in Prov. xxxL 10,

translated "a virtuous woman"—"a virtuous

woman is a crown to her husband. " But it

is not so much to moral virtue that there is

a reference as to that general capacity which
consists in "large discourse, looking before

and after" (' Hamlet,' iv. 4). Compare the

masculine expression 7jn"''K'3St in Exod.

xviii. 21, 25, rendered, in King James's ver-

sion, "able men," and meaning capable or

substantial men, who, however, as we learn

from the additional characteristics that are

specified, were to be likewise conspicuous for

hi.<,'h moral worth. In Prov. xxxL 10 there

is the same reference to general capacity, as

is evidenced by the graphic representation

that follows—a representation that by no
means exhausts itself in the idea of moral
virtue. Ibn Esra takes the whole soul out
of the expression when he interprets it, both
here and in Proverbs, as meaning "a woman
possessed of riches. " When Boaz says, "All
that thou sayest I will do to thee," he means,
"All that thou hast so winsomely and yet so

modestly referred to in what thou didst say,

I am prepared to do to thee." There was
only one obstacle in the way, and that of a
soin<'what technical description. If that
should be honourably surmounted, nothing
would be more agreeable to Boaz's heart than
to got nearer to Ruth. " For," said he, " it

is on all hands kno\vn in the gate of my
people that," &c. Literally the ])hra.se is,

" for all the gate of my people know," a
strangely inverted but picturesque mode of
expression. It was not " the gate of the
people," but "the people of the gate," that
knew.

Ver. 12.—And now it is the case of a
truth that while I am a kinsman, there is yet
a kinsman nearer than I. Or the rendering
miu'lit witli irn^ater brevity be given thus:
And now of a truth I am a kinsman ; and
yet there is a kinsman nearer than I. The
survivals of a very ancient style of elabor-
ately-detailed composition are here preserved.
Tlie archaism, however, was not quite ap-
preciated by the Mazorites, who, in accordance
with the spirit of the age in which they
flourishci, took but little note of the
philological development, historical and
tp,hi=;!r,rifa1, of t'lo langinge thev were
andliug. Hence they suppressed the D^ in

K'ri, though faithftilly preserving it in C'tib.

The particles, standing up and semi-i.solat.;d,

palaeolithic-wise, might be accounted foi in

some such way as is shown in the following
paraphrase: "^nd no?o (I declare) 'thaVofa
truth (it is the case) ' that if (I declare the
whole truth) / (am) a kinsman, and also
there is a kinsman nearer than I." Boaz
was of that strictly honourable cast of mind
that he could not for a moment entertain

any project that might amount to a disregard

of the rights of others, even although these

rights should fly violently in the teeth of his
own personal desires.

Ver. 13.—Abide here to-night; and it

shall come to pass in the morning, if ae
will act to thee the part of a kinsman,
well ; he shall act the kinsman's part : and
if it please him not to act to thee the
kinsman's part, then sure as Yahveh is

alive, I will act to thee the kinsman's part
Lie still till the morning. Love is quick-

witted. Boaz's plan of operations would
formulate itself on the spur of the moment

;

but the remainder of the night would doubt-

less be spent in maturing the details of pro-

cedure. The aim would be to secure, as far

as honour would permit, the much-wished-
for prize. There would be, moreover, we
need not doubt, much conversation between
them, and mutual consultation, and arrange-

ment. A large letter, a majuscula, occurs

in the first word of the verse—*5y—which

the smaller Masora ascribes to the Oriental

or Babylonian textual ists. It had, no
doubt, been at first either a merely acci-

dental, or afinically capricious, enlargement;

but, being found, mysteries had to be ex-

cogitated to account for it ;—all mere rubbish.

"To-night" is a perfect translation of

'^<!^'!l, for the to is simply the common
definite article in one of its peculiar forms,

pcrha])s peculiarly crushed and defaced (see

note on ch. iii. 2).

Ver. 14.—And she lay at the place of his

feet until morning : and she arose ere yet a
man could distinguish his neighbour. In

the original it is " the places of his feet

"

(see ver. 4). Time would rapidly fly past.

Sleep there would be none to eitlur tlie

one or the other. In mutual modesty they

guarded each other's honour. Thoughts and
feelings, narratives and projects, would be
freely interchanged. Their mutual under-

standing would become complete. At length

there began to be the first faint tinge of

paleness streaking into the dark. Ruth
arose, and prejiared to <lepart. It is ailded,

For he had said,—or, more literally, "And
he had said,"—Let it not be known that

'the' woman came to the threshing floor.

This has been to critics a pu^^^liiig clause.

The conjunction iu tlie foreground, a mere
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copulative, has occasioned difficulty. It is

thoroughly Hebraistic. But of course it

does not here introduce to notice something
merely added to what goes before, of the
natiire of a parting injunction or request
addressed to Ruth. The articulated phrase
"the woman," as distinguished from "a
woman," the expression in King James's
Tersion, renders such an interpretation im-
possible. The Targumist explains thus

:

"and he said to Ms young men." But the
whole tenor of the preceding narrative pro-
ceeds on the assumption that there were no
servants on the premises or at hand. Other
Rabbis, and after them Luther and Cover-
dale, interpret thus: "and he said in his
heart," or, "and he thought." Unnatural.
The difficulty is to be credited, or debited,

to simplicity of composition, and the habit
of just adding thing to thing aggregatively.

Instead of interweaving them into a complex
unity. In the course of their many inter-

changes of thought and feeling, Boaz had
expressed a desire, both for Ruth's sake and
for his own, that it should not be known
that she had come by night to the threshing-

floor. The narrator, instead of introducing
this expression of desire in the way in which
it would directly fall from the lips of Boaz,
" Let it not be known that thx)U didst come,"
gives it in the indirect form of speech, the

oratio ohliqua, as his own statement of the
case. It is as if he had introduced a paren-

thesis or added a note in the margin. The

anal Xtyofitvov D^"ip—instead of D^^

—

was most probably not a later form, as

Bertheau supposes, but an older Hebrew
form that had died out of use long before

the days of the Masorites.

Ver. 15.—And he said, Allow me the
wrapper which is upon thee, and hold on by
it ; and she held on by it ; and he measured
six measures of barley; and he put it on
her, and went to the city. The expression

"Allow me," literally, "Give (me)," was
a current phrase of comtesy. The verb

employed—UpJ
—was common Semitic pro-

perty, ere yet the mother-tongue was sub-

divided into Hebrew, Syriac, Chaldee, Arabic.

The wrapper which is upon thee. The
word for wrapper occurs nowhere else except

in Isa. iii. 22, where it is translated, in King
James's version, "wimple." Here it is

rendered "vail," and, in the margin, "sheet
or apron,"—all of them unhappy transla-

tions. So is the rendering of the Targumist,

N^"7"ID, L e. sitdarium, or " napkin." N. G.

Sclii^der discusses the word at great length

in his masterly ' Commentarius Philologico-

Criticus de Vestitu Mulierum Hebraearum,'

pp. 247—277. He would render it pallium
at palla. In consequence of national pecu-

liarities in articles of dress, especially in

ancient times, it i« best to avoid r specific,
and to employ a generic translation. When
Boaz said, "Give me the wrapper," he did
not ask that it should be handed to him.
He had already put his hand upon it, and
was engaged in hollowing oat a scoop or
cavity. Hence he said, on the one hand,
"Allow me," and, on the other, "Hold on
by it" And he measured six measures of
barley. The particular measure referred to
is unspecified. It is not only mere dream
on the part of the Targumist, but it is dream
involving almost sheer impossibility, that
the measures were seahs, L e. two ephahs.
The Targumist had to bolster up his dream
by adding another, viz., that Ruth got mira-
culously strength to carry the load. Load,
indeed, there undoubtedly was ; and no doubt
it would be as great as she could conveniently
carry. And likewise, in accordance with
the primitive simplicity of manners, th«
magnitude of the burden would be demon-
stration to Naomi of Boaz's satisfaction with
the " measures " which, in full motheflinesa
of spirit, she had planned. And he went
to tiie city. The Vulgate and Syriac ver-

sions, as also Castellio, Coverdale, and vari-

ous other translators, but not Luthef, hav«

assumed that we should read t<3ril, "and
she went," instead of N2*l, "and he went."

So too Wright. But there seems to be no
good reason for making the change. If there

had been no division into verses, then tlia

departure of both Boaz and Ruth on their

respective routes, or in their respective order

of sequence, would have been recorded close

together: "and 'he 'went to the city, and
' she ' went to her mother-in-law "—each, let

us bear in mind, with the heart elate.

Ver. 16.—And she went to her mother-
in-law. And she said, Who art thou, my
daughter! And she narrated to her all

that the man had done to her. The ques-

tion, " Who art thou, my daughter? " is not
put by Naomi, as Drusius supposes, because

it was still so dusk that she could not pro-

perly distinguish Ruth. The address, "My
daughter," shows that she had no difficulty

in determining who the visitor was. But
there is something arch intended. "Art
thou Boaz's betrothed?" MichaeUs trans-

lates, "What art thou?" Unwarrantably
as regards the letter, but correctly as regards

the spirit of the interrogatory.

Ver. 17.—And she said, These six measures

of barley he gave to me ; for he said, Thou
must not go empty to thy mother-in-law.

The C'tib omission of "to me" after "for

he said" is most likely to be the original

reading. A fastidious Rabbi would rathei

originate this insertion than the omission.

Ver. 18.—And she said, Sit still, ray

daughter, till that thou know how the affaii

X2
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will fall ont, for the man will not rest

unless he complete the affair to-day. In

Baying, "Sit still, my daughter," it is as if

ITaomi had said, "There is no occasion for

restless anxiety. Let your heart be at ease

till that thou know bow the afifair will fall

out." In the Hebrew the noun is without
the article. But in English it must be sup.

plied, unless a plural be employed—"how
'things' will fall out." I^^' ^^ii^t ^ «•"

think. CJompare the corresponding relatioa

between the German tache and tagen.

H0MILETIC8.

Ch. Hi.

—

Naomi's maternal solicitude. This is one of those paragraphs of Scrip-

ture which require delicate handling, but which, for that very reason, are full of

Buggestiveness that comes home to the bosom. Under strange, old-fashioned forma
of things there was often much real virtue and true nobility of character. 1. It may
be regarded as certain that wliile the harvest lasted Boaz and Ruth would be coming
daily into contact with each other. 2. It may likewise be assumed as certain that

their minds would from day to day grow into one another, in interest and esteem.

As intimacy increased, it would reveal, on either side, points of character that were
fitted to evoke admiration and sincere respect. 3. It is reasonable to suppose that

Naomi's humble home in Bethlehem would be again and again visited by Boaz.

There would be various attractions, Naomi herself, as an old and now afar-travelled

friend, would be able to tell much that would be interesting to' the kinsman of

Eliraelech. 4. The Palestinian harvest season would that year, as well as on other

years, be a lively time. The harvest-home, in particular, would be a joy and a rural

triumph. It may well be so in all countries. The golden grain is more precious by
far than grains of gold. It is emphatically the " stafE" on which terrestrial life has

to lean. One of the chief uses of gold is to buy from the agriculturist, directly or

circuitously, for the use of those who live in towns and cities, the superfluity of

cereals raised in the harvest-fields. Harvesting operations are thus always interest-

ing and stirring. Ruth would feel an interest ; and, in consequence of the hearty

sympathy and favour of Boaz, her whole nature would be stirred. 6. But it is far

from being improbable that when the gleaning season was ended, so that Ruth had

to exchange out-of-door for indoor activities, she may have acquired, to the eye of

her solicitous mother-in-law, an unusually pensive appearance. 6. Naomi would no
doubt make Ruth a constant study. Every mother, every father, should make every

individual child in the family circle an individual study. It is not every child, it is

not every young man, or young woman, whose whole heart can be read off at a

sitting. Many a mind is many-volumed. Naomi did her best day by day to under*

stand her devoted and deeply affectionate daugliter-in-law, and seems to have felt

increasingly solicitous as she noticed her unwonted thoughtfulness and reticence. 7.

Then we must bear in mind that in such a state of society as then prevailed in

Bethlehem and Judali, there must have been extremely little scope for female energy

and industry in business directions. Happily in our time there is, so far as Great

Britain is ooncempd, considerable interest taken by philanthropic minds in the

subject of female education, literary and technical. There are, moreover, even already

many spheres in which females, not otherwise provided for, can find, in affairs con-

genial to their tastes and idiosyncrasies, remuneration and employment. In many
government offices, and in other spheres of activity, females now occupy important

positions. Not only do they excel in works of taste: whatever requires careful

attention, combined with delicate manipulation, can be intrusted to their hands.

There is still, it is true, mnch to be done to promote the employment and independ-

ence of single females; but a beginning has been made, and a point or two beyond
that beginning have been reached. In the time and sphere of Naomi, however, there

were no open doors of tliis kind. And hence, when she was looking out for the

settlement of her daui,^liter-in-law, she naturally thought only of a ' rest' for her in

a home of her own. In reference to such a ' rest,' it is the duty of all mothers and
mothers-in-law to be solicitous, though never obtrusive, in behalf of their children.

Advice may be tendered, caution may be 8u,i!:gested ; but there must be true sympathy
on the one hand, and true delicacy of feeling on the other.

To tarn now more particularly to Boaz—1. It is reasonable to suppose that Naomi
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had noticed that he looked on Ruth with longing eyes. 2. It is also reasonahle to

suppose that, fro n some cause or other, Boaz felt himself under an unconquerable
pell of reticence. The cause seems to be revealed in his use again and again of
the fatherly expression, Mi/ daughter, as applied to Ruth. He was evidently well
advanced in years. This seems to have been the soil on which his insuperable
diffidence grew. How to get this diffidence plucked up by the roots was the problem
which the solicitous Naomi set herself to solve. 3. There was only one way, as it

appeared to her, in which Boaz's mind could be set free from the spell which put a
seal on his lips. That was to bring Ruth into such relationship to him that he would
learn her true sentiments on the one hand, and feel put upon his honour on the other.

Naomi, to effect this consummation, took advantage of a tune-honoured custom, which
had come down from very remote and primitive times, and was still in full force
among the Hebrews. She thought of the Levirate law. This was a law that gave a
widow, if an heiress, the right to claim, from the nearest of kin to her deceased
husband, conjugal assistance in the management of her estate. The nearest of
kin, if thus appealed to for the purpose indicated, had a right to refuse the widow's
claim, provided he was willing to submit to certain indignities and unpleasant
formalities, such as being stripped of one of his shoes, and then twitted and hooted
as Barefoot (Deut xxv. 5—10). But if it should happen to be the case that his feel-

ings were the reverse of repugnance, then the act of compliance would be at once the
highest meed of respect which could be paid to the memory of the deceased, and the
greatest gratification that could be enjoyed by the living. In the case of Ruth and
Boaz, two just conclusions had been arrived at by Naomi. One had reference to
Ruth, and was to the effect that, while it would be impossible for her to initiate action
that might be regarded as terminating on herself, it would yet be both possible for and
becoming in her to undertake the initiation of action that had for its aim what was
due to the name and honour of her deceased husband. The other had reference to
Boaz, and was to the effect that his diffidev^oe, otherwise unconquerable, would be
conquered if he were put upon his honour, ana saw his way clear to discharge a duty
to a deceased kinsman. 4. We must, in addition, suppose that Naomi, in making
arrangement for the midnight interview, had unfaltering confidence in the incor-

ruptible innocence of Ruth, and in the incontaminable purity of Boaz. 5. We are

likewise entitled to assume that the method of claiming a kinsman's interposition,

which she laid down for her daughter-in-law's guidance, was no gratuitous invention
of her own. It is natural to regard it as having been the normal and accredited

formula of procedure that was in use in " society," for the initiation of such measures
as were requisite in the application of the Levirate law. 6. It is on this assump-
tion alone that we can account for the fact that no apology was made by Ruth, and
that no surprise was expressed by Boaz. Instead of surprise, there was only devout
admiration of Ruth's entire demeanour in relation to her deceased husband. He
said, " Blessed be thou of the Lord, my daughter ; thou hast made thy latter kindness
better than the former, in not going after any young man, whether poor or rich." It

is her kindness to the deceased, not her kindness to himself, of which he speaks.

The kindness she was showing after her husband's decease was, in Boaz's estimation,

still greater than the kindness she had showed him, or had been able to show him,
during his life. A woman, so attractive and so capable as she, might have readily

found among the young men many open doors to rest, and ease, and affluence. But
she did not for one moment wish to avail herself of any of these openings. She
wished to do honour to the name and memory of her lamented Machlon, more espe-

cially in her capacity as the prospective heiress of his property. 7. We may be sure,

however, that Naomi would never have availed herself of the customs that had got
fixed by " use and wont " in relation to the Levirate law, unless she had been certain

that it would be in accordance with the deepest desires of both her friends that they
should get together in life.

In the light of these remarks we may now re-read the entire chapter, interposing,

as we go a.long the successive verses, whatever expository or practical remark may
seem to be called for.

Ver. 1.—There is something radically wrong in every home which is not a " rost*
to it* inmates : and life without a home is emphatically a life of unrest.
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Vers. 2—4.—Naomi's solicitude for her devoted daughter-in-law is beautiful
and motherly. But the form into which it ran and took shape can never recur
in the midst of the culture and customs of European society. Even the method
of winnowing the golden grain of the harvest-field, as referred to in ver. 2,

is antique and obsolete. So, too, is the method which Boaz adopted to watch
over his cereal treasures. He constituted himself his own watchman and police-

man.
Ver. 5.—Ruth's confidence in Naomi's kindness and wisdom is noteworthy. It

was no upstart prepossession and blindfold feeling. Naomi had earned it by a long-
continued course of prudence and sympathy. Boaz too had earned a correspond-
ing confidence, and hence she did not hesitate to intrust herself to his honour. She
felt that she was safe.

Vers. 6, 7.—The expression " his heart was merry " just means that he felt physic-
ally comfortable, and ready for quiet and sound repose.

Ver. 8.
—
"When it is said that " the man was afraid, and turned himself, ^^ the

meaning of the latter clause, as it stands in King James's version, would require
some modification. The idea is not that Boaz turned from one side to another.
It is that, having started in a fright, in consequence of the presence, to his indis-

tinct consciousness, of something unusual about his feet, he raised himself up and
bent forward to feel what it was. »

Ver. 9.—His touch had satisfied him that it was a woman who was at his feet.

Who was she ? Ruth at once declared herself, no doubt in accents of sweet modesty.
The statement with which she follows up the declaration of herself is variously inter-

preted. In King James's version there are two departures from literality. 1. The
word skirt is not a literal rendering of the Hebrew term. Wings is the proper trans-

lation. 2. The entreaty Spread therefore is also a departure from literality. The
verb is not in the im])erative, but in the affirmative—And thou hast spread. It is

Ruth's own interpretation of the position of affairs. She had come to Judsea to take
shelter under the vrings of Jehovah; and Boaz had, on his part, in harmony with the
heavenly kindness of Jehovah, spread over her his wings of terrestrial kindness.
She thus does not speak at all of Boaz's skirty or ski'rts. There was beautiful delicacy
in her representation. She did not need to enter into particular details. Her posi-
tion, viewed in the light of custom, explained the whole case.

Vers. 10, 11.—"And now, my daughter, fear not''—give not thyself any anxious
concern in reference to the result. "All the people in the gate of my city know that
thou art a virtuous woman." Yes, she was virtuous ; and yet she was much more.
She was endowed with all the capabilities which fitted her for the position she waa
willing to occupy (see the Exposition).

Ver. 12.—Note the highly honourable character of Boaz. There was one nearer
in kinship to Ruth than himself. This person, therefore, must receive the first offer.

Had the case come before Boaz as simply one of personal affection, he would in all

probability have made no reference to the nearer kinsman. But as it had come
before him in its relation to the deceased, and connected itself with Ruth because of
her relation to the deceased, he felt that he must act in strictest honour. There were
rights of property at stake, as well as affections of the heart, and Boaz could be no
party to deprive any one of such rights. Still we need not doubt that his heart
thrilled at the thought that the rights involved would not prove an insurmountable
barrier between himself and Ruth.

Ver. 1.3.—Boaz's mind still runs on the lines of a kinsman's duty. There whs
hence something that might be thrust in between the desires of his heart and the
object toward whom they trembled.

Ver. 14.—Boaz was desirous to guard the fair name and fame of Ruth, as well eh

to keep untarnished his own unsullied reputation.
Ver. 15.—He wished that Naomi migiit have some tangible evidence of his satis-

faction.

Ver. 16.—The question T^ho art thou f sprang from Naomi's hope that the entire

Bcbeme would issue in success.
Ver. 17.—The present was, in one point of view, inconsiderable ; but, in anothet"

point of view, it was a most uuitable gift from one who desired indeed to show sym-
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pathy, gratitude, and kindness, but who did not wish, at that stage of the affair, to

raise uncoiuUtioned expectation which might never be realised.

Ver. 18.—Naomi, as it were, said to Ruth and to her own heart, Peace, peace. All vrill

he xoell. A II is well. The hand of the Almighty is dealing " sweetly," not " bitterly
t"*

%BUk all the paiiies concerned.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. \.—Marriage, a woman's rest. If Ruth was unselfish, so also wag NaoraL

The mother-in-law acted towards the young Moabitess aa if she had beon her own
daughter. In seeking a husband for her daugliter-in-law Naomi followed the customa

of her country and her age. (Our English custom is intermediate between the

French custom, according to which the husband is provided by the negotiations of

the parentS) and the American custom, which leaves daughters to select for them-

selves.) The case before us was not an ordinary one. For whilst marriage was
almost universally looked forward to by Hebrew youths and maidens, there were very

special reasons why Naomi should seek a husband for Ruth. As is implied in the

text, Naomi desired that her daughter-in-law might lind in marriage with Boaz

—

I. A HOME, which should be a rest from her wanderings.

II. A PBOVISION, which should deliver her fiom the misery and the temptations of

poverty.

III. Happiness, which should compensate her for the sorrows of her widowhood.
IV. Pious COMPANIONSHIP, which should be a relief from long friendlessiiess.

Lessons :—1. Parents should take thought for their children, and not leave them to

choose companions and friends and life-associates by chance. Nothing could be
more disastrous than such neglect and thoughtlessness. 2. Marriage should be
thought of with deliberation and prayer, both by the j'oung, and by their parents or

natural guardians. 3. Those who have found rest and prosperity in marriage should

not omit the duty of gratitude and praise for the care and direction of Divino
providence.—T.

Ver. 2.

—

Diligence in business. Boaz is an example of a thorough man of business.

He was wont himself to see to it that the land was well tilled and well reaped. H«
was personally acquainted with the labourers. He even noticed the gleaners. He
watched the reaping. He superintended the winnowing. He slept on the winnow-
ing-floor, to protect his corn from the designs of robbers.

I. A RELIGIOUS MAN IS BOUND TO ATTEND TO THE CALLING HE EXEECISE8. Whether
a landowner, a farmer, a merchant, a tradesman, or a professional man, he ought to

give his attention to his occupation, and not to neglect his own businecs to be a meddler
in that of others. His business is thus more likely to prosper, and his example to

younger men will be influential and beneficial.

II. An employer of labour is bound to study the welfare of HIS SERVANTS.
The present state of society is very different from that in the time of Boaz. Society
is less patriarchal, and more democratic. But there is still room, both in the house-
hold and in commercial and agricultural and manufacturing life, for the exercise of
wise and kindly supervision over those who are employed to labour.

III. Diligence in business procures a man many advantages. It is foolish to
despise wealth, though it is easy to over-estimate it. From the narrative it is clear
that the wealth of Boaz enabled him to secure a charming and virtuous wife, gave
him great consideration amongst his neighbours and fellow-townsmen. If a man
neglects the opportunity of acquiring property in order to pursue learning, or to do
^ood,he deserves respect ; but if from sloth and heedlessness, he is despised. Wealth
18 good if it be used for good purposes— for the education of children, for the
•nequr^ement of learning and virtue, for the well-being of the people at large.—

T

Vers. 5, 6.

—

filial obedience. Ruth was not Naomi's daughter, yet she acted, and
with good reason and great propriety, as though she had been such. What Violila

good, therefore, of the relationship described in this book holds good, d foHiori, ot
the relation between pareuta and children. In modem society the bonds of parental
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discipline are, especially among the working class, lamentably relaxed. Christiar

people should, in the interests alike of patriotism and religion, do all they can to

slxengthen these bonds. The text affords us a beautiful example of filial obedience.

I. Motives to filial obedience. Gratitude should lead the child to obey the parent,

to whom he owes so very much. The constraint should be the sweet constraint of

love. Reason should lead to the reflection—The parent has experience of human
life, in which I am necessarily lacking; is not a parent's judgment far more likely to

be sound than is a child's, or even a youth's ? Divine legislation commands children

to obey their parents. E. g. the fifth commandment, under the old covenant ; apos-

tolical admonitions, under the new. The example of the Holy Child, Jesus I

II. The ADVANTAGES of filial obedience. Usually, obvious temporal advantages
ensue upon such a course. This is proverbial and unquestionable. The satisfactiori

of a good conscience is a compensation not to be despised for .any sacrifice of per-

sonal feeling in this matter. The approval of God is most emphatically pronounrted

upon those who honour and obey their parents. And this is usually followed by the
confidence and admiration of fellow-men.

Lessons :—1. Expostulate with the disobedient. 2. Encourage the obedient—^T.

Ver. 7.

—

The joy of harvest. There is brightness and pleasantness in the view
this passage gives us of a harvest-time in the vale of Bethlehem. • Poets ?x\d painters

have interpreted the heart of humanity in the pictures and the songs in which they

have represented "the joy of harvest." Boaz, the mighty man of wealth, was not

only rich and prosperous—he was happy, and free from the inoroseness which some-
times accompanies riches ; he was generous, and free from the miserliness and

penuriousness which often grows with prosperity ; he was considerate, and observed

and recognised individual cases of need.

I. It is bight to partake of the bountibs of God's providence. Gluttony and
drunkenness meet with no encouragement from this, or from any other portion of

Scripture. But no countenance is given to asceticism God "daily loadeth us with

benefits;" he giveth not only seed to the sower, but "bread to the eater." We
should eat, drink, and give thanks to him who " openeth his hand and satisfieth the

wants of every living thing." Sincerity and thoughtfulness should accompany the

daily blessing and breaking of bread. Christ " came eating and drinking."

II. It is bight to be happy and mirthful when God has dealt BouNTiFrrLLT

with UB. There is mirth of a kind attending the carousals and the debaucheries of

sinners. This mirlh is hollow, and will soon be succeeded by regrets. But when
God's children sit at their Father's table and partake of his bounty, what more
natural and just than that they should rejoice and sing aloud of his goodness ? These

gifts and " all things " are theirs I

III. It 13 KiOHT to rest when duty has been fulfilled and tasks achieved.

Some zealous Christians seem to think all repose is sinful, as manit^'esting indifference

to the magnitude of the work to be done. But God has made le. body so that it

needs rest, the mind so that it needs relaxation. The quality i «: the work will not

suffer, but will gain, by timely and moderate repose.—T.

Ver. 10.

—

Benediction. A blessing comes appropriately from a senior ; a father

blesses his son, a venerable patriarch his youthful colleague. Boaz was an elderly

man, and it seems appropriate that, addressing Kufh, the young widow of his kins-

man, he should use language of benediction: "Blessed be thou of the Lord, my
daughter 1

"

I. Benediction proceeds from a benevolent disposition. It is the opposite of

cursing. Sometimes language of benediction is used when there is no spiritual

reality behind it. In such cases it is a mockery, a counterfeit of benevolence and

II. Benediction implies piety. Belief in God, and in God's willingness to blest.

There is a looking up to God on behalf of him who is to be blessed. Without thi«

the languai^e of blessing is meaningless.

III. HKNKniCTION 18 THE Af^KNdWLEDGMENT THAT FROM GoD ALL GOOD MUST OOMl,

aOMBlUftD WITH THS DKblHE AND PUAVUH TUAT UX WILL BE GRACIOUS. It is the halloW«
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ing of our best affections ; it is the making real and personal of our most solemn

religious beliefs.

IV. Benediction, if harmonious with God's will, secures God's favour. It is a

wish, but a wish realised ; a prayer, but a prayer heard and answered in heaven.—T.

Ver. 11.

—

A virtuous woman. The circumstances of the narrative read strangely

to us. But one nation and one age cannot fairly apply its standards to another.

Nothing is more certain than that the conduct of Naomi, of Euth, and of Boaz was
perfectly correct, and probably Ruth's proceeding was wise and justifiable. Upon
her character no breath of suspicion rested ; she was, in the language of the text,

"a virtuous woman."
I. Ruth's virtue was manifested by heb circumspect conduct with refebenck

TO YOUNG MEN. " Thou followedst not young men, whether rich or poor."

II. Her virtue was apparent in heb obedience to heb mother-in-law.

Instead of taking counsel of her own comparative inexperience, she listened to the

advice of the sage and prudent Naomi.
III. Heb vibtub was acknowledged by all her acquaintance. " All the city

of my people doth know." If there had been anything in the conduct of the poor,

friendless young foreigner inconsistent with virtue, it would not have been hid. She

escaped calumny.
IV. Her virtue led to an honourable marrlage and position in Israel. "A

virtuous woman is a crown to her husband." We can believe that Ruth verified the

oeautiful description given in Prov. xxxi.—T.

Vers. 12, 13.

—

Respectfor others' rights. The situation in which Boaz found him-

self was very singular. All that he had heard and all that he had observed of this

young Moabitess had impressed him favourably. His language and his conduct

show that Ruth had made an impression upon his heart. And it was honourable to

bira that it was so. Her youth, her beauty, her misfortunes, her industry, her cheer-

fulness, her filial devotedness, her virtue, her piety, all commended her to the judg-

ment and the affections of the upright and conscientious Boaz. And now, with the

most perfect modesty, and in the presentation of an imdoubted claim upon him,

Ruth ofEered herself to him as his lawful, rightful wife. What hindered him from
immediately complying with her request, and taking her to his heart and his home?
There was one impediment. Another had, if he oliose to exercise it, a prior claim.

Another had the first right to redeem the field of Elimelech, and to espouse the

heiress, and raise up seed to the departed. And until this person— the nameless

one—had exercised his option, Boaz did not feel at liberty to act upon the sugges-

tion of his heart.

I. Personal feblings always increase the urgency of the claims of selfish-

ness. "By nature and by practice" men seek their own interest. But experience

shows us that strong emotion increases the danger of our yielding to such impulses.

II. Where personal feelings are concerned there is need of watchfulness
AND prayer. It is 80 casy to wrong others for the sake of our own gratification,

that it is well to question the arguments and pleas by which our interests are com-
mended. Boaz must have been tempted, in the circumstances, to say nothing about
the nearer kinsman, but quietly to accept the proposal of Ruth.

III. Teue principle, aided by the power of religion, will enable a man to do
the right, even though his own interests and his own feelings ABE opposed to
8UCH A course. Boaz gained the victory over himself, and consented to abide the

issue of an appeal to the nearer kinsman, although he risked thereby the loss of

Ruth. Many of the highest illustrations of the nobility possible to man turn upon
some such situation, and the course which honour and virtue prescribe is the course

in which true and lasting happiness will be found.—T.

Vers. 16—17.

—

Generosity. Boaz was " a mighty man of wealth," and Naomi and
Buth were poor, Avidowed, friendless, and comparatively strangers. All through the

narrative Boaz appears as thoughtful, liberal, unselfish, honourable, munificent. He
!a an axample to Uiose whom Providence has endowed with wealth.
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I. Wealth is given to the bich not for their own sake only, but for the saki
OF OTHERS. Men are not the owners, bat the stewards, of their possessions. How
iniierfectly this truth is recognised I The only way in which we can give to Christ

is by giving to his people.

IL Generosity should bb pbopobtionate to the means of the qiveb. Both
his means absolutely and his means relatively, i.e. considering the claims upon him
by virtue of his family, his position, &o.

III. Generosity should be proportionate to the needs of the becipient.
Those should have the preference who are old, crippled, and helpless ; the widow and
the orphan.

IV. Generosity should be unostentatious and sympathetic in its spirit. "Let not
thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth." Hardness of manner may spoil

beneficence. " Rich gifts wax poor when givers prove unkind."—T.

Ver. 18. — Sit still ! Naomi showed in her whole conduct not only tender
feeling and sympathy, and sincere piety, but much shrewdness, foresight, tact, «md
knowledge of human nature. When there was anything for Ruth to do she was
forward in urging her to action. But she knew that there is always a time to wait,

as well as a time to work ; and she reminded Ruth that now event* must be left to

others—indeed, must be left to God I

I. The occasion for sitting still. According to some, the belief that God works is

inconsistent with the obligation to work ourselves. The whole idea of the religious

life, as apprehended by some mistaken minds, is to do nothing, and to leave God to

do everything. And some, who do not go so far as this, still are blind to the privilege

of being "workers together with God.' When we have done our part, then is the

time to sit still. The workman has first to labour, then to rest. The day of toil

comes first, and the night of repose follows. When we can do no more, then is the

time to sit still. Ask yourself whether you have or have not this reason for re-

fraining from effort. We sometimes come to the end of our ability ; we have done
our part, and for us nothing now remains to do.

II. Motives which bJould induce thus to sit stilL We have to consider that in

certain cases to do otherwise would be utterly useless. In these cases it is a waste
of power to make further effort, and a waste of feeling to allow anxiety to distress

the heart. Thus any other course would be injurious, would destroy or disturb our
peace of mind. And there are occasions when to be quiet is to trust in the provi-

dential rule and care of God. So it was with Ruth at this conjuncture. The example
of Christ should not be overlooked. There came a time when he was silent before

his foes.

III. The blessing which follows sitting still. 1. Peace of heart. " Rest in the

Lord." 2. Strength. " Your strength is to sit still." "In quietness and confidence

shall be your strength." 3. If God will, prosperity. " He shall give thee thy heart's

desire." 4. In any case the gioiy of God, who desires that his people should do his

will, and leave results to him.—T.

Ver. \.—Thovghtful love. " Shall not I seek rest for thee ? " How naturaL We
cannot ever be with those we love. Marriage is God's own ideal, and it is the hap-
piest estate if his fear dwells in our hearts.

L There is no eabthly rest like the rest of home. Judges, warriors, states-

men enjoy the honours of life, and are conscious of pleasure in promotion and dis-

tinction, but their biograpliies tell us how they turn to home as the highest joy of all.

Tes I Nothing can compensate for the loss of a happy home, and we should seek in

every way to make it a refreshment and a delight by doing our best to promote its

peace and purity.

II. The earthly home is a parable of heaven. Our Saviour touches our hearts

at once when he says, " My Father's house," and when he speaks the exquisite parable
of the prodigal son. No analogies of city or temple are so powerful in their influtnce

over us as the analogy of home.—W. M. S.

Ver. 2.

—

Tike work of teinnounng. " Behold, he winnoweth barley to-night."

World-old process this, the wiiJiiuwing of the chaff from the wheat. Costoma change
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and commercial life increases and creates ever new demands; but the agricultural
life is still the basis of all. You may make new threshing-machines, but you ranst
Btill have bread. It may be winnowed by steam or hand, but it must be winnowed.
A pleasant Eastern sight: work done in the cool of the evening—"to-night."

I. Work is eveb associated by God with his blessings to man. We must plant
and dig and rpap. God sends the sunshine, the sweet air, and the shower. If a man
will not work, neither shall he eat. A paradise of idlers would soon be a Gehenna
indeed. No curse can come to a nation so sad as this : " Abundance of idleness was
in her sons and her daughters."

II. Work is never undignified ob to bb disdained. A gentleman is gentle in
his work—not because he does no work. It is a false pride that dislikes handiwork.
Many of the diseases which darken the brain come from the unwise neglect of
physical exercise. What is sweeter than the fragrance of the upturned soil ? What
is more beneficent than the law of labour, which calls forth the exercise of body,
mind, and spirit ?

III. Work of winnowino is k Divine work also. God nses his tnbtdjim in our
history, and the tribulation-work produces experience, patience, hope. When we are
mourning over some sorrow or loss, it is the bruising flail of God's correction. And
this comes at all seasons of life, even in the evening of the day. For we shall need
chastisement evea unto the end. What a doom is that " without chastisement "

w.M. a

Ver. 11.

—

Abov« rubies. "A virtuous woman." Here is the crown of all beauty.
What a renown is this of Ruth's. No jewelled necklet, no Eastern retinue, can give
uch attraction as this. We may have women of genius, and we admire genius

;

we may have women of scientific attainment, and God has given no lack of intel-

lectual endowments to women , but we must have virtue. Let the history of later

Borne tell us what the loss of this is.

I. No LIFE IS HIDDEN. " All the city of my people doth know that thou art a
virtuous woman." Every history stands revealed. Concerning Nehemiah, we read of
the testimony given in time of national trouble :

" There is a man in thy kingdom in

whose heart is the fear of the noly God." And so this simple-hearted Euth, who
had not tried to make herself attractive to the young men, poor or rich, who had been
modest in manner and heroic in conduct, left the impress of her character on the city.

II. No LIFE CAN BE RELIGIOUS THAT 18 NOT VIRTUOUS. We may, indeed, have virtue

of a kind, a morality of respectability, without religion ; but we cannot be religious

without morality, for religion does not consist in ceremonies however impressive, or
days however sacred, or opinionis however sound ; but in a life of consecration to

God, and of obedience to all the sanctities of the moral law. There may be a
religion of emotionalism merely ; but blessed as it is to feel the teuoi we must live it

out as well in common life.

III. No POWER IS SO PERMANENT AS THAT o» HOLY LIFE. Character lives in

others. We do not die when we pass from earth. Buth lives to-day. It would be
interesting to know how many have been led even in this age to devoutness and
decision by the remembrance of her conduct and the exquisite pathos of her words.

The little " city " of which our text speaks has passed away, but wherever the word
of God is known and read, there Euth reproduces herself in the history of others.

The very name has become a family name, and is honoured by constant use in every
generation.—W. M. 8.

Ver. 12.

—

WomarHs in/luenee. In all history woman has held a place of regal
influence. Not by intruding on the sphere of man, not by acting as if there were
no Divine providence in the more delicate physical constitution of woman which
incapacitates her for the strain of hardest toil ; but in the ideal of " home," in which
she is to be the " abiding" one, filling it with the charm of quiet influence and the
sacredness of self-sacrificing love.

I. Here ib a strange contunction of terms. "Virtuous " comes from the Latin

mr, which means a man. What then ? Is a woman to be like a man ? Does it

mean a manly woman ? In one sense it does. For "the man" is taken in the
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Scripture as the type of humanity in its best estate. '* Show thyself a man," sayg

David to Solomon. It means all that is pure, and brave, and true, and good. Thua
•' abominable " means something ab homo, to be designated as "away from a man ;

"

omethino- altogether alien to his nature. A virtuous woman is a woman who has

gtrength of resistance to evil, strength of devotion to God, strength of patience and

endurance in the path of obedience.

II. Hebe is the power of influencb. " All the people of my city (or, at tb« gate)

doth know that thou art a viituous woman." Certainly. "They that be otherwise

cannot be hid." What a lesson that is I Cliaracter tells everywhere. You may not

note the current running, but place your boat upon it, and you soon see it So it

is with a good life—it bears others in its current. We are all known. Men and

women are judged at their true worth even in this world, and even the wicked respect

the upright and the just. It was said of Nehemiah to the king in a time of trouble-

" There is a man in thy kingdom in whose heart is the fear of the holy God."

III. Hebe is the secbbt of national globy. It was so in Rome when they could

Bpeak with pride of the Roman matron, and it has been so in every nation under

heaven. A Divine judgment was needed to purify this nation after the days of

Charles II. Had it not been a time of judgment, the nation, as Cliarjus Kingsley

says, would have perished. Let the young be taught modesty even in dress and

demeanour. Let all that is "fast " be frowned upon and made unfashionable. Th»
grace that Christ gives is humility with the fear of the Lord.—W. M- S.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IV.

V«r. 1.—And Boaz went up to the gate,

and sat there. He " went up," for the city

stood, as it still stands, on a ridge (see on
ch. i 1 ; ilL 6). " And sat there," on one

of the stones, or stone benches, that were set

for tlie accommodation of the townsfolk.

The gateway in the East often corresponded,

as a place of meeting, to the forum, or the
market-place, in the West Boaz had reason

to believe that his kinsman would be either

passing out to his fields, or passing in from
his threshing-floor, through the one gate of

the city. And lo, the kinsman of whom
Boaz had spoken was passing; and he said.

Ho, such a one! turn hither and sit here.

And he turned and sat down. Boaz called

his kinsman by his name ; but the writer does
not name hiin, either because he could not,

or because he would not. The phrase " such
a one," or "so and so," is a purely idiomatic
English cq^uivalent for the purely idiomatic

Hebrew phrase 'Jb^X ""JPsl. A literal trans-

lation is impossible. The Latin N. N. corre-
•ponds.

Ver. 2.—And he took ten men of the
•Idorly inhabitants of the city, and he said,
Bit ye here ; and they sat down. Boaz
wish r 1 to have a full complement of witnesses
to th'r important transaction which he con-
tem]>l:.ted.

VcT. 3.—And he said to the kinsman,
Naomi, who has returned from the land of
Moa*) has resolved to sell the portion of
land which belonged to our brother Elime-
l«eh. Hot&z, it \a evident, had talked over

with Ruth the entire details of Kaomi't
plans, and could thus speak authoritatively.

Naomi, we must suppose, had previously

taken Ruth into full confidence, so that

Boaz could learn at second - hana what in

other circumstances he would have learned

from Naomi herselt The verb which we
have rendered " has resolved to sell," is

literally "has sold," and has been so ren-

dered by many expositors, inclusive of

Riegler and Wright. The Syriac translator

gives the expression thus, " has sold to me."
The subsequent context, however, makes it

evident that the property had not been sold

to any one, and consequently not to Boaz.

The peifect verb is to be accounted for <mi

the principle explained by Driver when he
says, "The perfect is employed to indicate

actions, the accomplishment of which liea

indeed in the future, but is regarded aa

dependent upon such an unalterable deter-

mination of the will that it may be spoken
of as having actually taken plice : thus a

resolution, promise, or decree, especially a

Divine one, is very frequently announced in

the perfect tense. A striking instanop is

aflforded by Ruth (iv. 3) when Boaz, spik-
ing of Naomi's determination to sell her

land, says ^p|^3 i^.^^P' literally, ' has add '

(has resolved to sell The English idiom
would be ' is selling ')" ('Treatise on the Use
of the Tenses in Hebrew,' pp. 13, 14). In

King James's English version the verb is

thus freely rendered "selleth." Luther's
version Is equivalent

—

hevi fell, " offers for

sale;" or, as C<jvei(l:ile renders it, "offereth

to aelL" Vatable trcely renders it aa ws
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have done, " has detennined to sell " (vendere

decremt) : so Drusius {vendere instituit).

The kind family feeling of Boaz, shining out

in the expression, "our brother Elimelech,"

is noteworthy. "Brother" was to him a

homely and gracious term for " near kins-

man."

Vor. 4.—And I said (to myself). There

is little likelihood in the opinion of those

who maintain, with Rosenmiiller, that the

expression, "I said," refers to a promise

which Boaz had made. to Ruth (see ch. iii.

13). It is a primitive phrase to denote in-

ternal resolution. There is a point where

rJiought and speech coalesce. Our words

are thoughts, and our thoughts are words.

I will uncover thine ear, that is, "I will

lift the locks of hair that may be covering

the ear, so as to communicate something in

confidence." But here the phrase is era-

ployed with the specific import of secresy

dropt out. It is thus somewhat equivalent

to "I will give thee notit,e;" only the

following expression "ibX?, i, e. to say, must

be read in the light of the undiluted original

?hrase, "I will uncover thine ear to say."

'he whole expression furnishes the most
beautiful instance imaginable of the primary

meaning of "ibX.A The thing that was to

be said follows immediately, vi^s.. Acquire

it, or Buy it It is as if he had said, "Now
you have a chance which may not occur

again." It is added, in the presence of the

inhabitants. This, rather than "the assess-

ors," is the natural interpretation of the

participle (D'';2ti'»n). It is the translation

which the word generally receives in the

very numerous instances in which it occurs.

There was, so to speak, a fair representation

of the inhabitants of the city in the casual

company that had assembled in the gateway.

And in presence of the elders of my people.

The natural " aldermen," or unofiicial " sena-

tors," whose presence extemporised for the

occasion a sufficient court of testators. If

thou wilt perform the part of a kinsman,

perform it. The translation in King James's

English version, and in many other versions,

viz., " If thou wilt redeem it, redeem it," is

somewhat out of harmony mth the nature

of the case. Naomi was not wishing Elime-

lech's estate to be redeemed. It was not yet

in a position to be redeemed. It had not

been alienated or sold. She wished for it

not a redeemer, but a purchaser. And as it

was the right of a 7t<h or kinsman to redeem

for a reduced brother, if he was able and
willing, the estate which had been sold to an

alien (Levit. xxv. 25), so it was the privilege

of the same 7^'\i or kinsman to get, if the

redaced brother was wishing to sell, the first

offer of the estate. It would, in particulir,

be at variance with the prerogative of the

nearest of kin if some other one in the

circle of the kindred, but not so near, were

to be offered on sale the usufructuary pos-

session of the family estate (Levit. xxv. 23,

27). Hence Boaz recognised the prior pre-

rogative of his anonymous relative and friend,

and said to him, " If thou wilt perform the

part of a kinsman, and buy the property,

then buy it." It is added, and if he will

not. Note the use of the third person he,

instead of the second thou. If the reading

be correct, then Boaz, in thus speaking,

must for the moment have turned to the

witnesses so as to address them. That the

reading is correct, notwithstanding that

some MSS. and all the ancient versions

exhibit the verb in the second person, is

rendered probable by the very fact that it is

the difficult reading. There could be no

temptation for a transcriber to substitute the

third person for the second ; there would be

temptation to substitute the second for the

third. The unanimity of the ancient ver-

sions is probably attributable to the habit of

neglecting absolute literality, and translating

according to the sense, when the sense was

clear. Boa^;, turning back instantaneously

to his relative, says, Make thou known to

me, that I may know, for there is none

besides thee to act the kinsman's part (with

the exception of myself), and I come after

thee. The little clause, "with the excep-

tion of myself," lies in the sense, or spirit,

although not in the letter of Boaz's address,

as reported in the text. And he said, I will

act the kinsman's part He was glad to

get the opportunity of adding to his own
patrimonial possession the property that had

belonged to Elimelech, and which Naomi, in

her reduced condition, wished to dispose of

So far all seemed to go straight against the

interests of Ruth.
Ver. 6.—And Boaz said, In the day when

thou acqnirest the land from the hand of

Naomi, and from Ruth the Moabitess, (in

that day) thou hast acquired the wife of the

deceased, to establish the name of the de-

ceased upon his inheritance. So we would

punctuate and render this verse. Boaz dis-

tinctly informed his relative that if the land

was acquired at all by a kinsman, it must be

acquired with its living appurtenance, Ruth

the Moabitess, so that, by the blessing of

God, the Fountain of families, there might

be the opportunity of retaining the possession

of the property in the line of her deceased

husband, that line coalescing in the line of

her second husband. It was the pleasure of

Naomi and Ruth, in offering their property

for sale, to burden its acquisition, on the

Eart of a kinsman, with the condition spcci-

ed. If there snouid be fruit after th«
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marriage, the child -would be heir of the

property, just as if he had been Machlon's

sou, even thouph the father should have

other and older sons by another wife.

Ver. 6. — And the kinsman said, I am
not able to perform, for myself, the kins-

man's part, lest I should destroy my in-

heritance. Perform thou, for thyself, the

kinsman's part devolving on me, for I am
not able to perform it The moment that

Ruth was referred to, as the inseparable

appurtenance of Elimelech's estate, a total

change came over the feelings of the anony-

mous relative and the spirit of his dream.

He "could not," so he strongly put it, per-

form the kinsman's part The probability is

that he already had a family, but was a

widower. This being the state of the case,

it followed that if he should acquire Ruth
along with her father-in-law's property, there

iiii<?ht be an addition, perhaps a numerous
addition, to his family; and if so, then there

would be more to provide for during his life-

time, and at his death an increased sub-

division of his patrimony. This, as he

strongly put it, would be to " destroy " his

patrimony, inasmuch as it might be frittered

into insignificant fractions. There can be

no reference, as the Chaldee Targumist
imagined, to his fear of domestic dissensions.

Or, if he did indeed think of such a casualty,

he certainly did not give the idea expression

to Boaz and the assessors. Cassel takes

another view. " It must be," he says, " her

Moabitish nationality that forms the ground,

such u it is, of the kinsman's refusal.

Elimelech's misfortunes had been popularly

ascribed to his emigration to Moab ; the

death of Chilion and Llachlon to their mar-
riage with Moabitish women. This it was
that had endangered their inheritance. The
goel feajs t similar fate. He thinks that he

ought not to take into his house a woman,
marriage with whom has already been visited

with the extinguishment of a family in

IsraeL" But if this had been what he
referred to when he spoke of the

'

' destruc-

tion " of his inheritance, it was not much in

harmony with the benevolence which he
owed to Boaz, and to which he so far gives

expression in the courtesy of his address,

that he should have gratuitously urged upon
his relative wliat he declined as dangerous
for himself. The expressions " for myself"

and "for thyself (y and ^?) are significant.

The anonymous relative does not conceal the
idea that it would be only on the ground of
ui>lne what would be /or his ovm interest

that lie could entertain for consideration the
jiropdsnl of Naomi. He likewise assumed
that if I'.oaz should be willing to act the
kinsman 8 part, it would bo simply because
it oonld U turned to account y"or hit oum

interest. He did not know that there wai
in Boaz's heart a love that truly "seeketh
not her own," but in honour prefers the
things of another.

Ver. 7.—And this was formerly a custom
in Israel, on occasion of surrendering rights

of kinship, or of selling and buying land, in
order to confirm any matter ; a man drew
off his shoe and gave it to the other con-
tracting party. This was attestation in
IsraeL We give a free translation. The
custom was significant enough. He who
sold land, or surrendered his right to act as

a kinsman in buying land, intimated by the
symbolical act of taking ofiF his shoe, and
handing it to his friend, that he freely gave
up his right to walk upon the soil, in favour
of the person who had acquired the posses-

sion. Corresponding symbolical acts, iu
connection with the transfer of lands, have
been common, and probably still are, in
many countries. No doubt the shoe, after

being received, would be immediately re-

turned.

Ver. 8.—And the kinsman said to Boas,
Acquire for thyself ; and drew off his shoe.

On the instant that he said, "Acquire for

thyself," viz., the land with its living appur-
tenant, he drew off his shoe and presented it

Josephus allowed his imagination to mn off

with his memory when, mixing up the his-

torical case before us with the details of

the ancient Levirate law (Deut xxv. 7—9),

which were, in later times at all events, more
honoured in the breach than in the observ-

ance, he represents Boaz as " bidding the
woman loose the man's shoe and spit in his

face." The actual ceremony was not an
insult, but a graphic and inoffensive attest-

ation. Yet it gradually wore out and was
superseded. No vestige of it remained in

the days of the writer, and the Chaldee Tar-
gumist seems to have been scarcely able to

realise that such a custom could ever have
existed. He represents the anonymous kins-

man as drawing off his "right-hand glove"
and handing it to Boaz. But take note of
the German word for "glove," viz., Hand'
Bchuh (a hanrl-shoe).

Ver. 9.—And Boaz said to the elders and
all the people, Ye are witnesses this day
that I have acquired the whole estate of

Elimelech, and the whole estate of Chilion

and Tlachlon, from the band of Naomi It

is absolutely necessary that, at this part of

the narrative, as well as in several other por-

tions, we read "between tJie verses." Naomi,
either personally or by representative, must
have appeared on the scene, to surrender her

territorial rights and receive the value of th«

estate that had belonged to her husband.
But the writer merges in his account these

cointidents, and hastens on to the consum-
mation of his story. In the twofold expre*-
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sion, " the whole estate of Elimelech, and the
whole estate of Chilion and Machlon," there

is a kind of legal particularity. There was
of course hut one estate, but there was a
succession in the proprietorship.

Ver. 10.—And likewise Kuth the SToab-
itess, wife of Machlon, have I acquired to
myself to wife, to estahlish the name of the
deceased upon his inheritance, so that the
name of the deceased may not he cut off

from among his brethren, and from the gate
of his place : ye are witnesses this day.
This, to 6oaz, would he by far the most
delightful part of the day's proceedings.

His heart would swell with manly pride and
devout gratitude when he realised, amid all

the cumbrous technicalities of old Hebrew
law, that Ruth was his. And he would re-

joice all the more, as, in virtue of her con-
nection with Machlon and Elimelech, both of

their names would still be encircled with
honour, and might, by the blessing of Yah-
veh, be linked on distinguishingly and
lovingly to future generations. Note the
expressitt, "that the name of the deceased
may not be cut ofif from among his brethren,

and from the gate of his place." The
people who assembled at the gate might on
Bome future day be able to say, " This boy
is the heir of Machlon and Elimelech, who
once migrated to Moab."

Ver. 11.—And all the people who were in

th« gateway, and the elders, said, Wit-
nesses ! May Yahveh grant that the wife
who has come into thy house may be as
Kachel and Leah, who built, the two of

them, the house of Israel ! The people of
the city in general, and the venerable elders

in particular, were pleased with every step

that Boaz had taken. They felt that he had
acted a truly honourable part, at once in

reference to Naomi, and to Ruth, and to the
nearest kinsman, and likewise in reference

to themselves as the representatives of the
general population. Blessings rose up within
their hearts, ascended into heaven, and came
down—charged with something Divine as

well as something human and humane—in

showers upon his head, and upon the head
of his bride. When they prayed that the
woman who was the choice of their fellow-

citixen's heart should be as Rachel and
Leah, they simply gave expression to the
intensest desire that Israelites could cherish

in reference to an esteemed sister. When
they spoke of Rachel and Leah—the mothers
of Israel—as "building up the house of
Israel," they first of all compared the
peSple to a household, and then they passed
over from the idea of a household to the
idea of a house as containing the house-
hold. They added, more particularly in

reference to Boaz himself. Do thou manfully
in Ephratah. The expression is somewhat I

peculiar, ringing changes on the peculiar and
remarkable term that occurs both in ch. ii.

1 and in ch. iiL 11. The expression is

^l^'^W- The people meant, "Act thou

the part of a strong, substantial, worthy
man." They added, in a kind of enthusi-
astic exclamation, Proclaim thy name in
Bethlehem. They had, however, no refer-

ence to any verbal proclamation, or tribute

of self-applause. The spirit of ideality had
seized them. They meant, " Act the noble
part—the part that will without voice pro-
claim in Bethlehem its own intrinsic noble-
ness."

Ver. 12.—And may thy house be as the
house of Pharez, whom Tamar bare to

Judah, (springing) from the seed which
Yahveh will give to thee of this young
woman! Pharez's descendants, th;- Phar-
zites, were particularly numerous, a^l hence
the good wishes of Boaz's fellow-townsmen
(see Num. xxvi 20, 21).

Ver. 13.—And Boaz took Euth, and she

became to him his wife ; and he went in to

her, and Yahveh gave her conception, and
she bore a son.

Ver. 14.—And the women said to Naomi,
Blessed be Yahveh, who has given thee a
kinsman this day ! May his name become
famous in Israel. Of course it is Ruth's

son who is the kinsman referred to, the

nearest kinsman, still nearer than Boaz.

The kinsman was given, said the women,
"this day," the day when the child was
bom. The expression which we have ren-

dered, "who has given thee a kinsman," is,

literally, "who has not caused to fail to thee

a kinsman." The sjonpathetic women who
had gathered together in Boaz's house were

sanguine, or at least enthusiastically desirous,

that a son so auspiciously given, after most
peculiar antecedents, would yet become a

famous name in Israel. Canon Cook supposes

that the kinsman referred to by the women
was not the chUd, but his father, Boaz
('Speaker's Commentary, in loo-). Yet it is

obvious that the kinsman specified was the

one who, as they said, had been given, or

had not been caused to faU, "that day."

He was, moreover, the one of whom they

went on to say, " May his name become

famous in Israel, and may he be to thee a

restorer of life, and for the support of thine

old age," &C. Dr. Cook's objections are

founded on a too narrow view of the func-

tions devolving on, and of the privileges

accruing to, a goel.

Ver. 15.—And may he be to thee a re-

storer of life, and for the support of thin*

old age : for thy daughter - in - law, who
loved thee, hath borne him, and she ii

better to thee than seven sons. The number
seven suggested an idea of fulness, oooh
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pletenesa, perfection. The whole inhabitants

of the city knew that Ruth's love to her

mother-in-law had been indeed transcendent,

and also that it had been transcendently re-

turned.
Ver. 16.—And Naomi took the boy, and

placed him in her bosom, and she became

his foster-mother. She became his nurse in

ehiet

Ver. 17.—And the women, her neigh-

bours, named the child, saying, A son has

been bom to Naomi ; and they called his

name Obed. He was the father of Jesse,

the lather of David. "Obed," if a jjarti-

ciple of the Hebrew verb I^V, naturally

means terving or servant. No other deriva-

tion, apparently, can at present be a.s.sumed

(but see Raabe's 'Glossar.'). Josephus gives

the participial interpretation as a matter of

course, ana Jerome too. If the objective

correlate of the servitude referred to were

Yahveh, then the word might be equivalent

to worshipper. If the name, however, as

seems to be the case, was imposed first of all

by the matronly neighbours who had come
to mingle their joys with those of the

mother, and of the grandmother in par-

ticular, then it is not lilcely that there would
be an overshadowing reference, either on the

one hand to servitude in relation to Yahveh,
or on the other to servitude in the abstract.

.Something simjiler would be in harmony
with their unsojihisticated, impressible, and
purely matronly minds. It is not at all un-

likely that, in fondling the welcome " New-
come," and congratulating the overjoyed

grandmother, they would, with Oriental

luxnriance of sjjeech and Oriental overflow

of demonstrativeness, 8y>eak of the ' lad

'

as come home to be a faitliful little servant

to his most excellent grandmother. The
infirmities of advancing age, aggravated by
anxieties many, griefs many, bereavements
many, toils many, privations many, dis-

apjK>intments many, had been one after

another accumulating on " the dear old

lady." But now a sealed fountain of re-

viving waters had been opened in the wiMcr-
ness. Might it for many years overllow !

Might the oaais around it widen and still

wiaen, till the whole solitary place should l>e

blossomin:? as the rose ! Might the lively

little child be spared to minister, with bright

activity and devotedness, to the aged pil-

grim for the little remainder of her journey !

Tlie word which the sympathetic neighbours,
with not the lea.st intention to propose a

naX Djime, had been alfectionately bandying

about, while fondling the child, was accepted

by Boaz and Ruth. They would say to one
another, "Yes, just let him be little Ohed
to his loving grandmother." Naomi, soo'hcd
in all her motherly and grandmotherly long-

ings and a.s])iration8, would seem to have
yielded, resolving, we may suppose, to train

the child up to be a servant of Yahveh.
Vers. 1&— 22.—And these are the lineal

descendants of Pharez. Pharez begat Hez-
ron, and Hezron begat Ram, and Ram begat
Amminadab, and Amminadab begat Nah-
shon, and Nahshon begat Salmon, and
Salmon begat Boaz, and Boaz begat Obed,

and Obed begat Jesse, and Jesse begat
David. This is the genealogy of King David,

and it is therefore an integral part of th«

genealogy of King David's great descendant,

his " Lord " and ours. As such it is in-

cor7)orated entire in the two tables that are

contained resjK.'ctively in the first chapter of

the Gospel according to Mitthew, ami the

third of the Gospel according to Luke. Some
of the names are somewhat Grecised and
otherwise modified in those New Testament
tables. Instead of Hezron we have Esrom

;

instead of Ram we have Aram ; instead of

Nahshon we have Naason ; instead of Boaz
we have Boos ; in 1 Chron. iL 11 we have
Salma instead of Salmon. It has been

keenly debated by chronologists and gene-

alogists whether we should regard the list of

David's lineal ancestors, given here and in

1 Chron. iL 10—12, as also in Matt L 3— f),

and Luke iiL 31— o-3, as complete. It is a

thorny question to handle, and one not ready

to be finally settled till the whole Old Testa-

ment chronology be adjuste'L It is certain

that in the larger tables of our Lord's gene-

alogy there wa.s, apparently for mnemonic
purjioses (Matt. L 17), the mergence of cer-

tain incons])icuou8 links (see Matt. L 8); and
it would not need to be matter of wonder or

concern if in that section of these tables

which cont'iins the genealogy of King David
there should be a similar lilting up into the

light, on the one hand, of the more promi-

nent ancestors, and a shading off into the

dark, on the other, of some wlio were less

conspicuous. It lies on the surface of the

genealogy that the loving - kindness and
tender mercies of Yahveh stretch far beyond
the confines of the Hebrews, highly favoured

though that peoTile was. " Is he, ' asks St.

Paul, "the Goil of the Jews only? Is he

not also of the Gentiles? Yes," the sami
apostle answers, "of the Geutlks alao"

(Rom. iiL 29).
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HOMILETICa

Vera. 1—12.

—

Th« bridal of Bocu and Huth, I. Thekb wssb aomm onxAcuB ni
THE WAT. Tliere were none, indeed, in Boaz's hean ; it was faH of pare eateeai
and love for Ruth. There were none in his finar.cial circmnstances ; he was able t*
provide amply for her comfort, and for all his own neceesitiee and conveniencoB.
There were none in his physical condition ; he had been temperate in all things, and
was in the enjoyment of health and strength. Neicher were there any obstacles m
Ruth's heart. It had already sought for refuge under the wings of Boaz's protection
and sympathy. Nor were there any in her physicai. irtel'-ectual, or moral condition.
She was exceptionally ' capable " in every respect, and eminently virtuous and good.
She was filled, and had for long been fiiled, with the love " that seeketh not her
own things. " Although reduced in circumstances, she really beloi^.g-Mi to the very
class in society in which Boaz himself was moving. Nor were there obstacles on
the part of Boaz's friends on the one hand, nor on the part of Buth's or.e precious
friend on the other. The obstacles were technical, arising out of the leg J prerogative

of a third party. Boaz set himself, in full concert with Ruth and Ruth's mother-in-
law, to deal with these obstacles.

IL He did not loiteb oves thx siatteb, or protract the proceedings unfeelingly
from day to day, week to week, month to month, and even year to year, until *' hope
deferred " ate out every atom of enthusiasm from his own spirit, and made the heart
of Ruth grow '* sick."' He took steps, without a single day's delay, to get his
prospects and the prospects of Ruth righteously senled (see vers. 1—4).

IIL Yes, ' BiGHTEocsLT SETTLED." For it was not so much the simple settlement
as the righteousness of it that he longed for. He would n:)t gratify his desire to
obtain Ruth—greatly as he esteemed, prized, and desired her—if hecooid not get her
righteously and honourably. Hence the forensic scene in the gateway of the city.

IV. It is AN OLD-woBLD PicnTBE that is drawn in the narrative, unveiling to view
the grave, solemn manners of primitive but well-mannered time& The city had but
one gate, through which, therefore, every one who went oat or came in most needs
pass. It would hence become the principal place of concourse for the townsfolk. It

was the place of primitive marketing and bartering. It was the place of primitive

judicature. It was, as it were, the senate-hall or parhament-house of the town. The
elders and fathers " did congregate " there, in the presence of the casual public, to

discuss the incidents that were transpiring, or the topics that were interesting the
public mind. It was the place of morning and evening lotmge. Boas was careful

to be early in the morning at this gateway, and immediately on arrival he took steps

to secure a judicial settlement, if needed, and, at all events, a complete attestation

of the facts of any nuptial arrangement that might be made. The people would
begin to assemble leisurely. They would salute one another courteously. Every one
would be of staid demeanour. There would be no rush, or push, or panting haste.

The true Oriental likes to be self-possessed and leisurely. Some would be passing
out, some passing in ; but all would be ready to pause and hail one another respect
fully. Kindly salutations would be directed to Boaz. and returned. It would be
manifest from his countenance, from the tones of his voice, from his entire demeanooi
and maimer, that he m<ant business that morning. See him as he moved about,

stable, yet elastic, and wound up. He invites certain venerated fathers to be seated

on the stone benches set in a row at the base of the city wall as he had an afEair to
transact which he wished them by their presence to attest. Other citizens, mean-
while, one by one, would be arriving on the scene, some of them yoonger men and
some older. They are grouped about. They feel tiiat some^iing nnosoal is in the air.

.At length there is a full conclave, and Boaz opens his case with his kinsman. It was
*^hi^ :—Naomi, who had so recently returned from the land of Moab, was now unfor-

tunately in such reduced circumstances that she had resolved to sell the property
which had belonged to her deceased husband. Now then was the opportunity of tl.e

nearest kinsman. In virtue of being the nearest in kinship, he wa? e"*::'e<i to th«

first offer of the property. " Buy it, therefore,'' said Boaz, "brf-re the i:.:. .bit.antH,

and before the elders of my people. If thou wilt act the part of the nearest kin^^

BUT& r
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man (as tbou art entitled to do), then act it, and buy the property " (ver. 4). The
kinsman seemed glad that he should have such an opportunity' of addins: to his patri-

monial estate, and accordingly, in presence of the elders and other inhabitants, he
heartily said, " I will act the kinsman's part." As he thus spoke there would, in all

likelihood, be murmurs of applause round and round. AVho could object to the
kinsman getting the estate if he should offer to pay a liberal price to the reduced
widow? it was, in its own little sphere of things, quite a crisis. Deep-drawing
interests, affections, and desires were trembling in the balance. Boaz looked grave.

But it was evident to perceptive eyes that he had not yet unfolded the whole case to

view. After the briefest possible pause he resumed, and said, in the presence of the
judicial conclave, " In the day when thou buyest the land from Naomi, thou must buy
it not from her only, but from Ruth also, as prospective heiress ; and mure, thou must
buy it with Ruth at present upon it, as its inalienable appurtenant, in order that the

name of her deceased husband may, by the blessing or the God of Israel, descend
with it in the line of her posterity (ver. 5), It was only for a moment that the fate

of the gentle Moabitess trembled in its scale. The kinsman was not prepared to

accept the property on Naomi's terms. He feared that new interests would spring

up to fritter into insignificant patches the property which he already possessed.

Hence he said to Boaz, in the presence of the elders and the other citizens, " I cannot
act the part of the nearest kinsman ; do thou it, Boaz, in my room " )^ver. 6). Boaz
would triumph in his heart ; and so, when she became informed of the decision, would
Naomi ; and so would Ruth. But some legal formalities required to be observed ere

the renunciation of the prerogative attaching to the nearest kinsman became absolutely

binding in law. " This,'' says the writer, " was formerly a custom in Israel on occa-
sion of surrendering rights of kinship, or selling and buying land, in order to con-
firm every matter. A man drew off his shoe and gave it to the contracting party.

This was attestation in Israel " (ver. 7). Accordingly, the nearest kinsman in the

case before us drew off his shoe and tendered it to Boaz, in testimony that he there-

with resigned all right to walk upon the ground in question (ver. 8). After tliig

formality had been completed, and Boaz had courteously, in presence of the assembled
witnesses, returned the symbolic shoe, he seems to have sent for Naomi and Ruth,
and to have finished with them, in the presence of the people, the arrangement which
was the most momentous into which he had ever entered, and which promised to be
big with blessing to others as well as to himself. It was not only a marriage settle-

ment ; it was a bridal ceremony. The antique benisons of the elders and the other
citizens fell round him thick and fast (vers. 9—12), and that blessing which maketh
rich, and to which no sorrow is added, the blessing of the God of families and of all

family love, descended and crowned the union.

V. It is infinitely becoming that all things in marriage should be done " DECENTtT,"
" IN ORDER," and ABOVE-BOARD. Let everything clandestine be sensitively avoided.
Whenever there is anything in marriage or its preliminaries that needs smothering
up, the wind is sown, and the whirlwind will need to be reaped.

VI. If stable happine.ss after marriage be desired, care should be taken to have
all preliminaries duly, clearly, and righteously pre-arranged, more particularly such
as have reference to possessions, money, rights, or prerogatives. There should be
also, especially in these modem times, distinct preliminary arrangements regarding
the chief manners and customs of the home, and the relationship that is to be
sustained to Churches, and Cliurch assemblies and ordinances. Much indeed must
be left to future and incidental adjustment; but great regulative principles should be
mutually settled.

VII. If, in " the estate of marriage," there be, as there should be and might be, on
both sides a continual aim after whatsoever things are true, honest, seemly, honour-
able, just, pure, lovely, virtuous, and praiseworthy, then the light of life will shine in

the home and in the heart with inexpressible sweetness and brightness. But if there
be suspicion, jealousy, hard authority, tyranny, a dictatorial spirit, or any grossness, or
secret faithlessness, or the neglect of courtesy, or the extinguishment of kindness
antl daily benevolence, if there be hard selfishness, however glitteringly glozed over
with a semblance of good manners, then the light of life will be nut only jiartially,

but totally echpaed. When the seltishneas unmasks itself to the fiill, the last feebly
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flame, flickering in the socket, will die out, and be succeeded by a darkness that is the
vciy " blackness of darkness." The true ideal of conjugal relationship is presented

by St. Paul in his Epistle to the Ephesians (oh. v. 25—33). The husband's love
should be as the love of Jesus to his Church. The love of the wife should be as

the love of the Church to Jesus. Then the marriage is " in the Lord ;
" and, what

is better still, the life after the marriage is life " in the Lord," and life to the Lord.
It was from ages and generations " a great mystery," but now it is made manifest
in every Christian home that is Christian indeed.

Vers. 18—22.

—

Little Ohed. A birth, and in particular a first birth, in the homes
of the " excellent of the earth " is always an interesting and exciting event. What
multitudes of beginnings there are in childhood 1 What multitudes of buds and
beautiful rose-buddings I What possibilities and uncertainties I What wonderful
littlenesses of hands and feet, and other organs, all so marvellously harmonised and
complete I What wondrous and wondering eyes, looking, and still looking, as if they
would really read your very heart 1 What winsome smiles and early recognitions 1

I. Little Obed was a fortunate child. He had three great privileges. He had
a good father, a good mother, and a good grandmother. What a blessing 1 His
father was one of the most upright, most honourable, most gracious of men. His
mother was " one among a thousand." She had a large heart, full of singular aiTection

and self-denying devotedness. His grandmother was a woman with bold outline of
character, but with a capability of 3-earnirig and attachment unfathomably deep.

II. If little Obed grew up, as is likely, in the feab and favour of God, then what
was long afterwards said of Timothy might by some one be said of him, " I call to

remembrance the unfeigned faith that is in thee, which dwelt at first in thy grand-

mother Lois, and thy mother Eunice, and I am persuaded in thee also " (2 Tim. i. 6).

III. From his very birth he would be cradled in love, the threefold love of

Ruth, Boaz, and Naomi, intertwined into a delightful unity of affection.

IV. Great would be the rejoicings over his advent. 1. Ruth would think of

Machlon, and rejoice. 2. Naomi would think of Elimelech, and rejoice. 3. Boaz
would think of both the deceased, and rejoice that their names were not to be cut off

from among their brethren. Then again (1) Ruth would rejoice for her husband's

Bake, whose home would be brighter now than ever. And she would have peculiar

joy for Naomi's sake, whose fondest wishes and hopes and plans had been so happily

consummated. (2) Boaz would rejoice over the joy and consolation of Ruth and
Naomi ; and he would drink from another fountain of joy as he realised that he himself,

instead of being the terminal link in the genealogical chain, might now have a place

in the line of future generations. (3) Naomi would rejoice because her deepest

desires had been brought up into the light, and crowned with the blessing of the

Almighty. No longer was He the embitterer of her lot (ch. i. 20). Her name was
true, and not to be exchanged for Mara. She was herself again " Naomi," for
" sweet is Jab." His character is "sweet," his thoughts, his feelings, his plans, hig

ways, all are " sweet."

V. In another respect would there be peculiar rejoicings over Obed's advent. Hb
WAS THE MUCH LONGED-FOR HEIR OF TWO DISTINCT ESTATES. Let US hope that he

would be trained up to think of the responsibilities as well as of the privileges that

would come to him in virtue of being born into a good position in society.

VI. His name would be beautifully significant to him in proportion as his

MIND UNFOLDED AND EXPANDED. He would have various ministries to fulfil. A
ministry to his grandmother. A ministry to his mother. A ministry to his father.

A ministry to his dependents. A ministry to his friends and neighbours, and

countrymen in general. Above all, he would have a ministry to the God of his

fathers and of their children's children. It would be his business to be Obed in all

relations. Even Jesus, out of all compare the greatest of his descendants, became
<)BtD, and took upon himself " the form of a servant," and took far more than the

form ; he came " not to be ministered unto, but to minister."

VII. It was the hope of the congratulatory matrons who fondled the welcome
ehild,thRt he would be to his grandmother "a restorer of Mfe" and "a nourisher

of her old age" (ver. 15 \ High is the privilege of children and grand-children

h- 2
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thus to brighten to the aged the evening of life, when the long shadows are stretch-

ing far away. Happy they who count this a privilege I

VIII. What a charm is thrown over infant life by the action of Obed's great

descendant in reference to children. He said, "Suffer the little children to coinn

unto me, and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven." He took

thera up in his arms, laid his hand upon their heads, and blessed them (Matt. xix. 14
,

Mark i. 14—16). At another time he called a little child to him and set him in the

midst of his ambitious disciples, and said, " Except ye be converted, and become as

little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven" (Matt, xviii. 2, 3)
In this love for little children Jesus, as in so many other respects, was "the imnge
of the invisible God." He shows us exactly' what is the heart, and what are the

heart affections, of God. Such as was the visible Jesus in feelings and character,

sruch is the invisible God. He, therefore, he, even he, is a lover of little children,

without distinction or exception.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

A primitive council. The writer of this book depicts for us in this

I
lassage a very picturesque scene. We observe—1. The place ofjudgment and ptiblie

business. "Judges and officers shalt thou make thee in all ihy gates, . . . throughout
thy tribes, and they shall judge the people with just judgment." The parents of

the disobedient son were to "bring him out unto the elders of his city, and unto the

gate ot his place." Absalom, when plotting against his father's authority, "stood
beside the way of the gate," and intercepted those that came to the king for judg-

ment. 2. The court in whose presence important business was transacted—"the
elders of the city." Such elders were prescribed, as is evident from several passages

in Deuteronomy ; and the early books of the Old Testament contain frequent refer-

ences to them and to their duties. Allusion is made to the elders of Succoth, of

Jezreel, and of this same Bethlehem in the time of Samuel. Ten seems to have
been wliat we should call a quorum. There is wisdom, gravity, deliberation, dignity,

in the proceedings here recorded.

I. Human socicty requires institutions of law and justice. The relations

between man and man must not be determined by chance, or left to the decision of

force or fraud. " Order is Heaven's first law."

II. Law and justice should be sanctioned by religion. Religion cannot

approve of all actions done by all in authority; but it acknowledges and respects

government as a Divine institution, and awakens conscience to support justice.

III. There ARE certain CONDI noNs IN conformity with which public business

SHOULD BE transacted. 1. Openness and publicity. 2. Solemn and formal ratifi-

cation and record of important acts. 3. Equality of citizens before the law. 4. As
much liberty as is compatible with public rights. 6. Integrity and incorruptness on

the part of those who administer the law.—T.

Vers. 3—8.

—

The go'el. Every nation has its own domestic and social usages.

Among those prevalent in Israel was the relationship of the go'el. He was the

redeemer, or the next kinsman of one deceased, whose duty it was to purchase an

inheritance in danger of lapsing, or to redeem one lapsed. The duties were defined

in the Levitical law. According to the custom and regulation known as Levirate,

he was expected to marry the widow of the deceased, and to raise up seed unto the

dead, in case no issue were left of the marriage dissolved by death. From this

Book of Ruth it is clear that the two duties, that with regard to property and t!i!»t

respecting marriage, centered in tlie same person. Failing the unnamed kinsman,

it fell to the lot of Boaz to act the part of the near relative of Ruth's deceased

husband. Usages and laws differ, but the fact of kindred remains, and involves

many duties.

I. Human kindred is a Divine appoin i mknt.
II. And is both suqoestive and illustrative of religious, of Curistian tbuti.

E. g. of the fatherhood of God ; of the brotherhood of man ; baaed upon tha* "^

Christ.
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Til. Kindred is at the foundation of human life, as social and political.

IV. Kindred involves consideration and regard.

V. And, where circumstances render it expedient, practical help.

Appeal :—Do we recognise the just claims of kindred ? If we do not, is not our
failure traceable to an imperfect apprehension of spiritual relationships ?—^T.

Vers. 4, Q.—^Our own inheritance, " Lest I mar mine own inheritance," How many
do this ? They have noble inheritances, but in a multitude of ways they mar them.

I. There is the inheritance of physical health. Most precious ; not to be
gotten for fine gold. Yet how often it is injured by sloth and sin, by intemperance
and lust, or by the overtaxed brain, and neglect of the simple economy of health.

II. There is the inheritance op good name. This too is a priceless gift.

More to be desired than gold, yea, than fine gold. Character. It takes years to

win—whether for a commercial house or for a personal reputation ; but it takes

only a moment to lose. How many a son has marred his inheritance I The " good
name " is irrecoverable in the highest sense. Forgiveness may ensue, but the
memory of evil lives after.

III. There is the inheritance of a beliqious faith. "My father's God.** Then
my father had a God I There had been a generation to serve him before I was born I

Am I to be the first to break the glorious chain, to sever the great procession ?

"One generation shall praise thy works to another." How beautiful I Is my voice

to be silent, my thought to be idle, my heart to be cold and dead to God my Saviour?
Let me think of the unfeigned faith of my grandmother Lois and my mother Eunice,
and not mar the inheritance through unbelief.—W. M. 8.

Vers. 9—11.

—

Honourable conduct honourably witnessed. By the "shoe" in the
context is meant, no doubt, the sandal, which in the East was, and is, the ordinary
covering of the foot, fastened by means of a thong of leather. Although in a house,
or in a temple, the sandal was dispensed with, it was always used in walking and
upon a journey. It was taken ofiE at meals, in every sacred place, and in the presence
of every sacred person, and on occasion of mourning. The context brings before us
a symbolical use of the sandal. In early times—for even when this book was
written the custom was obsolete—it was the usage of the men of Israel, in taking
possession of any landed property, to pluck off the shoe. This was the survival of
a still older custom—the planting the foot upon the newly-acquired soil, outwardly
and visibly to express the taking possession of it, and asserting a right to it as one's
own. Having, by the permission and at the suggestion of the unnamed kinsman,
performed this simple symbolical act, Boaz proceeded to address the assembled
elders of the city, calling them to witness two facts : his purchase of the field of
Elimelech, and his resolve to take Ruth, the widow of Elimelech's son, as his own
wife. The elders, in presence of one another, formally and solemnly declared.
We are witnesses,

I. A. RELIGIOUS MAN SHOULD BE SCBDPULOUSLT HONOURABLE IN THE rBANSACTIONS OF
LIFE.

II. In NOTHING IS THIS BULE MOBE IMPOBTANT THAN IN QUESTIONS AFFECTING
PROPERTY AND IN MARRIAGE.

III. Publicity, the presence of competent and veracious, honourable wit-
nesses, MAY be regarded AS OF THE HIGHEST IMPORTANCE Secret marriages and
miderhand proceedings with regard to property are to be avoided.

IV. A PUBLIC PROFESSION OF GHBISTIANITT IN THE PBESENCE OF WITNESSES IS WISE,
RIGHT, AND EXPEDIENT.—T.

Ver. 10.

—

The name of the dead. Elimelech was dead, Mahlon was dead. But
^to Naomi and to Ruth, who survived, and even to Boaz, the kinsmen of the deceased,
the dead were sacred. Not only was their memory treasured in the hearts of the
survivors ; the fact that they had lived exercised an influence, and a very marked in-
fluence, over tlie conduct of those still living. This was human, admirable, and right.

I. The name of the dead should be sacred in every family. We were theirsc
and they are still ours—ours whilst w* live. To forget them would be brutish anil
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inhuman. Their memory should be cherished. Their wishes, within reasonable
limits, should be fulfilled. Their example, if good, should be reverently studied and
diligently copied.

II. The name or the dead is a national possession and power. " One gener-
ation passeth away, and another generation cometh." But each generation inherits

from its predecessor. Patriotism is fostered by the traditions of the great men who
have gone, and whose memory is the national pride and glory. To us in England
what inspiration does " the name of the dead " afford I The heroes, statesmen,
patriots, saints, discoverers, &c. have left behind them imperishable names. " Let ug
now," says the apocryphal writer, " let us now praise famous men and our fathers

which begat us."

III. The name of the dead ib the inspiration of the world's labours and
HOPES. All great names, save One, are names of the dead, or of those who soon will

be such. One was dead, but lives again, and for evermore. His undying life gives
true life and power to the great names of those whom he causes to liv« again ; for
he teaches us that nothing he has sanctified can ever die.

Query :—What shall our name be when we are with the dead ?—T.

Vers. 11, 12.

—

Good wishes. When the marriage of Boas with Ruth was resolved

upon, the elders of the city, the bridegroom's neighbours and friends, expressed with
cordiality their congratulations and good wishes. They wished well to himself, to his

wife, to his house or family, to his offspring, his seed.

L Kind wishes are founded in a principle Divinelt planted in human na-
ture. Sympathy is a principle of human nature. Benevolence is as natural as

selfishness, though less powerful over most minds. And we should " rejoice with

those who do rejoice."

II. It is right that kind wishes should be expressed in words. There is no
doubt danger lest insincerity should creep into the customary salutations and benedic-

tions of life ; many compliments are utterly insincere. Yet even the most scrupulous

and veracious may legitimately utter good wishes. It is churlish to withhold such
utterances.

III. Christianity gives a rich, full meaning to the kind wishes of friend-

ship. For our religion teaches us to turn every wish into a prayer. It is a sufficient

condemnation of a wish that it cannot take this form. With Christians, " God bless

you !
" should be a hearty and fervent intercession,—T.

Ver. 13.

—

The birth of a son. With true piety as well as justice the author of this

book refers the blessings of domestic life to him who setteth his people in families,

and of whom it is said, " Lo, children are an heritage of the Lord, and the fruit of

the womb is his reward." Whenever a child is bom into the world the Spirit of

wisdom teaches us, as Christians, lessons of the most practical and valuable kind.

I. Gratitude to God fob a precious gift. Christian parents feel that they

receive no gifts so valuable, so dear as the children bestowed upon them by the

goodness of God. Thanks are ever due for the Divine favour thus shown.

II. A SENSE OF PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. He must be stolid and insensible

indeed who, when his firstborn is placed in his arms, has no thought of the sacred

charge laid upon him. Gifts are trusts. The parent's desire and prayer should be

for grace to fulfil solemn responsibilities.

III. Resolutions regarding education. Remembering that for the first years of

life a child is almost entirely under the parents' influence, fathers and mothers will

not only at the first seriously and prayerfully dedicate their offspring to God, but will

consider how they may train them up in the way they should go, that when they are

old they may not depart from it.

IV. A spirit of dependence upon "the Father of the spirits of all flesh"
for a blessing. We cannot too much connect our children with the throne of grace.

Private and family prayer will be the means of domestic happiness, and ^vill assist

parents in exercising a watcliful care and faithful guidance, and children in Hsinf

aright the opportunities of improvement with which they are favoured.—T.

I
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Ver. 13.

—

Thi birth-hour. "And slie bare a son." Meniorablo day that ! Read

to the end or tiie chapter: " There was a son born to Naomi ; and they called his

name Obed : he is the father of Jesse, the father of David." The old divines used to

consider that Ruth the Moabitess becoming an ancestor of David was a prefigiirement

of the admission of the Gentiles into the Christian Church. Certain it is that the

Jews did think this a dishonour to David, and Shimei in his revilings is supposed t<?

taunt David with his descent from Ruth. But the descent of the same true spirii

is the real descent of honour.

I. The child's name. Obed, a servant. It may be a remembrancer of duty. Jus:

as the motto of the Prince of Wales is
—

" Ich dien,'' 1 serve. Any way it is beauti-

ful never to despise service. A Christian is to be " meet for the Master's use.*''

How many there are who are of no iise in the world I Some dislike all service, anti

prefer the dainty hand that is never soiled, and the life that is never separated from
selfishness.

II. The benrdiction on Naomi. Naomi was there to receive congratulations.

What a time for the mother in Israel to be with the new mother 1 There is sacred

anxiety in such hours in the household. Why should the name of mother-in-law be

the butt for satire? Many can testify how precious her care and kindness is in such

a season. It is easy, i)ut wicked as easy, to satirise a relationship which, if it creates

responsibilities, confers also kindness which cannot be bought.

III. The prophecy concerning the babe. How soon infancy merges into youth

and manhood. In a few years Naomi will be bent and bowed. The white winter of

age is coming, and then this child shall be a nourisher of Naomi's old age. A desolate

Lime indeed for those who have no children's children to brighten their declining days,

and, if needful, to succour them when friend and helper are gone. But all here is

traced, as in Hebrew history all is ever traced, to the good hand of God. "Blessed

be the Lord, which hath not left thee this day without a kinsman."—W. M. 8.

Vers. 14—17.

—

The benevolent haj^pinen of old ag«. The story of Ruth closes

amidst domestic prosperity and happiness, and amidst neighbourly congratulations.

And it is observable th'at Naomi, whose trials and sorrows interest us so deeply at

the commencement of this book, appears at its close radiant with renewed happiness:

her daughter-in-law a mother, she herself a grand-parent, surrounded by rejoicing

neighbours, expressing their congratulations, and invoking blessing upon her and
those dear to her. The narrative loses sight of Ruth in picturing the felicity of her

mother-in-law. The neighbours who before had asked, "Is this Naomi ? " now
exclaim, "There is a son born to Naomi: blessed be the Lord, whick hath not left

thee this day v/ithout a kinsman." She is encompassed with the blessings which, in

the language of our puet, " should accompany old age "—" honour, love, obedience,

troops of friends."

I. Unselfishness is rewarded. Naomi had all along thought more of Rutk'a

sorrows and of Ruth's happiness than of her own. And now tliis ver}' Ruth is made
the means of her prosperity, comfort, and joy in declining years.

II. Hopes are fulfilled. It was Naomi's desire that Ruth icight attain tc
" rest," and her counsels had been directed to this end. Now she sees the Moabitess
a happy wife, a happy mother.

Hi. A joyous prospect is opened up. The day has been cloudy and stonny, bul

how brightly does the sun shine out at eventide I
" A restorer of her life," " s

nourisher of her old age," is given her. The child Obed becomes her delight, and
her imaginations picture his manhood, and his position in an honourable line of

descent.

IV. Sympathy enhances happiness. There is mutual reaction here ; Ruth,Kaomi
and the neighbours, with unselfish congratulations, rejoicings, and prayers, con
tribute to one another's welfare.—T.

Vers. 18

—

l-l.—The lineage of David. This book closes with a genealogy.
Readers of the Scriptures may sometimes have I'elt perplexed at the frequency witt
which geni'alogical tables occur both in the Old Testament and in the New. Therf
iti a si)fli''ient reason for this.
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I. Scripture sanctions the interest human nature feels in genealogy. No
one is insensible to his own ancestiy, especially if among his progenitors have been

men of eminence. Interest in ancestry may be carried too far, and may spring from,

and minister to, a foolish vanitj-, but in itself it is good. It is a witness to the

di<^nitv of human nature ; it may be an inspiration to worthy deeds ; it may be an
incentive to transmit influences of character and culture to posterity.

II. Scripture attaches special importance to the genealogy of the descend-
ants OF Abraham. Israel was the chosen people, and the lineage of the tribes of

Israel, and especially of Judah, was a matter of national and local, but also of world-

wide, importance.

III. Scripture carefully* records the genealogy of Christ Jesus. He was the

Son of man, the Son of David, as well as the Son of God. By evincing this, pro-

vision was made for commending Jesus to the reverence of the Hebrew people ; for

making manifest the fulfilment of prophecy, which was thus authenticated ; for pre-

senting the Saviour in all the power of his true humanity before the human race, as

the object of faith, attachment, and devotion.

Lessons :—1. The obligations under which we individually may be laid by a pious

ancestry. 2. Our debt to posterity. 3. The claims of the Son of man upon our

hearts.—T.
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